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PLAIN INTRODUCTION | 
TO THE 

CRITICISM OF THE NEW TESTAMENT. 
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ADVERTISEMENT. 

THE following pages are chiefly designed for the use of 

those who have no previous knowledge of the Textual 

Criticism of the New Testament; but since the Author has 

- endeavoured to embody in them the results of very recent 

investigations, he hopes that they may prove of service to 

more advanced students. He asks the reader’s indulgence 

for the annexed list of Addenda et Corrigenda, both by 

reason of the peculiar character of his work, and the 

-remoteness of West Cornwall from Public Libraries. He 

might easily have suppressed the greater part of them, but 

that he has honestly tried to be accurate, and sees no 

cause to be ashamed of what Porson has well called “ the 

common lot of authorship.” He has only to add that he 

has not consciously borrowed from other writers without 

due acknowledgement, and to return his best thanks to the 

Rev. H. O. Coxe for important aid in the Bodleian, and to 

Henry Bradshaw Esq., Fellow of King’s College, for valuable 

instruction respecting manuscripts in the University Library 

at Cambridge. ~ 

Fatmoutu, September, 1861. 
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ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDA. 

. Page 7, 1. 31, for 16 read 20. 
p. 12, last line but one, for Acts xiv. read Acts xvi. 

p. 14, note; add: Yet Cod. Augiensis (F) reads xpv 1 Cor. ix. 1. 
p. 27, 1. 17, read hieroglyphics. 
pp. 27, 28, Cod. Friderico-August. is Plate I. No. 3, Cod. Alexandrin. Plate I. No. 2. ' 

p. 29, n. 1, phi has the same lozenge shape in Cod. Bezae, p. 34, L. 13, and elsewhere. 

. 80, 1, 25, and p. 35, 1. 6, for p. 28 read p. 29. 

n. 2; p. 40 bis; p. 138, 1. 8, for Sylvestre read Silvestre. 

1. 3, for Plate I. read Plate ITI. 

2 
30, 
36, 

p. 37, 
Dp. 47, n.; p. 51,n.2; p. 85, n. 2, for Horne IT. read Horne IV. 

. 57,1. 21; p. 83, 1 39; p. 95,11; p. 110,153; p. 135, 1. 30, for 1711 read 1710. . 

p. 85, n.1, J. W. B. of the Guardian is now known to be the Rev. J. W. Burgon, M.A., Fellow 
of Oriel College, Oxford, whose delightful “Letters to Home Friends,” are announced for repub- 
lication. Mr Burgon has an unique and beautiful photograph of Act, i. 1—3? in Cod. B. 

_p. 90, n. 3, Mr Westcott kindly points out that Dr Dobbin is quoting Tregelles’ Lecture.on the 
Historie Evidence of the N. T., p. 84. 

p. 96,1. 34. Cod. Bezae is numbered Nn. 11. 41 in the Catalogue of Manuscripts at Cambridge. 

p. 99,1. 29. The letters in Cod. D, as a whole, are larger than in AB. Scrivener is engaged 
on anew edition of it, printed line for line in common Greek type, with Frolegomena, otes 
and fac-similes, to be solid at alow price. He finds, by recent experience, that Kipling’s accuracy 
is over-stated in pp. 98, 99. 

p. 106, 1. 33. Add after “canons”: rérAou and the larger xepadata in red (those of St John being 
lost): the church-notes seem prima manu. Each member in the genealogy in Luke iii. forms a 
separate line, as in Cod. B, (see p. 87). 

p. 110, 1 23: add: Another facsimile is given in Silvestre, No. 76. Cod. M contains Eusebius’ 
letter to Carpianus, a note in Slavonic, and others in a contemporaneous cursive hand. 

p. 115, Il. 16—24 is obviously the same fragment as N?, p. 111, one of the most difficult to read 
I ever examined. 

p. 121, 1. 6, for less read greater. 

p. 123, 1.14. I now observe that Hug (Introd. 1. 283, Wait) divides the kindred Cod. G of St 
Paul into ¢riéxou on the same plan. 

p. 126,137. Cod. Zacynthius is just announced as ready (Sept. 1861). See also p. 347, 1. 32. 

p. 187, 1. 40, for de read des. 

. p. 142, Cod. 1 was formerly numbered B. vi. 27 at Basle. 

p. 149, ]. 1. Elsewhere (except in p. 150, 1.5; p. 152, 1. 3) more correctly called by its modern ~ 

p 
p 

p 

“name the University Library. 

p. 158, Cod. 124, for Nessel 118, read Nessel 188. 
p. 170, Cod. 311, for Reg. 303, read Reg, 203. 

p. 182, 1. 20, for 187, reac 181, 
p. 185, L 12, for Psaltery react Psalter. 
p. 187, Act. 4. Insert X between B and 20. 

p. 188, Act. 20. Add: 4°, the Pauline Epistles precede the Acts and Catholic Epp. (sce p. 61). 
One leaf is lost in Hebr. (Casley) and the manuscript is quite illegible in parts. 

p. 188, Act. 21. Add (Wetstein). 

p. 192, 1, 24, Act. 72, For 97 read 96, 

_p. 193, Act. 102. See p. 225 note, where the error is corrected. 

p. 197, Act, 178 is now Middle Hill 1461, Apoc. m.®", 

p. 203, Paul 119, prefise an asterisic to this Codex, 

p. 206, Paul 213. From the reading (rod cod kat ratpds Tod xyptorod) in Coloss. ii. 2 it is pretty 
clear that this is one of the 22 Barberini manuscripts mentioned in p. 157, Evan. 112. 

p. 208. 1, 34, Apoc. 41 is Alexandrino- Vat. 68, not 69, ; 

p. 223, Apost. 2, Add: The lessons exactly correspond with those in our list (pp. 68-74): five 
of the Saints’ day lessons are from the Catholic Epistles. This codex is written in a fine bold hand 
with red musical notes. 

p. 224, Apost. 44, 45 are respectively BB and CC of Missy, but 1633, 1634 of his Sale Catalogue. 

p. 272,131. Spell Giorgi to be uniforne with p. 116, 1 12, and p. 273, 1. 7. 

p. 274, 1. 20. Dean Ellicott (Philipp. déc.) marks an Arian tinge in the rendering of Phil. ii. 
6—8 in the Gothic, which he praises as usually accurate and faithful 
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p. 278, 1. 20, &e, Ellicott, speaking from personal experience, “cannot in any way agree” with 
Tregelles’ estimate of the Aithiopic, adding “in St Paul's Epistles Thave found it any thing but 
the dreary paraphrase which he terms it” (Philipp. é&c. Preface, p. viii. n. 2). On this point I can 
only record the contradictory judgments of others. 

p. 306, L 11, Luke xix, 4: add E2 after B. 
p. 310, 1. 39. Lobserve that Kuenen (N. 7. ad jidem Cod. Vatican. Praef. p. i.) cites ZéschyL 

Suppl. 391 for xptua, but adds “apud Nonnum a Stephano laudatum eis xpina Stacov eBnv. 
Hinc sequitur scriptores N. T. omnes aequalium consuetudinem secutos xpi.o. dixisse.” But how 
was Nonnus [v] an aequalis of the sacred writers? 

p. 319, 1.6. Spell Gerhard 4 Mistricht, uniformly with p. 152, 1. 36. 
p. 329,1.2. Read and facsimiles of Manuscripts (twenty-nine in all), the whole being &c. 

p. 330, 1. 17, for Wilkin’s read Wilkins’. 

p. 340, 1.12. Read one of the most celebrated philologists. 
p. 400, 1. 39. Insert Since before Dean Alford. 

p. 425,1.18, For xai read xa. The few stops are inserted for the reader’s convenience. 

+ p, 431, 1. 23, for vv. 9—12 read vv. 9-20. 

Postscript. We have not named in the body of this work the papyrus fragments of St Matthew 
and St James, said to have been unrolled by M. Simonides, and now in the possession of Mr 
Mayer of Liverpool, to which a marvellous date has been assigned. When Jacsumiles shall have 
been published and. studied and compared with the originals, we shall be better able than at 
present to estimate their value. 

I have reserved till this place the corrections to Dr Bloomfield’s list of manuscripts, collated 
or inspected by him, which renewed examination has enabled me to make. My venerated friend 
has not distinguished in his Catalogue between the Harleian and Additional codices in the 
British Museum. 

p. 186. Addl. 14774, add; A splendid copy, 4°, xed. t (red or gold), xed., rérAot, Am., Bus, (often 
omitted), men., lect., with illuminations (cost £84), ; 

Ibid. Addl. 15581, add: 12° neat,{with leaves misbound. Am., Eus. (mostly omitted), lect. 
secunda manu, the Latin chapters later still. 

Ibid. Addl. 16184, add: exceptthe Apocalypse, in the usual Greek order (see p. 61), preceded by 
liturgical matter on paper and vellum, 37 or 38 lines on a small 4° page. The gospels have xed. t., 
prol, xep., rirdor (rubro, almost obliterated), Am. (not Eus.), lect., the Epistles prot. ced. ¢, Eutha- 
lian rirAot, lect., with full syn., and other matter at the end. 

Ibid. Addl. 17469, 17741 are wrongly set down by Bloomfield as 17467, 17740 respectively, 

p. 187. Addl. 18211, add: with 12 leaves chart. [xv] to fill up hiatus, xed. t, rérAor, Am. (not 
Eus.), some lect., from Patmos. F. V. J. Arundell, British Chaplain at Smyrna (1834), describes 
this copy, given him by Mr Borrell, and a Lectionary sold to him at the same time, in his “ Disco- 
veries in Asia Minor,” Vol. 11. p. 268. He there compares it with the beautiful Cod. Ebnerianus 
(Evan, 105), which it does not resemble in the least, being larger and far less elegant. 

Ibid. Addl, 19387, add: 4°, in the Museum Catalogue [xrv]. 

Ibid. Addl. 19389, add: riérkor, Am. (not Eus.), lect., elegantly written by Cosmas, a monk ; 
bought of Simonides, 1853, . 

p. 207,13. Codd. 5540, 5742 are neither Harl, nor Addl. I cannot set right these false refer- 
ences, 

Ibid.1. 4. Addl, 19389 must mean 19388 [xr or xrv], 4°, small but very neat, bought of 
Simonides, 1853. Here again the Pauline Epp. precede the Catholic (begins 2 Cor. xi. 25, ends 
1 Pet, iii. 15), the Acts being absent. Prol., lect., Kuthalian xed. 

pp. 218, 219. Evst, 151 and 152 were also inspected by Bloomfield. 

p. 223,19. Cod. 536 is neither Harl. nor Addl., and I cannot explain the error. Dele Codd, 
1575, 1577. Addl. 5153 is [x1 or x1], 4°, 2 vol., mut., in bad condition, with red musical notes, and 
some leaves supplied on paper and vellum. We have omitted Bloomfield’s 5684 (Harl., not Addl.) 
as being Evan. G (see p. 106). 

Ibid. Addl, 18212 [x11] 4°, much mt, at the end, with red musical notes and an older leaf 
from the Old Testament prefixed. 

Ibid. Addl. 19460 [xzrr] 4° small, is very coarsely written, imperfect, and in bad condition. 

Ibid. Addl, 19993 [xrv] 4° small, chart., damaged but in a bold hand, At the beginning is an 
Avertissment, signed G, Alefson, which ends literally thus: “Je Pai acheté seulement pour le sawver 
des mains barbares qui allait le destruire intierement au prix de sch. 15 a Chypre, A.D. 1851.” 

p. 225, 1. 35. From our totals we must strike off two codices of St Paul and three Evangelis- 
taria, which we cannot recognise, but 19388 must be added to the list of the Catholic Epistles; thus 
our total of known cursives is 1456, 
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dating from B,0. 100 to A.D. 100, on Egyptian papyrus, in a running hand (see 
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Col, xx. 1.6: see p. 29). ovrwo rodvuaberraroy mpoolaryopevonevoy oteras mravra| 



XLV DESCRIPTION OF THE PLATES. 

SuvacOas ywwoKew Kat rotlew ovx ovo eavror og evioic|ovder TL Puparat KaTeXwy | Kat 
ov cuvopwy ort rodAa Belrar TpIByoay Kar aro THE aU|Tyo.ywyTae “eodou' KaBalmep 
Ta THO TwounTiKns mepn Kat| Store Tept Tove zoAvuabero| (11. a) CoD. FRIDERICO- 

Avaeust. [tv], 2 Sam. vii. ro, 11, Septuagint. ceavrov xafwo aplyno Kat ad 

nuepalev eraka xptrag|emt Toy haoy pov|tod Kat eramwwloa amavrag Tous | exOpove 

sou Kat|autnow oe Kat ot|: see pp. 43, 44, 78. (11. b). Cop; Srvarricus N [iv] 

Luke xxiv. 33 ry wpa vmeorpe| pav eo tepovoalrAne Kat eupov y\Opocuerove Tove | 
evdexa Kat Tous |cuv avrow deya|: see pp, 28, 30 note. There are no large or 

capital letters in this Plate. 

Puate V. (12) Cop. Auuxanprin. A [v] Gen. i. 1—2, Septuagint. These 

four lines are in bright red, with breathings and accents: see pp. 39—40, 391 note. 

Henceforth capital letters begin to appear. €v dpxf émdenoer 6 ba rdv duipavdv Kat 

Thy yw h 88 yh iv dblparoc Kd dxaracxedacros- | kal oxdros érdvw rio aBdooou. | 

(13) Zéid. Act. xx, 28, in common ink: see p. 447. IIpooexere eaurowe Kat rave 

Te | Moypnte* ey «9 iar re mva ro| wyiov Gero emtoxoroue« | rroysawew ryv exkdyorar| 

Tou ku qv Tepterotnoaro Sialrov ayuwaros rou ediov'| (14) Cop. Corton. Titus C. xv. 

N of the Gospels [vi], see pp. 110, 11x, and for the Ammonian section and 

Eusebian canon in the margin, p. §3. John xv. 20. rov Aeyov ov | eyw evroy Ul uw’ 

ovx eorw| Sovdoo pif | rou KU avrov. 

Puate VI. (15) Cop. Burnzy 21 [dated 1292], sce pp. 37 and note 2, 180. 

John xxi. 17, 18. rpéBara pov’ dphy duhy Aéyw cow’ | bre ajo vewrepoc, éfdvviies 

élavrdv' kal mepierdrys Sov YOelheo* Bray 5& yypdono, exreveto| (16) Con. 

ARUNDEL 547, Evangelistar. [1x], see pp. 42, 220. The open work indicates stops 

and musical notes in red, John viii. 13. Aurw of gapiciilor+od wept oeavrdu| 
rw ddnbjo+arel (17) Cop. NitRiensis, R of 

the Gospels, a palimpsest [VI]: see pp. 22, 114, and note 2, Luke v. 26. fafor tov 

Ov | Kae erdno@nloav PoBou Velyorres ort|. 

Puate VII. (18) Cop. Dusiin, Z of the Gospels, a palimpsest [v1] from 

Barrett; see pp. r1g—121. Matth. xx. 33, 34. avovywow o: opPar|uoe nuwyr | 

Criayxnicbac Se 0 | yaro Tey oupard | avrwy Kat evfewo}. (19) Cop, CuARo- 

monranus, D of St Paul [v1], in a stichometrical form (see pp. 44—46), with the 

Greek and Latin in parallel columns (see p. 130), from Silvestre, Paléographie 

Universelle, No.67. Tit. i. 8,9. wh dioxpoxepsF | dAAG pirdkevor | Pirayabor sdppova 

| dtxarov 8orov | évxpard | dvrexduevoy || non turpilucrum | sed hospitalem | benignum 
sobrium | justum sanctum | continentem | adpectentem || 

Puave VIII. (20) Cop, Vatioan. B [iv] Psalm i. 1—3, Septuagint, sticho- 
metrically arranged in two columns on the page (pp. 45, 86) from Silvestre, No. 60, 
a tolerable facsimile, but very inferior to the yet unpublished and unique photograph 

of Actsi. 1—3?, in the possession of the Rev.J. W. Burgon of Oriel. The numeral ¢@ 

in the upper margin may be primd manu, the line above being thus found in the 

Herculanean rolls (see p. 43): for the bar, crosses, ornaments, and initial capital M 

see’p. 87: the title (mis-spelt Yaapoz) is late, as may be seen from the shape of yz, 

which closely resembles those in Plate XJ, No. 38. paxdpioo dvip do dux éropévdy 

éy BovrdR aoeBar | cau ev 086 dinapreinay ovx dorn | de ere Kabédpay Aotuwy ovK 

éxaewé | GAA % Ev 7H vouw Kv 5 78 eoAnpeot durd | kde dv 7B vbuw durév pererijee | 

Tutpas kat vurro | Kat torat wo 7b EvNov 7d wepurev| The breathings and acoents 
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are by .a later hand (see p. 86), and most of the errors in spelling may fairly be 

imputed to Silvestre’s artist. (21) Cop. Ruerus 62 (L of the Gospels) [vir], see 
pp. 108—~109: retraced after Tregelles (see p. 37, note 1). John xii. 13, 14. 

+6 Bactreve rod | epr-+ | Evpuw 52 6 wo | dvaptoy exabecer er avro+ KalOwo éorw 
yeypa| In the margin stand the greater xepdauov 18 (14, seep. 48), the Ammonian 

section pa (101, see p. §0) and the Eusebian canon ¢ (7, see p. §2). (22) Con. 
Nanzanus, U of the Gospels [rx or x], retraced after Tregelles, Mark vi. 18. 

Bdyrog avrov | dio rd TAGS | wapexddrce dulrdv 6 daruolobeo wal. For the margin 
see p. 117. (23) Cop. Basiu. 1 of the Gospels [x], see pp. 37, 142, retraced after 

Tregelles. Matth. xv. 1, 2. Ipoodpxovrac atta gapirato: cal ypapparets | dard 

lepocodvpwy. déyovres* Sarl of pabyl|ral cov wapaBalyover Typ Twapddocw Tay | 

mpecBurépwy' ob yap vlrrovrat Tas xetpac |. 

Puare TX. (24) Cop. Epuraumr, C, a palimpsest [v] from Tischendorf’s 

facsimile: see pp. 22, 94, 452. The upper writing [x1r?] is rod riv rdn@iv rdv | 

euav dpaprnud || couat’ olia re wera | Thy ywOow wpaprov. translated from St 

Ephraem the Syrian. The earlier text is 1 Tim. iii. 15, 16. wua Tyo adnOelac’ | Kae 

omodoyounerws péya éorw To THC duo eBevar pul’ ornpiov" ba éepavepwOn ev capKts 

edixaiwOy év vi. For the accents &c. sce p. 96. (25) Cop. Laup. 35, Eof the Acts 

[vx] Latin and Greek, see pp. 128~129, in a sort of stichometry (p. 45). Act. 
xx, 28, regere | ecclesiam | domini || roiuevew | ryv exxAnotay | rov ku| Below are 
specimens of six letters taken from other parts of the manuscript. 

(37) Matth. i, 1—3, Greek and Latin, from the Complutensian Polyglott, 
1514: see pp. 288—294, especially p. 290. 

Puatze X, (26) Cov. Bastu., E of the Gospels {vi1r] retraced after Tregelles, 

ag are (27), (28), (29). See pp. 103—ro4, and for the stops p. 42. Luke xxii. 2, 3. 

Kat éfjrouy ol dpyiepeto kat ol | ypayparetc, rh r&c dvédulow adrév, époBourw . 

yap | rov Nady eloGrOevy 5¢ ca| The Ammonian sections céa, c&B (261, 262) and 

Eusebian canon a (1) are in the margin. (27) CoD. Bonus, F of the Gospels 

[tx or x], see pp. to4, ros. Mark x. 13 (Ammonian section only, ps or 106). 

Kal mpocépepov | air& macdta | Ww dyyras dujrdv' dc 6é pabylrde éreriuwy|. (28) 
Cop. Harurtan. 5684, G of the Gospels [x], see p. to6. Matth. v. 30, 31. 

BrnOn+ eo -yeer|var' re tyo Xe [see p. 107]. | *EppnOn 5& “Ore bo | dv drodven 
Ty | yuvatca durdu: | dp (é4pxh) stands in the margin of the new lesson. (29) Cop. 

Crprius, K of the Gospels [1x], see pp. 107, 108. Luke xx. 9 (with the larger 

xepdAacov O or 7o in the margin), Tew rv sapaBodnv ravrny dvor éptrev|cev 

dumehGvas kab éédoro durdv yewpyote: (8. b.) CoD. BopiEran., A of the Gospels 

[X or 1x], in sloping uncials, see pp. 36 note 1, 124. Luke xviii. 26, 27 and 30. 

gavres* Kit To, | Sivarar cwORvar | 6 8 io. etrev' || ToOTw’ Kae ev | 7d cede 7 

eplxouéva Swhy |. 

Prats XI. (30) Cop. Worri B, H of the Gospels [1x], see p. 106. John i. 
38—40, role dxodofodvrac Néyet duroiot+ rl gylretre+ dc Se+ etrroy durad + paBBel* 

3 Adyelrax epunvevduevoy Siddoxare rod pdlyer-+ Aéyer durota+ épyerGe Kat tere + 

HA|. Retraced after Tregelles, as is No. 31: in the originals of both codices the 
dark marks seen in our facsimiles are no doubt red musical notes. (31) Cop. 

CaMPIANUS, M of the Gospels [1x], see pp. 109, 110. Matth. iii. 11. ’€yS per. 
Barrigw | imac ev Bare io | perdvorav +4 58 6 | wlow wou épydue|. In the margin 
stand the Ammonian section «a (11), and the Eusebian canon a (1) (31. b) 
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Cop. Emman. Com. Canvas. Act. 53, Paul. 30 [x17], See PP. 44, ror. This 

minute and elegant specimen, beginning Rom. v. 21, xu Tod xv jw" and ending 

vi. 7, dedixalwras d, is left to exercise the reader's skill. (38) Cop. RubEr, M of 

St Paul [x], see pp. 138—140. 2 Cor. i. 38. mapadiyoewo" 6 rapaxadwy | dao 

érl mdon The Orlper-. do 7d | SWvacbae tao wapaxadedy | robo év wdon OAlwee did 

Tijo walpaxdyjoews fo mapexadovpe|Oa durol brs Tou OU» Ure Kabdo|. (8. a) Con. 

BoDLeEran., I’ of the Gospels [1x], see pp. 36 note 1, r21—122. Mark vili. 33, 

morpagea Kat dv rove palOnrac dvrod- émerlunoey 7Q | rérpw Aéywv- Uraye 
émicw wd |, 

Puate XII. (32) Param. 18 Evangelistarium [dated 980], see pp. 37 note 3, 

220, Luke ix. 34. yovrocr éyévero velpédn Kou éreoxlacer | durodo époSiOncd. 

Annexed are six letters taken from other parts of the manuscript. (33) Con. 

Monacensis, X of the Gospels [rx], see pp. 118, 119: retraced after Tregelles, as 

also is (34). Luke vii. 25, 26. rloir jugtecuévor® tSou du | ev quaricud Gddiw Kat 

tp\p} vrdpxovres ev roe Bacthel | oro etolys dAdAa TL éEeAnAvVOa|. (34) Con. 
REGIUS 14, 33 of the Gospels, Paul. 17 [x1], see pp. 37, 145. Coloss. i. 24, 25, 

Tabjpacw drep tudv' Kal dvravardypd Ta vorephuara rev -Orlwewv rov xu év| ry 

capxl pou Srep Tov cwparog duTéu 8 er % exxrnola Ho eyerdunw eyed ravdog dud. |. 

(35) Cop, LEIOESTRENSIS, 69 of the Gospels, Paul. 37 [x1v], see pp. 24, 38, 151. 

1 Tim. iii. 16. rijs edoeBe(?)las wvoriptov’ 6 65 épavepOy ev caplkl edtxaudOn & 
avetpatir Bpby ayyédors’ | exypixOn ev COverw: eric eddy ev xbopw’ dved}j— (36) 

Cop. Burnny 22, Evangelistar. [dated 1319], see pp. 38, 220. The Scripture text 

is Mark vii. 30. BeBrnuevy ov élrl rhy KAbny a | 7d dacudreor éfe|AZAvVOdr :—The 

subscription which follows is given at length in p. 38, note r. 

The reader will have observed throughout these specimens that the breathings 
and accents are usually attached to the fist vowel of a diphthong. 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE CRITICISM . 

OF THE 

TEXT OF THE NEW TESTAMENT. 

CHAPTER I. 

PRELIMINARY ‘CONSIDERATIONS. 

L ype God was pleased to make known to man His 
purpose of redeeming us through the death of His 

Son, He employed for this end the general laws, and worked 
according to the ordinary course of His Providential government, 
so far as they were available for the furtherance of His merciful 

design. A revelation from heaven, in its very notion, implies 
supernatural interposition; yet neither in the first promulgation, 
nor in the subsequent propagation of Christ’s religion, can we 
mark any waste of miracles. So far as they were needed for the 
assurance of honest seekers after truth, they were freely resorted. 
to: whensoever the principles that move mankind in the affairs 
of common life were adequate to the exigences of the case, more 
unusual and (as we might have thought) more powerful means 
of producing conviction were withheld, as. at once superfluous 
and ineffectual. Those who heard not Moses and the prophets 
would scarcely be persuaded, though one rose from the dead. 

2. And as it was with respect to the evidences of our faith, 
so also with regard to the volume of Scripture. God willed that 
His Church should enjoy the benefit of His written word, at 
once as a rule of doctrine and as a guide unto holy living. For 

‘1 



2 PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS. 

this cause He so enlightened the minds of the Apostles and 
Evangelists by His Spirit, that they recorded what He had 
imprinted on their minds or brought to their remembrance, with- 
out the risk of error in anything essential to the verity of the 
Gospel. But this main point once secured, the rest was left, 
in a great measure, to themselves. The style, the tone, the 

language, perhaps the special occasion of writing, seém to have 
depended much on the taste and judgment of the several pen- 
men. Thus in St Paul’s Epistles we note the profound thinker, 
the great scholar, the consummate orator: St John pours forth 
the simple utterings of his gentle, untutored, affectionate soul: 
in St Peter’s speeches and letters may be traced the impetuous | 
earnestness of his noble yet not faultless character. Their indi- 
vidual tempers and faculties and intellectual habits are clearly 
discernible, even while they are speaking to us in the power and 
inspiration of the Holy Ghost. | 

8. Now this self-same parsimony in the employment of 
miracles which we observe with reference to Christian evidences 
and the inspiration of Scripture, we might look for beforehand, 
from the analogy of divine things, when we proceed to consider 
the methods by which Scripture has been preserved and handed 
down tous. God might, if He would, have stamped His revealed 
will visibly on the heavens, that all should read it there: He 
might haye so completely filled the minds of His servants the 
Prophets and Evangelists, that they should have become mere 
passive instruments in the promulgation of His counsel, and the 
writings they have delivered to us have borne no traces whatever 
of their individual characters: but for certain causes that we can 
perceive, and doubtless for others beyond the reach of our capa- 
cities, He has chosen to do neither the one nor the other. And 

so again with the subject we propose to discuss in the present 
work; namely, the relation our existing text of the New Testa- 
ment bears to that which originally came from the hands of the 
sacred penmen. ‘Their autographs might have been preserved in 
the Church as the perfect standards by which all accidental 
variations of the numberless copies scattered throughout the 
world should be corrected to the end of time: but we know that 
these autographs perished utterly in the very infancy of Chris- 
tian history. Or if it be too much to expect that the autographs 
of the: inspired writers should escape the fate which has over- 

® 
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taken that of every other known relique of ancient literature, 

God might have so guided the hand or fixed the devout atten- 
_ tion of copyists during the long space of fourteen hundred years 

before the invention of printing, and of compositors and printers 
of the Bible for the last four centuries, that no jot or tittle 
should have been changed of all that was written therein. Such 
a course of Providential arrangement we must confess to be 
quite possible, but it could have been brought about and main- 
tained by nothing short of a continuous, unceasing miracle: by 
making fallible men (nay, many such in every generation) for 
one purpose absolutely infallible. If the complete identity of all 
copies of Holy Scripture prove to be a fact, we must of course 
receive it as such, and refer it to its sole Author: yet we may 
confidently pronounce beforehand, that such a fact could not. 
have been reasonably anticipated, and is not at all agreeable to 
the general tenour of God’s dealings with us. 
4, No one who has taken the trouble to examine any two 
editions of the Greek New Testament needs be told that this 
supposed complete resemblance of various copies of the holy 
books is not founded in fact. Even several impressions derived 
from the same standard edition, and professing to exhibit a text 
positively the same, differ from their archetype and from each 
other, in errors of the press which no amount of care or diligence 
has yet been able to get rid of. If we extend our researches to 
the manuscript copies of Scripture or of its versions which 
abound in every great library in Christendom, we see in the 
very best of them variations which we must at once impute to 
the fault of the scribe, together with many others of a graver 
and more perplexing nature, regarding which we can form no 
probable judgment, without calling to our aid the resources of 
critical learning. The more numerous and venerable the docu- 
ments within our reach, the more extensive is the view we 

‘obtain of the. variations (or VARIOUS READINGS as they are 
called) that prevail in manuscripts. If the number of these vari- 
ations was rightly computed at thirty thousand in Mill’s time, a 
century and a half ago, they must at present amount to at least 
fourfold that quantity. 

5. As the New Testament far surpasses all other remains of 
antiquity i in value and interest, so are the copies of it yet exist- 
ing in manuscript and dating from the fourth century of our 

1—2 
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ra downwards, far more numerous than those of the most cele- 
brated writers of Greece or Rome. Such as have been already 

- discovered and set down in catalogues are hardly fewer than two 
thousand; and many more must still linger unknown in the 

monastic libraries of the East. On the other hand, manuscripts 
of the most illustrious classic poets and philosophers are far 
‘rarer and comparatively modern. “We have no complete copy of 
Homer himself prior to the thirteenth century, though some con- 
siderable fragments have been recently brought to light which - 
may plausibly be assigned to the fifth century: while more than 
one work of high and deserved repute has been preserved to our 
times only in a single copy. Now the experience we gain from 
a critical examination of the few classical manuscripts that sur- 
vive should make us thankful for the quality and abundance of 
those of the New Testament. These last present us with a vast 
and almost inexhaustible supply of materials for tracing the 
history, and upholding (at least within certain limits) the purity 
of the sacred text: every copy, if used diligently and with judg- 
ment, will contribute somewhat to these ends, So far is the 

copiousness of our stores from causing doubt or perplexity to the 
genuine student of Holy Scripture, that it leads him to recognise 
the more fully its general integrity in the midst of partial varia- 
tion. What would the thoughtful reader of Aischylus give for 
the like guidance through the obscurities which vex his patience, 
and mar his enjoyment of that sublime poet ? 

6. In regard to modern works, it is fortunate that the art 
of printing has well nigh superseded the use of verbal or (as 
it has been termed) TYextwal criticism. When a book once 
issues from the press, its author’s words are for the most part 
fixed, beyond all danger of change; graven as with an iron 
pen upon the rock for ever. Yet even in modern times, as 
in the case of Barrow’s posthumous works and Lord Clarendon’s 
History of the Rebellion, it has been occasionally found neces- 
sary to correct or enlarge the early editions, from the original 
autographs, where they have been preserved. The text of some 
of our older English writers (Beaumont and Fletcher’s plays 
are a notable instance) would doubtless have been much im- 
proved by the same process, had it been possible; but the 
criticism of Shakespeare’ s dramas is perhaps the most delicate 
and difficult. problem in the whole history .of literature, since 
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that great genius was so strangely contemptuous of the praise 
of posterity, that even of the few plays that were published in 
his lifetime the text seems but a gathering from the scraps of 
their respective parts which had been negligently copied out 
for the use of the actors. 

7. The design of the science of Texrvar CRITICISM, as 
applied to the Greek New Testament, will now be readily 
understood. By collecting and comparing and weighing the 

variations of the text to which we-have access, it aims at 

bringing back that text, so far as may be, to the condition in 
which it stood in the sacred autographs; at removing all 
spurious additions, if such be found in our present printed 
copies; at restoring whatsoever may have been lost or corrupted 
or accidentally changed in the lapse of eighteen hundred years. 
We need spend no time in proving the importance of such a 
science, if it affords us a fair prospect of appreciable results, 
resting on grounds of satisfactory evidence. Those who be- 
lieve the study of the Scriptures to be alike their duty and 
privilege, will surely grudge no pains when called upon to 
separate the pure gold of God’s word from the dross which has 
mingled with it through the accretions of so many centuries. 
Though the criticism of the sacred volume is inferior to its right 
interpretation in point of dignity and practical results, yet it 
must take precedence in order of time: for how can we reason- 
ably proceed to investigate the sense of holy writ, till we have 
‘done our utmost to ascertain its precise language ? 

8. The importance of the study of Textual criticism is 
‘sometimes freely admitted by those who deem its successful 
cultivation difficult, or its conclusions precarious; the rather as 
Biblical scholars of deserved repute are constantly putting forth 
their several recensions of the text, differing not a little from 
each other. Now on this point it is right to speak clearly 
and decidedly. There is certainly nothing in the nature of 
critical science which ought to be thought hard or abstruse, 
or even remarkably dry and repulsive. It is conversant with 
varied, curious, and interesting researches, which have given 
-a certain serious pleasure to many intelligent minds; it patiently 
gathers and arranges those facts of external evidence on which { 
alone it ventures to construct a revised text, and applies them | 
-according to rules.or canons of iniernal evidence, whether sug- 
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i gested by experience, or resting for their proof on the plain 
\dictates of common sense. The more industry is brought to 
ithese studies, the greater the store of materials accumulated, so 

uch the more fruitful and trustworthy the results have usually 
jproved ; although beyond question the true application even 
iof the simplest principles calls for discretion, keenness of intellect, 
‘innate tact ripened by constant use, a sound and impartial 
judgment. No man ever attained eminence in this, or any other 
worthy accomplishment, without much labour and some natural 
aptitude for the pursuit; but the criticism of the Greek Testa- 
ment is a field in whose culture the humblest student may 
contribute a little that shall be really serviceable; few branches 
of theology are able to promise even those who seek but a 
moderate acquaintance with it, so early and abundant reward 
for their pains. 

9. Nor can Textual criticism be reasonably disparaged as . 
tending to precarious conclusions, or helping to unsettle the 
text of Scripture. Even putting the matter on the lowest 
ground, critics have not created the variations they have dis- 
covered in manuscripts or versions, They have only taught 
us how to look ascertained phenomena in the face, and try 
to account for them; they would fain lead us to estimate the 
relative value of various readings, to decide upon their respective 
worth, and thus at length to eliminate them. While we confess, 

«that much remains to be done in this department of Biblical / ‘ 
_Aeamning, we are yet bound to say that, chiefly by the exer- * 
“tions of .scholars of the last and present generations, the de- { 
' bateable ground is gradually becoming narrower, not a few | 
‘ strong controversies have been decided beyond hope of reversal, | 
and while new facts are daily coming to light, critics of very 4 

_ opposite sympathies are coming to agree better as to the right } 
mode of classifying and applying them. But even were the 
progress of the science less hopeful than we believe it to be, 
one great truth is admitted on all hands ;—the almost complete; 
freedom of Holy Scripture from the bare suspicion of wilful : 
corruption; the absolute identity of the testimony of every: 

- known copy in respect to doctrine, and spirit, and the: main. 
. drift of every argument and every narrative through the entire 
volume of Inspiration. On a point of such vital moment I am 
-glad to cite the well-known and powerful statement of the great 
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Bentley, at once the profoundest and the most daring of English 
critics: “The real text of the sacred writers does not now 
(since the originals have been so long lost) lie in any MS. or 
edition, but is dispersed in them all. "Tis competently exact 
indeed in the worst MS. now extant; nor is one article of faith 
or moral precept either perverted or lost in them; choose as 
awkwardly as you will, choose the worst by design, out of 
the whole lump of readings.” Or again: ‘“ Make your 30,000 
[variations] as many more, if numbers of copies can ever reach 
that sum: all the better to a knowing and a serious reader, 
who is thereby more richly furnished to select what he sees 
‘genuine. But even put them into the hands of a knave or a 
fool, and yet with the most sinistrous and absurd choice, he 
shall not extinguish the light of any one chapter, nor. so dis- 
guise Christianity, but that every feature of it will still be 
the same}.”” Thus hath God’s Providence kept from harm 
the treasure of His written word, so far as ig needful for the 
quiet assurance of His church and people. 

10. It is now time for us to afford to the uninitiated 
reader some general notion of the nature and extent of the 
various readings met with in manuscripts and versions of the 
Greek Testament. We shall try to reduce them under a few 
distinct heads, reserving all formal discussion of their respec- 
tive characters and of the authenticity of the texts we cite 
for a later portion of this volume (Chapter 1x). 

(1). To begin with variations of the gravest kind. In 
two, though happily in only two instances, the genuineness 
of whole passages of considerable extent, which are read in 
in our printed copies of the New Testament, has been brought 
into question. These are the weighty and characteristic para- 
graphs Mark xvi. 9—16 and John vii. 53—viii. 11. We 
shall hereafter defend these passages, the first without the 
slightest misgiving, the second to a high degree of probability, 
as entitled to be regarded authentic portions of the Gospels 
in which they stand. 

(2). Akin to these omissions are several considerable in- 
terpolations, which though they have never obtained a place 

1. « Remarks upon a late Discourse of Free Thinking by Phileleutherus Lip- 
siensis,” Part 1. section 32. . 
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in the printed text, nor been approved by any critical editor, 
are supported by authority too respectable to be set aside with- 
out some inquiry. One of the longest and best attested of 
these paragraphs has been appended to Matt. xx. 28, and has 
been largely borrowed from other passages in the Gospels (see 
below, class 9). It appears in several forms, slightly varying 

from each other, and is represented as follows in a document 
as old as the fifth century: 

“But you, seek ye that from litile things ye may become 
great, and not from great things may become little. Whenever 
ye are invited to the house of a supper, be not sitting down 
in the honoured place, lest should come he that is more honoured 
than thou, and to thee the Lord of the supper should say, Come 

near below, and thou be ashamed in the eyes of the guests. 
But if thou sit down in the little place, and he that is less 
than thee should come, and to thee the Lord of the supper 
shall say, Come near, and come up and sit down, thou also 
shalt have more glory in the eyes of the guests?.” 

(3). Again, a shorter passage or mere clause, whether in- 
serted or not in our printed books, may have appeared originally 
in the form of a marginal note, and from the margin have 
crept into the text, through the wrong judgment or mere over- 
sight of the scribe. Such we have reason to think is the 
history of 1 John v. 7, the verse relating to the three heavenly 
witnesses, once so earnestly maintained, but now pretty gene- 
rally given up as spurious. Thus too Acts viii. 87 may have 
been derived from some Church Ordinal: the last clause of 
Rom. viii. 1 (4) xara capxa wepirarodow, adrAa Kara Tvedua) 
‘is much like a gloss on rols év Xpictd “Incod: etx in Matt. 
v. 22 and avaklws in 1 Cor. xi. 29 might have been inserted 
to modify statements that seemed too strong: 77 adnOela pn 
meOccOas Gal. iii. 1 is precisely such an addition as would 
help to round an abrupt sentence. Some critics would account 
in this way for the adoption of the doxology Matt. vi. 18; of 
the section relating to the bloody sweat Luke xxii. 43, 44; and 
of that remarkable verse, John v. 4: but we may well hesitate 
before we so far assent to their views. 

1 I cite from Canon Cureton’s very literal translation in his ‘‘ Remains of a 
very antient recension of the four Gospels in Syriac,” in the Preface to which 
(pp. XXXV—Xxxvili) is an elaborate discussion of the evidence for this passage. 
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(4). Or a genuine clause is lost by means of what is tech- 
nically called Homeeoteleuton (ouotorédevtov), when the clause 
ends in the same word as closed the preceding sentence, and the 

' transcriber’s eye has wandered from the one to the other, to the 
entire omission of the whole passage lying between them. This 
source of error is familiar to all who are engaged in copying 
writing, and is far more serious. than might be supposed, prior to 
experience. In 1 John ii. 23 6 6uoroydy tov vidy Kat Tov Tarépa 
éyet is omitted in many manuscripts, because rév tratépa éyer had 
ended the preceding clause: it is not found in our commonly 
received Greek text, and even in the authorised English version 
is printed in italics. The whole verse Luke xvii. 36, though 
but slenderly supported, may possibly have been early lost 
through the same cause, since vv. 34, 35, 86 all end in adeOn- 
serat. Thus perhaps we might defend in Matth. x. 23 the 
addition after evryere eis THv aANyv of Kav dv TH érépa Sidkwow 
vedas, pevryere eis THY AAV (ETépay being substituted for the 
first dAAnv), the eye having passed from the first devyere eds rip 
to the second. The same effect is produced, though less fre- 
quently, when two or more sentences begin with the same words, 
as in Matth. xxiii. 14, 15, 16 (each of which commences with 
oval viv), one of the verses being lost in some manuscripts. 

(5). Numerous variations occur in the order of words, the 
sense being slightly or not at all affected; on which account 
this species of various readings was at first much neglected by 
collators. Examples abound in every page: e.g. ri uépos or 
bépos Te Luke xi. 36; dvduare Avaviav or Avaviay évouars Acts 
ix. 12; ~uypds ovre Seards or Ceards ore ayuypods Apoc. iii. 16. 
Lhe order of the sacred names “Incods Xpicrds is perpetually 
changed. 

(6). Sometimes the scribe has mistaken one word for ano- 
ther, which differs from it only in one or two letters. This 
happens chiefly in cases when the wncial or capital letters in 
which the oldest manuscripts are written resemble each other, 
except in some fine stroke which may have decayed through 
age. Hence in Mark v. 14 we find ANHITEIAAN or ATIHI- 

TeEIAAN; in Luke xvi. 20 HAKQMENOC or EIAKQMENOC; 

so we read Aavid or Aafié indifferently, as, in the later or 
cursive character, 8 and v have nearly the same shape. Akin 
to these errors of the eye are such transpositions as €AABON 
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for E€BAAON or _EBAAAON, Mark xiv. 65: omissions or 

insertions of the same or similar letters, as EMACCONTO or 

-EMACONTO Apoc. xvi. 10: ATAAAIACOHNAI or ATAAAIA- 

@HNAI John v. 835; TPOEACON or TIPOCEACON Matth. 
xxvi. 39; Mark xiv. 35: or the dropping or repetition of the 
same or a similar syllable, as EXBAAAONTAAAIMONIA or 
EKBAAAONTATAAAIMONIA Luke ix. 49; OYAEAEAOZAC- 

TAI or OYAEAOZACTAI 2 Cor. iii. 10; ATAZEZEAEXETO 

or AIIECZEAEXETO 1 Peter iii. 20. It is easy to see how the 
ancient practice of writing uncial letters without leaving a 
space between the words must have increased the risk of such 
variations as the foregoing. 

(7). Another source of error is described by some critics as 
proceeding ex ore dictantis, in consequence of the scribe writing 
from dictation, without having a copy before him. I am not, 
however, very willing to believe that manuscripts of the better 
class were executed on so slovenly and careless a plan. It seems 
‘more simple to account for the ctacisms, or confusion of certain 
vowels and diphthongs having nearly the same sound, which 
exist more or less in manuscripts of every age, by assuming that 
a vicious pronunciation gradually led to a loose mode of ortho- 
graphy adapted to it. . Certain it is that itacisms are much more 
plentiful in the original subscriptions and marginal notes of the 
writers of medieval books, than in the text which they copied 
from older documents. Itacisms prevailed the most extensively 
from the eighth to the twelfth century, but not by any means 
during that period exclusively. In the most ancient manuscripts 
the principal changes are between ¢ and ev, az and e: in later 
times 7 ¢ and e, 7 ot and v, even o and o, 7 and e are used 
almost promiscuously. Hence it arises that a very large portion 
of the various readings brought together by collators are of this 
description, and although in the vast majority of instances they 
serve but to illustrate the character of the manuscripts which 
exhibit them, or the fashion of the age in which they were 
written, they sometimes affect the grammatical form (e.g. éyeupe 
or éyerpat Mark iii. 3; Acts ili.6; passim: iSere or eidete Phil. i. 

30), or the construction (e.g. idcwpas or iaoouat Matth. xiii, 15: 
ov pp TyLnon OY ov pn Tiyunoet Matth. xv..5: wa xavOnowpas or 
iva xavOnoouat 1 Cor. xiii. 3, compare 1 Peter iii. 1), or even 
the sense (e. g. éraipois or érépore Matth. xi. 16; pera Stoypdy 
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or, as in a few copies, werd Suwypov Mark x. 30; xavyacOar 
5) od cupdéper or xavydabar Set ov supdép. 2 Cor. xii. 1: bre 
vonatos 6 Kuptos or rt xpiards 6 Kuptos 1 Peter ii. 3). To this 
cause we may refer the perpetual interchange of nets and vdpets, 
with their oblique cases, throughout the whole Greek Testa- \ 

ment: e.g. in the single epistle 1 Peter i i, 33 12; il. 21 bis ; - 
iii, 18; 21; v. 10. x 

(8). Tntrolistory clauses or Proper Names are frequently NO. 
interpolated at the commencement of Church-lessons (zrepsxorrat), 
whether from the margin of ordinary manuscripts of the Greek 
Testament (where they are usually placed for the convenience of 
the reader), or from the. Lectionaries or proper Service Books, © 
especially those of the Gospels (Evangelistaria). Thus in our 
English Book of Common Prayer the name of Jesus is intro- 
duced into the Gospels for the 14th, 16th, 17th and.18th Sun- 
days after Trinity ; and whole clauses into those for the 3rd and 
4th Sundays after Haster, and the 6th and 24th after Trinity. 
To this cause is due the prefix ele 8¢.6. Kupios Luke vii. 31; 
and Kal orpadels pos Tovs paras ¢ cire Luke x. 22; and such Bae 
appellations as adedpot or réxvov rid0ee (after od 38 i in 2 Tim. 
iv. 5) in some copies of the Epistles. Hence the frequent inter- 
polation (e.g. Matth. iv..18; viii. 5; xiv. 22) or changed posi- 
tion (John i. 44) of “Incods. of 

(9). A more extensive and. perplexing species of various wv 7 
readings arises from bringing into the text of one (chiefly of the 
three earlier) Evangelists expressions or whole sentences which 
of right belong not to him, but to one or both the others. This 
natural tendency to assimilate the several Gospels must have 
been aggravated by the laudable efforts of Biblical scholars 
(beginning with Tatian’s Avda rercdpwv in the second century) 
to construct a satisfactory Harmony of them all. Some of these 
variations also may possibly have been mere marginal notes in - 
the first instance. As examples of this class we will name es. a 
perdvotay. interpolated from Luke v. 32 into Matth. ix. 13; 
Mark ii. 17: the prophetic citation Matth, xxvii. 35 wa mrnpal 

kK.7.r, to the end of the verse, unquestionably ‘borrowed. from 
John xix, 24: Mark xiii. 14 ro fnOev vrd Aavujr Tod mpodyjtov, 
probably taken from Matth. xxiv. 15: Luke v. 38 xa} apporepot oa 
cuvTnpovvras from Matth. ix. 17 (where apdbdrepor is the true 
reading): the whole verse Mark xv. 28 seems spurious, being y 
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received from Luke xxii. 37. Even in the same book we observe 
an anxiety to harmonise two separate narratives of the same 
event, as in Acts ix. _5, 6 compared with xxvi. 14, 15. 

~ (10). In like manner transcribers sometimes quote passages 
from the Old Testament more fully than the writers of the New 
Testament had judged necessary for their purpose. Thus éyyiGer 
LOL. TO oropmare avtéy kai Matth. xv. 8: iavacGan. TovS. guyTe- 
Tpyspevous tov xapdtav Luke iv. 18: avrod axodcecOe Acts vil. 
37: ov speubopaprupricets Rom. xiii. 9: «al caréornocas adrov 
érl ra. épya tov xepov cov Hebr, i..7: 7} 5 Bont8o. cararobevlnos- 
rat Hebr. xii. 20, are all open to suspicion as being genuine 
portions of the Old Testament text, but not also of the New. 

(11). Synonymous words are often interchanged, and so 
form various readings, the sense undergoing some slight and 
refined modification, or else being quite unaltered. Thus_éy 
should be preferred to elev Matth. xxii. 37, where efzrev of the 
common text is supported 0 only by one known manuscript, that at 
Leicester. Thus also djudtev is put for dp0arpydv Matth. ix. 29 

by the Codex Beze at Cambridge. In Matth. xxv. 16 the evi- 
dence is almost evenly balanced “between é éroinoey and éxépSngev 
(cf. v.17). Where simple verbs are interchanged with their 

| ‘compounds (e.g. petpnOncerat with avtyserpnOncerat Matth. 
vii. 2; éréXecey with cuverérxecen tbid. v. 28; Kateras with xata- 

kaierat xiii, 40), or different tenses of the same verb (e.g. 
eiAngdos with AaBdv Acts xvi. 24; avOéornxe with avréorn 
2 Tim. iv. 15) there is usually some dnternal reason why one 
should be chosen rather than the other, if the external evidence 

on the other side does not greatly preponderate. When one of 
two terms is employed in a sense peculiar to the New Testament 
dialect, the easier synonym may be suspected of having originated 
in a gloss or marginal interpretation. Hence ceteris paribus 
we should adopt_dixaseovvny rather than ehenpootyny i in Matth. 
vi. 1; éoxudpévoe rather than éxAeAvpévos ix. 36; aOdov rather 
than Sécacov xxvii. 4. . | 

(12). An irregular, obscure, or incomplete construction will 
often be explained or supplied in the margin by words that are 
subsequently. brought into the text. Of this character is éuéu- 
apavro Mark vii. 2; déac0at judas 2 Cor. viii. 4; ypdde xiii. 2. 
Or an elegant Greek idiom may be transformed into sinipler 
language, as Acts xiv. 8, #Secav -ydp mavres bre” EAANY 6 -rarnp 
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abrod Umnpxev for Focicav yap amavtes Tov Tatépa avTod bt 
"Enrgv vanpyev....On the other hand a Hebraism may be soft- 
ened by transcribers, as in Matth. xxi. 23, where for éAdvre 
airé many MSS. prefer the easier €X@dvros avrod before mpoc- 
ArOev adr@ SiSaoxorrs: and in Matth. xv. 5; Mark vii. 12 (to 
which perhaps we may add Luke v. 85), where «al is dropped 
in some copies to facilitate the sense. This perpetual correction 
of harsh, ungrammatical, or Oriental constructions characterises 
the” printed text of the “Apocalypse and the recent MSS. on 
which it is founded (e.g. trav yuvatca “lelaBnn ryv rAéyovcay ii. 
20, for 7) Aéyoura). 

(13). Hence too arises the habit of changing ancient dialectic 
forms into those in vogue in the transcriber’s age. The whole 
subject will be more fitly discussed at length hereafter (Chapter 
vit); we will here merely note a few peculiarities of this kind 
adopted by recent critics from the most venerable manuscripts, 
but which have gradually though not entirely disappeared in 

. copies of lower date. Thus in the latest editions Kadapvaovp, 

Ma66aios, réocepes, évatos are substituted for Kazrepvaodpu, Mar- 

Gatos, résoapes, évvaros of the common text; odtas (not otra) is 
used even before a consonant; 7AGauev, 7APaTe, HrOay, yevapevos 
are preferred to 7AGopev, HAVeTE, HAGOY, yevouevos; exabepicOn, 
cuvenreiv, Anurpouat to éxabapicOn, cveynteiv, Anrouat; and v 
égedxvorixoy as it is called is appended to the usual third per- 
sons of verbs, even though a consonant follow. On the other 
hand the more Attic mepiremaryxes ought not to be converted 
into wepteremarxes in Acts xiv. 8. 

(14). ‘Tyifling variations in spelling, though very proper to 
be noted by a faithful collator, are obviously of little conse- 
quence. Such is the choice between «al éyd and xdyd, édy 
and dv, evféws and ev@’s, Mavois and Moocjs, or even mpdr- 

_ Tovot and mpacoovat, evddxynoa, eveaipovy and nudéxnca, niKxat- 
pouv. ‘To this head may be referred the question whether dAna, 
ye, 8é, re, perd, mapa &c. should have their final vowel clided 
or not when the next word begins with a vowel. , 

(15). A large portion of our various readings arises from the 
omission or insertion of such words as cause little appreciable 
difference in the sense. To this class belong the pronouns adrod, 
av7®, adraev, avrois, the particles aby, dé, Te, and the interchange of 
ovee and oie, as also of cal and 8é at the opening of a sentence. 

aa 
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(16). Manuscripts greatly fluctuate in adding and rejecting 
the Greek article, and the sense is often seriously influenced 
by these variations, though they seem so minute. In Mark ii: 
26 émt ’ABiabap apytépews “in the time that Abiathar was 
-high priest’? would be historically incorrect, while émt ’APia- 
Pap rod apxtépews “in the days of Abiathar the high priest” 
is suitable enough. The article will often impart vividness and 
reality to an expression, where its presence is not indispen- 
sable: e.g. Luke xu. 54. Ty vedéryv is the peculiar cloud 
spoken of in 1 Kings xviii. 44 as portending rain, Bishop 
Middleton’s monograph (“ Doctrine of the Greek Article ap- 
plied to the Criticism and Illustration of the New Testament’’), 
even if its philological groundwork be thought a little preca- 
rious, will always be regarded as the text-book on this in- 
teresting subject, and is a lasting monument of intellectual 
acuteness and exact learning. 

(17). Not a few various readings may be imputed to the 
peculiarities of the style of writing adopted in the oldest manu- 
scripts. Thus MIPOCTETATMENOYCKAIPOYC Acts xvii. 26 
may be divided into two words or three; KAITAIIANTA zdid. 
v. 25, by a slight change, has degenerated into xatd qwavra. 
The habitual abridgement of such words as @eds or Kupsos some- 
times leads to a corruption of the text. Hence probably comes 

the grave” variation OC for OC 1 Tim, iii..16, and the singular 
reading T@ Kaip@ Sovaevovres Rom. xii. 11, where the true word 

Kup/@ was first shortened into KPW', and then read as K,PW, 
K, being employed to indicate KAI in very early times. Or 
a large initial letter, which the scribe usually reserved for a 

- subsequent revision, may have been altogether neglected : 
whence we have te for Ozu-before orev) Matth. vii. 14. Or 
—, placed over a a letter (especially at the end of a line) to 
‘denote v, may have been lost sight of; e.g. Alov péya 
Matth. xxvii. 60 in several copies, for MErA. Tt will be seen 
hereafter that as the earliest manuscripts have few marks of 
punctuation, breathing or accent, these points (often far from 
indifferent) must be left in a great measure to an editor's taste 
and judgment. 

1 Tischendorf indeed (Nov. Test. 1859) says, ‘“ KYPI@ omnino scribi solet io,” 

and this no doubt is the usual form, even in MSS. which have xpw iqu, as well as 

xw wv, for xpiorg noob. 
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(18). Slips of the pen, whereby words are manifestly lost 
or repeated, mis-spelt or half-finished, though of no service to 

the critic, must yet be noted by a faithful collator, as they 
will occasionally throw light on the history of some parti- 
cular copy in connection with others, and always indicate the 
degree of care or skill employed by the scribe, and conse- 
quently the weight due to his general testimony. 

The great mass of various readings we have hitherto at- 
tempted to classify (to our first and second heads we will recur 
presently) are manifestly due to mere inadvertence or human 
frailty, and certainly cannot be imputed to any deliberate in- 
tention of transcribers to tamper with the text of Scripture. 
We must give a different account of a few passages (we are 
glad they are only a few) which yet remain to be noticed. 

(19). The copyist may be tempted to forsake his proper 
function for that of a reviser, or critical corrector. He may 
simply omit what he does not understand (e.g. To waprupiov 
1 Tim. i. 6), or may attempt to get over a difficulty by 
inversions and other changes. Thus the puvorjptov spoken of 
by St Paul 1 Cor. xv. 51, which rightly stands in the received 
text maptes pev o¥ KoyunOnooucOa, travres Sé adAdNaynoOMEOa 
was easily varied into wavtes xotunOnoopeOa, od a. dé ad., as 
if in mere perplexity. From this source must arise the omis- 
sion in a few manuscripts of viod Bapayfov in Matth. xxiii. 35; 
of ‘Iepewiov in Matth. xxvii. 9; the substitution of ros mpopy- 
Tas for ‘Hoaia..7@. Tpopyry 3 in Mark i, 2; perhaps of are 
avaBaive : for ov dyaBalva i in John vii. 8, and certainly of tpérn 
‘for &ern John xix. 14.” The variations between Tepyernvar and 
Tadapyvdv Matth. viii. 28, and between ByOaBapa and Bybavia 

John i. 28, have been attributed, we should hope unjustly, to 
the misplaced conjectures of Origen. 

Some would impute such readings as éywpev for éyouev 
Rom. v. 1; dopécwpev for popécouev 1 Cor. xv. 49, to a desire 
on the part of copyists to ¢mprove an assertion into an ethical 
exhortation, especially in the Apostolical Epistles; but it is at 
once safer and more simple to regard them with Canon Words- 
worth (N. T. 1 Cor. xv. 49) as instances of déacism see class (7) 
above. 

(20). Finally, whatever conclusion we arrive at respecting 
the true reading in the following passages, the discrepancy could 
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hardly have arisen except from doctrinal preconceptions. Matth. 
xix. 17 Ti pe réyers ayadv; .oddels ayabds ef fur) els, 6 Beds: 
or Td pe épwrds rept Tod ayabod; cis early 6 dyafos: John i. 18 
6 povoyevns vids or 6 povoyerns Beds: Acts xvi. 7 TO mvebpa 
with or without the addition of "Incod: Acts xx. 28 tv éx- 
KAnaiav tod Oeod or tyv éxxAnolav Tod Kupiov: perhaps also 
Jude v. 4 Seororny with or without @edv. I do not mention 

Mark xiii. 832 o¥&é 6 vids, as there is hardly any authority for 
its rejection now extant; nor Luke ii. 22, where tod xabapic- 
pod adrns of the Complutensian Polyglott and most of our com- 
mon editions is supported by almost no evidence whatever. 

11. Itis very possible that some scattered readings cannot 
be reduced to any of the above-named classes, but enough has 
been said to afford the student some general notion of the na- 
ture and extent of the subject!. It may be reasonably thought 
that a portion of these variations, and those among the most 
considerable, had their origin in a cause which must have ope- 
rated at least as much in ancient as in modern times, the 

changes gradually introduced after publication by the authors 
themselves into the various copies yet within their reach. Such 
revised copies would circulate independently of those issued 
previously, and now beyond the writer’s control; and thus be- 
coming the parents of a new family of copies, would originate 
and keep up diversities from the first edition, without any fault 
on the part of transcribers®. It is thus perhaps we may best 
account for the omission or insertion of whole paragraphs or 
verses in manuscripts of a certain class [see above (1), (2), (3)]; 
or, in cases where the work was in much request, for those 
minute touches and trifling improvements in words, in construc- 
tion, in tone, or in the mere colouring of the style [(5), (11), (12)] 
which few authors can help attempting, when engaged on re- 
vising their favourite compositions. 

1.Dr Tregelles, to whose persevering labours in sacred criticism I am anxious, 

once for all, to express my deepest obligations, ranges various readings under three 

general heads :—substitutions ; additions; omissions. I do not find, however, that 

an arrangement seemingly so simple enables the student to gain more distinct ! 

views of this complicated subject. * 

3 This source of variations, though not easily discriminated from others, must 

have suggested itself to many minds, and is well touched upon by Isaac Taylor in 

his ‘‘ History of the Transmission of Antient Books to modern times,” 1827, p. 24. 
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12. The fullest critical edition of the Greek Testament 
hitherto published contains but a comparatively small portion 
of the whole mass of variations already known; as a rule the 
editors neglect, and rightly neglect, mere errors of transcription. 
Such things must be recorded for several reasons, but neither 
they, nor real various readings that are slenderly supported, can 
produce any effect in the task of amending or restoring the 
sacred text. ‘Those who wish to see for themselves how far the 
common printed editions of what is called the “textus receptus”’ 
differ from the judgment of the most recent critics, may refer if 
they please to the small Greek Testament lately published in 
the series of “Cambridge Greek and Latin Texts’, which 
exhibits in a thicker type all words and clauses wherein Robert 
Stephens’ edition of 1550 (which is taken as a convenient 
standard) differs from the other chief modifications of the textus 
receptus (viz. Beza’s 1565 and Elzevirs’ 1624), as also from the 
revised texts of Lachmann 1842—50, of Tischendorf 1859, and _ 

of Tregelles 1844, 1857. The student will thus be enabled / 
to estimate for himself the limits within which the text of the 
Greek Testament may be regarded as still open to discussion, 
and to take a general survey of the questions on which the 
theologian is bound to form an intelligent opinion. 

13. The work that lies before us naturally divides itself 
into three distinct parts. 

I. A description of the sources from which various readings 
are derived (or of their EXTERNAL EVIDENCE), comprising 

(a) Manuscripts of the Greek New Testament or of por- 
tions thereof (Chapter 11). 

(6) Ancient versions of the New Testament in various 
languages (Chapter 111). 

(c) Citations from the Greek Testament or its versions 

made by early ecclesiastical writers, especially by 
the Fathers of the Christian Church (Chapter rv). 

(2) Early printed or later critical editions of the Greek 
Testament (Chapter v). 

? “ Novum Testamentum Textts Stephanici a.D. 1550...curante F, H. Scrivencr. Cantabr. 1860,” remo, 

2 
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{I.- A discussion of the principles on which external 
evidence should be applied to the recension of the sacred volume, 
embracing ' 

(2) The laws of INTERNAL EVIDENCE, and the limits of 
their legitimate use (Chapter v1). 

(b) The history of the text and of the principal schemes 
‘which have been proposed for restoring it to its 
primitive state, including recent views of Compa- 
rative Criticism (Chapter vit). 

(c) Considerations derived from the peculiar character 
and grammatical form of the dialect of the Greek 
Testament (Chapter ViII). 

III. The application of the foregoing materials and princi- 
ples to the investigation of the true reading in the chief passages 
of the New Testament, on which authorities are at variance 
(Chapter Ix). 

It will be found desirable to read the following pages in the 
order wherein they stand, although the last two sections of 
Chap. 11. and some portions elsewhere (indicated by being 
printed like them in smaller type) are obviously intended chiefly 
for reference. 



CHAPTER II. 

| ON THE GREEK MANUSCRIPTS OF THE NEW 

TESTAMENT. 

A® the extant Greek manuscripts of the New Testament 
supply both the most copious and the purest sources of 

Textual Criticism, we propose to present to the reader some 
account of their peculiarities in regard to material, form, style of 
writing, date and contents, before we enter into details respecting 
individual copies, under the several subdivisions to which it is 
usual to refer them. | 

Section I. 

On the general character of Manuscripts of the Greek 
Testament. 

1. The subject of the present section has been systemati- 
eally discussed in the “ Palaeographia Graeca” (Paris, 1708, 
folio) of Bernard de Montfaucon [1655—17414], the most illus- 
trious member of the learned Society of the Benedictines of St 
Maur. This truly great work, although its materials are rather too 
exclusively drawn from manuscripts deposited in French libraries, 
and its many illustrative facsimiles somewhat rudely engraved, 
still remains our best authority on all points relating to Greek 
Manuscripts, even after more recent discoveries, especially among 
the papyri of Egypt and Herculaneum, have necessarily modi- 
fied not a few of its statements. The four splendid volumes of 
M. J. B. Silvestre’s “Paléographie Universelle” (Paris, 1839, 

* In this manner we propose to indicate the dates of the birth and death of the 
person whose name immediately precedes, 

2—2 
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&c. folio) afford us no less than forty-one coloured specimens of 
the Greek writing of various ages, sumptuously executed ; though 
the accompanying letter-press descriptions, by F. and A. Cham- 
pollion Fils, seem in this branch of the subject a little dis- 
appointing; nor are the valuable notes appended to his translation 
of their work by Sir Frederick Madden (London, 2 vol. 1850, 
8vo) sufficiently numerous or elaborate to supply the Champol- 
lions’ defects. Much, however, may also be learnt from the 
“‘ Herculanensium voluminum que supersunt” (Naples, 10 tom. 
1798—1850, fol.); from My Babington’s three volumes of papyrus 
fragments of Hyperides, respectively published in 1850, 1853 
and 1858; and especially from the Prolegomena to Tischendorf’s 
editions of the Codices Ephraemi (1843), Friderico-Augustanus 
(1846), Claromontanus (1852), and those other like publications 
(e.g. Monumenta sacra inedita 1846, 1855 &ec. and Anecdota 
sacra et profana 1855) which have rendered his name the very 
highest among living scholars in this department of sacred 
literature. What I have been able to add from my own observa- 
tion, has been gathered from the study of Biblical manuscripts 
now in England. 

2. Stone, wood, tablets covered with wax, the bark of 
trees, the dressed skins of animals, the reed papyrus, paper 
made of cotton or linen, are the chief materials on which 
writing has been impressed at different periods and stages of 
civilisation. The most ancient manuscripts of the New Testa- 
ment now existing are composed of vellum or parchment (mem- 
brana), the term vellum being strictly applied to the delicate 
skins of very young calves; and parchment (which seems to be 
a corruption of charta pergamena, a name first given to skins 
prepared by some improved process for Humenes, king of 
Pergamus, about B.c. 150) to the integuments of sheep or goats. 

In judging of the date of a manuscript written on skins, atten- 
tion must be paid to the quality of the material, the oldest being 
almost invariably described on the thinnest and whitest vellum 
that could be procured; while manuscripts of later ages, being 
usually composed of parchment, are thick, discoloured, and 
coarsely grained. Thus the Codex Friderico-Augustanus of the 
fourth century.is made of the finest skins of antelopes, the 
leaves being so large, that a single animal would furnish only 
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two (Tischendorf, Prolegomena, § 1). Its contemporary, the 
far-famed Codex Vaticanus, challenges universal admiration for 
the beauty of its vellum: every visitor at the British Museum 
can observe the excellence of that of the Codex Alexandrinus of 
the fifth century: that of the Codex Claromontanus of the sixth 
century is no less remarkable: the material of those purple-dyed 
fragments of the Gospels which Tischendorf denominates N, 
also of the sixth century, is so subtle and delicate, that some 
persons have mistaken the leaves preserved in England (Brit: 
Mus. Cotton, Titus C xv) for Egyptian papyrus.. Paper made 
of cotton (charta bombycina, called also charia Damascena from 
its place of manufacturé) may have been fabricated in the ninth? 
or tenth century, and linen paper (charta proper) as early as the 
twelth; but they were seldom used for Biblical manuscripts 
earlier than the thirteenth, and had not entirely displaced 
parchment at the era of the invention of printing, about A.D. 
1450. Cotton paper is for the most part easily distinguished 
from linen by its roughness and coarse fibre; some of the early 
linen paper, both glazed and unglazed, is of a very fine texture, 
though perhaps a little too stout and crisp for convenient use. 
Lost portions of parchment or vellum manuscripts are often 
supplied in paper by some later hand; and the Codex Leices- 
trensis of the fourteenth century is unique in this respect, 
being composed of a mixture of inferior vellum and worse paper, 
regularly arranged in the proportion of two parchment to 
three paper leaves, recurring alternately throughout the whole 
volume. 

3. Although parchment was in occasional, if not familiar, use 
at the period when the New Testament was written (rd GuSr<a, 
wadiota tas peuSpdavas, 2 Tim. iv. 13), yet the cheaper and 
more perishable papyrus of Egypt was chiefly employed for 
ordinary purposes, and was probably what is meant by ydprns 
in 2 John v. 12. This vegetable production had been long used 
for literary purposes in the time of Herodotus (B.c. 440), and 
that not only in Egypt (Herod. Hist: 11. 100) but elsewhere, for 

1 Tischendorf (Notitia Codicis Sinaitici, p- 54) has recently taken to St Peters- 
burg a fragment of a Lectionary, which cannot well be assigned toa later date 
than the ninth century, among whose parchment leaves are inserted two of cotton 
paper, manifestly written on by the original scribo. 
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he expressly states that the Ionians, for lack of byblus1, had 
been compelled to have recourse to the skins of goats and sheep 
(v. 58). We find a minute, if not a very clear, description of 
the mode of preparing the papyrus for the scribe in the works of 
the elder Pliny (Hist. Nat. 1. x1. c¢.11, 12). Its frail and 
brittle quality has no doubt caused. us the loss of some of the 
choicest treasures of ancient literature; the papyri which yet 
survive in the museums of Europe owe their preservation to the 
accidental circumstance of having been buried in the tombs of 
the Thebais, or beneath the wreck of Herculaneum. As we) 

efore intimated, no existing manuscript of the New on vellum? 
i written on papyrus, nor can the earliest we possess on vellum { 

be dated higher than the middle of the fourth century. 

4, We have some grounds for suspecting that papyrus was 
not over plentiful even in the best times of the Roman dominion ; 
and it may be readily imagined that vellum (especially that 
fine sort by praiseworthy custom required for copies of Holy 
Scripture) could never have been otherwise than scarce and 
dear. Hence arose, at a very early period of the Christian era, 

the practice and almost the necessity of erasing ancient writing 
from skins, in order to make room for works in which the living 
generation felt more interest. This process of destruction, how- 
ever, was seldom so fully carried out, but that the strokes of the 
elder hand might still be traced, more or less completely, under 
the more modern writing. Such manuscripts are called codices 
rescriptt or palimpsests (7radlpapnora), and several of the most 
precious monuments of sacred learning are of this description. 
The Codex Ephraemi at Paris contains large fragments both of 
the Old and New Testament under the later Greek works of 
St Ephraem the Syrian: and the Codex Nitriensis, recently 
disinterred from a monastery in the Egyptian desert and brought 
to the British Museum, comprises a portion of St Luke’s Gospel, 
nearly obliterated, and covered over by a Syriac treatise of 
Severus of Antioch against Grammaticus, comparatively of no 
value whatever. It will be easily believed that the collating or 
transcribing of palimpsests has cost much toil and patience to 

1 Herodotus calls the whole plant byblus (11. 92), but Theophrastus (Hist. Plant. 

IV. 9) papyrus, reserving the term f/S)os for the liber, the inner rind, from which 

alone the writing material was fabricated. 
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those whose loving zeal has led them to the attempt: and after 

all their true readings will be sometimes (not often) rather 

uncertain, even though chemical mixtures (such as prussiate of 
potash or the éinctwra Giobertina) have recently been applied, 
with much success, to restore the faded lines and letters of these 

venerable records. 

5. Weneed say but little of a practice which St Jerome? 
and others speak of as prevalent towards the end of the fourth 

. century, that of dyeing the vellum purple, and of stamping rather 
than writing the letters in silver and gold. The Cotton fragment 
of the Gospels, mentioned above (p. 21), is one of the few 
remaining copies of this kind, and it is not unlikely that the 
great Dublin palimpsest of St Matthew owes its present wretched 
discolouration to some such dye. But, as Davidson sensibly 
observes, “the value of a Manuscript does not depend on sueh 
things” (Biblical Criticism, vol. 11. p. 264). We care for them 
only as they serve to indicate the reverence paid to the Scriptures 
by men of old. The style, however, of the pictures, illustrations, 
arabesques and initial ornaments that prevail in later copies 
from the eighth century downwards, whose colours and gilding 
are sometimes as fresh and bright as if laid on but yesterday, 

will not only interest the student by tending to throw light on 
medieval art and habits and modes of thought, but will often 
fix the date of the books which contain them with & precision 
otherwise quite beyond our reach. 

6. The ink used in the most ancient Manuscripts has 
unfortunately for the most part turned red or brown, or very 
pale, or peeled off, or eaten through the vellum; so that in many 
cases (as in the Codex Vaticanus itself) a later hand has ruth- 
lessly retraced the letters, and given a false semblance of coarse- 
ness or carelessness to the original writing. In such instances 
afew passages will usually remain untouched, just as the first 
scribe left them, and from the study of these a right notion can 
be formed of the primitive condition of the rest: see, for 
example, the two facsimile plates (63, 64) of the Coislin MS. 
(H) of St Paul’s Epistles in Silvestre’s Paléographie Universelle. 

* “Habeant qui volunt veteres libros, vel in membranis purpureis auro argen- 
toque deseriptos,” Pref. in Job. 

. 
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‘From the-seventh century downwards it is said that the ingre- 
dients of ink have but little changed. The base has been soot, 
or lamp-black made of burnt shavings of ivory, mixed with 
wine-lees or gum, and subsequently sepia or alum. Vitriol and 
gall-nuts are now added, the mineral serving to fix the vegetable 
ingredients. In many manuscripts of about the twelfth century 
(e.g. Gonville and Caius MS., 59 of the Gospels) we observe 
what seems to be, and very well may be, the Indian ink of 
commerce, still preserving a beautiful jet black on the inner and 
smoother side of the parchment, and washed out rather than 
erased, whenever corrections were desired. The coloured inks 

(red, green, blue or purple) are often quite brilliant to this day: 
the four red lines which stand at the head of each column of 

the first page of the Codex Alexandrinus are far more legible 
than the portions in black ink below them, yet are undoubtedly 
written by the same hand. — 

7. While papyrus (ydprns) remained in common use, the chief 
instrument employed was probably a reed («dAapos, 3 Johnv. 13), 
such as are common in the East at present: a few existing manu- 
scripts (e.g. the Codd. Leicestrensis and Lambeth 1350) appear 
to have been thus written. Yet the firmness and regularity of the 
strokes, which often remain impressed on the vellum or paper 
after the ink has utterly gone, prove that in the great majority 
of cases a metal pen (stylus) was preferred. We must add to 
our list of writing materials a bodkin or needle (acus), by means 
of which and a rtler the blank leaf was carefully divided into 
columns and lines, whose regularity much enhances the beauty of 
our best copies. The vestiges of such points and marks may yet 
be seen deeply indented on the surface of nearly all manuscripts, 
those on one side of each leaf being usually sufficiently visible 
to guide the scribe when he came to write on the reverse. 

8. Little needs be said respecting the form of manuscripts, . 
which in this particular much resemble printed books. <A few. 
are'in large folio; the greater part in small folio or quarto, the 
prevailing shape being a quarto, whose height but little exceeds 
its breadth; some are octavo, an inconsiderable number smaller 

still. In some copies the sheets have marks in the lower margin of 
their first or last pages, like the signatures of a modern volume, the 
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folio at intervals of four, the quarto at intervals of eight leaves}, 
as in the Codex Augiensis of St Paul’s Epistles (F).° Not to 
speak at present of those manuscripts which have a Latin 
translation in a column parallel to the Greek, as the Codex 
Bezae, the Codex Laudianus of the Acts, and the Codices Claro- 

- montanus and Augiensis of St Paul, many copies of every age 
-have two Greek columns on each page; of these the Codex 
Alexandrinus is the oldest:. the Codex Vaticanus has three 
columns on a page, the Codex Friderico-Augustanus four. The 
unique arrangement? of these last two has been urged as an 
argument for their higher antiquity, as if they were designed to 
imitate rolled books, whose several skins or leaves were fastened 

together lengthwise, so that their contents always appeared in 
parallel columns; they were kept in scrolls which were unrolled 
at one end for reading, and when read rolled up at the other. 
This fashion prevails in the papyrus fragments yet remaining; 
and in the most venerated copies of the Old Testament preserved 
in Jewish synagogues, | 

9. We now approach a more important question, the style. 
of writing adopted in manuscripts, and the shapes of the several 
letters. These varied widely in different ages, and form the. 

simplest and surest criteria for approximating to the date of the 
documents themselves. It will prove convenient to abide by 
the usual division of Greek characters into uncial® and cursive ; 

1 Eusebius sent to Constantine’s new city (Euseb. Vit. Const. Lib. Iv.) reyrjxovra > 

cwudria ev dupPépats (c. 36)...€¥ moduTehGs Hoxyudvas Tevxeot Tpiood Kal rerpaccd f 

* quaterniones digerebantur, hoc est quatuor folia simul compacta, ut terniones tria 

: (ce. 37): on which last words Valesius notes, ‘‘Codices enim membranacei fer’ ae 

sunt folia simul compacta. Et quaterniones quidem sedecim habebant paginas, } 

terniones vero duodenas,” : 
; 2 The manuscript in four columns is quite unique, but besides the Cod. Vati- 
' canus, the Vatican Dio Cassius and two copies of the Samaritan Pentateuch at 

| Nablous are stated by Tischendorf (Cod. Frid-Aug. Proleg. § 11) to be arranged 
‘ in three columns. He has mare recently discovered a similar arrangement in two 
| palimpsest leaves of Religious Meditations from which he gives extracts (Not. 
, Cod. Sinait. p. 49); in a Latin fragment of the Pentateuch; in a Greek Evange- 
_listarium of the eighth century; and a Patristic manuscript at Patmos of the 
ninth (ibid. p. 10); so that the argument drawn from the triple columns must not 

4 be pressed too far. 
| tiers, Uneialibas, ut vulgo aiunt, literis, onera magis exarata, quam codices” 
i ymi Pref. in Job. From this passage the term uncial seems to be derived, 
iuncia (an inch) referring to the size of the characters. The conjectural reading 

a 

i 

re 
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uncial manuscripts being written in what have since been - 
regarded as capital letters, formed separately, having no con- 
nection with each other, and (in the earlier specimens) without 
any space between the words, the marks of punctuation being 
few: the cursive or running hand comprising letters more easily 
and rapidly made, those in the same word being usually joined _ 
together, with a complete system of punctuation not widely 
removed from that of printed books. Speaking generally, and 
limiting our statement to Greek manuscripts of the New Testa- 
ment, uncial letters prevailed from the fourth to the tenth, or (in 
the case of liturgical books) as late as the eleventh century; 
cursive letters were employed as early as the ninth or tenth 
century, and continued in use until the invention of printing 
superseded the humble labours of the scribe. 

But besides the broad and palpable distinction between 
uncial and cursive letters, persons who have had much experience 
in the study of manuscripts are able to distinguish those of each 
class from one another in respect of style and character; so that 
the exact period at which each was written can be determined 
within certain inconsiderable limits. After the tenth century 

many manuscripts bear dates, and such become standards to 
which we can refer others resembling them that are undated. 
But since the earliest dated Biblical manuscript yet discovered — 
(Vatican. 354 or S of the Gospels) was written A.D. 949; we 
must resort to other means for estimating the age of more vener- 
able, and therefore more important, copies. By studying the style 
and shape of the letters on Greek inscriptions, Montfaucon was 
led to conclude that the more simple, upright, and regular the form 
of uncial letters; the less flourish or ornament they exhibit; the 
nearer their breadth is equal to their height; so much the more 
ancient they ought to be considered. These results have been 
signally confirmed by the subsequent discovery of Greek papyri 
in Egyptian tombs, which vary in age from the third century 
before the Christian «ra to the third century after that epoch; 
and yet further from numerous fragments of Philodemus, of 
Epicurus, and other philosophers, which were buried in the ruins 
of Herculaneum 4.p. 79. The evidence of these papyri, indeed, 
is even more weighty than that of inscriptions, inasmuch as 

“<< inittalibus” will most approve itself to those who are familiar with the small 

Latin writing of the middle ages, in which ¢ is undotted, and ¢ much like ¢. 
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workers in stone were often compelled to prefer straight lines, as 

better adapted to the hardness of their material, where writings 

on papyrus or vellum would naturally flow into curves. 

10. While we freely grant that a certain tact, the fruit of 

study and minute observation, can alone make us capable of 

forming a trustworthy opinion on the age of manuscripts; it is 

worth while to point out the principles on which a true judg- 

ment must be grounded, and to submit to the reader a few 
leading facts, which his own research ‘may hereafter enable him 
to apply and even to extend. 

The first three plates at the end of this volume represent the 
Greek alphabet, as found in the seven following monuments: 

(1). The celebrated Rosetta stone, discovered near that place 
during the French occupation in 1799, and now in the British 

Museum. This most important inscription, which in the hands 
of Young and Champollion has proved the key to the mysteries 
of Egyptian hieroglyhics, records events of no intrinsic conse- 
quence that occurred B.C. 196, in the reign of Ptolemy V. 
Epiphanes. It is written in the three forms of hieroglyphics, 
of the demotic or common character of the country, and of 
Greek uncials, which last may represent the lapidary style of 
the second century before our era. The words are undivided, 
without breathings, accents, or marks of punctuation, and the 
uncial letters (excepting 1 for Zeta) approach very nearly to 
our modern capital type. In shape they are simple, perhaps 
a little rude; rather square than oblong; and as the carver on 
this hard black stone was obliged to avoid curve lines when- 
ever he could, the forms of E, & and & differ considerably from 
the specimens we shall produce from documents described on 
soft materials. 

. (2). The Codex Friderico-Augustanus of the fourth century, 

published in lithographed facsimile in 1846, contains on 48 
leaves fragments of the Septuagint version, chiefly from 
1 Chronicles and Jeremiah, with Nehemiah and Esther com- 
plete, in oblong folio, with four columns on each page. It is so 
carefully executed that the very form of the ancient letters and 
the colour of the ink are represented to us by Tischendorf, who 
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discovered it in the East. Two years ago the same indefatigable 
scholar brought to Europe the remainder of this manuscript, 
which seems as old as the fourth century and perhaps anterior to 
the Codex Vaticanus itself, and purposes to publish it, in fac- 
‘simile type cast for the purpose, 4 tom., with twenty: pages 
lithographed or photographed, in 1862, at the expense of the 
Emperor of Russia, to whom the original belongs. This book, 
which Tischendorf now calls Codex Sinaiticus, contains, besides 
much more of the Septuagint, the whole New Testament with 
Barnabas’ Epistle and Hermas’ Shepherd annexed. As a kind 
of avant-courter to his great work he has put forth a tract 
entitled, “ Notitia Editionis Codicis Bibliorum Sinaitici Auspi- 
clis Imperatoris Alexandri IT. suscepte” (Leipsic, 1860), from 
which we have derived the account of the manuscript given in 
the opening of the next section of this chapter, under the appel- 
lation of Aleph (S), assigned to it by Tischendorf, in the 
exercise of his right as its discoverer. 

(3). Codex Alexandrinus of the fifth century (A). 

(4). Codex Purpureus Cotton: N of the Gospels. ) of the 

). Codex Nitriensis Rescriptus, R of the Gospels } sixth 

). Codex Dublinensis Rescriptus, Z of theGospels) century. | 

7). Evangelistarium Harleian. 5598, dated a.p. 995. 

These manuscripts will be more fully described in the suc- 
ceeding sections of the chapter. At present we wish to compare 
them with each other for the purpose of tracing, as closely as we 
may, the different styles and fashions of uncial letters which 
prevailed from the fourth to the tenth or eleventh century of the 
Christian era. The varying fashions of cursive manuscripts 
cannot so well be seen by exhibiting their alphabets, for. since 
each letter is for the most part joined to the others in the 
same word, connected passages will alone afford us a correct 
notion of their character and general features. For the moment 
we are considering the uncials alone. | 

If the Rosetta stone, by its necessary avoiding of curve lines, 
so far fails to give us a correct notion of the manner adopted in 
common writing, it resembles our earliest uncials at least in 
one respect, that the letters, being as broad as they are high, 
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ae all capable of being included within circumscribed squares. 

Indeed, yet earlier inscriptions are found almost totally destitute 

of curves, even O and © being represented by simple squares, 

‘with or without a bisecting horizontal line (see theta, p. 32)?. 

The Herculanean papyri, however, (a specimen of which we have 

given in facsimile 10, Plate Iv), is much better suited than 

inscriptions can be for comparison with our earliest copies of 

Scripture2. Nothing can well be conceived more elegant than 

these simply-formed graceful little letters (somewhat diminished 

in size perhaps by the effects of heat) running across the 

volume, 39 lines in a column, without capitals or breaks be- 

tween the words. There are scarcely any stops, no breathings, 
accents, or marks of any kind; only that >, < or > are now 
and then found at the end of. a line, to fill up the space, or to 

join a word or syllable with what follows. A very few abbre- 
viations occur, such as rh in the first line of our specimen, taken 

from Philodemus wep) caxidv (Hercul. Volum. Tom. 111. Col. 
xx. ll. 6—15), the very treatise to which Tischendorf compared 
his Cod. Frederico-Augustanus (Proleg. § 11). The papyri, 

buried for so many ages from A.D. 79 downwards, may probably 

be a century older still, since Philodemus the Epicurean was 
the contemporary and almost the friend of Cicero’, Hence from 
three to four hundred years must have elapsed betwixt the 
writing of the Herculanean rolls and of our earliest Biblical 
manuscripts; yet the fashion of writing changed but little during 
the interval, far less in every respect than in the four centuries 
which next followed; wherein the plain, firm, upright and 

square uncials were giving place to the compressed, oblong, 
ornamented or even sloping forms which predominate from the 
seventh oreighth century downwards. While advising the reader 
to exercise his skill on facsimiles of entire passages, especially 
in contrasting the lines from Philodemus (No. 10), with those 

1 The Cotton fragment of the book of Genesis of the fifth century, whose poor 
shrivelled remains from the fire of 1731 are still preserved in the British Museum, 

while in common with all other manuscripts it exhibits the round shapes of O and 

©, substitutes a lozenge ( for the circle in phi, after the older fashion (). 

2 Our facsimile is borrowed from the Neapolitan volumes, but Plate 57 in the 

Paléographie Universelle @iAoSnuov mept povotxn has the advantage of colours for 

giving a lively idea of the present charred appearance of these papyri. . 

3 Cicero de Finibus, Lib. 1. c. 35. The same person is apparently meant in 
Orat. in Pisonem, ce. 28, 29. 
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from the oldest uncials of the New Testament (Nos. 11—14; 
17—20 ; 24) ; we purpose to examine the several alphabets (Nos. 
1—7) letter by letter, pointing out to the student those varia- 
tions in shape which paleographers have judged the safest - 
criteria of their relative ages. Alpha, delta, theta, x1, pi, omega 

are among the best tests for this purpose. 

Alpha is not often found in its present familiar shape, except in 
inscriptions, where the cross line is sometimes broken into an angle 
with the vertex downwards (A): even on the Rosetta stone the left 
limb leans against the upper part of the right limb, but does not 
form an angle with its extremity, while the cross line, springing not 
far from the bottom of the left limb, ascends to meet the right about 

half way down. Modifications of this form may be seen in the 
Herculanean rolls, only that the cross line more nearly approaches 
the horizontal, and sometimes is almost entirely so. The Cod. 
Frid-August.1 does not vary much from this form, but the three 
generating lines are often somewhat curved. In other books while 
the right limb is quite straight, the left and cross line form a kind of 
loop or curve, as is very observable in the Nitrian fragment R, and 
often in Codd. Alex., Ephraemi, Bezae, and in the Vatican more 
frequently still, in all which alpha often approximates to the shape of 
our English a. And this curve may be regarded as a proof of anti- 
quity. Cod. N (which is more recent than those named above) 
makes the two lines on the left form a sharp angle, as do the Cotton 
fragment of Genesis (see p. 28, note 1) and Cod. Claromontanus 
No. 19, only that the lines which form the angle in this last are very 
fine. In later times, as the letters grew tall and narrow, the modern 
type of A became more marked, as in the first letter of Arundel 547 
(No. 16), of about the 10th century, though the form and thickness seen 
in the Cod. Claromontanus continued much in vogue to the last. Yet 
alpha even in Cod. Claromontanus and Cotton Genesis occasionally 
passes from the angle into the loop, though not so often as in Cod. 
A. and its companions. Cod. Borgianus (T), early in the fifth cen- 
tury, exaggerated this loop into a large ellipse, if Giorgi’s facsimile 
may be trusted. In Cod. Laudianus E of the Acts and Cureton’s 
palimpsest Homer too the loop is very decided, the Greek and 
Latin @ in Laud. (No. 25) being alike. Mark also its form in the 
papyrus scrawl No. 9 (from one of the orations of Hyperides edited 
by Mr Babington), which may be as old as the Rosetta stone. The 
angular shape adopted in Cod. Z (Nos. 6, 18) is ugly enough, and 
(I believe) unique. 

Beta varies less than Alpha. Originally it consisted of a tall 
perpendicular line, on the right side of which four straight lines are 

1 We prefer citing Cod. Frid-August., because our examples have been 

actually taken from its exquisitely lithographed pages; but the facsimile of part 

of a page from Luke xxiv. represented in the Notitia Cod. Sinaitici, from which 

we have borrowed six lines (No. 11h), will be seen to resemble exactly the portion 
published in 1846. 
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so placed as to form two triangles, whereof the vertical line forms 
the bases, but a small portion of the vertical line entirely separates 
the triangles (z). This ungraceful figure was modified very early, even 
in inscriptions. On the Rosetta stone (No. 1) the triangles are rounded 
off into semicircles, and the lower end of the vertical curved. Yet 
the shape in manuscripts is not quite so elegant. The lower curve is 
usually the larger, and the curves rarely touch each other. Such are 
Codd. ANRZ and the Cotton Genesis.. In the Herculanean rolls 
the letter comes near the common cursive 8, in some others its shape 
is quite like the modern B. When oblong letters became common, 
the top (e.g. Cod. Bezae) and bottom extremities of the curve ran 
into straight lines, by way of return into the primitive shape (see 
No. 32, dated 980). In the very early papyrus fragment of Hyperi- 
des it looks like the English R standing on a base (No. 9, 1.4). But 
this specimen rather belongs to the semi-cursive hand of common 
life, than to that of books. 

Gamma in its simplest form consists of two lines of equal thick- 
ness, the shorter so placed upon the longer, which is vertical, as to 
make one right angle with it on the right side. Thus we find it in 
the Rosetta stone, the papyrus of Hyperides, the Herculanean rolls 
and very often in Cod. A. The next step was to make the hori- 
zontal line very thin, and to strengthen its extremity by a point, or 
knob, as in Codd. Ephraemi, RZ: or the point was thus strengthened 
without thinning the line, e.g. Codd. Vatican., N and most later 
copies, such as Harl. 5598 (No. 7) or its contemporary Parham 18 
(No. 32). In Cod. Bezae gamma much resembles the Latin r. 

Delia should be closely scrutinized. Its most ancient shape is an 
equilateral triangle, the sides being all of the same thickness (A). 
Cod. Claromontanus, though of the sixth century, is in this instance 
as simple as any: the Herculanean rolls, Codd. Frid-August., Vati- 
can., and the very old copy of the Pentateuch at Paris (Colbert) and 
Leyden, much resemble it, only that sometimes the Herculanean sides 
are slightly curved, and the right descending stroke of Cod. Vatican. 
is thickened. In Cod. A a tendency begins to appear to prolong the 
base on one or both sides, and to strengthen the ends by points; we 
see a little more of this in the palimpsest Homer of the fifth century, 
published by Cureton. The habit increases and becomes confirmed 
in Codd. Ephraem, the Vatican Dio Cassius of the 5th or 6th century, 
in Cod. R, and particularly in N and E of the Acts (Nos. 4, 14, 25). 
In the oblong later uncials it becomes quite elaborate, e.g. Cod. B of 
the Apocalypse, or Nos. 7, 21, 32. On the Rosetta stone and in 
the Cod. Bezae the right side is produced beyond the triangle, and 
is produced and slightly curved in Hyperides; curved and strongly 
pointed in Cod. Z. 

Epsilon has its ordinary angular form on the Rosetta marble and 
other inscriptions; in the oldest manuscripts it consists of a sefni- 
circle, from whose centre to the right of it a horizontal radius is 
drawn. to the concave circumference. Thus it appears in the Hercu- 
laneum rolls (only that here the radius is usually broken off before it 
meets the circle), in Codd, Frid-August., Vatican., the two Paris Pen- 
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tateuchs (Colbert-Leyden 4th cent., Coislin, 6th) and the Cotton 
Genesis. In Cod. Alex. a slight trace is found of the more recent 
practice of strengthening each of the three extremities with knobs; 
the custom increases in Codd. Ephraemi, Bezae and still more in Codd. 
NRZ, wherein the curve becomes greater than a semicircle. In 
Hyperides (and in a slighter degree in Cod. Claromon. No. 19) the 
shape almost resembles the Latin e. The form of this and the other 
round letters was afterwards much affected in the narrow oblong 
uncials: see Nos. 7, 16, 32. 

Zeta on the Rosetta stone maintains its old form (=), which is 
indeed but the next letter reversed. In manuscripts it receives its 
usual modern shape (Z), the ends being pointed decidedly, slightly, or 
not at all, much after the manner described for epsilon. In old 
copies the lower horizontal line is a trifle curved (Cod. R. No. 5), or 
even both the extreme lines (Cod. Z, No. 6), and Cod. Augiensis of 
St Paul. In such late books as Parham 18 (a.p. 980, facsim. No. 32) 
Zeta is so large as to run far below the line, ending in a kind of tail. 

Eta does not depart from its normal shape (H) except that in 
Cod. Ephraemi and some narrow and late uncials (e.g. Nos. 7, 32) 
the cross line is often more than half way up the letter. In a few 
later uncials the cross line passes outside the two perpendiculars, as 
in the Cod. Augiensis, 26 times on the photographed page of Scri- 
vener’s edition. 

Theta deserves close attention. In some early inscriptions it is 
found as a square, bisected horizontally (9). On the Rosetta stone 
and most others (but only in such monuments) it is a circle, with a 
strong central poiné. On the Herculanean rolls the central point is 
spread into a short horizontal line, yet not reaching the circum- 
ference (No. 10, 1. 8). Then in our uncials from the fourth to the 
sixth century the line becomes a horizontal diameter to a true circle 
(Codd. Frid-August. Vatican. Codd. ANRZ, Ephraemi, Claromont. 
and Cureton’s Homer). In the 7th century the diameter began to 
pass out of the circle on both sides: thence the circle came to be 
compressed into an ellipse (sometimes very narrow) and the ends of 
the minor axes to be ornamented with knobs, as in Cod. B of the 
Apocalypse (8th cent.), Cod. Augiensis (9th cent.), LX of the Gospels, 
after the manner of the 10th century (Nos. 7, 16, 21, 32, 33). 

Lota would need no remark but for the custom of placing over it 
and upsilon, when they commence a syllable, either a very short 
straight line, or one or two dots. After the papyrus rolls, no copy is 
quite without them, from the Codex Alexandrinus, the Cotton 
Genesis and Paris-Leyden Pentateuch, to the more recent cursives; 
although in some manuscripts they are much rarer than in others. 
By far the most usual practice is to put two points, but Cod. Eph- 
raemi, in its Vew Testament portion, stands alone in exhibiting the 
strfight line; Codd. Borgianus (T) and Claromont. have but one 
point ; Cod. N has two for iota, one for upsilon. . 

Kappa deserves notice chiefly because the vertex of the angle 
formed by the two inclined lines very frequently does not meet the 
perpendicular line, but falls short of it a little to the right: we observe’ 
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this in Codd. ANR, Ephraemi, and later books. The copies that have 
strong points at the end of epsilon &c., (e.g. Codd. NR and AZ partly) 
have the same at the extremity of the thin, or upper limb of 
Kappa. 

Lambda much resembles alpha, but is less complicated. All our 
models (except Harl. 5598, No. 7) from the Rosetta stone downwards, 
have the right limb longer than the left, which thus leans against its 
side, but the length of the projection varies even in the same passage 
(e.g. No. 10). In most copies later than the Herculanean rolls and 
Cod. Frid-August. the shorter line is much the thinner, and the 
longer slightly curved. In Cod. Z (Nos. 6, 18) the projection is 
curved elegantly at the end, as we saw in delta. ° 

Mw varies as much as most letters. Its normal shape, resembling 
the English M, is retained in the Rosetta stone and most inscriptions, 
but at an early period there was a tendency to make the letter 
broader and not to bring the re-entering or middle angle so low as 
in English (e.g. Codd. Frid-August. Vatican.). In Cod. Ephraemi this 
central angle is sometimes a little rounded: in Codd. Alex. and Par- 
ham 18 the lines forming the angles do not always spring from the top of 
the vertical lines: in Arund. 547 (No. 16) they spring almost from 
their foot, forming a thick inelegant loop below the line, the letter 
being rather narrow: Har]. 5598 (No. 7) somewhat resembles this last, 
only that the loop is higher up. In the, Herculanean rolls (and to a 
less extent in the Cotton Genesis) the two outer lines cease to be 
perpendicular, and lean outwards until the letter looks much like an 
inverted W (No. 10). In the papyrus Hyperides (No. 9) these outer 
lines are low curves, and the central lines rise in a kind of flourish 
above them. This form is so much exaggerated in some examples, 
that by discarding the outer curves, we obtain the shape seen in 
Cod. Z (Nos. 6, 18), and one or two others (e.g. Paul M. in Harl. 
5613), almost exactly resembling an inverted pi. 

Nu is easier, the only change (besides the universal transition 
from the square to the oblong in the later uncials) being that in a 
few cases the thin cross line does not pass from the top of the left to 
the bottom of the right vertical line as in English (N), but only half- 
way or two-thirds down in the Cotton Genesis, Cod. A, Harl. 5598, 
and others; in Codd. NNR Parham 18 it often neither springs from 
the top of one, nor reaches the foot of the other (Nos. 4, 5, 11b, 12, 
32); while in Cod. Claromont. (No. 19) it is here and there not far 
from horizontal. In a few cursives (e.g. 440 Evan. at Cambridge, and 
Tischendorf’s lo“ of the Acts), H and N almost interchange their shapes. 

At in the Rosetta stone and Herculanean rolls consists of three 
parallel straight lines, the middle one being the shortest, as in 
modern printed Greek : but all our Biblical manuscripts exhibit modi- 
fications of the small printed & which. must be closely inspected, but 
cannot easily be described. In the Cotton Genesis this X7 is narrow 
and smaller than its fellows, much like an old English Z resting on a 
horizontal base which curves downwards: while in late uncials, as B 
of the Apocalypse, Cod. Augiensis (1. 13 of photographed page), and 
especially in Parham 18 (No, 32) the letter and its flourished finial 

3 
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are continued far below the line. For the rest we must refer to our 
facsimile alphabets, &c. The figures in Cod. Frid-August. (Nos. 3, 
11, Il. 38, 8) look particularly awkward. 

Omicron is unchanged, excepting that in the latest uncials (No. 
16, 32) the circle is mostly compressed, like theta, into a very 
eccentric ellipse. 

Pi requires attention. Its original shape was doubtless two ver- 
tical straight lines joined at top by another horizontal, thinner 

perhaps but not much shorter than they. Thus we meet with it on 
the Rosetta stone, Codd. R Frid-August., Vatican., Ephraem., Claro- 
montanus, Laud. of the Acts, the two Pentateuchs, Cureton’s Homer, 
and sometimés Cod. Alexand. (No. 12). The fine vertical line 1s, 

however, slightly produced on both sides in such early documents as 
the papyri of Hyperides and Herculaneum, and the Cotton Genesis, 
as well as in Cod. Alexand. occasionally. Both extremities of this 
line are fortified by strong points in Cod. N and mostly in Cod. A, 
but the left side only in Cod. Z, which in Cod. Bezae becomes a sort 
of hooked curve. The later oblong pi was usually very plain, with 
thick vertical lines and a very fine horizontal, in Arund. 547 (No. 16) 
not at all produced; in Harl. 5598 (No. 7) slightly produced on both 
sides; in Parham 18 (No. 32) only on the left. 

Rho is otherwise simple, but in all our authorities except inscrip- 
tions is produced below the line of writing, least perhaps in the 
papyri and Cod. Claromont., considerably in Cod. AX (Nos. 12, 33), 
most in Parham 18 (No. 32): Cod. N and many later copies have 
the lower extremity boldly bevelled. 

Sigma retains its angular shape (E or 3) only on inscriptions, as 
at Rosetta, and that long after the square shapes of omicron and theta 
were discarded. The semicircular form, however, arose early, and to 
this letter must be applied all that was said of epsilon as regards 
terminal points, and its cramped shape in later ages. 

Tau in its oldest form consists of two straight lines of like thick- 
ness, the horizontal being bisected by the lower and vertical one. As 
early as in Cod. Frid-August. the horizontal line is made thin, and 
strengthened on the left side only by a point or small knob (Nos. 3, 
11): thus we find it in Cod. Laudian. of the Acts sometimes. In 
Cod. Alex. both ends are slightly pointed, in Cod. Ephraem. and 
others much more. In Cod. Bezae the horizontal is curved and flou- 
rished ; in the late uncials the vertical is very thick, the horizontal 
fine, and the ends formed into heavy triangles (e.g. No. 16). 

Upsilon on the Rosetta stone and Herculanean rolls is like our Y, 
all the strokes being of equal thickness and not running below the 
line: nor do they in Codd. XZ Augiensis or Hyperides, which have 
the upper lines neatly curved (Nos. 6, 9, 18, 33). . The right limb of 
many of the rest is sometimes, but not always curved; the vertical 
line in Codd. Frid-August, and Vatic. drops slightly below the line ; 
in Codd. Alexand., Ephraem., Cotton Genesis, Cureton’s Homer and 
Laud. of the Acts somewhat more ; in others (as Codd. Bezae RN) con- 
siderably. In later uncials (Nos. 7, 32) it becomes a long or awk- 
ward Y, or even degenerates into a long V (No, 16); or, in copies 
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written by Latin scribes, into Y reversed. We have described under 
iota the custom of placing dots &c. over upsilon. 

Phi is a remarkable letter. In most copies it is the largest in the 
alphabet, quite disproportionately large in Codd. ZL (Paris 62) and 
others, and to some extent in Codd. AR Eph. Clar. The circle (which 
in the Cotton Genesis is sometimes still a lozenge, see above, p. 28 
note), though large and in some copies even too broad (e.g. No. 18), 
is usually in the line of the other letters, the vertical line being pro- 
duced far upwards (Cod. Augiens. and Nos. 16, 19), or downwards 
(No. 10), or both (No. 32). On the Rosetta stone the circle is very 
small and the straight line short. 

Chi is a simple transverse cross (X) and never goes above or below 
the line. The limb that inclines from left to right is for the most 
part thick, the other thin (with final points according to the practice 
stated for epsilon), and this limb or both a little curved. 

Pst is a rare but trying letter. Its oldest form resembled an 
English V with a straight line running up bisecting its interior angle. 
On the Rosetta stone it had already changed into its present form (¥), 
‘the curve being a small semicircle, the vertical rising and falling a 
little below the line. In the Cotton Genesis ps? is a little taller than 
the rest, but the vertical line does not rise above the level of the 
circle. In Codd. ANR the under line is prolonged: in R the two 
‘limbs are straight lines making an angle of about 45° with the vertical, 
while oftentimes in Hyperides and Cod. Augiensis. (photogr. ll. 18, 23) 
they curve downwards, the limbs both in N and R being strongly 
pointed at the ends, and the bottom of the vertical bevelled as usual. 
In Cod. B of the Apocalypse the limbs (strongly pointed) fall into a 
straight line and the figure becomes a large cross (No. 7). 

Omega took the form ©, even when omicron and theta were 
square; thus it appears on the Rosetta stone, but in the Hyperides 
and Herculanean rolls is a single curve, much like the w of English 
writing, only that the central part is sometimes only a low double 
curve (No. 10, 1. 6). In the Cotton Genesis, Codd. Frid-August., 
Vatican., Alex., Ephraem., Bezae, Claromont., Nitriens. there is little 
difference in shape, though sometimes Cod. Vatic. comes near the 
Herculanean rolls, and Cod. A. next to it: elsewhere their strokes 
(especially those in the centre) are fuller and more laboured. Yet in 
Cod. N it often is but a plain semicircle, bisected by a perpendicular 
radius, with the ends of the curve bent inwards (No. 14, 1.2). In the 
late uncials (Nos. 7, 16) it almost degenerates into an ungraceful W, 
while in Cod. Augiensis (photogr. 7. 18) the first limb is occasionally 
a complete circle. 

These details might be indefinitely added to by references to 
other codices and monuments of antiquity, but we have employed 
most of the principal copies of the Greek Testament, and have 
indicated to the student the chief points to which his attention 
should be drawn. ‘Two leading principles have perhaps been 
sufficiently established by the foregoing examples : 

3—2 
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First, that the upright square uncials are more ancient than 
those which are narrow, oblong, or leaning’. 

Secondly, that the simpler and less elaborate the style of 
writing, the more remote is its probable date. 

Copies of a later age occasionally aim at imitating the fashion 
of an earlier period, or possibly the style of the older book from 
which their text is drawn. But this anachronism of fashion 
may be detected, as well by other circumstances we are soon to 
mention, as from the air of constraint which pervades the whole 

manuscript: the rather as the scribe will now and then fall into 
the more familiar manner of his contemporaries ; especially when 
writing those small letters which our Biblical manuscripts of all 
dates (even the most venerable) perpetually crowd into the ends 
of lines, in order to save space. 

11. We do not intend to dwell much on the cursive hand- 

writing. No books of the Greek Scriptures earlier than the 
tenth century in that style are now extant?, though it was pre- 

\ 
) 
j 

valent long before in the intercourse of business or common life. 
The papyri of Hyperides (e.g. No. 9) and the Herculanean rolls, 
in a few places, shew that the process had even then commenced, 

for the letters of each word are often joined, and their shapes 
prove that swiftness of execution was more aimed at than 
distinctness, This is seen even more clearly in a petition to 
Ptolemy Philometor (B.c. 164) represented in the Paléographie 
Universelle (No. 56); the same great work contains (No. 66) 
two really cursive charters of the Emperors Maurice (4.p. 600) 
and Heraclius (A.D. 616); yet the earliest bvoks known to be 
written in cursive letters are the Bodleian Euclid (dated a.p. 
888) and the twenty-four dialogues of Plato in the same Library 
(dated A.D. 895), ‘There is reason to believe, from the compa- 

1 Codd. B of Apocalypse, © A (No. 8b) of the Gospels, and Silvestre’s No. 68, 
all of about the 8th century, slope more or less to the right: Cod. I’ (No. 8a) of 

the gth century, a very little to the left. 

3 The earliest cursive Biblical manuscript we can mention is Sylvestre, No. 78, 

Paris 70, Wetstein’s 14 of the Gospels, subscribed éypddy vexnddpov Bacidevovros 

wé. ¢’, which can only be 4.D, 964, and the sovereign Nicephorus IL: the years 
: neither of the first emperor of that name (802 —8r1), nor of the third (1078— 81) 

will suit the indiction. Cod. 429 of the Gospels is dated 978, Cod. 148 of the 

Acts 984, Cod. 5?¢ 994. The date (835) assigned to Cod. 461 by Scholz seems 

quite improbable, though the Indiction (13) is correct. 
8 At-the end of the Euclid we read eypagy xetpt oredavov KAnptxou nye cemrep- 

Baro wes, t ETEL KoTHOV STA exTNTALnY apeOas rarpevs THY Tapovoay BiBdov: of 
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vatively unformed character of the writing in ‘them all, that 

Burney 19 in the British Museum (from which we have extracted 

the alphabet No. 8c, Plate I.), and the minute, beautiful and im- 

portant Codex 1 of the Gospels at Basle (of which see a facsimile 

No. 23)! are but little later than the Oxford books, and may be 

referred to the tenth century. Books copied after the cursive 

hand had become regularly formed, in the eleventh, twelfth and 
thirteenth centuries, are hard to be distinguished by the mere 
handwriting, though they are often dated, or their age fixed by 
the material (see p. 21), or the style of their illuminations. Col- 
bert. 2844, or 38 of the Gospels, “the Queen of the cursives’’ as 
it has been called, from its critical value (facsim. No. 34), is 

attributed to the eleventh century. Our next specimen, Burney 
21 (facsimile No. 15) is dated a.p. 1292, and affords a good 
example of the style usual with the religious persons who were 

the official scribes (kaddéypadot)? of their respective convents, 
and copied the Holy Scriptures for sale. Beta (1. 1 letter 4) 
when joined to other letters, is barely distinguishable from 
upsilon’; nw is even nearer to mu; the tall forms of eta and 

the Plato, eypady xetpe tw Kaddvypagou * evrvxws apebn Stakovee TaTpe* voMLT BATU 
Bufavriewy Sexa Kat Tprwv* pnve voeuBptwt woiriwvos w* eres KocHov ¢vd Bacthetas 

Neovros Tov Pihoxv utov Bacidetov Tov aexuncrov. It should be stated that these 

very curious books, both written by monks, and all the dated manuscripts of the 

Greek Testament we have seen except Canonici 34 in the Bodleian (which reckons 

from the Christian «ra, A.D. 1513—6), calculate from the Greek zra of the 

Creation, September 1, B.0. 5508. To obtain the year A.D., therefore, from 

January 1 to August 31 in any year, subtract 5508 from the given year; from 

September 1 to December 31 subtract 5509. The indiction which usually accom- 

panies this date is a useful check in case of any corruption or want of legibility in 

the letters employed as numerals. ; 

1 For the facsimiles of Codd. EFGHKLMUX I. 33, we are indebted to the 

liberality and kindness of Dr Tregelles, who permitted an artist to copy them 

from tracings of one whole page of every manuscript he has collated which 
he took with his own hand, and will, it may be hoped, at some time make 
public. 

2 The writer of Burney 21 (r*"), 6 razewos Geodwpos dywrerpirns raya Kat 

kah\lypados as he calls himself (that is, I suppose, monk of the Convent of Sancta 

Petra at Constantinople, short-hand and fair writer), was the scribe of at least jive 
more copies of Scripture now extant: Birch’s Havn. 1, a.v. 1278 [Scholz Evan. 
234]; Wetstein’s Evan. go, A.D. 1293; q** A.D. 1298; Scholz’s Evan. 412, A.D, 
1301; Wetstein’s Evan. 74, undated. 

8 Hence in the later uncials, some of which must therefore have been copied 
from earlier cursives, B and T (which might seem to have no resemblance) are 
confounded: e.g. in Parham 18 (A.D. 980), v for 8, Luke vi. 34; 8 for v, John 
x1, 

” etapa yphiheeniatnenintinenamee noes hen all 
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epsilon are very graceful, and the whole style elegant and, after. 
a little practice, easily read. Burney 22 (facsimile No. 36) is 
dated about the same time, A.D. 1319, and the four Biblical 
lines much resemble Burney 21, but the lines below, containing 
the date (which yet on the whole seem to be primé manu) are so 
full of flourishes and contractions, that they cannot easily be 
deciphered at a first glance’. In the fourteenth century a care- 
less style came into fashion, of which Cod. Leicestr. (No. 35) is 
an exaggerated instance, and during this century and the next 
our manuscripts, though not devoid of a certain beauty of appear- 
ance, are too full of arbitrary and elaborate contractions to be 
conveniently read. The formidable lists of abbreviations and 
ligatures represented in Donaldson’s Greek Grammar (p. 20, 
2nd ed.) originated at this period in the perverse ingenuity of 
the Greek emigrants in the West of Europe, who subsisted by 

their skill as copyists; and these pretty puzzles (for such they 
now are to many a fair classical scholar), by being introduced 
into early printed books?, have largely helped to withdraw them 
from use in modern times, 

12. We have now to describe the practice of Biblical manu- 
Scripts as regards the insertion of « forming a diphthong with 
the long vowels eta and omega, whether by being ascript, 
ie. written by their side, or subscript, i.e. written under them. 
In the earliest inscriptions and in the papyri of Thebes ¢ 

/ ascript (the ota not smaller than the other letters) is inva- 

~ riably found. In the petition to Ptolemy Philometor (above, 
p- 36) it occurs four times in the first line, three times in the 

third: in the fragments of Hyperides it is perpetually though 
not always read, even where (especially with verbs) it has no 

rightful place, e.g. erot kar avriBorwr (facsim. No. 9, ll. 8, 4) 
for aird Kal dvriBonrd. A little before the Christian xra it began 
to grow obsolete, probably from its being lost in pronunciation. 
In the Herculaneum Philodemus (the possible limits of whose 

1 The full signature is éredehOn +d rapdv dyrov edoryyQuoy ard rhy Kf rod 
davvovaplou unvds ris wre éyxpovlas. Presuming that ¢ is suppressed before wx § 
this is 6827 of the Greeks, A.D. 1319. 

* Thus the type cast for the Royal Printing Office at Paris, and used by 
Robert Stephens, is said to have been modelled on the style of the calligrapher 
Angelus Vergecius, from whose skill arose the expression ‘‘he writes like an 
angel.” Codd, 296 of the Gospels, 124 of the Acts, 151 of St Paul are in his hand. 
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date is from B.C. 50 to A.D. 79) it is often dropped, though more 
usually written. In Cod. Frid-August. it is very rare, and from 
this period it almost disappears from Biblical uncials!; in 
Cureton’s Homer of the fifth or perhaps of the sixth century 4 
ascript is sometimes neglected, but usually inserted ; sometimes 
also ¢ is placed above H or ©, an arrangement neither neat nor 
convenient. With the cursive character ¢ ascripé came in again, 
as may be seen from the subscriptions in the Bodleian Euclid 
and Plato (page 36, note 3). The semi-cursive fragment of 
St Paul’s Epistles in red letters, used for the binding of 
Harleian 5613, contains ¢ ascript twice, but I have tried in 

vain to verify Griesbach’s statement (Symbol. Crit. 11. p. 166) 
that it has ¢ subscr¢pt “ bis tantum aut ter.” I can find no such 
instance in these leaves. The cursive manuscripts, speaking 
generally, either entirely omit both forms, or, if they give either, 
far more often neglect than insert them. Cod. 1 of the Gospels 
(facsim. No. 23, 1. 1) exhibits the ascript 1. Of 43 codices now 
in England which have been examined with a view to this 
matter, twelve have no vestige of either fashion, fifteen represent 
the ascript use, nine the subscript exclusively, while the few that 
remain have both indifferently. The earliest cursive copy ascer- 
tained to exhibit ¢ subscript (and that but a few times) is the 
Cod. Ephesius or Wetstein’s 71, dated a.p. 1160. The sub- 
script t came much in vogue during the 15th century, and thus 
was adopted in printed books. 

13. Breathings and accents present more difficulty, by 
reason of a practice that prevailed about the 7th or 8th centuries 
of inserting them in older manuscripts, where they were absent 
primé manu. That such was done in many instances (e.g. in 
Codd. Vatican. and Coislin. 202 or H of St Paul) appears clearly 
from the fact that the passages which the scribe who retouched 
the old letters (p. 23) for any cause left unaltered, are destitute 
of these marks, though they appear in all other places. The 
case of Cod. Alexandrinus is less easy. Though the rest of the 

book has neither spirits (except a few here and there) nor accents, 

the first four lines of each column of the book of Genesis (see 
Jacsimile No. 12), which are written in red, are fully furnished 

1 Yet Tischendorf (N.T, 1859, Proleg. p. exxxili) cites mdicav from Cod. Bezae 
(Mark i. 34), évdwe (Luke xxiii, 31) from Cod. Cyprius, wt from Cod. U (Matth. XxXV. 15), Cod, A (Luke vii. 4). 
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with them. These marks Baber, who edited the Old Testa- 
ment portion of Cod. A, pronounced to be by a second hand’ 
(Notae, p. 1); Sir Frederick Madden, a more competent judge, 
declares them the work of the original scribe (Madden’s Syl- 
vestre, Vol. 1. p. 194 note), and after repeated examination we 
know not how to dissent from his view. The Cureton palimpsest 
of Homer also has them, though they are occasionally obli- 
terated, and some few are evidently inserted by a corrector; the 
case is nearly so with the Milan Homer edited by Mai; and the 
same must be stated of the Vienna Dioscorides (Sylvestre No. 62), 
whose date is fixed by internal evidence to about A.D. 500. 
These facts, and others like these, may make us hesitate to 

adopt the notion generally received among scholars on the autho- 
rity of Montfaucon (Palaeogr. Graec. p. 33), that breathings and 
accents were not introduced primé manu before the 7th or 8th 

century ; though even at that period, no doubt, they were placed 
very incorrectly, and often omitted altogether. The breathings 
are much the more ancient and important of the two. The 
spiritus lenis indeed may be a mere invention of the Alexandrian 
grammarians of the second or third century before Christ, but 
the spiritus asper is in fact the substitute for a real letter (H) 
which appears on the oldest inscriptions; its original shape 
being the first half of the H (|-), of which the second half was 
subsequently adopted for the lenis (-|). This form is some- 
times found in manuscripts of about the eleventh century (e.¢. 
Lebanon, B.M. Addit, 11300 or k®, and usually in Lambeth 
1178 or d*), but even in the Cod. Alexandrinus the comma and 
inverted comma are several times substituted to represent the 
lenis and asper respectively (facsim. No. 12): and at a later. 
period this last was the ordinary, though not quite the invariable 
mode of expressing the breathings. Aristophanes of Byzantium 
(keeper of the famous Library at Alexandria under Ptolemy 
HKuergetes, about B.c. 240) though probably not the inventor of 
the Greek accents, was the first to arrange them into a system. 
Accentuation must have been a welcome aid to those who 
employed Greek as a learned, though not as their vernacular 
tongue, and is so convenient and suggestive that no modern 
scholar can afford to dispense with its familiar use: yet not 
being, like the rough breathing, an essential portion of the lan- 
guage, it was but slowly brought into general vogue. It would 
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seem that in Augustine’s age [354—430], the distinction be- 
tween the smooth and rough breathing in manuscripts was just 
such a point as a careful reader would mark, a hasty one over- 
look’. Hence it is not surprising that though these marks are 
entirely absent both from the Theban and Herculaneum papyri, 
a few breathings appear by the first hand in Cod. Borgianus or 
T (Tischendorf, N. T. 1859, Proleg. p. cxxxi). Such as appear, 
together with some accents in the Coislin Octateuch of the 6th 
or 7th century, may not the less be primdéd manu because many 
pages are destitute of them; those of Cod. Claromontanus, 
which were once deemed original, are now pronounced by its 
editor Tischendorf to ‘be a later addition. Cod. N, the purple 
fragment so often spoken of already, exhibits primd manu over 
some vowels a kind of smooth breathing or slight acute accent, 
sometimes little larger than a point, but on no intelligible prin- 
ciple, so far as we can see, and far oftener omits them entirely : 
all copies of Scripture which have not been specified, down to 
the end of the 7th century, are quite destitute of them. The 

chief manuscript of the 8th century, Cod. L or Paris 62 of the 
Gospels, has them for the most part, but not always; though 
often in the wrong place, and at times in utter defiance of all 
grammatical rules. Cod. B of the Apocalypse, however, though 
of the same age, has breathings and accents as constantly and 
correctly as most. Codices of the ninth century, with the ex- 
ception of three written in the West of Europe (Codd. Augiensis 
or Paul F, Sangallensis or A of the Gospels and Boernerianus 
or Paul G, which will be particularly described in the next 
section), are all accompanied with these marks in full, though set 
often down without any precise rule, so far as our experience has 
enabled us to observe. The uncial Evangelistaria (e.g. Arundel 
547; Parham 18; Harleian. 5598), especially, are much ad- 
dicted to prefixing the spiritus asper improperly; chiefly, per- 
haps, to words beginning with H, so that documents of that age 
are but poor authorities on such points. Of the cursives the 

1 He is speaking (Question. super Genes. clxii.) of the difference between 
PéB5ou atrod and pdBdou abrod, Gen. xlvii. 31. “ Fallit enim eos verbum Grecum, 
quod eisdem literis scribitur, sive ejus, sive su@: sed accentus [he must mean the 

breathings] dispares sunt, et ab eis, qui ista noverunt, in codicibus non contem- 
- nuntur.” (Opera, Tom, Iv. p. 53s ed. 1586, Lugdun.) adding that sue” might be 

expressed by éavrod. 
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general tendency is to be more and more accurate as regards the 
accentuation, the later the date: but this is only a general rule, 
as some that are early are as careful, and certain of the latest as 
negligent as can well be imagined. All of them are partial to 
placing accents or breathings over both parts of a word com- 
pounded with a preposition (e.g. érlovvafas), and on the other 
hand often drop them between a preposition and its case (e. g. 
émdpoTpov). 

14. The punctuation in early times was very simple. In 
the papyri of Hyperides there are no stops at all; in the 
Herculanean rolls exceeding few: Codd. Frid-August. and 
Vaticanus (the latter very rarely by the first hand) have a 
single point here and there on a level with the top of the 
letters, and occasionally a very small break in the continuous 
uncials, with or without the point, to denote a pause in the 
sense. Codd. A N have the same point a little oftener; in 
Codd. C, W* (Paris 814) Z the single point stands indiscrimi- 
nately at the head, middle or foot of the letters, while in E 
(Basil. K. tv. 35) of the Gospels and B of the Apocalypse 
this change in the position of the point indicates a full-stop, 
half-stop, or comma respectively. In Cod. L of the same 
date as these two, besides the full point we have the comma 
(::-) and semicolon (::), with a cross also for a stop. In Codd. 
Y © (of about the eighth century) the single point has its 
various powers as in Cod. E, &c., but besides this are double, 
treble, and in Cod. Y quadruple, points with different powers. 
In late uncials, especially Evangelistaria, the chief stop is a cross, 
often in red (e.g. Arund. 547); while in Harleian. 5598 3 

seems to be the note of interrogation. When the continuous 
writing came to be broken up into separate words (of which 
Cod. Augiensis in the ninth century affords the earliest ex- 
ample) the single point was intended to be placed after the 
last letter of each word, on a level with the middle of the 

letters. But even in this copy they are often omitted in parts, 
and in Codd. AG, written onthe same plan, more frequently 
still. Our statements refer only to the Greek portions of these 
copies; the Latin semicolon (;) and note of interrogation (?) 
occur in the Latin versions. The Greek interrogation (;) first 
occurs about the ninth century, and (,) used as a stop a little 
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later. In the éarliest cursive the system of punctuation is much 
the same as that of printed books: the English colon (:) not 
being used, but the upper single point in its stead. In a few 
cursives (e.g. Gonville or 59 of the Gospels), this upper point, 
set in a larger space, stands also for a full stop: indeed (°) 
is the only stop found in Tischendorf’s lo“ of the Acts (Brit. 
Mus. Add. 20,003): while (;) and (°) are often confused in 
440 of the Gospels (Cantab. Mm. 6.9). The English comma, 
placed above a letter, is used for the apostrophus, which occurs 
in the very oldest uncials, especially at the end of proper 
names, or to separate compounds (e.g. am’ opdavobertes in 
Cod. Clarom.), or when the word ends in p (e.g. Ouyarnp’ 
in Codd. Sinait. and A, yesp’ in Cod. A, dozep’ Dioscorides, 

A.D. 500), or even to divide syllables (e.g. cupsy'yas in Cod. 
Frid-August., vo Aa, KaTreotpapy pevn, avaryedt in Cod. Sinai- 
ticus). This mark is more rare in Cod. Ephraemi than in 
some others, but is used more or less by all, and is found 
after e€, or ovy, and a few like words, even in the most recent 
cursives. 

15. Abbreviated words are stated to be least met with in 
Cod. Vatican., though we scarcely know that copy intimately 

enough to speak on such a minute point: but even it has Oo, 

KO, Uo, vo for Oeds, xvptos, &c. and their cases. Besides these 

Codd. Frid-August., Alex. , Ephraem. and. the rest supply avoo avoc, 

ovvoc, ma (ave Cod. L), wnp, unp, np 0 Or iA OF infty mr 

or wor or omA, dad, and some of them onp for ootnp, vo for | 

vids, mapvoc for rapSevos. Cod. Bezae abridges the sacred names 
into ypc, mo &e. and their cases, as very frequently, but by 
no means invariably, do the kindred Codd. Augiens., Sangall., 
and Boerner. A few dots sometimes supply the place of the line 

denoting abbreviation (e.g. 60 Cotton Genesis, avoo Colbert. 
Pentateuch). A straight line over the last letter of a line indi- 
cates N (or also M in the Latin of Codd. Bezae and Claromont.) 
in all the Biblical uncials, but is simply placed over numerals in 
the Herculanean rolls: Ky Ts and less often AA, for Kai, -Tat, 

-Oau are met with in Cod. Frid-August. and all later: § for ou 

1 Even Codex Sinaiticus has mu and @ in consecutive lines (Apoc. xxii, 20, 21). 
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chiefly in Codd. L, Augiensis and the more recent uncials. Such 
compendia scribendt as ry in the Herculanean rolls (above p. 29) 
occur mostly at the end of lines: that form, M°T (No. 11a, |. 4), 
and a few more even in the Cod. Frid-August.; in Cureton’s 

Homer we have IIs for qous, Cs for -cas and such like. In 
later books they are more numerous and complicated, particularly 
in cursive writing: the terminations ° for os,” for v, ‘ for o», 
~ for ws, * for ns, ¥ for ov are familiar; besides others, peculiar 
to one or a few copies; e.g. h for av, b for ep, ~ for a, 

for ap in the Emmanuel College copy of the Epistles (Paul 
30), and : for a, ° for av, ¥ for as in Parham 17 of the Apoca- 
lypse. The mark > is not only met with in the Herculanean 
rolls, but in the Hyperides (facsim. 9, 1. 6) in Codd. Frid- 
August., the two Pentateuchs, Codd. Augiensis, Sangall. and 
Boernerianus, and seems merely designed to fill up vacant 
space, like the flourishes in a legal instrument. Capital let- 
ters at the beginning of clauses, &c. are freely met with in 
all documents excepting in the oldest papyri, the Hercula- 
nean rolls, Codd. Frid-August., Vatican., the Colbert Penta~- 

teuch, and one or two fragments besides. Their absence is 
a proof of high antiquity. All however are apt to crowd 
small letters into the end of a line to save room, and if 

these small letters preserve the form of the larger, it is natu- 
ral to conclude. that the scribe is writing in a natural hand, 
not an assumed one, and the argument for the antiquity of such 
a document, derived from the shape of its letters, thus becomes 

all the stronger. . The continuous form of writing separate 
words must have prevailed in manuscripts long after it was 
obsolete in common life: Cod. Claromont., which is continuous 

even in its Latin version, divides the words in the inscriptions 
and subscriptions to the several books. 

16. The stichometry of the sacred books has next to be 
considered. The term oriyor, like the Latin versus, originally 
referring whether to rows of trees, or of the oars in a trireme 
(Virg. 4in. v. 119), would naturally come to be applied to lines 
of poetry, and in this sense it is used by Pindar (éréwv oriyes 
Pyth. tv. 100) and also by Theocritus (ypaypov nat ré8e ypdupa, 
76 cot otlyovos xapaéw Idyl. xxi. 46), if the common reading be 
correct. Both Epiphanius [d. 403] and Chrysostom (vid. Suicer. 
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Thesaur. Eccles. Tom. 11. p. 1033) inform us that the book of 
Psalms was in their time divided into oréyou, as in fact we may 
see for ourselves in Codd. Sinaiticus and Vatican. (facsimile No. 
20), wherein, according to the true principles of Hebrew poetry, 
the verses do not correspond in metre or quantity of syllables, but 
in the parallelism or relationship subsisting between the several 
members of the same sentence or stanza’, It seems to have oc- 

curred to Euthalius, a deacon of Alexandria, as it did long after- 

wards to Bishop Jebb when he wrote his “‘ Sacred Literature,” 
‘that a large portion of the New Testament might be divided 
into oriyot on the same principles: and that even where that 
distribution should prove but artificial, it would guide the public 
reader in the management of his voice, and remove the necessity 
for an elaborate system of punctuation. Such, therefore, we 
conceive to be the use and design of stichometry, as applied 
to the Greek Testament by Euthalius, whose edition of St 
Paul’s Epistles thus divided was published a.p. 458, that of 
the Acts and Epistles a.p. 490. Who arranged the oréyou 
of the Gospels (which are in truth better suited for such a 
process than the Epistles) has not appeared. Although but few 
manuscripts now exist that are written orovyndov (a plan that 
consumed too much vellum to become general), we read in many 
copies at the end of each of the books of the New Testament, a 
calculation of the number of oréyou it contained, sufficiently 
unlike to shew that the arrangement was not the same in all 

codices, yet near enough to prove that they were divided on the 
same principle (for these numbers see below, p.57)*. In the few 
documents that remain written oriynpds, the length of the 
clauses is very unequal; some (e.g. Cod. Bezae, see sect. II. 
of this chapter and the specimen pages) containing as much in 
a line as might be conveniently read aloud in a breath, others 
(e.g. Cod. Laud. of the’ Acts) having only one or two words 

1 That we have rightly understood Epiphanius’ notion of the orixo: is evident 
from his own language respecting Psalm cxli. 1, wherein he prefers the addition 

made by the Septuagint to the second clause, because by so doing its authors 

axddwrov érolycay tov orlxov: so that the passage should run “O Lord, I ery 

unto Thee, make haste unto me || Give fear to the voice of my request,” rs 

deyoews wou to complete the rhythm. / ; 

* At the end of 2 Thess., in a hand which Tischendorf-states to be very ancient, 
but not that of the original scribe, the Codex Sinaiticus has ortywy pr [180; the 
‘usual number is 106]: at the end of 2 Cor, there is no such note, 

Nie 
Nee 
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in a line. The Cod. Claromontanus (facstm. No. 19) in this 
respect lies between those extremes, and the fourth great exam- 
ple of this class (Cod. Coislin. 202, H of St Paul) of the sixth 
century, has one of its few surviving pages (of 16 lines each) 
arranged literatim as follows (1 Cor. x. 22, &.): eopev | wavTa 
prot e€cotw | adr ov Tavra ovpdeper | ravTa por ekeorw | adr 
ov travra oxodoper |. undeto To eavtou Enlretrw (0b necessitatem 
spatit) | a\Aa To Tov erepou | Trav To ev pwaKehdw Tw | Aovpevoy 

_ (0b necessitatem) | ecOtere undeva ava | Kptvwvreo Sia my | ovver- 
Snows | rov yap KY n yn KapwoTdy | opwpa aurno (ob necessit.) | 
sdervoaarOivpaotrs. | Other manuscripts written ortynpas are 
‘Matthaei’s V of the 8th century,.Bengel’s Uffenbach 3 of St 
John (Weitstein’s 101), Alter’s Forlos. 29 (26 of the Apocalypse), 
and, as it would seem, the Cod. Sangallensis A. In Cod. Claro- 
mont. there are scarcely any stops (the middle point being 
chiefly reserved to follow abridgements or numerals), the sticho- 
metry being of itself an elaborate scheme of punctuation, but the 
longer orixou of Cod. Bezae are often divided by a single point. 

17. : In using manuscripts of the Greek Testament, we must 
_ carefully note whether a reading is prima manu or by some sub- 
sequent corrector. It will often happen that these last are utterly 
valueless, having been inserted even from printed copies by a 
-modern owner (like some marginal variations of the Cod. Leices- 
trensis), and such as these really ought not to have been extracted 
by collators at all; while others by the second hand are almost 
as weighty, for age and goodness, as the text itself. All these 
points are explained by critical editors for each document 
separately; in fact to discriminate the different corrections in 
regard to their antiquity and importance is often the most diffi- 
cult portion of such editor’s task (e.g. in Cod. Claromontanus), 
and one on which he often feels it hard to satisfy his own 
judgment. Corrections by the original scribe, or a contemporary 
reviser, where they can be satisfactorily distinguished, must be 
regarded as a portion of the testimony of the manuscript itself, 
inasmuch as every carefully prepared copy was reviewed and 
compared (avre8rOn), if not by the writer himself, by a skilful 

person appointed for the task (6 dcopAdv, 6 diopAwrys), whose 
duty it was to amend manifest errors, sometimes also to insert 
ornamented capitals in places which had been reserved for them; 
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in later times (and as some believe at a very early period) to 
set in stops, breathings and accents: in copies destined for 
ecclesiastical use to place the musical notes that were to guide 
the intonation of the reader. These notices of revision are 
sometimes met with at the end of the best manuscripts. Such 
is the note in Cod. H of St Paul eypaypa nat e&ePeunv mrpoo to ev 
Katcapta avteypadoy tho BiBdtoOnxno Tov aytouv-Tlaudirov, the 

same library of the Martyr Pamphilus to which the scribe of 
the Cod. Frid-August. resorted for his model?; and that in 
Birch’s most valuable Urbino-Vatican. 2 (157 of the Gospels), 
written for the Emperor John II (1118—1143), wherein at the 
end of the first Gospél we read card Maréaiov éypady Kab 
avteBrnOn éx tay év icpocordvpors Taraay avTiypddav tay év 
ayia oper [Athos] dzroxeévov: similar subscriptions are ap- 
pended to the other Gospels. See also Evan. A. 20. 164, 262, 
300. 876; Act. 15. 83, in the third section of this chapter. 

18. We have next to give some. account of ancient divisions 
of the text, as found in manuscripts of the New Testament, 
which must be carefully noted by the student, as few copies are 
without one or more of them. 

(1). So far as we know at present, the oldest still extant are 
those of the Codex Vaticanus, which are printed from its margin in 
Mai’s second edition. These sections seem to have been formed for 
the purpose of reference, and a new one always commences where 
there is some break in the sense. Many, however, at least in 

the Gospels, consist of but one of our modern verses, and they 
are so unequal in length as to be rather inconvenient for actual 
use. St Matthew contains 170 of these divisions, St Mark 62, 
St Luke 152, St John 80. In the Acts of the Apostles are two 
sets of sections, 36 longer and in an older hand, 69 smaller and 

1 The following subscription to the book of Ezra (and a very similar one 

follows Esther) in the Cod. Frid-August. (fol. 13. 1) will show the care bestowed 

on the most ancient copies even of the Septuagint. AvreSdnOn rpoo madkawraroy 

Nav avrvypapoy SediopOwpevoy xerpt Tov arytov paprupoc Ilaudidov’ omep avreypadov 

pos Tw TEdet Uroonuewots Tio WLoXELpoo GUTOU UITEKELTO EXOVTA OVTwWO" peTEANUPOD 

kat Stwop0whn wpoo ra ekarda wpryevovo’ AvTwrwoo avreBarey' Haydidoo dtop- 

§woa, Tregelles suggests that the work of the diop#drys or corrector was pro- 
bably of a critical character, the office of the dvy7:8d\Awy or comparer rather to 

eliminate mere clerical errors (Treg. Horne, 11. p. 85). . 
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more recent. Hach of these also begins after_a break in the 
sense, but they are quite independent of each other, as a larger 
section will sometimes commence in the middle of a smaller, the 

latter being in no wise a subdivision of the former. Thus the 
greater I’ opens Acts ii. 1, in the middle of the lesser 8, which 

- extends from Acts 1.15 to ii. 4. As in most manuscripts, so in 
this, the Catholic Epistles follow the Acts, and in them and in 
St Paul’s Epistles there are also two sets of sections, only that 
in the Epistles the older sections are the more numerous. The 
Pauline Epistles are reckoned throughout as one book in the 
elder notation, with however this remarkable peculiarity, that 
though in the Vatican itself the Epistle to the Hebrews stands 
next after the second to the Thessalonians, and on the same leaf 
with tt, the sections are arranged as if it stood between the Epis- 
tles to the Galatians and Ephesians; for whereas that to the 
Galatians ends with § 58, that to the Ephesians begins with 
§ 70, and the numbers proceed regularly down to § 93, with | 
which the second to the Thessalonians ends. The Epistle to the 
Hebrews which then follows opens with § 59; the last section 
extant opens Hebr. ix. 11, and the manuscript ends abruptly at. 
xaba v.14. It plainly appears, then, that the sections of the 
Codex Vaticanus must have been copied from some yet older 
document, in which the Epistle to the Hebrews preceded that to 
the Ephesians. For a list of the more modern divisions in the 
Epistles see the Table in p. 58 below. The Vatican sections of 
the Gospels have been recently observed by Tregelles in one 
other copy, the palimpsest Codex Zacynthius of St Luke (8), 
which he is preparing for publication. 

(2). Hardly less ancient, and indeed ascribed by some to 

Tatian the Harmonist, the disciple of Justin Martyr, is the di- 
vision of the Gospels into larger chapters (kepadaca majora, 
called in the Latin copies breves), or titles (r/rAos), which latter 
name they bear from the circumstance that not only is the sacred 
narrative distributed by them into sections, but the title, or gene- 

ral summary of contents, is appended to the numeral, either in a 
separate table preceding each Gospel, or at the top and bottom 
of the pages, or (what is usual enough) in both ways in the same 
manuscript. It is strange that in none of the four Gospels does 
the first section stand at its commencement. In St Matthew 
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section A begins at chap. ii. verse 1, and has for its title wepi 

rov payov: in St Mark at chap. i. v. 23, wept Tod Satpovsfope- 

vou: in St Luke at ch. ii. v. 1, wept THs dzroypadys: in St John 

at ch. ii. v. 1, wep) tod év Kava ydapov. Mill accounts for this 
circumstance by supposing that in the first copies the titles 

at the head of each Gospel were reserved till last for more 

splendid illumination, and thus eventually forgotten (Proleg. 

N. T. § 355); Griesbach holds, that the general inscriptions of 

each Gospel, Kara Mar@aiov, Kara Mapxov, &c. were regarded 

‘as the special titles of the first sections also. On either suppo- 

sition, however, it is hard to explain how what was really the 

second section came to be numbered as the first; and it is worth 
notice that the same arrangement takes place in the xefpadata 
(though these are of a later date) of all the other books of the 
New Testament except the Acts, 2 Corinth., Ephes., 1 Thess., 
Hebrews, James, 1, 2 Peter, 1 John, and the Apocalypse: e.g. 
the first section of the Epistle to the Romans opens ch. i. v. 18, 
IIparov peta Té6 mpooiusov, wep Kpicews Tis Kata éOvdv Tov 
ov duvrAaccovray Ta puciKd. 

The rirAoe in St Matthew amount to 68, in St Mark to 48, 
in St Luke to 83, in St John to 18. This mode of division is 

found in the Codices Alexandrinus and E:phraemi of the fifth 

century, and in the Codex Nitriensis of the sixth ; each of which 
have tables of them prefixed tothe several Gospels: but the 
Codices Alexandrinus and Dublinensis of St Matthew, and that 
portion of the purple Cotton fragment which is in the Vatican, 
exhibit them in their usual position, at the top and bottom of 
the pages. ‘Thus it appears that even if no trace of these tito. 
be extant in the Sinai manuscript (on which point Tischendorf is 
silent), they were too generally diffused in the fifth century, not 
to have originated at an earlier period; although we must concede 
that the xebarasov spoken of by Clement of Alexandria (Stro- 
mat. 1.) when quoting Dan. xii. 12, or by Athanasius (c. Ardum) 
on Act. ii., and the Capitulum mentioned by Tertullian (Ad 
Uxorem II. 2) in reference to 1 Cor. vil. 12, contain no certain 

allusions to any specific divisions of the sacred text, but only to 

the particular paragraphs or passages in which their citations 
stand. But that the contrary habit has grown inveterate}, it 

And this too in spite of the lexicographer Suidas: Tiros diapdpec Kepahaloy 

kal 6 wév MarOatos rirAous exet £n’, kepddara dé Tre, 

4. 
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were much to be desired that the term titAos should be applied 
to these longer divisions, at least in the Gospels, and that of 
xeddrara, reserved for the smaller sections (cepddAasa minora, as 
they are sometimes called) which we now proceed to explain. 

(3). The Ammonian sections, or cepdAata proper, were not 
constructed, as the Vatican divisions and the rérAor, for the purpose 
of easy reference, or distributed like them according to the breaks 
in the sense, but for a wholly different purpose. So far as we 
can ascertain, the design of Tatian’s Harmony was simply to 
present to Christian readers a single connected history of our 
Lord, by taking from the four Evangelists indifferently whatso- 
ever best suited his purpose’. As this plan could scarcely be 
executed without omztiing some portions of the sacred text, it is 
not surprising that Tatian, without any evil intention, should 
have incurred the grave charge of mutilating Holy Scripture?. 
A more scholar-like and useful attempt was subsequently made 
by Ammonius of Alexandria, in the third century, who, by the 
side of St Matthew’s Gospel which he selected as his standard, 
arranged in parallel columns, as it would seem, the correspond- 
ing passages of the other three Lvangelists, so as to exhibit 
them all at once to the reader’s eye; St Matthew in his proper 
order, the rest as the necessity of abiding by St Matthew’s order 
prescribed. ‘This, at least, is the account given by the celebrated 

Eusebius, Bishop of Casarea, the Church historian, who in the 
fourth century, in his letter to Carpianus, describes his own most 
ingenious system of Harmony, as founded on the labours of Am- 
monius®*. It has been generally thought that the xeddraia, of 

1'O Tariavds, cuvdgpedy ria kab owaywyhy obk of5’ 8rus roy edayyedwy 

cuvels, 7d 51a Tecodpwy Toiro mpotwvduacey’ 8 Kal wapd riow eloéri viv déperat. 
Kuseb, Hist. Eccl, Iv. 29. 

2 Ambros. in Procem, Luc, seems to aim at Tatian when he says ‘ Plerique 

etiam ex quatuor Evangelii libris in unum ea que venenatis putaverunt asser- 

tionibus convenientia referserunt.” Husebius H. E. Iv. 29 charges him on report 
with improving not the Gospels, ‘but the Epistles: ro 6¢ darocrédov pact rod- 

Hijoat twas abrov peradpdcat puvds, ws émidiopfovmevoy abrav rhy ris ppdcews 

cuvraki, . , 

3 ’Aupdvios pév 6 ’Adezavdpeds, odd, ws elxbs, dtdorovlay kal orovdipy eloay- 

noxws, 7d bid Tecodpwy huiy xaraddédrourev evayydduor, 7G Kare Maréatov ras 

duoguvous Tar Aowrdy edayyehiorav wepixoTas mapabels, cos éf dvdyxns cuuBhva Tov 

Ths dxodovblas elpudy Trav tpidv SiadOaphvat, 8cov emt TG vder THs dvayvdoews. 
Epist. ad Carpian. 
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which St Matthew contains 355, St Mark 236, St Luke 342; 
St John 232, were made by Ammonius for the purpose of his 
work, and they have commonly received the name of the Am- 
monian sections: but this opinion has been called in question by 
Bp Lloyd (Nov. Test. Oxon. 1827, Monitum pp. viii—xi), who 
strongly urges that, in his Epistle to Carpianus, Eusebius not 
only refrains from ascribing these numerical divisions to Ammo- 
nius, but almost implies that they had their origin at the same 
time with his own ten canons, with which they are so intimately 
connected!, That they were essential to Eusebius’ scheme is 
plain enough: their place in Ammonius’ parallel Harmony is not 
easily understood, unless indeed. (what is nowhere stated, but 
rather the contrary), he did not set the passages from the other 
Gospels at full length by the side of St Matthew’s, but only 
these numerical references to them’. 

There is, however, one ground for hesitation before we ascribe 
the sections, as well as the canons, to Eusebius; viz. that not a 

few ancient manuscripts (e.g. Codd. FHY) contain the former, 
while they omit the latter. Of palimpsests indeed it may be 
said with reason, that the rough process which so nearly obli- 
terated the ink of the older writing, would completely remove the 
coloured paint (xwvvaBapis, vermilion, prescribed by Eusebius, 

though blue or green is occasionally found) in which the canons 
were invariably noted; hence we need not wonder at their absence 

from the Codices Ephraemi, Nitriensis, Dublinensis, Codd. TW? 
of Tischendorf, and the Wolfenbiittel fragments (P, Q), in all 
which the sections are yet legible inink. The Codex Sinaiticus 
contains both ; but Tischendorf decidedly pronounces them to be 

* I subjoin Eusebius’ own words (Epist. ad Carpian.) from which no one would 
infer that the sections were not his, as well as the canons. -Atry pév ofv } rép 

broreraypnevay kavovev brb0ects' 4 3e capys abirdy Siupyyots, gorw Woe. “Eq éxdorm 

Tay Tecodpww ebayyedluy dpOuds Tis mpbxetrae Kard jeepos, dpxbuevos amd rod 

wpdrov, elra Sevrépou, kal rpirov, Kat Kabetfs mpotav 6 ddou wéxpe To rédaus Tod 

B:Bdlov [the sections]. Kaé’ dkacrov dé dpiOpdv Urocnpelwots 514 KwwvaBdpews mpd- 
ketrac [the canons], dydodca &v rolw Trav Séxa Kavéver Keipevos 6 dptOuds Tuyxdvet. 

* Something of this kind, however, must be the plan adopted in Codex E of the 
Gospels, as described by Tregelles, who himself collated it. “(It has] the Ammonian 
sections; but instead of the Eusebian canons there is a kind of harmony of the 
Gospels noted at the fuot of each page, by a reference to the parallel sections 

of the other Evangelists.” Horne’s Introd. Vol. 11. p. 200. Yet the canons also 
stand in this copy under the Ammonian sections: only the table of Eusebian canons 
1s wanting. : 

4—.2 
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in a later hand. In the Codex Bezae too, as well as the Codex 
Cyprius (K), even the Ammonian sections, without the canons, 
are by a later hand, though the latter has prefixed the list 
or table of the canons. Of the oldest copies the Codex Alex- 
andrinus, Tischendorf’s Codd. W* ©, and. the Cotton fragment 
(N) alone contain both the sections and canons. Even in more 
modern cursive books the latter are often deficient, though the 
others are present. This we have observed in Burney 23, in the 
British Museum, of the twelfth century, although the Epistle to 
Carpianus stands at the beginning; in a rather remarkable copy 
of about the twelfth century, in the Cambridge University Li- 
brary (Mm. 6. 9, Scholz Evan. 440), which, however, the table of 
canons but not the Epistle to Carpianus precedes; in the Gon- 
ville and Caius Gospels of the 12th century (ivan. 59), and in a 
manuscript of about the thirteenth century at Trinity College, 
Cambridge (B. x. 17). These facts certainly indicate that in 
the judgment of critics and transcribers, whatever that judgment 
may be deemed worth, the Ammonian sections had a previous 
existence to the Eusebian canons, as well as served for an inde- 

pendent purpose. 
In his letter to Carpianus, their inventor clearly yet briefly 

describes the purpose of his canons, ten in number. The first 
contains a list of 71 places in which all the four Evangelists 
have a narrative, discourse, or saying in common: the second of 
111 places in which the three Matthew, Mark, Luke agree: the 
third of 22 places common to Matthew, Luke, John: the fourth 
of 26 passages common to Matthew, Mark, John: the fifth 
of 82 places in which the two Matthew, Luke coincide: the 
sixth of 47 places wherein Matthew, Mark agree: the seventh of 
7 places common to Matthew and John: the eighth of 14 places 
common to Luke and Mark: the ninth of 21 places in which 
Luke and John agree: the tenth of 62 passages of Matthew, 
21 of Mark, 71 of Luke and 97 of John which have no parallels, 
but are peculiar to a single Evangelist. Under each of the 
1165 Ammonian sections, in its proper place in the margin of 
a manuscript, is put in coloured ink the number of that Euse- 
bian canon to which it refers; on searching for that Ammonian 

1 To this list of manuscripts of the Gospels which have the Ammonian sections 
without the Eusebian canons add Codd. 54, 60, 68 (to be described in the third 

section of this chapter), and probably some others (e.g. Cod. 263). 
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section in the proper table or canon, there will also be found the 

parallel place-or places in the other Gospels, each indicated by 

its proper numeral, and so readily searched out. A single 

example will serve to explain our meaning. In the facsimile 

of the Cotton fragment (Plate v. No. 14), in the margin of the 

passage (John xv. 20) we see po ', where PA® (1839) is the 

proper section of St John, T (3) the number of the canon. 

On searching the third Eusebian table we read MT. 4 A. vq 

19.pX9, and thus we learn that the first clause of John xv. 20 
is parallel in sense to the 90th (4) section of St Matthew 

(x. 24), and to the 58th (vy) of St Luke (vi. 40). The ad- 
vantage of such a system of parallels to the exact study of the 
Gospels is too evident to need insisting on. 

(4). The Acts of the Apostles and the Epistles are also 
divided into chapters (kepadata) in design-precisely the same as 
the rirAot of the Gospel, and nearly resembling them in length. 
Since there is no trace of these chapters in the two great Codices 
Alexandrinus and Ephraemi, of the fifth century (which yet 
exhibit the rérAot and Ammonian sections), it seems reasonable 
to assume that they are of later date. They are sometimes con- 
nected with the name of Euthalius, deacon of Alexandria, and 
afterwards Bishop of Sulci!, whom we have already spoken of, 
as the reputed author of Scriptural stichometry (above, p. 45). 
We learn, however, from Euthalius’ own Prologue to his edition 
of St Paul’s Epistles (4.p. 458), that the “summary of the 
chapters,’ and consequently the numbers of the chapters them- 
selves, was taken from the work of “ one of our wisest and pious 
fathers’,” i.e. some Bishop that he does not wish to particu- 
larise, whom Mill (Proleg. N. T. § 907) conjectures to be 
Theodore of Mopsuestia, who lay under the censure of the 
Church. Soon after? the publication of St Paul’s Epistles, on 

1 Sulci in Sardinia is the only Bishop’s see of the name I can find in Carol. 
a Sancto Paulo’s Geographia Sacra (1703), or in Bingham’s Antiquities, Bk, rx, 
Chapp. 11, vir. Horne and even Tregelles speak of Sulca in Egypt, -but I have 

searched in vain for any such town or see. 

_ 3 Kae éxdorny émorodyv mrpordgopev. tiv Tay Kepadraluv exdecw, évl Tar copw- 
Tdrwy Tw Kal pirtoxplorwy wardpwv judy memovnevyy. 

3 Adrixa dfra is his own expression. 
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the suggestion of one Athanasius, then a priest and afterwards 

‘Patriarch of Alexandria, Euthalius put forth a similar edition 

of the Acts and Catholic Epistles, also divided into chapters, 

with a summary of contents at the head of each chapter, though 

even these he is thought to have derived (at least in the 

Acts) from the manuscript of Pamphilus the Martyr [d. a.p. 308], 

to whom the very same chapters are ascribed in a document 

published by Montfaucon (Bibliotheca Coislin. p. 78); the 

ryather as Euthalius fairly professes to have compared his book 

in the Acts and Catholic Epistles “with the copies in the 
library at Caesarea” which once belonged to “Eusebius the 
friend of Pamphilus.” .The Apocalypse still remained to be 
divided, about the end of the fifth century, by Andreas, Arch- 

bishop of the Cappadocian Caesarea, into twenty-four paragraphs 
(Adyou), corresponding to the number of the elders about the 
throne (Apoc. iv. 4); each paragraph being subdivided into 
three chapters (xepddata). The summaries which Andreas wrote 
of his seventy-two chapters are still reprinted in Mill’s and 
other large editions of the Greek Testament. 

(5). To Euthalius has been also referred a division of the 
Acts into sixteen lessons (dvayvedices or avayvdopara) and of 
the Pauline Epistles into thirty-one; but these lessons are quite 
different from the much shorter ones adopted by the Greek 
Church. He is also said to have numbered the quotations from 
the Old Testament in each Epistle of St Paul, which are still 
noted in many of our manuscripts, and to have been the 
author of that reckoning of the oriyot which is annexed in most 
copies to the Gospels, as well as to the Acts and Epistles. 
Besides the division of the text into oriyot or lines (above, p. 44) 
we find in the Gospels alone another division into pjyara or 
pyoes “sentences,” differing but little from the oréyos in num- 
ber. Of these last the precise numbers vary in different 
copies, though not considerably: whether that variation arose 
from the circumstance that ancient numbers were represented by 
letters and so easily corrupted, or from a different mode of 
arranging the oriyor adopted by the various scribes. 

19. It is proper to state that the subscriptions (vmoypada}) 
appended to St Paul’s Epistles in many manuscripts, and retained. 
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even in the Authorised English version of the New Testament, 
are also said to be the composition of Euthalius. In the best 
copies they are somewhat shorter in form, but in any shape they 
do no credit to the care or skill of their author, whoever he may 
be. ‘Six of these subscriptions,” writes Paley in that master- 
piece of acute reasoning, the Hore Pauline, “are false or im- 
probable ;” that is they are either absolutely contradicted by the 
contents of the epistle [e. g. 1 Cor. Galat. 1 Tim.], or are diffi- 
cult to be reconciled with them [e.g. 1, 2 Thess. Tit.] (Hor. 

Paul. Ch. xv). | . oo 
The subscriptions to the Gospels have not, we believe, been 

assigned to any particular author, and being seldom found in 
printed copies of the Greek Testament or in modern versions, 
are little known to the general reader. In the earliest manu- 
scripts the subscriptions, as well as the ééles of the books, were 
of the simplest character. Kara Ma@@atov, xara Madpxov, &e. 
is all that the Codex Vaticanus (and apparently Cod. Sinaiti- 
cus also) has, whether at the beginning or the end. Evay- 

— yé\ov Kata Mar@aiov is the subscription to the first Gospel 
in the Codex Alexandrinus; evayyédsov cata Mdpxov is placed 
at the beginning of the second Gospel in the same manu- 
script, and the self-same words at the end of it by Codices 
Alex. and Ephraem: in the Codex Bezae (in which St 
John stands second in order) we merely read evayyéduov xara 
Ma@@aiov éredécOn, dpyeras evayyédvov Kata "ladvyny. "Whe 
same is the case throughout the New Testament. After a while 
the titles become more elaborate, and the subscriptions afford 
more information, the truth of which it would hardly be safe to 
vouch for. The earliest worth notice are found in the Codex 
Cyprius of the eighth or ninth century, which, together with 
those of several other copies, are given in Scholz’s Prolegomena 
N. T. Vol. 1. pp. Xxix, xxx. Ad fin. Matthei: To xara Mar@aiov 
evaryyéduov é£60n br avrov év iepocodvpots pera ypdvous F 
[sere] THs Too Xpuctod dvamrews. Ad fin. Mare’: TS ard 
Madpxov evaryyércov é&e560n peta xpovous Séxa THS TOD Xptorod 
avanpbews. Those to the other two Gospels exactly resemble 

St Mark’s, that of St Luke however being dated 15, that of 

St John 32 years after our Lord’s Ascension, periods in all 
probability too early to be correct. 
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20. The foreign matter so often inserted in later manuscripts 
has more value for the antiquarian than the critic. That splendid 
copy of the Gospels Lambeth 1178, of the 10th or 11th century, 
has more such matter than is often found, set off by fine illumi- 

nations. At the end of each of the first three Gospels (but not 
of the fourth) are several pages relating to them extracted from 
Cosmas Indicopleustes, who made the voyage which procured 
him his cognomen about A.D. 522; also some iambic verses of 
no great excellence, as may well be supposed. In golden letters 
we read: ad fin. Matth. ioréov Ort Td Kata parOaiov evarryédtov 
EBpaids Staréxtror ypadhey bm adrod: ev icpovoadyjm é&ed00n" 
EppenvevOn dé vd iwavvov’ éEnyetras Sé THY Kata avOpwrov Tod 
XU yéveow, Kai eat avOpwropophoy Toto TO edayyéduov. The 
last clause alludes to Apoc. iv. 7, wherein the four living crea- 
tures were currently believed to be typical of the four Gospels}. 
Ad fin. Marc. ioréov ért ro Kata pdpKov evaryryédsov vmnyopevOn 
dro métpov év pope’ éroimoato Sé THv apy amd Tod mpo- — 
dntiKod Adyou Tod éF trrous émidyros Tod yoaiov' Thy TTEpo- 
rump eixdva Tod evayyeriou Seaxvis. Ad fin. Luc. ioréov ort 
TO KaTa NovKaY evaryyédtov dmnyopevOy d7rd Térpou év pdynu are 
dé iepatixod yapaxthpos tadpyovtos amd Cayaplov tod tepéws 
Oupudvros ApEaro. ‘The reader will desire no more of this. The 
oldest manuscript known to be accompanied by a catena (or 
continuous commentary by different authors) is the palimpsest 
Cotlex Zacynthius (2 of Tregelles), an uncial of the eighth 
century. Such books are not very common, but there is a 
very full commentary in minute letters, surrounding the large 
text in a noble copy of the Gospels, of the 12th century, 
now belonging to Sir Thomas Phillipps (Middle Hill 13975), 
yet uncollated; another of St Paul’s Epistles (No. 27) belongs 
to the Public Library at Cambridge (Ff. 1.30); and the Apo- 
calypse is often attended with the exposition of Andreas (p- 54), 
or Arethas, also Archbishop of the Cappadocian Caesarea in the 

1 The whole mystery is thus unfolded (apparently by Cosmas) in Lamb. 1178, 

Pp. 159. Kal yap rad XepovBlu rerparpbowra’ Kal ra mpbowra adr&v elkdves ris 

apayywareias rob vlod Tod Geod’ 7d yap 8uotov Adovri, 7d Eumpaxrov Kal BacirsKdy Kal 

iyyenovexoy [John i. 1—3] xapaxrnpife 1rd dé 8uorov pdoxwt, Thy lepoupyuchy Kal 

teparexhy [Luke i. 8] dupavife 7d de dvOpwroeidds, riv odpxwow [Matth. i. 18] 

Siaypaper’ 7d b€ Buoy deru, riv émipolryow rob aylov mvetuaros [Mark i. 2] 

epgpaviter 
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tenth century, or (what is more usual) with a sort of epitome 
of them (e.g. Parham No. 17), above, below and in the margin 
beside the text, in much smaller characters. In cursive manu-— 
scripts only the Subject (v70d@ects), especially that written by 
Cicumenius in the tenth century, sometimes stands as a Pro- 
logue before each book, but not so often before the Gospels 
or Apocalypse as the Acts and Epistles. Before the Acts we 
occasionally meet with Euthalius’ Chronology of St Paul’s Tra- 
vels, or another ’Azrodyula Tlavvov. The Leicester manuscript 
contains between the Pauline Epistles and the Acts (1). An 
Exposition of the Creed, and statement of the errors condemned 
by the seven general Councils, ending with the second at Nice. 
(2) Lives of the Apostles, followed by an exact description 
of the limits of the five Patriarchates. Similar treatises may 
be more frequent in manuscripts of the Greek Testament than 
we are at present aware of. 

21. We have not thought it needful to insert in this place 
either a list of the rérAos of the Gospels, or of the ceparata of the 
rest of the New Testament, or the tables of the Husebian canons, 
inasmuch as they are all accessible in such ordinary books as 
Stephens’ Greek Testament 1550 and Mill’s of 1707, 1711. 
The Eusebian canons are given in Bishop Lloyd’s Oxford Greek 
Test. of 1827 &c. and in Tischendorf’s of 1859. We subjoin, 
however, for the sake of comparison, a tabular view of ancient 
and modern divisions: the numbers of the pjuara and oréyoe in 
the Gospels are derived from the most approved sources, but a 
synopsis of the variations of manuscripts in this respect has 
been drawn up by Scholz, Prolegomena N. T. Vol. 1. Cap. v. 
pp. XXviil, XXIxX." 

1 The numbers of the Gospel orfyo: in our table are taken from the uncial 

copies Codd. GS and 27 cursives named by Scholz: those of the fiyara from 

Codd. 9. 1 3. 124 and 7 others, In the pjuara he cites no other variation than 

that Cod. 339 has 2822 for St Matthew: but Mill states that Cod. 48 (Bodl. 7) 

has 1676 for Mark, 2507 for Luke (N. T. Proleg. §. 1429). 

In the orlxo., a few straggling manuscripts fluctuate between 3397? and 1474 
for Matthew; 2006 and 1000 for Mark; 3827 and 2000 for Luke; 2300 and 1300 
for John. But the great mass of authorities stand as we have represented. 
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TABLE OF ANCIENT AND MODERN DIVISIONS OF THE. 

° NEW TESTAMENT. 

Vatican M8, keh Modern {Moa 
1 f <3 odern 

sections. sections, Tiron Ammon. omxOe | PMCTA. Y chapters | verses. 

Matthew......| 170] — | 68 | 358 | 2560 | 2522} 28 | sort 
Mark ......... 62; — | 48 236 | 1656 | 1675 | 16 678 
Luke .....5... 152) — 83 342 | 2740 | 3803 | 24 II5I 

John ........) 80] — 18 232 | 2024 | 1938 | a1 880 

Euthal. dvaw 
Kepaa, vara 

ActSeersseeesee] 36] 69 40 | 4, A | 2524 16 | 28 | 10047 

JAMES veseeeeee 9 5 61g D] 242 5 108 
1 Peter ++ 8 3 8 | a] 236 5 108 

2 Peter ......jdesunt| 2 4 O 9 154 3 61 

1 John... m4] 3 | 7 | BS] 274 5 105 
2 Tobn...eors I 2 I ae . 30 I 13 
3 John . r |desunt 1 | & cs 32 I 15 

Jude crseacees 2 {desunt] 4 oS 68 I 28 

Romans ...... & 8 19 | % | 920 5 16 433 
I Corinth, el @ 9 g2 § 870 5 16 437 

* Ssh ic 19 § a 2 Corinth. ... 5 5 1o |B | 59° 4 13 256 
Galat. .....6. fel 3 | 2 [Sel] 293] 2 6 | 149 
Ephes. ‘* w] 3 | 10 / 8 ey} 32 | 2 6 | 155 
Philipp. ...... =e] 2 7 |e] 208 2 4 104 

. na 

Coloss, ......... # a 3 to g. = 208 2 4 95 
me @ 

I Thess, ‘seoee.} & o 2 4 2, g 193 I 5 89 

2 Thess, Coceces i ee 2 6 og 106 1 3 47 

I Tim. crccocees ca Ee _ 18 B i 230 I 6 113 

2 Tim seves F 9 _ 9 er g | 172 I 4 83 
Titus .... gr) — 6 g . 98 I 3 46 

Philem. ...... - _ 2 E é 38] x I 28 

Hebrews ...... 5 to 22 ° F 703 3 13 303 
* ix, 11 

Apocalypse ... 24 Abyot, 72 Kkepddata, 22 405 
1800 orlyot. 

22. On the divisions into chapters and verses prevailing in 
our modern Bibles we need not dwell long. For many centuries 
the Latin Church used the Greek rérAoe (which they called 
breves) and Euthalian xebddava, and some of their copies’ even 
retained the calculation by oriyou: but about a.p. 1248 Car- 
dinal Hugo de Santo Caro, while preparing a Concordance, or 
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index of declinable words, for the whole Bible, divided it into its 

present chapters, subdividing them in turn into several parts by 
placing the letters A, B, OC, D &c. in the margin, at equal 

distances from each other, as we still see in many old printed 

books, e.g. Stephens’ N. T. of 1550. Cardinal Hugo’s divisions 

(unless indeed he merely adopted them from Lanfranc or some 

other scholar) soon took possession of copies of the Latin Vul- 
gate; they gradually obtained a place in later Greek manu- 

scripts, especially those written in the West of Europe, and are 
found. in the earliest printed and all later editions of the Greek 

Testament, though still unknown to the Eastern Church. They 
certainly possess no strong claim on our preference, although 
they cannot now be superseded. The chapters are inconve- 
niently and capriciously unequal in length; occasionally too 
they are distributed with much lack of judgment. ‘Thus Matth. 

xv. 39 belongs to ch. xvi, and perhaps ch. xix. 30 to ch. xx; 

Mark v. 1 and ix. 1 properly appertain to the preceding chapters ; 
Luke xxi. 1—4 had better be united with ch. xx, as in Mark xii. 

AI—44; Acts v. might as well commence with Acts iv. 32; Acts 
viii. 1 (or at least its first clause) should not have been separated. 

from ch. vii; Acts xxi. concludes with strange abruptness. Bp. 
Terrot (on Ernesti’s Institutes, Vol. 11. p. xxi.) rightly affixes 
1 Cor. iv. 1—5 to ch. iii; 1 Cor. xi. 1 belongs to ch. x; Col. iv. 1 
must clearly go with ch. iu. 

In commendation of the modern verses still less can be said. 
As they are stated to have been constructed after the model of 
the ancient oréyou (called “ versus” in the Latin manuscripts) 
we have placed in the Table the exact number of each for every 
book in the New Testament. Of the oriyou we reckon 19241 in 
all, of the modern verses 7959*, so that on the average (for we 
have seen that the manuscript variations in the number of oréyot 
are but inconsiderable) we may calculate about five orlyot to 
every two modern verses. The fact is that some such division is 
simply indispensable to every accurate reader of Scripture; and 
Cardinal Hugo’s divisions by letters of the alphabet, as well as 
those adopted by Sanctes Pagninus in his Latin version of the 
whole Bible (1528), having proved inconveniently large, Robert 
Stephens, the justly celebrated printer and editor of the Greek 

1 Our English version, by dividing 2 Cor. xiii. 12 into two, contains 7960 
verses, : 
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Testament, undertook to form a system of verse-divisions, taking 
for his model the short verses into which the Hebrew Bible had 
already been divided, as it would seem by Rabbi Nathan, in the 
preceding century. We are told by Henry Stephens (Preef. 
N. T. 1576) that his father Robert executed this design on 

a journey from Paris to Lyons “ inter equitandum ;” that is, we 
presume, while resting at the inns on the road. Certain it is, 
that although every such division must be in some measure 
arbitrary, a very little care would have spared us many of the 
disadvantages attending that which Robert Stephens first pub- 

lished at Geneva in his Greek Testament of 1551, from which 
it was introduced into the Geneva English Testament of 1557, 
into Beza’s Greek Testament of 1565, and thence into all 

subsequent editions. It is now too late to correct the errors of 
the verse-divisions, but they can be neutralised, at least in 
a great degree, by the plan adopted by modern critics, of 
banishing both the verses and the chapters into the margin, and 
breaking the text into paragraphs, better suited to the sense. 
The pericope or sections of Bengel* (whose labours will be 
described in their proper place) have been received with general 
approbation, and adopted, with some modification, by several 

recent editors. 

23. We now come to the contents of manuscripts of the Greek 
Testament, and must distinguish regular copies of the sacred. 
volume or of parts of it, from Lectionaries, or Church-lesson 

books, containing only extracts, arranged in the order of Divine 
Service daily throughout the year. The latter we will consider 
presently: with regard to the former it is right to bear in mind, 
that comparatively few copies of the whole New Testament 
remain; the usual practice being to write the four Gospels in 

_ one volume, the Acts and Epistles in another: manuscripts of 
the Apocalypse, which was little used for public worship, being 
much rarer than those of the other books. Occasionally the 
Gospels, Acts and Epistles form a single volume; sometimes 
the Apocalypse is added to. other books; as to the Pauline 

Epistles in Lambeth 1186, or even to the Gospels, in a later 

hand (e.g. Cambridge Publ. Libr. Dd. 9. 69: Gospels No. 60, 

_ 3 Novum Testamentum Graecum. Edente Jo. Alberto Bengelio. Tubinge 

1734. 4to, 
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dated A.D. 1297). The Apocalypse, being a short work, is often 
found bound up in volumes containing very miscellaneous 
matter, (e.g. Vatican. 2066 or B; Harleian. 5678, No. 31; and 

Baroce. 48, No. 28). The Codex Sinaiticus of Tischendorf 
is the more precious, that it happily exhibits the whole New 
Testament complete: so would the Codices Alexandrinus and 
‘Ephraemi, but that they are sadly mutilated: no other uncial 
copies have this advantage, and very few cursives. In England 
only four such are known, the great Codex Leicestrensis, which 
is imperfect at the beginning and end; Butler 2 (Additional 
11837), dated A.p. 1857, and Additional 17469, both in the 
British Museum; and: Canonici 34 in the Bodleian, dated A.p. 
1515—16. The Apocalypse in the well-known Codex Montfort- 
janus at Dublin is usually considered to be by a later hand. 
Besides these Scholz enumerates only nineteen foreign copies of 
the whole New Testament’; but twenty-seven in all out of the 
vast mass of extant documents. 

| 24, Whether copies contain the whole or a part of the sacred 
volume, the general order of the books is the following: Gospels, 
Acts, Catholic Epistles, Pauline Epistles, Apocalypse. A soli- 
tary manuscript of the fifteenth century (Venet. 10, Evan. 209) 
places the Gospels between the Pauline Epistles and the Apoca- 
lypse*?; in the Codices Sinaiticus, Leicestrensis, Fabri (Evan. 
90), and Montfortianus, as in Bodleian Canonici 34, the Pau- 

line Epistles precede the Acts; the Codex Basiliensis (No. 4 
of the Epistles) and Lambeth 1182, 1183 have the Pauline 
Epistles immediately after the Acts and before the Catholic 
Epistles, as in our present Bibles; Scholz’s Evan. 368 stands 
thus, St John’s Gospel, Apocalypse, then all the Epistles; in 

1 Coislin. 199, Evan. 35; Vatic. 2080, Evan. 175; Palat. Vat. 171, Evan, 

149; Lambecc. 1 at Vienna, Evan. 218; Vatic. 1160, Evan. 141; Venet. 5, 

Evan. 205; its alleged duplicate Venet. 10, Evan. 209; Maithaei k, Evan. 241; 

Moscow Synod. 280, Evan. 242; Paris, Reg. 47, Evan. 18; Reg. 61, Evan. 263; 

Vatic. 360, Evan. 131; Vat. Ottob. 66, Evan. 386; Vat. Ottob. 381, Evan. 390; 

Taurin., 302, Evan. 339; Richard. 84, Evan. 368; S. Saba, ro and 20, Evan. 462 

and 466: perhaps he ought to have added Venet. 6, Evan. 206, which he states 
to contain the whole New Testament, Proleg. N. T. Vol. 1. p. lxxii. In Evan. 
180 all except the Gospels are by a later hand. 

2 I presume that the same order is found in Evan. 393, where Scholz states 
**sec, xvI, continet epist. cath, paul. ev.” Proleg. N. T, Vol. 1. p. xe. 
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Havniens. 1 No. 234 of the Gospels (4.p. 1278) the order appears 
to be Acts, Paul. Ep., Cath. Ep., Gospels; in Basil. B. v1. 27 
or Cod. 1, the Gospels now follow the Acts and Epistles; while 
in Evan. 175 the Apocalypse stands between the Acts and 
Catholic Epistles ; in Evan. 51 the binder has set the Gospels 
last: these, however, are mere accidental exceptions to the 

prevailing rule’. The four Gospels are almost invariably found 
in their familiar order, although in the Codex Bezae (as we partly 
saw above, p. 55) they stand Matthew, John, Luke, Mark; in the 
Codex Monacensis (X) John, Luke, Mark, Matthew (but two 
leaves of Matthew also stand before John); in Cod. 90 (Fabri) 
John, Luke, Matthew, Mark; in the Curetonian Syriac version 
Matthew, Mark, John, Luke. In the Pauline Epistles that 
to the Hebrews precedes the four Pastoral Epistles and immedi- 
ately follows the second to the Thessalonians in the four great 
Codices Sinaiticus, Alexandrinus, Vaticanus and Ephraem’: in 
the copy from which the Cod. Vatican. was taken the Hebrews 
followed the Galatians (above, p. 48). The Codex Claromonta- 
nus, the document next in importance to these four, sets the 
Colossians appropriately enough next to its kindred and contem- 
poraneous Epistle to the Ephesians, but postpones that to the 
Hebrews to Philemon, as in our present Bibles; an arrangement 
which: at first, no doubt, originated in the early scruples prevail- 
ing in the western Church, with respect to the authorship and 
canonical authority of that divine epistle. 

25. We must now describe the Lectionaries or Service-books 
of the Greek Church, in which the portions of Scripture publicly 
read throughout the year are set down in chronological order, 
without regard to their actual places in the sacred volume. In 

1 Mr Horne in the second volume of his own Introduction (a very different 

book from Dr Tregelles’, and not a worse one) tells us that in some of the few 

manuscripts which contain the whole of the New Testament the books are arranged. 

thus: Gospels, Acts, Catholic Epistles, Apocalypse, Pauline Epistles (p. 92 ed. 

1834). This statement may be true of some of the foreign MSS. named in note 3, 

but of the English it can refer to none except perhaps Wake 2, No 27 of Apoca- 
lypse, which seems to conclude with a fragment of the Gospels. 

* Tischendorf cites the following copies in which the Epistle to the Hebrews 

stands in the same order as in NABC, ‘‘H [Coislin. 202] 17. 23. 47. 57. 71. 73 
aliique.” Add 77. 189.196. Epiphanius (adv. Ho. 1. 42) says: ddda be dvrlypagpa 

exer Thy mpos éBpalous Sexdryy, rpd rdv Sbo uv mpos Tiudeov kal Tlrov. 
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length and general arrangement they resemble not so much the 
Lessons as the Epistles and Gospels in our English Book of 
Common Prayer, only that every day in the year has its own 
proper portion, and the numerous Saints’ days independent services 
of their own. These Lectionaries consist. either of lessons from 
the Gospels, and are then called Evangelaria or Evangelistaria 
(edayyedordpta); or from the Acts and Epistles, termed Praxa- 
postolos (rpakarécroxot); the general name of Lectionary is often, 
though incorrectly, confined to the latter class. A few books 
(called dzrogrodoevayyédta in Matthei’s & and Burney 18) have 
lessons taken both from the Gospels and the Apostolic writings. 
The peculiar arrangement of Lectionaries renders them very unfit 
for the hasty, partial, cursory collation which has befallen too 
many manuscripts of the other class, and this circumstance, joined 
with the irksomeness of using service-books never familiar to the 
habits even of scholars in this part of Europe, has caused these 
documents to be so little consulted, that the contents of the very 
best and oldest among them have until recently been little 

_ known. Matthaei, of whose elaborate and important edition of 
of the Greek Testament (12 tom. Riga 1782—88) we shall give 
an account hereafter (Chap. v.), has done excellent service in 
this department; two of his best copies, the uncials B and H, 
being Evangelistaria. The present writer also has collated 
three noble uncials of the same kind, Arundel 547 being of the 
ninth century, Parham 18 bearing date A.p. 980, Harleian. 5598, 
A.D. 995. Not a few other uncial Lectionaries remain quite 
neglected, for though none of them perhaps are older than the 

eighth century,-the ancient character was retained for these 

costly and splendid service-books till about the eleventh century 
(Montfauc. Palaeogr. Graec. p. 260), before which time the cur- 
sive hand was generally used in other Biblical manuscripts. 
There is, of course, no place in a lectionary for divisions by 
keddraca, for the Ammonian sections or canons of Eusebius. 

The division of the New Testament into Church-lessons was, 
however, of far more remote antiquity than the employment of 
Separate volumes to contain them. ‘Towards the end of the 
fourth century, that golden age of Patristic theology, Chrysostom 
recognises some stated order of the lessons.as familiar to all his 
hearers, for he exhorts them to peruse and mark before-hand the 
passages (cepvxomal) of the Gospels which were to be publicly 
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read to them the ensuing Sunday or Saturday*. All the infor- 
mation we can gather favours the notion that there was no great 
difference between the calendar of Church-lessons in earlier and 
later ages. .Not only do they correspond in all cases where 
such agreement is natural, as in the proper services for the 
great feasts and fasts, but in such purely arbitrary arrangements 
as the reading of the book of Genesis, instead of the Gospels, 
on the week days of Lent; of the Acts all the time between 
Easter and Pentecost®; or the selection of St Matthew’s history 
of the Passion alone at the Liturgy on Good Fridays. The 
earliest formal Synaxarion, or Table of proper lessons, now ex- 
tant is prefixed to the Codex Cyprius (K) of the eighth or ninth 
century; another is found in the Codex Campensis (M), which is 

perhaps a little later; they are more frequently found than. the 
contrary in later manuscripts of every kind; while there are 
comparatively few copies that have not been accommodated to 
ecclesiastical use either by their original scribe or a later hand, 
by means of noting the proper days for each lesson (often in 
red irik) at the top or bottom or in the margin of the several 
pages. In the text itself are perpetually interpolated, especially 
in vermillion or red ink, the beginning (dpy7 or ap*) and end- 
ing (rédos or te*) of each lesson, and the several words to be 
inserted or substituted in order to suit the purpose of public 
reading; from which source (as we have stated above, p. 11) 
various readings have almost unavoidably sprung: e. g. in Acts 
lii, 11, rod iabévTos ywdod of the Lectionaries ultimately dis- 
placed avrod from the text itself. 

We propose to annex to this section a table of lessons 
throughout the year, according to the use laid down in Synaxa- 
ria and Lectionaries, as well to enable the student to compare 

the proper lessons of the Greek Church with our own, as to 
facilitate reference to the manuscripts themselves, which are now 

1 Chrysost. in Joan. Hom. X xara ulay caBBdrov F Kal kara cdBBarov. I cite 
these words for the benefit of any one whom Dr Davidson (Bibl. Crit. Vol. 11, 

p- 19) may have persuaded that od@Baror in the primitive Church meant Sunday. 
2 See the passages from Augustin Tract, vi. in Joan. ; and Chrysost, Hom. vit. 

ad Antioch. ; Hom. LXIiI, XLVII. in Act. in Bingham’s Antiquities, Book xrv, 

Chap. 111. Sect. 3. Chrysostom even calls the arrangement rdv rarépwy 6 vopos. 

3 August. Serm. oxiimr. de Tempore. The few verses Luke xxiii. 39—43, 
John xix. 31—37 are merely wrought into one narrative with Matth. xxvii. each 

in its proper place. 
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placed almost out of the reach of the inexperiericed. On com-~ 
paring the manner in which the terms are used by different 
scribes and authors, we conceive that Synaxarion (ovvafapioy) is 
a general name applied to any catalogue of Church-lessons; that 
tables of daily lessons are entitled Eclogadia, ‘“ Selections” (éx- 
Aoyadiov Tav 8 evaryyedoTav, or Tod.aTocToAou), and that these 
‘have varied but slightly in the course of many ages throughout 
the whole Eastern Church; that tables of Saints’ day lessons, 
called Menologia (unvordytov), distributed in order of the months 
from September (when the new year and the indiction began) to 
August, differed widely from each other, both in respect to the 
lessons read and the days kept holy?, While the great feasts 
remained. entirely the: same, different generations and provinces 
and even dioceses had their favorite worthies, whose memory 
they specially cherished; so that the character of the menology 
(which sometimes formed a larger, sometimes but a small por- 
tion of a Lectionary) will often guide us to the country and 
‘district in which the volume itself was written. The Parham 
Evangelistarium 18 affords us a conspicuous example of this 
fact: coming from a region of which we know but little (Ciscissa 
in Cappadocia Prima), its menology in many particulars but 
little resembles those usually met with. 

26. It only remains to say a few words about the notation 
adopted to indicate the several classes of manuscripts of the 
Greek Testament. These classes are six in number; that con- 
taining the Gospels, or the Acts and Catholic Epistles, or the 
Pauline Epistles, or the Apocalypse, or Lectionaries of the 
Gospels, or those of the Acts and Epistles. When one manu- 
script (as often occurs) belongs to more than one of these classes, 
its distinct parts are numbered separately, so that a copy of the 
whole New Testament will appear in four lists, and be reckoned 
four times over. In this way we calculate that there are little 
short of one thousand manuscripts proper or Lectionaries of the 

1 Thus cuvatdpioy will include Scholz’s definition ‘indices lectionum ita exhi- 
bet, ut anni ecclesiastici et uniuscujusque evangelii ratio habeatur” (N. T. Vol. 1. 

P- 454), as exemplified by his Codex Cyprius (K) &c.; and also Suicer’s ‘‘vitae 

sanctorum et martyrum in compendium redactae, et succincta expositio solennitatis 

de qu agitur” (Thes, Ecc. Tom. 11. 1108), as we find the word used in Lambeth 

1178, Burney 18 &e, : 

5) 
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Gospels, and about another thousand of all the other books put 
together; whereof those of St Paul are more numerous, those of 
the Apocalypse fewer than those of the Acts and Catholic Epis- 
tles. All critics are agreed in distinguishing the documents writ- 
ten in the uncial character by capital letters; the custom having 
originated in the accidental circumstance that the Codex Alex- 
andrinus was designated as Cod. A in the lower margin of 
Walton’s Polyglott. These uncials are few: in the Gospels 
indeed they amount to thirty-four, but far the greater part of 
these are fragments, most of them of inconsiderable length; in 
the Acts they are ten; in the Catholic Epistles six; in the 
Pauline Epistles fourteen (many of them fragments); in the 
Apocalypse only four: Lectionaries in uncial letters are not 
marked by capitals, but by Arabic numerals, like cursive 
manuscripts of all classes. Michaelis judges that the use of 
these numerals, which were first introduced by Wetstein (N. T. 
1751—52), is likely to lead to confusion and faults of the press: 
one can only say in reply that Mill’s mode of citing copies by 
abridgments of thelr names (e.g. Alex. Cant. Mont. &c.) is 
more cumbersome, and has been found just as liable to error. 
A more serious cause of complaint is the facility with which 
documents have been admitted to crowd a list, when they have 
not been subjected to a thorough collation; many without being 
examined even cursorily. Such a practice, commenced by Wet- 
stein, too much countenanced even by Griesbach (N. T. 1796— 
1806), conscientious labourer though he was in this field of 
critical study, was carried to its height by Scholz (N. T. 
1830-—36), who professes to have collated entire no more than 
twenty-two of the six hundred and seven manuscripts which his 
edition added to previous catalogues. On this point we. shall 
enter more into detail hereafter (Chap. v.); the result, however, 

has been to convey to the inexperienced reader a totally false 
notion of our actual acquaintance with the contents of the cur- 
sive or later copies. Hence, while we owe a large debt of 
gratitude to those who have done so much for the uncial 
manuscripts of the Greek Testament, and freely accord the 
highest praise to Tischendorf and Tregelles for their indefatiga- 
ble exertions in making them known to us, we are bound to 
state that the long list of the cursives is at present but a snare 
and a delusion; “a splendid wretchedness,” as it has been 
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called by one who knows its nature well. Hvew the catalogue 

itself of the later manuscripts is full of mis-statements, of repe- 

titions and loose descriptions, which we have tried to remedy 

and supply, so far as our means of information extend. In 

describing the uncials (as we purpose to do in the next section) 

our course is tolerably plain; but the lists that comprise the 

third and fourth sections of this chapter, and which respectively 
detail the cursive manuscripts and Lectionaries of the Greek 

Testament, must be regarded only as a kind of first approxima- 

tion to what such an enumeration ought to be, though much 

pains and, time have been spent upon them: the comparatively 

few copies which seem to be sufficiently known are distinguished 

by an asterisk from their less fortunate kindred. Meanwhile 

the student is warned against the practice of Scholz, and not of 

Scholz only, who habitually alleges in defence of readings of 

the received text for which we know of almost no specific autho- 
rity whatever, “rec. cum multis recentibus familie constant. 
codicibus’,” “rec. cum plerisque codicibus,” and such like ex- 
pressions, which will be found on enquiry to prove nothing, save 
the writer’s profound ignorance of what the mass of copies | 
contains. Indeed the whole system of representing and of 
citing the cursive manuscripts is so radically unsound, that 
Tischendorf in his last edition (N. T. 1859) has chosen to add 
nothing to Scholz’s numerical list, preferring to indicate the 
materials which have lately accrued by some other notation 

. Which he judges more convenient; such as lo for the important 
copy of the Acts he discovered and sold to the British Museum 
(Addit. 20,003); 1°, 2°, &c. for the eleven which Edward de 
Muralt collated at St Petersburg for his New Test. 1848; 
and a*, be, &c. for those derived from “A collation of about 
rrenty manuscripts of the Holy Gospels...by F. H. Scrivener, 

; 2 The precise words of Scholz in speaking of 8rt Matth. xviii. 28, for which it 
1g believed that y*", an Evangelistarium unknown to Scholz, is the sole authority, 
eeelles indeed in his N. T. 1854 cites the margin of the Codex Leicestrensis 

(69); but this, together with many other of its marginal notes, was inserted from 

vgn book by Wm, Chark, who owned the manuscript in Queen Elizabeth’s 

on | ) 
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SYNAXARION AND ECLOGADION OF THE GOSPELS AND APOSTOLIC 

WRITINGS DAILY THROUGHOUT THE YEAR. 

[Gathered chiefly from Evangelict, Aruna. 347, Parham 18, Harl. 5498, Burney 22, 

and Christ’s Coll. Camb.] 

"EK 700 xara "Iwdvyny (Arundel, 547] Kuptaxg 8’ or 

TH dyle Kal peyddry kupiax tod wdoxa. grd Sunday after 
- Haster John y. 1-1. ix, 32-42, 

Easter-day John i, 1-17. Acts i, 1-8, and day of 4th 

and day of Easter week vi. 56-69. x. 1-16. 

week (rfjs duaxwyolwov) 18-28, 12-26. 3rd vii. 1-13. 21-33. 
3rd Luke xxiv. 12-35. ii 14-21, = gth 14-30. xiv. 6-18. 

4th John i. 35-52. 38-43. sth viii. 12-20. x, 34-43. 
sth iii, 1-15. iii, 1-8. 6th (rapacxev#) 21-30, 44-xi. 10. 

6th (rapackevf) ii. t2-22, sii, 22-36. 7th (caBBdry) 3i-42,° xii, I-11 
yth (caBBdrw) iii. 22-33. _—iiii. 11-16. 

Kuptaxg e’ or 4th Sunday | 

’ Avriracxa or after Easter - iv. 5-42. xi, 19-30. 

ist Sunday after and day of 5th ; 
Easter XX, 19-31. Vv. 12-20. week viii, 42-51. xii, 12-17. 

and day of 2nd grd §1-59. 25-xiii, 12. 

week ii. 1-11. iii, 19-26. qth yi. 5-14. 0 -xili, 13-24. 
3rd iii. 16-21, iv. 1-10, 5th ix. 39-x. 9. xiv. 20-27, 
4th Vv. 17-24. 13-22. 6th (wapackevgf) x.17-28. Xv. 5-12. 
sth 24-30. 23-31. 4th (caBBdry) 247-38, 35-410 
6th (wapackevf). v. 30-vi. 2... V. INIT. 

7th (caBBdre) Vit4-27, 21-32. Kypaxf s or stilt Sunday oO 
after Easter ix. 1-38, xvi, 16-34. 

Kupiarg y' or 2nd and day of 6th 
after Easter Mark xv. 43-xvi. 8. vi. 1-¥. week xi. 449-54. xvii. 1-9. 
and day of 3rd ; grd xii, 19-36. 19-27. 

week ‘John iv. 46-54, 8-vii. 60. 4th 36-47. xviii, 22-28. 
grd vi. 27-33. vill. 5-17. sth ’Avadjyews, Ascension Day 
4th 48-54. 18-25, Matins, Mark xvi. 9-20. 
5th 40~44, 26-39. Liturgy, Luke xxiv, 36-73. i, I-12, 

6th (rapacxeuq) 35-39. 40-ix.19. 6th (wrapackevg) John xiv. 1-10. xix. 1-8. 
yth (caBBdrw) xv. 17-xvi. 1, 19-31. 7th (caBBarw) 10-21, XX, 7-12. 
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Kupiaxg ¢ or 6th Sunday 

after Easter rv dylov marépwy év Nixalg. 

xvii, I-13. 16-38, 

2nd day of 7th 
week, xiv. 27—-XV. 7. xxi, 8-14. 

grd xvi, 2-13. 26-32. 
4th 1§-23. xxiii, I-11. 

5th 23-33. XXV. I3-I9. 

6th (wapuckevp) 
; xvii, 18-26. xxvii. I-XXvill. I. 

yth (caBBdry) xxi. 14-25. xxviii. I-31. 

Kuptaxg ris revrnxoor is 
Whitsunday 

Matins, Xx. 19—-23.. 

Liturgy, vii. 37—vili, 12.2 ii, I-11. 

*Ex rod card Mar@aiov. 

and day of 1st week T7 éravptoy Tis mev- 
THKOCT Hs. : 

Matth. xviii. ro-20, Ephes. v, 8-19. 
ard iv. 25-v. II. 

4th 20-30, 

5th 31-47: 
6th (rapacxevg) vii. 9-18, 

7th (caBBdre) —-v. 42-48. Rom. i. 7-12. 

Kupicha? roy) %* 32-335( © oa Play a, | 37-38; Hebr. xi. 33 
ayluv wdvrev (, xii, 2. 

XIX. 27-30. | 
2nd day of znd -Vi. 31-343 

week vii. 9-14, 
grd vii, 15-21, 
4th - 91-23. 

5th viii. 23-27. 
6th (wapacxevf) ix. 14-17. 
7th (caBBdrw) vii, 1-8. Rom. iii, 19-26, 

Kupaxg p’ iv. 18-23. Rom. ii. 10-16. 
and day of 3rd - 
week ix. 36-x. 8, 
3 Q-I5. : 
4th 16-22, 

_ 5th 23-31, 
6th (rapackevj) 32-36; xi. x, 
“7th (sapere) 

vii. 24—viii. 4. Rom, iti, 28-iy. 3. 

Kupraxg ¥ _ vi, 22-33. Rom, v, 1-10. 
and day of 4th 

- week xi, 2-15. 

grd co 16-20. 

4th- 20-26. 

5th 27~30. 
— 6th (rapackevg) —xii. 1-8, 
7th (caPBdry) viii, 14-23. Rom. vi. 11-17. 

Kupiang & vill. 5-13. Rom. vi, 18-23. 

and day of 5th 
week xii. 9-13. 
3rd 14-16; 22-30. 

4th 38-45. 

5th _ xii, 46-xili. 3. 
6th (wapackevg) 3-12. 

yth (caBBdrw) ix. 9-13. Rom. viii. 14-20. 

Kuptaxg e’ —_—rviii, 28-ix, 1, Rom. x. I-10. 
and day of 6th 

week xiii. 10-23, 

ard. 24-30. 

4th 31-36. 

5th | . 36-43. 
6th (rapacxevp) 44-54. 

7th (caBBdry) ix. 18-26. Rom. ix. 1-5. 

Kupiang s ix, 1-8, Rom, xii, 6-14. 

and day of 7th 

week xiii. 54-58. 

ard xiv. I-13. 

4th Riv. 35-Xv. II. 

sth . 12-21, 
6th (rapackevf) 29-31. 
vth (caBBdrw) x. 37-xi. t. Rom. xii, 1-3. 

Kupiang & xi, 27-35. Rom. xv. -I-7. 

and day of 8th 

week xvi, 1-6. 

ard 6-12, 

4th - 20-24, 

5th 24-28, 

6th (rapackevy) xvii. 10-18. 
7th (caBBdry) xii. 30-37. Rom. xiii. r—1o- 

Kupiarg 7’ xiv. 14-22, 1 Cor, i, 10-18, 

and day of oth 
week xviii, E-11. 

grd. ss xviii, 18-20; xix. I-23 13-15. 

4th ~~ xx, 1-16; 

5th 17-28, 

6th (wapackevp) xxi. 12-14; 17-20. 
7th (caBBdrw) xv. 32-39. Rom. xiv. 6-9. 

2 ic ts : * The pericope adultere Jo. vii, 53—Vviii. 1 is omitted in all the copies we know on the feast of 
Pentecost. Whe 

" enever read it was on some Saints’ Day (vid, infra, p. 74, notes 2, 3). 
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Kupiaxg 6’ xiv. 22-34. 1 Cor. iif, 9-17. 
and day of roth ; 

week "xxi, 18-22. 
grd | 2327, 

4th 28-32. 

5th 43-46. 
6th (rapacxevf) xxii, 23-33. 
“yth (caBBdrw) 

xvii, 24-xviii. 1, Rom. iv. 30-33. 

Kupiarg 0’ xvii. 14-23. 1 Cor. iv. 9-16. 

and day of 11th 
week xxiii, 13-22, : 

3rd 23-28. 

4th 29-39. 
sth xxiv. 13-28. 

6th (rapackev#) 27~38 3 42-51. 
wth (caBBdryw) . xix. 3-12. 1 Cor. i. 3-9. 

Kupiakg wa’ = xviii. 22-35. 1 Cor. ix. 2-12. 

"Ek Tod ard, Mdpxov. 
and day of 12th 

week Mark i. 9-15. 

3rd . 16-22. 
4th ; 23-28, 

sth 29-35. 
6th (wapackevj) ii, 18-22. 
7th (caBBary) 

Matth. xx. 29-34. 1 Cor. i. 26-29. 

Kupiaxg ¢p’ 

Matth. xix. 16-20. 1 Cor. xv. 1-11, 
and day of 13th 
week Mark iii. 6-12. 

3rd 13-21, 
. 4th 20-27. 

sth 28-35. 
6th (rapackevp) 

7th (caBBdrw) 
"iv. I-Q., 

Matth, xxii. 15-22. ,1 Cor. ii, 6-9. 

"Apxh ris WiiKrob rob véov sth 

drous, qyour Tod edaryyeNt- 

oroO dove [Arund. 547, 
Parham, 18}. 

’Ek rod kara Aovxéy (Christ’s Kuptaxy «' 

Coll.]. and day of and 

and day of 1st week 
"week Luke iii. 19-22. 3rd 
ard 23-iv. 1. 4th 

4th 1-15. 5th 

6th (rapackevy) 

ith (capBdry) 

Kuptaxg vy’ 

Matth. xxi. 33-42. 1 Cor. xvi. 13-24. 

and day of r4th 

week Mark iv. 10-23. ‘ 
3rd 24-34. 
4th / 35-41. 
5th Vv. I-20, 

6th (rapackevq) Vv. 22-243 35-Vi. I. 

7th (caBBdry) 
. Matth, xxiii, 1-12, 1 Cor, iv. 1-5. 

Kupiaxg 18” 

Matth. xxii. 2-14. 2 Cor. i. 21-11. 4. 

and day of 15th. 
_ week Mark v. 24-34. 

“3rd vi. 1-7. 
4th 4-13, 

5th 30-45. 
6th (rapacxevy) 45-53. 

7th (capBdry) 
Matth, xxiv, 1-13. § Cor. iv. 17-v. 5. 

Kupiarg ce’ 

Matth. xxii. 35~41. 

gnd day of 16th 
week Mark vi. 54-vii. 3. 

2 Cor, iv. 6-11, 

3rd 5-16. 
4th 14-24. 

‘sth a 24~30. 
6th (rapacKevy) viii. 1-10. 

7th (capBdre) 
Matth. xxiv. 34-373 42-44. 

1 Cor, x. 23-28. 

_[Rupeaxg es’ (16th) Matth. xxv. 14~30. 

caBBdry vf’ (17th) Matth. xxv. 1-13. 

Kuptarg ef’ (17th) Matth. xv. 21-28.] 

6th (rapackevf)) 16-22, 17-23. 

22-30. 7th (caBBdry) v. 17-26, 

31-36. ‘Kupiaxg p’ vi. 31-36. 
‘and day of 3rd 

v. I-11, ° week 24-30. 

"ard 37-45. 
iv. 38-44. 4th vi. 46-vii, 1. 

— ¥. 12-16. sth vii, 17-30. 
33-39. 6th (rapacxev7) 31-35. 

vi. 12-16. 7th (caBBdry). -y. 27-32. 
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Kupeaxg y’ vii. 11-16. 
and day of 4th . 

week 36-50. 

3rd. viii, 1~3. 

4th 22-25. 

sth ix, 7-II. 

6th (rapacxeup) 12-18. 
4th (caBBdry) vi. I-10, 

Kupiarg 6 vill. 5-15. 
and day of 5th 
week ix, 18-22. 

ard 23-27. 

4th 43-50. 
5th 49-56. 
6th (wapackeuj) x. I-15. 

yth (caBBdry) vii. I-10. 

Kupiarg e! XVi, 19-31. 
and day of 6th 
-week X, 22-24. 

- gard xi, I-9. 

4th 9-13. 

5th 14-23. 

6th (mapackevf) 23-26, 
7th (caBBdrw) viii. 16-21. 

Kupiaxg s’ vili.27-38; 38-39. 

and day of 7th 

week xi. 29-33. 

3rd 34-41. 
4th 42-46. 

5th 47-xii. 1. 
6th (rapackevp) xii, 2-12. 

7th (caBBdry) ix. 1-6. 

Kupraxg ¢ viii, 41-56. 
2nd day of 8th 

week xii, 13-15; 22~31, 

3rd xii, 42-48, 

4th 48-59. 
5th xiii, 1~9. 
6th (wapackevf) —-31-38, 

7th (caBBdrw) ix. 37-48, 

Kuptarg 7’ X. 25-37. 

and day of oth 
week - xiv. 12-15. 

3rd. 25-35. 
4th XV. I-10, 

5th xvi. I-9. 
6th (rapacKevy) 

xvi, 15-18; xvii. 1-4. 

yth (caBBdrw) ix. 57-62. 

Kuprarg 6’ xii, 16-21. 
and day of roth 

week XVil. 20-25. 

3rd xvii. 26-37; xviii. 18. 
4th = xviii. 15-17; 26-30. 

sth . 31-34. 

6th (rapackevj)) 

xix, 12-28. 

nth (caBBdry) x. 19-21. 

Kupiany ¢ xiii, 10-17, 
end day of rrth. 

week xix. 37-44. 

3rd 4548: 
4th ‘xx. 1-8. 

sth 9-18, 

6th (zrapackevp) 19-26, 
yth (caBBdrw) © xii. 32-40. 

Kuptarg ta’ xiv, 16-24. 
and day of rath 

week XX. 27-44, 

3rd _ Exi. 12-19. 
4th xxi. 5-8; ro-11; 20-24. 

5th xxi. 28-33. 

6th (wapackevq) 

xxi, 37-xxii, 8. 

yth (caBBdry) . xiii. 19-29. 

Kupiarg ¢p’ xvii, 12-19. 

and day of 13th 

week Mark viii, 11-21. 

ard 22-26, 

4th 30-34. 

71 

5th ix, ro-16, 
6th (wrapacKxevp) 33-41. 
yth (caBBary) 

Luke xiv. I-11. 

Kuprarg vy’ xviii. 18-27, 
and day of 14th 

week Mark ix. 42-x. 1. 
3rd X, 2-11. 

4th 1r-16, 

5th 17-27, 

6th (rapackeup) 24-32. 
7th (caBPdryw) 

Luke xvi. ro-15. 

Kupiaxg 16’ xviii, 35-43. 

(end day of 15th — 
week Mark x. 46-52. 

‘ard. xi, 11-23, 

4th 22-26, 

5th 27-33 
6th (wapackevp) xii. 1-12. 
7th (caBBdrw) 

Luke xvii. 3-10. 

Kuptarg ce’ xix, 1~I0, 
and day of 16th 

week Mark xii, 13-17. 
ard 18-27, 

4th 28-34. 

sth 38-44. 

6th (rapackevg) xiii. 1-9. 

7th (caBBdre) 
Luke xviii. 1-8, 

Kuptaxg ts’ (of the Publican) 

9-14.] 
and day of ryth 

week Mark xiii. 9-13. 
- ard 64-23. 

4th. 24-31. 

5th xiii, 31-xiv. 2. 
6th (wapackevj) xiv. 3-9. 

7th (caBBdry) 
Luke xx. 46-xxi. 4. 
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Kupiaxg tt’ (of the Canaanitess) Matth. xv. 
21-28, 

caBBdry apd rijs droxpéw, Luke xv. 1-10, 

Kupeaxg mpd ris daroxpéw (of the Prodigal) 

_ Luke xv. 11-32. 1 Thess. v. 14-23. 

and day of the week of the 
carnival Mark xi. 1-11. 

3rd xiv, 10-42. 

4th \ 43-Xv. I. 

5th XV. I-15. 

6th (wapackev#) XV. 20; 223 253 33-41. 

7th (caBBdary) Luke xxi. 8-9 ; 25-27; 

33-36; 1 Cor. vi. 12-20. 

Kupiaxg ris dwroxpéw  Matth: xxv. 31-46. 
1 Cor, viii, 8-ix. 2. 

and day of the week of the cheese-eater 

Luke xix. 29-40; xxii. 7-8; 39. 

grd xxil. 39—xxiil. I. 

4th deest. 

5th xxili, 1-43; 44-56. 

" 6th (wapackev§) deest, 
’ 9th (caBBdry) Matth, vi. 1-13. Rom. xiv. 

19-23; XV1. 25-27, 

Kupiaxf Tis Tupopdyyou Matth. vi. 14-21. 

Rom. xiii. 11—xiv. 4. 

Tlavpuyxis rijs wylas vnoretas. 

Vigil of Lent (Parh. Christ’s.) Matth. vii. 
7—-1I. 

Téav vycreeyv (Lent). 

caBBdry a’ 
Mark. ii. 23—iii. 5. Hebr. i. 1-12. 

Kupiaxf a Johni. 44-55. xi. 24~—40. 

oapBdry B’ Mark i. 35-44. iti, 12-14. 
Kupiaxy p’ ii. I-32. i, 10-ii. 3. 

caBBdre yy’ 14-17.  - X. 32-37- 
Kuptach y’ viii. 34-ix. 1. iv. r4-v. 6. 
caBBdry 5 vii, 31-37. vi. 9-12. 
Kupraxg 5’ ix, 17-31. 13-20. . 

caBBary e’ viii, 27-31. ix, 24-28, 

Kupiaxg € X. 32-45. LI-14. 

capBdry s’ (of Lazarus,) 
John xi, 1-48. xii. 28-xiii. 8. 

Kupiaxg s’ tév Batwy, Matth. xxi. 1-11; 
15-17; [els ry Aurqv, Mark x. 46-xi. 11, 

Burney, 22]. Liturgy, John xii. 1-18, 
Phil. iv. 4-9. 

TH dyle weyddy (Holy Week). 

Matins, Matth, xxi, 18-43. 

and day Liturgy, xxiv. 3-35. 

SECTION If. 

zr 4 “  ( Matins, xxii, 18-xxiv. 2. 
Liturgy, xxiv. 36-xxvi. 2. 
Matins, John xii. 17-47. 

4th | Liturgy, Matth. xvi. 6-16. 
Matins, Luke xxii. 1-36. 

5th Liturgy, Matth. xxvi. 1-20, 

BvayyéXuov roo vurrfipos, John xiii, 3-10. 
perd 7d vipacbat 12-1973 

Matth, xxvi. 21-39; Luke xxii. 43, 44; 

Maith, xxvi. 40~xxvii, 2. 1 Cor. xi. 23-32, 

Hiayyéua rav dyluv rdbov w xu (Twelve 

Gospels of the Passions). 

(1) Jo, xiii. 31-xviii. 1. (2) Jo. xviii, 1-28. 

(3) Matth, xxvi. 57~75. (4) Jo. xviii. 
28-xix. 16. (5) Matth. xxvii. 3-32. (6) 

Mark xv. 16-32. (7) Matth. xxvii. 33~ 

54. (8) Luke xxiii. 32-49. (9) Jo. xix. 

25-37. (10) Mark xv. 43-47. (11) Jo, 

xix, 38-42. (12) Matth. xxvii, 62-66. 

Hiayyéiia Ov dpiv rijs dylas mapapovijs. 

(Night-watches of Vigil of Good Friday), 

Hour (1) May sh. 1-56. (3) Mark 
xv. 1-41.7(6) Luke xxii. 66-xxiii. 49. 
(9) John xix. 16-37. 

Ty dylg rapayorg (Good Friday) els rhv 
Agtroupyiav. 

Matth. xxvii. 1-38; Luke xxiii. 39-43; 

Matth, xxvii. 39-54; John xix. 31-37; 
Matth. xxvii. 55-61. 1 Cor. i. 18-ii, 2. 

T@ dryly kal peydhy caBBdrw (Easter 

’ " Teven). — 

Matins, Matth. xxvii. 62-66. 

-1 Cor. v. 6-8, 

Evensong, Matth. xxviii. 1-20. 

Rom, vi. 3-11. 

| Kbayyéia dvacracma éwOud (vid. Suicer 
Thes. Eccl, 1. 1229), eleven Gospels, used 

in turn, one every Sunday at Matins, 

(1) Math. xxviii, 16-96, (2) Mark xvi. 1 
-8. (3) 2b. g-20¢7 (4) Luke xxiv. 1-12. 
(5) 26. 12-35. (6) 7b. 36-52. (7) John 

xx. I-10. (8) 76, 11-18. (9) 2b. 19-37. 
(10) Jo. xxit—14. (11) tb, 15-25, 
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We have now traced the daily service of the Greek Church, as derived from the Gospels, 
throughout the whole year, from Easter Day to Easter Even, only that in Lent the les- 
sons from the 2nd to the‘6th days inclusive are taken from the book of Genesis (above, 
p. 64). The reader will observe that from Easter to Pentecost St John and the Acts are 

read for seven weeks, or eight Sundays. The first Sunday after Pentecost is the Greek 

All Saints’ Day; but from the Monday next after the day of Pentecost (Whit-Monday) 

St Matthew is used continuously every day for eleven weeks and as many Sundays. For 

six weeks more, St Matthew is appointed for the Saturday and Sunday lessons, St Mark 

for the other days of the week. But inasmuch as St Luke was to be taken up with the new 

year, the year of the indiction [Arund. 547], which in this case must be September 24", if all 

the lessons in Matthew and’Mark were not read out by this time (which, unless Easter 

was very early, would not be the case), they were at once broken off, and (after proper les- 

sons were employed for the Sunday before and'the Saturday and Sunday which followed the 
feast of the elevation of the Cross, Sept. 14) the lessons from St Luke (seventeen weeks 

and sixteen Sundays in all) were taken up and read on as far as was necessary: only that 

the 17th Sunday of St Matthew (called from the subject of its Gospel the Canaanitess) 
was always resumed for the Sunday before the Carnival (apd rfjs droxpéw), which is also 
named from its Gospel that of the Prodigal, and answers to the Latin Septuagesima. 
Then follow the Sunday of the Carnival (d7roxpéw) or Sexagesima, that of the Cheese-eater 

(rupopdryov) or Quinguagesima, and the six Sundays in Lent. The whole number of Sun- 

day Gospels in the year (even reckoning the two interpolated about Sept. 14) is thus only 

fifty-two: but in the Menology or Catalogue of immoveable feasts will be found proper 
lessons for three Saturdays and Sundays about Christmas and Epiphany, which could 

either be substituted for, or added to the ordinary Gospels for the year, according as the 

distance from Easter of one year to Easter in the next exceeded or fell short of fifty-two 
weeks. The system of lessons from the Acts and. Epistles is much simpler than that of 
the Gospels: it exhibits fifty-two Sundays in the year, without any of the complicated 
arrangements of the other scheme. Since the Epistles from the Saturday of the 16th 

week after Pentecost to the Sunday of the Prodigal cannot be set (like the rest) by the 

side of their corresponding Gospels, they are given separately in the following table; 

Kupiang is’ 2 Cor vi. 1-10. oaSBdry xb 2 Cor. xi. 1-6. 
caPBdry if’ sx Cor. xiv. 20-25, Kupiaxg «3! Eph, ii, 14-22, 
Kupiacg ef’ - 2 Cor, vi. 16—viii. 1. caBBdry xe’ Gal. i, 3-10. 
caBBdry in’ 1 Cor. xv. 39-45. Kupiaxy xe’ Eph. iv. 1-7. 
Kupiang ef 2 Cor. ix. 6-11. oaBBary xs’ Gal, iii, 8-12. 
capBary 6’ | 1 Cor, xv. 58—xvi. 3. Kupiax§ xs’ = Eph. v. 8-19. 
Kupiangj 16’ 2 Cor, xi. 31—xii, 9. caBBdry xv’ Gal. v. 22—vi. 2. 
capBdry x’ | 2 Cor, i. 8-11. Kuptaxg xf’ Eph. vi. 10-17. 
Kupiarg x’ Gal. i. 11-19. caBBdry xy’ Col. i. g-18.. 
coBBdry xa’ 2 Cor, iii, 12-18, Kupiaifi xn’ 2 Cor. ii, 14—ifi. 3. 
Koprarg xa Gal. ii. 16-20. oaBBdry x6’ Eph, ii. r1-13. 
oaBBary KB’ 2 Cor. v. 1-10. Kupiax§ x6’ = Col. ili. 4—rr. 
Kuptaxg «B’ > Gal. vi. 11-18. oaBBdr@ rN’ Eph, v. 1-8. 
oaBBary wy’ "2 Cor. viii, 1-3, Kupiacg d\’ == Col. iii. 12-16, 
Kupiarg xy’ Eph. ii, 4—10. caBBdry ro’ Col, i, 2-6, 

Burt” More usual indiction, which dates from Sept. 1, is manifestly excluded by the following rubric 
Kupmer’ 22, P. 191, and in other copies) : Aéov yeruonery ore dpxerat & Aovads dvaywicxerOor ord rijg 
tet 8 Mero mv wou Tore yop kat y iovpepta [i.e. tonucpia] yiverat, 6 xaAdetras véor gros. *H or¢ 
70 tas [ris] Ky’ Tod centenBptoy 6 Aounds dvaywioKerat. 
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Kupiaxg da’ = 2 Tim. 1, 3-9. 

caBBdrw dB’ Col. ii, 8-12, 
Kuptaxg AB’ Sst ‘Tim, vi, 11-16. 
caBBdry dy’ 1 Tim. ti, 1-7. 

Kupiaxg dy’ sas Kup. Aa’, 

oaBBdrye dS — 1 Tim. iti. 13—iv. 8. 
Kuptaxg \5’ 2 Tim, jij. 10-15, 

caBBdry dre’ 1 Tim, iii, 1-11, 
2 Tim, ii. 1~10. 

2 Tim, ii, 11-19. 

Kupiaxg de’ 

caBBdry A" 

ON THE MENOLOGY, OR CALENDAR OF IMMOVEABLE FESTIVALS 

AND SAINTS’ DAYS. 

‘We cannot in this place enter very fully into this portion of the contents of Lection- 

aries, inasmuch as, for reasons we have assigned above (p. 65), the investigation would 

be both tedious and difficult. All the great feast-days, however, as well as the com- 

memorations of the Apostles and of a few other Saints, occur.alike in all the books, and 

ought not to be omitted here. We commence with the month of September (the opening 

of the year at Constantinople), as do all the Lectionaries and Synaxaria we have seen}, 

Sept. 1. Simeon Stylites, Luke iv. 16-22; 
Col. iii, 12-16. 

8. Birthday of the Virgin, Ocoréxos, Luke 

x. 38-42; xi. 27, 28; Phil. ii. 5—rr, 

13. Kupiaxg wrpd ris tdoews, Jo. iii, 13- 

17; Gal, vi, 11-18. 

14, Elevation of the Cross, Jo. xix. 6-35; 
t Cor, i. 18-24, 

Jo. viii, 21-30; 

1 Cor. i, 26-29. 
Mark viii. 34—-ix. 13 

Gal, ii. 16-20. 
18. Theodora®, John viii, 3-11 (Parham). 

24. Thecla, Matth, xxv. 1-13; 2 Tim. i. 

3-9. 
Oct. 3. Dionysius ¢ the Areopagite, Matth. 

xili, 45-843 Act. xvii. 16-34. 
6. Thomas the Apostle, Jo. xx. 19-31; 

1 Cor, iv. 9-16, 
8. Pelagia, John. viii. 3—-11.3 
g. James son of Alphaeus, Matth. x, 1- 

73 14; 15. 
18. Luke the Evangelist, Luke x, 16-21; 

Col. iv. 5~19. 
23. James, 6 ddekpéGeos, Mark vi. 1-7. 

Nov. 8. Michael and Archangels, Luke x. 

16-21; Hebr. ii, 2-10. 

cappdry | Mera 
Thy 

K UpLAKT Spwow 

1 In the Menology, even Arund, 547 has pnvi cemrepBpiea & dpxy tis iwdixrov. 

13. Chrysostom, Jo. x. 9-16; Hebr. vii. 
26-viii. 2. 

14. Philip the Apostle, Jo. i. 44-55; Act. 

viii. 26-39. 
16, Matthew the Apostle, Matth, ix. 9-13; 

1 Cor, iv. 9-16. 
28, Clement of Rome, Jo. xv. -17-xvi. 1; 

Phil. iii. 20-iv. 3. 

30. Andrew the Apostle, John i. 35-52; 

1 Cor. iv. 9-16, 

Dee. 20. Ignatius, 6 Gedpopos, Mark ix. 33 

~41; Hebr. iv. 14-v. 6, 
Saturday before Christmas, Matth. xiii. 

31-58; Gal. iii, 8-12. 
Sunday before Christmas, Matth, i, 1- 

25; Hebr. xi, 9-16. 

24. Christmas Eve, Luke ii, 1-20; Hebr. 
i, I-32, 

25, Christmas Day, Maitth. ii. 1-12; Gal. 

iv. 4-7. 
26. Stephen, Matth. ii. 13-233 3 Hebr. ii. 

11-18, 

Saturday after Christmas, Matth, xii. 15 
—21; 1 Tim. vi, r1—16, 

Sunday after Christmas, Mark i, 1-8; 
Gal. i, 11-19. 

So Burn. 22 nearly, 

2 Theodosia in Codex Cyprius, with the cognate lesson, Luke vii. 3(-—so, 

3 So Cod. Cyprius, but the Christ’s Coll. Evst, removes Pelagia to Aug. 31, and reads Jo. viii, x11. 
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Saturday xpd Tay pdrwr, Matth. iii. 1-6; 

1 Tim, iii, 13-iv. §. 
Sunday mpd rav ddérwv, Mark i. 1-8; 

1 Tim. iii. 13-iv. 5. 

Jan. x, Circumcision, Luke ii. 20; 215 40 

—532; «Cor. xiii, 12—-xiv. 5. 

8. Vigil of Ocopavla, Luke iii, 1-18; 

1 Cor. ix. 19-x. 4. 
Matins, Mark 

6. Oeopavla } i. g-11. Titus ii, 

(Epiphany) ) Liturgy, Matt.f 22-14. 

ili, 13-17. 

¥. John, 6 rpbdpogos, John i. 29-34. 

Saturday pera ra Pra, Matth. iv. 1- 

11; Eph, vi. 10-17. , 

Sunday pera Ta dOra, Matth. iv, 12- 
17; Eph. iv. 7-13. 

22. Timothy, Matth. x. 32; 33; 37; 383 

xix. 27-30; 2 Tim. i, 3-9. 

Feb. 2. Presentation of Christ, Luke ii, 22 

~40; Hebr. vii. 7~17. 

3. Simeon 6 Ocoddxos, and Anna, Luke 

ii, 28-38; Hebr. ix. 11-14, 

23. Polycarp, John xii. 24-36. 

. Matins, Luke vii. 18 
24. Finding of the 29. 

Head of John Liturgy, Matth, xi. 5 

the Baptist —14; 2Cor. iv.6-11, 

March 25. Annunciation, Luke i. 24-38; 

Hebr, ii, 11-18. 

April 25. Mark the Evangelist, Mark vi. 
7-13. 

30. James son of Zebedee, Matth. x. 1-73 | 

143 18. 
May ~2. Athanasius, Matth. v. 14-19; 

Hebr. iv. 14~v. 6. 

8. John, 6 Ocddoyos, Jo. xix. 25-27; xxi. 

24, 25; 1 Jo. i, 1-4. 

26. Jude the Apostle, Jo. xiv. 21-24. 

June 11. Bartholomew and Barnabas the 
Apostles, Mark vi.7—13 ; Acts xi.19—-30. 

1g. Jude, brother of the Lord, Mark vi. 

4-13 or edaryyéAtov drooroAKdy (Matth. 

x. 1-8 2), 
24. Birth of John the Baptist, Luke i. 

1-28; 57-80; Rom. xiii. ri—xiv. 4. 

29. Peter and Paul the Apostles, Matth. 

Xvi, 13-19; 2 Cor, x. 21-xil. 9, 

30. The Twelve Apostles, Matth. x. 1-8. 
July 22, Mary Magdalene, 4 mupodédpos, 

Mark xvi. 9-20; 2 Tim. ii. 1-10. 

Matins, Luke ix. 29-36 

or Mark ix, 2-9. 

Liturgy, Matth. xvii. 1~ 
9; 1 Pet, i. 10-19. 

20 or 28, Thaddaeus the Apostle, Matth. 
x. 16-22; 1 Cor.iv. 9-16. 

29. Beheading of John the Baptist, Mark 

vi, 14-30; Acts xiii, 25-32. 

Aug. 6. Transfi- 

guration 



Section II. 

| Description of the Uncial Manuscripts of the Greek Testament. | 

WE proceed to describe in detail the uncial manuscripts of 
the Greek Testament, arranged separately as copies of the 
Gospels, of the Acts and Catholic Epistles, of the Pauline 
Epistles and of the Apocalypse. Including the yet unpublished 
Codex Sinaiticus (above, p. 27) we have already stated the 
number extant in each portion of the sacred volume (above, 
p- 66). They are usually indicated by the capzttal letters of 
the English and Greek alphabets, and stand on the list not in 
the order of their relative value or antiquity (as could have 
been wished), but mainly as they were applied from time to. 
time to the purposes of Textual criticisms. 

Manuscripts of the Gospels. 

N (Aleph). Copex Sinarvicus, now at St Petersburg, 
the justly celebrated copy which has recently attracted such 
general attention in the learned world. From Tischendorf’s 
Notitia Ed. Cod. Sinattict (pp. 5, 6) we gain some insight into 

the history of its discovery. When travelling in 1844 under 
the patronage of his own sovereign, the King Frederick 
Augustus of Saxony, he picked out of a basket full of papers 
destined to light the oven of the Convent of St Catharine on 
Mount Sinai, the 43 leaves of the Septuagint which he. pub- 
lished in 1846 as the Codex Frederico-Augustanus. These, of 
course, he easily got for the asking, but finding that further 
portions of the same codex (e.g. the whole of Isaiah and 1, 
4 Maccabees) were extant, he rescued them from their pro- 

bable fate, by enlightening the brotherhood as to their value. 
He was permitted to copy one leaf of what yet remained, and 
departed in the full hope that he should be allowed to purchase 
the whole; but he had taught the monks a sharp lesson, and 
neither then, nor on his subsequent visit in 1853, could he gain 
any tidings of the leaves he had left behind; he even seems to 
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have concluded that they had been carried into Europe by some 
richer or more fortunate collector. At the beginning of 1859, 
after the care of the seventh edition of his N. T. was happily 

over, he went for a third time into the East, under the well- 

deserved patronage of the Emperor of Russia, the great pro- 
_tector of the Oriental Church; and the treasure which had been 

twice withdrawn from him as a private traveller, was now (on 
the occasion of some chance conversation) freely put into the 
hands of one sent from the champion and benefactor of the 
oppressed Church. Tischendorf touchingly describes his sur- 
prise, his joy, his midnight studies over the priceless volume 
(“* quippe dormire nefas videbatur’’) on that memorable 4th of 
February, 1859. The rest was easy; he was allowed to copy 
his prize at Cairo, and ultimately to bring it to Europe, as a tri- 
bute of duty and gratitude to the Emperor Alexander II. To 
that monarch’s wise munificence the forthcoming editions (both 
the larger and the more popular one) will be mainly due. 

The Codex Sinaiticus, as we learn from Tischendorf’s Noédtéa, 
consists of 3454 leaves of the same beautiful vellum as the Cod. 
Frid-Augustanus (see p. 20), of which 199 contain portions. of; = 
the Septuagint version, 1474 the whole New Testament, Barna-"!'+~ 

.bas’ Epistle, and portions of Hermas’ Shepherd. Hach page 
comprises four columns (see p. 25), with 48 lines in each column, 
of those continuous, noble, simple uncials (compare Plate IV. 11 a 
with 11 b) we have described so minutely in the preceding section 
(pp. 29—35). The poetical books of the Old Testament, how- 
ever, being written in or/yos, admit of only two columns on a 
page (above, p. 45). Since the Notdtva contains an exact reprint 
in common Greek type of 18 pages of the codex (nine being 
taken from the N. T.) as it came from the first hand, we can 
now form a clear and distinct notion of what we may expect in 
1862, only that our knowledge of the actual readings of the 

_ manuscript is, of course, still very incomplete. The order of the 
sacred books is remarkable, though not unprecedented (p. 62). 
St Paul’s Epistles precede the Acts, and among them, that, to 
the Hebrews follows 2 Thess., standing on the same page with 

it. Breathings and accents there are none: the apostrophus 
(see p. 43), and the single point for punctuation, are entirely 
absent for pages together, yet occasionally are rather thickly 

studded, not only in places where a later hand has been unusu- 
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ally busy (e.g. Isaiah i. 1—iii. 2, two pages), but in some others’ 
(e.g. in 2 Cor, xii. 20 there are eight stops). Even the words very 

usually abridged (except Oc, Ko, wo, xo, mva which are constant) 
are here written in full, as aarnp, Savetd: the practice varies 

‘for vos, oupavos, avOpwros: we find topann, wor OF IMA! 
icpoveadnp’, inf, Ap, Aw’, OY vAW. Tischendorf considers the 
two points over tofa and upsilon (which are sometimes want- 
ing) as seldom from the first hand: the mark > (see p. 44) we 
note oftener in the Old Testament than in the New. Words 

‘aye divided at the end of a line as capriciously as can be ima- 
gined: thus K in OTK is repeatedly separated without need. 
‘Small letters, of the most perfect shape (see p. 44), freely occur 
“in all places, especially at the end of lines, where the — super- 

scr¢pt almost always represents N (e.g. 17 times in Mark i.1—35). 
The only other compendia scribendi seem to be K, for xat, and 
HN written as in Plate I. No.3. Numerals are represented by 
letters, with a straight line placed over them (e. g. j@ Mark. i.13). 
Although there are no capitals, the initial letter of a line which 
begins a sentence generally stands out from the rank of the rest, 
which is a step nearer them than we find in Cod, B (see p. 44). 

‘The titles and subscriptions of the several books are as short as 
‘possible (see p. 54). Of the rérdos or xebdAata majora Tischen- 
dorf does not speak ; the margin contains the Ammonian sections 
and Eusebian canons, but he is positive that neither they nor the 
note ottyav pr (see p. 45, note 2) appended to 2 Thessalonians, 

‘are by the original scribe. Correctors of all ages have dis- 
figured the manuscript, some (as he judges) as early as the sixth 
or seventh century; but for all these points we are necessarily 
referred to the Prolegomena and detailed Annotations in the 
fourth volume of his forthcoming edition. 

From: the transcript of the nine pages of the New Testa- 
‘ment (Matth. xxvii. 64—xxviii. 20; Mark i.1—35; Jo, xxi. 
1—25; 2 Cor. xi. 832—xiii. 5; xiii. 5—Gal. i. 17; 2 Thess. ii. 
‘1%—Hebr. i. 7; Acts xxviii. 17—31; James i. 1—ii. 6; Apoc. 
ix. 5—x. 8; xxii, 19—21); from the lithographed facsimile 
-of three-fourths of the page containing Luke xxiv. 24—53 ; and 
less safely from a loose sylva lectionum set down ‘almost at 
random in the Notitia, pp. 14—21, we may form some estimate 
-of the character of Cod. %. From the number of smotoréXevta 
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(p. 9) and other errors, one cannot affirm that it is very ¢ care- 

fully written. Its itacisms (see p. 10) are of the oldest type, 
and those not constant; chiefly « for es, v and oz interchanged. 

The grammatical forms commonly termed Alexandrian occur, 
but rather as the exception than the rule. With regard to the 

more important question as to the class of readings it supports, 
it cannot be said to give in its exclusive adherence to any of the 
witnesses hitherto examined. It so lends its grave authority, 
now to one and now to another, as to convince us more than 

ever of the futility of seeking to derive the genuine text of the 
New Testament from any one copy, however ancient and, on the 
whole, trustworthy. On this whole subject see Chapter vir. 

A. Copex ALEXANDRINUS in the British Museum, where 
the open volume of the New Testament is publicly shown in the 
Manuscript room. It was placed in that Library on its forma- 
tion in 1758, having previously belonged to the king’s private 

collection, from the year 1628, when Cyril Lucar, Patriarch of 
Constantinople (whose crude attempts to reform the Eastern 
Church on the model of Geneva provoked the untoward Synod 
of Bethlehem in 1672), sent this most precious document by our 
Embassador in Turkey, Sir Thomas Roe, as a truly royal gift to 
Charles I. An Arabic inscription, several centuries old, at the 
back of the Table of Contents on the first leaf of the manuscript, 
states that it was written by the hand of Thecla the Martyr, 
and given to the Patriarchal Chamber in the year of the 
Martyrs, 814 [a.p. 1098]. Another, and apparently an earlier 
inscription, in Moorish-Arabic, declares that the book was 
dedicated to the Patriarchal Chamber at Alexandria. That it 

was brought from Alexandria by Cyril (who had previously 
been Patriarch of that see) need not be disputed, though Wet- 
stein, on the doubtful authority of Matthew Muttis of Cyprus, 
Cyril’s deacon, concludes that he procured it from Mount Athos. 
In the volume itself the Patriarch has written and subscribed 

_ the following words: “Liber iste scripturae sacrae N. et V. Test., 
prout ex traditione habemus, est scriptus manu Theclae, nobilis 
foeminae Aigyptiae, ante mille et trecentos annos circiter, paulo 
post Concilium Ni icaenum. Nomen Theclae in fine libri erat ex- 

aratum, sed extincto Christianismo in Adgypto a Mahometanis, 
et libri una Christianorum in similem sunt redacti conditionem. 
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Hxtinctum ergo et Theclae nomen et laceratum, sed memoria et 
traditio recens observat.” Gyril seems to lean wholly on the 
Arabic inscription on the first leaf of the volume: independent 
testimony he would appear to have received none. 

This celebrated manuscript, the earliest of first-rate import- 

ance applied by scholars to the criticism of the text, and yielding 
in value to but one or two at the utmost, is now bound in 

four volumes, whereof three contain the Septuagint version of the 
Old Testament almost complete, the fourth volume the New Tes- 
tament with several lamentable defects. St Matthew’s Gospel is 
wanting up to ch. xxv. 6 é£épyeode, from John vi. 50 ta to viii. 52 
Aéyes! two leaves are lost, and three leaves from 2 Cor. iv. 13 

érictevoa to xii. 6 é& éwod. All the other books of the New 
Testament are here entire, the Catholic Epistles following the 
Acts, that to the Hebrews standing before the Pastoral Epistles 
(see above, p. 62). After the Apocalypse we find the only ex- 
tant copy of the first or genuine Epistle of Clement of Rome, and 
a small fragment of a second of suspected authenticity, both in 
the same hand as the latter part of the New Testament. It 
would appear also that these two Epistles were designed to form 
a part of the volume of Scripture, for in the table of contents 
exhibited on the first leaf of the manuscript under the head 
H KAINH AIAOHKH, they are represented as immediately fol- 

lowing the Apocalypse: then is given the number of books, 
~OMOY BIBAIA, the numerals being now illegible; and after 
this, as if distinct from Scripture, the [18] Psalms of Solomon. 
Such uncanonical works (/8:wrsxol yarpol...dcavovicra BrBr{a) 
were forbidden to be read in churches by the 59th canon of the 
Council of Laodicea (A.D. 3662); whose 60th canon enumerates 
the books of the N.T., in the precise order seen in Cod. A, only 
that the Apocalypse and Clement’s Epistles do not stand on the 
list. 

This manuscript is in quarto, about thirteen inches high 
and ten broad, each page being divided into two columns of 
fifty lines each, having about twenty letters or upwards in 

1 Yet we may be sure that these two leaves did not contain the Pericope 

Adulterae, Jo. vii. §3—vili. 11. Taking the Elzevir N, T. of 1624, which is 

printed without breaks for the verses, we count 286 lines of the Elzevir for the 

two leaves of Cod. A preceding its defect, 288 lines for the two pages which follow 

it; but 317 lines for the two missing leaves. Deduct the 30 lines containing 

Jo. vii. §3—vili. 11, and the result for the lost leaves is 287. 
% 
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a line. ‘These letters are continuously written in uncial charac- 

ters, without any space between the words, the uncials being 

of an elegant yet simple form, in a firm and uniform hand, 

though in some places larger than in others. Specimens of both 

styles may be seen in our facsimiles (Nos. 12, 13)", the first, 
Gen. i. 1, 2, being written in vermillion, the second, Acts xx. 
28, in the once black, but now yellowish brown ink of the 
body of the Codex. The punctuation merely consists of a point 
placed at the end of a sentence, usually on a level with the 
top of the preceding letter, but not always; and a vacant space 
follows the point at the end of a paragraph, the space being 
proportioned to the break in the sense. Capital letters of 
various sizes abound at the beginning of books and sections, 
not painted as in later copies, but written by the original scribe 
in common ink. As these capitals stand entirely outside the 
column in the margin (excepting in such rare cases as Gen. i. 1), 
if the section begins in the middle of a line, the capital is 
necessarily postponed till the beginning of the next line, whose 
first letter is always the capital, even though it be in the . 
middle of a word. Vermillion is freely used in the initial © 
lines of books, and has stood the test of time much better than 
the black ink: the first four lines of each column on the first 
page of Genesis are in this colour, accompanied with the only 
breathings and accents in the manuscript (see above, p. 39). 
The first line of St Mark, the first three of St Luke, the first 
verse of St John, the opening of the Acts down to &, and so 
on for other books, are in vermillion. At the end of each book 
are neat and unique ornaments in the ink of the first hand: see 
especially those at the end of St Mark and the Acts. As we 
have before stated (pp. 49, 51) this codex is the earliest which has 
the xefddata proper, the Ammonian sections,-and the Eusebian 
canons complete. Lists of the xeddAaa precede each Gospel, 
except the first, where they are lost. Their titles stand or have 
Stood at the top of the pages, but the binder has often ruth- 
lessly cut them short, and committed other yet more serious 
mutilation at the edges. The places at which they begin are 

1 Other facsimiles are given in Woide’s edition of the New Testament from this 
MS. (1786), and in Baber’s of the Old Test. (1816). Two specimens of the style’ 
of the first Epistle of Clement are exhibited in Canon Jacobson’s Patres Apostolici, 
Vol. 1. p. rr0 (1838), 7 

6 
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indicated throughout, and their numbers are moreover placed 
in the margin of Luke and John. The Eusebian sections and 
canons are conspicuous in the margin, and at the beginning 
of each of these sections a capital letter occurs. The rest of 
the New Testament has no division into xe@ddAava, as was usual 
‘in later times, but paragraphs and capitals as the sense requires. 

The paleographic reasons for referring this manuscript to 
the beginning or middle of the fifth century (the date now very 
generally acquiesced in) depend in part on the general style of 
the writing, which is at once firm, elegant and simple; partly 
on the formation of certain letters, in which respect it holds 
a middle place between copies of the fourth and sixth centuries. 
The reader will recall what we have already said (pp. 29—35) as 
to the shape of alpha, delta, epsilon, pi, sigma, phi and omega in 
the Codex Alexandrinus. Woide, who edited the New Testa- 
ment, believes that two hands were employed in that volume, 
changing in the page containing 1 Cor. v—vii., the vellum 6f 
the latter portion being thinner and the ink more thick, which * 
as accordingly peeled off or eaten through the vellum in many * 

é nlaces. This, however, is a point on which those who know 
‘manuscripts best will most hesitate to speak decidedly!. 

The external arguments for fixing the date are less weighty, 
but all point to the same conclusion. On the evidence for its 
being written by St Thecla, indeed, no one has cared to lay 
much stress, though some have thought that the scribe might 
belong to some monastery dedicated to that holy martyr. 
Tregelles, however, explains the origin of the Arabic inscription, 

on which Cyril’s statement appears to rest, by remarking that 
the New Testament in our manuscript at present commences 
with Matth. xxv. 6, this lesson (Matth. xxv. 1—13) being that 
appointed by the Greek Church for the festival of St Thecla (see 
above, Menology, p. 74, Sept. 24). The Egyptian, therefore, 
who wrote this Arabic note, observing the name of Thecla in 
the now mutilated upper margin of the Codex, where such 
rubrical notes are commonly placed by later hands, hastily con- 

cluded that she wrote the book, and thus has perplexed our 

- 1 Notice especially what Tregelles says of the Codex Augiensis (Tregelles’ 
Horne Introd. p. 798), where the difference of hand in the leaves removed from 
their proper place is much more striking than any change in Cod, Alex. Yet 
even in that case it is likely that one scribe only was engaged. . 
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Biblical critics. It is hardly too much to say that Tregelles’ 

shrewd conjecture seems to be certain, almost to demonstration. 

Other more trustworthy reasons for assigning Cod. A to the 

fifth century may be summed up very briefly. The. presence 

‘of the canons of Eusebius [A. D. 268-3407], and of the epistle 

to Marcellinus by the great Athanasius, Patriarch of Alexandria 

[800?—373], before the Psalms, place a limit in one direction, 

while the absence of the Euthalian divisions of the Acts and 

Epistles (see above, p. 53), which came into vogue very soon 
after 458, and the shortness of the vioypadal (above, p. 54) 

appear tolerably decisive against a later date than A.p. 450. 

The insertion of the Epistles of Clement, like those of Bar- 
nabas and Hermas in the Cod. Sinaiticus, recalls us to a period 
when the canon of Scripture was in some particulars a little 
unsettled, or about the age of the Council of Laodicea 366. 
Other arguments have been urged both for an earlier and a later 
date, but they scarcely deserve discussion. Wetstein’s objection 
to the title Ocordxos as applied to the Blessed Virgin in the 
title to her song, added to the Psalms, is quite groundless: that 
appellation was given to her by both the Gregories in the middle 
of the fourth century (vid. Sutcer. Thesaur. Eccles. 1. p. 1887), as 
habitually as it was a century after: nor should we insist much 
on the contrary on Woide’s or Schulz’s persuasion that the 
Tpiaaytov (aytos 6 Beds, dyvos ioyupos, Gytos aOavaros) would . 
have been found in the duvos éwOuwo0s after the Psalms, had the 
manuscript been written as late as the fifth century. 

Partial and inaccurate collations of this manuscript were 
made by Patrick Young, by Alexander Huish, Prebendary of 
Wells, for Walton’s Polyglott, and by some others. 

In 1786, Charles Godfrey Woide, preacher at the Dutch 
Chapel Royal and Assistant Librarian in the British Museum, 
a distinguished Coptic scholar [d. 1790], published, by the 
aid of 456 subscribers, a noble folio edition of the New Testa- 
ment from this manuscript, with valuable Prolegomena, a copy 
of the text which so far as it has been tested has been found 
reasonably accurate, notes on the changes made in the codex by 
later hands, and a minute collation of its readings with the. 
common text as presented in Kuster’s edition of Mill’s N. T. 
(1711). In this last point Woide has not been taken as a model 
by subsequent editors of manuscripts, much to the inconvenience : 

6—2 
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of the student. In 1816—28 the Old Testament portion of the 
Codex Alexandrinus was published in four folio volumes at the 
national expense, by the Rev. Henry Hervey Baber, also of the 
British Museum, the Prolegomena to whose magnificent work 
are very inferior to Woide’s, but contain some additional in- 
formation. Both these works, and many’ others like them 
which we shall have to describe, are printed in an uncial type, 
bearing some general resemblance to that of their respective 
originals, but which must not be supposed to convey any 
adequate notion of their actual appearance. These quasi-fac- 
similes (for they are nothing more), while they add’ to the cost. * 
of the book, seem to answer no useful purpose whatever; and, 

\if taken by an incautious reader for more than they profess to., i 
fhe, will seriously mislead him. . 
i The Codex Alexandrinus has been judged to be carelessly 

” written; many errors of transcription no doubt exist, but not more 
than in other copies of the highest value (e.g. Cod. &). None 

other than the ordinary abridgments are found in it (see p. 48): 
numerals are not expressed by letters except in Apoc. vii. 4; 
xxi. 17: 4 and v have usually the dots over them at the begin- 
ning of asyllable. Of itacisms (see p. 10) it may be doubted 
whether it contains more than others of the same date: the 
interchange of ¢ and et, 7 and 4, e and au, are the most frequent; 

but such things are too common to prove anything touching 
the country of the manuscript. Its external history renders it 

very likely that it was written at Alexandria, that great manu- 
factory of correct and elegant copies, while Egypt was yet a 
Christian land: but such forms as Ajnprpoua, AdBapev, évaros, 
éexabepicOn, and others named by Woide, are peculiar to no 
single nation, but are found repeatedly in Greek-Latin codices, 
which unquestionably originated in Western Europe. This 

manuscript is of the very greatest importance to the critic, inas- 
much as it exhibits a text more nearly approaching that found 
in later copies than is read in others of its high antiquity. This 

topic, however, will be discussed at length in another place 

(Chap. vit.), and we shall elsewhere (Chap. 1X.) consider the 
testimony Codex A bears in the celebrated passage 1 Tim. iii, 16. 

B. Coprx Vaticanus 1209 is one of the oldest vellum 
manuscripts in existence, and is the glory of the great Vatican 
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Library at Rome. To these legitimate sources of deep interest 

must be added the almost romantic curiosity which has been 

excited by the jealous watchfulness of its official guardians, with 

whom an honest zeal for its safe preservation seems to have now 

degenerated into a species of capricious wilfulness, and who 

have shewn a strange incapacity for making themselves the 
‘proper use of a treasure they scarcely permit others more than 
to gaze upon. This book seems to have been brought into the 
Vatican Library shortly after its establishment by Pope Nicholas 
V. who died in 1455, but nothing is known of its previous his- 
tory. Since the missing portions at the end of the New Testa- 
ment are said to have been supplied in the fifteenth century 
from a manuscript belonging to Cardinal Bessarion, we may be 
allowed to conjecture, if we please, that this learned Greek 
brought the Codex into the west of Hurope. Although this 
book has not even yet been thoroughly collated, or rendered as 
available as it might-be to the critical student, its general 
character and appearance are sufficiently well known!. It is a 
quarto volume, of 146 leaves, bound in red morocco, ten and. 
a half inches high, ten broad, four and a half thick. It once 
contained the whole Bible in Greek, the Old Testament of the 

Septuagint version (a tolerably fair representation of which was. 
exhibited in the Roman edition as early as 1586), excepting the 

_ first forty-six chapters of Genesis. (the manuscript begins at 
mow, Gen. xlvi. £8) and Psalms cv.—cxxxvii.; the New Tes- 
tament complete down to Hebr. ix. 14 xaOa: the rest of the 
Epistle to the Hebrews, the four Pastoral Epistles? (the Catholic 
Epistles had followed the Acts) and the Apocalypse being 
written in the later hand alluded to above. The peculiar ar- 
rangement of three columns on a page, or six on the opened leaf 
of the volume is described by eye-witnesses as very striking 
(see above, p. 25): in the poetical books of the Old Testament 

- 3? derive some of the following particulars from two letters in the Guardian 

of August 1g and 22, 1860, signed J. W. B. This writer is the latest I know of 
who has been allowed to examine the manuscript, to which with great difficulty he 
obtained access for an hour and a half, An excellent use he has made of his rare 
though brief opportunity. 
= It is really a little unworthy of Dr Tregelles to speak of Dr Bloomfield’s 

citations from Cod. B in the Pastoral Epistles as ‘‘ quotations invented by pure 
imagination ” (Horne Introd. wu. p- 159). Intentional fraud is out of the ques- 
tion, and which of us hag not fallen into errors just as gross? 
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(since they are written otiynpds) only two columns fill a page. 
For this reason it would have been desirable that our facsimile 
(No. 20, derived from Silvestre, Paléogr. Un. No. 60) should 
have been taken elsewhere than from the Psalms: but since the 
copper-plates in Mai’s larger edition of the Codex Vaticanus, 
and the uncouth tracing by Zacagni in 1704, still repeated both 
by Horne and Tregelles, have been strongly censured by recent 
observers, we were bound to resort to the only one remaining 
that was not obviously unworthy of its subject. All who have 
inspected the Codex are loud in the praises of the fine thin 
vellum, the clear and elegant hand of the first penman, the 
simplicity of the whole style of the work: capital letters, so 
frequent in the Codex Alexandrinus, were totally wanting in this 
document for several centuries. In several of these particulars 
our manuscript resembles the Herculanean rolls, and thus asserts 
a just claim to high antiquity, which the absence of the usual 
divisions into cepddasa, of the Ammonian sections and canons of 
Eusebius, and the substitution in their room of another scheme 

of chapters of its own (which we have fully described above, 
p- 47) beyond question tend very powerfully to confirm. Hach | 
column contains about forty-two lines, each line from sixteen to - 
eighteen letters, of a size somewhat less than in the Codex 
Alexandrinus, with no intervals between the words, a space of 

the breadth of half a letter being left at the end of a sentence, 
-and a little more at the conclusion of a paragraph. It has been 
doubted whether any of the stops are primdé manu, and (contrary 
to the judgment of Birch and others) the breathings and accents 
are now generally allowed to have been added by the second hand. 
This hand, apparently of about the eighth century, retraced, 
with as much care ag such an operation would permit, the faint 
lines of the original writing (the ink whereof was perhaps never 

— quite black), the remains of which can even now be seen by a 
keen-sighted reader by the side of the more modern strokes ; 
and anxious at the same time to represent a critical revision of 
the text, the writer left untouched such words or letters as he 

wished to reject. In these places, where no breathings or accents 
and scarcely any stops’ have ever been detected, we have an 

1 Hug says none, but Tischendorf (Cod, Frid-Aug. Proleg. p. 9) himself . 
detected two in a part that the second scribe had left untouched ; though a break 

often occurs, with no stop by either hand, 
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opportunity of seeing the manuscript in its primitive condition, 
‘before it had been tampered with by the later scribe. There 
are occasional breaks in the continuity of the writing, every 
descent in the genealogies of our Lord (Matth, i, Luke iii), 
each of the beatitudes (Matth. v.), and of the parables in Matth. 
xiii, forming a separate paragraph ; but such a case will often- 
times not occur for several consecutive pages. The writer's 
plan was to proceed steadily with a book until it was finished: 
then to break off from the column he was writing, and to begin 
the next hook on the very next column. Thus only one column 
periectly blank is found in the whole volume, that which fol- 
lows époSodvTe ydp in Mark xvi. 8: and since Cod. B is the 
only one yet known, except Cod. &, that actually omits the 
last twelve verses of that Gospel, by leaving such a space the 
scribe has intimated that he was fully aware of their existence, 
or even found them in the copy from which he wrote (see 
below, Chap. 1x.). The capital letters at the beginning of each 
book are likewise due to the corrector, who sometimes erased, 

sometimes merely touched slightly, the original initial letter, 
which (as in the Herculanean rolls) 3 is no larger than any other. 
These later capitals in blue or red, 2 of an inch high, and the 
broad green bar, surmounted with three red crosses, which habi- 
tually stands at the head of a book (see our facsimile, No. 20, 
of Psalm i. 1), are in paint, and by the same second hand. 
Fewer abridgments than usual occur in this venerable copy; 
e.g. AATEIA is always used, not AAA: the formation of deléa, 
pr, cht; the loop-like curve on the left side of alpha, the absence 
of points at the extremities of sigma or epsélon, the length and 
size of rho, upsilon, phi all point to the FOURTH century as the 
-date of this manuscript. The smaller letters so often found at 
the end of lines preserve the same firm and simple character as 
the rest; of the apostrophus, so frequent in Cod. A and some 
others, we are told nothing here. 

-Tischendorf says truly enough that something like a history 
might be written of the futile attempts to collate Cod. B, and a 
very unprofitable history it would be. The manuscript is first 

distinctly heard of (for it does not appear to have been used for 
the Complutensian Polyglott) by Sepulveda, to whose corre- 
spondence with Erasmus attention has been seasonably recalled 
by Tregelles. Writing in 1534, he says, “Est enim Grecum 
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exemplar antiquissimum in Bibliothec& Vaticand, in quo dili- 
gentissimé et accuratissimé literis majusculis conscriptum utrum- 
que Testamentum contiffetur long diversum:a vulgatis exem- 
plaribus:” and after noticing as a weighty proof of its excellence 
its agreement with the Latin version (multum convenit cum 
-vetere nostra translatione) against the common Greek text (vul- 
gatam Grecorum editionem), he furnishes Erasmus with 365 
readings as a convincing argument in support of his statements. 
It would probably be from this list that in his Annotations to 
the Acts, published in 1535, Erasmus cites the reading xadéa, 
ch. xxvii. 16, from a Greek codex in the Pontifical Library, since 
for this reading Cod. B is the only known Greek witness. It 
seems, however, that he had obtained some account of this manu- 
script from Paul Bombasius as early as 1521 (see Wetstein’s 
Proleg. N. T. 1. p. 23). Lucas Brugensis, who published his No- 
tationes in S. Biblia in 1580, and his Commentary on the Four 
Gospels (dedicated to Cardinal Bellarmine) in 1606, made known. 
certain extracts from Cod. B taken by Werner of Nimuegen ; that 
most imperfect collection was the only source from which Mill 
and even Wetstein had any knowledge of the contents of this 
first-rate document. More indeed might have been gleaned from 
the. Barberini readings gathered in or about 1624 (of which 
we shall speak in the next section), but their real value and 
character were not known in the lifetime of Wetstein. In 
1698 Laurence Alexander Zacagni, Librarian of the Vatican, in 
his Preface to the Collectanea Monumentorum Veterum Eccles., 

describes Cod. B, and especially its peculiar division into sections, 
in a passage cited by Mill (Proleg. § 1480). In 1669 indeed 
the first real collation of the manuscript had been attempted 
by Bartolocci, then librarian of the Vatican; from some acci- 
dent, however, it was never published, though a transcript 
under the feigned name of Giulio di Sta Anastasia yet remains 
in the Imperial Library of Paris (MSS. Gr. Supp. 53), where it 
was first discovered and used by Scholz, and subsequently by 
Tischendorf and Muralt, the latter of whom (apparently on but 
slender grounds) regards it as the best hitherto made; others 
have declared it to be very imperfect, and quite inferior to those - 
of Bentley and Birch. The collation which bears Bentley’s 
name was procured about 1720 by his money and the labour of 
the Abbate Mico, for the purpose of his projected Greek Testa- 
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ment.’ When he had found out its defects, by means of an 
examination of the original by his nephew Thomas Bentley in 
1726, our great critic engaged the Abbate Rulotta for 40 scudi to 
revise Mico’s sheets, and especially to note the changes made by 
the second hand. Rulotta’s papers have recently come to light 
among the Bentley manuscripts in the Library of Trinity Col- 
lege, Cambridge (B. xvi1. 20), and have lately proved of signal 
value; Mico’s were published in 1799 at Oxford, by Henry 
Ford, Prelector of Arabic there, together with some Thebaic 
fragments of the New Testament, in a volume which (since it was 
chiefly drawn from Woide’s posthumous papers) he was pleased 
to call an Appendix to the Codex Alexandrinus. A ‘fourth colla- 
tion of the Vatican MS. was made by Andrew Birch of Copen- 
-hagen, and is included in the notes to the first volume of his 
Greek Testament 1788, or published separately in 1798 and 1801. 
Birch’s collation does not extend to the Gospels of St Luke and 
St John, and on the whole is less full and exact than Mico’s: 
possibly, though he travelled under the auspices of the King of 
Denmark, the system of jealous exclusion of strangers from their 
choicest books had already commenced at Rome. Certain it is 
that since Birch’s day no one not in the confidence of the Papal 
Court has had fair access to this document. In 1810, however, 
when, with the other best treasures of the Vatican, Codex B was 
at Paris, the celebrated critic J. L. Hug sent forth his treatise 
“de Antiquitate Vaticani Codicis Commentatio,” and though 
even he did not perceive the need of a new and full collation of 
it, he has the merit of first placing it in the paramount rank it 
still holds as one of the oldest and most valuable of extant 
monuments of sacred antiquity. His conclusion respecting its 
date, not later than the middle of the fourth century, has been 
acquiesced in with little opposition, though Tischendorf declares 
rather pithily that he holds this belief “non propter Hugium 
sed cum Hugio” (Cod. Ephraem. Proleg. p. 19). Some of his 
reasons, no doubt, are weak enough’; but the strength of his 

i Thus the correspondence of Codex B with what St Basil (c, Hunom. 1, 10) 
states he found in the middle of the fourth century, & rots wahaols rev durvypdguy, 
in Eph. i. 1, viz. ro?s ofow without év’E¢éow, though now read only in this and 
the Sinai manuscript primd manu, and in one cursive copy secundd manu, seems 
in itself of but little weight. Another point that has been raised is the position 
of the Epistle to the Hebrews (see above, p. 62). But this argument can apply 
only “to the elder document from which the Vatican MS. was taken, and wherein. 

we 

a 
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position depends on an accumulation of minute particulars, 
~ against which there seems nothing to set up which would sug- 
gest a lower period. On its return to Rome, this volume was 
no longer available for the free use and reference of critics. In 
1843 Tischendorf, after long and anxious expectation during a 
visit to Rome that lasted some months, obtained a sight of it 
for two days of three hours each’. In 1844 Edward de Muralt 
was admitted to the higher privilege of three days or nine hours 
enjoyment of this treasure, and on the strength of the favour 
published an edition of the New Testament, Ad jidem codicis 
principis Vaticant, in 1846. Tregelles, who went to Rome in 

1845 for the special purpose of consulting it, was treated even 
worse. He had forearmed himself (as he fondly imagined) with 
recommendatery letters from Cardinal Wiseman’, and was often. 
allowed to see the manuscript, but hindered from transcribing 
any of its readings’. We are ashamed to record such childish 
jealousy, yet thankful to believe that treatment thus illiberal 
could befal a learned stranger in but one city of Christendom. 

What the Papal authorities would not entrust to others, they 
have at least the merit of attempting themselves. As early as 
1836 Bishop Wiseman announced in his Lectures on the Con- 
nection between Science and Revelation, Vol. 1. pp. 187—191, 
that Cardinal Mai, whose services to classical and ecclesiastical 

literature were renowned throughout Europe, was engaged on an 
edition of the Codex Vaticanus, under the immediate sanction of 

Pope Leo XII. As years passed by and no such work appeared, 
adverse reports and evil surmises began to take the place of 
hope, although the Cardinal often spoke of his work as already 
finished, only that he desired to write full Prolegomena before it 

this book unquestionably followed that to the Galatians. In Cod. B it always 
stood in its present place, after 2 Thess., as in the Codices cited p: 62, note 2, 
to which list add Codd. 189, 196. 

1 Besides the 25 readings Tischendorf observed himself, Cardinal Mai supplied 

him with 34 more for his N. T. of 1849. His 7th edition of 1859 was enriched by 

230 other readings furnished by private friends. Proleg. N. T. pp. cxliii, exlvi. 
a Tléurre 5é pu Avxtnvie, wbpev 8 Gye ofjpara Avypd, 

Todwas év wlvaxe wruxr@ Ovpopbopa moddd. 
3 “They would not let me open it,” he adds, “‘ without searching my pocket, 

and depriving me of pen, ink, and paper.... If I looked at a passage too long the 

two prelatt would snatch the book out of my hand.” I do.not know where Dr - 

Dobbin (Dublin University Magazine, Nov. 1859, p. 614) met with this piquant 

extract, whose authenticity, however, need not be questioned. 
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‘should appear. In September 1855 he died, honoured and ripe 
in years; and at length, when no more seemed to be looked for 
in that quarter, five quarto volumes issued from the Roman press 
in 1858, the New Testament comprising the fifth volume, with a 
slight and meagre preface by the Cardinal, and a letter to the 
reader by “Carolus Vercellone, Sodalis Barnabites,” which told 
in a few frank manly words how little accuracy we had to expect 
in a work, by the publication of which he still persuaded himself 
-he was decorating Mai’s memory “ nov4 usque gloria atque splen- 
didiore coron&” (‘Tom. I. p. iii). The cause of that long delay 
‘now required no explanation. In fact so long as Mai lived the 
edition never would have appeared; for though he had not pa- 
tience or special skill enough to accomplish his task well, he was 
too good a scholar not to know that he had done it very ill. The 
‘text is broken up into paragraphs, the numbers of the modern 
chapters and verses being placed in the margin; the peculiar 
divisions of the Codex Vaticanus sometimes omitted, sometimes 

tampered with. The Greek type employed is not an imitation 
of the uncial in the manuscript (of which circumstance we do 
not complain), but has modern stops, breathings, accents, ¢ sub- 
script, &c., as if the venerable document were written yesterday. 
As regards the orthography it is partially, and only partially 
modernised; clauses or whole passages omitted in the manuscript 
are supplied from other sources, although the fact is duly noti- 
fied!; sometimes the readings of the first hand are put in the 
margin, while those of the second stand in the text, sometimes 
the contrary: in a word the plan of the work exhibits all the 
faults such a performance well can have. Nor is the execution 
at all less objectionable. Although the five volumes were ten 
years in printing (1828—38), Mai devoted to their superintend- 
ence but his scanty spare hours, and even then worked so care- 
lessly that after cancelling a hundred pages for their incurable 
want of exactness, he was reduced to the shift of making manual 
corrections with moveable types, and projected huge tables of 
errata, which Vercellone has in some measure tried to supply. 
When once it is stated that the type was set from some printed 
Greek Testament, the readings of the Codex itself being inserted 
as corrections, and the whole revised by means of an assistant 

1 The great gap in the Pauline Epistles (see p. 85) is filled up from Vatic. 1761 I 
{Act, 158, Paul, 192) of the eleventh century. 
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-who read the proof-sheets to the Cardinal while he inspected the 
manuscript; no one will look for accuracy from a method which 
could not possibly lead to it. Accordingly when Mai’s text 
came to be compared with the collations of Bartolocci, of Mico, 
_of Rulotta and of Birch, or with the scattered readings which 
had been extracted by others, it was soon discovered that while 
this edition has added very considerably to our knowledge of the 
Codex Vaticanus, and often enabled us to form a decision on its 

-readings when the others were at variance; it was in its turn con- 
victed by them of so many errors, oversights, and inconsistencies, 
that its single evidence can never be used with confidence, espe- 

cially when it agrees with the commonly received Greek text. 
Immediately after the appearance of Mai’s expensive quartos, an 
octavo reprint of the New Testament was struck off at Leipsic 
for certain London booksellers, which proved but a hasty, slo- 
venly and unscholarlike performance, and was put aside in 1859 
‘by a cheap Roman edition in octavo, prepared like the quarto 
by Mai, prefaced by another graceful and sensible epistle of Ver- 
cellone. This last edition was undertaken by the Cardinal, after 
sad experience had taught him ‘the defects of his larger work, 
and he took good care to avoid some of the worst of them: the 
readings of the second hand are usually, though not always, 
banished to the margin, their number on the whole is increased, 
gross errors are corrected, omissions supplied, and the Vatican 

chapters are given faithfully and in full. But Mai’s whole pro- 
cedure in this matter is so truly unfortunate, that in a person 
whose fame was less solidly grounded, we should impute it to 
mere helpless incapacity. Not only did he split up the para- 
graphs of his quarto into the modern chapters and verses (in 
itself a most undesirable change, see above, p. 59), but by omit- 
ting some things and altering others, he introduced almost as 
many errors as he removed. The last person who is known to 
have examined the Codex (see above, p. 85, note 1), on consult- 
ing it for sixteen passages out of hundreds wherein the two 
are utterly at variance, discovered that the quarto was right in 
seven of them, the octavo in nine: as if Mai were determined 

that neither of his editions should supersede the use of the other. 
Critics of every shade of opinion are unanimous on one point, 
that a new edition of the Codex Vaticanus is as imperatively 
needed as ever; one which shall preserve with accuracy all that 
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the first hand has written (transcriptural errors included), shall 
note in every instance the corrections made by the second hand, 
and wherever any one of the previous collators is in error, shall 
expressly state the true reading. : 7 

Those who agree the most unreservedly respecting the age of 
the Codex Vaticanus, vary widely in their estimate of its critical 
value. By some it has been held in'such undue esteem that its 
readings, if probable in themselves, and supported (or even 
though not supported) by two or three other copies and versions, 
have been accepted in preference to the united testimony of all 
authorities besides: while others have spoken of its text as one 
of the most vicious extant. Without anticipating what must be 
discussed hereafter (Chap. VII.) we may say at once, that neither 
of these views can commend itself to impartial judges: that 
while we accord to Cod. B as much weight as to any single 
document in-existence, we ought never to forget that it is but one 
out of many, several of them being nearly (and one quite) as old, 
aud in other respects as worthy of confidence as itself. One 
marked feature, characteristic of this copy, is the great number 

_ of its omissions, which has induced Dr Dobbin to speak of it as 
presenting “an abbreviated text of the New Testament:” and 
certainly the facts he states on this point are startling enough’. 
He calculates that Codex B leaves out words or whole clauses 
no less than 330 times in Matthew, 365 in Mark, 439 in Luke, 
357.in John, 384 in the Acts, 681 in the surviving Epistles; or 
2556 times in all. That no small proportion of these are mere 
oversights of the scribe seems evident from a circumstance that 
has only just come to light, namely, that this same scribe has 
repeatedly written words and clauses twice over, a class of mis- 

takes which Mai and the collators have seldom thought fit to 

notice, inasmuch as the false addition has not been retraced by 

the second hand, but which by no means enhances our estimate 

of the care employed in copying this venerable record of primi- 
tive Christianity®. Hug and others have referred the origin of 
Codex B to Egypt, but (unlike in this respect to Codex A) its 
history does not confirm their conjecture, and the argument 

} Dublin University Magazine, Nov. 1859, p. 620. 
3 J. W.B. (of whom above, p. 85, note 1) cites four specimens of such repeti- 

tions: Matth. xxi. 4, 5 words written twice over; 7}. xxvi. 56, 6 words; Luke i, 
37, 3 words or one line; John xvii. 18, 19, 6 words, 
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derived from orthography or grammatical forms, we have before 
intimated to be but slight and ambiguous. 

C. Coprex Epurarmi, No. 9 in the Imperial Library of 
Paris, is a most valuable palimpsest containing portions of the 

_ Septuagint version of the Old Testament on 64 leaves, and frag- 
ments of every part of the New on 145 leaves, amounting on the 
whole to less than two-thirds of the volume’. This manuscript 
seems to have been brought from the East by Andrew John 
Lascar [d. 1535], a learned Greek patronised by Lorenzo de’ 
Medici; it once belonged to Cardinal Nicolas Ridolphi of that 
family, was brought into France by Queen Catherine de Medici 
of evil memory, and so passed into the Royal Library at Paris?. 
The ancient writing is barely legible, having been almost re- 
moved about the twelfth century to receive some Greek works 
of St Ephraem, the great Syrian Father [299-378]; a chemical 
preparation applied at the instance of Fleck in 1834, though it 
revived much that was before illegible, has defaced the vellum 
with stains of various colours, from green and blue to black and 
brown. The older writing was first noticed by Peter Allix 
nearly two centuries ago; various readings extracted from it 
were communicated by Boivin to Kuster, who published them 
(under the notation of Paris 9) in his edition of Mill’s N. T., 

1 As this manuscript is of first-rate importance it is necessary to subjoin a full 
list of the passages it contains, that it may not be cited e silentio for what it does 
not exhibit: Matth. i. 2—v. 15; vii. s—xvii. 26; xviii. 28—xxii. 20; xxiii. 17— 

xxiv. 10; XXIV. 45——-xXXV. 30; xXxvi, 22—xxvii. 11; xxvii. 47—xxviii. 14; Mark i. 

17—Vvi, 31; Vili. 5—xii. 29; xiii. 19g—xvi. 20; Luke i. 2—ii. §; ii, 42-411, a1; 

iv. 25—vi. 4; vi. 37-—~vii. 16; viii. 28—xii. 3; xix. 42—xx. 27; xxi. 21—xxii, 19; 

xxiii, 283—xxiv. 7; xxiv. 46—53; John i. 1—41; ili. 33—v. 16; vi. 38—vii. 3; 

viii. 34—ix. 113 xi. 8—46; xiii, 8—xiv. 7; xvi. 21—xviii. 36; xx. 26—xxi. 25; 
Acts i, 2—iv. 3; v. 35—x. 42; xiii, r—xvi. 36; xx. 10—xxi. 30; xxii. 21—xxiii. 

18; xxiv. 1§—xxvi. 19; xxvii. 16—xxviii. 8; Jac. i. r—iv. 2; 1 Pet. i. 2—iv. 6; 

2 Pet. i. r—1 Jo. iv. 2; 3 Jo. 3—1§; Jud. 3—25; Ron. i, 1—il. 5; fii, 2r—ix. 

6; x. 15—xi. 31; xiii. ro—r Cor. vii, 18; ix. 6—xiii. 8; xv. 4o—2 Cor. x. 8; 

Gal. i. 20—vi. 18; Ephes. ii. 18—iv. 17; Phil. i. 22—iii, 5; Col. i. r—r Thess. ii. 

9; Hebr. ii. 4—vii. 26; ix. 183—x, 24; xii, 15—xiii. 25; 1 Tim, ili, g—v. 20; vi. 
2t—Philem. 25; Apoc. i. 1—ili, 19; v. 14—vii. 143 vil. 17—Wvili. 5; ix. 16— 

xX. 10; xi, 3—xvi. 13; xviii. 2—xix, 5. Of all the books only 2 John and 2 Thess, 

are entirely lost; about 37 chapters of the Gospels, 10 of the Acts, 42 of the 

Epistles, 8 of the Apocalypse have perished. 

2 The following Medicean manuscripts seem to have come into the Imperial - 

Library by the same means; Evan, 16. 19. 317. Act. 12. 126, Paul, 164. 
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mnt A complete collation of the New Testament was first made 
by Wetstein in 1716, then very young, for Bentley's projected 

edition, for which labour (as he records the fact himself) he paid 
Wetstein £50. This collation Wetstein of course used for his 
own Greek Testament of 1751—2, and though several persons 
subsequently examined the manuscript, and so became aware that 
more might be gathered from it, it was not until 1843 that 
Tischendorf brought out at Leipsic his full and noble edition of 
the New Testament portion; the Old Testament he published in 
1845. Although Tischendorf complains of the typographical 
errors made in his absence in the former of these two volumes, 
and has corrected them in the other, they probably comprise by far 
the most masterly production of this nature up to that date pub- 
lished; it is said too that none but those who have seen Codex C 
ean appreciate the difficulty of decyphering some parts of it}. 
The Prolegomena are especially valuable; the uncial type does 
not aim at being an imitation, but the facsiméle (from which a. 
few lines have been copied in Plate 9, No. 24, from 1 Tim. iti, 16) 
faithfully represents the original, even to the present colour of 
the ink. In shape Codex C is about the size of Cod. A, but not 
quite so tall; its vellum is hardly so fine as that of Cod. A and 
a few others, yet sufficiently good. In this copy there is but one 
column in a page, which contains from 40 to 46 lines (usually 
41), the characters being a little smaller than either A or B, and 
somewhat more elaborate. Thus the points at the ends of sigma, 
epsilon, and especially of the horizontal line of tau, are more de- 
cided than in Codex A; delta, though not so fully formed as in 

later books, is less simple than in A, the strokes being of less 
equal thickness, and the base more ornamented. On the other 

hand, alpha and pi are nearer the model of Codex B. Jota and 

upsilon, which in Cod. A and many other copies, have two dots 
over them when they commence a syllable, and are sometimes 
found with one dot, have here a small straight line in its place. 
There are no breathings or accents by the first hand: the apo- 
strophus is found but rarely, chiefly with Proper names, as daa’. 
The uncial writing is continuous, the punctuation of Cod. C, 
like that of A and B, consisting only of a single point, mostly 

1 Canon Wordsworth (N. T. Part Iv. p. 159) reminds us of Wetstein’s state- 
tment (Bentley's Correspondence, p. sor) that it had cost him two hours to read one 
page; so that. his £50 were not so easily earned, after all. 
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but not always put level with the top of the preceding letter; 
wherever such a point was employed, a space of one letter broad 
was usually left vacant: these points are most common in the later 
books of the N. T. The xcefddraa are not placed in the upper 
margin of the page as in Cod. A, but a list of their rérAou pre- 
ceded each Gospel: the so-called Ammonian sections stand in the 
margin, but not at present the Husebian canons ; though since lines 
of the text written in vermillion have been thoroughly washed out, 
the canons (for which that colour was commonly employed) may: 
easily have shared the same fate. ‘There is no trace of chapters 
in the Acts, Epistles. or Apocalypse, and both the titles and sub- 
scriptions to the various books are very simple. Capital letters 
are used quite as freely as in Cod. A, both at the commencement 
of the Ammonian sections, and in many other places. All these 
circumstances taken together indicate for Cod. C as early a date 
as the fifth century, though I see no.sufficient cause for deeming 
it at all older than Cod. A. Alexandria has been assigned as its 
native country, for the very insufficient reasons stated when we 

were describing A and B. It is very carefully transcribed, and 
of its great critical value there is no doubt; its text seems to 
stand nearly midway between A and B. Three correctors at 
least have been at work on Cod. C, greatly to the perplexity of 
the critical collator: they are respectively indicated by Tischen- 
dorf as C*, C**, C***, The earliest may have been of the sixth 

century: the second perhaps of the ninth, who revised such por- 
tions only as were adapted to ecclesiastical use; he inserted 
many accents, the rough breathing, and some notes. By him or 
by the third hand (whose changes are but few) small crosses 
were interpolated as stops, agreeably to the fashion of their 
times. , 

D oF THE GOSPELS AND Acts, CopExX BrzAr GRAECO- 

Latinus belongs to the University Library at Cambridge, where 
the open volume is conspicuously exhibited to visitors in the 
New Building. It was presented to the University in 1581 by 
Theodore Beza, for whom and his master Calvin, the heads 
of that learned body then cherished a veneration which already 
boded ill for the peace of the English Church'. Between the 

. 1 Very remarkable is the language of the University in returning thanks for 

the gift: ‘Nam hoc scito,. post unice scripture sacratissimam cognitionem, nullos 
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Gospels (whose order was spoken of above, p. 62) and the 
Acts, the Catholic Epistles once stood, of which only a few 
verses remain in the Latin version (3 John v. 11—15) followed 
by the words “epistulae Johanis 111. explicit, incipit actus 
apostolorum,” as if St Jude’s Epistle were displaced or want- 
ing. There are not a few hiatus both in the Greek and 
Latin texts’. The contents of this remarkable document were 
partially made known by numerous extracts from it, under the 

designation of 8, in the margin of Robert Stephens’ Greek 
Testament of 1550, whose history of it is that it was collated 
for him in Italy by his friends (ro 6¢ @ éori 7d &v "Itanria 
Umd Tév juerépwov avTiBrAnGev Pirwv) (Epistle to the Reader)’. 
It is not very easy to reconcile this statement with Beza’s 
account to the University of Cambridge in 1581, wherein he 

unquam ex omni memorif temporum scriptores extitisse, quos memorabili viro 

Johanni Calvino tibique preferamus.” Kipling’s Pref. to Codex Beze, p. xxiii, 

1 Matth. i. 1—20; vi. 20—ix. 2; xxvii. 2—12; John i. 16—iii. 26; Acts viii. 

2Q—-X. 143 xxi. 2—10; 15—18 (though Wetstein cites several readings from these 

verses, which must have been extant in his time); xxii. Io—20; 29—xxviii. 31 

in the Greck; Matth. i, 1—11; vi. 8—vili. 27; xxvi. 65—xxvii. 1; John i, r— 

iii. 16; Acts viii. 2o—x. 43 xx. 31—xxi, 2; xxil, 2—103 xxii. 20—xxvili. 31 in 

the Latin. The original writing has perished in the following, which are supplied 

by later hands: Matth, iii. 7-16; Mark xvi, 13—20; John xviii. 14—xx. 13 in 

the Greek, by a scribe not earlier than the tenth century, and Matth. ii. 21— iii. 7; 

Mark xvi. 6—20; John xviii. 2—xx. 1 in the Zatin, written in or about the ninth 

century. A fragment, containing portions of Matth. xxvi. 65—67 (Latin) and xxvii. 

2 (Greek), still remains, which however Kipling does not mention. 

2 It is surprising that any one should have questioned the identity of Cod. D 

with Stephens’ 8. No other manuscript has been discovered which agrees with 6 

in the many singular readings and arbitrary additions in support of which it is 

cited by Stephens, That he omitted so many more than he inserted is no argu- 

ment against their identity, since we now that he did the same in the case of his 
a (the Complutensian Polyglott) and 4 (Codex L, Paris 62). The great inaccu- 
racy of Stephens’ margin (the text is much better revised) is so visible from these 

and other well-ascertained instances that no one ought to wonder if B is alleged 

occasionally (not often) for readings which D does not contain. Ido not find B 
cited by Stephens after Acts xx. 24, except indeed in Rom. iii, 10, in manifest 

error, just as in the Apocalypse xix. 14 ¢ (No. 6 of the Gospels), which does not 

contain this book, is cited instead of ve; or as ta is quoted in xiii. 4, but not else~ 

where in the Apocalypse, undoubtedly in the place of is; or as ws, which had broken 

off at xvii. 8, reappears instead of ce in xx. 3. In the various places named in the 
last note, wherein the Greek of Cod. D is lost, 8 is cited only at Matth. xxvii. 3, 
beyond question instead of n; and for part of the reading in Acts ix. 31, 5 (to 
which the whole rightly belongs) being alleged for the other part. In John xix. 6, 
indeed, where the original Greek is missing, B is cited, but it is for a reading 
actually extant in the modern hand which has there supplied Codex D’s defects + 
The inference to be drawn from this last fact is tolerably evident. 

7 
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alleges that he obtained the volume in 1562 from the monas- 
tery of St Ireneeus at Lyons (‘ oriente ibi civili bello”), where 
it had long lain buried (“postquam ibi in pulvere diu jacu- 
isset’’), This great city, it must be remembered, was sacked 
in that very year by the infamous Des Adrets, whom it suited 
to espouse for a while the cause of the Huguenots; and we 
can hardly doubt that some one who had shared in the plun- 
der of the abbey conveyed this portion of it to Beza, whose 
influence at that juncture was paramount among the French 
Reformed’. Patrick Young, the librarian of Charles I, who 
first collated Cod. A and published from it the Epistles of 
Clement in 1633, had also the honour of being the first to 
completely examine Cod. D. An unusually full collation was 
made for Walton’s. Polyglott by pious Archbishop Ussher, 
who devoted to these studies the doleful leisure of his latter 
years. But a manuscript replete as this is with variations from 
the sacred text beyond all other example could be adequately 
represented only by being published in full; a design entrusted 
by the University of Cambridge to Dr Thomas Kipling, after- 
wards Dean of Peterborough, whose “Codex Theodori Bezae 
Cantabrigiensis” 1793, 2 vol. fol. (in type imitating the ori- 
ginal handwriting much more closely than in Codices AC and 
the rest), is believed to be a faithful transcript of the text, 
though the Prolegomena too plainly testify to the editor’s 
pitiable ignorance of sacred criticism, while his frequent habit 
of placing the readings of the second hand in the text, and those 

1 I cannot understand why Wetstein (N. T. Proleg. Vol. 1. 30) should have 
supposed that Beza prevaricated as to the means whereby he procured his manu- 

script. He was not the man to be at all ashamed of spoiling the Philistines, and 
the bare mention of Lyons in connexion with the year 1562 would have been 

abundantly intelligible scarce twenty years afterwards. It is however remarkable 
that in the last edition of his Annotations (1598) he nowhere calls it Codex Lug- 

dunensis, but Claromontanus (notes on Luke xix. 2§; Acts xx. 3); for though it 

might be natural that Beza, at eighty years of age and after the lapse of so long a 

time, should confound the Lyons copy with his own Codex Claromontanus of St 
Paul’s Epistles (D); yet the only way in which we can account for the Codex 

Bez being collated in Italy for Stephens, is by adopting Wetstein’s suggestion 

that it was the actual copy (‘‘antiquissimum codicem Grecum”) taken to the 

Council of Trent in 1546 by William a Prato, Bishop of Clermont in Auvergne, to 

confirm the Latin reading in John xxi. 22, ‘ste eum volo,” which D alone is known 

to do. Some learned man (i7d rdv jueréowy dfdwy does not well suit his son 

Henry) might have sent to Robert Stephens from Trent the readings of a manu- 

script to which attention had been thus specially directed. 
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of the first hand in the’ notes (a defect we have also noted in Mai’s 
Cod. B) renders his volumes inconvenient for use. Let Kipling 
be praised for the care and exact diligence his work evinces, 
but Herbert Marsh [1757—1839] was of all Cambridge men of 
that period the only one known to be competent for such a task. 

The Codex Bezae is a quarto volume 10 inches high by 
8 broad; of 414 leaves (whereof 11 are more or less mutilated, 
and 9 by later hands), with one column on a page, the Greek 
text and its Latin version being parallel, the Greek on the left, 
or verso of each leaf, and the Latin on the right, opposite to it, 
on the recto of the next. Notwithstanding the Alexandrine 
forms that abound in it more than in any other copy, and 
which have been held to prove the Egyptian ‘origin of Codd. 
ABC, the fact of its having a Latin version sufficiently at- 
tests its Western origin. The vellum is not quite equal in 
fineness to that of a few others. ‘There are thirty-three lines 
in every page, and these of unequal length, as this manu- 
script is arranged in orlyot, being the earliest in date that 
is so,. The Latin is placed in the same line and as nearly as 
possible in the same order as the corresponding Greek. It has_ 
not the larger cepadata or Eusebian canons, but the Ammonian 
sections, often incorrectly placed, and obviously in a later 
hand. The original absence of these divisions is no proof that 
the book was not at first intended for ecclesiastical use (as 
some have stated), inasmuch as the sections and canons were 
constructed for a very different purpose (see above, p. 50), but 
is another argument for its being copied in the West, perhaps 
not far from the place where it rested so long. The charac- 
ters are of the same size as in ©, smaller than in AB, but 
betray a later age than any of these, although the -Latin 
as well as the Greek is written continuously, excepting that 
in the titles and subscriptions of the several books (as in 
Codd. DH of St Paul) the words are separated. With regard . 
to the use of capitals, Cod. D agrees with Cod. & (see p. 78). 
As a specimen of the style of this manuscript we subjoin about 
half a page both of the Greek and Latin (pp. 148, 9, Matth.. 
xxiv. 51—xxy. 6), which the shape of the present volume 
has compelled us to print lengthwise. The type cast for 
Kipling’s edition, which is here employed, is so wonder- 
fully exact, that it possesses nearly all the advantages of an 

7—2 
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actual facsimile. The horizontal strokes to the left, at the 
bottom of rho and kappa, are not exaggerated in length, 
though they are not so fine as in the original: the curves 
in phi almost become angles (see p. 35): the hook to the left 
of pt is sometimes omitted; in other respects the imitation is 
complete, both in the Greek and Roman letters. In addition 
to the single point, about three-fourths of the height of a 
letter up, which often sub-divides the oréyou in both languages 
(e.g. ll. 3, 9, 11, 16), the coarser hand which inserted the 
Ammonian sections (e.g. CZH or 168 in 1. 2) placed double 
dots (:) after the numerals, and often inserted similar points 
in the text, before or over the first letter of a section. ach 
member of the genealogy in Luke iii. forms a separate oriyos, 
as in Cod B (p. 87): quotations are indicated by throwing 
the commencement of the lines which contain them, both Greek 
and Latin, about an inch back (e.g. Matth. xxvi. 31; Mark 
i, 2; Act. ii. 34; iv. 25). The first three lines of each book, 
in both languages, were written in bright red ink, which was 
also employed in the alternate lines of the subscriptions, and 
in other slight ornaments. ‘The traces of the scribe’s needle 
and lines (sce p. 24) are very visible, the margin ample, and . 
the volume on the whole in good keeping, though its first 
extant page (Latin) is much decayed, and it is stained in 
parts by some chemical mixture that has been applied to it. 
The portions supplied by a later hand are in the uncial Greek 
and cursive Latin characters usual at the dates assigned to 
them. The marginal notes of the Saturday and Sunday les- 
sons (avvayvooua is the form often used) are in thick letters 
(of a later date than the Ammonian sections), which might have 
been written by a Copt. 

The leaves of the Codex Bezae are arranged in quires of four 
sheets (or eight leaves) each, the numeral signatures of which 
are set prima manu low in ‘the margin at the foot of the last 
page of each (see p. 24). It originally consisted of upwards of . 
64 quires, of which the Ist, 44th, and 64th, have each lost some 
leaves, the 34th is entire though containing but six leaves, 
while those signed I'(3), IA(14), KB(22), ME (45)—NB (52), 
NZ(57), and all after HA(64), are wholly wanting. It is not | 
easy to surmise what may have been written on the 67 leaves 
that intervened between MA 5 and NI'1; the gap ends with 
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3 John 11 (Greek), but the space is apparently too great for the 
Catholic Epistles alone, even though we suppose that Jude was 

inserted (as appears in some catalogues) otherwise than in the 
last place. 

The internal character of the Codex Bezae is a most dif- 
ficult and indeed an almost inexhaustible theme. No known 
manuscript contains so many bold and extensive interpola- 
tions (six hundred, it is said, in the Acts alone), counte- 
nanced, where they are not absolutely unsupported, chiefly 
by the Old Latin and some of the Syriac versions: its own 
parallel Latin translation is too servilely accommodated to 
the Greek text to be regarded as an independent authority, 
save where its corresponding Greek is lost. So far as the 
topic can be discussed in an elementary work, it will be 
touched upon in Chapter vu. For the present we shall sim- 
ply say with Davidson that “its singularly corrupt text, in 
connexion with its great antiquity, is a curious problem, 
which cannot easily be solved” (Biblical Crit. Vol. 1 p. 
288); though we are not disposed to imitate the blind policy 
of Beza, who, alarmed by its wide diversities from other 
copies, however ancient, suggested that “‘vitandae quorundam 
offensioni, asservandum potius quam publicandum”’ (Letter to 
the University of Cambridge). : | 

Of the manuscripts hitherto described Codd. SABC for their 

critical value, Cod. D for its numberless and strange deviations 
from other authorities, and all five for their high antiquity, 
demanded a full description. Of those which follow many con- 
tain but a few fragments of the Gospels, and others are so 
recent in date that they hardly exceed in importance some of 
the best cursive copies (e.g. FGHSU). None of these need 
detain us long. | 

E. Copex Bastuiensis (B vi. 21, now K tv. 35) contains 
the four Gospels, excepting Luke iii. 4—15; xxiv. 47—53, and 
was written about the middle of the eighth century. Three »-" * 
leaves on which are Luke i. 69—ii. 4; xii. 58—xiii. 12; xv. 5 
—20 are in a smaller and late hand, above the obliterated. frag- 
ments of a homily as old as the main body of the manuscript. 
This copy is one of the best of the second-rate uncials, and 
might well have been published at length. It was given toa 
religious house in Basle by Cardinal John de Ragusio, who was 
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sent on a mission to the Greeks by the Council of Basle (1481), 
and probably brought it from Constantinople. Erasmus over- 
looked it for later books when preparing his Greek Testament 
at; Basle; indeed it was not brought into the Public Library 
there before 1559. A collation was sent to Mill by John Bat- 
tier, Greek Professor at Basle: Mill named it B. 1, and truly 

declared it-to be “ probate: fidei et bons note.” Bengel (who 
obtained a few extracts from it) calls it Basil. a, but its first real 
collator was Weistein, whose native town it adorns. Since his 

time, Tischendorf in 1843, Professor Miller of Basle and Tre~ 
gelles in 1846, have independently collated it throughout. Judg- 
ing from the specimen sent to him, Mill (N.T. Proleg. § 1118) 
thought the hand much like that of Cod. A; the uncial letters 

(though not so regular or neat) are firm, round and simple: there 
is but one column of about 24 lines on the page; it has breathings 
and accents pretty uniformly, and not ill placed; otherwise, from 
the shape of many of the letters (e.g. theta, facsimile No. 26, 
1, 4), it might be judged of earlier date: observe, however, the 
oblong form of omicron where the space is crowded in the first line 
of the facsimile, whereas the older scribes would have retained 
the circular shape and made the letter very small (see p. 36, 
and facsim. No. 11a, 1.4). The single stop in Cod. E, as was 
stated above (p. 42), changes its place according to the varia- 
tion of its power, as in other copies of about the same age. The 
capitals at the beginning of sections stand out in the margin as 
in Codd. AC. There are no tables of Eusebian canons pre- 
fixed to the Gospels, but lists of the larger xebadata. These, 
together with the numbers of the Ammonian sections in the 
margin and the Eusebian canons beneath them, as well as har- 
monising’. references to the other Gospels at the foot of the 
page (see above, p. 51, note 2), names of feast days with their 
Proper lessons, and other liturgical notices, have been inserted 
(as some think) by a later hand. The value of this codex, as sup- 
plying materials for criticism, is considerable. It approaches 
more nearly than some others of its date to the text now com- 
monly received, and is an excellent witness for it. 

EF. Coprex Boreett, now in the Public Library at Utrecht, 

once belonged to John Boreel [d. 1629], Dutch ambassador at 
the court of King James I. Wetstein obtained some readings 
from -it in 1730, as far as Luke xi, but stated that he knew nof- 
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‘where it then was.. In-1830 Professor Heringa of Utrecht dis- 
covered it in private hands at Arnheim, and procured it for his 
University Library, where in 1850 Tregelles found it, though with 
some difficulty, the leaves being torn and all loose in a box, and 
made a facsimile ; Tischendorf: had looked through it in 1841. 
In 1843, after Heringa’s death, H. E. Vinke published that scho- 
lar’s Disputatio de Codice Boreeliano, which includes a full and 

exact collation of the text. It contains the Four Gospels with 
many defects, some of which have been caused since the colla- 
tion was made which Wetstein published: hence the codex 
must still sometimes be cited on his authority as F”, In fact 
there are but 204 leaves and a few fragments remaining, written 
with two columns of about 19 lines each on the page, in a tall, 
oblong, upright form: it is referred by Tischendorf to the ninth, 
by Tregelles to the tenth century. In St Luke there are no 
less than 24 gaps; in Wetstein’s collation it began Matth. vii. 
6, but now ix. 1: other hiatus are Matth. xii. 1—44; xiii. 55— 

- xiv. 9; xv. 20—31; xx. 18—xxi. 5; Mark i. 483—i1. 8; ii. 23 
—ill, 5; xi. 6—26; xiv. 54—xv. 5; xv. 39—xvi.19; John iii, 
5—14; iv. 23—38; v. 18—38; vi. 89-63; vii. 28—viii. 10; 
x. 82—xi. 8; xi. 40—xil. 3; xii. 14—25: it ends xiii. 34, 
Few manuscripts have fallen into such unworthy hands. The 
Eusebian canons are wanting, the Ammonian sections standing 
without them in the margin. Thus in Mark x. 13 (see facsimile, 
No. 27) the section ps (106) has not under it the proper canon 
B (2). The letters delta, epsilon, theta, omicron, and. especially 
the cross-like ps? are of the most recent uncial form, phd is large 
and bevelled at both ends; the breathings and accents are fully. 
and not incorrectly given. 

¥*, Copex CoIsin. 1 is that great copy of the Septuagint 
Octateuch, the glory of the Coislin Library, first made known 
by Montfaucon (Biblioth. Coislin. 1715), and illustrated by a 
facsimile in Silvestre’s Paléogr. Univ. No. 65. It contains 227 
leaves in two columns, 18 inches by 9: the fine massive uncials 
of the sixth or seventh century are much like Cod. A’s in general 
appearance. In the margin primé manu Wetstein found Acts. 
ix, 24, 25, and so inserted this as Cod. F in his list of MSS. 
of the Acts, In 1842 Ti8chendorf observed 19 other passages of 
the New Testament, which he published in his Monwmenta sacra 
inedita (p. 400, &c.) with a facsimile. The texts are Matth. v. 
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48; xii. 48; xxvii. 25; Luke i. 42; it. 24; xxii. 21; John v. 
85; vi. 58, 55; Acts iv. 83, 84; x. 18, 15; xxii. 22, 1 Cov. 
vii. 39; xi. 29; 2 Cor. iii. 13; ix. 7; xi. 33; Gal. iv. 21, 22; 
Col. ii. 16, 17; Hebr. x. 26. | 

G. Cop. Harietan. 5684, These two copies were brought 
or Wotri A, } om the Hast by Andrew Eras- 

H. Cop. Wotrir B. mus Seidel, purchased by La 
Croze, and by him presented to J. C. Wolff, who published 
loose extracts from them both in his Anecdota Greca (Vol. 11. 
1723), and actually mutilated them in 1721 in order to send 
pieces to Bentley, among whose papers in Trinity College Library 
(B. xvit. 20) Tregelles found the fragments in 1845 (Account of 
the Printed Text, p. 160). Subsequently Cod. G came with the 
rest of the Harleian collection into the British Museum; Cod. 
H, which had long been missing, was brought to light in the 
Public Library of Hamburgh, through Petersen the Librarian, 
in 1838. Codd. GH have now been thoroughly collated both 
by Tischendorf and Tregelles. Cod. G appears to be of the 
tenth, Cod. H of the ninth century, and is stated to be of higher 
critical value. Besides the mutilated fragments at Trinity Col- 
lege (Matth. v. 29—31; 89—43 of Cod. G; Luke i. 3—6; 13 
—15 of Cod. H), many parts of both have perished: viz. in 
Cod. G 372 verses; Matth. i. 1—vi. 6; vii. 25—viii. 9; viii. 
23~-ix. 2; xxvili. 18—Mark i. 13; xiv. 19-25; Luke i. I~ 

18; v. 4—vii. 3; vill, 46—ix. 5; xii. 27—51; xxiv. 41—53; 

John xviii. 5—19; xix. 4—27 (of which one later hand supplies 
Matth. xxviii. 18—Mark i. 8; John xviii. 5—19; another Luke 
xii, 27—51): in Cod. H 679 verses; Matth. i. l—xv. 30; xxv. 
33—xxvi.3; Mark i. 32—-11.4; xv. 44—xvi. 14; Luke v. 18— 

32; vi. 8-22; x. 2—19; John ix. 830—x. 25; xviii. 2—18; 
xx. 12—25. Cod. G has some Church notes in the margin; 
Cod. H the Ammonian sections without the Eusebian canons: 
G however has both sections and canons. Both are written 
in a somewhat rude style, with breathings and accents rather 
irregularly placed, as was the fashion of their times; G in two 
columns of 22 lines each on a page, H with one column of 23 
lines. In each the latest form of the uncial letters is very 
manifest (e.g. delia, theta), but G is the neater of the two. In. 
G the single point, in H a kind of Maltese cross, are the pre- 
vailing marks of punctuation. Our facsimiles (Nos. 28 of G, 30 
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of H) are due to Tregelles; that of G he took from the fragment at 

Trinity College. Inasmuch as beside Matth. v. 31 Ap (apy) 

is conspicuous in the margin, and vé tH Ke (réA0s Tijs AéEews) 
stands in the text itself, good scholars may be excused for 
having mistaken it for a scrap of some Evangelistarium. 

I. Cop. Tiscuenporr. II at St: Petersburg, consists of 
palimpsest fragments found by Tischendorf in 1853 “in the 
dust of an Eastern library,” and published in his new series of 
Monumenta sacra, Vol, 1. 1855. -On 28 vellum leaves (8 of 
them on 4 double leaves) Georgian writing is above the partially 
obliterated Greek, which is for the most part very hard to read. 
They compose fragments of no less than seven different manu- 
scripts; the first two, of the fifth century, are as old as Codd. 
AC (the first having scarcely any capital letters and those very 
slightly larger than the rest); the third fragment seems of the 
sixth century, nearly of the date of Cod. N (p. 110), about as 
old as Cod. P (see p. 118); the fourth scarcely less ancient: all 
four, like other palimpsests, have the Ammonian sections with- 
out, the Eusebian canons (see p. 51). Of the Gospels we have 
190 verses: viz. (Frag. 1) John xi. 50—xii. 9; xv. 12—xvi. 2; 
xix. 11—24; (frag. 2) Matth. xiv. 183—16; 19—238; xxiv. 37 
—xxy. 1; xxv. 82—45; xxvi. 31—45; Mark ix. 14—22; xiv. 
58—70; (Frag. 3) Matth. xvii, 22—xvili. 3; xviii, 11—19; 
xix. 5—14; Luke xviii. 14—25; John iv. 52—v. 8; xx. 17— 
26; (Frag. 4) Luke vii. 39—49; xxiv. 10—19. The fifth 
fragment, containing portions of the Acts and St Paul’s Epistles 
(1 Cor, xv. 58—xvi. 9; Tit. i, 1—13; Acts xxviii. 8—17) is as . 
old as the third, if not as the first. The sixth and seventh 
fragments are of the seventh century: viz. (Frag. 5, of two 
leaves) Acts ii. 6—17; xxvi. 7—18; (Frag. 7, of one leaf) Acts 
xii. 39—46. In all seven are 255 verses. All except Frag. 6 
are in two columns of from 29 to 18 lines each, and unaccen- 
tuated; rag. 6 has but one column on a page, with some 
accents. The first five fragments, so far as they extend, must 
be placed in the first rank as critical authorities. Tischendorf 
gives us six facsimiles of them in the Monumenta sacra, a 
seventh in Anecdota sacra et profana, 1855. 

K. Cop. Cyprtus or No. 63 of the Imperial Library at Paris, 
shares only with Codd. MSU the advantage of being a com- 

rn 
4 
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plete uncial copy of the Four Gospels. It was brought into the 
Colbert Library from Cyprus in 1673; Mill inserted its readings 
from Simon; it was re-examined by Scholz, whose inaccuracies 
(especially those in his collation of Cod. K in his “ Cure Cri- 
tice in Historiam textis Evangeliorum,” Heidelberg. 1820) have 
been strongly denounced by later editors, and I fear with too 
good reason. The independent collations of Tischendorf and 
Tregelles have now done all that can be needed for this copy. 
It is an oblong 4to, in compressed uncials, of about the middle 
of the ninth century, having one column of about 21 lines on 
each page, but the hand-writing is irregular and varies much in 
size. <A single point being often found where the sense does 
not require it, this codex has been thought to have been copied 
from an older one arranged in oriyor; the ends of each oriyos 
may have been indicated in this manner by the scribe. The 
subscriptions, rirAos, Ammonian sections, and indices of the 
xeparata of the last three Gospels are believed to be the work 
of a later hand: the Eusebian canons are absent. The breath- 
ings and accents are primdé manu, but often omitted or incor- 
rectly placed. Itacisms and permutations of consonants are 
very frequent, and the text is of an unusual and interesting 
character. Scholz regards the directions for the Church lessons, 
even the dpyai and rédy in the margin at the beginning and 
end of lessons, as by the original scribe. He transcribes at 
length the dkAoyadiov rev 8 evayyedoray and the fragments of 
a menology prefixed to Cod. K (N. T. Vol. 1. pp. 455—498 ; 
see above, pp. 64, 68—75), of which tables it affords the ear- 
liest specimen... The second hand writes at the end mpocdéEn 
ravrny [ray SéXTov] 4 aryla OeordKos Kal 6 &ytos Edtiycos. The 
style of this copy will be seen from our facsimile (No. 29) from 
‘Luke xx. 9: the number of the larger chapter (O or 70) stands in 
the margin, referring to the ritAos, TAPABOAH AMITIEAWNOC 
at the top of the page. The two stops in I. 2 illustrate the 
unusual punctuation of this copy. 

L. Cop. Rearus, No. 62 in the Imperial Library at Paris, 
is by far the most remarkable document of its age and class. 
Tt contains the Four Gospels, except the following passages, 
Matth. iv. 22—v. 14; xxviii. 17—20; Mark x. 16~—30; xv. 2 
—20; John xxi. 15—25, It was written. about the eighth 

century and consists of 257 leaves 4to, of thick vellum, nearly 
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64 inches ‘square, with two columns of 25 lines each on a page, 
regularly marked, as we so often see, by the stylus and ruler. 
This is doubtless Stephens’ 7, though he cites it erroneously in 
Acts xxiv. 7 bis; xxv. 14; xxvii. 1; xxvili. 11: 1t was even 
then in the Royal Library, although ‘“ Roberto Stephano”’ is 
marked in the volume. Wetstein collated Cod. L but loosely ; 
Griesbach, who set a very high value on it, studied it with 

peculiar care; Tischendorf published it in full in his Monumenta 
sacra inedita, 1846. It is but carelessly written, and abounds 

with errors of the ignorant scribe, who was more probably an 
Egyptian than a native Greek. The breathings and accents are 
often deficient, often added wrongly, and placed throughout 
without rule or propriety. The apostrophus also is common, 
and frequently out of place; the points are quite irregular, as 
we have elsewhere stated (p. 42). Capitals occur plentifully, 

often painted and in questionable taste (see facsim. No. 21), and 
there is a tendency throughout to inelegant ornament. This 
codex is in bad condition through damp, the ink brown or pale, 
the uncial letters of a debased oblong shape: ph? is enormously 
large and sometimes quite angular (p. 35), other letters are 
such as might be looked for from its date; neither neat nor 
remarkably clear. The lessons for Sundays, festivals, &c., 
dpyat and ré\n are marked everywhere in the margin, espe- 
cially in St Matthew; there are also many corrections and im- 
portant critical notes (e.g. Mark xvi. 8) in the text or margin, 
apparently primé manu. Before each Gospel are indices of 
the xepddraia, now imperfect: we find also the tiérAos at the 
head and occasionally at the foot of the several pages; the 
numbers of the cebddrara (pointed out by the sign of the cross), 
Ammonian sections and Eusebian canons in the inner margin’, 
often ill put, as if only half understood. The critical weight of 
this copy may best, be discussed hereafter (Chap. vi); it will 

here suffice barely to mention its resemblance to Cod. B, to the 
citations of Origen [185—254], and to the margin of the Phi- 
loxenian Syriac version [A.p. 616]. Cod. L abounds in what are 
termed Alexandrian forms, beyond any other copy of its date. 

M. Cov. Campranus, No. 48 in the Imperial Library at 

* In our facsimile (No, 21) of John xii, 13, 14, IA (14) is the number of the 
Kepanauoy wept rob bvov, pa, (101) of the Ammonian section, Z (7) of the Eusebian 

: anon, , 
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Paris, contains the Four Gospels complete in a small 4to form, 
written in very elegant and minute uncials of the end of the 
ninth century, with two columns of 24 lines each on a page. 
The Abbé Francis des Camps gave it to Louis XIV, Jan. 1, 
1707. This document is Kuster’s 2 (1711); it was collated by 
Wetstein, Scholz and Tregelles; transcribed in 1841 by Tisch- 
endorf. Its synaxaria (see p. 65) have been published by Scholz 
in the same place as those of Cod. K, and obviously with great 
carelessness. Scholia abound in the margin (‘Tischendorf thinks 

primd manu) in a very small hand, like in style to the Oxford 
Plato (Clarke 39, above, p. 36): we find too Hippolytus’ chrono- 
logy of the Gospels, Eusebius’ canons, and some Arabic scrawled 
on the last leaf, of which the name of Jerusalem alone has been 
read, It has breathings, accents pretty fairly given, and a musical 
notation in red, so frequent in Church manuscripts of the age. 
Its readings are very good; itacisms and v éfeAxvortixdy are fre- 
quent. Tischendorf compares the form of its uncials to those of 
Cod. V (below, p. 117); which, judging from the facsimile given 
by Matthaei, we should deem somewhat less beautiful. From 
our facsimile (No. 31) it will be seen that.the round letiers are 
much narrowed, the later form of deléa quite decided, while 
pt and beta might look earlier. Our specimen (Matth., iii. 11) 
represents the canon A, under the section IA. 

N. Coprex Purrurgvs. Only twelve leaves of this beau- 
tiful copy remain, and some former possessor must have divided 
them in order to obtain a better price from three purchasers 
than from one; four leaves being now in the British Museum 
(Cotton, C. xv.), six in the Vatican (No. 3785), two at Vienna 
(Lambec. 2), at the end of a fragment of Genesis in a different 
hand. The London fragments (Matth. xxvi. 57—65; xxvii. 
26—34; John xiv. 2—10; xv. 15—22) were collated by Wet- 
stein on his first visit to England in 1715, and marked in his 
Greek Testament by the letter J: Scrivener transcribed them 
in 1845, and announced that they contained 57 various read- 
ings, of which, Wetstein had given but 5. The Vienna frag- 
ment (Luke xxiv. 18—21; 39—49) had long been known by 
the descriptions of Lambeccius: Wetstein had called it N; Tres- 
chow in 1773 and Alter in 1787 had given imperfect collations 
of it. Scholz first noticed the Vatican leaves (Matth. xix. 
6—13; xx. 6—22; xx. 29—xxi. 19), denoted them by I’, and 
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used some readings extracted by Gaetano Marini. It was 
reserved for Tischendorf (Monumenta sacra inedita, 1846) to 
publish them all in full, and to determine by actual inspection 
that they were portions of the same manuscript, of the date 
of about the end of the sixth century. This book is written 
on the thinnest vellum (see p. 21), dyed purple, and the silver 
letters (which have turned quite black) were impressed in some 
way on it, but are too varied in shape, and at the end of the lines 
in size, to admit the supposition of moveable type being used; 
as some have. thought to be the case in the Codex Argenteus 
of the Gothic Gospels. The abridgements @C, XC &c. are 
in gold; and some changes have been made by an ancient 
second hand. The Ammonian sections and Eusebian canons 
are faithfully given (see p. 53), and the Vatican portion has 
the 41st, 46th and 47th ritAos of St Matthew at the head 

of the pages (see p. 49). Hach page has two columns of 16 
lines, and the letters (about 10 or 12 in a line) are firm, uniform, - 

bold, and unornamented, though not quite so much so as ina 
few older documents; their lower extremities are bevelled (No. 14). 
Their size is at least four times that of the letters in Cod. A, 

the punctuation quite as simple, being a single point (and that 
usually neglected) level with the top of the letter (see our 
facsimile, No 14, 1. 3), and there is no space left between words 
even after stops. A few letters stand out as capitals at the 
beginning of lines; of the breathings and accents, if such 

they be, we have spoken above (p. 41). Letters diminished 
at the end of a line do not lose their ancient shape, as in many 
later books: compendia scribendi are rare, yet + stands for N 
at the end of a line no less than 29 times in the London leaves 
alone, but 1, for as only once. I at the beginning of a syllable 
has two dots over it, T but one. We have discussed above 
(pp. 30—85) the shape of the alphabet in N (for by that single 
letter Tischendorf denotes it), and compared it with others of 
nearly the same date; alpha, omega, lambda look more ancient 
than delta or at. It exhibits strong Alexandrine forms, e. g. 
Taparjprpoue, evyoray (the latter condemned secundé manu), 
and not a few such itacisms as the changes of s and es, as and e. 

N?, Musser Brrrrannicr (Addit. 17136) is a 16° volume 
containing the hymns of Severus in Syriac, and is one of the 
books recently brought thither from the Nitrian desert. It is 
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a palimpsest, with a second Syriac work written below the 
first, and under both four leaves (117, 118, 127, 128) contain 
fragments of 16 verses of St John (xiii. 16; 17; 19; 20; 23; 
94: 26; 27; xvi. 7; 8; 12; 13; 15; 16; 18; 19). These 

Tischendorf (and Tregelles about the same time) decyphered 
- with great difficulty, and published in the second volume of 
his new collection of Monumenta sacra tnedita. He finds the 
Ammonian sections, the earliest form of uncial characters, no 
capital letters, and only the simplest kind of punctuation: and 
hesitates whether he shall assign the fragment to the 4th or 
5th century. 

| O. No less than seven small fragments have bore this 
mark. O of Wetstein was given by Anselmo Banduri to Mont- 
faucon, and contains only Luke xviii. 11—14: this Tischen- 
dorf discards as taken from an Evangelistarium (of the tenth 
century, as he judges from the writing) chiefly because it wants 
the Ammonian number at v.14. In its room he puts for Cod. O 
Moscow Synod. 120 (Matthaei, 15), a few leaves of about the 

ninth century (containing the 16 verses, John i.1—4; xx. 10— 
13; 15—17; 20—24, with some scholia), used for binding a 
copy of Chrysostom’s Homilies, brought from Mount Athos, and 

published in Matthaei’s Greek Testament with a facsimile. Tre- 
gelles also will append it to his edition of Cod: & (see p. 126). 
Tn this fragment we find the cross-like ps¢ (p. 35), the interroga- 
tive; (Jo. xx. 13), and the comma (#. v. 12). The next five 
comprise N,. T. hymns. 

O*. Magnificat and Benedictus in Greek uncials of the 8th 

or 9th century, in a Latin book at Wolfenbiittel, is published by 

Tischendorf, Anecdota sacr. et prof..1855; as is also O», which 
contains these two and Nunc Dimittis, of the ninth century, 
and is at Oxford, Bodleian. Misc. Gr. 5 (Auct. D. 4,1) foll. 

313—41, O°. Magnificat in the Verona Psalter of the 6th century 
(the Greek being written in Latin letters), published by Blan- 
chini, (Vindicie Canon. Script. 1740). O04, O°, both contain the: 
three hymns, O* in the great purple and silver Turin Psalter 
of the 7th century; O° of the 9th century at St Gall (Cod. 17), 
partly written in Greek, partly in Latin. 

1 These songs, with 13 others from the Old Testament and Apocrypha, though 
partially written in uncial letters, are included in a volume of Psalms and Hymns, 

whose prevailing character is early cursive. 
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P, Copex GueLpHersyTanus A.) ' These are two palimps- 
B } ests, discovered by F. A. 

Knittel, Archdeacon of Wolfenbiittel, in the Ducal Library of 

that city, which (together with some fragments of Ulphilas’ 

Gothic version) lie under the more modern writings of Isidore 

of Seville. He published the whole in 1762, so far at least 
as he could read them, though Tregelles believed more might 
be decyphered, and Tischendorf, with his unconquerable energy, 
has just re-edited the Greek portion in Vol. m1. of his Monu- 
menta sacra inedita (1860). The volume (called the Codeai 
Carolinus) seems to have been once at Bobbio, and has been 
traced from Weissenburg to Mayence and Prague, till it was 
bought by a Duke of Brunswick in 1689. Codex P contains, 
on 43 leaves, 81 fragments of 486 verses, taken from all the 

four Evangelists?; Codex Q, on 13 leaves, 12 fragments of 235 
verses from Luke and John’; but all can be traced only with 
great difficulty. <A few portions, once written in vermillion, 
have quite departed, but Tischendorf has made material addi- 
tions to Knittel’s labours, both in extent and accuracy. He 
assigns P to the sixth, Q to the fifth century. Both are written 
in two columns, the uncials being bold, round or square, those 
of Q not a little the smaller. The capitals in P are large and 
frequent, and both have the Ammonian sections without the 
canons of Eusebius (but see above, p. 51). The table of rirAou 
found in the volume is written in oblong uncials of a lower 
date. Itacisms, what are termed Alexandrine forms, and the 

usual contractions (IC, XC, KC, 6C, YC, TTHP, TINA, TAHM, 

ANOC, AAA, M) occur in both copies. From Tischendort’s 
beautiful facsimiles of Codd. PQ we observe that while delta 
is fax more elaborate in P than Q, the precise contrary is the case 

with pi. Epsilon and sigma in P have strong points at all the 

ooesoeenesessesooneestasenes @eoves 

1 Codex P contains Matth. i, rr—ar; iii. 13—Iv. 19; x. 7—193 x. 42—xi. 11; 
xiii. 4o—50; xiv. 1g—xv. 3; xv. 29—39; Mark i. 1—10; iii. s—17; xiv. 13— 
245 48—61; xv. 12-37; Luke i, 1—13; ii. g—20; vi. 21—42; vii. 32—viii. 2; 
Vili, 31—50; ix. 2636; x. 36—xi. 4; xii. 34-45; xiv. 14~—25; xv. 13—xvie 
225 xviii. 13—39} XX, 21—xxi, 35 xxii, 3—16; xxiii, 22—32; 45—56; xxiv. 14 
~—37; John i. 29—41; ii, 13-05; xxi, r—r1. 

2 Codex Q contains Luke iy. 34-—V. 43 vi. 1O—265 xii. 6—43; xv. 14--313 
Vil, 34—xvili. 15; xviii, 34—xix, IL; XIX. 47—XX. 173 XX. 34-——xxi. 85 xxil, 27 
—46; xxiii. 30-—49; John xii, 3—20; xiv. 3—22. 

8 
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extremities ; nw in each is of the ancient form exhibited in Codd. 

S NR (see p. 83); while in P alpha resembles in shape that 
of our alphabet in Plate 11. No. 5, eta that in Plate 111. No. 7. 

R. This letter also, like some that precede, has been used 
to represent different books by various editors, a practice the 
inconvenience of which is very manifest. (1) R of Griesbach and 
Scholz is a fragment of two 4to leaves containing John i. 388—50, 
at Tiibingen (published by Reuss, 1778), which from its thick 
vellum, want of the Ammonian sections and Eusebian canons, 
and the general resemblance of its uncials to those of late service 
books, Tischendorf pronounces to be an Evangelistarium, and 
puts in its room (2) in his N.T. of 1849, 12 or 14 leaves of a 
palimpsest in the Royal Library of Naples (Borbon. 11. C. 15) of 
the eighth century, under a Typicum (see Suicer, Thes. Eccles. 
Tom. 11. 13835) or Ritual of the Greek Church of the fourteenth 
century. These are fragments from the first three Evangelists, 
in oblong uncials, leaning to the right. Tischendorf, by chemi- 
cal applications, was able in 1843 to read one page, in two columns 
of 25 lines each (Mark xiv. 32—39), and saw the Ammonian 
sections in the margin; the Eusebian canons he thinks have been 
washed out: but in 1859 he calls this fragment W?, reserving 
the letter R, for (3) Codex Nitriensis, Brit. Museum, Additional 
17211, the very important palimpsest containing on 45 leaves 
about 505 verses of St Luke in 25 fragments}, under the black, 
broad Syriac writing of Severus of Antioch against Gram- 
maticus, of the ninth or tenth century. ‘There are two columns 
of about 25 lines each on a page; for their boldness and sim- 
plicity the letters may be referred to the end of the. sixth cen- 
tury; we have given a facsimile of the manuscript (which 
cannot be read in parts but with the utmost difficulty?), and 
an alphabet collected from it (Nos. 5,17). In size and shape 
the letters are much like those of Codd. INP, only that 
they are somewhat irregular and straggling: the punctuation 

1 Codex R contains Luke i. r—13; i. 69—ii. 43; 16—27; iv. 38—v. 5; v..25— 

vi. 8; 18—31; vi, 4g—vii. 22; viii, 5—15; vill, 25-—ix. 1; ix. 12-—43; x. 3— 

16; xi, 4—275 xii. 4—15; 4o—525 xiii. 26—xiv. 1; xiv, 12—xv. 1; xv. 13—xvi. 
16; xvii, 21—xviii, 10; xviii. 22—xx. 203 xx. 33—473 xxi, 12—xxil, 6; xxii, 8 

—I4; 42—56; xxii, 71—xxili, 115 xxill. 38—s0. 

2 In our facsimile we have not attempted to represent the extreme faintness of 
the lines, which in parts are only just visible. 
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is effected by a single point almost level with the top of the 

letter, as in Cod. N. The Ammonian sections are there with- 

out the Eusebian canons, and the first two leaves are devoted 
to the rfrAo: of St Luke. This most important palimpsest is 
one of the 550 manuscripts brought to England about 1847, 
from the Syrian convent of S. Mary Deipara, in the Nitrian 
Desert, 70 miles N. W. of Cairo. When examined at the 
British Museum by Canon Cureton, then one of the Librarians, 

he discovered in the same volume, and published in 1851 
(with six pages in facsimile), a palimpsest of 4000 lines of 
Homer’s Iliad, not in the same hand as St Luke, but quite 
as ancient. The fragments of St Luke were independently 
transcribed, with most laudable patience, both by Tregelles 
in 1854, and by Tischendorf in 1855. The latter has published 
an edition of them in his Monumenta sacra inedit. Vol. 11. with 
a facsimile. Tregelles (Horne’s Introd. Vol. tv. p. 184) calls 
attention to a palimpsest fragment of St John’s Gospel, of 
extreme antiquity, on beautiful vellum, with letters much like 
those of Cod. B, which has been used more than once for Syriac 
writing. This is also one of the Nitrian books (Brit. Mus. 
Addit. 17186). It contains but 15 verses (John xiii. 16; 17; 
19; 20; 23; 24; 26; 27; xvi. 7; 8; 9; 12; 18; 18; 19). 
The writing is in two columns, with the Ammonian sections, but 
not the Eusebian canons. One rough breathing is legible here. 

S. Copex Vaticanus 354, contains the four Gospels en- 
tire, and is the earliest dated manuscript of the Greek Testa- 
ment. This is a folio of 234 leaves, written in large oblong or 
compressed uncials: the Epistle to Carpianus and Eusebian 
canons are prefixed, and it contains many later corrections, and 
marginal notes (e.g. Matth. xxvii. 16, 17: vid. Tischendorf. 
N.T.). Luke xxii. 48, 44; John. v. 4; vii. 53—viii. 11 are 
obelized. At the end we read éypades 4 tusla SérxTos abrn 
Sid yeupds euod Muyayr povayod duaptrwrod pyri paptle 
a npépa é, dpa s’, érous suve. wd. € i.e, A.D. 949. “ Codicem 
bis diligenter contulimus,” says Birch: but collators in his 
day (1781—3) seldom noticed orthographical forms or stated 
Where the readings agree with the received text: so that a 
more thorough examination is still required. Tyegelles and 
Tischendorf, when at Rome, only inspected it: the latter states . 
that Birch’s facsimile (consisting of the obelized Jo. v. 4) is 

8—2 
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coarsely executed, while Blanchini’s is too elegant; he has 
made another himself. . 

T. Coprx BorGianus 1, now in the Propaganda at Rome 
(see below Cod. 180 of the Gospels), contains 13 or more 4to 
leaves of Luke and John, with a Thebaic or Sahidic version 
at their side, but on the opposite and left page. Hach page 
consists of two columns; a single point indicates a break in 
the sense, but there are no other divisions. The fragment 
contains Luke xxii. 20—xxili. 20; John vi. 28—67; vii. 6 

—vili, 82 (177 verses, since vii. 53—viii. 11 are wanting), 
The portion containing St John, both in Greek and Egyptian, 
was carefully edited at Rome in 1789 by A. A. Giorgi, an 
Augustinian Eremite: his facsimile, however (vii. 35) seems 
somewhat rough, though Tischendorf (who has inspected the 
codex) says that its uncials look as if written by a Copt, from 
their resemblance to Coptic letters: the shapes of .alpha and 
wota axe specially noticeable. Birch had previously collated the 
Greek text. Notwithstanding the constant presence of the rough 
and smooth breathing in this copy, Giorgi refers it to the fourth 
century, Tischendorf to the fifth, The Greek fragment of St 
Luke was first collated by Mr Bradley H. Alford, and in- 
serted by his brother Dean Alford in the fourth edition of his 
Greek Testament, Vol. 1. (1859). Dr Tregelles had drawn Mr 
Alford’s attention to it, from a hint thrown out by Zoega, in 
p. 184 of his “ Catalogus codd. Copt. MSS. qui in Museo Bor- 
giano Velitris adservantur.” Romae 1810. 

T* is used by Tischendorf to indicate a few leaves in 
Greek and Thebaic, which once belonged to Woide, and were 
published with his other Thebaic fragments in Ford’s Appendix 
to the Codex Alexandrinus, Oxon. 1799. They contain Luke 
xii, 15—xiii. 82; John viii. 383—42 (85 verses). From the 
second fragment it plainly appears (what the similarity of the 
facsimiles had suggested to Tregelles) that T and T® are parts 
of the same manuscript, for the page of T*® which contains 
John viii. 33 in Greek exhibits on its reverse the Thebaic 
version of John viii. 23—32, of which T affords us only the 
Greek text. This fact was first noted by Tischendorf (N.T. 
1859), who adds that the Coptic scribe blundered much over 
the Greek: e.g. RaBovea Luke xiii. 21; so Sexat for dexa Kat, 
v. 16. 
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- U, Copex Nanianus 1, so called from a former possessor, 

is now in the Library of St Mark, Venice (I. viit). It con- 
tains the four Gospels entire, carefully and luxuriously written 
in two columns of 21 lines each on the 4to page, scarcely be- 
fore the tenth century, although the “letters are in general 
an imitation of those used before the introduction of com- 
pressed uncials; but they do not belong to the age when full 
and round writing was customary or natural, so that the 
stiffmess and want of ease is manifest” (Tregelles’ Horne, p. 
202). Thus while the small o in 1.1 of our facsimile (No. 22) 
is in the oldest style, the oblong omicrons creep in at the end ~ 
of lines 2 and 4. Munter sent some extracts from this copy to 
Birch, who used them for his edition, and states that the book 
contains the Eusebian canons. Accordingly in Mark v. 18, B 
(in error for H) stands under the proper Ammonian section 

un (48). Tischendorf in 1843 and Tregelles in 1846 collated 
Cod. U, thoroughly and independently, and compared their 
work at Leipsic for the purpose of mutual correction. 
_ V. Coprx Mosqurnsis, of the Holy Synod, is known 

almost’ exclusively from Matthaei’s Greek Testament: he states, 
no doubt most truly, that he collated it “bis diligentissimé,” 
and gives a facsimile of it, assigning it to the eighth century. 
Judging from Matthaei’s plate, it is hard to say why others have 
dated it in the ninth. . It contained in 1779, when first col- 
lated, the Four Gospels in 8vo with the Ammonian sections 
and Eusebian canons, in uncial letters down to John vii. 39, 
our yap nv, and from that point in cursive letters of the 13th 

century ; Matth. v. 44—vi. 12; ix. 18—x. 1 being lost: when 
recollated but four years later Matth. xxii. 44—xxiii. 35; John” 
xxi. 10—25 had disappeared. Matthaei tells us that the manu- 
Script is written stichometrically, by a diligent scribe: its re- 
semblance to Cod. M has been already mentioned (p. 110). The 
cursive portion is Matthaei’s v, Scholz’s Evan. 250. . 

‘W*. Cop. Rec. Paris 314 consists of but two leaves at 
the end of another book, containing Luke ix. 34—47; x. 12 

7 [say almost, for Bengel’s description makes it plain that this is the Moscow 
manuscript from which F.C, Gross sent him the extracts, that Wetstein copied 
and numbered Evan. 87, Bengel, however, states that the cursive portion from 
John vii,.onwards bears the date of 6508 or A.D. 1000. Scholz was the first to. 
notice this identity. 
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—22 (23 verses). Its date is about the eighth century; the 
uncial letters are firmly written, delta and theta being of the 
ordinary oblong shape of that period. Accents and breathings 
are usually put; all the stops are expressed by a single point, 
whose position makes no difference in its power (see p. 42). 
This copy was adapted to Church use, but is not an Evan- 
gelistarium, inasmuch as it exhibits the Ammonian sections 
and Eusebian canons’, and tirAot twice at the head of the page. 
This fragment was brought to light by Scholz, and published 
by Tischendorf, Monument. sacra ined. 1846. He considers 
the fragment at Naples he had formerly numbered R (2) as ano- 
ther portion of the same copy, and therefore indicates it in 
his 7th edition of the N. T. (1859) as W? (see p. 114). 

W* is assigned by Tischendorf to three leaves containing 
Mark ii. 8—16; Luke i. 20—32; 64—79 (385 verses), which 
have been washed to make a palimpsest, and the writing erased 
in parts by a knife. There are also some traces of a Latin 
version, but all these were used up to bind other books in 
the library of St Gall. They are of the eighth century, and 
have appeared in Vol. 111. of Monumenta sacra inedita, with a 
facsimile, whose style closely resembles that of Cod. A, and its 
kindred FG of St Paul’s Epistles. 

X. Coprex Monacensis in the University Library at Mu- 
nich is a valuable folio manuscript of the end of the ninth or 
early in the tenth century, containing the Four Gospels (in the 
order described above p. 62), with serious defects?, and a com- 
mentary (chiefly from Chrysostom) surrounding and interspersed. 
with the text of all but St Mark, in early cursive letters, not un- 

like (in Tischendorf’s judgment) the celebrated Oxford Plato dated 
895 (see p. 86). The very elegant uncials of Cod. X “are small 
and upright; though some of them are compressed, they seem 

1 Notwithstanding the Eusebian canons have beeri washed out of W, a strong 

confirmation of what was conjectured above, p. 51. 

' 2 Codex X contains Matth. vi. 3—10; vii. r~ix. 20; ix. 34—xi. 243 xii. 9— 

xvi, 28; xvii. 14—xvili, 25; xix, 22—xxi, 13; xxi. 28—xxii. 22; xxiii. 27—xxiv. 

23 xxiv. 23—35; xXV. I—30; xxvi. 69—xxvii. 12; Mark vi. 47—Luke i, 37; ii, 

19—iii. 38; iv. 21I—x. 37; xi. 1—xvili. 43; xx. 46—John ii. 225 vii, r—xill. 5 ; 

xiii, 20—xv. 28: xvi, 23—xxi. 25. The hiatus in John ii, 22—vil, 1 is supplied - 

on paper in a hand of the twelfth century; Mark xiv. 61—64; xiv. 72—xv. 4; 

XV. 33—xvi. 6 are illegible in parts, and xvi, 6—8 have perished. Matth. v. 45 

survives in the commentary. 
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as if they were partial imitations of those used in very early 
copies” (Tregelles’ Horne p. 195, facsimile No. 33). Hach page 

has two columns of about 45 lines each. There are no divisions 

by rérdoe or sections, nor notes to serve for ecclesiastical use. _ 

This copy has been often removed; the ink has much faded,- 

and. its general condition is bad. From a memorandum in the 
beginning we find that it came from Rome to Ingoldstadt, and 
that it was at Innsbruck in 1757; from Ingoldstadt it was 
taken to Landshut, thence to Munich. When it was at In- 
goldstadt Griesbach obtained some extracts from it through 
Dobrowsky for his edition of the Greek Testament; Scholz 
first collated it, in his usual unhappy way; Tischendorf in 1844, 
Tregelles in 1846, examined it thoroughly, and compared and 
verified the results of their independent collations. 

Y. Copex BARBERINI 225 at Rome (in the Library founded 
by Cardinal Barberini in the 17th century) contains on six large 
leaves the 1387 verses John xvi. 3—xix. 41, of about the eighth 
century. Tischendorf obtained access to it in 1848 for a few 
hours, after some difficulty with the Prince Barberini, and pub- 
lished it in his first instalment of Monumenta sacra tnedita, 
1846. Scholz had first noticed, and loosely collated it, A 
later hand has coarsely retraced the letters, but the ancient 
writing is plain and good. Accents and breathings are most 
often neglected or placed wrongly: « A .7, are frequent at the 
end of lines. For punctuation one, two, three or even four 
points are employed, the power of the single point varying as in 
Codd. E (see pp. 42, 104) © or B of the Apocalypse. The Am- 
monian sections are without the Eusebian canons: and such 

forms as Anprberar xvi. 14, AnprperOe v. 24 occur. These few 
uncial leaves are prefixed to a cursive copy of the Gospels with 
Theophylact’s commentary (Evan. 392). 

Z. CopEx DUBLINENSIS RESCRIPTUS, one of the chief palim- 

psests extant, contains 290 verses of St Matthew’s Gospel in 22 
fragments'. It was discovered in 1787 by Dr John Barrett, © 
Senior Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin, under some cursive 

1 Codex Z contains Matth. i. 17—ii. 6; ii. 13-203; iv. 4-13; v. 45—vi. rs; 
vil, 16—vili. 6; x. 4o—xi, 18; xii, 43—xiii. 11; xiii, 57—xiv. 18; xv. 13—23; 
xvii, 9—17; Xvil. 26—xvili, 6; xix, 4—12; 21—28; xx. 7—xxi, 8; xxi. 23—45 3 
XXll. 16—25 ; xxii. 37—xxiii, 3; xxiii, 13-23; xxiv. I§—25; xxv. I—11}3 xxvi. 
21I—29; 62—y71, 

, 
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writing of the 10th century or later, consisting of Chrysostom 
de Sacerdotio, extracts from Epiphanius, &c. In the same 
volume are portions of Isaiah and of Gregory Nazianzum, in 
erased uncial letters, but not so ancient as the fragment of St 

Matthew. All the 32 leaves of this Gospel that remain were 
engraved in copper-plate facsimile at the expense of Trinity 
College, and published by Barrett in 1801, furnished with Pro- 
legomena, and the contents of each facsimile plate in modern 
Greek characters, on the opposite page. The facsimiles are not 

_ very accurate, and the form of the letters is stated to be less free 
and symmetrical than in the original: yet from these plates (for 
the want of a better guide) our alphabet (No. 6) and specimen 
(No. 18) have been taken. The Greek fype on the opposite 
page has not been very well revised, and a comparison with the 
copper-plate will occasionally convict it of errors, which have 
been animadverted upon more severely than was quite necessary.: 
The Prolegomena are encumbered with a discussion of our Lord’s: 
genealogies quite foreign to the subject, and the tone of scholar-. 
ship is not very high; but Barrett’s judgment on the manu- 
script is correct in the main, and his conclusion that it is as: 
old as the sixth century, has been generally received. Tre- 
gelles in 1853 was permitted to apply a chemical mixture to 
the vellum, which was already miserably discoloured, apparently. 
from the purple dye: he was thus enabled to add a little to. 
what Barrett had read long since, but he found that in most. 
places which that editor had left blank, the vellum had been cut 
away or lost: it would no doubt have been better for Barrett: 
to have stated, in each particular case, why he had been unable 
to give the text of the passage. Codex Z, like many others, and 
for the same orthographical reasons, has been referred to Alex- 
andria as its native country. It is written in 4to, with a: 

single column on a page of from 21 to 23 lines. The Ammon- 
ian sections are given, but not the Eusebian canons: the rirdov 
are written at the top of the pages, their numbers being set in 
the margin. The writing is continuous, the single point either 
rarely found or quite washed out: the abbreviations are very 
few, and there are no breathings or accents. A space, propor- 
tionate to the occasion, is usually left when there-is a break 
in the sense, and capitals extend into the margin when a new 
section begins. The letters are in a plain, steady, beautiful. 
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hand, some 18 or 20 in a line. The shape of alpha (which 
varies a good deal) and especially of mu are very peculiar: phi 
is inordinately large: delta has an upper curve which is not 
usual: the same curves appear in zeta, lambda and chi. The 
characters are less in size than in N, about equal to those in 
R, much less than in AB. 

‘T. Coprex TiscuenporFian. IV. was brought by Tischen- 
dorf from an “eastern monastery”’ (he usually describes the loca- 
lity of his manuscripts in general terms), and was bought for the 
Bodleian Library (Auct. T. Infra 11. 2) in 1855. It consists of 158. 
leaves in large quarto, with one column (of 24 not very straight 
or regular lines) on a page, in uncials of the ninth century,” 
leaning slightly back, but otherwise much resembling Cod. K: 
in style (facstm. Plate x1. No. 8a). St Luke’s Gospel is com- 
plete; the last ten leaves are hurt by damp, though still legible. 
In St Mark only 105 verses are wanting (il. 35—vi. 20); about: 
531 verses of the other Gospels survive’. Tischendorf, and. 
Tregelles by his leave, have independently collated this copy, 
of which Tischendorf gives a facsimile in his Anecdota sacra 
et profana, 1855. Some of its peculiar readings are very: 
notable, and few uncials of its date deserve that more careful 
study, which it has hardly yet received. In 1859 Tischendorf,- 
on his return from his third Eastern journey, took to St Peters- 
burg 99 additional leaves of this self-same manuscript, doubt- 
less procured from the same place as he had obtained the: 
Bodleian portion six years before (Notitia Cod. Sinatt. p. 53).: 
This copy of the Gospels, though unfortunately in two distant 
libraries, is now nearly perfect*, and at the end of St John’s 
Gospel, in the newly-discovered portion, we find an inscription . 
which seems to fix the date: erenewOn 4 SédT0s abrn pve 
voeuBprw Kb, wd. 7, Huepa &, wpa B. Tischendorf, by the aid 
of Ant. Pilgrami’s Calendarium chronicum medit potissimum . 
evt monumentis accommodatum, Vienn. 1781, pp. vir, 11, 105, 
states that the only year between A.D. 800 and 950, on which 

the Indiction was 8, and Nov. 27 fell on a Thursday, was 844, In 

1 These are Matth. vi, 16—29; vii. 26—viii. 27; xii, 18—xiv. 155 xx. 25— 

xxi. 19; Xxil, 25—xxili. 13; John vi. 14—viil. 3; xv. 24—xix. 6. 

2 In the St Petersburg portion are ali the rest of John, and Matth. i. 1—v. 

313 ix. 6—xii. 18; xiv. rs—xx, 25; xxiii, 13—xxvill, 20; or all St Matthew 
except 115 verses, 
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the Oxford sheets we find tables of xepadata before the Gospels 
of Matthew and Luke, the rivAou at the heading of the pages, 
their numbers rubro neatly set in the margin; capitals in red 
at the commencement of these chapters; the Ammonian sections: 
and Eusebian canons in their usual places, and some liturgical 
directions. Over the original breathings and accents some late. 
scrawler has in many places put others, in a very careless fashion. 

A. Coprex SANGALLENSIS was first inspected by Gerbert 
(1773), named by Scholz (N. T. 1830), and made fully known 
to us by the admirable edition in lithographed facsimile of every 
page, by H. Ch. M. Rettig, published at Zurich, 1836, with 
‘copious and. satisfactory Prolegomena. It is preserved and 
was probably transcribed a thousand years since in the great 
monastery of St Gall in the N.E. of Switzerland. It is rudely 
written on 197 leaves of coarse vellum 4to, 10 inches by 82 in 
size, with from 20 to 26 (usually 21) lines on each page, in 
a very peculiar hand, with an interlinear Latin version, and 
contains the four Gospels complete except John xix. 17—35. 
Before St Matthew’s Gospel are placed Prologues, Latin verses, 
the Eusebian canons in Roman letters, tables of the xeparaa 
both in Greek and Latin, &c. Rettig thinks he has traced 
several different scribes and inks employed on it, which might 
happen easily enough in the Scriptorium of a monastery; 
but, if so, their style of writing is very nearly the same, and 
they doubtless copied from the same archetype, about the 
same time. He has produced more convincing arguments to 
shew that Cod. A is part of the same book as the Codex 
Boernerianus, G of St Paul’s Epistles. Not only do they 
exactly resemble each other in their whole arrangement and 
appearance, but marginal notes by the first hand are found in 
each, of precisely the same character. Thus the predestina- 
rian doctrines of the heretic Godeschalk [d. 866] are pointed 
out for refutation at the hard texts, Luke xiii. 24; John xii. 40 
in A, and six times in G* St Mark’s Gospel is stated to 

1 viz, Rom. ili, §; 1 Cor. ii, 8; 1 Tim. ii, 43 iv. 10; vi. 4; 2 Tim. ii, rs. 
Equally strong are the notices of Aganon, who is cited 8 times in A, 16 (I think) 
inG. This personage was Bishop of Chartres, and a severe disciplinarian, who’ 
died A.D. 941; a fact which does not hinder our assigning Cod. A to the ninth 
century, as Rettig states that all notices of him are by a later hand, There is the 
less need of multiplying proofs of this kind, as Tregelles has observed a circum- 
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represent a text different from that of the other Evangelists, 
and the Latin version (which is clearly prim@ manu) seems 
a mixture of the Vulgate with the older Italic, so altered and 
accommodated to the Greek as to be of little critical value. 
The penmen seem to have known but little Greek, and to 
have copied from a manuscript written continuously, for the divi- 
sions between the words are sometimes absurdly wrong; there 
are scarcely any breathings or accents, except about the opening 
of St Mark, and once an aspirate to ém7a; what we find are 
often falsely placed; and a dot is set in most places regularly 
at the end of every Greek word. The letters have but little 
tendency to the oblong shape, but delia and theta are decidedly 
of the latest uncial type. Here, as in Cod. G, the mark >>> 
is much used to fill up vacant spaces. The text from which 
A was copied seems to have been arranged in otiyo, for almost 
every line has at least one Greek capital letter, grotesquely 
ornamented in colours. We transcribe three lines, taken almost 

at random, from pp. 80—1 (Matth. xx. 13—15), in order to 
explain our meaning: 

dixit uni eor amice non ijusto tibi nne 
evirey * ovadt* avtw@v * Eratpe * ove’ adixw * oe * Ove 
ex denario convenisti mecti folle tui et vade 

Snvaptov suvedwvncac* wor’ Apoy*To* cov Kat vraye 

volo auté huic novissimo dare sicut et tibi ant& non li 

Ocrw de TovTw To exyato Sovvat wa Kat’ cot’ H* ove &€ 

It will be observed that while in Cod. A a line begins at any 
place, even in the middle of a word; if the capital letters be 
assumed to commence the lines, the text divides itself into regu- 
lar orlyot. See above pp. 44—46. There are also the tirvor, 
the Ammonian sections and the canons. The letters N and II, Z. 
and &, T and ©, P and the Latin R are perpetually confounded. 
As in the kindred Codd. Augiensis and Boerner. the Latin f is 
much like x. Tregelles has noted s ascript in Cod. A, but this 
is rare. There is no question that this document was written 

stance which proves to a certainty the identity of Codd. Aand G. When he was 

at Dresden he found in Cod. G twelve leaves of later writing in precisely the same 
hand as several that are lithographed by Rettig, because they were attached to 
Cod. A. ‘‘Thus,” he says, “these MSS. once formed ONE BOOK; and when sepa- 
rated, some of the superfluous leaves with additional writing attached to the 
former part, and some to the latter” (Tregelles’ Horne, p. 197). 
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by Latin (most probably by Zrish) monks, in the west of 
Europe, during the ninth century. See below, Paul. Cod. G. 

®. Coprx TiscHenporr. I. was brought from the East by- 
Tischendorf in 1845, published by him in his Monumenta sacra 

inedit. 1846, and deposited in the University Library at Leipsic. 

Tt consists of but four leaves (all: imperfect) 4to, of very thin 
vellum, almost too brittle to be touched, so that each leaf is. 
kept separately in glass. It contains about 40 verses; viz. 
Matth. xiii. 46—55 (in mere shreds); xiv. 8—29; xv. 4—14, 
with the greater xebadata in red; the Ammonian sections and 
Eusebian canons in the inner margin. A few breathings are 
primé manu, and many accents by two later correctors. The. 
stops (which are rather numerous) resemble Cod. Y, only that 
four points are not found in ©. Tischendorf places it towards 
the end of the 7th century, assigning Mount Sinai or Lower 
Egypt for its country. The uncials (especially €@OC) are some- 
what oblong, leaning to the right, but the writing is elegant and . 
uniform; delta keeps. its ancient shape, and the diameter of 

_ theta does not extend beyond the curve (seep. 82). . 
A (1). This letter was-applied by Tischendorf in his N.T. 

of 1849 to two torn fragments of vellum, which he found 

_ used in the binding of an Arabic manuscript in the monastery 
of St Catherine on Mount Sinai. They contain 14 verses; 
viz. Matth. xx. 8—15; Luke i. 14—20; but since, on removing 
the vellum from the Arabic book, he found it exhibit a portion 

of St Matthew on one side of the leaf, of St Luke on the other, 
he rightly concluded that the fragment belonged to an Evange- 
listarium, dating from about the ninth century. This fragment 
he published in the Annales Vindobonenses, 1846, but sub- 
stituted in its room in his N.T. of 1859 (2). 

Copex Tiscnenvorr. III, whose history, so far as we know 
it, exactly resembles that of Cod. I', and like itis now in the 
Bodleian (Auct. T. Infrar.1). It contains 157 leaves, but writ- 
ten in two columns of 23 lines each, in small, oblong, clumsy, 
sloping uncials of the eighth or ninth century (facsim. Plate x. 
No. 8b). It has the Gospels of St Luke and St John complete, 
with the subscription to St Mark, each Gospel being preceded 
by tables of xeparaa, with the rirdot at the heads of the 
pages, the numbers of the epddaia, of the Ammonian sections, 
and of Eusebian canons (these last rwbro) being set in the. 
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margin. There are also scholia interspersed, of some critical 
value; a portion being in uncial characters. This copy also 
was described (with a facsimile) by Tischendorf, Anecdota sacra 
et profana, 1855, and collated by himself and Tregelles. Its 
text is said to vary greatly from that common in the later 
uncials, and to be very like Scholz’s 262 (Paris, 53). 

‘Here again the history of this manuscript curiously coincides 
with that of Cod. I. In his Notitia Cod. Sinattict, p. 58, 
Tischendorf describes an early cursive copy of St Matthew 
and St Mark (the subscription. to the latter being wanting), which 
he took to St Petersburg in 1859, so exactly corresponding in 
general appearance with Cod. A (although that be written in 
uncial characters), as well as in the style and character of the 
marginal scholia, often in small uncials, that he pronounces 
them part of the same codex. Very possibly he might have 
added that he procured the two from the same source: at any 
rate the subscription to St Matthew at St Petersburg pre- 
cisely resembles the other three subscriptions at Oxford, and 
those in Paris 53 (Scholz’s 262), with which Tischendorf had 
previously compared Cod. A (N. T. Proleg. p. chxxvit,.7th 
edition). ‘These cursive leaves are preceded by. Husebius’ Epistle 
to Carpianus, his table of canons, and a table of the xedarara 

of St Matthew. The rérdos in uncials head the pages, and 
their numbers stand in the margin. 

From the marginal scholia Tischendorf cites the following 
notices of the Jewish Gospel, or that according to the Hebrews, 
which certainly have their value as helping to inform us 
respecting its nature: Matth. iv. 5, ro covdascov ove eyes evs Thy 

ayiay ToMW arr ev np. XvVI.17, Bapiwvar ro sovdarxov use 

twavvov. XvVill, 22, ro vovdaixoy e&ns ever pera To EBdopnxov- 
Tans érta Kal yap ev Tols mpodyTais peta To ypicOnvas 
aUTOUS eV TL atyio EevpLoKEeTH (sic) Ev avToLs Aoyos duapTias: 
—an addition which Jerome (contra Felag. 111.) expressly cites 
from the Gospel of the Nazarenes. xxvi. 74, ro tovdatxor Kat 
npyncato Kat wpoocev Kat xarnpacaro. It is plain that this 
whole matter requires careful discussion, but at present it would 
seem that the first half of Cod. A was written in cursive, the 

1 The subscription to St Matthew stands in both: evayyedoy Kara parOatoy. 
eypagy Kar avreBAnOy ex rwv [sic] lepooodupors Madar aTiypaduy’ Tw ev Tw ayia 
Opel ATrOKElLEvWWY® EV OTLXOLS Bqud* Kepo. Te. 
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second in uncial letters; if not by the same person, yet on the 
same plan and at the same place. 

=. Copex Zacynrutvs is a palimpsest in the Library of the 
British and Foreign Bible Society in London, which, under an 
Evangelistarium written on coarse vellum in or about ‘the 13th 
century, contains large portions of St Luke, down to ch. xi. 33, in 
full well-formed uncials, but surrounded by and often interwoven 
with large extracts from the Fathers, in a hand so cramped and, 
as regards the round letters (E@OC) so oblong, that it cannot 
be earlier than the eighth century. As the arrangement of the 
matter makes it certain that the commentary is contemporaneous, 
it must be regarded as the earliest known copy furnished with 
a catena (above, p. 56). ‘This volume, which once belonged to 

“Tl Principe Comuto, Zante,” and is marked as Mynpdcuvov 
ocBacpatos tov “Imméos “Avtwrlov Kéyunros 1820, was pre- 
sented to the Bible Society in 1821 by General Macaulay, who 
brought it from Zante. Mr Knolleke, one of the Secretaries, 
seems first to have noticed the older writing, and on the disco- 
very being communicated to Tregelles in 1858, with character- 
istic eagerness he examined, decyphered and has announced the 
Scripture text for publication: he doubts whether the small 

Patristic writing can be read without chemical restoration. 
Besides the usual tirAos above the text and other notations of 

sections, and numbers which refer to the Catena running up from 

1 to 100, this copy is remarkable for possessing also the division 
into chapters, hitherto deemed unique in Cod. B (p. 48). To 

this notation is commonly prefixed psd, formed like a cross, in 

the fashion of the eighth century (above, p. 85). The ancient 

volume must have been a large folio (14 inches by 11), of which 

86 leaves and three half-leaves survive: of course very hard to 

read. Of the ecclesiastical writers cited by name Chrysostom, 
Origen and Cyril are the best known. The readings of this 

codex (which are very valuable) were communicated to Dean 
Alford for his 4th edition of the N.T., by Dr Tregelles, from 

whose “ Description” our account is abridged. The latter is on 

the eve of publishing an edition of Cod. B, with a facsimile, 

and the Moscow fragment O (see p. 112) appended to it. 
The present seems the most fit place for naming six small 

fragments of the Gospels, &c. in uncial letters, and another 
manuscript almost complete, brought from the East in 1859 
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by Tischendorf, and now at St Petersburg. He has not yet 

distinguished them by any spécial notation, but they are briefly 

described in his Notitéa Cod. Sinaitict, Appendix, pp. 50—2. 

(1). Two large leaves, containing 1 Cor. i. 20—ii. 12, ele- 
gantly written, without breathings or accents. This and the 
next three fragments date from about the 6th century. 

(2). Six 8vo leaves, containing 20 columns (the outer mar- 
gins being often much cut) of Coptic-shaped uncials, with vacant 
spaces instead of stops. There are two columns on a page. 
They comprise Jo. i. 25—42; i1. 9—iv. 50. . 

(3). Six leaves of large 8vo, very hard to decypher, having 
been torn piecemeal from the binding of another book. They 
contain parts of Matth. xxii. xxiii; Mark iv. v. 

(4). One folio leaf, in style of writing much resembling: 
Cod. N. Containing Matth. xxi. 19—24. 

(5). One 8vo leaf of the 7th century, of thick uncials 
without accents, torn from the wooden cover of a Syriac book. 
Containing Acts ii. 45—iii. 8. . 7 

(6). Half a leaf, written in two columns of the 7th or 8th 
century, with accents by a ‘later hand. It contains Luke xi. 

37—41; 42—45. 

(7). May perhaps hereafter be named & of the Gospels. It 
consists of 350 vellum leaves in small 4to, and contains all the 

Gospels except Matth. iii. 12—iv. 18; xix. 12—xx. 3; John 
viii. 6-—39; 77 verses. A century since it belonged to Paro- 
dus, a noble Greek of Smyrna, and the present possessor was 
persuaded by Tischendorf to present it to the Emperor of 
Russia. He states that it is of the age of the later uncials 
(meaning, we presume, the 8th or 9th century), but of higher 
critical importance than most of them, and much like Cod. K 
in its rarer readings. Though it is yet uncollated, Tischendorf 
gives extracts from it of no very striking character. There 
are many marginal corrections, and John v. 4; viii. 3—6 are 
obelized. In the table of xebadaa before St Mark, there is a 

gap after Xs’: Mark xvi. 18—20; John xxi, 22—25 are in a 
later hand. At the end of St Mark, the last Ammonian sec- 

tion inserted is oAS by the side of dvacrds 88 v. 9, with » under 
it for the Husebian canon (see Chapter Ix). | 
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Manuscripts of the Acts and Catholic Epistles. 

&. Cop. Srnarricus (described pp.76—9). A. Cop. ALEX- 
ANDRINUS (pp. 79—84). B. Cop. Vaticanus (pp. 84—93). C 
Cop. EpursEmi (pp. 94—6). D. Copex BEzaz (pp. 96—108). 

E. Copex. Laupranus 35 is one of the most precious trea- 
sures preserved in the Bodleian at Oxford. It is a Latin-Greek 
copy, with two columns on a page, the Latin version holding the 
post of honour on the left, and is written in very short oréxou, 
consisting of from one to three words each (p.45), the Latin words 
always standing opposite to the corresponding Greek. This pecu- 
liar arrangement points decisively to the West of Europe as its 
country; notwithstanding the abundance of Alexandrian forms 
has led some to refer it to Egypt. ‘The very large, bold, thick, 
rude uncials, without break in the words or accents, lead us 
up to the end of the sixth century as its date. The Latin is 
not of Jerome’s or the Vulgate version, but is made to corre- 
spond closely with the Greek, even in its interpolations and 
rarest various readings. The contrary supposition that the 
Greek portion of this codex Latinised, or had been altered to 
coincide with the Latin, is inconsistent with the facts of the 
case. This manuscript contains only the Acts of the Apostles 
(from xxvi. 29, aavdos to xxvill. 26, vropevOnrs being lost), and 
exhibits a remarkable modification of the text. That the book. 
was once in Sardinia, appears from an edict of Flavius Pan- 

cratius, ovy Oew azro errapywy Sov capoivias, appended (as also 

is the Apostles’ Creed in Latin, and some other foreign matter) 
in a later hand: Imperial governors ruled in that island with the 
title of duw from the reign of Justinian A.D. 534 to a.p. 749. 

Sit was probably among the (Greek volumes brought into 
{ England by the fellow-countryman of St Paul, Theodore of 
\ Tarsus, “the grand old man” as he has been recently called by 

one of kindred spirit to his own (Dean Hook, Lives of the Arch- 
bishops of Canterbury, Vol. 1. p. 150), who came to England as 
Primate at the age of sixty-six A.D. 668, and died in 690. At 
all events, Mill (Proleg. N. T. §. 1022—6) has rendered it all 
but certain, that the Venerable Bede (d. 735) had this very 
codex before him, when he wrote his Hxpositio Retractata of 
the Acts, and Woide (Notitia Cod. Alex. p. 156, &c.) has 
since alleged 82 additional instances of agreement between 
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them. This manuscript, with many others, was presented 
to the University of Oxford in the year 1636, by its mu- 
nificent Chancellor, Archbishop Laud. Thomas Hearne, the 
celebrated antiquary, published a full edition of it in 1715, 
which is now very scarce, and is known to be far from 
accurate. Tischendorf purposes to re-edit it at some future 
period, but it may be hoped, for our national honour, that 
some English scholar will anticipate him. Cod. E is stated 
to have capital letters at the commencement of each of the 
Euthalian sections, but as the capitals occur at other places 
where the sense is broken, this circumstance does.not prove that 
those sections were known to the scribe. It is in size 9 inches 
by 74, and consists of 226 leaves of 23, 24, 25 or 26 lines; 
the vellum is rather poor in quality, and the ink in many places 
very faint. There seem to be no stops or breathings, exeept an 
aspirate over initial upselon (v) almost invariably. The shape 
of a7 is more complicated than usual (see our facsimile, No. 25) ; 
the other letters (e.g. delta or pst) such as were common in 
the sixth or early in the seventh century. 

i. Cop. Costin. 1, see above, p. 105. 
G=L of Tischendorf (N. T. 1859). Cop. Brsiiors. 

ANGELICAB A. 2.15, belonging to the Augustinian monks at 
Rome, formerly Cardinal Passione’s, contains the Acts, from 
vill. 10, uss Tov Ocov to the end, the Catholic Epistles complete, 
and the Pauline down to Hebr. xiii. 10, ov« éyovow, of a date 
not earlier than the ninth century. It was collated in part 
by Blanchini and Birch, in full by Scholz (1820) and F. F. 
Fleck (1833). Tischendorf in 1843, Tregelles in 1845 collated 
it independently, and subsequently compared their papers, as 
they have done in several other instances. 

H. Cop. Murtnensis 196, of the Acts, in the Grand 
Ducal Library at Modena, is an uncial copy of about the ninth 
century, defective in Act. i. 1—v. 28; ix. 39—x.19; xiii. 36— 
xiv. 3 (all supplied by a recent hand of the fifteenth century), 
and in xxvii. 4—xxviii. 31 (supplied in uncials of about the 
eleventh century). The Epistles are in cursive letters of the 
twelfth century, indicated in the Catholic Epistles by h, in the 
Pauline by 179. Scholz first collated it loosely, as usual; 
then Tischendorf in 1843, Tregelles in 1846, afterwards com. 
paring their.collations for mutual correction, . ... . 

9 
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JI. Cop. Petroportit. or Tischendorf. IT, see above, p.-107. 
K. Cop. Mosquensis, 8. Synodi No. 98, is Matthaei’s 2, 

and came from the monastery of St Dionysius on Mount Athos. 
It contains the Catholic Epistles entire, but not the Acts; and 
the Pauline Epistles are defective only in Rom. x. 18—1 Cor. 
vi. 138; 1 Cor. viii. 7—11. Matthaei alone has collated this 
document, and judging from his facsimile (Cath. Epp. 1782) 
it seems to belong to the ninth century. This copy is Scholz’s 
‘Act. 102, Paul. 117. 

Manuscripts of the Pauline Epistles. 

N. Copex Sinarricus (described pp. 76—9). A. Cop. 
ALEXANDRINUS (pp. 79—84). B. Cop. Varicanus (pp. 84— 
93). C. Cop. EpHrarm. (pp. 94—6). | 

D. Cop. CLaromontanus, No. 107 of the Imperial Library 
at Paris, is a Greek-Latin copy of St Paul’s Epistles, one of 
the most ancient and important in existence. Like the Cod. 
Ephraemi in the same Library it has been fortunate in such 
an editor as Tischendorf, who published it in 1852 with com- 
plete Prolegomena, and a facsimile traced by Tregelles. Ours 
(No. 19) is taken from the Paléographie Universelle, No. 67, 
which seemed more delicately executed. This noble volume is 
in small quarto, written on 533 leaves of the thinnest and finest 
vellum. The Greek and Latin are both written continuously 
(except the Latin titles and subscriptions), but in a stichome- 
trical form (see p. 46): the Greek, as in Cod. Bezae, stands on 
the left or first page of the opened book, not on the right, as 
in the Cod. Laudianus. Hach page has but one column of 
about 21 lines, so that in this copy, as in the Codex Bezae, the 
Greek and Latin are in parallel lines, but on separate pages. 
The ink has much faded, or gone off upon the opposite page: 
otherwise the book is in good condition. It contains all St Paul’s 
Epistles (the Hebrews after Philemon), except Rom. i. 1—7; 
27—30, both Greek and Latin: Rom. i. 24—27 in the Latin 
is supplied in a later but very old hand, as also is 1 Coy. xiv. 
13—22 in the Greek: the Latin of 1 Cor. xiv. 8—18; Hebr. 
xiii, 21—23 is lost. The Epistle to the Hebrews has been 
erroneously imputed by some to a later scribe, although it is 
not included in the list of the sacred books, and of the number 
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of their oréyou or versus, which stands immediately before the 
Hebrews in this codex': but the same list overlooks the Epistle 

to the Philippians, which has never been doubted to be St Paul’s: 
in this manuscript, however, the Epistle to the Colossians precedes 
that to the Philippians. Our earliest notice of it is derived ~ 
from the Preface to Beza’s 8rd edition of the N. T. (20 Feb. 
1582): he there describes it as of equal antiquity with his copy 
of the Gospels (D), and states that it had been found “in Claro- 
montano apud Bellovacos coenobio,” at Clermont near Beauvais. 
Although Beza sometimes through inadvertence calls his codex 
of the Gospels Claromontanus, there seems no reason for dis- 

puting with Wetstein the.correctness of his account (see p. 97), 
though it throws no light on the manuscript’s early history. 
From Beza it passed into the possession of Claude du Puy, 
Councillor of Paris, probably on Beza’s death [1605]: thence 
to his sons Jacques and Pierre du Puy; before the death of 
Jacques (who was the King’s Librarian) in 1656, it had been 
bought by Louis XIV. for the Royal Library at Paris. In 1707, 
John Aymont, an apostate priest, stole 35 leaves; one, which ™ 
he disposed of in Holland, was restored in 1720 by its possessor 
Stosch; the rest were sold to that great collector, Harley, Earl 
of Oxford, but sent back in 1729 by his son, who had learnt 
their shameful story. Beza made some, but not a considerable 

- use of this document; in Walton’s Polyglott were inserted 2245 
readings sent by the du Puys to Ussher (Mill. N. T. Proleg. 
§ 1284); Wetstein collated it twice in early life (1715—6) ; 
Tregelles examined it in 1849, and compared his results with 
the then unpublished transcript of Tischendorf; which proved on 
its appearance (1852) the most difficult as well as one of the 
most important, of his critical works; so hard it had been found 
at times to determine satisfactorily the original readings of a 
manuscript, which had been corrected by nine different hands, 
ancient and modern, The date of the codex is doubtless the 
sixth century, in the middle or towards the end of it. The — 
Latin letters b and d are the latest in form (facsim. No, 19), 

+ The names and order of the books of the New Testament in this most curious 
and venerable list stand thus: Matthew, John, Mark, Luke, Romans, 1, 2 Corinth. 
Galat. Hfes, 1, 2 Tim. Tit. Colos, Filimon, 1, 2 Pet. James, 1, 2, 3 John, Jude, 
Barnabas’ Ep. John’s Revelation, Act, Apost., Pastor [Hermas], Actus Paul., 
Revelatio Petri. ° , 
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and are much like those in the Cod. Bezae (see above, p. 101), 
which in many points Cod. Claromontanus strongly resembles. 
We have noticed many of its peculiarities in the preceding sec- 
tion (pp. 830—835), and need not here repeat them. Delta and p? 
look even more ancient than in Cod. A: the uncials are simple, 
square, regular, and beautiful, of about the size of those in Codd. 
CD, and less than in Cod. B. The stichometry forbids our 
assigning it to a period earlier than the end of the fifth century 
{p. 45), while other circumstances connected with the Latin 
version tend to put it a little lower still. The apostrophus is 
frequent (p. 43), but there are few stops (p. 46) or abridge- 
ments; no breathings or accents are primé manu. Initial letters, 

placed at the beginning of books or sections, are plain, and not 
much larger than the rest. The comparative correctness of the 
Greek text, and its Alexandrine forms, have caused certain 
critics to refer us as usual to Egypt for its country: the Latin 
text is more faulty, and shews ignorance of the language: yet 
what use a Latin version could-be except in Africa or Western 
Europe it were hard to imagine. This Latin is more indepen- 
dent of the Greek, and less altered from it than in Codd. Bezae 
or Laudian., where it has little critical value: that of Cod. 
Claromont. better represents the African type of the Old Latin. 
Of the corrections, a few were made by the original scribe when 

/ revising; a hand of the 7th century went through the whole 
| (D**); two others follow; then in sharp black uncials of the 
} ninth or tenth. century another made more than two thousand 
{ changes in the text, and added stops and all the breathings and 
\ accents (D***); another Di (among other changes) added to 
} the Latin subscriptions; D® supplied Rom. i. 27—30 very early ; 

D*, a later hand, 1 Cor. xiv. 18—~22. Tischendorf Tstinguishes 
' several others besides these. 

E. Cop. SANGERMANENSIS is another Greek-Latin manu- 
“sexi, and takes its name from the Abbey of St Germain des 
Prez near Paris. Towards the end of the last century the Abbey 
(which at the Revolution. had been turned into a saltpetre 
manufactory) was burnt down, and many of its books lost. In 
1805 Matthaei found this copy, as might have been anticipated, 
at St Petersburg, where it is now deposited. The volume is.a 
large 4to, the Latin and Greek in parallel columns on the same 
page, the Greek standing to the left; its uncials are.coarse, large 
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and thick, not unlike those in Cod. E of the Acts, but of later 

shape, with breathings and accents primd@ manu, of about the 

tenth century!, Mill obtained some extracts from it, and noted. 

its obvious connection with Cod. Claromontanus: Wetstein * 

thoroughly collated it; and not only he but Sabatier and Gries- 

bach perceived that it was, at least in the Greek, nothing better \ 

than a mere transcript of Cod. Claromontanus, made by some 
‘. 
4 . 

boy 

ignorant person later than the corrector indicated by Dz (p. 132). / 

Muralt’s endeavours to shake this conclusion have not satisfied, / 

better judges; indeed the facts are too numerous and too plain \ 

to be resisted. Thus, while in Rom. iv. 25, Cod. D reads 6c 
xatoow (accentuated Sicalwow by D***), in which D7 changes 
v into vyv, the writer of Cod. E adopts Sicaiwowny with its 

monstrous accent: in 1 Cor. xv. 5 Cod. D reads peta ravra 
rows evdexa, D*** cira trois Saédexa (observe again the accents), 
out of which Cod. E makes up peta taveira tots Sdevdexa. 
The Latin version is also borrowed from Cod. D, but is more 

mixed, and may be of some critical use: the Greek is mani- 
festly worthless, and should long since have been removed from 
the list of authorities. This copy is defective, Rom. viii. 21—~ 
33; xi. 15—25; 1 Tim. i. 1—vi. 15; Hebr. xii. 8—xiti. 25. 

F* Cop. Coistin. 1 (see p. 105). | 
F. Cop. AuGiensis in the Library of Trinity College, 

Cambridge (B. 17. 1), is another Greek-Latin manuscript on 
186 leaves of good vellum 4to (the signatures proving that: 
seven more are lost), 9 inches by 74, with the two languages 
in parallel columns of 28 lines on each page, the Greek. 
being always inside, the Latin next the edge of the book, 
It is called from the monastery of Augia Dives or Major (Rei- ~ 
chenau, or rich meadow), on a fertile island in the lower part of 
Lake Constance, to which it long appertained, and where: it 
may even have been written, a thousand years since. By 
notices at the beginning and end we can trace it through the 
hands of G. M. Wepfer of Schaffhausen and of L. Ch. Mieg, 
who covered many of its pages with Latin notes wretchedly 
scrawled, but allowed Wetstein to examine it. In 1718 Bentley 
was induced by Wetstein to buy it at Heidelberg for 250 Dutch. 

1 Facsimiles of this manuscript are given by Semler in his edition of Wetstein’s 
Prolegomena (1764, Nos. 8, 9). Blanchini’s estimate. of its age (Evangeliarum 
Quadruplex, Tom. 1. fol. 591. 2), the 7th century, is certainly too high, 

4 a 
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florins, and both he and Wetstein collated the Greek portion, the 
latter carelessly, but Bentley somewhat more fully in the margin 
of a Greek Testament (Oxon. 1675), yet preserved in Trinity 
College (B. 17. 8). Tischendorf in 1842, Tregelles in 1845, re- 
examined the book (which had been placed where it now is on 
the death of Bentley’s nephew in 1787), and drew attention to 
the Latin version: in 1859 Scrivener published an edition of 
the Codex in common type, with Prolegomena and a photo- 
graph of one page (1 Tim. iii. 14—iv. 5). The Epistles of 
St Paul are defective in Rom. i. 1—iii. 19; and the Greek only 
in 1 Cor. iti, 8—16; vi. 7—14; Col. ii. 1—8; Philem. 21—25; 
in which four places the Latin stands in its own column with no 
Greek over-against it. In the Epistle to the Hebrews, the 
Greek being quite lost, the Latin occupies both columns: this 
Epistle alone has an Argument, almost verbatim the same as we 
read in the great Cod. Amiatinus of the Vulgate. At the end 
of the Epistle, and on the same page (fol. 189, verso) com- 
mences a kind of Postscript (having little connection with the 
sacred text), the larger portion of which is met with under the 
title of “Dicta Abbatis Pinophi,” in the works of Rabanus 
Maurus, Archbishop of Mayence, who died in a.p. 856; from 
which circumstance the Cod. Augiensis has been referred to the 
ninth century. Paleographical arguments also would lead us 
to the same conclusion. The Latin version (a modification of 
the Vulgate in its purest form, though somewhat tampered with 
in parts to make it suit the Greek text) is written in the cursive 
minuscule character common in the age of Charlemagne. The 

Greek must have been taken from an archetype with the words 
continuously written; for not only are they miserably divided 
by the unlearned German! scribe, but his design (not always 
acted upon) was to put a single middle point at the end of each 
word. The Latin is exquisitely written, the Greek uncials are 
neat, but evidently the work of an unpractised hand, which 
soon changes from weariness. ‘The shapes of eta, theta, pt, and 
other testing letters are such as we might have expected from 
the date; some others have an older look. Contrary to the 
more ancient custom, capitals, small but numerous, occur in the 
middle of the lines in both languages. Of the ordinary breath- 

1 He betrays his nationality by placing “ waltet” primd manu over éfovoidger, 

1 Cor. vii. 4. 
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ings' and accents there are no traces. Here and there we meet, 
with a straight line, inclined between the horizontal and the acute 
accent, placed over an initial vowel, usually when it should be 
aspirated, but not always (e.g. idvov 1 Cor. vi. 18). Over ¢ and 
v double or single points, or a comma, are frequently placed, 
especially if they begin a syllable, and occasionally a large 
comma or kind of circumflex over 4, es and some other vowels: 
or diphthongs. The arrangement of the Greek forbids punc- 
tuation there; in the Latin we find: the single middle point 
as a colon, or after an abridgement, the semi-colon (;) some- 

times, the note of interrogation (?) when needed. Besides the 
universal forms of abridgement (see p. 43), « and 8 are fre- 
quent in the Greek, but no others: in the Latin the abbre- 

-viations are numerous, and some of them unusual: Scrivener 

(Cod. Augiensis Proleg. pp. xxxi—ii) has drawn up a full list 
of them. This copy abounds as much as any with real varia- 
tions from the common text, and with numberless errors of 
the pen, itacisms of vowels, and permutations of consonants. 
It exhibits many corrections, a few prima manu, some unfor- 
tunately very recent, but by far the greater number in a hand 
little later than the original writer’s, which has also inserted 
over the Greek in 106 places, Latin renderings differing from 
those in the parallel column, but which in 86 of these 106 
instances agree with the Latin of the sister manuscript | 

G. Cop. BoERNERIANUS, so called from a former pos- 
sessor, but now in the Royal Library at Dresden. In the 
16th century it belonged to Paul Junius of Leyden: it was 
bought dear at the book-sale of Peter Francius, Professor at 

Amsterdam, in 1705, by C. F. Boerner, a Professor at Leipsic, 
who lent it to Kuster to enrich his edition of Mill (1711), and 
subsequently to Bentley. The latter so earnestly wished to 
purchase it as a companion to Cod. F, that though he received 
it in 1719, it could not be recovered from him for five years, 
during which he was constantly offering high sums for it’: 

? In 1 Tim. iv. 2 the Latin h is inserted secundé manu before UTOKptt. 
> Boerner’s son tells the tale 30 years afterwards with amusing querulousness 

in his Catalogus Bibl. Boern. Lips. 1754, p. 6, cited by Matthaei Cod, Boern. 
p. xvii, But there must have been some misunderstanding on both sides, for it 
appears from a manuscript note in his copy of the Oxford N. T, of 1678 (Trin, 
Coll. B, 17, 8), that Bentley considered Cod, G his own property; since after 
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a copy, but not in Bentley’s hand, had been already made 
(Trin. Coll. B. 17. 2). Cod. G was published in full by 
Matthaei in 1791, in common type, with two facsimile pages; 
his edition is believed to be very accurate; Anger, Tischendorf, 
Tregelles, Bottiger and others who have examined it have only 
expressly indicated two errors’, Rettig has abundantly proved 
that, as it is exactly of the same size, so it once formed part of 
the same volume with Cod. A (see p. 122 and note): they 
must date towards the end: of the ninth century, and may very 
possibly have been written in the monastery of St Gall (where 
A still remains) by some of the Irish monks who flocked to 
those parts. That Cod. G has been in such hands appears 

from some very curious Irish lines at the foot of one of Mat- 
thaei’s plates (fol. 23), which after having long perplexed 
learned men, have recently been translated by Dr Reeves, the 
eminent Celtic scholar*. All that we have said respecting the 
form of Cod. A applies to this portion of it: the Latin version 
(a specimen of the Old Latin, but as in Codd. Bezae and Laudi- 
anus much changed to suit the Greek) is cursive and inter- 
linear; the Greek uncials coarse and peculiar; the punctuation 

describing Cod. F before the Epistle to the Romans as his own, and as com- 

mencing at Rom. iii.-19, he adds ‘‘ Vari lectiones ex altero nostro MSto, ejusdem 
’ veteris exemplaris apographo.” 

1 viz. werpous for wepous, Eph. iv. 163 eoxortojevos for -nevot, iv. 18. 

2 Dr Reeves’s translation of these verses appears in the Irish Archeological 

Journal for September 1848, but Dr Todd, the learned Senior Fellow and Libra- 

rian of Trinity College, Dublin, has favoured us with the following revision of 

Dr Reeves’s translation of these two stanzas: the second and fourth lines of each 

stanza rhyme. 

Téicht do réim [téicht do réim] To go to Rome, to go to Rome, 

Mér saido beci torbai Much of trouble, little of profit, 
Turi chondaigi hifoss The King thou seekest here, 

Manimbera latt ni fogbai If thou bring Him not with thee thou 

findest, not. 

. Mér bdis mér baile Great folly, great madness, 
Mér coll ceilla mér mire Great ruin of sense, great insanity, 

Olais airchenn teicht déecaib Since thou hast set out for the sake of 

a going to death, 
Beith £6 étoil maic Maire. That thou shouldst be in disobedience to 

the Son of Mary. 

Jn 1. 3 7” (written in error) is afterwards erased before hifoss. The second stanza 
intimates that as the pilgrimage to Rome is at the risk of life, it is folly not to be 
ab peace with Christ before we set out, 
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chiefly a stop at the end of words, which have no breathings 

or accents. Its affinity to the Cod. Augiensis has no parallel 

in this branch of literature. Scrivener has noted all the differ- 

ences between them at the foot of each page in his edition of 

Cod. F: they amount to but 1982 places, whereof 577 are mere 
blunders of the scribe, 968 changes of. vowels or itacisms, 166 
interchanges of consonants, 71 grammatical or orthographical 
forms, the remaining 200 are real various readings, 32 of them 
relating. to the article, While in Cod. F (whose first seven 
leaves are lost) the text commences at Rom. iil. 19, wo reyes, 

this portion is found in Cod. G, except Rom. i. 1—5; i. 16 
—25, All the other lacunae of Cod. F occur also in Cod. G, 
which ends at Philem. 20 év ypw: there is no Latin version 
to supply these gaps in Cod. G, but a blank space is always 
left sufficient to contain what is missing. At the end of 

. ad Iaudicenses incipit epistola 

Philemon G writes IIpoo Naovdannoac apyeras erictoAn, but 
neither that writing (which would indeed have been a great 
curiosity), nor the Epistle to the Hebrews, follows. It is quite 
plain that one of these manuscripts was not copied immediately 
from the‘ other, for while they often accord even in the 
strangest errors of the pen that men unskilled in Greek could 
fall into, their division of the Greek words, though equally 
false and absurd, is often quite different: it results therefore 
that they are independent transcripts of the same venerable 
archetype (probably some centuries older than themselves) 
which was written without any division between the words. 
From the form of the letters and other circumstances Cod. F 
may be deemed somewhat but not much the older; its cor- 
rector secundé manu evidently had both the Greek and the 
Latin (p. 185) of Cod. G before him, and Rabanus, in whose 
works the Dicta Pinophi ave preserved (p. 134), was the great 
antagonist of Godeschalk, on whom the annotator of Codd. AG 
bears so hard. Cod. G is in 4to, of 99 leaves, with 21 lines 
in each. The line indicating breathing (if such be its use) 
and the mark > to fill up spaces (p. 44), are more frequent 
in it than in F. 

H. Cop. Costin. 202 is a very precious fragment of 14 
leaves, 12 of which are in the Imperial Library at Paris, two 
having found their way to St Petersburg after the hasty removal 
of the manuscripts from the Abbey of St Germain de Prez, when 
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Cod. E disappeared (above p. 132). The leaves at Paris con- 
tain 1 Cor, x. 22—-29 ; xi. 9—16; 1 Tim. iii. 7—13; Tit. i. l— 
3;.i1.15—iil. 5; ii. 183—15; Hebr. ii. 11—16; ii. 13—18; 
iv. 12—15; those at St Petersburg Gal. i. 4—10; ii. 9—14; 
in all 56 verses. They are in 4to, with large square uncials of 
about 16 lines on a page, and date from the 6th century. 
Breathings and accents are added by a later hand, which re- 
touched this copy (see Sylvestre, Paléogr. Univ. Nos. 63, 64, and 
ra 

‘above, p. 23). These leaves, which comprise one of our best autho- 
rities for stichometrical writing (p. 46), were used in 1218 to bind 
another book on Mount Athos, and thence came into the library 
of Coislin, Bishop of Metz. Montfaucon has published Cod. 
H in his Bibliotheca Coisliniana, but Tischendorf, who has 
transcribed it, promises a fuller and more accurate edition. The 
subscriptions, which appear due to Euthalius of Sulci*, written 
in vermilion, are not retouched, and consequently have neither 
spirits nor accents. Besides arguments to the Epistles we copy 
the following final subscription from ‘Tischendorf (N.T. 1859, p. 
elxxxix): @ypanpa kal é&eOéunv xara Siva orevynpor' Tobe 
TO TevXoS TavAov TOU amroaTOAoU pds éyypaypov Kal evKa- 
TadnuTtoy avayvwow. tav Kal yds ddeApdv. mapev admdv- 
Tov TOApNs cvyyvdyny aire. evyn TH dwép euav THY cuVTreE- 
prpopay Kopsfouevos* avTeBr7On dé 4 Bu8ros mpds 7d ev Kat- 

aapla dvtiypadoy ths BiBMoOijxns Tod aylou mapydirouv xeupl 

yeypappevoy avrov (see above p. 47). 
I. Cop. Tiscuenporr, II, at St Petersburg (see p. 107). 
K. Cop. Mosquensis (see py. 130). L. Cop. Angexicus 

at Rome (see p. 129). 
M. Copex Ruser is peculiar for the beautifully bright red 

colour of the ink?, the elegance of the small uncial characters, 
and the excellency and critical value of the text. T'wo folio 

1 In reference to what was said above, p. 53, note 1, it is only fair to state 

that Euthalius is called ’Ealoxowos CovAxys (or ’EovAxys once in one manuscript) 

in the titles to his works ag edited by L. A. Zacagni (Collectanea Monument. 

Veter. Eccles, Gree. ac Latin. Romae 1698, p. 402). That EHuthalius should 

write in Greek is easily accounted for by his previous connection with Egypt, 
and it is plain that there was but one town of Sulci, Sardinia being some- 

times reckoned a portion of the Roman diocese, sometimes of the Province of 

Mauritania Secunda (Bingham’s Antiquities, Vol. III. pp. 1§2, 201, edition of 

1838). Zacagni’s improbable guess of YéAxy near Syene must certainly be re- 
jected, as no place of that name appears in any list of Episcopal sees, 

* Scholz also describes 196, 362, 366 of the Gospels as written in red ink, 
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leaves containing Hebr. i. l—iv. 3; xii. 20—xiii. 25, once be- 
longed to Uffenbach,: then to J.C. Wolff, who bequeathed 
them to the Public Library (Johanneum) of Hamburgh (see 
Cod. H. of the Gospels, p. 106). To the same manuscript 
belong fragments of two leaves used in binding Cod. Harleian. 
5613 in the British Museum, and seen at once by Griesbach, 
whi first collated them (Symbol. Crit. Tom. 11. p. 162 &c.), to be 
portions of the Hamburgh fragment. Tach page in both con- 
tains two columns, of 45 lines each in the Hamburgh, of 38 
in the London leaves. The latter comprise 1 Cor. xv. 52—2 
Cor. i. 15; 2 Cor. x. 183—xii. 5; reckoning both fragments 196 
verses in all. Henke in 1800 edited the Hamburgh portion, 
Tregelles collated it twice, and Tischendorf in 1855 published 
the text of both in full in his Anecdota Sacra et Profana. The 
letters are a little unusual in form, perhaps about the tenth cen- 
tury in date; but though sometimes joined in the same word, can 
hardly be called semicursive. Our facsimile (Plate x1, No. 38) is 
from the London fragment: the graceful, though peculiar shapes, 
both of alpha and mu (see p. 38) closely resemble those in some 
writing of about the same age, added to the venerable Leyden 
Octateuch, on a page just published in facsimile by Tischen- 
dorf (Monum. sacr. ined. Vol. 111). Accents and breathings are 
given pretty correctly and constantly: ofa ascript occurs three 
times (2 Cor. i. 1; 4; Hebr. xiii. 21)!; only 10 ttacisms occur 
and v épedxvorexop (as it is called) is rare. The usual stop is the 
single point in its three positions, with a change in power, as in 
Cod. E of the Gospels. The interrogative (;) occurs once (Hebr. 
ili. 17), and > is often repeated to fill up space (see p. 44), or, in 
a smaller shape, to mark quotations. After the name of each of 
the Epistles (2 Cor. and Hebr.) in their titles we read exreOetoa 
os ev mivaxt, which Tischendorf thus explains; that whereas it 
was customary to prefix an argument to each epistle, these 
words, originally employed to introduce the argument, were 
retained even when the argument was omitted. Henke’s account 

1 Griesbach (Symbol, Critic. Vol. 11. p. 166) says that in the Harleian fragment 
Tota bis tantum aut ter subscribitur, semel postscribitur, plerumque omittitur,” 

overlooking the second postscript. Scrivener repeats this statement about ¢ sub- 

script (Cod. Augiens. Introd. p. lxxii), believing he had verified it: but Tischendorf 
cannot see the subscripts, nor can Scrivener on again consulting Harl. 5613 for the 

purpose. Tregelles too says, ‘‘I have not seen a subscribed iota in any uncial 
document” (Printed Test, p. 188, note). 
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of the expression looks a little less forced, that this manuscript 
was set forth os ev mivaxt, that is, in vermillion, after the 
pattern of Imperial letters patent. 

N°. Fragmenta Mosquensia used as early as A.D. 975 
in binding a volume of Gregory Nazianzen now at Moscow (8. 
Synodi 61). Matthaei describes them on Hebr. x. 1: they only 
contain the 12 verses Hebr. x. 1—3; 3—7; 32—34; 85—38. 

These very ancient leaves may possibly be as old as the sixth 
century, for their letters resemble in shape those in Cod. H 
which the later hand has so coarsely renewed; but are more 
probably a little later. 

Manuscripts of the Apocalypse. 

. Copex Srnarricus (described above, pp. 76—79). A. 
CopEex ALEXANDRINUS (described above, pp. 79—84). 

B. Coprex VaticAnus 2066 (formerly 105 in the Library 
of the Basilian monks in the city) was judiciously substituted 
by Wetstein for the modern portion of the great Vatican MS., 
-which is yet uncollated. It-is an uncial copy of about the 
beginning of the eighth century, and the volume also contains 
in the same hand homilies of Basil the Great and Gregory of 
Nyssa, &c. It was first known from a notice and facsimile in 
Blanchini’s Evangeliarium Quadruplex (1748), Vol. 11. p. 525: 
Wetstein was promised a collation of it by Cardinal Quirini, who 
seems to have met with unexpected hindrances, as the papers 
only arrived after the text of the New Testament was printed, 
and proved very loose and defective. When Tischendorf was at 
Rome in 1843, though forbidden to collate it afresh (in conse- 
quence, a8 we now know, of its having been already printed 
in Mai’s unpublished volumes of the Codex Vaticanus), he was 
permitted to make a facsimile of a few verses, and while thus 
employed he so far contrived to elude the watchful custodian, as 
to compare the whole manuscript with a modern Greek Testa- 
ment. The result was given in his Monumenta sacra tnedita 
(1846) pp. 407—432, with a good facsimile; but (as was natu- 
ral under the unpromising circumstances) Tregelles in 1845 was 
able to observe several points which he had overlooked, and 
more have come to light since Mai’s edition has appeared: 
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on the other hand, the errors of Mai detected by Tischendorf 
(NV. T. Tth edit. Proleg. p. cxcii) are yet more numerous, so that 
a renewed examination of this valuable document is even now 
desirable. 

This Codex is now known to contain the whole of the 
Apocalypse, a fact which the poor collation that Wetstein 
managed to procure had rendered doubtful. It is rather an 
octavo than a folio or quarto; the uncials being of a peculiar 
kind, simple and unornamented, leaning a little to the right: 
they hold a sort of middle place between square and oblong 
characters. The shape of beta is peculiar, the two loops to 
the right nowhere touching each other, and pst has degenerated 
into the form of a cross (see Plate 111, No. 7): delta, theta, xi 
are also of the latest uncial fashion. The breathings and ac- 
cents are prima manu, and pretty correct; the rule of the 
grammarians respecting the change of power of the single point 
in punctuation according to its change of position (above, p. 42) 
is now regularly observed. The scarcity of old copies of the 
Apocalypse renders this uncial of considerable importance, and 
it much confirms the readings of the older codices AC. 

C. Copex Epurarmi (described above pp. 94—96). 



Section III. 

On the Cursive Manuscripts of the Greek Testament. 

Tue later manuscripts of the Greek Testament, written in 
cursive characters from the tenth down to the fifteenth century 
or later, are too numerous to be minutely described in an 
elementary work like the present. We shall therefore speak of 
them with all possible brevity, dwelling only on a few which 
present points of especial interest, and employing certain abridge- 
ments, a list of which we subjoin for the reader’s convenience. 

Abbreviations used in the following Catalogue. 

Am. denotes that a manuscript has the Ammonian sections in 
the margin. us. that under them stand the Eusebian canons. 
Hus. t. that a table of these canons is prefixed to the Gospels, and 
if the Epistle to Carpian precede, Carp. stands before Hus. t. xed. 
indicates that the numbers of the ce@aAata majora stand in the margin. 
vith. that the rirhoe are given at the head or foot of the page. 
keg. &. that tables of the xepadaw are prefixed to each book. Lect. 
that the book is adapted for Church-reading by notices of the proper 
lessons, feasts &c. in the margin, or above, or below, or interspersed 
with the text. men. that a menology, or calendar of Saints’ Days, is 
found at the beginning or end of the book. syn. that a calendar of 
the daily lessons throughout the year is given. mut. that the copy 
described is mutilated. pict. that it is illuminated with pictures &e. 
prol. that it contains prologues or vrobéces before the several books. 
The books are all written on parchment or vellum, unless chart. 
(paper) be expressly named. 

N. The numerals within brackets which immediately follow 
the name of each manuscript represent the date, whether fixed by 
a subscription in the book itself, or approximated to by other means: 
e.g. [x1it| indicates a book of the 13th century. The names within 
parentheses indicate the collators of each manuscript, and if it has 
been satisfactorily examined, an asterisk is prefixed to the number 
by which it is known (see p. 67). Ifthe copy contain other portions 
of the New Testament, its notation in those portions is always given. 

Manuscripts of the Gospels. 

*1. (Act. 1, Paul. 1). Codex Basilensis K 111. 3[x] 8°, prol., syn., 
oe ‘pict. Among the illuminations are what appear to be pictures of 

the Emperor Leo the Wise [886—911] and his son Constantine 
Porphyrogenitus. Its later history is the same as that of Cod. E 
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of the Gospels (see pp. 103—4): it was- known to Erasmus, who { } .: 
but little used or valued it: it was borrowed by Reuchlin, a few. 
extracts given by Bengel (Bas. y), collated by Wetstein, and recently 
by. OC. L. Roth and Tregelles, who have compared their results. Our 
facsimile (No. 23) gives an excellent notion of the elegant and minute 
style of writing, which is fully furnished with breathings, accents 
and e ascript: there are 38 lines in each page. In the Gospels the 
text is very remarkable, adhering pretty closely to the uncials Codd, 
BL and others of that class. - 

2. Cod. Basil. B vr. 25 [xv.] is the inferior manuscript chiefly Pe. bas 
used by Erasmus for his first edition of the N.'T., with press cor. © ~~ ' 
rections in his hand. The monks at Basle had bought it for two 
Rhenish florins; and dear enough, in Michelis’ judgment. (Bengel, 
Bas. 8, Wetstein). 

3, (Act. 3, Paul. 3). Cod. Corsendonck. [x1z] 4°, once belonging 
to a convent at Corsendonck near Turnhout, now in the Imperial 
Library at Vienna (Forlos. 15, Kollar. 5): syn., Hus. t, prol., pict. ; 
It was lent to Erasmus for his second edition in 1519, as he testifies =; 4-4 | 
on the first leaf (Alter). pe 

4. Cod. Regius 84 [xi] 4°, in the Imperial Library at Paris (de- . 
signated RI by. Tischendorf), was rightly recognised by Lelong as _ 
Robert Stephens’ y’ (see Chap. v.) Mill notices its affinity to the ,: . 
Latin versions and the Complutensian edition (Prol. V. ZT. § 1161); of 
mut. in Matth. ii. 9—20; John i. 49—iii. 11; 49 verses: it contains 
syn. and extracts from some Fathers (Scholz). 

5. (Act. 5, Paul. 5). Regius 106 [x11] is Stephens’.8’: 4°, prol. . /. 
(Wetstein, Scholz). _— . 

6. (Act. 6, Paul. 6). Regius 112 [x1] is Stephens’ e’; in text it ./. . 
much resembles Codd. 4; 5. 12°, syn. with St Chrysostom’s Liturgy, 
prol., ke. ¢ (Wetstein, Griesbach, Scholz). 

7. Regius 71 [xr] is Stephens’ s’, 4°, prol., syn. Hus. t., pict. + - 
(Wetst., Scholz). ee , ; 

8. Regius 49 [xr] fol. seems to be Stephens’ ’: Hus. t., syn. | i + 
(Wetst., Scholz). meee a8 

9. Regius 83 [dated a.p. 1168, when “Manuel Porphyrogenitus 
was ruler of Constantinople, Amauri of Jerusalem, William II. of -. ;° 
Sicily”] 4°, is probably Stephens’ 16’, Hus. t., syn. It once belonged to **''” 
Peter Stella (Kuster’s Parts“3; Scholz). 

10. Regius 91 [xm or later] 4°, given in 1439 to a library 
of Canons Regular at Verona by Dorotheus Archbishop of Mitylene, 
when he came to the Council of Florence. If this be Kuster’s Paris 
1 he says that it came “ex Bibliothec4 Telleriano-Rhemensi ;” 
Scholz, that it was “antea Joannis Huraultii Boistallerii;’ some . 
confusion seems to be attached to this copy. Syn. Hus. t. (Wet- 
stein, Griesbach, Scholz). . 

11, Regius 121—2 [xr or earlier] in two small 8° volumes, 
neatly written. Mus, t It also once belonged to Teller (Kuster’s 
Paris 4, Scholz). 
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12. In Wetstein’s notation stands for a medley of readings 
from the manuscripts noted below as 119, 120, and another un- 
known: but Scholz’s Cod. 12. is Regius 230 [x1] 4°, syn., Hus. t., prol., 
pict. and a commentary. The next manuscript is the most important 
since Cod. 1. 

13. Regius 50 [xu] 4°, is Kuster’s Paris 6, who says that it 
supplied him with more various readings than all the rest of his 
‘Paris manuscripts put together. This, like Codd. 10, 11 once belonged 
to Teller. It is not correctly written, and still needs careful collation. 
Syn. mut. in Matth. i. 1—ii. 21; xxvi. 33—53; xxvii. 26—xxviii. 
10; Mark i. 2—45; Jo. xxi. 2—25; 181 verses (Kuster, Weistein, 
Griesbach, Begtrup in 1797). 

14, Regius 70 [a.p. 964, the earliest dated cursive : see p. 36, 
note 2] 8°, once Cardinal Mazarin’ s; was Kuster’s Paris7. A fac 
simile of this beautiful copy, with round conjoined minuscule letters, 
regular breathings and accents is given in the Paléographie Univer- 
selle, No. 78. Keg. ¢., pict. Paschal. Canon, Carp., Hus. t. (Kuster, 
Scholz). 

15. Regius 64 [x] 4°, is Kuster’s Paris 8. Hus. t., syn., pict. very 
neat (Kuster, Scholz). 

16. Regius 54 [x1v] fol., once belonged to the Medici; it has a 
Latin version in parts; mué. Mark xvi. 6—20. Hus. t., syn, pict. 
(Wetstein, Scholz). 

17, Regius 55 [xv1] fol., has the Latin Vulgate version: it was 
neatly written in France by George Hermonymus the Spartan, who 
settled at Paris in 1472, and became the Greek teacher of Budeus 
and Reuchlin: it once belonged to Cardinal Bourbon. Syn., pict. 
(Wetstein, Griesbach, Scholz). 

18. (Act. 118, Paul. 132, Apoc. 51). Regius 47, bought 1687, 
“but written at Constantinople A.D. 13864 by Nicephorus Cannavus. 
Ié is one of the few copies of the whole New Testament (see p- 61), 
and once belonged to the monastery rod Lwoddrouv xpicrot at My- 
zithra (Misitra?). Prol., syn. psalms, hymns (Scholz). 

19. Regius 189 [xzr] or Wetstein’s 1869, once belonged to the 
Medici, with a catena to John, and scholia to the other Gospels 
(Scholz). 

20. Regius 188 [x11], brought from the Hast in 1669. It is care- 
lessly written, and contains catenz, commentaries and other trea- 
tises enumerated by Scholz, who collated most of it. At the end 
of Mark, Luke and John ‘‘dicitur etiam hoc evangelium ex accu- 
ratis codicibus esse exscriptum, nec non collatum” (Scholz). A 
second hand has. been busy here. 

21. Regius 68 [x] 4°, pict., with syn. on paper in a later hand 
(Scholz). ; 

22. Regius 72, once Colbert. 2467 [x1] 4°, very imperfectly 
known, but contains remarkable readings. Mut. Matth, i. 1—ii. 2 
{v. 25 Griesb.) ; John xiv. 22—xvi, 27; 90 verses. Lect. added in 
16th century (Wetstein, Scholz). 
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23. Regius 77, Colbert. 3947 [xr] 4°, with the Latin Vulgate 
version down to Luke iv. 18. ut. Matth. i. 1—17; Luke xxiv. 46 
—Jo. ii, 20; xxi, 24, 25; 96 verses (Scholz). 

24, Regius 178, Colbert. 4112 [x1] fol., with a commentary, and 
also syn. but in a later hand. Mut. Matth. xxvii, 20—Mark iv. 22; 
186 verses (Griesb., Scholz). 

25. Regius 191, Colbert. 2259 [x] fol., with scholia. Very im- 
perfect, wanting about 715 verses, viz. Matth. xxiii. 1—xxv. 42; 
Mark i. 1—vii. 36; Luke viii. 31—41; ix. 44—54; x. 39—xi. 4; 
John xiii, 19?—xxi. 25 (Griesbach, Scholz). 

26. Regius 78, Colbert. 4078 [x1]4°, neatly and correctly writ- 
ten by Paul a priest. Comment., Hus. t. (Wetstein, Scholz). 

27. Regius 115, Colbert. 6043 [xz] 8°, is Mill?’s Colb.1. That ~ 
critic procured Larroque’s collation of Codd. 27—33 (a very imperfect 
one) for his edition of the New Testament. From Jo. xviii. 3 the 
text is supplied, cotton chart. [xiv]. Syn., pict. Extensively altered 
by a later hand (Wetstein, Scholz), 

28. Regius 379, Colbert. 4705 [x1?] 4°, is Mill’s Colb. 2, most 
carelessly written by an ignorant scribe; it often resembles Cod. 
D, but hag many unique readings and interpolations. Syn., mut. in 
334 verses, viz. Matth. vii. 17—ix. 12; xiv. 33—xvi. 10; xxvi. 70— 
xxvii. 48; Luke xx. 19—xxii. 46; John xii. 40—xiii. 1; xv. 24— 
xvi. 12; xviii. 16—28; xx. 20—xxi. 5; 18—25 (Scholz). 

29. Regius 89, Colbert. 6066 [x11] 4°, is Mill’s Colb. 3, cor- 
rectly written by a Latin scribe, with very many peculiar correc- 
tions by a later hand. Lost leaves in the three later Gospels are sup- 
plied [xv]. Scholia, Hus. ¢., mut. Matth, ii—-xv. Mill compares its 
text with that of Cod. 71 infra (Scholz). 

30. Regius 100, Colbert. 4444 [xvi] 4°, chart., is Mill’s Colb. 4, 
containing all the Gospels, by the writer of Cod. 17, whose text it 
much resembles (Scholz). 

31. Regius 94, Colbert. 6083 [x1] 4°, is also Mill’s Colb. 4, 
but contains all the Gospels with prayers and pict. This copy has 
many erasures (Scholz). 

32. Regius 116, Colbert. 6551 [x1] 8°, dect., is Mill’s Colb. 5. It 
begins Matth. x. 22. Mut. Matth. xxiv. 15—30; Luke xxii. 35— 
Jo. iv. 20 (Scholz). Mill misrepresented the contents of Codd. 30— 
32, through supposing that they contained no more than the small 
portions which were collated for his use. 

"33. (Act. 13, Paul. 17), Regius 14, Colbert. 2844 [x1] fol., is 
Mill’s Colb. 8, containing some of the Prophets and all the New 
Testament except the Apocalypse. In text it resembles Codd. BDL 
more than any other cursive manuscript, and whatever. may be 
thought of the character of its readings, they deserve the utmost 
attention. After Larroque, Wetstein, Griesbach, Begtrup and Scholz, 
it was most laboriously collated by Tregelles in 1850. From his 
beautiful tracing our facsimile (No. 34) of this manuscript is de- 
rived. There are 42 long lines in each page, ina fine round hand, the 
accents being sometimes neglected, and efa unusually like our English 

10 
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‘letter h. The ends’ef the leaves are much damaged, and greatly mis- 
placed by the binder; ‘so that the Gospels now stand last, though on 
comparing the style of -handwriting (which undergoes a gradual 
change throughout the voltime) at their beginning and end with that 
in the Prophets which stand first, and the Epistles that should follow 
them, it is plain that they originally occupied their usual place. 
The ink too, by reason of the damp; has often left its proper page 
blank, so that the writing can only be read set of on the opposite 
page, especially i in the Acts. Hence it is no wonder that Tregelles 
should say that: of all the manuscripts he has collated “ none has ever 
been so wearisome to the eyes, and exhaustive of every faculty of 
attention.” (Account of the Printed Wccownt, p. 162). 

The next eight copies, like Cod. H. of ge Paul, belonged to that 
noble collection made by the Chancellor Seguier, and on his death in 
1672 bequeathed to Coislin, Bishop of Metz. Montfaucon has de- 
scribed them in his “ Bibliotheca Coisliniana,” fol. 1715, and all were 
slightly collated by Wetstein and Scholz. 

34. Cod. Coislin. 195 [x1] 4°, elegantly written on Mount Athos, 
has a catena, prol., pict. 

35. (Act. 14, Paul. 18, Apoc. 17). Coislin. 199 [x1] fol., con- 
tains the whole New Testament, with many corrections. 

36. Coislin. 20 [xr], Hus. ¢., prol., with a commentary, from the 
lawra [i. e. convent, Suicer, Thes. Hee. Tom. 11. 205] of St Athanasius 
in Mount Athos. 

37. Coislin. 21 [x1] 4°, with short scholia, Lus. ¢., syn., prol., pict. 

38. (Act. 19, Apoc. 23). Coislin. 200 [xm] 4°, copied by the 
Emperor Michael Palaeologus F959. 128 and by him sent to 
St Louis [d. 1270], containing all the N. T. except St Paul’s Epistles, 
has been judged by Weitstein to be Stephens’ 0°. Pict. mut. 143 
verses; Matth. xiv. 15—xv. 30; xx. 14—xxi. 27; Mark xii. 3— 
xiii. 4. A facsimile of this beautiful book is given in the Paléo- 
graphie Uniwer. No. 84, where it is erroneously called an Evangelis- 
tarium., 

39. Coislin. 23 [x1], written by the Patriarch Sergius II., and 
in 1218 at the convent of St Athanasius on Mount Athos, With a 
Commentary. 

40. Coislin. 22 [xx] 4°, once belonged to the monastery of St 
Nicholas cravpovixyras, with a Commentary and us. t. Ends at 
John xx. 25, 

41, Coislin. 24 [xr] 4°, contains Matthew and Mark with a Com- 
mentary. 

42. Cod. Medicaeus exhibits many readings of the same class as 
Codd, 1. 13, 33, but its authority has the less weight, since it has 

1 Stephens includes his 6’ among the copies that av’rol ravraxddev cuvnOpoloa- 
#ev, Which might suit the case of Coislin. 200, as St Louis would have brought 

or sent it to France. But how can we account for Stephens citing 6’ repeat- 

edly in St Paul which Coisl. 200 does not contain, and never in the Apocalypse, 
which it does? ; 
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disappeared under circumstances somewhat suspicious. Bernard com- 
municated to Mill these readings, which he had found in the hand of 
Peter Pithoeus, a former owner, in the margin of Stephens’ N. T. of 
1550: they professed to be extracted from an “exemplar Regium 
Medicaeum” (which may be supposed to mean that portion of the 
King’s Library which Catherine de Medici brought to France: above, 
p. 94), and were inserted under the title of Med. in Mill’s great 
work, though he remarked their resemblance to the text of Cod. 
K (Proleg. N. T. § 1462). The braggart Amelotte [1606—78] pro- 
fesses to have used the manuscript, about the end of the seventeenth 
century, and states that it was in a college at Troyes; but Scholz 
could find it neither in that city nor elsewhere. 

43. (Act. 54, Paul. 130). Cod. Graec. 4, in the Arsenal of Paris 
[x1] 4°, in two volumes; the first containing the Gospels with Zus. t., 
the second the Acts and Epistles. Perhaps written at Ephesus; 
given by P. de Berzi in 1661 to the Oratory of San Maglorian 
{(Amelotte, Simon, Scholz). . 

44, Brit. Museum, Addit. 4949 [x1] fol., brought from Mount 
Athos by the celebrated Caesar de Missy [1703—75], George ITI’s 
French chaplain, who spent his life in collecting materials for an 
edition of the N. T. His collation, most imperfectly given by Wet- 
stein, is still preserved with the manuscript. Symn., men., pict., Am., 
fus., but no xed. (Bloomfield, 1860). 

45. Cod. Bodleian. Baroce. 31 [x11] 4°, is Mill’s Bodl. 1, a very 
neat copy, with Hus. i, xed. t., dm., pict., subscriptions, and orixor 
numbered in Luke (Mill, Griesbach). 

46. Bodleian. Barocc. 29 [xr] 4°, Mill® Bodl. 2, with ro voputxov 
and 76 Kupiaxoy mdoyxa, syn., men., Carp., Hus. t., ep. t, rirAol, pict., 
subscriptions, orto. (Mill, Griesbach). . 

47, Bodleian. Misc. 9 (Auct. D. 5. 2), [xv] 12°, in a vile hand, 
xed. f., and much foreign matter, is Mill’s Bodl. 6 and Bodl. 1 of 
Walton’s Polyglott (Polyglott, Mill). 

48, Bodleian. Mise. 1 (Auct. D. 2.17), [xr] 4°, is Mill’s Bodl. 7, 
having scholia in a later hand, pict., Hus.t., subscriptions with pyyara 
and orixot appended (Mill). 

49. Bodleian. Roe 1 [x1] 4°, is also Mill’s Roe 1, brought by Sir 
T. Roe (see p. 79) from Turkey about 1628; it has Hus. t., xed. 6, 
Am., Hus., lect. (Mill). 

50. Bodleian. Laud. 33 [x1] 4°, is Mill’s Laud. 1 (see p. 128), 
surrounded by a catena, and attended with other matter. It begins 
Matth. ix. 35, and ends at Jo. v. 18; besides which it is mutilated 
in Maith. xii. 3—24; xxv. 20—31; and Mark xiv. 40—xvi. 20 is by 
a later hand. It contains many unusual readings (Mill, Griesbach). 

51. (Act. 32, Paul. 38). Bodleian. Laud. 31 [xm] fol., Mill’s 
Laud. 2, whose resemblance to the Complutensian text is pointed 
out by him (Prol. N. T. § 1437), though, judging from his own 
collation of Cod. 51, his statement “ per omnia pené respondet” is 
rather too strong. See below, Chap. v. Syn., xed., tirdor, Am. (not 
Hius.), lect., men., prol., and other foreign matter. ‘The present order 

10—2 
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of the contents (see p. 62) is Act., Paul. Cath, Ewvangelia (Mill, 
Griesbach), but it ought to be collated afresh. 

52. Bodleian. Laud. 3 [dated av. 1286] an elegant small 4°, 
written by vixyras 6 pavpwvys, is Mill’s Laud. 5, with xed. ¢., Am., Lus., 
lect., pict., men., subscriptions (Mill, Griesbach). 

53. Bodleian. Selden. 53 [xiv] 4°, is Mill’s Selden 1, who pro- 
nounces it much like Stephens’ y’ (Cod. 4), having xed. t., xed. (not 
Hus.), and subscriptions (Mill). 

54. Bodleian. Selden. 54 [dated a.p, 1338] 4°, Mill’s Seld. 2, has 
the text broken up into paragraphs, beginning with red capitals, syn., 
lect., xe. t., Am., but not Hus. (Mill). 

55. Bodleian. Selden. 5 [x11] 4°, Mill’s Seld. 3, containing also 
Judges vi. 1—24 (Grabe, Prol. V. T. 111. 6), has syn., men., xed. t., 
kep., pict., subscriptions with orixor (Mill). 

56. Lincoln Coll. Oxon. 18 [xv or later] 4°, chart., was presented 
about 1502 by Edmund Audley, Bishop of Salisbury: xed. ¢., prol., 
zirdot, and paragraphs numbered (viz. Matth. 127, Mark 74, Luke 130, 
John 67). Walton gives some various readings, but confounds it with 
Act. 33,. Paul. 39, speaking of them as if one “ vetustissimum exem- 
plar.” It has been recently inspected by Dobbin; (Mill). 

57. (Act. 35, Paul. 41). Magdalen Coll. Oxon., Greek 9 [x11] 4°, 
in a small and beautiful hand. Mut. Mark i. 1—11; Rom.; 1, 2 Cor.; 
Psalms and Hymns follow the Epistles. Jt has xed. t., rirAou, lect. 
Collated twice by Dr Hammond, the great commentator, whose 
papers seem to have beey used for Walton’s Polyglott (Magd. 1): 
also examined by Dobbin; (Mill). 

58. Nov. Coll. Oxon. 68 [xv or later] 4°, is Walton’s and Mill’s 
N. 1. This, like Codd. 56—7, has been accurately examined by Dr 
Dobbin, for the purpose of his Collation of the Codex Montfortia- 
mus (London, 1854), with whose readings Codd. 56, 58 have been 
compared in 1922 places. He has undoubtedly proved the close con- 
nection subsisting between the three manuscripts (which had been 
observed by Mill, Prol. WV. 7. § 1388), though pace viri tanti dixerim, 
he may not have quite demonstrated that they must be direct 
transcripts from each other. Syn., xed. ¢., prol., tirhot, with scholia. 
The writing is very careless, and those are in error who follow Wal- 
ton in stating that it contains the Acts and Epistles (Walton’s Poly- 
glott, Mill, Dobbin). ‘ . 

*59. Gonville and Caius College,"Cambridge, 403 [xu] 4°, an 
- important copy, “textu notabili,” as Tischendorf states (much like 

D. 61. 71), but carelessly written, and exhibiting no less than 81 
omissions by dpotorédcvrov (see p. 9). It was very poorly examined 
for Walton’s Polyglott, better though defectively by Mill, seen by 
Weitstein in 1716, minutely collated by Scrivener in 1860. It once 
belonged to the House of Friars Minor at Oxford, and was given 
to Gonville College by Th. Hatcher, M.A. in 1567. It has (what- 
ever Walton asserts) tirAo., xed., Am, but not Hus. and exhibits 
many and rare compendia scribendt. 
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60. (Apoc. 10). Cambridge Public Library 553 or Dd. 9. 69 
[a.p. 1297] 4°, but the Apocalypse later, and has a few scholia from 
Arethas about it. This copy is Mill’s Moore 1°, and is still badly 
known. Carp., Hus. t., 4m. without Hus. c., and is elegantly written 
(Mill). The Gospels appear to have been written in the East, the 
Apocalypse in the West of Europe. 

*61. (Act. 34, Paul. 40, Apoc. 92). Codex Montfortianus at 
Trinity College, Dublin, G. 97 [xv or xvz] 8°, so celebrated in the con- >. 
‘troversy respecting 1 John v. 7. Its last collator, Dr Orlando Dobbin 
(see on Cod. 58), has discussed in his Introduction every point of in- 
terest connected with it. It contains the whole New Testament, 
apparently the work of three or four successive scribes, on 455 
paper leaves, only one of them—that on which ] Jo. v. 7 stands— 
being glazed*, as if to protect it from harm. This manuscript 
was first heard of between the publication of Erasmus’ second (1519) 
and third (1522) editions of his N. T., and after he had publicly 
declared, in answer to objectors, that if any G'reek manuscript could 
be found containing the passage, he would insert it in his revision 
of the text; a promise which he fulfilled in 1522. Erasmus de- 
scribes his authority as “ Codex Britannicus,”’ “apud Anglos reper- 
tus,” and there is the fullest reason to believe that the Cod. Mont- 
fortianus is the copy referred to (see below, Chap. 1x). Its earliest 
known owner was Froy, a Franciscan friar, then Thomas Clement 
[fi. 1569], then William Chark [fl. 1582], then Thomas Montfort, 
D.D. of Cambridge, from whom it derives its name, then Archbishop 
Ussher, who caused the collation to be made which appears in Wal- 
ton’s Polyglott (Matth. i. 1—Act. xxii. 29; Rom. i.), and presented 
the manuscript to Trinity College. Dr Barrett appended to his 
edition of Cod. Z (see p. 119) a full collation of the parts left un- 
touched by his predecessors; but since the work of Ussher’s friends 
was known to be very defective, Dobbin has re-collated the whole of 
that portion which Barrett left unexamined, comparing the readings 
throughout with Codd. 56, 58 of the Gospels, and Cod. 33 of the 
Acts. This copy has rirAo1, Am., and the number of orixou noted at 
the end of each book, besides which the division by the Latin chap- 
ters is employed, a sure proof—if any were needed—of the modern 
date of the manuscript. There are many corrections by a more 
recent hand, erasures by the pen, &c. It has been supposed that the 
Gospels were first written; then the Acts and Epistles (transcribed, 
in Dobbin’s judgment, from Cod. 33); the Apocalypse last; having 
been added, as Dr Dobbin thinks, from Cod. 69 (see p. 151), when they 
were both in Chark’s possession. The text, however, of the Apoca- 

1 On the death of Dr John Moore, Bishop of Ely, in 1714, George I. was 

induced to buy his books and manuscripts for the Public Library at Cambridge, in 
acknowledgment of the attachment of the University to the House of Hanover. 
Every one remembers the epigram which this royal gift provoked. 

2 ‘We often hear (said a witty and most Reverend Irish Prelate) that the text 
of the Three Heavenly Witnesses is a gloss; and any one that will go into the 
College Library may see as much for himself.” 
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lypse is not quite the same in the two codices, nor would it be easy, 
without seeing them together, to verify Dobbin’s conjecture, that the 
titles to the sacred books, in pale red ink, were added by the same 
person in both manuscripts. 

62. Cambridge P. L. 2061 or Kk. 5. 35 [xv] 8°, charé., men., lect., 
with the Latin chapters’. This is Walton’s Goog.; it was brought 
from the East, and once belonged to Dr Henry Googe, Fellow of 
Trinity College. The collations of Cod. D. 59. 61. 62 made for the 
London Polyglott was given to Emmanuel College in 1667, where 
they yet remain. 

63. Cod. Ussher 1, Trin. Coll. Dublin, A. 1. 8 [x] fol, with a 
Commentary. A few extracts were contributed by Henry Dodwell 
-to Bishop Fell’s N. T. of 1675; Richard Bulkeley loosely collated it 
for Mill, Dr Dobbin in 1855 examined St Matthew, and the Rev. 
John Twycross, of the Charter House, re-collated the whole manu- 
script in 1858. 

64, Ussher 2 belonged, like the preceding, to the illustrious Pri- 
mate of Ireland, but has been missing from Trin. Coll. Library in 
Dublin ever since 1742. It was collated, like Cod. 63, by Dodwell for 
Fell, by Bulkeley for Mill, and with their reports we must now be 
content. It once belonged to Dr Thomas Goad, and was very neatly, 
though incorrectly, written in 8°. As the Emmanuel College copy of 
the Epistles (Act. 53, Paul. 30) never contained the Gospels, for which 
it is perpetually cited in Walton’s Polyglott as #m., the strong re- 
semblance undoubtedly subsisting between Usser. 2 and Hm. led even 
Mill to suspect that they were in fact the same copy. Since both 
codices (if they be two) are lost, we have examined both Walton’s 
and Mill’s collations with a view to this question. The result is that 
they are in numberless instances cited together in support of read- 
ings in company with other manuscripts; often with a very few or 
even alone (e.g. Mark ii. 2; iv.1; ix. 10; 25; Luke iv. 32; viii. 27; 
Jo. iv. 24; v. 7; xvi. 19; xxi. 1). That Usser. 2 and Hm. are some- 
times alleged separately is easily accounted for by the inveterate 
want of accuracy exhibited by all early collators. Since Mill had 
access to the papers from which the Polyglott collations were drawn 
(Proleg. NV. TZ. § 1505), we need not wonder if he largely adds to 
Walton’s quotations from Hm. (e. g. Mark viii. 35; xvi. 10; and many 
other places). <A real difficulty would arise if Hm. and Usser. 2 were 
cited as opposing witnesses; and inasmuch as the only two such 
cases we have been able to discover (Jo. viii. 2; xix. 31) may fairly 
be imputed to the error of one of the collators, it can hardly be 
doubted that the two codices are identical. Marsh’s objections to 
this conclusion (Motes to Michaelis, Vol.,u. pp. 800—802 and Ad- 
denda) seem by no means decisive. 

65. Cod. Harleian. 5776, in the British Museum [x111] 4°, is Mill’s 
Cov. 1, brought from the East in 1677 with four other manuscripts of 

1 Such is Walton’s meaning when, to Mill’s sore perplexity (NV. 7. Proleg. 

§ 1377), he writes ‘‘habet distinctionem ordinariorum xefadalwy, sed non quee 

Eusebianis canonibus sunt accommodata.” 
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the Greek Testament by Dr John Covell [1637—1722], once English 
Chaplain at Constantinople, afterwards Master of Christ's College, 
Cambridge. Carp., Hus. t., xed. t., tita., Am., Hus., orixot, subscrip- 

tions (Mill). This book was presented to Covell in 1674 by Daniel, 
Bishop of Proconesus. The last verse is supplied by a late hand, the 
concluding leaf being lost. 

66. Cod. Galei Londinensis [no date assigned] 8°, once belonged 
to Th. Gale, High Master of St Paul’s School, but is now lost. 
Syn., Carp. (followed by five vacant leaves for Hus. t.), lect., scholia. 
Known only to (Mill). 

67. Bodleian. Miscell. 76 [x1] 4°, is Mill’s Hunt. 2, brought from 
the East by Dr Robert Huntington. Mut. Jo. vi. 64—xxi. 25. Ked. 
t., Hus. ¢., pict., lect. (Mill). 

68. Lincoln. Coll. Oxon. 17 [x11] 8°, is Mill’s Wheel. 1, brought 
from the East, with two other copies, by George Wheeler, Canon of 
Durham. Carp., Hus. t., syn., xed. t., kep. in margin, Am., but not 
Hus, (Mill). The next copy is, after Codd. 1. 33, the most important 
of all the cursives. 

*69, (Act. 31, Paul. 87, Apoc. 14), Codex Leicestrensis [xiv] 
fol., like Cod. 206, on parchment and paper (sce p. 21), is now in 
the library of the Town Council of Leicester. It contains the whole 
New Testament, except Matth. i. [—xviii. 15; Act. x. 45—xiv. 17; 
Jud. 7—25; Apoc. xviii. 7—xxii. 21, but with fragments down to 
xix. 10. It is written with a reed (see p. 24) on 212 complete leaves 
of 38 lines in a page, in the coarse and strange hand our facsimile 
exhibits (No. 35), epsilon being recumbent and almost like alpha, 
and the whole style of writing resembling a careless scrawl. The 
words Exys [Aeppov Xapxov at the top of the first page, in the same 
beautiful hand that wrote many (f00 many) marginal notes, prove 
that this codex once belonged to the William Chark, mentioned 
under Cod. 61 (p. 149). In 1640 (Wetstein states 1669) Thomas 
Hayne, M.A. of Trussington, in that county, gave the book to the 
Leicester Library. Mill collated it there, as did John Jackson for 
Weistein, and some others. Tregelles re-collated it in 1852 for his 
edition of the Greek Testament, and Scrivener very minutely in 
1855; the latter published his results, with a full description of the 
book itself, in the Appendix to his ‘Codex Augiensis.” No manu- 
script of its age has a text so remarkable as this: though none of the 
ordinary divisions into sections, and scarcely any liturgical marks 
occur throughout, there is evidently a close connection between Cod. 
69 and the Church service-books, as well in the interpolations of 
proper names, particles of time, or whole passages (e. g. Luke xxii. 
43, 44 placed after Matth. xxvi. 39) which are common. to both, as 
especially in the titles of the Gospels: éK rod xara dpxov eviaryyé\ov 
(ste), &c., being in the very language of the Lectionaries’. - Tables of 
kepdroua, stand before the three later Gospels, with very unusual 
variations; for which, as well as for the foreign matter inserted and 

? See the style of the Evangelistaria, as cited above, pp. 68—7o ; Matthaei’s 
uncials BH and Birch’s 178 of the Gospels, described below. 
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other peculiarities of Cod. 69, see Scrivener’s Cod. Augiensis (Introd, 
pp. XL—xXLVII). 

70. Cambridge P. L, 2144 or Li. 2. 13 [xv] charé. (not in Trinity 
College), was written, like Codd. 17. 30, by G. Hermonymus for 
William Bodet, at Paris; it once belonged to Bunckle of London, 
then to Bp. Moore. Like Cod. 62 it has the Latin chapters (Mill). 

71. Lambeth 528 [dated 1160] 265 leaves 4°, is Mill’s Zph. and 
Scrivener’s g. This elegant copy, which once belonged to an Arch- 
bishop of Ephesus, was brought to England in 1675 by Philip 
Traheron, English Chaplain at Smyrna. Traheron made a careful 
collation of his manuscript, of which both the rough copy (B. M., 
Burney 24) and a fair one (Lambeth 528 b) survive. This last 
Scrivener in 1845 compared with the original, and revised, especially 
in regard to later corrections, of which there are many. Mill used 
Traheron’s collation very carelessly. Carp., Hus. t., xe. 6, TirAot, 
Am., Hus, ¢., lect. This copy presents a text full of interest, and much 
superior to that of the mass of manuscripts. 

72. Cod. Harleian. 5647 B. M. [x1] large 4°, an elegant copy 
with a catena on Matthew, xed. ¢., rirr., cep. Am, Hus., pict., vari- 
ous readings in the ample margin. Lent by T. Johnson to (Wetstein). 

73. Christ-Church Oxford, Wake 26 [x1] 4°, Hus. ¢., xed. &., Am, 
Eus., pict. Tt is marked “Ex dono Mauri Cordati Principis Hun- 
garo-Walachiae,” A° 1724. This and Cod. 74 were once Arch- 
bishop Wake’s, and were collated for Wetstein by (Jo. Walker, 
Wake MS. 35)’. 

74, i. Wake 20 [xm] 4°, written by Theodore (see p. 37, 
note 2). Mut. Matth. i. 1—14; v. 29—vi. 1; 32 verses. It came 
in 1727 from the Monastery of Tlavroxpdrwp, on Mount Athos. Syn., 
Carp., Eus. t., titr., xeb., Am., Lus., lect. 

75. Cod. Genevensis 19 [x1] 4°, prol., Hus. t., pict. In text it 
much resembles Cod. 6. Seen in 1714 by Weistein, collated by 
(Scholz, Cellérier, a Professor at Geneva). 

76. (Act. 43, Paul. 49). Cod. Caesar-Vindobonensis, Nessel. 300, 
Lambec. 28 [x1] 4°, prol., syn., pict. This copy (the only one known 
to read aurjs with the Complutensian and other editions in Luke ii. 
22) is erroneously called uncial by Mill (Gerhard & Mastricht 1690; 
Ashe 1691; F. K. Alter 1786). 

47. Caesar-Vindobon. Nessel. 114, Lambec. 29 [x1] 4°, very neat; 
with a Commentary, prol., Hus. t., pict.,"and (by a later hand) syn. 

1 Of the 183 manuscript volumes bequeathed by William Wake, Archbishop 
of Canterbury [1657—1737] to Christ-Church (of which he had been a Canon), 

no less than 28 contain portions of the Greek Testament, not more than seven of 

which have ever appeared in any printed Catalogue. They are all described in 

the present and the next section from a comparison of Dean Gaisford’s MS. 

Catalogue (1837) with the books themselves, to which Canon Jacobson’s kindness 

gave me access. 
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It once belonged to Matthias Corvinus, the great King of Hungary 
(1458—90). Collated in “Tentamen descriptionis codicum,” é&c. 
1773 by (Treschow, and by Alter). 

78. Cod. Nicolae Jancovich de Vadass, now in Hungary [x11] 4°, 
Bus. t., xed. t., tirAot, xed., lect., syn., pict. It was once in the library 
of King Matthias Corvinus: on the sack of Buda by the Turks 
in 1527, his noble collection of 50,000 volumes was scattered, and 
about 1686 this book fell into the hands of S. B., then of J. G. Carp- 
zov of Leipsic, at whose sale it was purchased and brought back to 
its former country. A previous possessor, in the 17th century, was 
Tedpyos SecpopvrAaé Navrdiov. (Collated by C. F. Boerner for 
Kuster, and “in usum” of Scholz). 

79. Cod. Geor. Douze (from Constantinople), consulted on John 
viii. by Gomar at Leyden (perhaps 74 in that Library). Mut. with 
a Latin version. 

80. Cod. T. G. Grevii, then Jo. Van der Hagen’s [x1], is pro- 
bably still somewhere in Holland: it is said by Wetstein, who saw 
it in 1739, to have been collated by Byneus in 1691. Prol., rirAor, 
ke., Subscriptions: the Latin chapters were added [xv]. 

81. Greek manuscripts cited in a Correctorium Bibliorum Latino- 
rum of the xuith century’. 

82. Seven unknown Greek manuscripts of St John, three of 
St Matthew and (apparently) of the other Gospels, cited in Laurentius 
Valila’s “ Annotationes in N. T., ex diversorum utriusque linguae, 
Graecae et Latinae, codicum collatione,” written about 1440, edited 
by Erasmus, Paris 1505. His copies seem modern, and have probably 
been used by later critics. The whole subject, however, is very care- 
fully examined in the Rev. A. T. Russell’s Memoirs of the life and 
works of Bp. Andrewes, pp. 282—-310. 

83. Cod. Monacensis 518 [x1] 4°, beautifully written, syn., at 
Shela” whither it was brought from Augsburg (Bengel’s August. 1, 
cholz). 

84. Monacensis 568 ie] 8°, contains Matthew and Mark. Mut. 
Matth. i, 1—18; xiii. 10—27; 42—xiv. 3; xviii. 25—-xix. 9; xxi. 
33—xxii. 4; Mark vii. 13—xvi. 20 (Bengel’s August. 2, Scholz). 

85. Monacensis 569 [x11] 4°, contains only Matth. viii. 15—ix. 
17; xvi. 12—xvii. 20; xxiv. 26—45; xxvi. 25—54; Mark vi. 13— 
ix. 45; Luke iii, 12—vi. 44; John ix. 11—xii. 5; xix. 6—24; 
xx, 23—-xxi. 9 (Bengel’s August. 3, Scholz). 

86. Cod. Posoniensis Lycaei Aug. [%]. Prol., Hus. ¢ Once at 
Buda, but bought in 1183 at Constantinople for the Emperor Alex- 
ius IT. Comnenus (Bengel, Endlicher). 

_ 1 These formal revisions of the Latin Bible were mainly two, one made by the 

University of Paris with the sanction of the Archbishop of Sens about 1230, and 
a rival one undertaken by the Mendicant Orders, through Cardinal Hugo de 

S. Caro (sce above, p. §9), and adopted at their general Chapter held at Paris in 
1256. A Manuscript of the latter was used by Lucas Brugensis and Simon 

(Wetstein, N. T. Prol. Vol. 1. p. 85). 
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87. Cod. Trevirensis [x1] fol., contains St John’s Gospel with 
a catena, published at length by Cordier at Antwerp. It once 
belonged to the eminent scholar and mathematician, Cardinal Nicho- 
las of Cuza, on the Moselle, near Tréves [1401—64: see Cod. 129]; 
previously to the monastery of Petra or the Fore-runner at Con- 
stantinople’ (Scholz). Westein’s 87 is our 250. 

88. Codex of the Gospels, 4°, on vellum, cited as ancient and 
correct by Joachim Camerarius (who collated it) in his Annotations 
to the New Testament. It resembles in text Codd. 63. 72. 80. 

89. Cod. Gottingensis [dated 1006] fol., with corrections. Col- 
lated by A. G. Gehl in 1739, and by Matthaei (No. 20). 

90. (Act. 47, Paul. 14). Cod. Jo. Fabri, a Dominican of 
Deventer [xv1, but copied from a manuscript written by Theodore 
(p. 37, note 2) and dated 1293] 4°, chart. 2 vol. The Gospels stand 
John, Luke, Matthew, Mark, the Pauline Epistles precede the Acts; 
and Jude is written twice, from different copies. This codex (which 
has belonged to Abr. Hinckelmann of Hamburg, and to Wolff) was 
collated by Wetstein. Faber [1472—living in 1515] had also com- 
pared it with another “very ancient” vellum manuscript of the 
Gospels presented by Sixtus IV. (1471—84) to Jo. Wessel of Gro- 
ningen, but which was then at Zvolle. As might be expected, this 
copy much resembles Cod. 74. 

91. Cod, Perronianus [x], of which extracts were sent by Mont- 
faucon to Mill, had been Cardinal Perron’s, and before him had 
belonged to “S. Taurini monasterium Ebroicense” (Evreux). 

92. Cod. Faeschii 1 (Act. 49) i The former contains Mark with 
94, Cod. Faeschii’2 Victor's Commentary on vellum, 

the latter Mark and Luke with a Commentary, on paper. Both 
belonged to Andrew Faesch, of Basle, and were collated by Wetstein. 
Their date is not stated. 

93. Cod. Grevii of the Gospels, cited by Voss on the Genealogy, 
Luke iii. 

95. Lincoln Coll. Oxon. 16 [x11] fol., is Mill’s Wheeler 2. It con- 
tains Luke from xi. 2 and John all but 2 or 3 leaves. With Scholia, 
syn. (Mill, Professor Nicoll). . 

96. Cod. Bodleian. Misc. 8 (Auct. D. 5. 1) [xv] 12°, is Walton’s 
and Mill’s Zvrit., with many rare readings, containing St John with a 
Commentary, beautifully written by Jo.Trithemius, Abbot of Span- 
heim [d. 1516]. Received from Abraham Sculter [?] by Geo. Hack- 
well, 1607 (Walton’s Polyglott, Mill, Griesbach). 

97. Cod. Hirgaugiensis [1500, by Nicholas, a monk of Hirsau], 
12°, on vellum, containing St John, seems but a copy of 96. It once 

1 On fol. 4 we read 4 BiBAos aliryn (qde 178) THs povfs Tod Ipodpduovu | ris 

Keydvns éyyiorra ris’ Aclaclrtov | dpxatkh 5& rij wove kdijows Térpa, Compare Cod. 

178 and Montfauc. Palaeogr. Graeca, pp. 39, I10, 305. 
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belonged to Uffenbach, and is now at Giessen (Bengel’, Weitstein, 
Maius, Schulze). 

98. Cod. Bodleian. [x11] 4°, pict, E. D. Clarke 5, by whom it 
was brought from the Hast. Ked. t., rirA., Am. (not Hus.), xed. lect. 
It was collated in a few places for Scholz, who substituted it here 
for Cod. R. (see p. 114) of Griesbach. 

99. Cod. Lipsiensis, Bibliothec. Paul, [xv1] 4°, Matthaei’s 18, 
contains Matth. iv. 8—v. 27; vi. 2—xv. 30; Luke i. 1—13; syn. 
(Matthaei). Weitstein’s 99 is our 155. 

100. Cod. Paul. L. B. de Eubeswald [x] 4°, vellum, mut. Jo. 
xxi, 25; pict., xed. 4, Hus. t., and in a later hand many corrections 
with scholia and syn., chart. J. C. Wagenseil used it in Hungary for 
Jo. viii. 6. Our description presumes it to be the manuscript now 
in the University of Pesth, but in the 15th century belonging to 
Bp. Jo. Pannonius. 

101. Cod. Uffenbach. 3 [xvi] 12°, chart., St John ortxypys (see 
p. 46). So near the Basle (that is, we suppose, Erasmus’) edition, 
that Bengel never cites it. With two others (Paul. M and 52) it 
was lent by Z. C. Uffenbach, Consul of Frankfort-on-the-Mayn, to 
Wetstein in 1717, and afterwards to Bengel. 

102. Cod. Bibliothecae Medicaeae, a valuable but unknown manu- 
script with many rare readings, extracted by Weitstein at Amsterdam 
for Matth. xxiv—Mark viii. 1, from the margin of a copy of Plantin’s 
N. T. 1591, in the library of J.le Long. The Rev. B. F. Westcott is 
convinced that the manuscript from which these readings were de- 
rived is none other than Cod. B. itself. 

103. Regius 196 [xt] fol., once Cardinal Mazarin’s, seems the 
same manuscript as that from which Emericus Bigot gave extracts 
to Curcellaeus’ N. T. 1658 (Scholz). 

104. Cod. Hieronymi Vignerii [x], from which also Bigot ex- 
tracted readings, which Wetstein obtained through J. Drieberg in 
1744, and published. 

- 105. (Act. 48, Paul. 24). Cod. Ebnerianus, Bodl. Miscell. 136, 
a beautiful copy [x11] 4°, on 426 leaves of vellum, with 27 lines in 
each, formerly belonged to Jerome Ebner von Eschenbach of Nu- 
remberg. Pict., Carp., Hus. t., xed. t., titd., kep., Am. (not Lus.), the 
Nicene Creed, all in gold: syn.; with lect. throughout and syn., men. 
prefixed by Joasaph, a calligraphist, a.p. 1391, who also added John 
viii, 8—11 at the end of that Gospel. facsimile in Horne’s Intro- 
duction, and in Tregelles’ Horne p. 220 (Schoenleben 1738, Rev. 
H. O. Coxe). 

106. Cod. Winchelsea [x], with many important readings, often 
resembling the Philoxenian Syriac: believed to be still in the Earl of 
Winchelsea’s Library (Jackson collated it for Wetstein in 1748). ~ 

107. Cod. Bodleian. [xiv. and later] 4°, is E. D. Clarke 6, con- 

1 Though 97 once belonged to Uffenbach, 101 better suits Bengel’s description 
of Uffen, 3: they are written on different materials, and the description of their 

respective texts will not let us suspect them to be the same. 
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taining the Gospels in different hands: xed. t, pict. (Like 98, 111, 
112, partially collated for Scholz). Griesbach’s 107 is also 201. 

108. Caesar-Vindobonensis, Kollar. 4, Forlos. 5 [xt] fol., 2 vol. 
With a commentary, Hus. t., pict. It seems to have been written at 
Constantinople, and formerly belonged to Parrhasius, then to the 
convent of St John de Carbonaria at Naples (Treschow, Alter, 
Birch,. Scholz). 

109. Brit. Mus. Addit. 5117 [a. p. 1326] 4°, syn, Hus. t., men., 
lect., rirhot, Am. (not Fus., xep.), Mead. 1, then Askew (5115 is Act. 
22, 5116 is Paul. 75, in the same hand; different from that employed 
in the Gospels). 

110. Cod. Ravianus, Bibl. Reg. Berolinensis [xvi] 4°, 2 vols., 
on parchment, once belonging to Jo. Rave of Upsal, has been ex- 
amined by Wetstein, Griesbach, and G. G. Pappelbaum in 1796. It 
contains the whole New Testament, and has attracted attention 
because it has the disputed words in 1 Jo. v. 7. It is now how- 
ever admitted by all to be a mere transcript of the N.T. in the 
Complutensian Polyglott with variations from Erasmus or Stephens, 
and as such should be expunged from our list. 

111. Cod. Bodleian. [xi] 4°, Clarke 7, mut. Jo. xx, 25—xxi. 25: 
xed. t., Am. (not Hus.), and 

112. Bodleian. [x1] 12°, Clarke 10, Carp., Hus. t., xed. &., tird., 
Am. and Kus. often in the same line (a very rare arrangement; see 
Wake 21 below), lect., syn., men., a very beautiful copy. These two, 
very partially collated for Scholz, were substituted by him and 
Tischendorf for collations whose history is not a little curious. 

111. (Wetstein). THe Venestan rEapines. The Jesuit de la 
Cerda inserted in his “ Adversaria Sacra,” cap. xcr (Lyons 1626) a 
collection of various readings, written in vermilion in the margin of 
a Greek Testament (which from its misprint in 1 Pet. iii. 11, we 
know to be R. Stephens’ of 1550) by Pedro Faxardo, Marquis of Velez, 
a Spaniard, who had taken them from sixteen manuscripts, eight of 
which were in the king’s library, in the Escurial. It is never stated 
what codices or how many support each variation. De la Cerda had 
received the readings from Mariana, the great Jesuit historian of Spain, 
then lately dead, and appears to have inadvertently added to Mariana’s 
account of their origin, that the sixteen manuscripts were in Greek. 
These Velesian readings, though suspected from the first even by 
Mariana by reason of their strange resemblance to the Latin Vulgate 
and the manuscripts. of the Old Latin, were repeated as critical 
authorities in Walton’s Polyglott, 1657, and (contrary to his own. 
better judgment) were retained by Mill in 1707. Wetstein, however 
(N. T. Proleg. Vol. 1. pp. 59—61), and after him Michaelis and Bp. 
Marsh, have abundantly proved that the various readings must have 
been collected by Velez from Latin manuscripts, and by him trans- 
lated into Greek, very foolishly perhaps, but not of necessity with 
a fraudulent design. Certainly, any little weight the Velesian read- 
ings may have, must be referred to the Latin, not to the Greek text. 
Among the various proofs of their Latin origin urged by Wetstein 
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and others, the following establish the fact beyond the possibility of 
doubt: 

Greek Text. Vulgate Text, Vulgate varions Velesian reading, 

Mark viii. 38. | éramxdvOy | confusus fuerit | confessus fuerit | duodoyjoy 

Hebr, xii. 18. | cexavudvy accensibilem accessibilem mpoclrw 

— xiii, 2. | &adov latuerunt - placuerunt Wperav 

James v. 6. Kareduxdoare | addixistis adduxistig ayacyere 

Apoe, xix. 6. | 8Aou turbae tubae od\areyyos 
xxi. 12, aryyédous angelos angulos yorlas 

112. (Wetstein). Taz BARBERINI READINGS must also be banished 
from our list of critical authorities, though for a different reason. 
The collection of various readings from 22 manuscripts (ten of the 
Gospels, eight of the Acts and Epistles, and four of the Apocalypse), 
seen by Isaac Vossius in 1642 in the Barberini Library at Rome, was 
first published in 1673, by Peter Possinus (Poussines), a Jesuit, at 
the end of a Catena of St Mark. He alleged that the collations were 
made by John M. Caryophilus [d. 1635], a Cretan, while preparing 
an. edition of the Greek Testament, under the patronage of Paul V. 
[d. 1621]and Urban VITTI. [d. 1644]. As the Barberini readings often 
favour the Latin version, they fell into the same suspicion as the 
Velesian: Wetstein, especially (Proleg. Vol. 1. pp. 61, 62), after 
pressing against them some objections more ingenious than solid, 
declares ‘lis haec non aliter quam ipsis libris Romae inventis et pro- 
ductis, guod nunguam credo fiet, solvi potest.” The very papers 
Weitstein called for were discovered by Birch (Barberini Lib. 209) 
more than thirty years later, and besides them Caryophilus’ petition 
for the loan of six manuscripts from the Vatican (Codd. BS. 127. 
129. 141. 144), which he doubtless obtained and used. The good 
faith of the collator being thus happily vindicated, we have only to 
identify his thirteen remaining codices, most of them probably being 
in that very Library, and may then dismiss the Barberini readings as 
having done their work, and been fairly superseded. 

113. Cod. Harleian. 1810 Brit. Mus. [xr] 4°, prol., Carp., Bus. t., 
prct., lect., xed. t., tith., xed., Am., Hus., and (in a later hand) syn. 
(Griesbach, Bloomfield): its readings are of more than usual interest, 
as are those of 

114. “Harleian. 5540 [x11] 12°, (facsimile in a Greek Testament, 
published in 1837 by Taylor, London), very elegant, with more recent 
marginal notes and Matth. xxviii. 19—-Mark i. 12 in a later hand. 
Mut. Matth. xvii. 4—18; xxvi. 59—73 (Griesbach, Bloomfield). 
Carp., xed. t., rirr., xep., Am. (not Hus.). 

115. Harleian, 5559 [x11] 4°, once Bernard Mould’s (Smyrna, 
1724), with an unusual text. Mut. Matth. i. 1—viii. 10; Mark v. 
23—36; Luke i. 78—ii. 9; vii. 4—15; John xi. 2—xxi. 25 (Gries- 
bach, Bloomfield). A few more words of John xi. survive: riz,, 
ked., Am., and sometimes Hus.’ 

1 In Cod. 115 £us. is usually, in Codd. 116 and 1147 but rarely written under 

Am.: these copies therefore were never quite finished, 
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116. Harleian. 5567 [xir] small 4°, Hus. ¢., xed. t., rirr., Am, 
lect., syn., of some value. It belonged in 1649 to Athanasius a 
Greek monk, then to B. Mould (Griesbach, Bloomfield). 

117. (Apost. 6). Harleian. 5731 [xv] 4°, chart., carelessly writ-. 
ten, once belonged to the great Bentley. Mut. Matth. i. 1—18: lect., 
pict., Carp., Hus. t., xed. t., tith., Am, syn., fragments of a Lectionary 
on the last twenty leaves (Griesbach, Bloomfield). 

#118. Bodleian. Miscell. 13, Marsh. 24 [xxi] 4°, an important 
palimpsest (with the Gospels uppermost) once the property of Arch- 
bishop Marsh of Armagh. Am., Hus., xed. ¢., lect. with syn., men., 
and some of the Psalms on paper. Later hands also supplied Matth. i. 
1—vi. 2; Luke xiii. 35——xiv. 20; xvi, 8—xix. 9; John xvi. 25— 
xxi, 25. Well collated by (Griesbach). 

119. Regius 85, Paris [x1] 4°, formerly Teller’s of Rheims, is 
Kuster’s Paris 5 (Griesbach), . 

120. Regius 185 a [xir1] 4°, formerly belonged to St Victor’s on 
the Walls, Paris, and seems to be Stephens’ 15’, whose text (1550) and 
Colinaeus’ (1534) it closely resembles. St Mark is wanting (Gries- 
bach). 

121. An important lost codex, once at St Geneviéve’s, in Paris 
[dated Sept. 1284, Indiction 12], 4% fut. Matth. v. 21—viii. 24 
(Griesbach). 

122. (Act. 177, Paul. 219), Bibl. Lugdunensis-Batavorum [x17] 
4°, once Meermann’s' 116. wt. Act. i, 1—14; xxi. 14—xxii. 28; 
1 Jo, iv. 20—Jud. 25; Rom. i. 1—vii. 13; 1 Cor. ii. 7—xiv. 23 (Der- 
mout, Collect. Crit. 1 p. 14). Griesbach’s 122 is also 97, 

123. Caesar-Vindobon. Nessel. 240, Lambec. 30 [x1] 4°, brought 
from Constantinople by Auger Busbeck; prol., Hus. t., pict., correc- 
tions by another hand (Treschow, Alter, Birch). 

*124, Caesar-Vindobon. Nessel. 118, Lambec. 31 [x1] 4°, Hus. 
t., syn., mut. Luke xxiii. 31—xxiv. 28, an eclectic copy,. with correc- 
tions by the first hand (Mark ii. 14; Luke iii. 1, &c). This manu- 
script (which once belonged to a certain Leo) is considered by Birch 
the best of the Vienna codices; it resembles the Philoxenian Syriac, 
old Latin, Codd. DL. 1 13, and especially 69 (Treschow, Alter, 
Birch). 

125. Caesar-Vindobon. Kollar. 6, Forlos. 16 [x] 4°, with many 
corrections in the margin and ‘between the lines (Treschow, Alter, 
Birch). . 

126. Cod. Guelpherbytanus xvi. 16 [x1] carelessly written. us. 
t., kep. t., prol., pict., with lect., syn. in a later hand, and some quite 
modern corrections, Matth. xxviii, 18—20 is cruciform, capitals 

1 Meermann’s other two manuscripts of the N. T. dispersed at his sale in 

1824, are No, 117, 436 of the Gospels (also set down in error as Evangelistarium 

153), and No, 118 at Middle-Hill (Act, 178, Paul. 242, Apoc. 87). 
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often occur in the middle of words, and the text is of an unusual 
character. Inspected by (Heusinger 1752, Knittel, Tischendorf). 

N.B. Codd. 127—181, all at Rome, were inspected, and a few 
(127. 131. 157) really collated by Birch, when at Rome about 1782. 
Of 153 Scholz collated the greatest part, and small portions of 138 | 
—44; 146—52; 154—57; 159—60; 162; 164—71; 173—75; 177. 
—80, _ 

127. Cod. Vatican. 349 [xr] fol., Hus. t., cep. t., a neatly written 
and important copy, with a few later corrections (e.g. Matth, xxvii. 
49), 

128. Vat. 356 [x1] fol., prol., xed. t., and the numbers of the 
OT ixou. 

129. Vat. 358 [x11] fol., with scholia, and a note on Jo. vii. 53, 
as we read in Cod. 145 and others. Bought at Constantinople in 1438 
by Nicholas de Cuza, Eastern Legate to the Council of Ferrara (see 
Cod. 87). | . : 

130. Vat, 359 [xirr] fol., chart., a curious copy, with the Greek: 
and Latin in parallel columns, and the Latin chapters. 

131. (Act. 70, Paul. 77, Apoc. 66). Vat. 360 [xr] 4°, contains the 
whole New Testament, with many remarkable variations, and a text 
somewhat like that of. Aldus’ Greek Testament (1518). The manu- 
script was given to Sixtus V. [1585—90] for the Vatican by “ Aldus 
Manuccius Paulli F. Aldi.” The Epistle to the Hebrews stands: 
before 1 Tim. Carp., Hus. t., xed. t., of an unusual arrangement (viz. 
Maitth. 74, Mark 46, Luke 57: see above, ».49). This copy contains 
many itacisms, and corrections primd manu. oe 

132. Vat. 361 [xi] 4°, Hus. t., pict. . 

133. (Act. 71, Paul. 78). Vat. 363 [x1?] 4°, syn., Euthalian 
prologues. : 

134. Vat, 364 [xr?] 4°, elegant. Hus. t., pict., titles in gold. 

135. Vat. 365 [xr?] 4°, cep. ¢, pict. The first 26 of its 174 
leaves are later and chart. 

136. Vat. 665 [x111] fol., on cotton paper; contains Matthew and 
Mark with Euthymius’ Commentary. 

137. Vat. 756 [xr or xz] fol., with a Commentary. At the end 
we read Ko @payxirkos axkidas evyevys Kohagcevs...pwpy nHyaye TO Tapov 

BiBrov ere aro adap Coa [A.D. 1583], pyre covrta, wd. Lo. 

138, Vat. 757 [x1t] fol., with Commentary from Origen, &e. 

139. Vat. 758 [x11] fol., contains Luke and John with a Com- 
mentary. 

140. Vat. 1158 [x1] 4°, beautifully written, and given by the 
Queen of Cyprus to Innocent VII. (1404—6). Hus. t., pict. In 
Luke i. 64 it supports the Complutensian reading, xai 7 yAdooa avrot 
SenpO pan. 

141, (Act. 75, Paul. 86, Apoc. 40). Vat. 1160 [xi] 4°, 2 vol. 
contains the whole New Testament, syn., pict. The leaves are ar- 
ranged in quaternions, but separately for each volume, 
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142. (Act. 76, Paul. 87). Vat. 1210 [x1] 12°, very neat, con- 
taining also the Psalms. There are many marginal readings in ano- 
ther ancient hand. ; 

143, Vat. 1229 [x1] fol., with a marginal Commentary. On the 
first leaf is read rns opOys micrews riot otkovopw Kat dvdakt TlavAw 
terdprw [1555—59]. 

144. Vat. 1254 [xr] 8°, Hus. t., xed. t. . 

145. Vat. 1548 [xi] 4°, contains Luke and John. Mut. Luke 
iv. l5—v. 36; Jo. i, 1—26. A later hand has written Luke xvii— 
xxi, and made many corrections, = 

146. Palatino-Vatican. 5' [x11] fol., contains Matth. and Mark 
with a Commentary. 

147. Palat.-Vat. 89 [x1] 8°, syn. 

148. Palat.-Vat. 136 [xi] 4°, with some scholia and unusual 
readings. 

149. (Act. 77, Paul. 88, Apoc. 25). Palat.-Vat. 171 [xrv] fol., 
lect., contains the whole New Testament. 

150. Palat.-Vat. 189 [xr] 16°, Hus. £., syn. 

151. Palat.-Vat. 220 [x1] 4°, Hus. ¢., scholia in the margin, and 
some rare readings (e.g. Jo. xix. 14). The sheets are in 21 quater- 
nions. After Matthew stands exdoyy ev ovvTopw ex Tov cvvrefevruv 
vio EvoeBiov rpos Sredavov A. 

152. Palat.-Vat. 227 [x1] 4°, prol., pict. 

153. Palat.-Vat. 229 [x11] 4°, on cotton paper. Prol., syn. 

154. Cod. Alexandrino-Vatican. vel Christinae 28 [dated April 
14, 1442] 4°, written in Italy on cotton paper, with Theophylact’s 
Commentary. It was given by Christina Queen of Sweden to Alex- 
ander VIII. (1689—91). . 

155. Alex.-Vat. 79 [x1? Birch, xrv Scholz] 12°, with some 
lessons from St Paul prefixed. Given by Andrew Rivet to Rutger- 
sius, Swedish Embassador to the United Provinces. This copy is 
Weistein’s 99, the codex Rutgersii cited by Dan. Heinsius in his 
Exercitat. sacr. in Evangel. 

‘156. Alex.-Vat. 189 [xm] 12°: “ex bibliothec& Goldasti” is on 
the first page. 

157. Cod. Urbino-Vat. 2 [x11] 8°, deemed by Birch the most 
important manuscript of the N. T. in the Vatican, except Cod. B. 
It belonged to the Ducal Library at Urbino, and was brought to 
Rome by Clement VII. (1523—34). It is very beautifully written 
on 325 leaves of vellum (Birch, N. T. 1788, gives a facsimile), with 

1 A collection presented to Urban VIII. (1623—44) by Maximilian, Elector 

of Bavaria, from the spoils of the unhappy Elector Palatine, titular King of 
Bohemia. 
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Eus. t., prol., certain chronicles, xed., tirhou and rich ornaments, pic- 
tures, &c. in vermilion and gold. On fol. 19 we read underneath 

two figures Iwavvys ev xw Tw Ow wisros Baotheus TOpPvpoyevvyTos Kot 

avrokpatwp pwpamv, 6 Kopuyyvos, and Ades ev xw tw Ow moos 
Bacirevs toppvpoyervytos 6 Kopvyvos. The Emperor John II. the 
Handsome succeeded his father, the great Alexius, a.p. 1118. For 
the subscriptions appended to the Gospels in this copy (which also 
register the number of orixo. in each of them), see above, p. 47. In 
text it is akin to Codd. BDL. 69. 106, and especially to 1. 

158. Cod. Pii IL, Vatic. 53 [xr] 4°, with Hus. &, xed. t., and 
readings in the margin, primd manu. This copy was given to the 
Library by Pius IT. (1458—64). 

159. Cod. Barberinianus 8 [xr] 4°, in the Barberini Palace, at 
Rome, founded above two centuries since by the Cardinal, Francis 
II, of that name. . 

160. Barberin. 9 [dated 1123] 4°, syn. 
161. Barberin. 10 [x] 4°, ending at Jo. xvi. 4. This copy fol- 

lows the Latin versions both in its text (Jo. iii. 6) and marginal 
scholia (Jo. vii. 29). Various readings are often thus noted in its 
margin. 

162. Barberin. 11 [dated 13 May, 1153 (sya), Indict. 1] 4°, 
written by one Manuel: Hus. t., pict. 
163. Barberin. 12 [xt] fol., written in Syria. Scholz says it 

contains only the portions of the Gospels read in Church-lessons, but 
Birch the four Gospels, with Hus. t, xed. ¢., the numbers of fyyara 
and orixot to the first three Gospels (see p. 57, note). 

164.. Barberin. 13 [dated Oct. 1040] 8°, Hus. ¢., cep. &, syn., and 
numbers of orixot.. The subscription states that it was written by 
Leo, a priest and calligrapher, and bought in 1168 by Bartholomew, 
who compared it with ancient Jerusalem manuscripts on the sacred 
mount. 

. 165. Barberin. 14 [dated 1197] fol, with the Latin Vulgate 
version, Hus. t., xed. t., syn. Written for one Archbishop Paul, and 
given to the Library by Eugenia, daughter of Jo. Pontanus. 

166. Barberin. 115 [xi] 4°, containing only Luke ix. 33— 
xxiv. 24 and John. 

167. Barberin. 208 [x11 or x1v] 12°, xed. t., pict., subscriptions 
numbering the orixot. 

168. Barberin. 211 [x11] fol., with Theophylact’s Commentary. 
169. Cod. Vallicellianus B. 133 [x1] 12°, once the property of 

Achilles Statius, as also was Cod. 171. Prol., syn., pict. This 
codex and the next three are in the Library of St Maria in Val- 
licella at Rome, and belong to the Fathers of the Oratory of St Phi- 
lippo Neri. 

170. Vallicell. C. 61 [x11] 4°, syn. The end of Luke and most 
of John is in a later hand. 

171. Vallicell. C. 73 [xrv] 8°. Montfaucon ascribes it to [x1], 

11 
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172. Vallicell. F'. 90 [x11] 4°, now only contains the Pentateuch, 
but from Blanchini, Evan. Quadr. Pt. 1. pp. 529—30, we infer that the 
Gospels were once there. 

173. Vatic. 1983, Basil. 22 [x1 or x11] 4°, ending John xiii. 1, 
seems to have been written in Asia Minor. Lect., syn., Hus. t., the 
number of fyyara and orixor being appended to the first three Gos- 
pels as in Codd. 163; 164; 167. This codex, and the next four, 
were brought from the Library of the Basilian monks. 

174. Vatic. 2002, Basil. 41 [dated 4" hour of Sept. 2, a.p. 1053] 
4°, mut. Matth. i. 1—ii. 1; Jo. i. 1—27; ending vii. 47. Written 
by the monk Constantine “tabernis habitante,” “cum praeesset 
praefecturae Georgilas dux Calabriae” (Scholz). 

175. (Act. 41, Paul. 194, Apoc. 20) Vat. 2080, Basil. 119 [x11] 
4°, contains the whole New Testament (beginning Matth. iv. 17) 
with scholia to the Acts, between which and the Catholic Epistle 
stands the Apocalypse (see p. 62). There are some marginal cor- 
rections prima manu (e.g. Luke xxiv. 13). The Pauline Epistles 
have Euthalius’ subscriptions. Also inspected by Blanchini. 

176. Vat. 2113, Basil. 152 [x11] 4°, lect. Begins Matth. x. 13, 
ends Jo. ii. 1. 

177. Vat.?, Basil. 163 [xt] 8°, mut. Jo. i. 1—29. 

178, Cod. Angelicus A. 1. 5 [x11] fol. Bus. t., mut. Jo. xxi. 17—~ 
25. Arranged in quaternions, and the titles to the Gospels resem- 
ble those in Cod. 69. Codd. 178—9 belong to the Angelica convent 
of Augustinian Eremites at Rome. Montfaucon (Palaeogr. Graeca, 
pp. 290—1) describes and gives a facsimile of Cod. 178. It has on 
the first leaf the same subscription as we gave under Cod. 87: which 
Birch and Scholz misunderstand. ; 

179. Angelic. A. 4. 11 [xr] 4°, Hus. ¢., xed. ¢., lect. The last 
five leaves (214—-18) and two others (23, 30) are chart., and in a 
later hand. 

180. ar 82, Paul. 92, Apoc. 44) Cod. Bibl. Propagandae 250, 
Borgiae 2 [x1] 8°, Ject.; the Gospels were written by one Andreas: 
the rest of the New Testament and some apocryphal books by one 
John, November 1284. This manuscript, with Cod. T and Evst. 37, 
belonged to the Velitran Museum of “Praesul Steph. Borgia, Col- 
legii Urbani de Propaganda Fide a secretis.” 

181. Cod. Francisci Xavier, Cardinal. de Zelada [x1] fol., with 
scholia in the margin. This manuscript (from which Birch took 
extracts) seems now missing. 

Codd. 182—198, all in that noble Library at Florence, founded 
by Cosmo de Medici [d. 1464], increased by his grandson Lorenzo 
|d. 1492], were very slightly examined by Birch, and subsequently 
by Scholz. 

~182. Cod. Laurentianus vi. 11 [xi] 4°. 

183. Laurent. vi. 14 [xm] 8°, pict., Hus. t., men., at the end of 
which is TéAos avy @cG ayip tot pyvodoyiov, duyv' ¢ vey [i.e A.D. 910], 
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which Scholz refers to the date of the arrangement of the menology. 
It might seem more naturally to belong to the manuscript itself. 

184. Laurent. vi. 15 [xu] 4°, prof. 
185. Laurent. vi. 16 [xr] 4°, prol., syn.; written by one Basil. 

186. Laurent. vi. 18 [x1] fol., prol., Hus. t., Commentary; written 
by Leontius, a calligrapher. 

187. Laurent. vi. 23 [x1] 4°, pict., with readings in the margin 
by the first hand. 

188. Laurent. vr. 25 [x1] 8°, syn. 

189. (Act. 141, Paul. 239), Laurent. vi. 27 [xr] 12°, prol., syn., 
mut. at end of John. 

190. Laurent. vi. 28 [dated July 1285, Ind. 13] 8° 
191. Laurent. v1. 29 [xu] 8°, prol. 
192. Laurent. vz. 30 [xm] 12°, prod. 
193. Laurent. vr. 32 [x1] 8°, Hus. t., pict., lect. | 
194, Laurent. vi. 33 [xr] fol., pict, and a marginal Catena. 

Begins Matth. ii. 7. 

195. Laurent. vr. 34 [x1] fol., once belonged to the Cistercian 
convent of 8. Salvator de Septimo. Prol., syn., and a Commentary. 
The date of the year is lost, but the month (May) and indiction (8) 
remain. 

196. Laurent. vist. 12 [x11] 4°, in red letters (see p. 138, note 2), 
pict., with a catena. . 

197. (Act. 96) Laurent. vim. 14 [x1] fol., contains the Epistle 
of James and fragments of Matthew and Mark, with Chrysostom’s 
Commentary. , 

198. Laurent. 256 [x11] 4°, on cotton paper, Zus. 4, from the 
library “ Addilium Flor. Ece.” 

Codd. 199-203 were inspected, rather than collated, by Birch at 
Florence; the first two in the Benedictine library of St Maria; the 
others in that of St Mark, belonging to the Dominican Friars. 
Scholz could not find any of them, but 201 is Wetstein’s 107, Scri- 
vener’s m; and 202 is now in the British Museum, Addit. 14774. 

199. Cod. S. Mariae, 5 [x11] 4°, Hus. ¢, with iambic verses and 
scholia. 

200. S. Mariae 6 [x] 4°, pict, Hus. t., prol., syn., with fragments 
of Gregory against the Arians, 

*201. (Act. 91, Paul. 104, Apoc. b*", or Kelly 94) Cod. Prae- 
dicator. S$. Marci 701 [dated Oct. 7, 1357, Ind. 11], large fol., on 
492 leaves. his splendid copy was purchased for the British Mu- 
seum (where it is numbered Butl. 2, or Addit. 11837) from the heirs 
of Dr Samuel Butler, Bishop of Lichfield. It contains the whole 
New Testament; was first cited by Wetstein (107) from notices by 
Jo. Lamy, in his “de Eruditione Apostolorum,” Florence, 1738, 
glanced at by Birch, and stated by Scholz (N. T. Vol. m1. pp. xu, 
XXvuII) to have been cursorily collated by himself: how that is pos- 

11]—2 
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sible can hardly be understood, as he elsewhere professes his igno- 
rance where the manuscript had gone (N. T. Vol. 1 p. Lxxrt). 
Scrivener collated the whole volume. There are many changes by a 
later hand, also syn., xed. t., xed, Am, Hus., lect., prol., and some 
foreign matter. 

202. Praedicat. 8. Marci 705 [x1] 4°, syn. 
. 203. Praedicat. S. Marci 707 [xv] 4°, chart., is really in modern 

Greek. Birch cites it for Jo. vii. 53, but it ought to be expunged 
from the list. 

204. (Act. 92, Paul. 105) Bononiensis Canonic. Regular. 640 
[xz] at Bologna (Birch, Scholz). 

Codd. 205—217 at Venice, were slightly examined by Birch. 

205. (Act. 93, Paul. 106, Apoc. 88) Venet. 8S. Marci 5 [xv] 
fol., contains both Testaments, with many peculiar readings. It was 
written for Cardinal Bessarion (apparently by John Rhosen his libra- 
rian), the donor of all these books. 'C. F. Rink considers it in the 
Gospels a mere copy of Cod. 209 (“ Lucubratio Critica in Act. Apost. 
Epp. C. et P.,” Basileae, 1830). 

206. (Act: 94, Paul. 107) Venet. 6 [xv] fol., like Cod. 69, is 
partly on parchment, partly on paper. It contains the whole New 
Testament, but is not numbered for the Apocalypse. 

207. Venet. 8 [x] 4°, Carp., Hus. t., syn., mut. at the beginning. 

208. Venet. 9 [x] 8°, Hus. t., xed. 4, of some value, but far less 
than the important 

209. (Act. 95, Paul. 108, Apoc. 46) Venet. 10 [xv] 8°, of the 
whole New Testament, once Bessarion’s, who had it with him at 
the Council of Florence, 1439, and wrote many notes in it. It 
would seem that in the Gospels and Apocalypse either Cod. 205 is 
copied from 209, or vice versd. Rink, who collated them for the 
Acts and Epistles, states that they differ in those portions. A good 
collation of one or both is needed; Birch did little, Engelbreth gave 
him some readings, and Fleck has published part of a collation by 
Heimbach. In the Gospels it is very like Cod. B. The Apocalypse 
has prot. For the unusual order of the books, see above, p. 61. 

210. Venet. 27 [x] fol., with a catena. 
211. Venet. 539 [xiz] 4°, mut., with an Arabic version. 
212. Venet. 540 [xi] 8°. 

213. Venet. 542 [x1] 8°. 

214, Venet. 543 [xiv] 8°, chart., syn. 
215. Venet. 544 [x1] fol. , Carp, Lus. t., with a Commentary. 
216. Codex Canonici, brought by him from Corcyra to St Mark’s, 

in a small character [no date assigned]. 
217. Venet. 8. Marci, cl. 1. cod. 3, given in 1478 by Peter de 

Montagnana to the monastery of St John, in Viridario, at Padua 
[xizt] 4°, in fine condition. Hus. t., syn. 

Codd. 218—225 are in the Imperial Library at Vienna. Alter 
and Birch collated them about the same time, the latter but cursorily. 

2 
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— -¥*218. (Act. 65, Paul. 57, Apoc. 33) Caesar-Vindobon. 23, Lam- 
bec..1, Nessel. 23 [x111] fol., contains both Testaments. ut. Apoc. 
xiii. 5—xiv. 8; xv. 7—xvii. 2; xviii. 10—xix. 15; ending at xx. 7 
Avoyoerat. This important copy, containing many peculiar readings, 
was described by Treschow, and comprises the text of Alter’s incon- 
venient, though fairly accurate N. T. 1786—7, to be described in 
Chap. v. Like Cod. 123 it was brought from Constantinople by 
Busbeck. . 

219. Lambec. 32, Nessel. 321 [xtrr] 8°, prol. 
220. Lambec. 33, Nessel. 337 [xrv] 12°, in very small letters. 
221. Caesar-Vindobon. cxvu. 29, Lambec. 38 [x1] fol., with 

commentaries (Chrysostom on Matth. John, Victor on Mark, Titus 
of Bostra on Luke), to which the portions of the text here given are 
accommodated: it begins Matth. i. 11. 

222. Lambec. 39, Nessel. 180 [xrv] 4°, on cotton paper, mut. 
Contains portions of the Gospels, with a commentary. 
. 223. Lambec. 40, Nessel. 301 [xiv] 4°, contains fragments of 
Matthew, Luke and John, with a catena. Codd. 221—3 must be 
cited cautiously: Alter appears to have made no use of them. 

224. Caesar-Vindob. Kollar. 8, Forlos. 30 [date not given] 4°, 
only contains St Matthew. This copy came from Naples. 

225. Kollar. 9, Forlos. 31 [dated sy or a.p. 1192] 8°, more 
important. Syn., men. 

Codd. 226—233 are in the Escurial, described by D. G. Mol- 
denhawer, who collated them about 1783, loosely enough, for Birch’s 
edition, in a temper which by no means disposed him to exaggerate 
their value (see below, Chap. v). 

226. (Act. 108, Paul. 228) Codex Escurialensis x. tv. 17 [xz] 
8°, on the finest vellum, richly ornamented, in a small, round, very 
neat hand. Hus. t., xed. t., lect., pict., titAot, xed., Hus. Many correc- 
tions were made by a later hand, but the original text is valuable, 
and the readings. sometimes unique. Fairly collated. 

227. Escurial. x. m1. 15 [xu] 4°, prol., cep. t., Am, pict: A 
later hand, which dates 1308, has been very busy in making correc- 
tions. 

228, (Act. 109, Paul. 229) Escurial. x. rv. 12 [xiv] 8°, chart. 
Once belonged to Nicholas Nathanael of Crete, then to Andreas 
Darmarius of Epidaurus, a calligrapher. Hus. t., syn." 

229. Escurial. x. 1v. 21 [dated 1140] 8°, written by Basil Argy- 
ropolus, a notary. Mut. Mark xvi. 15—20; John i. 1—11. Pict., lect. ; 
the latter by a hand of about the 14th century, which retraced much 
of the discoloured ink, and corrected in the margin (since mutilated 
by the binder) very many important readings of the first hand, which 
often resemble those of ADK 1. 72. 

230. Escurial. d. ur. 5 [dated Oct. 29, 1018, with the wrong 
Indiction, 11 for 12] 4°, written by Luke a monk and priest, with 

1 Thus, at least, I understand Moldenhawer’s description, “ Evangeliis et Actia 
Aes subjiciuntur dudum in vulgus notae.” 
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a double syn.', Carp., xe. t., subscriptions with the number of 
pypara and oriyou. An interesting copy, deemed by Moldenhawer 
worthy of closer examination. 

231. Escurial. d. 11. 6 [xur] 4°, lect., Hus. €. torn, xed. ¢., a picture 
“quae Marcum mentitur,” subscriptions with orixyo. numbered, syn., 
men. There are some marginal glosses by a later hand (which obe- 
lizes Jo. vii. 53 seg.), and a Latin version over parts of St Matthew. 

232. Escurial. ¢. ui. 7 [xi] 4°, very elegant but otherwise a 
poor copy. Double syn., tirhou in the margin of Matthew and Luke, 
but elsewhere kept apart. . 

233. Escurial. Y. um. 8 [xr?], like Codd. 69, 206 is partly of 
parchment, partly paper, in bad condition, and once belonged to 
Matthew Dandolo, a Venetian noble. It has a catena, and through 
ligatures, &c. (see p. 38) is hard to read. Prol., xep. t., Hus. t. 
(apart), some iambics, and pyyara, erixo. to the first two Gospels. 

234, (Act. 57, Paul. 72) Codex Havniensis 1. [dated 1278] 4°, 
one of the several copies written by Theodore (see p. 37, note 2). 
This copy and Cod. 235 are now in the Royal Library at Copen- 
hagen, but were bought at Venice by I’. Rostgaard in 1699. The 
order of the books in Cod. 234 is described p. 62. Syn., men., lect., 
with many corrections. (C. G. Hensler, 1784). 

235. Havniens. 2 [dated 1314] 4°, written by the teposovaxos 
Philotheus, though very incorrectly ; the text agrees much with Codd. 
DK 1. 33 and the Philoxenian Syriac. Ked. ¢., lect.; the words 
are often ill divided and the stops misplaced (Hensler). 

236. Readings extracted by Griesbach (Symbolae Criticae 1. 
pp. 247—304) from the margin of a copy of Mill’s Greek Testament 
in the Bodleian, either in his own or Thomas Hearne’s handwriting. 
Scrivener (Cod. Augiensis, Introd. p. xxxvi) has shewn that they 
wére derived from Evan. 440, which see below. 

Codd. 237—259 are nearly all Moscow manuscripts, and were 
thoroughly collated by C. F. Matthaei, for his N. 'T. to be described 
in Chapter v. These Russian codices were for the most part brought 
from the twenty-two monasteries of Mount Athos by the monk 

_ Arsenius, on the suggestion of the Patriarch Nico, in the reign of 
Michael, son of Alexius (1645—76), and placed in the library of the 
Holy Synod, at Moscow. 

*237. 8. Synod 42 [x] fol, Matthaei’s d, from Philotheus (monas- 
tery) pict, with scholia. . 

*238. Syn. 48 (Mt. e) [x1] fol., with a catena and scholia; only 
contains Matthew and Mark, but is of good quality. 

*239. Syn. 47 (Mt. g) [x1] fol., contains Mark xvi. 2—8; Luke; 
John to xxi. 28, with scholia, 

*240. Syn. 49 (Mt. i) [xi] fol., once belonging to Philotheus, 
then to Dionysius (monasteries) on Athos, with the Commentary of - 

1 By double syx. Moldenhawer may be supposed to mean here and in Cod. 232 

both syn. and men. 
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Euthymius Zigabenus, Mut. Mark viii. 12—34; xiv. 17--54; Luke 
xv. 32—xvi. 8. 

*241, (Act. 104, Paul. 120, Apoc. 47) Cod. Dresdensis, once 
Matthaei’s (k) [x1] 4°, syn., the whole N. T., beautifully written, 
with rare readings. 

*242, (Act. 105, Paul. 121, Apoc. 48) Syn. 380 (Mt. 1) [x11] 8°, 
the whole N. T., with Psalms, dai, prol., pict., Hus. t. . 

*243, Cod. Typographei 8. Syn. 13 (Mt. m) [xrv] fol., on cotton 
paper, from the Iberian monastery on Athos, contains Matthew and 
Luke with Theophylact’s Commentary. 

*244, Typograph. 1 (Mt. n) [xu] fol, picé with Euthymius 
Zigabenus’ Commentary. , 

*245. Syn. 265 (Mt. 0) [dated 1199] 4°, from the monastery 
“ Batopedii,” written by John, a priest. 

*246, Syn. 261 (Mt. p) [xiv] 4°, chart, with marginal various 
readings, Mut. Matth. xii. 41—xiti. 55; John xvii. 24—xviii. 20. 

*247. Syn. 373 (Mt. q) [x11] 8°, syn., from Philotheus. 
*248, Syn. 264 (Mt. r) [dated 1275] 4°, written by Meletius a 

Beroean for Cyrus Alypius, oixdvoyos of St George’s monastery, in 
the reign of Michael Palaeologus (1259—82). 

#249, Syn. 94 (Mt. s) [x1] fol., from Tavroxparwp monastery (as 
Cod. 74). Contains John with a catena. 

*250. Syn. in a box (Mt. v) [xi] is the cursive portion of 
Cod. V (see p. 117), John vii. 39—xxi. 25. It is also Wetstein’s 
Cod. 87. 

*251. Cod. Tabularii Imperial. at Moscow (Mt. x) [x1] 4°, Zus. ¢., 
pict. 

*252. Cod. Dresdensis, once Matthaei’s (z) [x1] 4°, with corrections 
and double readings (as from another copy), but primd manu. 

*253. Codex of Nicephorus Archbishop of Cherson, “et Slabinii,” 
(Slaviansk?) formerly belonged to the monastery of St Michael, at 
Jerusalem (Mt. 10) [x1] fol., with scholia and rare readings. 

*254, Codex belonging to Matthaei (11) [x1] fol., from the mon- 
astery of St Athanasius. Contains Luke and John with scholia: 
pret, 

*255. Syn. 139 (Mt. 12) [xm] fol., once “Dionysii monachi 
rhetoris et amicorum.” Commentaries of Chrysostom and others, 
with fragments of the text interspersed. 

*256. Typogr. Syn. 3 (Mt. 14) [1x2] fol., scholia on Mark and 
Luke, with portions of the text. 

*257. Syn. 120 (Mt. 15) is Cod. O, described p. 112. 
_ *258, Cod. Dresdensis (Mt. 17) [xu] 4°, barbarously written : 

pret, 

*259. Syn. 45 (Mt. a) [x1] fol., from the Iberian monastery, 
with a commentary, syn. Hus. t. This is one of Matthaei’s best 
manuscripts. His other twenty-two copies contain portions of Chry- 
sostom, for which see Chapter Iv. 
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Codd. 260—469 were added to the list by Scholz (see Chapter 
v): the very few he professes to have collated thoroughly will be 
distinguished by *. 

_ 260. Codex Regius 51, Paris [x1r] fol., once (like Cod. 09) 
“domini du Fresne,” correctly written: pict. 

261, Reg. 52 [x1v] fol., once at the monastery of the Fore- 
runner at Constantinople (see p. 154, note). Lect., mut. Luke xxiv. 
39—53. Matth. i. 1—xi. 1 supplied [xtv] chart. 

*262. Reg. 53 [x] fol., syn., Hus. ¢., with rare readings and 
subscriptions like Cod. A (see above, p. 124) and Codd. 300, 376, 428. 

263, (Act. 117, Paul. 137, Apoe. 54) Reg. 61 [xu] 4°, Hus. 
t. torn, Am., pict. Probably from Asia Minor. It once belonged to 
JO. Hurault Boistaller, as did Codd. 301, 306, 314. 

264. Reg. 65 [x11] 4°, with Coptic-like letters, but brought from 
the East in 1718 by Paul Lucas, ‘The leaves are misplaced in bind- 
ing, as are those of Cod. 272. . 

265. Reg. 66 [x] 4°, once belonged to Philibert de la Mare. 

266. Reg. 67 [x] 4° syn. 

267. Reg. 69 [x] 4°, lect., mut. Matth. i. 1—8; Mark i. 1—7; 
Luke i. 1—8; xxiv. 50—John i. 12. 

268. Reg. 73 [xm] 4°, Hus, t., syn., pict. 
269. Reg. 74 [x1] 4°, pict. 
270. Reg. 75 [x1] 8°, syn., with a mixed text. 
271. Reg. 75° [x11] 8°, Hus. ¢., pict. 

- 272. Reg. 76 [xr] 12°, once Melchisedech Thevenot’s. 

273. Reg. 79, 4°, on vellum [x11], but partly on cotton paper 
[xrv], contains also some scholia, extracts from Severianus’ commen- 
tary, annals of the Gospels, Hus. ¢., a list of the Gospel parables, 
parts of syn., with a mixed text. 

274, Reg. 79° [x] 4°, once belonged to Maximus Panagiotes, 
protocanon of the Church at Callipolis (there were many places of 
this name: but see Cod. 346). Pict., Hus. t., syn., men. mut. (but 
supplied in a later hand, chart.) Mark i. 1 17; vi. 21-54; John 

i, 1—20; ii, 18—iv. 1; vii. 23—42; ix. 10—27 ; xviii. 12—29, 

275. Reg. 80 [x1] 8°, antea Memmianus, Hus. ¢., prol., portions 
of syn. 

276. Reg. 81 [x1] 8°, written by Nicephorus of the monastery 
Meletius: Hus. t., pict. | 

277. Reg. 81 A [xr] 8°, Hus. t, pict.; some portions supplied 
by a later hand. | 

278. Reg. 82 [xi] 8°, once Mazarin’s, with Armenian inscrip- 
tions, Hus. t., pict. syn. Matth, xiii, 43—xvii. 5 is in a later hand. _ 

279. Reg. 86 [x1] 12°, this copy and Cod. 294 were brought 
from Patmos and given to Louis XIV. in 1686 by Joseph George- 
irenus, Archbishop of Samos. Hus. ., syn., pict. 
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280. Reg. 87 [x11] 8°, parts of syn., prol., mut. Mark vill. 3—xv. 
36. 

. 281. Reg. 88 [xu] 8°, Hus. t., pict., mut. Matth. xxviii. 11—20 ; 
Luke i. 1—9. Given to the Monastery “ Deiparae Hieracis” by the 
eremite monk Meletius. 

282. Reg. 90 [dated 1176] 12°. 
283. Reg. 92 [xrv] 8°. 
284. Reg, 93 [x1] 8, Eus. t., pict, syn. Once Teller’s of 

Rheims and Peter Stella’s. 
285. Reg. 95 [xv] 8°, pict., once Teller's given by Augustin 

Justinian to Jo. Tharna of Catana. 
286. Reg. 96 [dated April 12, 1432, Indiction 10} 8°, by the 

monk Calistus, with the Paschal canon for the years 14321502, 

- 287. Reg. 98 [xv] 8° 
288. Reg. 99 [vs] 8°, chart., once German Brixius’: contains 

St Luke only. 
289. Reg. 100 A [dated Feb. 15, 1625] fol., chart., written by. 

Lucas apyiOurns. 

290. Reg. 108 a [x111] 4°, on cotton paper ; from the Sorbonne: syn. 

291. Reg. 113 [xz1] 8°, syn.: belonged to one Nicholas. 
292, Reg. 114 [xr] 8°, syn, pict., mut. Matth. i, 1—vii. 14; 

John xix, 14——xxi, 25. 
293. Reg. 117 [dated Nov. 1373] 16°, syn., pict. written by 

Manuel for Blasius a monk. 
294, Reg. 118 [xix] 16°, pict., mut. Matth. i. 18—-xti. 25. 

/ 295. Reg. 120 [xrr] 16°, mut. Matth. i. 1—11. 
296. Reg. 123 [xvi] 16°, written by Angelus Vergecius (see 

p. 38, note 2). 

297. Reg. 140 a [x1r] 12°, pict., syn. 
298. Reg. 175 a [xu] 8°, from the Jesuits’ public library, Lyons: 

pict., syn. 

#299. Reg. 177 [x1] fol., an accurately written copy with a 
mixed text, and scholia which seem to have been written in Syria 
by a partisan of Theodore of Mopsuestia: prol., Hus. t., pict. and 
other fragments. 

*300. Reg. 186 [x1] fol, ‘“olim fonte-blandensis,” (Fontain- 
bleau ?) contains the first three Gospels, with subscriptions like that 
of Cod. 262. Hus. t., syn., a catena, “mdpepya de locis selectis,” and 
in the outer margin Theophylact’s Commentary in a later hand. 

_*301. Reg. 187 [x1] fol., once Boistaller’s, a mixed text with 
a Catena. 

302. Reg. 193 [xvr] fol. chart., once Mazarin’s: contains frag- 
ments of Matthew and Luke with a Commentary. 

303. Reg. 194 A [x1] fol., contains vellum fragments of John 
i—iv; and on cotton paper, dated 1255, Theophylact’s Commentary 
and some iambic verses written by Nicander, a monk. 
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304. Reg. 194 [xz] fol., once Teller’s: contains Matthew and 
Mark with a Catena. 

305. Reg. 195 [xu] fol., on cotton paper, once Mazarin’s: con- 
tains the same as Cod. 304. 

306. Reg. 197 [x11] fol., once Boistaller’s, contains Matthew and. 
John with Theophylact’s Commentary. 

307. Reg. 199 [x1] fol., contains Matthew and John with a 
Commentary. 

308. Reg. 200 [x11] fol., once Mazarin’s: mué., contains the same 
as Cod. 307. 

309. Reg. 201 [x11] fol., once du Fresne’s, has Matthew and 
John with Chrysostom’s Commentary, Luke with that of Titus of 
Bostra, Mark with Victor's. 

310. Reg. 202 [x1] fol., has Matthew with a Catena, once Col- 
bert’s (as also were Codd. 267, 273, 279, 281—3, 286—8, 291, 294, 
296, 315, 318—9). Given to St Saba’s monastery by its Provost 
Arsenius. 

311. Reg. 303 [x11] fol., once Mazarin’s: also has Matthew with 
a Catena. 

312, Reg. 206 [dated 1308] fol, Mark with Victor's Com- 
mentary. . 

313. Reg. 208 [x1v] fol., chart., mut., once Mazarin’s, contains 
Luke with a Catena. 

314. Reg. 209 [x1] fol., once Boistaller’s, contains John with 
a Commentary. 

315. Reg. 210 [xm] fol., has the same contents as Cod. 314. 
Mut. Sohn xiv. 25—xv. 16; xxi. 22—25, 

316. Reg. 211 [x1] fol., on cotton paper, brought from Con- 
gtantinople. Contains John and Luke with a Commentary. Mut. 

317. Reg. 212 [x1] fol., “olim Medicaeus” (see p. 94, note 2), 
contains John x. 9—xxi. 25 with a Catena. . 

318. Reg. 213 [xv] fol., has John vii. 1—xxi. 25 with a Com- 
mentary. 

319. Reg. 231 [x1] 4°, with a Commentary, mut. 
320. Reg. 232 [x1] 4°, has Luke with a Commentary. 
321. Reg. 303 [xi] 4°. 
322. Reg. 315 [xv] 4°. - 

323. Reg. 118a [xvi] 4°, contains Maith. vi. vii. and a Greek 
version of some Arabic fables. 

324, (Evst. 97, Apost. 32) Reg. 376 [xr] 4°, once Mazarin’s, 
together with some lessons from the Acts, Hpistles and Gospels, 
contains also the Gospels complete, Hus. ¢., syn. (on cotton paper), 
and a chronological list of Emperors from Constantine to Manuel 
Porphyrogennetus (A.D. 1143). 

325. Reg. 377 [x1] 4°. 
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326. Reg. 378 [xrv] 4°, contains homilies (éprfve.a) on certain 
passages or texts (70 xe/pevor). . 

327. Reg. 380 [xv] 4°. 
328. Reg. 381 [xvi] 4°. 
329. Ooislin. 19 [x1] 4°, with a Commentary. Described (as 

also Cod. 331) by Montfaucon. 
330. (Act. 132, Paul. 131) Ooislin 196 [xr] 8°, from Athos. 

Lust. t., prol. 
331. Ooislin. 197 [x1] 4°, once Hector D’ Ailli’s, Bishop of Toul: 

syn. . 
. 332. Codex Taurinensis xx. b. 1v. 20 [x1] fol., at Turin, prol., 

pict. with a Commentary. 
333. Taurin. rv. b. 4 [x11] fol., on cotton paper, once belonged 

to Arsenius, Archh. of Monembasia, in the Morea, then to Gabriel, 
metropolitan of Philadelphia: contains Matthew and John with 
Nicetas’ Catena. 

334, Taurin. 43, b. v. 23 [xtv] fol. Matthew and Mark with a 
Commentary, prol. 

335. Taurin. 44, b. v. 24 [xvi] fol., chart., prot. 

336. Taurin. 101, c.1v. 17 [xvi] fol., chart., Luke with a Catena. 

337. Taurin. 52, b. v. 32 [xi] fol., parts of Matthew with a 
Commentary. 

338. Taurin. 335, b. 1. 8 [xu] 12°, Hus. t., pict. . 

339. (Act. 135, Paul. 170, Apoc. 83) Taurin. 302, ¢. um. 5 [xr] 
4°, prol., Hus. t., syn., and other matter. 

340. Taurin. 344, b. 1.13 [x1]?, with many later corrections. 
341. Taurin. 350, b. x. 21 [dated 1296] 4°, written by Nicetas 

Mauron, a reader: syn. 
342, Taurin. 149, b. 1. 3 [xr] 4°, Hus. ¢. 
343. Codex Ambrosianus 13 [xir] 12°, at Milan, written by one 

Antony; lect., Hus. ¢., pict. 

344. Ambros. 16 [x1] 12°, syn., mut. John xxi, 12—25. But 
Luke xiii. 21—xvi. 23; xxi. 12[?]; xxii. 12—23; xxiii. 45—50? are 
[xiv] chart. 

345. Ambros. 17 [x1] 12°, syn., mué. Matth. i, 1—11. 
#346. Ambros. 23 [xir] 4°, carelessly written, with unusual 

readings. Mué. John ili. 6—vii. 52. Bought in 1606 at Gallipoli in 
Calabria. 

347. Ambros. 35 [xu] 8°, prol., lect., correctly written by Con- 
stantine Chrysographus. 

348. Ambros. B. 56 [dated 29 December, 1023] 8°, once “J. V. 
Pinelli,” syn., Hus. t. ; 

349. Ambros. 61 [dated 1322] 8°, chart., bought at Corfu; 
syn., pict. 

350. Ambros. B. 62 [x1] 8°, pict., syn. The first four leaves 
[xv1] chart, Mut. John xxi. 9—25. 

351. Ambros. 70 [x1] 4°, with a Latin version [xv] in many places. 
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_’ 352. Ambros. B. 93 [x11] 4°, brought from Calabria, 1607; mut. 

Matth. i. 1—17; Mark i. 1—15; xvi. 13—20; Luke i, 1—T7; xxiv. 

43—53; Johni. 1—10; xxi. 3—25. Lesson-marks were placed in 

the margin, and the faded ink retouched [xiv]. 

- 353. Ambros. M. 93 [xur] 4°, with the same Commentary as 

Cod. 181. Afut. John xxi. 24, 25. 

_ 854. Venet. 29 [x1] 4°, at Venice, Matthew with Theophylact’s 

Commentary. 
355. Venet. 541 [x1] 8°, Carp., Hus. t. 

— 856.. Venet. 545 [xvi] 4°, chart. contains Titus of Bostra’s 
Catena on Luke, the text of which is occasionally cited. 

357. Venet. 28 [x1] fol., Luke and John with a Catena. 
358. Mutinensis 9 (1. A. 9) [xrv] 8°, at Modena. . 

359. Mutin. 242 (am. B. 16) [xiv] 4° 
360. Cod. de Rossi 1, at Parma [x1] 4°, with an unusual text, 

collated by de Rossi, who once possessed this codex and 

361. De Rossi 2 [xi] 12°. 

362. At Florence, Cod. Biblioth. S. Mariae [x11] fol., Luke with 
a Catena. Text written in red. This copy, now missing, is cited, 
like Codd. 201, 370, by Jo. Lamy, De eruditione Apostolorum, Florent. 
1738, p. 239. 

363. (Act. 144, Paul. 180) Laurent. vi. 13 [x1] 4°, at Florence. 
364. Laurent. vi. 24 [x11] 8°, the style of the characters re- 

sembles Sclavonic: some leaves at the beginning and end [xiv]. 

365. (Act. 145, Paul. 181) Laurent. vi. 36 [x11] 4°, contains 
also the Psalms. . 

366. Laurent. 2607, from 8. Maria’s [x11] fol., Matthew written 
in red, with a Catena. Mut. at the beginning, with many later mar- 
ginal notes. This is evidently a portion of the lost Cod. 362. 

367. (Act. 146, Paul. 182) Laurent. 2708, also from St Maria’s 
[dated 26 Decembr. 1332] 4°, chart., written by one Mark, syn. 
Scholz says “N. T. continet,” but the Apocalypse seems wanting. 

368. (Act. 150, Paul. 230, Apoc. 84, Apost. 37) Cod. Rich- 
ardian. 84, also at Florence, ‘‘olim Cosmae Oricellarii e¢ amicorum”’ 
(see Cod. 255) [xv] 8°, charé., contains St John’s Gospel, the Apo- 
calypse, the Epistles and lessons from them, with Plato’s Epistles, 
carelessly written. 

369. Richard. 90 [xi] 4°, contains Mark vi. 25—ix. 45; x. 17— 
xvi. 9[?], with a Greek Grammar and Phaedrus’ fables. 

370. Richard. Plut. K. 1 n. 11 [x1v] fol. chart., with Theophy- 
lact’s Commentary, mut. at beginning and end. Described by Lamy 
(see Cod. 362) p. 232, but now missing. 

371. Vatican. 1159 [x] 4°, Hus. ¢., pict. 

372. Vat. 1161 [xv] 4°, ends John iii. 1. Beautifully written. 
373. Vat. 1423 [xv] fol., chart, “olim Cardinalis Sirleti,” with 

a Catena, mut. in fine. 
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374. Vat. 1445 [x1] fol. with the commentary of Peter of 
Laodicea. In 1211 one John procured it from Theodosiopolis; there 
were at least five cities of that name, three of them in Asia Minor. 

375. Vat. 1533 [x11] 8°, Hus. ¢. 
376. Vat. 1539 [x1] 16°, given by Francis Accidas. With sub- 

scriptions resembling those of Codd. A, 262, 300. 
877. Vat. 1618 [xv] fol., chart, Matthew with a Catena, the 
other Gospels with questions and answers.. 

378. Vat. 1658 [x1v] fol., portions from Matthew with Chry- 
sostom’s Homilies, and from the prophets. . 

379.. Vat. 1769 [xv] fol., charé., with a Commentary. 
380. Vat. 2139 [xv] 4°, chart., Hus. t. 

381. Palatino-Vat. 20. [xiv] fol., chart., Luke with a Catena. 
382. Vat. 2070 [x1] 4°, “olim Basil.,” carelessly written, frag- 

ments of John and Luke are placed by the binder before Matthew 
and Mark. Much is lost. 

383, 384, 385, are all Collegii Romani [xvz] 4p, chart. with a 
Commentary. 

386. (Act. 151, Paul. 199, Apoc. 70) Vat. Ottobon. 66 rev] 
fol., syn., once “Jo, Angeli ducis ab Altamps,” as also Codd. 388, 
389, 390, Paul. 202. 

— 387. Vat. Ottobon. 204 [xi] 4° 
388. Vat. Ottobon. 212 [xi] 4°, pict, once belonged to Alexius 

and Theodora. 

389. Vat. Ottobon. 297 [xr] 8°. 
390. (Act. 164, Paul. 203, Apoc. 71) Vat. Ottobon. 381 [dated 

1252] 4°, with scholia, s4 syn, Eus. é., wasin a Church at Scio a.p. 1359. 

391. Vat. Ottobon. 432 [x1, dated 13 April, Indiction 8] 4°, 
prol., with a Commentary. Given to Benedict XIII. (17 24-—30) 
by Abachum Andriani, an abbot of Athos. Matth. i. 1—8; Luke i; 
Jo. vii. 58—viii. 11 were written [xv]. 

392. Barberin. 225 is the cursive portion of Cod. Y [xu] fol., 
with Theophylact’s Commentary. See above, p. 119. 

393. (Act. 167, Paul. 185) Vallicell. E. 22 [xv1] 4°, chart. 
394, (Act. 170, Paul. 186) Vallicell. F. 17 [dated 4 July, 1330, 

Indict. 13] 4°, chart. written by Michael, a priest. 
395. Cod. Biblioth. 8. Mariae supra Minervam, seu Casana- 

tensis A. R. V. 33 [x11] 4°, at Rome, pict., with marginal corrections, 
bought about 1765. 

396. Cod. Ghigianus, at Rome, R. Iv. 6 [xu] 4°, begins Math. 
Xxiii. 27. 

397. Vallicell. C. 4 [xv] fol., chart. John with a Catena (de- 
scribed by Blanchini). 

398. Taurin. 92. ¢. rv. 6 [xm]? select passages with a Catena. 

399. Taurin. 109. ¢ rv. 29 [xv]? chart, Commentary, sometimes 
without the text. 

x 
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400. (Act. 181, Paul. 220) Cod. Biblio. Berolinensis, “ olim 
Diezii” [xv] 12°, mut., damaged by fire and water, contains Matth. 
xii, 29—xiii, 2; and the Acts and Epistles, except Act. i, 11—ii. 
11; Rom. i. 1—27; 1 Cor. xiv. 12—xv. 46; 2 Cor. i. 1—8; v. 
4—19; 1 Tim. iv. 1—Hebr. i. 9. This copy belonged to Henry 
Benzil, Archbishop of Upsal, then to Laurence Benzelstierna, Bishop 
of Arosen: it was described by C. Aurivill (1802), collated by G. T. 
Pappelbaum (1815). 

401. Cod. Neapolit. 1. C. 24 [xr] 4°, contains Matthew, Mark 
vi, 1—xvi. 20, Luke, John i, 1—xii. 1. 

402. Neapolit. 1. C. 28 [xv] 8°, prol., pict. 
403. Neapolit. 1. C. 29 [xt] 8°, on cotton paper, syn. Contains 

Matth. xii. 23—xix. 12; 28—xxviii. 20 (?); Mark, Luke i. 1—v. 
21; 36—xxiv. 53 (1); John i. 1—xvili. 36. 

404. Cod. “ Abbatis Scotti” of Naples [x1] 8°, prol. 
405. Venetian. Bibl. Cl. 1. n. x [xr] 4°, “olim Nanian. 3, antea 

monasterii SS. Cosmae et Damiani urbis Prusiensis,” i.e. Brusa. 
Hus. t., the leaves utterly disarranged by the binder. (Wiedmann 
and J. G. J. Braun collated portions of 405—-417 for Scholz). 

406. Venet. 1. 11, Nanian. 4 [x1] 8°, mut. Mark iv. 41—v. 14; 
Luke iii. 16—iv. 4. 

407. Venet.1. 12, Nanian. 5 [x1] 8°, contains Luke v. 30-—Johnix. 
408. Venet. S. Marci Bibl. 1. 14, Nanian. 7 [xi] 4°, Hus. ¢., 

once belonged to St John’s monastery, by the Jordan. 

,409. Venet. 1.15, Nanian. 8 [xir] 4°, Hus. t., syn., with many 
errors and rare readings. 

410. Venet. 1.17, Nanian. 10 [xu or x1v] 4°, written by one 
Joasaph a monk, on cotton paper, but Hus. ¢. [x1] on parchment. 

411. Venet. Nanian. 11 [xrv] 8°, Hus. ¢, syn. . 
412: Venet. 1.19, Nanian. 12 [dated 1301] 4°, written by 

Theodore (see p. 37, note 2). Hus. t., syn. 
413. Venet. 1. 20, Nanian. 13 [dated 1302, Indiction 15] 4°, 

once belonged to St Catherine’s monastery on Sinai, where Cod. & 
was found, and is elegantly written by one Theodosius. Hus. t., 
pict., syn. 

414. Venet.1 21, Nanian, 14 [xrv] 4°, syn., written by Philip, 
a monk. 

415. Venet.1. 22, Nanian. 15 [dated January 1356] 8°, symn., pict. 

416. Venet. 1. 24, Nanian. 17 [xv] 4°, begins Matth. xxv. 35, 
ends John xviii. 7. 

417. ‘Venet. 1. 25, Nanian. 18 [xrv] 4°, contains the first three 
Gospels, mut. at the beginning and end. 

418. Venet. Nanian. 21 [?] 8°, chart. contains Matthew and 
Mark, mut. at the end. 

419. A codex formerly at St Michael’s, Venice, “prope Muria- 
num” 241, [xr] 4°, ends John xxi. 7 (described by J. B. Mittarelli, 
Venice 1779). See also Evst. 143. 
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490, (Schulz’s 237) Cod. Messanensis 1 [xiv] 4°, by different 
hands, with readings from other copies (inspected by Munter, as was 
Cod. 421). 

491, (Act. 176, Paul. 218) Cod. Syracusanus [x11] ?, once Lan- 
dolini’s; prol., Hus. t., is Schulz’s 238. 

492. Reg. Monacensis 210, at Munich [x1] 4°, lect., prol., syn., 
written by the monk Joseph, but 8t John in a Jater hand (described 
by Ignatius Hardt). 

423. Monacensis 36 [xv] fol., chart., contains Matthew with 
Nicetas’ Catena. 

424, Monacensis 83 [xv] fol., chart, contains Luke with the 
commentary of Titus of Bostra and others, 

425, Monacensis 37 [xv] fol., chart., contains John with a very 
full Catena of Nicetas. 

426, Monacensis 473, once Augsburg 9 [xrv] 4°, on cotton 
paper, contains Luke vi. 17—xi. 26 with Nicetas’ Catena, the second 
of four volumes (Se’repov trav Tecodpwy Tedxos Tay eis TO KaTA AoUKav 
a-ytov evayyedov kata ovvaywynv enyyoewy). 

427. Monacensis 465, Augsburg 10 [xir?] 4°, written by one 
Maurus, contains Luke and Mark with Theophylact’s Commentary, 

428. Monacensis 381, Augsburg 11 [xi] fol., on cotton paper, 
so like Cod. 300 as to be a copy from it, or taken from the same 
manuscripts; with subscriptions like Codd. 262 &c. pict., a Com- 
mentary &e. 

429, Monacensis 208 [dated but a few years later than Cod. 
14, June 20, a.p. 978, Indiction 6] 4°, written by John a priest 
and “édixos magnae ecclesiae,” contains Luke i. 1—ii. 39 with a 
Catena, questions and answers from Matthew and John, with the 
text. See above, p. 36, note 2. . 

430. Monacensis 437 [x1] 4°, contains John with the Catena 
of Nicetas, metropolitan of Heraclia Serrarum (in Macedonia, now 
Aevosna). Martin Crusius of Tubingen procured it from Leontius, 
a Cyprian monk, in 1590, and sent it to the library at Augsburg. 

431. (Act. 180, Paul. 238.). Cod. Molsheimensis [xi] 12°, 
prol., Hus. t., with many unusual readings, was brought to Strasburg 
from. the Jesuits’ College at Molsheim in Alsace, extracts made 
by the Jesuit Hermann Goldhagen (N. T. Mogunt. 1753), and col- 
lated by Arendt, 1833. 

432, Monacensis 99 [xvi] fol. chart, contams Mark with 
the Commentary of Victor of Antioch. 

433. Cod. Bibl. Berolinensis is Schulz’s 239 [xm] 4°, brought 
from the East by W. Ern. de Knobelsdorf, with a mixed text and 
many errors. It contains Matth. i. 1—21; vi. 12—32; xxii. 25— 
xxvill, 20; Mark i, l—v. 29; ix. 21—xiii, 12; Luke viii. 27— 
John ix. 21; xx. 15—xxi. 25. (G. T. Pappelbaum, 1824). 

434, Caesar. Vindobon, 71, Lambec. 42 [xrv] fol., contains 
Luke with a Catena. Like Codd. 218, &¢. bought at Constantinople 
by Busbeck. 
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435. Cod. Gronovii 131, at Leyden, is Schulz’s 245 [9] 4°, mut. 
Matth. i. 20—ii. 13; xxii.. 4—9 (John x. 14—xxi. 25 in a rather 
later hand), has a somewhat unusual text pate as also Cod. 122, 
by J. Dermout, Collectanea Critica in N. T. 1825). 

436. Cod. Meermann. 117, last traced to ‘some English book- 
seller, in 1824, described by Montfaucon, Palaeograph. Graec. p. 295, 
when in the Library of the Jesuits’ College of Louis XIV. lect. See 
above, p. 158, note. 

‘437. Cod. Petropolit. [x1], like Cod. E. of the Epistles, one leaf 
of the Colbert Pentateuch, and some other manuscripts, has found 
its way from the Coislin library and the Abbey of St Germain des 
Prez near Paris, to St Petersburg. It was written by Michael 
Cerularius, Patriarch of Constantinople, and noticed by Matthaei 
(N. T. m1. p. 99, 2nd ed.): 

438. Cod. Mus. Brit. 5111—2. (Askew 621) [x1] 4°, two vols, 
(Bloomfield). 

439, Mus. Brit. 5107 (Askew 622) [dated April 1159, Ind. 7] fol., 
written by the monk Nepho, at Athos. Carp., Hus. ¢., Keg. t., piet., 
ritr., kep., Am., Hus. (Bloomfield). 

440. (Act. ‘111, Paul. 221) University Library, Cambridge, 2423 
(Mm. 6. 9) is the copy from which Grieshach’s readings in Cod. 236 
were derived. Described below under Scrivener’s v. 

441, 442, at Cambridge, must be removed from Scholz’s list; 
they are printed editions with manuscript notes. Cod. 441 is Act. 
110, Paul. 222; Cod. 442 is Act. 152, Paul. 223. 

443. University Libr. Cambridge, 2512 (Nn. 2. 36), once Askew 
624,’ [xr or xr] 4°, Carp., Hus. t., xed. t., titr., Am., Hus, syn, 
prol. . 

444, (Act. 153, Paul. 240) Cod. Harleian. 5796 [xv] 4°, neatly 
written, syn., sold in 1537 “aspris 500 :’” bought at Smyrna in 1722 
by. Bernard Mould, 

445. Harleian. 5736 [dated 1506] charé., in the hand “ Antonii 
cujusdam eparchi,” once (like Apoc. 31) in the Jesuits’ College, 
Agen, on the Garonne. 

446, Harl. 5777 [xv] 4°, syn. Mut. Matth. i. 1—17; Mark i. 
7—9, Luke i. 1—18; John i. 1—22 by a person who mischievously 
cut out the ornaments. It is clearly but unskilfully written, and 
Covell states on the outer leaf that it seems a copy from his manu- 
script, noted above as Cod. 65. This copy is Cov. 5 (Bloomfield). 

1 Scholz has a great deal to answer for in the way of uegligence, but he does 

not deserve the imputation brought against him in the Catalogue of the Cambridge 

Manuscripts (Vol. 11. p. 310), of guessing Askew to be a College there. Cod. 443 

was bought for the University Library in 1775 for £20, at the celebrated book-sale 

of Anthony Askew [1722—74], the learned physician who projected an edition 

of Adschylus,. See Marsh on Michaelis, Vol. 11. pp. 661—z2.. 

‘2 The asper or asprum was a medieval Greek silver coin (derived from acmpos, 

albus): we may infer its value from a passage cited” by Ducange from Vincentius 
Bellovac, Xxx. 75 “ quindecim drachmas seu asperos,” 
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447, Harl. 5784 [xv] Hus. t., men., well written, and much like 

448. Harl. 5790 [dated Rome, 25 April, 1478] fol. pict. ele- 
gantly written by John a priest for Francis Cardinal of 8. Maria nova. 

449, Mus. Brit. 4950—1 [xi] 12°, 2 vol., clearly and carefully 
written: once Caesar de Missy’s (see Cod. 44). Prol., xed. t., rir, 
Am., Hus., men., syn. 

450. Codex 1 in the great Greek Monastery at Jerusalem [dated 
1 July 1043] 8°, syn., Hus. ¢., neatly written by the reader Euphemius, 
contains the first three Gospels with an Arabic version. This is 
Mr Coxe’s No. 6, but he calls it 4°, and speaks of it as containing 
only St Luke’s: Gospel. 

451. Jerusalem 2 [x11] 8° 452. Jerus. 3 [xrv] 8°. 
453, Jerus. 4 [xxv] 8°. 454, Jerus. 5 [xiv] 8°. 
455. Jerus. 6 [xrv] 4°, with a Commentary. 
456. Jerus. 7 [xr] 4°, Matthew is neatly written with a Com- 

mentary, in golden wneral letters (Coxe, No. 43, who dates it [xr]).’ 
457. (Act..186, Paul. 234) Codex 2 in the Monastery of St Saba 

(a few miles from Jerusalem, near the Dead Sea) [xir] 4°, syn., men. 
458, St Saba 3 [dated 1272, Indict. 15] 16°. 
459. St Saba 7 [xr] 8°. 460. St Saba 8 [xrr] 8°. 
461. St Saba 9 [dated, si qua fides Scholzio, May 7, a. v. 835, 

Indict. 13] 8°, neatly written by Nicholas, a monk. 
462. (Act. 187, Paul. 235, Apoc. 86) St Saba 10 [xiv] 4°. 
463. St Saba 11 [xiv] 4°, charé. 
464. St Saba 12 [xr] 4°, chart. 465. St Saba 19 [xr] 8°. 
466. (Act. 189, Paul. 237, Apoc. 86? or 89) St Saba 20 [xz] 8°." 
467. Codex of a monastery at Patmos [x1] 4°. 
468. Another at Patmos [x11] 8°, with a Commentary. 
469. Another as Patmos [xiv] 4°.’ 

- Of this whole list of 210 manuscripts, Scholz collated five entire 
(262, 299. 300. 301. 346), eleven in the greatest part (260. 270. 271. 
277. 284. 285. 298. 324. 353, 382. 428), many in a few places, 
and not a few seem to have been left untouched. 

1 Mr Coxe (Report to Her Majesty’s Government of the Greek Manuscripts yet 
remaining in the Libraries of the Levant, 1858) saw fourteen copies of the Gospels 
in this Monastery: as I can identify but two of them with Scholz’s Codd. 450— 
456, they must be described below, p- 185, only that we may be sure that Scholz’s 
451—5 are included somewhere in Mr Coxe’s list. ; 

3 At Mar Saba Mr Coxe found no less than twenty copies of the Gospels, four 
of them being of the roth century (Report p. 12), with a noble palimpsest of the 
Orestes and Phoenissae. Here again I must repeat his list (below p, 185), as I 
cannot satisfactorily reconcile his account with Scholz’s. 

3 At Patmos Coxe saw but five copies of the Gospels: No. 6 [x] 4°, syn., 
probably Scholz’s 467; No. 2 (xtr] 4°, with scholia, perhaps Scholz’s 468; and 
No. 21 [x11] fol., which may be. Scholz’s 469. ‘ 

12 
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The following additions must be made to the above list: we have 
adopted the notation employed by Tischendorf, N. T. 7th edition. 

Edward de Muralt in his N. T. “‘ad fidem codicis principis Vati- 
cani,” 1848, inserts a collation of eleven manuscripts (five of them 
being Lectionaries), chiefly at St Petersburg. 

Ir, (Petropol. rv. 13) some fragments of Evangelistaria. [rx]. 
2”, (Petrop. vi. 470), the Gospels [1x], a very important copy, 

especially in St Mark. | 
3°, Lectionary [x], of the Gospels (Petr. vu. 179) and Praxa- 

postolos (Petr. vir. 80). 
ey The Gospels at Moscow, (Mich. Petridae Pogodini 472) [xix 

or XIII 
5° Psalter (Petr. 1x. 1) with the hymns Luke i. 46—55; 68— 

79; ii, 29—32 [dated 994]. 
6°, Hvangelistarium (Petr. x. 180) [dated Salernum, 1022]. 
7°, (Petr. rx. 3. 471) the Gospels, a valuable copy [dated 1062]. 
8°, (Petr. x1. 1. 2. 330) Gospels, Acts and Epistles [xz]. 
gr, (Petr. xt. 3. 181) fragments of an Evangelistarium [x11]. 
10°, An Evangelistarium of Palaeologus, Panticapaeense [of 

Kertch 1], collated at Odessa. 

11”, Gospels (Q. v. 1, 15.) [xv]. 

F. H. Scrivener has published the following in his “Collation of 
Greek Manuscripts of the Holy Gospels 1853,” and “Codex Augi- 
ensis” (Appendix) 1859. 

a", Archiepiscopal Library, Lambeth 1175 [x1] 4°, keg. #., dect., 
xed., Am., Hus., mut. Matth. i. 1—13; once at Constantinople, but 
brought (together with the next five) from the Greek Archipelago 
by J. D. Carlyle, Professor of Arabic at Cambridge [d. 1804]. 

b*. Lamb. 1176 [xu] small 4°, very elegant: Carp., Hus. t., 
pict., lect., xe. t. (these last chart.) tirho, Am. Hus., syn. A copy 
‘“‘eximiae notae,” but with many corrections by a later hand, and 
some foreign matter. 

e, Lamb. 1177 [xz] 4°, for valuable readings by far the most 
important at Lambeth, shamefully ill written, torn and much muti- 
lated’: perhaps not all by the same hand. Ke¢. 4, (a fragment), 
rithot, Am., lect., portions of syn. 

de", Lamb. 1178 [x1] large 4°, in a fine hand, splendidly il- 
luminated, and with much curious matter in the subscriptions (see 

1 Matth. iv. 1—vii. 6; xx. 21—xxi. 12; Luke iv. 29—v. 13 17-33; xvi. 24 

—xvii. 13; xx. 19—~41; John vi. 51—Viii, 2 3 xii. 20—40; xiv. 27—xv. 133 xvii. 

Q—XVili. 2; Xvill, 37—xIx. 14. 
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p- 56). Mut. Matth. i. 1—8. Syn., men., xed. ¢., and the other usual 
divisions. A. noble-looking copy. . 

e", Lamb. 1179 [x] 4°, neatly written but in wretched conditio 
beginning Matth. xiii. 53, ending John xiii. 8. Also mut. Matth. 
xvi. 28—xvii. 18; xxiv. 39—xxv. 9; xxvi. 71—xxvii. 14; Mark 
vill, 32—ix. 9; John xi. 8—30. Carlyle brought it from Trinity 
Monastery, Chalké. Ked. ¢., lect., rérAot, Am., Hus. 

_ fe Lamb. 1192 [xm] large 4°, from Syria, beautifully written, 
but tampered with by a later hand. Mut. John xvi. 8—22, and a 
later hand [xv] has supplied Mark iii. 6—21; Luke xii. 48—xiii. 2; 
John xviii. 27—xxi. 25. Ked. &., rirAor. Am, Hus., lect., pict.; at 
the beginning stand some texts, wept avegixaxias. (Re-examined by 
Bloomfield.) 

g*, is Lamb. 528 and Cod. 71, described above. 

he", Cod. Arundel 524 in the British Museum, [x1] 4°; was 
brought to England (with x** and many others) by the great Karl of 
Arundel in 1646. Syn., men., Carp., Hus. t., xed. t., titrdot, Am, 
Lus., lect. . 

i, Cod. Trin. Coll. Cantab. B. x. 17 [xu] 4°, from Athos, 
bequeathed to Trinity College by Bentley. Keg, t., rirdor, xed, 
Am. (not Hus.), lect., and (on paper) are imdfects to St Matthew 
and syn. . 

j'*. See above Cod. N. 

ke", Cod. Lebanon, Mus. Brit. 11300 [xr] 4°, most elegantly 
and correctly written, purchased in 1838, and said to come from 
Caesarea Philippi at the foot of Lebanon. Contains scholia, lect., no 
syn., but all other matter as in Cod. h: the text is broken up into 
paragraphs. (Re-examined by Bloomfield.) 

Pe, (Act. and Paul. g*) Cod. Wordsworth [xr] 4°, was bought 
in 1837 by Dr Christopher Wordsworth, Canon of Westminster, and 
bears a stamp “Bibliotheca Suchtelen.” Keg. t., réirAot, Am., lect., 
syn., men., prol. or vrobéces are prefixed to the Epistles, and scholia 
of Chrysostom, &ec. set in the margin. 

m’*, See above Cod. 201. (Re-examined by Bloomfield.) 
n, (Paul. j**) Brit. Mus., Burney 18 (purchased in 1818, with 

many other manuscripts, from the heirs of Dr Charles Burney), con- 
tains the Gospels and two leaves of St Paul (Hebr. xii. 17—xiii. 25), 
written by one Joasaph a.p. 1366, fol., very superb, Ject., xed. t. 
(but not réirAo), Am, Hus. some foreign matter, arocrodoevayye- 
aay and syn. or men., both terms being used. Codd. Imn agree pretty 
closely. 

om, Brit. Mus. Burney 19 [x] 4°: (see p. 37, and Plate 11, No. 
8c), in the Escurial as late as 1809, singularly void of the usual 
apparatus. 

p™. Burney 20 [dated a.p. 1285, Indict. 13, altered into 985, whose indiction is the same] 4°, written by a monk Theophilus: pret., Hus. t., xed. t., rérdor, Am., Hus., lect., syn., men., the last in a later hand, which has made many corrections: this copy is next in 
value to Cod. ec. | 

12-2 
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q*". (Act. and Paul. f**) Codex Theodori, from the name of the 
scribe (see p. 37, note 2) [dated 1295] 8°, passed from Caesar de Missy 
into the Duke of Sussex’s Library: in 1845 it belonged to the late 
Wm. Pickering, the much-respected bookseller. Syn., Carp., Hus. t., 
xed. t., ep., Am., lect., vrobéces or prol., and syn. before Act. and all 
Epp., Euthalius wept ypovwv, men. after Jude; it has many later 
changes made in the text. 

_ xr, Burney 21, by the same scribe [dated 1292] fol., on cotton 
paper in a beautiful but formed hand (see p. 37, and Plate vi, No. 
15), syn., prol. to each Gospel, xed. ¢., men. Codd. qr differ in 183 
places. 

s, Burney 23 [x11] 4°, boldly but carelessly written, ends John 
viii. 14: mut. Luke v. 22—ix. 32; xi. 31—xiii. 25; xvii. 24—xviii. 4. 
Syn., Carp., wep. t., pict, Am. (not Hus.), tirhor. with many later 
changes and weighty readings. 

#". Lambeth 1350 [xrv] St John on paper, written with a reed 
(see p. 24), appended to a copy ‘of John Damascene “De Fide 
Orthodoxa”: has vrddeots or prol., xed., and a few rubrical direc- 
tions; carelessly written, and inscribed “'T. Wagstaffe ex dono. D. 
Barthol. Cassano e sacerdotibus ecclesiae Graecae, Oct. 20, 1732.” 

uw, C.4 of Archdeacon Todd’s Lambeth Catalogue, was a copy 
of the Gospels, in the Carlyle collection, restored with six others in 
1817 to the Patriarch of Jerusalem at Constantinople’. The collation 
of Matthew and Mark by the Rev. G. Bennet is.at Lambeth (1255, 
No. 25). 

ve, Lambeth 1180 [xv] chart., rirAo, Am., Hus., lect., with 
important variations: restored like Cod. u, but previously collated by 
Dr Charles Burney in Mark i. l—iv. 16; John vii. 53—viii. 11 
(Lambeth 1223), 

vt (Evan. 440, Act. 111, Paul. 221 of Scholz, Evan. 236; Act. 
and Paul. 61 of Griesbach; Act. and Paul. o**) is Mm. 6,9 of the Cam- 
bridge University Library [xz] 4°, in a minute hand, with many un- 
usual readings, especially in the Epistles (see above Cod. 236), from Bp. 
Moore’s Library. Hus. t., syn. (later), rérAo, Am. (not Hus.), lect., varo- 
Gécets to most of the Epistles: beautifully written with many con- 
tractions. 

w, (Act. and Paul. k*") Trin. Coll. Cantab. B. x. 16 [dated 1316] 
4°, chart., was inelegantly written by a monk James on Mount Sinai. 
Ked. t., Am, Hus., xed., lect., prol. and virofécas to the Epistles, 
syn., men., and much extraneous matter. . 

1 In Mr Coxe’s Report to Her Majesty’s Government, we find an account 

(which illness compelled him to give at second hand) of several copies of the 

Gospels and one palimpsest Evangelistarium, all dated [xir], still remaining in 

this Prelate’s Library. Here doubtless ali the restored Carlyle books might be 

found, and their examination would well employ the leisure of some scholar 

attached to our Embassy at Constantinople. 
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The following, among many other manuscripts of the Gospels, 
as yet entirely uncollated, may be added to the catalogue. 

tisch’, Cod. Tischendorfianus 1v in the University Library at 
Leipsic [x], described in his Anecdota sacra et profana, pp. 20—29. 

tisch®. at St Petersburgh [xu] 4°, mut, Wotitia Cod. Stnaitt. 
p. 60. 

tisch®. ibid. p. 64, [xm] 4°, only 19 leaves, containing Mark viii. 
3—ix. 50, also at St Petersburg. 

Middle-Hill 13975, once Lord Strangford’s, now Sir Th. Phil- 
lipps’ [x11] fol., a noble copy, the text surrounded with a full com- 
mentary in very minute letters. 

To G. Haenel (Catal. Lnbrorum MSS. Lips. 1830) we owe our 
knowledge of Codex Atrebatensis of the whole New Testament at 
Arras [xv] 8°, of another at Poictiers fol., chart.; another he states 
to be at Carpentras, in uncial letters [vi!] 4°, which Tischendorf dis- 
covered to be the Evangelistarium he designates as carp’. [1x]. 

Haenel has also made known to us most of the following: a vellum 
copy of St John in the Royal Institute at Paris; two copies of the 
Gospels [x1], in the Hunterian Museum at Glasgow, marked Q. 122, 
123, and once Caesar de Missy’s: another of St John (with other 
matter) at the same place 8, 8. 141 [xv], all 4°; a copy of the Gospels at 
Toledo [xiv] 4°; and another in the University Library at Edinburgh 
[x1] 8°, xed. &., pict., in bad condition, brought from the East, and 
presented in 1650 by Sir John Chiesley. 

Scholz also copies from Jo. Lamy’s “ Deliciae eruditorum,” Florence 
1748, the class-marks of seven manuscripts from some unknown 
library (vaguely conjectured to be at Trinity Monastery, Chalké, an 
island ten miles from Constantinople, whence Lambeth 1179 or e' 
came), whereof one (207) contains the Gospels, Acts and Epistles, 
another (201) very ancient, Matthew and Mark with a Catena, tive 
(202206) the Gospels alone. Dr Millingen, however, has recently 
printed a catalogue of the Library at Chalké, which contains eight 
copies of the Gospels (I—6; 19; 20), four being bound in silver. 

Tischendorf (N. T. 7th edn. Proleg. p. cexxiv. note 1) names a 
copy of the Gospels dated 1254, at St Genevidve’s in Paris, 4. A. 34. 
This, however, seems to be Cod. 121, which Scholz reported as 
missing : though the date is a little different (see p. 158). 

Of the seven Cambridge manuscripts, enumerated by Scholz (N. T. 
Vol. 1. p. cxix), we find that c)=Evan. 60, e)= Evan 62, f )=Evan. 70: 
g) seems No. 2154, a Latin version of St John with a gloss: d) No. 
1673 is Hh. 6. 12, the four Gospels only [xv] 4°, chart., xed. t., prol. 
For a)b) Lowes, formerly Askew, memb. 4°, Gospels, Marsh on 
Michaelis, Vol. 1. p. 662, states that they were sold to Mr Lowes, the 
tere at Askew's sale (see p. 176, note 1), and are now lost 

* We have now traced from Askew’s sale Codd. 109, 438, 439, 443 of the 
Gospels, and the two volumes in the same hand Act. 22, Paul. 75. But besides 
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The Parham copies of the Gospel are described in a “ Catalogue 
of materials for writing, early writings on tablets and stones, rolled 
and other Manuscripts and Oriental Manuscript books in the library 
of Robert Curzon at Parham,” fol. 1849, and were slightly inspected 
by Scrivener in 1855. They are eight. Greek, vellum, No. 6. 
Gospels, Acts and all the Epistles [x1] 8°, from Caracalla on Athos, 
with arabesques in red. No. 7. Gospels [1x or x] small 4°, pict., from 
St Saba. No. 8 Gospels [xr] 4°, with a marginal paraphrase and 
other matter, from tov gevodov on Athos. No. 9. Gospels oe 4°, 
with faded red arabesques, from Caracalla. No. 10. Gospels [x1] 8°, 
pict., from Caracalla. No. 11. Gospels [xir] 8°, from St Saba, as are 
the next two. No. 12. Gospels [xu] 8°, with red arabesques. No. 
13. Gospels [dated 1272] 12°, of which the Catalogue contains a fac- 
simile. 

In addition to Codd. 73, 74 (see p. 152 and note) Gaisford in 
1837 catalogued, and Scrivener in 1861 inspected the following 
fourteen copies of the Gospels in the collection of Archbishop Wake, 
now at Christ Church, Oxford. 

No. 12 (Apoe. 26, Apostol. 57) [x1] large folio, was also noted by 
Scholz, on Gaisford’s information, Evangelistarium 187: but this is 
an error, as the Gospels are contained at full length and in their 
proper order, with unusually full liturgical matter, rubro, Hus. ¢., 
xed. t., titr., Am., Hus., pict. A. Lectionary of the Acts and Hpis- 
tles follows them, and last of all comes the Apocalypse. 

No. 21 [x1] fol. brought from Tavroxpdrwp on Athos, 1727. 
Prol., Carp. (later); but prima manu, Hus. t., xed. t., lect., tirr., xed, 
Am., Hus., the last written in the same line with dm., not beneath 
them as usual (compare Cod. 112). The scribe’s name, Abraham 
Teudatus, a Patrician (Monif Palaeo. Gr. p. 46), is written cruciform 
after Hus. t. 

No. 22 [x11 ?] small fol, in a wretched hand and bad condition, 
begins Matth. i. 23, ends John xix. 31. Ke. 4, Am. (not Zus.); 
lect., but partly in a later hand. 

No. 24 [x1] fol., from Iavroxpdrwp in 1727, Hus. t., prol., xed. t., 
pict, rirr., xep., dm. Hus. in gold. One leaf (John xix. 13-—29), 
and another containing John xxi. 24, 25, are in duplicate at the 
beginning, primd manu. This copy (as Wake remarks) is in the 
same style, but less free than 

No. 25 [x or x1] 4°, pict. (in red ink, nearly faded), xe. t., lect., 
syn., xep., and besides them another system of chapters, of which 
there are 116 in Matthew, 71 in Mark, 114 in Luke, 67 in John. 
The numbers given in Cod. 56 (see p. 148) are very similar. 

the two missing Lowes copies, the priced sale catalogue mentions another manu- 

script of the Gospels, 2 vol. 1zmo, No. 619, bought for £5. 10s. by Dr Farmer, who 

usually purchased for the Cambridge University Library, which does not appear 
to have been deposited there. 
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No. 27, chart. 8°. Matth. xviii. 9—Mark xiv. 13; Luke vii. 4— 

John xxi. 13 are [xm], the rest supplied [xv]. Lect, xed. t., tird., 

xed, Am., (not Lus.). 

No. 28 [xrv] 4°, xed. 6, rérd., cep. (not Am, Hus.) syn., lect., much 
of this in rubro. . Subscribed @v ro Swpov Kat ypyyoptov rovos. 

No. 29 [dated sy'dO or 1131, Indict. 9] 4°. After some later 
fragments (Matth. i. 12—v. 3, and other matter) on paper, the older 
copy begins Matth.v. 29. Ked. é., rirv., Am., Hus., lect. 

No. 30 [x11] 4°, ending John xx. 18, neatly written, but in ill 
condition. Ked. t., Ourp., Bus. t., rith., Am. Hus., lect., in red, 
almost obliterated from damp. 

No. 31 [xr] 4° small, in a very elegant and minute hand. Pict., 
xed. t., térd. (in gold), xep., Am. (not Hus.), Ject. full, and in red. 

No. 32 [x or xt] 4° small, elegant, and with much gold ornament. 
Carp., xed. t., tirr., xeb., Am. Hus., pict., prol., long subscriptions, 
syn, MeN. 

No. 36 [xu] 4°. Keg. ¢ in part, rird., Am. (not Hus.), lect., pict. 

No. 39 [xr] very small 4°, a poor copy, in several hands. Tira, 
Ke. only. 

No. 40 [x11?] 16°, a beautiful little copy. Syn., xed. t., lect. in 
the faintest red, but no other divisions. 

No. 34 [x1 or x11] large 4°. This remarkable copy (mentioned 
p. 62, note 1, under Scholz’s notation of Wake 2) begins with 
the vrobéc1s to 2 Peter, the second leaf contains Acts xvii. 24— 
xviii. 13 misplaced, then follow the 5 later Catholic Epistles with 
vroGeces: then the Apocalypse on the same page as Jude ends, 
and the vroféo1s to the Romans on the same page as the Apoca- 
lypse ends, and then the Pauline Epistles. All the Epistles have 
prol., xed. t, and the Euthalian xed, with much lect. primd 
manu, and syn. later. Last, but seemingly misplaced by the binder, 
follow the Gospels, ending Luke vi. 42. Here are rird. in the 
margin by xed., Am. (not Hus.). This copy is Scholz’s Act. 190, 
Paul. 244, Apoc. 27, but unnumbered in the Gospels. 

Of these manuscripts Thomas Mangey [1684—1755], the editor 
of Philo, states on the fly-leaves that he collated Nos. 25, 28, 34 
in 1749. Caspar Wetstein collated the Apocalypse in Nos. 12 (to 
be described in the next Section) and 34 for his relative’s great 
edition; while in the margin of No. 35, a 4° Greek Testament 
printed at Geneva (1620), is inserted a most laborious collation 
(preceded by a full description) of eight of the Wake manuscripts 
with Wetstein’s N. T. of 1711, having this title prefixed to them, 
“Hae Variae lectiones ex MSS. notatae sunt manu et opera 
Johannis Walkeri, A. 1732:” John Walker (most of whose labours 
seem never yet to have been used) was doubtless the Vice-Master 
of Trinity College, Cambridge, where so many of his critical materials 

1 The letter x is quite illegible, but the Indiction 9 belongs only to a.D. 831, 
1131, 1431, and the style of the manuscript leaves no doubt which to choose. 
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accumulated for the illustrious Bentley are deposited’. Of his eight 
codices, we find on investigation that Walker’s O is Wake 26; Walk- 
er’s ] is Wake 20 (collations of these two, sent by Walker to Wet- 
stein, comprise Codd. 73, 74, described above); Walker’s B is Wake 
21; Walker’s D is Wake 24, both of the Gospels; Walker’s E is 
Wake 18, his H is Wake 19, both Evangelistaria; Walker’s q is 
Wake 12, of which Caspar Wetstein afterwards examined the Apo- 
calypse (Cod. 26); Walker’s W is Wake 38 of the Acts and Epis- 
tles, or Scholz’s Act. 191, Paul. 245. 

To this list we must add the five following copies from the col- 
lection of the Abbot M. L. Canonici, purchased at Venice in 1817 
for the Bodleian Library, by the late Dr Bandinel. 

Canon. Gk. 33 [xv] fol., chart., St Matthew, with the Latin chap- 
ters only, once belonged to Anthony Dizomaeus. 

Ibid. 34 [dated 1515, 1516: see p. 37, note 3] 4°, chart. written 
by Michael Damascenus the Cretan for John Francis Picus of Miran- 

_ dola, contains the whole N. T., the Apocalypse alone being yet col- 
lated (k*"): mut. Apoe. ii, 11—23. It has Oecumeniuy’ and Eutha- 
lius’ prol. 

Ibid. 36 [x1] 4°, Gospels: olim Georg. Phlebaris: pict., xed. t., 
syn... men. 

Ibid. 112 [xi] 4°, Gospels well written: Carp., pict., xed. t., 
lect., syn. 

Ibid. 122 Cod. Tlyricus [dated 1429] 4°, Gospels in Illyrian with 
a Greek version later, written in Moldavia by Gabriel, a monk. 
Prol., pict., xep. t., syn., men. 

The five following also are in the Bodleian and uncollated: 

Baroce. 59. 1 [xv] 4°, chart., has six leaves [x1] containing Luke 
xxiii, 38-—xxiv. 53, and xed. ¢. of John. 

Cromwell 15 [xz] 4°, Gospels well written: this and the next 
copy were brought from Iavroxpdrwp on Athos, 1727. Carp., Hus. é., 
prol., Kep. t., titr., Kep., mut, at end. 

Cromwell 16 [xr] 4°, Gospels (followed by the Proper Lessons for 
the Holy Week), pict., xed. t., Hus. t., Am, Hus, syn. 

Miscell. 17, Auct. D. Infr. 2. 21 [xr] 4°, Gospels, prol., xed. ¢., 
Eus., syn., in text said to resemble Cod. 71, was presented by 
S. Smallbrooke in 1800. 

1 This humble friend is said to have rejoiced at the prospect of living in the 

pages of Pope’s Dunciad, in company with the great Master of Trinity : 

“Before them march’d that awful Aristarch ; 

Plough’d was his front with many a deep remark; 

His hat, which never veiled to human pride, 

Walker with reverence took, and laid aside.” —Dunciad, Iv. 203. 

And again: ‘Walker! our hat’—-nor more he deign’d to say, 
But stern as Ajax’ spectre strode away.”—ibid. 273. 
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Miscell. 141, Rawl. Auct. G. 3 [xr] 4°, Gospels and other matter; 
keg. t. 

The Rev. H. O. Coxe, now Bodley’s Librarian, though quite 
unable to purchase any of the literary treasures he was commissioned 
to inspect in 1857’, has added considerably to our knowledge of. 
manuscripts in the East: those of the Gospels in Greek are the fifty- 
one following: 

(a) In the Library of the Patriarch of Alexandria at Cairo; 
Shelf 1, No. 2 [xi] 4°; No. 15 [x1] 4°, mut.; No. 16 am 4°, syn, 
beautifully written; No. 17 [x1] 4°; Shelf 5, No. 68 [x] 4°: and at 
the Cairo perotxia of St Catherine’s on Sinai, No. 7, the Gospels and 
Psaltery [xvi] fol., chart. 

(8) At the great Greek Monastery of the Holy Sepulchre at 
Jerusalem, besides Scholz’s Cod. 450 (No. 6) and Cod. 456 (No. 43) 
are No. 2 [x] 4°, beautifully written; No. 5[x] 4°; No. 14 [x11] large 
4°, with Scholia; No. 17 [x1] 4°, with a few Scholia; No. 31 [xz] 4°, 
very beautiful; No, 32 [xz] 4°; No. 33 [xm] 4°; No. 40 [xi] 4° a 
fine copy of the Gospels, Acts, and all the Epistles; No. 41 [x1] 4°, 
a beautiful copy; No. 44 [xrv] fol.; No. 45 [xr] 4°, the Gospels and 
all the Epistles, but only Adfeus rav apdgewv. No. 46 [x1] small 4°: 
and at the College of the Holy Oross there, No. 3 [x1] 4°, syn., xed. 

(7) At St Saba (see p. 177, note 2) No. 27 [x11] fol.; Nos. 52, 
53 [xr] 4°, two copies of the Gospels and all the Epistles, No. 52 
having syn. ; No. 54 contains the same [x11] 4°; No. 56 [x] 4° small, 
Gospels only; as have also Nos. 57—60 [x or x1]; No. 61, five 
copies of the Gospels [xr] 4°; No. 62, five other copies [xm] 4°. In 
a kind of lumber-room called the Tower Library, in wretched keep- 
ing, are No, 45 [xr] 4°; No. 46 [xu] 4°; No. 47 [xz] small 4°, all of 
the Gospels, 

(8) Three copies (Nos. 2, 6, 21) at the convent of St John at 
Patmos* seem to be Scholz’s Codd. 467—9 (see p. 177, note 3), and 
roe be reckoned again: there are besides No. 59 [x] 4°; No. 77 
xI| 4°, 

1 Those who venerate the Greek Church for what she has been, or look 
forward to her future with hope, may well take comfort from the spirit in which 
Mr Coxe’s fair offers of purchase were invariably met. Of the rulers of the 
Convent of the Holy Sepulchre he writes (Report to Her Majesty's Government, 
p- 10), “They would not entertain the idea for a moment. They had now, they 
said, become aware of the value of what they possessed, although they admitted 
that a few years since it was far otherwise, and that a collector would have found 
little difficulty in obtaining anything he wished for barely more than the asking.” 

? Mr Coxe found the Librarian of the Bodleian peculiarly unpopular at St 
John’s Convent, Patmos; from whose Library E. D. Clarke [1769—1822] had 
obtained the early dated copy of Plato’s Dialogues (mow Clarke 39) described 
above p. 36 and note 3. ‘The authorities were well acquainted with, and all 
deplored the loss they had sustained in their Plato, and knew perfectly well where 
it is now deposited. No money would tempt them to part with their Job.” 
[vix. or vill.] (Report to Her Majesty’s Government, p. 24.) 
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(ce) At Larnaka in Cyprus the Bishop of Citium has one copy 
[xir] 4°, syn. 

(€) In the Island of Milo, in private hands, one copy neatly 
written A.D. 1305 by a Cyprian. To all this valuable information 
Mr Coxe adds, that Le Barbier, an eminent French archaeologist, 
has lately been making a tour of the Monastic libraries at Athos, 
with the view of publishing a full account of the manuscript trea- 
sures still remaining there. 

Dr 8S. T. Bloomfield has lately published (1860), as a Supplement 
to the ninth edition of, his Greek Testament, “ Critical Annotations 
on the Sacred Text,” as an opus supremum et ultimum, the last effort 
of a prolonged, arduous, and honourable literary career. It professes 
to be grounded on the examination of no less than 70 Manuscripts, 
23 at Lambeth, the rest in the British Museum; but in the absence 
of all formal description of his documents, or definite explanation, 
we may infer that they were not so much collated throughout, as 
consulted on the very numerous passages discussed in his work. 
We have already acknowledged his labours with regard to manuscripts 
included in the preceding catalogue: but his list embraces also the 
following codices (making in all 30 of the Gospels), which he has 
been the first to render available. 

Brit. Mus. Addit. 7141 [xu] 4°, bought 1825, and once Claudius 
James Rich’s. Carp. Hus.t., xed. t., Am. Hus., lect. in red. No 
Tith., Ke. 

B. M. 11836, this and the next two are from Bishop Butler’s 
collection: [xz], small 4°, contains Evan. Act. Cath. Paul. Psalms, 
&e. Mut. Mark i. 1—28; Acts i. 1—238; vii. 8—39; Ps. i. 1—3. 
Pict., Hus. t., (i.e. a blank space is left for them), rirr., Am. (not 
Lus.), no prol., xed. in Epistles. 

B. M. 11838 [dated 1326, Ind. 9] fol., from Sinai, most beauti- 
fully written by Constantine, a monk. Syn., xed. ¢., pict., lect., all in 
a later hand, rirAou. 

B, M. 11839 [xv] 4°, chart., ill-written, with later marginal notes, 
and no chapter-divisions. Lect.; Matth. iv. 13—xi, 27; Mark i. 
1—vi. 1, are later. 

B. M. 14774 [x11] syn., is Cod. 202 of Grieshach, from St Mark’s, 
at Florence. 

B. M. 15581 [x11] xed. #., once Melch. Thevenot’s. See above, 
Cod. 272. 

B. M. 16183 [xzr] 4°, in a minute hand, bought of Capt. Mac- 
donald in 1846. 

B. M. 16184 [xiv] 4°, the whole New Testament. 

B. M. 16948 [xz], in a very small hand, Hus. ¢., pict., from the 
collection made by the Hon. F. North for the University of Corfu. 

B. M. 17469 [xrv] small fol, syn., with an hiatus about 1 Tim. 
iii. 16. This copy is j** in the Apocalypse. 

B, M. 17741 [x11] 4°, pict., begins Matth. xii, 21, ends John xvii. 
13: purchased in 1849. 
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B. M. 17982 [xr] 4°, ending John xix. 38 (eight leaves being 

lost), and believed to contain important readings. 

B. M. 18211 [xr] 4°. 

B. M. 19387 [xu], written by one Leo, begins Matth. viii. 12, 

and was purchased in 1853 from the well-known M. Simonides. 

B. M. 19389 [x11] 12°, St John’s Gospel only. 

_ Another copy, B. M. 17470 [dated 1034], purchased of H. Rodd 

in 1848, does not appear to have been collated by Dr Bloomfield. 

Harl. 5538, described in the Harleian Catalogue as an Evange- 

listarium, and numbered by Scholz Evst. 149, I find to be a copy of 

the Gospels [x1v] 12°, lect, with no xed., Am., Hus. 

There is also a fine fragment of the Gospels [xiv], at Sion 

College, London. 
After deducting 32 duplicates, &c, we have enumerated 601 

cursive copies of the Gospels. 

Manuscripts of the Acts and Catholic Epistles. 

#1, (= Evan. 1). 
2. (Paul. 2) Cod. Basil. B. rx. 38% [xzr?] 8°, with Theophylact’s 

Commentary, once belonged to the Preaching Friars, then to Amer- 

bach, a printer of Basle. It was the copy on which Erasmus grounded 
the text of his first edition (1516), and he calls it “exemplar miré 
castigatum.” It is Mill’s B. 2. (Battier, Wetstein). 

3. (= Evan. 3). 
4, (Paul. 4) Basil. B. 20 [xv] 8°, Mill’s B. 3, elegantly written, <. 

the Pauline Epistles preceding the Catholic (see p. 61). Erasmus 
made some use of it for revising his text (Battier, Wetstein). 

5. (= Evan. 5). 6. (=Evan. 6). 
7. (Paul. 9) Paris Reg. 102 [x] 8°, prol., seems to be Stephens’ v’, 

although .’is cited in error Luke v. 19; John ii. 17: it nearly re- 
sembles Cod. 5 and the Latin version. 

8. (Paul. 10) Stephens’ ca’, now missing, cited about 400 times 
by that editor, in 276 of which it supports the Latin versions (Mill, 
N.T. Proleg. $1171). Stephens cites wa’ (apparently in error) four 
times in the Gospels, once in the Apocalypse. (Matth. x. 8; 10; xii. 
32; John ii. 17; Apoc. xiii. 4). 

9. (Paul. 11) Cod. Vatabli, now in the University Library at 
Cambridge, 2068 or Kk. 6.4 [xz]. Bp. Marsh has fully proved that 
this copy, which once belonged to Stephens’ friend Vatablus, Professor 
of Hebrew at Paris, is his uy’: this copy also is twice quoted by him 
in the Gospels (Matth. xxvii. 64; John ii. 17), through mere over- 
sight. 

10. (Paul. 12, Apoc. 2) Reg. 237, Stephens’ te’ [x] 4°, neatl 
written, with prol., scholia and other matter. Lelong iA ges this, 
and about five other of Stephens’ manuscripts: its value in the Apo- 
calypse is considerable (Wetstein, Scholz). 

11. (Paul. 140) Reg. 103 [x] 8°, with scholia, mus. Act, ii. 20—31. 

“ fees 
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12. (Paul. 16, Apoc. 4) Reg. 219 [x1] 4°, neat, with Arethas’ 
Commentary on the Apocalypse, and Oecumenius’ on the other 
books. Like Evan. 16. 19. 317, it once belonged to the Medici: in 
1518 it was given by the Greek Janus Lascar “Petro Masieli” of 
Constance, and was used by Donatus of Verona for an edition of 
Oecumenius (Wetstein, Scholz). 

*13. (= Evan. 33). 14, (= Evan. 35). 
15. Coislin. 25 [x1] 4°, described by Montfaucon (as were also 

Codd. 16—18), compared with Pamphilus’ revision (see p. 47), prol., 
and a Commentary digested by Andreas, a priest (Wetstein). 

16. (Paul. 19) Coislin. 26 [xr] fol., with a Commentary much 
like Oecumenius’, and a catena of various Fathers: also a life of 8S. 
Longinus on two leaves [ix]. It once belonged to the monastery of 
S. Athanasius on Athos, BiBAov ris rerdprys Oécews (Wetstein). 

17. (Paul. 21, Apoc. 19) Coisl. 205 [written by Antony, a monk, 
1079. Indict. 2] fol., prol., syn., mut. 1 Cor. xvi. 17—2 Cor. i. 7; 
Hebr. xiii. 15—25; with Apoce., i. ]—ii. 5 in a recent hand (Weitstein). 

18. (Paul. 22, Apoc. 18) Coislin. 202, 2 [foll. 1—26 xz on vellum, 
the rest x11I on cotton paper], with scholia to the Acts and Catholic 
Epistles, Andreas’ Commentary to the Apocalypse, prol. to St Paul’s 
Epistles (Wetstein). 

19. (=Evan. 38). 
20. (Paul. 25) Brit. Mus. King’s Library, I. B. I, once West- 

minster 935 [x1v] chart., prol., mut., and in bad condition (Wetstein). 

21. (Paul. 26) Cambridge University Libr. Dd. x1. 90 [xz] 12°, 
once Jo. Luke’s: mut. Act. i—xi; xiv. 23—xv. 10; Rom. xv. 
14—16; 24—26; xvi. 4—20; 1 Cor. i. 15—iii. 12; 2 Tim. i. 1—ii. 
4; Tit. i 9—ii. 15; ending Philem. 2. Prol. to Pauline Epistles 
only. 

22, (Paul. 75 is in the same hand) Brit. Mus. Addit. 5115, once 
Askew’s [xit] 4°, xed. t., prol., ending with xed. to the Romans: mut. 
Act. i. 1—11: lect. is later (Act. i—xx. collated by Paulus for Gries- 
bach, Bloomfield): Scholz’s date [rx] is an error. 

23.. (Paul. 28, Apoc. 6) Bodleian. Baroce. 3 [x1] small 4°, a beau- 
tiful little book, written at Ephesus, beginning Act. xi. 13, ending 
Apoc. xx. 1: mut. 1 Pet. iii. 7—23: the opening chapters are supplied 
in a late hand. With the Euthalian prol. and scholia on the Epistles, 
and a full and unique Commentary on the Apocalypse, edited by 
J. A. Cramer, 1840 (Mill, Caspar Wetstein, Griesbach). 

*24, (Paul. 29) Christ’s Coll. Cambridge F. 1. 13 [x11] 4°, mud. 
Act. i. 1—11; xviii. 20—xx. 14; James v. 14—1 Pet. i. 4, and some 
leaves of this fine copy are torn or decayed: there are also many 
changes by a later hand (Mills Cant. 2, Scrivener’s 1): unpublished 
collations were made by Bentley (Trin. Coll. Camb. B. xvi. 10, 11), 

~ and Jo. Wigley for Jackson (Jesus Coll. Camb. O. ©. 1). 

25. (Paul. 31, Apoc. 7) Harleian 5537, or Covell. 2 [dated Pente- 
cost, 1087, Indict. 10] 4°, an important copy, from the neighbourhood 
of the Aigean, with the oriyo. numbered, and a lexicon: mud. 
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1 John v. 14—2 John 6 (Mill, Griesbach, Bloomfield, Scrivener in 
Apoc.). 

26. (Paul. 32) Harl. 5557, Covell. 3 [x1] 4°, mut. Act. i, 1—11; 
1 Cor. xi. 7—xv. 56: syn., lect., prol., orixo.. This copy and the 
next bear Covell’s emblem “ Zuceo,” and the date Constantinople, 

1675,. but he got Cod. 27 from Adrianople. (Mill, Paulus in Act. i— 
iii. Bloomfield). 

27. (Paul. 33) Harl. 5620 [xv] 4°, chart., or Covell. 4, is of some 
weight: there are no chapter-divisions p. m.; the writing is small, 
and abbreviated (Mill, Griesbach, Bloomfield). 

*28. (Paul. 34, Apoc. 8) Harl. 5778, is Covell’s 5’ or Sinai manu- 
script, [x11] 4°, in wretched condition, and often illegible. Mut. Act. i. 
1—20; Apoc. vi. 14—viii. 1; xxii. 19—21, perhaps elsewhere (Mill, 
Bloomfield for Act. Paul., Scrivener for Apoc.). 

29. (Paul. 35) Genevensis 20 [xz or xu] 12°, brought from 
Greece, beautifully but carelessly written, without subscriptions; in 
text much like Cod. 27 (readings sent to Mill, Scholz). 

30. (Paul. 36, Apoc. 9) Bodleian Misc. 74 [x1] 4°, brought 
‘ from the East by Dr Robert Huntington, beginning Act. xv. 19, 

xep., prol. 3 John, Jude, the Apocalypse and St Paul’s Epistles, 
which stand last, are in a somewhat earlier hand than the rest (Mill). 

*31. (= Evan. 69). 
32. (= Evan. 51) mut. 2 Pet. ili. 2—18. 

33. (Paul. 39). Lincoln Coll. Oxford 82 [xr or x11] 4°, presented 
in 1483 by Robert Flemmynge, Dean of Lincoln, a beautiful and 
interesting codex, with pict., prol., lect., syn., men., and the num- 
bers of the orixo. noted in the subscriptions. Mut. 2 Pet. i. 1—15; 
Rom. i. 1—20 (Walton’s Polyglott, Mill, Dobbin Cod. Montfort., who 
regards it as the manuscript from which this portion of the latter 
was mainly copied). The Epistle of Jude stands between James and 
1 Peter (see p. 103). 

*34. (= Evan. 61). 35. (= Evan. 57). 
36. New College, Oxford 58 [xm] 4°, with a Catena of Fathers, 

enumerated by Mill (N.T. Prol. § 1390), and edited by Cramer, 
Oxon. 1838: with a valuable text, prol., and rérdor xepadatov (Wal- 
ton’s Polyglott, Mill). 

37. (Raul. 43) New Coll. Oxford 59 [xin] 4°, erroneously de- 
scribed by Walton, and after him by Wetstein, as part of Evan. 5 8, a 
much later manuscript. It is a beautiful copy, prol., with marginal 
glosses (Walton’s Polyglott, Mill, Dobbin). 

*38. (Paul. 44) Lugduno-Batav. 77, Mill’s Petav. 1 [xr1.] 4°, once 
Petavius’, a Councillor of Paris, given by Queen Christina to Is. 
Vossius (Mill, Wetstein, Dermout 1825). 

39. (Paul. 45, Apoe. 11) Petavii 2, age and present locality not 

* Covell once marked this codex g, but afterwards gave it the name of the 
Sinai MS., reserving 5 for Harl. 8747 or Evan. 446. 
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stated. Mut. Act. i. 1—xviii. 22; James i. 1—v. 17; 3 John 9— 
Jude 25; 1 Cor. iii. 16—x. 13 (Extracts in Mill; J. Gachon). 

40, (Paul. 46, Apoc. 12) Alexandrino-Vat. 179, Petavii 3 [x1] 
4°, with a mixed text and the end of Titus (from iii. 3), Philemon and 
the Apocalypse in a later hand. This copy, given by Christina to 
Alexander VIII. (1689—91), is of considerable importance, and as 
containing all Euthalius’ labours on the Acts and the Epistles (see 
p. 53), was largely used by Laur. Zacagni for his edition of his Pro- 
logues, &c. (Extracts in Mill, Zacagni, Birch; Griesbach adds, “ Gag- 
naeus eundem sub Dionysiani nomine laudasse creditur.”) 

41. (= Evan. 175). 
*42, (Paul. 48, Apoc. 13. Evst.—Lect. 56). Gymnasium at 

Frankfort on the Oder, once Seidel’s [x1] 4°, carelessly written, with 
some rare readings: prol., mut. Act. i. 3—34 (xxvii. 19—34 is in a 
later hand); 2 Pet.i. 1, 2; 1 John v. 11—21; Apoc. xviii. 3—13 
(N. Westermann, H. Middeldorp).’ One leaf of a Lectionary is 
added, containing Matth. xvii. 16—23; 1 Cor. ix. 2—12. This 
copy often agrees closely with the Complutensian text and Laud. 31 
(ivan. 51) jointly. 

43. (=Evan. 76). 
44, (Like Evan. 82, Paul.51, Apoc. 5) certain manuscripts cited 

by Laurentius Valla. 
45. (Paul. 52, Apoc. 16) Uffenbach 1 or 2 [xv] 4°, chart., in two 

hands, is stated by Tischendorf to be now at Hamburg: with its 
companion Cod. M of St Paul’s Epistles, it was lent to Wetstein in 
1717 and to Bengel, by Z. C. Uffenbach.. It once belonged to Jo. 
Ciampini at Rome, is carelessly written, but from a good text; 
“plura genuina omittens, quam aliena admiscens:” Bengel. 

46. (Paul. 55) Monacensis 375 [x1] fol., is Bengel’s Augustan. 6, 
with Oecumenius’ Commentary and some rare readings (Bengel, 
Matthaei, Scholz). 

47, (= Evan. 90). 48, (=Evan. 105). 49. (=Evan. 92). 
50. (Paul. 8) Stephens’ ¢’ is unknown, though it was once in 

the Royal Library at Paris; that is if Evan. 8, Reg. 49, is Stephens’ 
¢’ in. the Gospels, which may perhaps be doubted. Stephens seldom 
cites 2’, or (as Mill puts the case) “textus ipsius fere universus ab- 
sorptus est in hac Editione” (N.T., Proleg. § 1167)’. 

51. (Paul. 133, Apoc. 52) Paris Reg. 56, once Mazarin’s [x11] 
4°, prol., mut., Apoc. xxii. 17—21. 

52. (Paul. 50) Cod. Rhodiensis, some of whose readings Stunica, 
the chief of the Complutensian editors (see Chapter v.), cites in 
controversy with Erasmus: it may have been his own property, and 

1 J find that ¢’ is cited in Stephens’ margin 84 times in the Gospels, usually in 

company with several others, but alone Mark vi. 20; xiv. 15; Lukei. 37. In 

the Acts it is cited but once (xvii. 5), in the Catholic Epistles 7, in the Pauline 

27 times; never in the Apocalypse. Since Cod, 8 contains only the Gospels, 

Cod. 18 or Reg. 47 of the whole N.T. has been suggested, One hour in the 

Imperial Library at Paris would suffice to settle the question. 
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. cannot now be identified. Whatever Mill states (on 1 John ili. -16), 
it is not now at Alcala. 

*53, (Paul. 30) Emman. College, Cambr. 1. 4, 35 [x11] 16°, only 43 
inches square, the writing being among the minutest and most elegant 
extant. It is Mill’s Cant. 3, Scrivener’s n (a facsimile is given 
Plate x1. No. 31 b), and is in bad condition, in parts almost 
illegible. Jt begins 2 Pet. ii. 4, and there is an hiatus from 
1 John iii. 20 to the middle of Oecumenius’ Prologue to the Romans: 
mut. also 1 Oor. xi. 7—xv. 56, and ends Hebr. xi. 27. From 
1 Tim. vi. 5 another and far less careful hand begins: but the manu- 
script exhibits throughout many abbreviations. Prol., xed. t., tirdot, 
kep., and some marginal notes primd manu. Given to the College 
“in Testimonium grati animi” by Sam. Wright 1598. 

54. (= Evan. 43), 

55. Readings of a second copy of Jude contained in Cod. 47. 

56. (Paul. 59, Apoc. 23). This number was assigned by Wet- 
stein and Griesbach to certain readings of four Medicean manuscripts 
(only one in the Acts), which like No. 102 of the Gospels, were 
found by Wetstein in the margin of Rapheleng’s Greek Testament 
(1591), As Birch considers these identical with Codd. 84, 87—9, 
Scholz substitutes (Paul. 227) Cod. Bodleian., Clarke 4 [x11] 4°, proi., 
ked., syn., lect. (extracts dc. by Dean Gaisford), 

57. (= Evan. 234). 
58. of Wetstein is the same codex as 22; Scholz substitutes 

(Paul. 224) Bodl., Clarke 9 [x11] 8°, lect., mut. Hebr. xiii. 725 
(Gaisford). 

59. (Paul. 62) Harleian. 5588 [x11] 4°, cotton paper, prol., 
full dect., xed. On the first leaf we read “liber hospitalis de Cusa 
trevirencis dioc. R™.” See Cod. Evan. 87 (Griesbach, Bloomfield). 

60. (Paul. 63, Apoc. 29) Harl. 5613 [dated May 1407, Indict. 
15] 4° chart., mut. Apoc, xxii. 2—18. (Griesbach 55 chapters of 
Acts and Epp., Griesbach and Scrivener in Apocalypse). 

*61. (Paul. 61) comprises extracts made by Griesbach from the margin of a copy of Mill’s N. T. in the Bodleian (see Evan. 236), where certain readings are cited under the notation Hal. These are now known to be taken from Evan. 440 (p. 176), or Scrivener’s v of the Gospels, o of the Acts and Epistles. 
_ 62. (Paul. 65) Reg. 60, once Colbert’s [xrv] fol., on cotton paper, with scholia, prol., syn. (Wetstein, Griesbach, Scholz). 
"63. (Paul. 68). Caesar-Vindobon. Nessel. 313, Lambec. 35 

[x1v] 8°, with scholia and prol. (Treschow, Alter, Birch). 
*64, (Paul. 69) C. Vind. Nessel. 303, Lambec. 36 [x11] 8°, care- fully written by one J ohn, prol., syn., brought by Auger Busbecke from Constantinople, like Cod. 67 and many oth f this collect: 

(Treschow, Alter, Birch). y ovhers of this collection 

*65. (= Evan. 218), 
“66. (Paul. 67, Apoc 34) C. Vind. Nessel. 302, La 

. (J » . . . ; mbec. 34 [x11] 4°, with scholia, syn., and other matter: three several hands 
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have made corrections, which Griesbach regarded as far more valuable 
than the text (cited by him 66**). Mut. Apoc. xv. 6—xvii. 3; 
xviii, 10—xix. 9; xx. 8—xxii. 21. It once belonged to Arsenius 
Archbishop of Monembasia (see Evan. 333, Evst. 113), then’ to Se- 
bastian Tengnagel and Jo. Sambuc (A. C. Hwiid 1785 for the Acts, 
Treschow, Alter, Birch). 

*67, (Paul. 70) C. Vind. Nessel. 221, Lambec. 37 [written by 
one Leo at Constantinople, December 1331, Indict. 14] 4°, elegant 
but inaccurate, prol., syn. (Treschow, Alter, Birch). 

68. (Paul. 73) Upsal., Sparwenfeld 42, is in fact two separate 
manuscripts, bound together, both of high value. The first part 
[x11] contains the Acts (commencing viii. 14) Rom. 1 Cor. to xv. 38: 
the second [x1] begins 1 Cor. xiii, 6, and extends through the Pauline 
and Catholic Epistles, which follow them (see p. 61). There is a Ca- 
tena annexed, and the portion in duplicate (1 Cor. xiii. 6—xv. 38) has 
contradictory readings (P. F. Aurivill [Orville ?] 1686). 

69. (Paul. 74, Apoc. 30) Guelpherbytanus xvi. 7 at Wolfen- 
biittel, Aug. 7, 4°, charé. also in two hands: the first (Acts and 
Epistles) [x111] written by George a monk, the Apocalypse [xiv]. It 
exhibits a remarkable text, and has many marginal readings and 
prol. (Knittel, Matthaei). ' 

70. (=Evan. 131). 71. (Evan. 133). 

72. (Paul. 79, Apoc, 37) Vatic. 366 [xi] 4°, chart. (This and 
all from 70 to 97 were slightly collated by Birch, and all except 81, 
93—7 by Scholz also). 

73, (Paul. 80) Vat. 367 [x1] 4°, an excellent manuscript used by 
Caryophilus (see p. 157, Evan. 112). 

74, Vat. 760 [x11] 4°, only contains the Acts with a Catena. 
75. (=Evan. 141). 76. (=EHvan 142). 77. (=Evan. 149). 
78. (Paul. 89). Alexandrino-Vat. 29 [x11] 4°, a good copy, but 

mut, 2 Cor. xi. 15—xii. 1; Ephes. i. 9—Hebr. xiii. 25. 
79. (Paul. 90) Urbino-Vat. 3 [x1] 8°. 
80. (Paul. 91, Apoc. 42) Pio-Vat. 50 [x1r] 8°. 

81, Barberin. 377 [xz] fol., with a Commentary (Birch). Scholz 
_ could not find this copy, which has remarkable readings: it contains 
but one chapter of the Acts and the Catholic Epistles. 
82. (= Evan. 180). ; 

83, (Paul. 93) Biblio. Borbon. Reg. at Naples 1 B. 12 [x] 4°, 
written by Evagrius and compared with Pamphilus’ copy at Caesarea 
(see p. 47 and Cod. 15): the numbers of the oriyou are sometimes 
noted in the margin. 

84. (Paul. 94) Laurent. rv. 1, at Florence [x] fol., has Chrysos- 
tom’s Commentary on the Acts, that of Nicetas of Heraclea on all 
the Epistles. 

85. (Paul. 95) Laurent. tv. 5 [x11] fol., on cotton paper, contains 
the Acts and Pauline Epistles with Theophylact’s Commentary. 
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86. (Paul. 96, Apoc. 75) Laurent. 1v. 20 [x1] 8°, with a Com- 
mentary. . 

87. (Paul. 97) Laurent. rv. 29 [x] 4°, with scholia, prol., and a 
modern interlinear Latin version in the Epistles, for beginners. 

88. (Paul. 98) Laurent. rv. 31 [x1] 8°, prol., mut. in fine Titi. 
89. (Paul. 99, Apoc. 45) Laurent. rv. 32, 12°, written by John 

Tzutzuna, priest and monk, December 1093, Indict. 1, in the reign 
of Alexius Comnenus, Nicholas being Patriarch of Constantinople. 
Prol., syn., and a treatise of Dorotheus Bishop of Tyre on the 70 
disciples and 12 Apostles (found also in Codd. 10, 179). 

90. (=Evan. 197). 91. (Evan. 201). 92. (=Evan. 204). 
*93. (=Evan. 205). *94. (= Evan, 206). *95, (=Evan. 209). 
*96,. (Paul. 109) Venet. 11 [xr] 4°, an important copy, often re- 

sembling Cod. 142, from the monastery of St Michael de Troyna in 
Sicily. It has both a Latin and Arabic version. Mut. Act. 1. 
1—12; xxv. 21—xxvi. 18; Philemon. Codd. 93—96 of the Acts, 
106—112 of St Paul, were collated by G. F. Rink, ZLucubratio 
Critica in Act. Ap. Epp. Cath. ec Paul. Basilae 1830. . 

97. (Paul. 241) Biblioth. Guelpherbyt. Gud. gr. 104. 2 [xm] 8°; 
once belonging to Langer, librarian at Wolfenbiittel, who sent a 
collation to Griesbach. Mut. Act. xvi. 39—xvii. 18, with marginal 
scholia from Chrysostom and Oecumenius, prayers and dialogues 
subjoined. Deposited by one Theodoret in the Catechumens’ library 
of the Laura (monastery) of St Athanasius on Athos. 

Codd. 98—-107 were accurately collated by Matthaei for his N. T. 

*98. (Paul. 113) Codex Mosquensis (Mt. a) [x1], once belonged 
to Jeremias the patriarch of the monastery of Stauronicetas on 
Athos. Matthaei professes that he chiefly followed this manuscript, 
which is divided into three parts: viz. a, church-lessons from the 
Acts, so arranged that no verse is lost, with various readings and 
scholia in the margin: a, or simply a the text with marginal various 
readings and scholia: a, Church-lessons from the Acts and Epistles. 

“99. (Paul. 114) Mosq. Synod. 5 (Mt. c) [dated April 1445] 
fol., chart. from the Iberian monastery on Athos, carelessly written 
by Theognostus, Metropolitan of Perga and Attalia: prol., SYN, 
and some Paitristic writings. 

*100. (Paul, 115) Synod. 334 (Mt. d) [xz] 4°, with a Catena 
and scholia. 

*101. (Paul. 116) Synod. 333 (Mt. f) [x11] 4°, on cotton paper, 
carefully written, with scholia to the Acts and proi. 

*102, (Paul. 117) Synod. 98 (Mt. g) [1x1] fol., from the monas- 
tery of St Dionysius on Athos, containing the Epistles with a 
Catena, without the Acts, is highly valued by Matthaei, but does 
not seem to be an uncial copy. Mut. Rom. x. 18—1 Cor. vi. 13; 
vill. 7—12, 

*103. (Paul. 118) Synod, 193 (Mt. h) [x11] fol., from the Iberian 
monastery on Athos, is a volume of scholia, with the entire text in 

13 
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its margin for Act. i. 1—ix. 12; elsewhere only in fragments after 
the usual manner of scholia. 

*104. (= Evan. 241). *105. (=Evan. 242). 
*106. (Paul. 122) Synod. 328 (Mt. m) [x1] 4°, carefully written, 

from the Batopedion(?) monastery on Athos, has prol., syn., and the 
Psalms annexed. 

*107. (Hvst. 57) Cod. Dresdensis 252 (Mt. 19) [xv] 8°, chart., a 
Euchology, carelessly written by several scribes. It came from Italy, 
and, like Apoc, 32, once belonged to Loescher, then to the Count de 
Brihl. 

108. (= Evan. 226). 109. (= Evan. 228). 
Codd. 110—192 were first added to the list by Scholz, who states 

that he collated entire 115, 133, 160; in the greater part 120—3, 
126, 127, 131, 137, 161—3, 174; the rest slightly or not at all. 

110, (=Evan. 441) should be erased from the Catalogue. 

*111, (= Ev. 440). This is Scrivener’s o Act. and Paul. 

112. Cantabrig. 2068 erase: it is the same as Cod. 9. 
'  *113. (Evan. 18). Codd. 113, 114, 117, being 132, 134, 137, 
of St Paul, and 51 Apoc. respectively, together with Act. 127 and 
Paul. 139, 140, 153 have been collated by J. G. Reiche. 

*114. (Paul. 134) Reg. 57 [xm] 4°, a valuable copy, with prol., 
syn., some portions of the Septuagint version, and prayers for the 
Greek service. 

*115. (Paul. 135) Reg. 58, once Colbert’s, as were 118, 121, 122, 
124, 128, 129 [xt] 4°, begins Act. xiv. 27 ends with 2 Tim. ; there 
are no liturgical notes. 

116. (Paul. 136, Apoc. 53) Reg. 59, once Teller’s [xvz] 4°, 
chart., prol. and scholia to the Catholic Epistles. 

*117. (= Evan. 263) of some value. 
118. (Paul. 138, Apoc. 55) Reg. 101 [xz1r] fol., on cotton paper, 

with prol., scholia, and other matter. Mut. Act. xix. 18—xxii. 17. 
119. (Paul. 139, Apoc. 56) Reg. 102 A. [x, but Apoe. xi] fol., 

prol., syn., mut. 2 Cor. i. 8—~ii. 4. The Catholic Epistles follow the 
Pauline, as would seem to be the case in. Cod. 120. 

120. (Paul. 141) Reg. 103 A. [x1] fol., prol., much mutilated, 
beginning Act. xxi. 20 (although v. 8388—vi. 7; vil. 6—16; 32—x. 
25 are supplied [x11] on cotton paper), mut. Act. xxviii. 23—Rom, ii. 
26; Phil. i. 5—1 Thess. iv. 1; v. 26—2 Thess. i. 11; 1 John ii. 11 
— iii, 3; 24—v. 14; 2 John; ending 3 John 11. 

121. (Paul. 142) Reg. 104 [xi] fol., on cotton paper, was 
August. de Thou’s before Colbert’s: lect., syn. 

122. (Paul. 143) Reg. 105 [x1] 4°, correctly written, but a mere 
collection of disarranged fragments, containing Act. xiii, 48—xv. 22; 
99—xvi. 36; xvii. 4—xviili. 26; xx. 16—xxviii. 17; 1 Pet. ii. 20— 
ii. 2; 17—1 John iii. 5; 21—v. 9; 2 John 8—3 John 10; Jude 7 
—Rom. iv. 16; 24—vii. 9; 18—1 Cor. i. 28; ii, 13—viii. 1; ix. 6 
—xiv. 2; 10—Gal. i. 10; ii, 4—Eph. i. 18; 1 Tim. i, 14—v. 5. 
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123. (Paul. 144) Reg. 106 A. [xrv] 8°, on cotton paper, with 
- prol., scholia and Church-hymns: mut. 1 Pet. i. 9—ii. 7. 4 

124, (Paul. 149, Apoc. 57) Reg. 124 [xvr| 16°, beautifully writ- 
ten by Angelus Vergecius (p. 38, note 2). 

125. (Paul. 150) Reg. 125 [x1v] 12°, from Constantinople. 
126. (Paul. 153) Reg. 216, from the Medici collection [x] fol., 

probably written at Constantinople, with prol., and a Catena from 
Chrysostom, Ammonius, Origen, &c., sometimes in uncial letters, 
occasionally, especially in Hebr., as late as [xvi]. 

*127. (Paul. 154) Reg. 217 [x1] fol., one of the important manu- 
scripts collated by Reiche. It has a Catena in the Acts, scholia in 
the Catholic, Theodoret’s Commentary on the Pauline Epistles. 

128, (Paul. 155) Reg. 218 [xr] fol., with a Catena. 
129. (Paul. 156) Reg. 220 [x11] fol., 2 Commentary, the text 

being sometimes suppressed, 

130. Reg, 221 [xir] fol., from the Hast, with a Catena: mut. 
Act. xx. 38—xxii. 3; 2 Pet. i, 14—iii. 18; 1 John iv, 11—Jude 8. 

131. (Paul. 158) Reg. 223, once Boistaller’s, contains the 
Pauline Epistles with prol. and a Catena, written a.p. 1045 
Theopemptus, reader and calligrapher, followed by the Acts and 
Cath. Ep. [x11] fol. 

132. (=Evan. 330). 

*133. (Paul. 166) Taurinens. 285. 1. 40, at Turin [x] chart., 
pict, prot. 

134, (Paul. 167) Taurin. 315 (now 19) 1. 17 [xt] prol., mut. 
Act. i. ii, 

135. (=Evan. 339). 
136. (Paul. 169) Taurin. 328 (now 1) 1. 31 [xu], mué. in Hebr. 
137. (Paul. 176) Ambros, 97, at Milan [x1] 4°, lect., prol., bought 

at Corfu: so like Cod. D and the margin of the Philoxenian Syriac 
in the Acts, as to assist us when D is mutilated; especially in addi- 
tions. Tischend. 

138. ° (Paul. 173) Ambros. 102 [x1v] 4°, chart., once J. V. Pe- 
nelli’s; it contains the Epistles only. 

139. (Paul. 174) Ambros, 104 [written March 20, 1434, Indict. 
12, by one Athanasius] fol., chart., bought at Padua, 1603. 

140, (Paul. 215, Apoc. 74) Venet. 546 [partly xr on vellum, 
partly x11 chart.] 4°. The Epistles have a Catena, the Apocalypse a 
Commentary. 

141. (=Evan. 189). . 
142, (Paul. 178) Mutinensis 243, at Modena [x11] 12°; valuable, 

but with many errors; but see Cod. 96. 
143. Laurent. vi. 5, contains the Catholic Epistles and other 

matter. Scholz erroneously states that this copy = Evan. 362. 
144, (= Evan, 368), 145. (= Evan, 365), 
146. (= Evan. 367), 

13—2 
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- 147. (Paul. 183, Apoc. 76) Laurent, rv. 30, at Florerice [x1r] 8°, 
prol. ; 7 . 

- 148. (Paul. 184) Laurent. 2574 [written 984, Indict. 12, by 
Theophylact, priest and doctor of law] fol., prol., once belonged to 
the Benedictine Library of St Mary. 

149. Laurent. 176 [x11] 8°, contains the Catholic Epistles, with 
a Latin version. 

150. (= Evan. 368). 151. (= Evan. 386). 
152. (= Evan. 442), erase. 153. (Evan. 444). 
154. (Paul. 187) Vatican. 1270 [xv] 4°, contains the Acts, 

Catholic Epistles, Rom., 1 Cor., with a Commentary. 

155. (Paul. 188) Vat. 1430 [xm] fol, with a Commentary in 
another hand. It does not contain the Acts, but all the Epistles. 

- 156. (Paul. 190) Vat. 1650 [dated Jan. 1073] fol. written for 
Nicholas Archbishop of Calabria by the cleric Theodore. The Pau- 
line Epistles have a Commentary: it begins Act. v. 4. 

157. (Paul. 191) Vat. 1714 [xu] 4°, is a heap of disarranged 
fragments, containing Act. xviii. 14—xix. 9; xxiv. 11—xxvi. 23; 
James iii, 1—v. 20; 3 John with xed. and vrdGeors to Jude; Rom, 
vi. 22—viii. 32; xi. 31—xv. 23; 1 Cor. i, 1—iii. 12. 

158. (Paul. 192) Vat. 1761 [x1] 4°, prof. From this copy Mai 
supplied the lacunae of Cod. B in the Pauline Epistles (see p. 91, 
note). oe 

159. Vat. 1968, Basil. 7 [x1] 8°, contains the Acts, James and 
1 Peter, with scholia, whose authors’ names are given: mut. Act. i. 1 
—v. 29; vi. 14—vii. 11. 

*160. (Paul. 193, Apoc. 24) Vat. 2062, Basil. 101 [x1] 4°, with 
scholia accompanied by the authors’ names: it begins Act. xxviii. 19, 
ends Hebr. ii. 1. . 

161. (Paul. 198, Apoc. 69) Vat. Ottob. 258 [xi] 4°, charé., 
with a Latin version: it begins Act. ii. 27, and the last chapters of 
the Apocalypse are lost. The latter part was written later [xrv]. 

162. (Paul. 200) Vat. Ottob. 298 [xv] small 4° or 8°, with the 
Latin Vulgate version (with which Scholz states that the Greek has 
been in many places made to harmonise), contains many transposi- 
tions of words, and unusual readings introduced by a later hand’, — 

1 Cod. 162 has attracted much attention from the circumstance that it is the 

only wnsuspected witness among the Greek manuscripts for the celebrated text 

1 John v. 7, whose authenticity will be discussed in Chap. 1x. A facsimile of the 

passage in question was traced in 1829 by Cardinal Wiseman for Bishop Burgess, 

and published by Horne in several editions of his Introduction, as also by 'Tregelles 

(Horne, Iv. p. 217). If the facsimile is at all faithful, this is as rudely and indis- 

tinctly written as any manuscript in existence; but the illegible scrawl between 

the Latin column in the post of honour on the left, and the Greek column on the 

right, has recently been ascertained by Mr B, H. Alford (who examined the codex 

at Tregelles’ request) to be merely a consequence of the accidental shifting of 
the tracing paper, too servilely copied by the engraver. 
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163. (Paul. 201) Vat. Ottob. 325 [xrv] 8°, chart., mut. Act. iv. 
19—v. 1. Co 

164, (= Evan. 390). 
165. Vat. Ottob. 417 [x1v] 8°, chart., contains the Catholic 

Epistles, works of St Ephraem and others. 
166. (Paul. 204, Apoc, 22) Vallicellian. B. 86 [xz11] 12°, written 

by George, son of Elias, and Joachim a monk. 

(167. (= Evan. 393). 

168. (Paul. 205) Vallicell. F. 13 [xrv] 4°, chart. 

169, (Paul. 206) Ghigian. R. v. 29, at Rome [dated June 12, 
1394'] fol., written by Joasaph at Constantinople in the monastery 
trav odnyav. See Evangelistarium 86, 

170. (=Evan. 394), _ 
171, 172 (Paul. 209, 210) are both Collegii Romani [xvi] fol., 

chart. 

173. (Paul. 211) Bibl. Borbon. Reg. Naples, with no press 
mark [x1] 4°, prol., syn., indices of oriyo. and paprupiat (see p. 54) 
from Scripture and profane writers. This codex has 1 John v. 7 in 
the margin, by a recent hand. 

174. (Paul. 212) Neapol. 1 C. 26 [xv] 8°, chart. 

' 175. (Paul. 216) Messanensis IT [x11] 4°, at St Basil’s monastery. 
176. (= Evan. 421). *177. (= Evan. 122). 
178. (Paul. 242, Apoc. 87) Meermann. 118 [xz or x11] 8°, 

bought at his sale in 1824 by Sir T. Phillipps, Bart. of Middle Hill, 
Worcestershire. The Pauline Epistles are written smaller than the 
rest, but in the same clear hand. Lect., xed. ¢., prol., xed. (but not in 
the Apocalypse), flourished rubric capitals. Scrivener fully collated 
Apoc. (whose text is valuable), the rest slightly. It is sadly muti- 
lated; it begins Act. iv. 24; mut. Act. v. 2—16; vi. 2—vii. 2; 
16—viii. 10; 38—ix. 13; 26—39; x. 9—22; 43—xiii. 1; xxiii. 
32—xxiv. 24; xxviii. 23—James i. 5; iii. 6B—iv. 16; 2 Pet. iti, 1O— 
1 John i. 1; iii. 13—iv. 2; Jude 16—25; Rom. xiv. (xvi. 25 there 
placed)—xv. 14; 1 Cor. iii, 15—xv. 23; 2 Cor. x. 14—xi. 195 xiii. 
5—13; Eph. i. 1—ii. 14; v. 29—vi. 24; Col. i, 24—26; ii, 4-7; 
2 Thess. i. 1—iii. 5; Hebr. ix. 3—x. 29; Apoc. xiv. 4—14: ending 
xxl. 12. The vroféces and tables of xed. before each Epistle have 
suffered in like manner. 

179. (Paul. 128, Apoc. 82) Monacens. 211, once the Bohemian 
Zomozerab’s [x1] 4°, lect., prol., vmoypapai, Dorotheus’ treatise (see 
Cod. 89), fragments of Hus. t., and (in a later hand) marginal scholia 
to St Paul. The text is very near that commonly received. 

*180 (= Evan. 431), important. 181. (© Evan. 400). 

182. (Paul. 243) Bibl. of St John’s monastery at Patmos [x11] 
8°, also another [x11] 8°. 

; * Scholz says 1344, and Tischendorf corrects few of his gross errors in these 
Catalogues: but A.2, 6g02, which he cites from the manuscript, is A.D. 1394. 
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. 183. - (Paul, 231) Bibl. of the great Greek monastery at Jeru- 
salem 8 [xiv] 8. This must be Coxe’s No. 7 [x] 4°, beginning Act, 
xii. 6, 

184. (Paul. 232, Apoc. 85) Jerusalem 9 [xu] 4°, with a Com- 
mentary. This is evidently Coxe’s No. 15, though he dates it at the 
end of [x]. . 

185. (Paul. 233) St Saba, Greek monastery, 1 [x1] 12° 

186. (= Evan 457). 187. (= Evan. 462). 
188. (Paul. 236) St Saba 15 [x11] 4° 189. (= Evan. 466). 
190. (Paul. 244, Apoc. 27) Christ Church, Oxford, Wake 34 [x1] 

4°, is described above, p. 183. 

191. (Paul. 245) Christ Church, Wake 38 [x1] 4°, in small and 
neat characters, from St Saba (brought to England with the other 
Wake manuscripts in 1731), contains a Catena, and at the end the 
date 1312 (éreAciwfy ro mapov év éret swX) in a later hand. Syn., 
prol., fall lect.. mut. Act. i, 1—11. (Walker: see above, p. 184). 

192. (Paul. 246) Christ Church, Wake 37 [x1] 4°, mut. Act. xii. 
4— xxiii. 32. The last leaf is a palimpsest, and some later leaves are 
in paper. To this list must be added the following: 

*Jo" (or p™). B. M. Addit. 20003. Thus Tischendorf indicates 
the most important cursive copy of the Acts (discovered by him in 
Egypt in 1853), which he sold to the Trustees of the British Museum 
1854. It is dated April 20, 1044, Indict. 12, and was written by 
one John a monk, in small 4°, with no xed. (though the xed. t. for 
St James ends the volume), or divisions in the text, but rubrical 
marks added in a later hand. Mut. iv. 8—vii. 17; xvii. 28—xxiii. 9; 
297 verses. Independent collations have been made by Tischendorf 
(Anecd. sacra et prof. pp. 7, 8; 1380—46), by Tregelles, and by Scri- 
vener (Cod. Augiens. Introd. pp. lxviii—lxx). Its value is shewn 
not so much by the readings in which it stands alone, as by its 
agreement with the oldest uncial copies, where their testimonies 
coincide. 

The following codices also are described by Scrivener, Cod. Au- 
giens. Introd. pp. lv—lxiv, and their collations given in the Appendix. 

a** (Paul. a) Lambeth 1182 [x11] 4°, chart., brought (as were also 
bede) by Carlyle from a Greek island. A later hand [xtv] supplied 
Act. i, 1—xii. 3; xiii. 5—15; 2, 3 John, Jude. In this copy and 
b** the Pauline Epistles precede the Catholic (sce p. 61). Lect., pict., 
Ked., prol., syn., amodnpiat wavdov, avtipwva for Haster, and other 
foreign matter. The various readings are interesting, and strongly 
resemble those of Cod. 69 of the Acts. 

b*™ (Paul. b) Lambeth 1183 [dated 1358] 4°, charé., mut. 1 Cor. 
xi. 7—27; 1 Tim. iv. l—v. 8. Syn., prol., xed. t., tithot, xed., lect., 
in a beautiful hand, with many later corrections. 

e (Paul. c) Lambeth 1184 [xv] 4°, chart., mut. Act. vii. 52— 
viii. 25. Having been restored in 1817 (see p. 180, Cod. wu), its 
readings (which, especially in the Catholic Epistles, are very import- 
ant) are taken from an excellent. collation (Lamb. 1255, 10—14) 
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made for Carlyle about 1804 by the Rev. W. Sanderson of Mor- 

peth. 
d** (Paul. d) Lamb. 1185 [x1v?] 4°, chart., miserably mutilated 

and ill-written. It must be regarded as a collection of fragments in 
at least four different hands, pieced together by the most recent 
scribe. Mut. Act. ii. 36—iii. 8; vii. 3—59; xii. 7—25; xiv. 8—27; 
xviii. 20—xix. 12; xxii. 7—xxiii. 11; 1 Cor. viti. 12—ix. 18; 2 Cor. 
i, 1—10; Eph. iii. 2—Phil. i. 24; 2 Tim. iv. 12—Tit. i. 6; Hebr. 
vii. 19—ix. 12. We have 1 Cor. v. 11, 12; 2 Cor. x. 8—15, written 
by’ two different persons. Lect, prol., xep. t., syn, in wretched 
disorder. 

e seems to have been Lambeth 1181 [xrv] 4° of the Acts, 
Catholic and Pauline Epistles (as we learn from the Lambeth Cata- 
logue), but having been returned (see p. 180) we have access only 
to a tolerable collation of Act. i. 1—xxvii. 12, made by the Rev. 
John Fenton for Carlyle (Lamb. 1255, 27-33). In its text it much 
resembles Cod. E (see p. 128). 

fer (= Evan. q*"). gr (= Evan. 1"), 

h** (= Evan. 201, Act. 91). 
je Brit. Mus. Burney 48 [x1v] fol., charé., prol., xed. t-, contains 

the Catholic Epistles (except that of St Jude), with some uncommon 
variations. This elegant copy begins fol. 221 of Vol. 11. of Chrysos- 
tom’s Homilies on Galat.—Hebrews. k** (= Evan. w). 

At Middle Hill (see Cod. 178) 7681 is a copy of the Acts and all 
the Epistles from the Hon. F. North’s Collection, dated 1107. 

Cod. Boecleri (Paul. 248) [age not stated], on vellum, containing 
the Acts, Catholic and Pauline Epistles, the last arranged as one 
book, with a Prologue. It belongs to J. H. Boecler, Professor of 
History at Strasburg; brought “a Graecis” by Steph. Gerlach, when 
in the suite of Baron Ungnad, Imperial Embassador to the Porte. 

From Haenel’s “Catalogus Libr. MSS.” (see p. 181) we add the 
following: Basil. B. vz. 29, fol. contains the Acts, Catholic and twelve 
Pauline Epistles with short prologues; Basil. B. 1. 5, 8°, of the Acts 
and all the Epistles; six Escurial codices of the Acts: besides the 
two (p. 181) containing the whole N. T. Add also Lamy’s 207 
(p. 181), Muralt’s 8°° (see ». 178) and the Parham copies (see p. 182). 
Including No. 6, which has been described above, these are four; 
viz. No, 14 [dated a.p. 1009] 4°, from St Saba: a facsimile is given in 
the Catalogue: No. 15 [x1] 4°, from Caracalla, with a marginal para- 
phrase: No, 16 [1] fol., from Simo Petra on Athos. These three 
contain the Acts and all the Epistles. 

In the Canonici collection at Oxford, besides No. 34 described 
above (p. 184), is Canon. Gk. 110 [x] 4°, pict., a beautiful copy of the 
Acts and all the Epistles, with Euthalius’ prol., xed. &e., one leaf 
from Cyril's Homilies, and two other later (Rev. H. 0. Coxe). Add 
also Bodleian. Miscell, 118, Auct. F. 6. 24 [xii] 4°, mué., also con- 
taining the Acts and all the Epistles: dect., syn., men., and St Paul 
furnished with Euthaliuy’ matter. 
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The following fourteen copies were seen by Mr Coxe in the East 
(above, p. 185). 

(a) In the Patriarch’s Library at Cairo, Shelf 1, No. 8, all the 
Epistles [x1v] 4°, chart. Shelf 4, No. 59, Acts and all the Epis- 
tles [x1] 4°. Shelf 5, No. 88, the same, with the Psalter [x1] fol. 

(8) At the Greek Monastery at Jerusalem besides Nos. 7, 15, 
which can be no other than Scholz’s 183—4, we must add Nos. 40, 
45 from p. 185. . 

(y) At St Saba Scholz found five copies, 185—9, and Coxe no 
larger number; although it is not easy to reconcile their statements. 
Coxe’s No. 20, of the Acts, all the Epistles and Apocalypse [x1] 
small 4°, a palimpsest on uncials [vir], will ill suit Scholz’s 187 or 
189. Coxe’s No. 35, Acts and all the Epistles [x1] 4°, may be either 
Scholz’s 185 or 188. Coxe’s other three contain the Gospels and 
all the Epistles, No. 52 [x1] small 4°, syn.; No. 53 [x1] 4°; No. 54 
[xir] 4°. See Scholz’s 186. ~ 

(5) At Patmos both Scholz and Coxe observed two copies (Cod. 
182), of the Acts and all the Epistles, Coxe’s No. 27 [x11] fol., with 
marginal glosses, and No, 31 [1x] fol. 

It will be remarked that Coxe’s dates are almost always earlier 
than Scholz’s. 

Dr Bloomfield collated ten copies of the Acts in the British 
Museum. Six have been named in the foregoing list (Codd. 22; 25 
—8; 59), The others are Addl. 11836, 16184, 17469 described under 
the head of the Gospels (p. 186), and Addl. 11837 or Act. 91. 

Deducting twelve duplicates &c., our list contains 229 cursive 
manuscripts of the Acts and Catholic Epistles. 

Manuscripts of St Paul's Epistles. 

*1. (=Evan. 1), 2. (= Act. 2). 3. (=Evan. 3). 
4, (=Act. 4). 5. (= Evan. 5). 6. (= Evan. 6). 

. cr Basil. B. vi. 17[?] 4°, with notes and glosses, ends Hebr. 
xii, 18. 

8. (=Act. 50). 9. (= Act. 7). 10. (=Act. 8). 
11. (=Act. 9). 12. (=Act. 10). . 
13. Certain readings cited by J. le Fevre d’Etaples, in his Com- 

mentary on St Paul’s Epistles, Paris, 1512. 

14. (= Evan. 90). 15. A manuscript cited by Erasmus, 
belonging to Amandus of Louvain. aor 

16. (=Act. 12). "17. (= Evan. 33). 
18. (=Evan. 35). 19. (=Act. 16). 
20. Coislin. 27, described (as is Cod. 23) by Montfaucon [x] 

fol., in bad condition, with prol. and a catena, from Athos (Wetstein). 
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Ql. (= Act. 17). 22. (= Act. 18). 
23. Coislin. 28 from Athos [x1] fol., prot. and a Commentary 

(Wetstein, Scholz). 
24, (=Evan. 105). 25. (=Act. 20). 26. (= Act. 21). 
27. Cambridge Univ. Libr. 1152, Ff 1. 30 [xz and x1v?], with 

a Commentary, chiefly Photius’: Rom. and 1, 2 Cor. are wanting 
(Wetstein, 1716). 

98, (=Act. 23). #29. (=Act. 24). #80, (=Act. 58). 
31. (=Act. 25). 32. (= Act. 26). 33, (=Act. 27). 

#34. (= Act. 28). 35. (=Act 29). 36. (= Act. 30). 
*37. (=Evan. 69). 38. (=Evan. 51). 39. (=Act. 33). 
*40, (=Evan.61). 41. (= Evan. 57). 
42, Magdalen Coll. Oxford, Greek 7 [x1] fol., contains Rom. 1, 

2 Cor. surrounded by Oecumenius’ Commentary, prol. &c. (Walton’s 
Polyglott, Mill). 

43. (= Act. 37). *44, (= Act. 38). 
45, (=Act. 39). 46. (=Act. 40). 
47. Bodleian. Roe 16, Mill's Roe 2 [xr or xu] fol. with a 

Patristic Catena, in a small and beautiful hand, and a text much 
resembling that of Cod. A: its history is the same as that of Evan. 
49. The Epistle to the Hebrews precedes I Tim.: see p. 62, note. 
(Mill). : 

*48, (=Act, 42). 49. (=Evan. 76). © 50. (=Act. 52). 

51. (= Evan. 82, Act. 44, Apoe. 5). 52. (= Act, 45). 

53 of Wetstein is now Paul. Cod. M, the portion containing the 
Hebrews, or Bengel’s Uffenbach 2 or 1 (see p. 139). 

54, Monacensis 412 [x11] fol., is Bengel’s August. 5, containing 
Rom. vii. 7—xvi. 24, with a Catena from twenty Greek authors 
(see Cod. 127), stated by Bengel to resemble that in the Bodleian 
described by Mill (N. T. Proleg. § 1448). 

55. (=Act. 46). 
56. Tigurinus, in the Public Library at Zurich, written in 

1516, in the hand of the well-known Ulrich Zwingle. This is quite . 
worthless if Wetstein is correct in calling it a transcript of Erasmus’ 
first edition, then just published. 

“57. (=Evan. 218). 58. Vat. 165, “olim Cryptoferratensis,” 
of the Monastery of Crypta Ferrata, near Tusculum [xu] (Zacagni), 

59 of Weitstein and Griesbach comprises readings of two Medi- 
cean manuscripts of the Ephes. and Philipp., derived from the same 
source as Evan. 102, Act. 56, Apoc. 23: Scholz silently substitutes 
Coislin. 204 [x1] fol., with a Catena. 

60. Codices cited in the Correctorium Bibliorum Latinorum (see 
p. 153, note). , 

*61. (=Act. 61). 62. (=Act. 59). 63. (= Act. 60). 
64 of Griesbach is the portion of Cod. M now in the British 

Museum (see p. 139). 
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65. (= Act. 62). 
66. Various readings extracted by Griesbach from the margin 

of Harl. 5552, 4°, which itself he thinks but a transcript of Eras- 
mus’ first edition (Symb. Crit. p. 166). 

*67. (= Act. 66). 67** resembles Cod, B. *68. (= Act. 63). 
*69. (=Act. 64). *70. (=Act. 67). 
71. Caesar-Vindobon. Forlos. 19, Kollar. 10 [xm] 4°, mzd#. 

Rom. i. 1—9; Titus; Philem., with Hebrews before 1 Tim. (see 
p- 62, note 2). There is a Commentary and Catechetical lectures of 
St Cyril of Jerusalem (Alter, Birch). 

72. (= Evan. 234). 73. (= Act. 68). 
74. (=Act. 69). . 75. (Addl. 5116, = Act. 22). 
*76. Biblioth. Paulinae Lipsiensis (Mt. s.) [x1] fol., contains 

Rom., 1 Cor., Gal. and part of Eph., with Theophylact’s Commentary 
(Matthaei). — 

Codd. 77-112 were cursorily collated by Birch, and nearly all 
by Scholz, — 

77. (=Evan. 131). 78 (=Evan. 133). 
79. (= Act. 72). 80. (=Act. 73) 
81. Vat. 761 [xi] fol., with Oecumenius’ Commentary. The 

Ep. to the Hebrews is wanting. 

82. Vat. 762 [xir] fol., contains Rom., 1, 2 Cor., with a Catena. 

83. Vat. 765 [x1] fol, with a Commentary. 
84. Vat. 766 [xr] fol., with a Commentary. 
85. (Apoc. 39) Vat. 1136 [xr] fol., contains first the Apoca- 

lypse (beginning iii. 8) with a Latin version, then St Paul’s Epistles, 
ending 1 Tim. vi. 5, with many unusual readings. 

86. (= Evan. 141). 87. (= Evan. 142). 
88. (= Evan. 149). 89. (= Act. 78). 
90. (=Act. 79). 91. (=Act. 80). 
92. (=Evan. 180)’. 93. (=Act. 83). 
94. (=Act. 84). 95. (=Act. 85). 
96. (=Act. 86). 97. (=Act. 87). 
98. (= Act. 88). 99. (=Act. 89). 
100. Laurent. x. 4 [x1] fol., with a Commentary, and additional 

scholia [xiv], from the Cistercian Monastery of S. Salvator de Sep- 
timo, in the diocese of Florence. , 

101. Laurent. x. 6 [x1] fol, with pro, and a Catena supplying 
the authors’ names. 

1 Birch shews the connexion of Caryophilus with this important copy (which 

much resembles the Leicester manuscript, Evan. Cod. 69) from James v. 5, and 

especially from 3 John 5 pucddv for meordy, a lectio singularis. See p.157. In: 

this codex, as in those cited p. 62, note 2, Hebr. stands before 1 Tim. 

__ * The proper date of the later hand in this copy seems to be A.D. 1274. It is 

written yryrf, according to Engelberth, which must stand for a.m. 6782. 
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102. Laurent. x. 7 [x1] fol, syn., a life of Paul, and Catena 

with such names as Theodoret, Chrysostom, Oecumenius, Severia~. 

nus, &. 
103. Laurent. x. 19 [xr] fol., with syn. and a Catena, At 

the end is a date “a.p. 1318, Ind. 1, Timotheus.” 

*104, (= Evan. 201). 105. (=Evan. 204). 

*106, (= Evan. 205). *107. (=Evan. 206). 
*108. (=Evan. 209). #109. (= Act. 96). 

*110. Venet. 33 [x1] fol., with a Catena, much being taken from 
Oecumenius (Rink, as also 111, 112: see Act. 96). 

*111, Venet. 34 [x1] fol., with prol. and a Commentary. 

*112. Venet. 35 [x1] fol., with a Commentary, a fragment begin- 
ning 2 Cor. i. 20, ending Hebr. x. 25; mut. 1 Thess. iv. 13—2 Thess. 
ii, 14. 

Codd. 113—124 were collated by Matthaei. 
#118, (= Act. 98). *114, (= Act. 99). 
*115, (= Act, 100). *116. (= Act. 101). 
*117. (=Act. 102). #118, (= Act, 108), 
119. Mosq. Synod. 292 (Mit. i) [xz] 4°, from the monastery of 

Pantocrator on Athos, contains 1, 2 Corinth. with Theophylact’s 
Commentary. 

#120. (=Evan. 241). *121. (= Evan. 242). 
*122. (= Act. 106). 
*123, Synod. 99 (Mt. n) [x1] fol., with scholia, from St Athana- 

sius’ monastery on Athos, 

*194, Synod. 250 (Mt. q) [xiv] 8°, on cotton paper, from the 
monastery of Batopedion(?) on Athos, contains Rom. i—xiii. with 
Theophylact’s Commentary and other writings. 

Codd. 125—246 were first catalogued by Scholz, who professes 
to have collated entire 177—179, in the greater part 157, the rest 
slightly or not at all, 

125. Monacensis 504 at Munich, Reisser 5, once August. 8 
[dated 1 Feb. 1387, Indict. 10] 8°, on cotton paper, with Theophy- 
lact’s Commentary in black ink, and the text (akin to it) in red. - 
Bought by Nicetas “ primicerius seeuophylactus” for eight golden 
ducats of Rhodes’. Mut. Philemon. 

126. Monacens. 455, Reisser 19, Hoesehel 35, once August. 13, 
is either a copy of Cod. 125, or derived from the same manuscript 
[dated Feb. 17, Indict. 12, probably 1389] fol., chart, also mut. 
Philem.; with Theophylact’s Commentaries, and some homilies of 
Chrysostom. 

127. Monacens. 110 [xvi] fol., chart., once at the Jesuits’ Col- 
lege, Munich, contains Rom. vii. 7—ix. 21, with a Catena. It was 

* The gold ducat coined for the Military order of St John at Rhodes (sec 
Ducange) was worth gs. 6d. English money. 
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found by Scholz to be, what indeed it professes, a mere copy of 
part of Cod. 54. 

128. (=Act. 179). 
129. Monacens. 35 [xvi] fol., chart., with a Catena. 
130. (=Evan. 43). _ 131. (= Evan. 330). 

*132. . (= Evan. 18: see Act. 113). 133. (= Act. 51). 
*134, (= Act. 114). 135. (=Act. 118). 
136. (= Act. 116). *137. (=Evan. 263). 
138. (=Act. 118). *139, (=Act. 119) Reiche, as also 

*140, (=Act. 11). 141. (=Act. 120). 
142. (= Act. 121), 148. (=<Act. 122). 

144, (= Act. 128), 
145. Reg. 108, once ‘Colbert’s, as were 146—8 [xvi] 8°, contains 

from Philipp. “to Timothy, with prol. 

146. Reg. 109 [xvi] 8°, contains Rom. with prol., and the vmo- 
Bears to 1 Corinth. 

147. Reg. 110 [dated 1511] 8°, contains'1, 2 Corinth. 
148. Reg. 111 [xv1], contains Titus, Philem., Hebrews. Codd. 

145—8 are surely the divided portions of the same manuscript. 

149, (= Act. 124). 150. (=Act. 125). 
151. Reg. 126 [xvi] 12°, written (like 149) by Angelus Ver- 

gecius (see p. 38, note 2). 
152. (Apoc. 60) Reg. 136° [ 1%] 8°, contains the Hebrews, 

Apoc., and a life of St Alexius. 
*153,. (= Act. 126) Reiche. 154. (=Act. 127). 
155. (= Act. 128). 156. (= Act. 129). 
157. Reg. 222, once Colbert’s [x1] fol., brought from Constan- 

tinople 1676, with prol. and a Commentary. Mut. Rom. i. 1—11; 
21—29 ; iii. 26—iv. 8; ix. 11—22; 1 Cor. xv. 22—43; Col. i. 1—6. 

158. (=Act. 131). 

159, (Apoc. 64) Reg. 224 [x1] fol., very elegant. The Pauline 
Epistles have prol. and a Catena, the Apocalypse Arethas’ Com- 
mentary. 

160. Reg. 225 [xv1] fol., chart., a fragment of St Paul with 
Theophylact’s Commentary. 

161. Reg. 226 [xvi] fol. chart., contains the Romans with a 
Commentary. 

162. Reg. 227, once Bigot’s [xvi] fol., chart, only contains a 
Catena on 1 Cor. xvi. 

' 163. Reg. 238 [x11] 8°, from Adrianople, contains Hebr. i— 
vili. with a Catena. 

164. Reg. 849, once a Medicean manuscript [xvi] fol., contains 
Theodoret’s Commentary with the text in the margin. 

165. Taurinens. 284, 1. 39, at Turin [xv7] chart., contains from 
1 Thess. to Hebrews. 
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166. (=Act. 133). 167. (=Act. 134), 

168. Taurin. 325, 1. 38 [x11] fol., with prol. and a Commentary : 
it begins Rom. iii. 19. 

169. (=Act. 136). 170. (= Evan. 339). 
171. Ambros. 6, at Milan [xyt] fol., with a Commentary: it 

ends Hebr. iv. 7, and Rom. i. 1—2 Cor. v. 19 are later, on cotton 
paper. 

172. Ambros. 15 [xir] fol, with an abridgment of Chrysos- 
tom’s Commentary: bought at Reggio i in Calabria, 1606. 

173. (=Act. 138). 174. (=Act. 139). 
-175. Ambros. 125 [xv] fol., chart., with a continuous Comment- 

ary: it was brought from Thessaly. 
176. (Act. 187). 
*177. Mutinens, 14 (Ms. i A. 14), at Modena [xv] 16° 
*178. (=Act. 142). 
*179 is Cod. H of Act.: see p. 129. The Pauline Epistles with 

a Commentary are [xi]. 

180. (= Evan. 363). 181. (= Evan. 365). 
182. (=Evan. 367). 183. (= Act. 147). 
184, (= Act. 148). | 185. (=Evan. 393). 
186. (= Evan. 394). 187. (=Act. 154). 
188. (=Act. 155). 
189. Vat. 1649 [x11] fol, with Theodoret’s Commentary : 

Hebr. precedes 1 Tim. (p. 62, note 2). 
190. (Act. 156). 191. (@ Act. 157). 
192. (= Act. 158). 193. (= Act. 160). 
194. (= Evan. 175). 
195. Vat. Ottob. 31 [x] fol, mut. Rom. and most of 1 Cor.; 

with a continuous Commentary, ‘and. such names as Oecumenius, 
Theodoret, Methodius, occasionally mentioned. 

196. Vat. Ottob. 61 [xv] 8°, charé., with a Commentary: here 
as in Cod. 189 the Epistle to the Hebrews precedes 1 Tim. So 
perhaps Cod. 217. 

197. (Apoc. 78) Vat. Ottob. 176 [xv] 8°, chart. 
198. (Act. 161). 199. (= Evan. 386). 
200. (= Act. 162). 201. (= Act. 163). 

202. Vat. Ottob. 356 [xv] 4°, chart. “olim Aug. ducis ab Al- 
tamps,” contains Rom. with a Catena. 

203. (= Evan. 390). 204. (= Act. 166). 
205. (= Act. 168). 206. (= Act. 169). 

207. Ghigian. R. v. 32, at Rome [xv] 4°, chart, with a Com- 
mentary. 

208, Ghigian. vim. 55 [xr] fol., with Theodoret’s Commentary. 
209, (=Act. 171). 210. (=Act, 172), 
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211. (=Act. 173). 212. (= Act. 174). 
213. Barberin. 29 [dated 1338] prol., scholia. 
214. Caesar-Vindobon. theol. 167, Lambec. 46 [xv] 4°, on cot- 

ton paper, contains Rom. with a Catena, 1 Corinth. with Chrysos- 
tom’s and Theodoret’s Commentaries, which influence the readings of 
text. 

215. (=Act. 140). - 216. (= Act. 175). 
217. Bibl. Reg. Panormi (Palermo) [x11] 4°, begins 2 Cor. iv. 

18; mut. 2 Tim. i. 8—ii. 14; ends Hebr. uu. 9. 

218. (=Evan. 421). *219. (= Evan. 122). 
220. (= Evan. 400). | *221. (= Evan. 440) is 0. 
222, 223 (= Evan. 441, 442) must be erased. 
224, (= Act. 58). 
225. (=Act. 112), erase: it is the same as Cod. 11. 
226, erase: it is the same as Cod. 27. 

227. (=Act. 56 of Scholz). 228. (=Evan. 226). 
229, (= Evan. 228). 230. (= Evan. 368). 
231. (=Act. 183). 232. (=Act. 184). 
233, (= Act. 185). 234. (= Evan. 457). 
235, (=Evan. 462). 236. (=Act. 188). 
237. (= Hivan. 466). 238. (=Evan. 431). 
239. (= Evan. 189). 240, (= Evan. 444). 
241, (=Act. 97). 242, (=Act. 178). 
243. (=Act. 182), two codices. 244, (=Act. 190). 
245, (=Act. 191). 246. (=Act. 192). 
Tischendorf adds to Scholz’s list 

247. Library of St Geneviéve at Paris, 4, A. 35 [xiv] all the 
Pauline Epistles. 

248, Cod. Boecleri, described under Act. p. 199. 

To this list we must add the following collated in Scrivener’s 
Cod. Augiensis, Appendix: a (= Act. a) b*™ (=Act. b). oc 
(=Act.c). d** (=Act. d). e* (Apoc. 93) Lambeth 1186 [xr] 4° 
(see the facsimile in the Catalogue of Manuscripts at Lambeth, 1812), 
begins Rom. xvi. 15, ends Apoe. xix. 4; mué. 1 Cor. iv. 19—vi. 1; 
x. 1—21; Hebr. iii. 14—ix, 19; Apoc. xiv. 16—xv. 7. Lect. The 
Epistles have prol., rirdow, xed, and a few marginal notes. f** 
(=Evan. g**). g** (= Evan. I). h8* (= Evan. 201). j*" (= Evan. 
n'*), k** (= Evan. w*”). 

Haenel adds the two Basle codices described under the Acts, 
and four at the Escurial: besides the two (p. 181) containing the 
whole N.T. There remain Lamy 207 (p. 181); the four Parham 
copies enumerated above, p. 199; three copies at Oxford (see p. 199); 
five seen by Mr Coxe (p. 200) more than by Scholz; to which we 
must add Coxe’s Patmos No. 24 [x11] 4°, Rom. 1, 2 Cor. with scholia ; . 
and Muralt’s 8°° as in the Acts (see p. 199). . 
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Dr Bloomfield collated nine codices of the Epistles at the British 
Museum; viz. the four Covell copies (Paul. 31—34); Addl. 11837 or 
Paul. 104; Addl. 11836 described p. 186, and Addl. 5540, 5742, 
19389. 

He does not seem to have touched Addl. 17469 of the whole 
N. T., save in the Gospels and Acts. There is also at the B, Museum, 
apparently quite uncollated: Addl. 7142 [xr] 4°, the Pauline 
Epistles with marginal scholia, with a life of St Paul prefixed, prol., 
xed. t., tirhot, mut., lect., the last mostly s. m. 

Deducting 14 duplicates &c., we find 283 cursive manuscripts of 
St Paul’s Epistles. 

Manuscripts of the Apocalypse. 

1. Codex Reuchlini, the only one used by Erasmus (who calls 
it exemplar vetustissimum), and now lost, contained the Comment- 
ary of Andreas of Caesarea, mut. xxii. 16—21. 

2. (=Act. 10, Stephens’ ce’). 

3. Codex Stephani -’, unknown; cited only 77 times throughout 4 
the Apocalypse in Stephens’ edition of 1550, and that very irregu- | ~ 
larly; only once (xx. 3) after xvii. 8. It was not one of the copies 
in the King’s library, and the four citations noticed by Mill (N. T. 
Proleg. § 1176) from Luke xxii. 30; 67; 2 Cor. xii. 11; 1 Tim. iii. 3 
are probably mere errors of Stephens’ press. 

4, (=Act. 12), 
5. Codices Laurentii Vallae (see Evan. 82); the readings of 

which Erasmus used. 6. (=Act. 23). 
"7. (=Act. 25, I), *8. (= Act, 28, d**), 
9. (=Act. 30). 10. (=Evan. 60). 11. (=Act. 39). 
12. (=Act. 40). *13. (=Act. 42), 

*14, (= Evan, 69, f*). 
15, Fragments of ch. iii. iv. annexed to Cod. E Evan. (see p. 103), 

in a later hand. 16. (= Act. 45). 17%. (= Evan, 35). 

18. (= Act. 18). 19. (=Act. 17). 
20. (=Evan. 175), a few extracts made by Blanchini: so 

Cod. 24. 

21, 22 of Wetstein were two unknown French codices, cited by 
Bentley in his specimen of Apoe. xxii., and his 23 (= Act. 56). Scholz, 
discarding these three as doubtful, substitutes Cod. 21 Cod. Vallicell. 
D. 20 [x1v] fol. chart., with Andreas’ Comment.: Cod. 22. (= Act. 
166): Cod. 23. (=Evan. 38), which he says he collated cursorily. 
But whatever readings he cites under these three numbers, are simply 
copied from Wetstein! (Kelly’s Revelation, Introd. p. xi, note). 

24, (= Act. 160). 25. (=Evan. 149). 
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26. (Apostol. 57). Wake 12 [x1] large folio, brought from Con- 
stantinople in 1731, and now in the Library of Christ Church, Ox- 
ford, contains the Gospels (see y. 182), with lessons from the Acts and 
Epistles. Codd. 6, 26, 27, 28 were rather loosely collated for Wetstein 
by his kinsman Caspar Wetstein, chaplain to Frederick, Prince of 
‘Wales. 

27. (=Act. 190). This copy is fully described above, p. 183. 
*28. Cod. Barocc. 48 in the Bodleian, contains mixed matter by 

several hands (see p. 61), and is n*™ of the Apocalypse [xv] 4°, chart., 
mut. xvii. 5—xxii. 21: tirAo1, Keb. (v. 1—5 is repeated in the volume 
in a different hand). This is an important copy. 

*29. (=Act. 60, e*). 30. (= Act. 69). 
*31. Cod. Harleian. 5678 is c%, but i—viii. had been loosely 

collated for Griesbach by Paulus [xv] 4°, chart. Like Cod. 445 Evan., 
it once belonged to the Jesuits’ College at Agen, and is important 
for its readings. As in Codd. 28, 32, 35, 38, 43, 49, 50, 58, 60, 
65, 68, 81, there is much miscellaneous matter in this volume. 

32. Codex Dresdensis, antea Loescheri, deinde Briihlii [x Griesb. 
xv Scholz] 8°, collated by Dassdorf and Matthaei, seems important. 
Is this the same codex as Act. 107, Evst. 57% The close resemblance 
in the text of Codd. 29—32 is somewhat overstated by Griesbach. 

*33. (= Evan.. 218). . *34, (=Act. 66). . 

35. Caesar-Vindobon. Lambec. 248 [xiv] 4°, with Andreas’ 
Comment.: brought from Constantinople by Busbeck (Alter). 

36. Caesar-Vindobon. Forlos. 29, Kollar. 26 [xiv] 8°, ends 
xix. 20, with Andreas: the text is in orixou (Alter). 

37. (= Act. 72). . 

*38, Vatic. 579 [xu] 8°, cotton paper, in the midst of foreign 
matter. The text (together with some marginal readings primd 
manu) closely resembles that of Codd. AC, and was collated by Birch, 
inspected by Scholz and Tregelles, and lately recollated by B. H. 
Alford (see on Cod. T, p. 116). 

39. (= Paul. 85). 40. (= Evan. 141). 

41, Alexandrino-Vat. 69 [x1v]| charé., with extracts from Ocecu- 
menius and Andreas’ Com. (Birch, Scholz: so Cod. 43). . 

42. (=Act. 80). 

43, Barberini 23 [xrv] 4°, contains xiv. 17—xviii. 20, with a 
Commentary, together with portions of the Septuagint. . 

44, (= Evan. 180). 45. (=Act. 89), 46. (= Evan. 209). 
*47, (= Evan. 241). *48, (=Evan. 242). 

*49. Moscow, Synod. 67 (Mt. 0) [xv] fol., chart., with Andreas’ 
Comment., and Gregory Nazianzen’s Homilies. 

*50. Synod. 206 (Mt. p) [xu] fol., like Evan. 69, 206, 233, is 
partly of parchment, partly paper, from the Iberian monastery on 
Athos; it also contains lives of the Saints. . 

*50". Also from the Iberian monastery [x] is Matthaei’s r. 
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Codd. 51—88 were added to the list by Scholz, of which he pro- 

fesses to have collated Cod. 51 entirely, as Reiche has done after 

him; Codd. 68, 69, 82 nearly entire; twenty-one others cursorily, 

the rest (apparently) not at all. Cod. 87 is Scrivener’s m, collated 

in the Apocalypse only. 

*51, (=Evan. 18). 52. (= Act. 51). 53. (=Act. 116). 

54, (=Evan. 263). 55. (= Act. 118). 56. (= Act. 119). 

57. (=Act. 124). 
58. Paris, Reg. 19, once Colbert’s [xv1] fol., chart., with “ Hiob 

et Justini cohort. ad Graec.” Scholz. 
59. Reg. 99* [xvi] chart. with a Commentary. Once Giles de 

Noailles’. 60. (= Paul. 152). 
61. Reg. 491, once Colbert’s [xim] 4°, on cotton paper, mut., 

with pieces from Basil, &e. - 

62. Reg. 239—40 [xvi] 4°, chart., with Andreas’ Commentary. 
63. Reg. 241, once De Thou’s, then Colbert’s [xvi] 4°, chart., 

with Andreas’ Comment. 64, (= Paul. 159). 
65. University Library at Moscow, 25 (once Coislin’s 229) (%], 

contains xvi. 20—xxii. 21. 66. (= Evan. 131). 

67. Vat. 1743 [dated 5 Decembr. 1302], with Andreas’ Com- 
mentary. 

68. Vat. 1904 [xr] 4°, contains vii, 17—viii. 12; xx. 1—xxii. 
21, with Arethas’ Commentary, and much foreign matter. This 
fragment (as also Cod. 72 according to Scholz, who however never 
cites it) agrees much with Cod. A. 69. (= Act. 161). 

70. (= Evan. 386). 71. (=Evan. 390). 
72. Cod. Ghigianus R. iv. 8 [xv1] 8°, charé., with Andreas’ Com- 

mentary. The same description suits 73, in the Corsini Library 838. 

74, (= Act. 140), 75. (=Act. 86). 76. (= Act. 147). 
77. Cod. Laurent. vii. 9 at Florence [xv] 4°, chart., with 

Arethas’ Commentary. 78. (=Paul. 197). 
79. Cod. Monacensis 248, at Munich; once Sirlet’s, the Apos- 

tolic chief notary (see Evst. 132) [xvi] 4°, chart., with Andreas’ 
Comment., whose text it follows. That excellent and modest scholar 
Fred. Sylburg collated it for his edition of Andreas, 1596, one of 
the last labours of his diligent life. | 

_80. Monacens. 544 (Bengel’s Augustan. 7) [x1 Sylburg, xIVv 
Scholz, who adds that it once belonged to the Emperor Manuel, who 
died a.D. 1180*] 4°, on cotton paper, with Andreas’ Commentary. 

81. Monacensis 23 [xvi] fol., chart., with works of Gregory 
N yssen, and Andreas’ Commentary, used by Theod. Peltanus for 
his edition of Andreas, Ingoldstadt 1547. Peltanus’ marginal notes 
from this copy were seen by Scholz. 82. (= Act. 179). 

83. (= Evan. 339): much like Codd. AC. 

1 Unless indeed he means Manuel II., the son of Palaeologus, who visited 
England in 1400, the guest and suppliant of Henry IV. 

14 
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84. (=Evan. 368). 85. (=Act. 184). 
86. (= Evan. 462), thrice cited ineunte libro (Tischend.). 
86°. (= Evan. 466). *87. (=Act. 178). 
88. (=Evan. 205). 89, Tischend. = 86? Scholz. 
90. Tischend. = 50? Scholz (Mt. r). 
91. Mico’s collation of the modern Supplement [xv] to the great 

Cod. B, published in Ford’s Appendix to the Codex Alexandrinus 
1799. 

92. (=Evan. 61) published by Dr Barrett 1801 in his Appen- 
dix to Cod. Z, but suspected to be a later addition. 

Wm. Kelly, “ The Revelation of John edited in Greek, with a new 
English Version” 1860, thus numbers Scrivener’s recent collations of 
six copies not included in the foregoing catalogue: 

93. (= Paul. e™) a. 94, (= Evan. 201) b*. 
95. Cod. Parham 17, g** [xit or x1] 4°, brought by the Hon. 

R. Curzon in 1837 from Caracalla on Athos: it contains an epitome of 
the Commentary of Arethas, in a cramped hand ‘much less distinct 
than the text, which ends at xx. 11. There are no divisions into 
chapters. 

96. Parham 2, h*™ [xiv] 4°, xed., on glazed paper, very neat, also 
from Caracalla, complete and in excellent preservation, with very 
short scholia here and there. 

97, 98 both contain the whole New Testament, without Com- 
mentaries, but have hitherto been collated only for this book. 

97. Brit. Mus. Addit. 17469, j** [xrv] fol. (see p. 186) is full of 
interesting variations. 

98. Canonici 34 in the Bodleian, k** [dated in the Apocalypse 
July 18, 1516] 4°, chart.: see above, p. 184. The Pauline Epistles 
(dated Oct. 11, 1515) precede the Acts (see p. 61). This copy much 
resembles Cod. 80, and is of considerable value. 

Haenel adds one copy from the Escurial, and the two at Arras 
and Poictiers (p. 181). Evan. 206, Act. 94, Paul. 107, seems 
also to contain the Apocalypse, but to be a copy of Cod. 46 (see 
p. 164). 

Mr Coxe saw but two codices of the Apocalypse in the East 
(Jerusalem No. 15; 8. Saba No. 20), though Scholz speaks of one 
more at St Saba, and no doubt corréctly. Dr Bloomfield states that 
he collated four in the British Museum, but does not name them: 
they are probably included in our catalogue. 

We have enumerated 102 cursive manuscripts of the Apocalypse. 



Section IV. 

On the Lectionaries, or Manuscript Service-books of the Greek 
Church. 

HowEVER grievously the great mass of cursive manuscripts 

of the New Testament has been neglected by Biblical critics, 

the Lectionaries of the Greek Church, partly for causes pre- 
viously stated (p. 63), have received even less attention at 
their hands. Yet no sound reason can be alleged for regard~- 
ing the testimony of these Service-books as of slighter value 
than that of other witnesses of the same date and character. © 
The necessary changes interpolated in the text at the com- 
mencement and sometimes at the end of lessons are so sim- 
ple and obvious that the least experienced student can make 
Allowance for them: and if the same passage is often given 
in a different form when repeated in the same Lectionary, 
although the fact ought to be recorded and borne in mind, 
this occasional inconsistency must no more militate against 
the reception of the general ,evidence of the copy that ex- 
hibits it, than it excludes from our roll of critical authori- 

ties the works of Origen and other Fathers, in which the 
selfsame variation is even more the rule than the exception. 

Dividing, therefore, the Lectionaries that have been hitherto 
catalogued (which form indeed but a small portion of those 
known to exist in Eastern monasteries and Western libraries) 
into Evangelistaria containing the Gospels, and Praxapostoli 
or Apostoli comprising extracts from the Acts and Epistles, 
(see p. 63); we purpose to mark with an asterisk the few 
that have been really collated, including them in the same 
list with the majority which have been examined super- 

ficially, or not at all. Uncial copies (some as late as the 

eleventh century: see p. 26) will be distinguished by +. 
The uncial codices of the Gospels amount to 58, those of 

the Acts and Epistles only to six or perhaps seven, for Cod. 
40 is doubtful. 

14—~-2 
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Evangelistaria or Evangeliaria, containing the Gospels. 

tl. Regius 278 Paris, once Colbert’s [vi1r?] fol., maz. (Wetstein, 
Scholz). 

2. Reg. 280, once Colbert’s [1x] fol., mut. (Wetstein, Scholz). 
+3. Wheeler 3, Lincoln College, Oxford No. 15 [x] 4°, (Mill). 

4, Cantab. Dd. 8 49, or Moore 2 [x1] 4°, syn., men., cursive 
(Mill). 

+5. Bodleian. Baroce. 202, or Mill’s Bod]. 3 [x?, but undated] 
miuzt., initio et fine (Mill, Wetstein). 

*+6. (Apostol. 1). Lugduno-Batav. 243, once Scaliger’s [xr], 
chart., with an Arabic version, contains the Praxapostolos, Psalms, 
and but a few Lessons from the Gospels (Wetstein, Dermout). 

7. Reg. 301, once Colbert’s, as were 8—12; 14—17 [written by 
George, 2 priest, in 1205] fol. (Codd. 7-12; 14—17 were slightly 
collated by .Wetstein, Scholz). 

. 8 Reg. 312 or 302 teste Tischendorf. [x1v] fol., written by 
Cosmas, a monk. 

9. Reg. 307 [x11] fol. 10.. Reg. 287 [x1] fol., mut. 
11. Reg. 309 [xrr] fol., meet. 12. Reg. 310 [xi] fol., mue. 
+13. Coislin. 31 [x] fol., most beautifully written, the first seven 

‘pages in gold, the next fifteen in vermilion, the rest in black ink, 
pict., described by Montfaucon (Scholz). Wetstein’s 13 (Colbert. 
1241 or Reg. 1982) contains no Evangelistarium. 

14. Reg. 315 [xv] fol., charé. 
15. Reg. 302 [x1rt] fol., mt. 
16. Reg. 297 [xu] fol., much mu. 
17. Reg. 279 [x11] fol., mué., (Tischendorf seems to have con- 

founded 13 and 17 in his Y. Z. Proleg. p. cexvi. 7th edition). 
18. Bodl. Laud. Gk. 32, or Laud. D. 121, Mill’s Bodl. 4 [xz] fol., 

much mut., beginning John iv. 53. Codd. 18—22 were partially 
examined by Griesbach after Mill. 

19. (Apost. Paul. 3, Griesbach). Bodl. 3048, or Misc. 10, Auct. 
D. Infr. 2.12; Mill’s Bodl. 5 [xz] fol., mut. with musical notes, 
rubro: given in 1661 by Parthenius, Patriarch of Constantinople, 
to Heneage Finch, Earl of Winchelsea, our Embassador there. This 
and Cod. 18 are said by Mill to be much like Stephens’ s’, Evan. 7. 

_ 20. Bodl. Laud. 34, Mills Laud 4 [written by Onesimus, April 
1047 » Indiction 15] 4°, mut. . 

1 Laud. Gk. 36, which in the Bodleian Catalogue is described as an Evangelis- 

tarium, is a collection of Church Lessons from the Septuagint read in Lent and 

the Holy Week, such as we described above, pp. 64, 73. It has red musical notes, 

and seems once to have borne the date A.D. 1028. 
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21. Bodl. 3386, or Selden 49, Mill’s Selden 4 [xrv] 4°, coarsely 
written; a mere fragment, as is also . 

22. Bodl. 3384, or Seld. 47, Seld. 5 of Mill [xrv] 4°, mut., with 
Patristic homilies [xr]. 

+23. Mead’s, then Askew’s, then D’Eon’s, by whom it was sent 
to France. Weitstein merely saw it. 

+24. Monacensis 383 (August. 4 of Bengel) [x] fol., mat. (Bengel, 
Scholz). Is this the Cod. Radzivil, with slightly sloping uncials, 
[vit], of which Silvestre gives a facsimile (Paléogr. Univ. No. 68)? 

25. Mus. Brit. Harleian. 5650 [xr] 4°, a palimpsest, whose later 
writing is by Nicephorus the reader. The older writing, now illegi- 
ble, was partly uncial, mut. 

25° represents a few Lessons in the same codex by a later, yet 
contemporary hand (Bloomfield), Codd. 25—30 were very partially 
collated by Griesbach. , 

26. (Apost. 28). Bodleian. 3390, Seld. 1, or Mill’s Seld. 2 [x1] 
4°, mué. a palimpsest, but the earlier uncial writing is illegible, and 
the codex in a wretched state, in several hands. 

+27. Bodl. 3391, Seld. 2, or Mill’s Seld. 3, a palimpsest [1x 
uncial, xiv later writing] 4°, mut. in large ill-formed characters. 
Codd. 26, 27 were collated by Mangey, 1749 (see p. 183), but his 
papers appear to be lost. 

28. Bodl. Mise. 11, Auct. D Infra 2. 14, Marsh 22 [xu] 4°, 
mut., in two careless hands. 

29. Bodl. Misc. 12, Auct. D Infra 2. 15, Marsh 23 [xu] 4°, 
mut. Elegantly written but much worn. 

30. (Apost. Paul. 5, Griesbach). Bodl. 296, now Cromwell 11 
[the whole written 1225 by Michael, a xwpixcs xaddvypados] 4°, 
containing Prayers and some Lessons from the Gospels (including 
evayyéAla dvarraciud: see p. 72) and Epistles (Griesbach). 

31. Cod. Norimberg. [xir] 4°, (Doederlein). Its readings are 
stated by Michaelis to resemble those of Codd. DL. 1. 69. 

*32, Cod. Gothanus, in the Library of the Duke of Saxe Gotha 
[x11] fol., carelessly written. Edited by Matthaei, 1791. 

133. Cod. Cardinalis Alex. Albani [1x] 4°, a menology edited 
by Steph. Ant. Morcelli, Rome 1788. 

+34. Monacens. 229, from Mannheim [x] 4°, elegantly written, 
in three volumes, the contents being in unusual order, and the 
menology suiting the custom of a monastery on Athos (Rink, Scholz). 

Codd. 35—39 were inspected or collated by Birch, 40—43 by 
Moldenhawer. 
1 35." Vatic. 351 [x or x1] fol., contains only the lessons for holi- 
ays, 

*136, Vat. 1067 [xr] fol., a valuable copy, completely collated. 

1 I follow Birch’s description. Scholz (whom Horne and Tischendorf merely 
copy) has given to this Cod. Vat. 351 the date and description which belong to 
Cod. Vat. 354, or S of the Gospels. 
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37. (Apost. 7) Propaganda 287, Borgia 3 [xi] 4°, contains 
only 13 lessons from the Gospels. 

38. Laurent. Florent. 1, and 

39. Florent. 2, formerly in the Palace, and neatly written, are 
only once cited by Birch. 

. 40. Escurial I. [x] 4°, kept with the reliques there as an auto- 
- graph of St Chrysostom. It was given by Quéen Maria of Hun- 
gary (who obtained it from Jo. Diassorin) to Philip II. Molden- 
hawer, who relates its history in a scoffing spirit, was only allowed 
to see it for a few hours, and collated 15 lessons. The text is of 
the common type, but in the oblong shape of the letters, false spirits 
and accents, the red musical notes &c., it resembles Evst. Cod. 1, 
though its date is somewhat lower. 

41. Escur. x. IIT. 12 [x] 4°, very elegant: the menology (as also 
that of Cod. 43) suited to the use of a Byzantine church. 

42. Escur. y. ITI. 13 [rx or x] 4°, mus. at the beginning. Two 
hands appear, the earlier leaning a little to the right. 

43. Hscur. x. ITI. 16 [xr or xu] 4°, mut. at the beginning, in 
large cursive letters, with full men. 

44, (Apost. 8). Havniens. 3 [xv] mué., and much in a still 
later hand. Its history resembles that of Evan. 234—5 (Hensler). 

+45. Caesar-Vindobon., Lambec. 15, Nessel 5 [x] fol. six 
leaves from the binding of a law-book: the letters resemble the 
Tubingen fragment, Griesbach’s R (sce p. 114) or Wetstein’s 98 
(Alter). 

146. ‘Vindobon. Forlos. 23, Kollar. 7 [1x], on purple vellum, 
with gold and silver letters. There is a Latin version (Blanchini, 
Treschow, Alter). Silvestre has a facsimile, Pal. Univ. No. 69. 

+*47, Moscow, S. Synod. 43 (Matthaei B) [virr] fol., “a barbaro 
scriptus est, sed ex praestantissimo exemplari,” Matthaei, whose 
codices extend down to 57. 

*48, Synod. 44 (Mt. ¢) [written by Peter, a monk, a.p. 1056] 
fol., from the Iberian monastery on Athos. In 1312 it belonged 
to Nicephorus, Metropolitan of Crete. 

*49. Typograph. Synod. 11 (Mt. f) [x and later] fol., pict. 
Superior in text to Cod. 48, but much in a later hand. 

+*50. Typograph. Synod. 12 (Mt. H) [vir] fol. A very valu- 
able copy, whose date Matthaei placed unreasonably high. 

*51. Typograph. Syn. 9 (Mt. t) [xvi] 4°, chart. 
*52. (Apost. 16) Synod. 266 (Mt. £) [xrv] 4°, contains an Eu- 

chology and aocro\vevayyéMa (see p. 63), as also do 53, 54, 55. 
*53. (Apost. 17). Synod. 267 (Mt. x) [xv or xv] 4°, chart., from 

the monastery of Simenus on Athos. 

*54, (Apost. 18). Synod. 268 (Mt. y) [written a.p, 1470, by 
Dometius, a monk] 4°, chart., from Batopedion monastery on Athos. 

*55. (Apost. 19). Typogr. Syn. 47 (Mt. w) [the Apost. copied 
at Venice 1602] 4°, chart, wretchedly written. 
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*56. (Apost. 20). Typogr. Syn. 9 (Mt. 16) [xv or xvi] 16°, 

chart., fragments of little value.  *BT. (= Act. 107). 

Codd. 58—181 were added to the list by Scholz, who professes 
to have collated entire Cod. 60; in the greater part 81. 86. 

58. Paris Reg. 50 a [xv] 4°, charé, brought from some church 
in Greece. 

59. Reg. 100 A [xvi] fol. 

#60. (Apost. 12). Reg. 375, once Colbert’s, formerly de Thou’s 
[written a.p. 1022 by Helias, a priest and monk, “in castro de Colo- 
nia,” for the use of the French monastery of St Denys] 8°; it con- 
tains many valuable readings (akin to those of Codd. ADE), but 
numerous errors. 

61. Reg. 182 [x] 4°, a fragment. 62. Reg. 194 A [xr] fol. 

63. Reg. 277 [1x] fol., mué. at the beginning and end. 

+64. Reg. 281 [1x] fol, from Constantinople; many leaves 
are torn. 

+65. Reg. 282 [1x] fol., a palimpsest, with a Church-service in 
later writing [xr]. 

+66. Reg. 283 [1x] fol., also a palimpsest, with the older writing 
of course misplaced; the later (fine mut.) a Church-service [x11]. 

+67. Reg. 284 [x1] fol., “ optimae notae,” with musical 
marks, &c. 

68. Reg. 285, once Colbert’s [x1] fol., muz., initio et fine. 

69. Reg. 286 [xz] fol., fine mut. 

70. Reg. 288 [x1] fol, brought from the East in 1669. <A few 
leaves at the beginning and end later, chart. 

71. Reg. 289, once Colbert’s [written July 1066 by John, a 
priest, for George, a monk] fol., mut., partly on vellum, partly on 
cotton paper. 

72. Reg. 290 [written by Nicholas, 1257] fol. To this codex 
is appended 

+72b, three uncial leaves [1x] containing John v. 1—I1; vi. 
61—69; vii. 1—15. 

73. Reg. 291 [x11] fol., mut. | 

74, Reg. 292, once Mazavin’s [x1r] fol. 

75. Reg. 293, from the East [x11] fol. 

76. Reg. 295, once Colbert’s [xu] fol., nut. 

77. Reg. 296 [x11] fol., from Constantinople. 

78. Reg. 298, once Colbert’s [xr] fol., mut. Some hiatus are 
supplied later on cotton paper. 

79, Reg. 299 [x11] fol., mud. initio et fine. 

80. Reg. 300 [x11] fol. 
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81. Reg 305 [x11] fol. perhaps written in Egypt. Some” pas- 
sages supplied [xv| on cotton paper. 

82. (Apost. 31). Reg. 276 [xv] fol., chart., with lessons from 
the Prophets. 

83. (Apost. 21). Reg. 294 [xz] fol. 

84, (Apost. 9) Reg. 32 a, and 

85. (Apost. 10) Reg. 33 a, both [xr] fol. have lessons from the 
Old and New Testament. 

86. Reg. 311 [written July 1336, Indict. 4, by Charito] fol., 
given by the monk Ignatius to the monastery rdv odyydv or OcordKov 
at Constantinople (see Act. 169): afterwards it was Boistaller’s, and 
is described by Montfaucon. John vii. 53—viii. 11 is at the end, 
obelized, and not appointed for any day, as the names of Pelagia or 
Theodora (see p. 74) are not in the menology. 

87. Reg. 313, once Colbert’s (as were 88-—91; 99—101) 
[x1v] fol. 

88. Reg. 314 [xiv] fol. Many verses are omitted, and the ar- 
rangement of the lessons is a little unusual. 

89. Reg. 316 [xrv] fol., on cotton paper, mut. fine. 

90. Reg. 317 [written by Stephen, a reader, a.p. 1533. Ind. 6] 
fol., chart. 

91. Reg. 318 [x1] fol., a subscription, &c. written in Cyprus by 
the monk Leontius 1553 (Montfauc. Palaeo. Graec. p. 89). 

92. (Apost. 35), Reg. 324 [xi] 4°, on cotton paper, with frag- 
ments of the Liturgy of St. Basil. 

93. (Apost. 36). Reg. 326 [xrv] 4°, chart., with the Liturgies of 
SS. Chrysostom and Basil. 

94. (Apost. 29). Reg. 330 [xu] 4°, mut., with an Euchology 
and part of a Church-service in a later hand [xv]. 

95. Reg. 374 [xv] 4°, from Constantinople. 

96. Reg. 115* [x11] 4°, chart., mut. initio et fine. 

97. (=Evan. 324, Apost. 32) Reg. 376, only the dayyedia rév 
maGuv (see p. 72). 

98. Reg. 377, once Mazarin’s [xi] 4°, portions are palimpsest, 
and the older writing seems to belong to an Evangelistarium. 

29. Reg. 380 [xv] 4°, chart. . 
100. Reg. 381 [written in a.p. 1550 at Iconium by Michael 

Maurice] 4°, chart. 

101. Reg. 303 [x1] fol. 

102. Ambrosian. 62, at Milan [written Sept. 1381 by Stephen, a 
priest |, fol., chart. (but two leaves of parchment at the beginning, 
two at the end), bought at Taranto 1606, syn.? 

103. Ambros. 67 [xrr] 4°, picé.; bought 1606, “ Corneliani in 
Salentinis.” See Apost. 46. 
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104. (Apost. 47). Ambros. 72 [xtr] 8°, mu. initio et fine: brought 
from Calabria, 1607. 

105. Ambros. 81 [x11] 8°, carefully written, but the first 19 
leaves [xvi] chart. | 

106. Ambros. 91 [x11] 4°. 
107. Venet. 548 [x1] fol. 108. Venet. 549 [xr] fol. 
109. Venet. 550 [xr] 4°. 110. - Venet. 551 [x1] fol. 
+111. Mutinensis 27, at Modena [x] 4°. 
112. (Apost. 48). Laurent. 2742, at Florence [x11] 8°, neat. 

113. Laurent. vi. 2 [foll. 1—213, x11; the rest written by one 
George xiv] fol. Prefixed are verses of Arsenius, Archbishop of 
Monembasia (see Evan. 333), addressed to Clement VIT. (1523—34). 

114. Laurent. vi. 7 [x1t] fol. 
+115. Laurent. vi. 21 [x1] 4°, elegantly written. 
+116. Laurent. vi. 31 [x] fol. elegant, musical notes rubro: 

facsimile in Silvestre, Pal. Univ. No. 73. 

117. Laurent. 244 [x11] fol., most beautifully written in golden 
cursive letters, pict., once kept among the choicest xeyundca of the 
Grand Ducal Palace. 

+118. Laurent., kept in a chest for special preservation [x1 or 
x11] fol., most elegant. Codd. 117—8 were described by Canon 
Angelo Bandini, 1787. 

119. Vatic. 1155 [xmr] fol. 120. Vat. 1256 [x1] fol. 
121. Vat. 1157 [x11] fol., very splendid. 
122. Vat. 1168 [dated August 1175, Indict. 12 (but the proper 

Indiction is 8)] 4°, written by the monk Germanus for the monk 
Theodoret. 

4123, Vat. 1522 [x] 4°, pict., very correctly written, without 
points. 

124, Vat. 1988, Basil 27 [x11] 4°, maé. initio et fine. 

, ra Vat. 2017, Basil. 56 [x11] 4°, with a subscription dated 
346. 

126. Vat. 2041, Basil. 80 [x11] fol., written by one George. 
+127. Vat. 2063, Basil. 102 [1x] 4°, mué. initio. The first two 

leaves of the festival-lessons [x1v]. 
128. Vat. 2133 [x1v] 4°. 

129. Alexandrino-Vat. (Queen Christina’s) 12 [xu1] 4° Foll. 
1—40 appear to have been written in France, and have an unusual 
text: foll. 41 —220 [xi] are by another hand, the other 71 leaves to 
the end [xv]. 

$130. Vat. Ottobon. 2 [1x] fol, very beautiful. 

131. Vat. Ottob. 175 [x1v] 4°, a fragment. 

132. Vat. Ottob. 326 [xv] 4°, in silver letters. Procured at 
Rome, Sept. 11, 1590, “a Francisco et Accida” of Messina, and 
given to Cardinal Sirlet. 
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133. (Apost. 39). Ottob. 416 [xrv] 8°, chart. 

134. Barberin. 15 [x11] fol., the first eight and last three leaves 
being paper. 

+135. Barber. 16, a palimpsest [vz. Scholz] 4°, is Tischendorf’s 
barb™, and by him referred to the middle of the 7th century, which 
is a little earlier date than has hitherto been assigned to Lectionaries 
(see above, p. 63). He has given specimens of its readings in Monum. 
sacr. ined. pp. 207 &e. 

136. Barber. 16 [x1], the later writing of the palimpsest Cod. 
135. 

137. Vallicellian. D. 63, once Peter Polidore’s [x1] 4°, mut. 
initio. 

138. Neapol. 1. B. 14 [xv] fol, chart., given by Christopher 
Palaeologus, May 7, 1584, to the Church of St Peter and Paul at 
Naples. 

139. Venet. 12 [x] fol. 140. Venet. 626 [xi] 4°, chart. 
141. Venet. Nanian. 2 [x1] fol, from St Catherine's, on Sinai 

(sce p. 76). 
142. Venet. Nanian. 16 [xrv] 8°, mud. 

143. Once belonged to the monastery of St Michael, ‘prope 
murianum, 49, Venice, fol. mut., described by J. B. Mittarelli, 1779. 

+144. Cod. Biblio. Malatestianae of Cesena xxvul. 4, now at 
Rome [x or x11] fol., very splendid. 

145. Cod. xxrx. 2, of the same library [x11] fol. 
146. Cambridge University Libr. Dd. viz. 23 [x1] 4°, neatly 

written for a church at Constantinople. 

(147. Mus. Brit. Harleian. 2970 [xr] 4°. 

148, Harl. 2994 [x1] 4°. 149. Harl. 5538 [xrv]. 
Codd. 147—9 should be erased; 147, 148 being in Latin, and 

149 already described (p. 187) as a manuscript of the Gospels in 
their proper order. 

+*150. Harl. 5598 [written by Constantine, a priest, May 27, 
995. Indict. 8] fol., is Scrivener’s H, and described in Cod. Augien- 
sis, Introd. pp. xlvii—1: for an alphabet formed from it see Plate 
mt. No. 7. It was brought from Constantinople by Dr John Covell, 
in 1677 (see above, p. 150), and by him shewn to Mill (Proleg. W. T. 
§ 1426); from Covell it seems to have been purchased (together with 
his five other copies) by Harley, Earl of Oxford. It is a most splendid 
specimen of the uncial class of Evangelistaria, and its text presents 
many instructive variations. At the end are several lessons for 
special occasions which are not often met with. Collated also by 
(Bloomfield). 

151. Harl. 5785 [x1] fol., a splendid copy, in large, bold, cursive 
letters, with musical notes in red, and ornaments in gold. At the 
end is a note, written at Rome in 1699, by L. A. Zacagni (see p. 88), 
certifying that the volume was then more than 700 years old. The 
date assigned above is more likely. 
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4152. Hazrl. 5787 [x] fol., the uncials leaning to the right, a fine 
copy, with small uncial notes, well meriting collation. It begins 
John xx. 20, and is mut. elsewhere. 

153. Meermann. 117 [x1] 4°, justly suspected by Tischendorf to 
be identical with Evan. 436, should be erased from the list: see 
p. 158, note. . 

154. Monacensis 326, onée at Mannheim. [xi] fol., written 
very small and neatly, containing the lessons from the season of 
Lent (see p. 72) to the month of December in the menology (see 
p. 14), which seems adapted to the Constantinopolitan use. 

+155. Caesar-Vindobon. Nessel. 209, Lambec. 41 [x] 4°, a pa- 
limpsest, over which is written a Commentary on St Matthew [xrv]. 

156. Vallicellian. D. 4. 1 [ %] fol, described by Blanchini, 
Evang. Quad. Pt. 1. p. 537; now missing. 

157. Bodleian., Clarke 8 [xi1r] 4°, Saturday and Sunday lessons, 
mut, initio et fine. 

158. Library of the great Greek monastery at Jerusalem, No. 
10 [xrv] fol. 

159. “ Biblioth. monasterii virginum ris peydAns tavayias as. 
Melana erect.” [xti1| fol., very neat, (non sec. vil. ut monachi 
putant”) Scholz. 

160. (Apost. 53) 8. Saba 4, written there by one Anthony 
[xv] 8° 

161. 8. Saba 5 [xv] 8, chart. 162. 8S. Saba 6 [xv] 16°, charé. 
163, 8. Saba 13 [xi] 4°, charé., adapted (as also those that fol- 

low) to the use of Palestine. 

164. S, Saba 14 [xrv] 4°. 165. 8. Saba 17 [xv] 4°, chart. 
166. 8. Saba 21 [xi] fol. 167. 8. Saba 22 [xiv] fol. 
168. 8S. Saba 23 [x11] fol. 169. 8. Saba 24 [xz] fol. 
170. 8. Saba 25 [xz11| fol. 

171. (Apost. 52) 8. Saba (unnumbered) [written July 1059, in 
nia] monastery of @eordxos by Sergius, a monk of Olympus in Bithy- 
nia] 8°, 

+172. Library of St John’s monastery at Patmos [“1v” Scholz, 
obviously a misprint] fol. 

t173. Patmos [1x] 4°. t174. Patm. [x] 4° 
175. Patm. [x] 4°. 176. Patm. [xzr] 4°. 
177. Patm. [xi] 4°. 
178. Patm. [xrv] 4°, in the same Library, but not numbered. 
t*179. (Apost. 55) Cod. Trevirensis, in the Cathedral Library 

[x or xt] 4°, called St Simeon’s, and brought by him from Syria in 
the 11th century, consists chiefly of lessons from the Old Testament, 
It contains many itacisms and some unusual readings, Edited at 
Tréves 1834 by B. M. Steininger in his Codex S. Simeonis exhibens 
lect, ecel. gr. DCCC ann. vetustate insigne. 
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+180. Caesar-Vindob. corx [1x] 4°, palimpsest, with many ita- 
cisms (Scholz, Endlicher). Readings are given by Scholz (N. T. 
Vol. 11. pp. lv—Ixiii). 

181. (=Apoc. 26, Apost. 57). This is inserted in error: see 
p. 182, Wake No. 12. (In p. 182, 1. 20, read 181 for 187). 

The next five are due to Tischendorf. 

+* ven Venetian palimpsest fragments (edited Mon. sacr. ined. 
Vol. 1. pp. 199, é&c.), assigned to the end of the seventh century (see 
Cod. 135, p. 218), containing Matth. viii. 32—ix. 1; 9—13; John 
li, 15—22; iii. 22—26; vi. 16—26; or 27 verses. 

t+carp™ at Carpentras [1x], ‘examined by Tischendorf in 1843, in 
consequence of Haenel’s assigning it to the 6th century. Extracts 
are given in Anecd. sacr. et prof. pp. 151, &e. 

_ ttisch’’ Tischendorf. vy, in the University Library at Leipsic 
vit or Ix], a palimpsest, described Anecd. sacr. et prof. pp. 29, &e. 
Tischendorf’s tubing™ is described under Cod. R, p. 114, and Ban- 
dur™ under Cod. O, p. 112]. 

+Petrop™ [1x] 69 leaves 4°, ill written, but with a remarkable 
text; the date being tolerably fixed by Arabic matter decidedly more 
modern, written 401 and 425 of the Hegira (i.e. about a.p. 1011 
and 1035) respecting the birth and baptism of the two Holy infants. 
There are but 10 lessons from St Matthew, and 19 from other parts 
of the New Testament, enumerated Votit. Cod. Sinait. p. 54. This 
copy has the two leaves on cotton paper, with writing by the first 
hand, mentioned above, p. 21, note. 

Petrop™* a fragment of 93 leaves [xr or xi] 4°. Wotitia Cod. 
Sinattict, p. 63. 

The following were collated by Scrivener: 

+* Pp Parham 18, the property of the Hon. R. Curzon, who 
brought it from Caracalla in 1837 (see p. 182) [dated June 980, In- 
dict. 8] fol., beautifully written at Ciscissa, in Cappadocia Prima; a 
note dated 1049 is subjoined by a reviser, who perhaps made the 
numerous changes in the text, and added two lessons in cursive 
letters. A facsimile of P is given in Plate XII. No. 32. For this 
codex, P 2 and z see Cod. Aug. Introd. pp. 1—lv. 

+*P 2°" Parham 1 [rx], three folio leaves from the monastery of 
Docheirou on Athos, containing the 33 verses, Matth. i, 1—11; 
11—22; vii. 7, 8; Mark ix. 41; xi. 22—26; Luke ix. 1—4. 

+*x* Arundel 547, in the British Museum (see p. 179) [1x] 4°, 
mut. fine, followed by one leaf in a somewhat later hand, containing 
John viii. 12—19; 21—23. Bentley’s previous collation is at Trinity 
College (B. 17. 8). 

¥y** Burney 22, in the British Museum [dated a.p. 1319; see 
Jacsimile, Plate XII. No. 36, and p. 38, note 1] fol., remarkable 
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for its wide departures from the received text, and for that reason 
often cited by Tischendorf and Alford on the Gospels. Part of the 
first leaf (John i. 11—13) is on paper and later: x, y are described 
in Collations of the Holy Gospels, Introd. pp. lix—txiii. Like Evst. 
23 it once was D’Eon’s. 

*gsr COhrist’s College, Cambridge, F. 1. 8 [xz] fol., is much fuller 
than most Lectionaries, and contains many minute variations and 
interesting readings': it exhibits a subscription dated 1261, Indict. 
4, much later than the codex, and a note stating that Francis Tay- 
ler, Preacher at Christ’s Church, Canterbury [the Cathedral], gave 
it to the College in 1654.. There are also 4 lessons from the pro- 
phets, and 4 from St Paul. A facsimile is given Cod. Augiens. 
Introd. p. lii. 

The following Evangelistaria are quite uncollated. 

Arundel. 536 [x111] 4°, mut. fine, with musical notes, as usual. 
One at Middle Hill (see p. 181) [xi or xu]. 
+Bodleian. Canonici Gr. 85 [1x] 4°, much mué. The uncials lean 

a little to the left. 

tIbid. 92 [x] large folio, very splendid, with gilt initials. 

Ibid. 119 [xv] fol., charé., belonging in 1626 to Nicholas, a priest. 
Ibid. 126, p. 252, a small fragment of an Evst. 

In E. D. Clarke’s collection are four besides Evst. Cod. 157 of 
Scholz. 

Bodl. Clarke 45 [xir] large 4°, splendid but spoiled by damp, 
with musical notes and bold initial letters rubro. 

Ibid. 46 [x111] large 4°, inferior and rudely written : mud. initio 
et fine. 

Ibid. 47 [x11] 4°, with musical notes rubro: much like 45. 
Ibid. 48 [x11] 4°, carelessly and ill written : mut. initio. 

The following are also in the Bodleian : 

Cromwell 27 [x1] fol., from Athos 1727, once Irene’s, Men. 
Miscell. 119, Auct. F. 6, 25 [a. p. 1067] 4°, once belonged to Con- 

stantine Ducas BacvAeds. It is carelessly written, and is preceded by 
tOne uncial palimpsest leaf, containing parts of Rom. xiv., 

Hebr. i. This. volume was bought of Payne and Foss, London, in 
1820. 

Miscell. 140, Rawl. Auct. G. 2 [x1] small 4°, a very beautiful 
copy, one volume only out of a set of four. Both this codex and 
Cromw. 27, Miscell. 119 have musical notes rubdro. 

tBarocc. 119 contains five uncial palimpsest leaves in two columns 
(THE ORDINARY ARRANGEMENT OF EVANGELISTARIA) [x] used for the 
binding. 

Hight of the Wake manuscripts at Christ Church, Oxford (see p. 
182) are Evangelistaria. . 

_ > Thus z, with only two other Evangelistaria (6. 13) supports Cod. & and 
Eusebius in the significant omission of vlof Bapaxlov Matth. xxiii, 35. 
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+No. 13 contains three uncial leaves [1x], the rest cursive [xr] in 
a very large, bold, peculiar hand. Two palimpsest leaves at the end 
have the older writing cursive. A table of lessons is in the hand- 
writing of the venerated Dr Burton, late Regius Professor of Divinity. 

No. 14 [x1] fol., with one leaf chart., and two leaves at the 
beginning and end from the Old Testament, 3 (1) Kings xvii. 12 &e. 

No. 15 [dated 1068] 4°, the first and last leaves being earlier. 
No. 16 [xi] 4°, mué. initio et fine. There are musical notes 

rubro: so also in Nos, 19, 238. 

No. 17 [xitr or xv] 4°, mué. fine. Fifteen leaves are supplied 
chart. 

No. 18 [x11] fol., ill written. The first leaf contains the history 
of St Varus and six martyrs. This is Walker's E (see p. 184): his 
H is 

No. 19 [xr] 4°. Of this codex the 9th leaf is wanting. 
No. 23 [xr?] fol., an elegant copy. 
In the Library of Sion College, in the city of London (see p. 187) 

are three Evangelistaria, viz. Ari. 1, 1 [xu]; Ari. 1.4 and Ari. 1. 2 
[xxv]. 

The following were seen by Mr Coxe in the East (see p. 185). 
At Cairo: No. 18. Swaywy) AdEewy ek wadards Kal véas. 

At Jerusalem: No. 12 [xz or x1] fol., which must be Scholz’s 
Evst. 158. . 

At 8. Saba Scholz saw twelve Evangelistaria (Codd. 160—171), 
two of them containing the Apostolos (Codd. 160, 171); and four 
Lectionaries of the Apostolos only (Codd. 49-51; 54). Coxe 
observed but one Apostolos, Tower Libr. No. 52 [x1] 4° with musical 
notes; and nine Evangelistaria. Some seen at S. Saba by Scholz 
have perhaps been since taken into Europe, the rather as we know 
that Parham No. 20 (named below) came from that place. 

Coxe’s list runs: No. 17 [xu] large 4°; No. 23 [x11] fol.; Nos. 
24—6 [x1] fol.; No. 40 [x11] fol. with an Arabic version; Nos. 44, 
55 [xit| large 4°; Tower Library No. 12 [xz] 4°. 

At Patmos Scholz enumerates seven Evangelistaria (Codd. 172— 
8), no Lectionary of the Apostolos: Coxe mentions only those four of 
Scholz’s that are uncials (Codd. 172—5), viz. No. 4 [xr] 4°; No. 10 
[xr] 4°; No. 22 [xz] fol.; No. 81 [vir] 4°. 

At Milo, in private hands (see p. 186) was an Evst. [x11] fol., meeé. 
In the Patriarch of Jerusalem’s Library at Constantinople (see p. 

180, note) an Evst. [x1] 4°, over early writing from Ptolemy. 

Of E. de Muralt’s collated codices, described p. 178, five are 
Evangelistaria (tNo. 1 apparently uncial), of which one contains also . 
a Praxapostolos. 

Seidel’s codex at Frankfort-on-Oder (Act. 42, Paul. 48, Apoc. 13, 
Apost. 56), also contains a lesson, Matth, xvii. 16—23. 
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' Apost. 15, and perhaps Apost. 24, also contain lessons from the 
Gospels. 

Lambeth 1187, 1188, 1189, all [xu], and 1193, mut., which Dr 
Bloomfield refers to [1x], have been collated by him. He praises 
Cod. 1188 as the fullest and most accurate either at Lambeth or the 
British Museum. 

In the British Museum Bloomfield professes to have examined 13 
Lectionaries, of which those not before named appear to be Additional 
536; 1575; 1577; 5153; 11840; 11841; 18212; 19460; 19993. 
Of these 11840 [x1] 4°, mut., with musical notes, beautifully written, 
with some other matter; and 11841 [x11] fol., are from Bp. Butler’s 
collection. All these he has not so much collated as inspected; 
reserving their fuller investigation, he is pleased to say, for Scrivener. 
“Cupidum, pater optime, vires deficiunt.” 

There are also uncollated Evangelistaria at Besangon; in the 
Hunterian Museum at Glasgow, Q. 3, 35, 36 [x1]; one of great splen- 
dour at Parham (No. 19), partly written in gold, and perhaps by 
the Emperor Alexius Comnenus (1081—1118); and another at 
Parham, No. 20 [x11] fol., from 8. Saba, which must be on Scholz’s 
list (Codd. 160—171). 

Deducting six duplicates &c., there remain 241 Evangelistaria. 

Lectionaries containing the Apostolos or Praxapostolos. 

t*1. (= Evst.’ 6). 2. Brit. Mus. Cotton. Vespas. B. xvurt. 
[x1] met. initio et fine (Casley)*°, The Museum Catalogue is wrong 
in stating that it contains lessons from the Gospels. 

3. Readings sent to Mill (Proleg. WV. 7. § 1470) by John Batteley, 
D.D., as taken from a codex, now missing, in Trinity Hall, Cam- 
bridge. The extracts were from 1 Peter and John. Griesbach’s 
Paul. 3 is Bodl. 5 (Evst. 19) cited by Mill only at Hebr. x. 22, 23. 

4, Laurent., once at St Mark’s, Florence [x1] 4°. 
“5. Gottingense 2 (in the University Library), once de Missy’s [xv] 

fol., formerly of the monastery Castamonitum (1) on Athos (Mat- 
thaei’s v) N.B. Paul. 5 of Griesbach (= Evst. 30). 
09). (= Evan. 117) fragments examined by Griesbach (Foll. 183— 

7. (=Evst. 37). 8. (= Evst. 44). 
9. (vst. 84). 10. (Evst. 85). 
11. Paris, Reg, 104* [x11] 8°, well written in some monastery of 

Palestine: with marginal notes in Arabic, 
*12, (= Evst. 60). 
T"13. Moscow, S. Synod. 4 (Mt. b) [x] fol., important: it would 

seem to be an uncial, once belonging to the Iberian monastery : renovated by Joakim, a monk, AD. 1525. " 

1 Evst. = Evangelistarium. 
* In 1721. See Monk’s Life of Bentley, Vol. 11. p. 149. 
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*14, S, Synod. 291 (Mt. e) [xm] 4°, well written, from the 
monastery Tov eopuypévov on Athos. 

*15. Typogr. Syn. 31 (Mt. tz) [dated 1116]. 

*16. (= Evst. 52). *17. (= Evst. 53). 

*18, (=Evst. 54). *19. (=Evst. 55). 

*20. (= Evst. 56). 

Codd. 21—58 comprise Scholz’s additions to the list, of which 
he describes none as collated entire or in the greater part. He seems, 
however, to have collated Cod. 12. 

21. (=Evst. 83). 
22, Reg. 304 [xirt] fol. brought from Constantinople: mud. fine. 

23. Reg. 306 [x11] fol., mud. initio et fine. 

24. Reg. 308 [xt] fol., contains a few lessons from the New 
Testament, more from the Old: mut. 

25. Reg. 319, once Colbert's [xz] fol., ill-written, with a Latin 
version over some portions of the text. 

26. Reg, 320 [x1z] fol. mut. 
27. Reg. 321, once Colbert’s [x1] fol., mut, and illegible in 

parts. 

28. (= Evst. 26). 29. (= Evst. 94). 
30. Reg. 373 [xm] 4°, mut. initio et fine: with some cotton- 

paper leaves at the end. 

31. (= Evst. 82). 32. (= Evan. 324, Evst. 97). 
33. Reg. 382, once Colbert’s [x11] 4°. 

34. Reg. 383, once Colbert’s [xv] 4°, chart. In readings it is 
much with Apost. 12, and the best copies. . 

35. (= Evst. 92). 36. (= Evst. 93). 

37. (=Evan. 368, Act. 150, Paul. 230, Apoc. 84). 

38. Vat. 1528 [xv] 4°, chart., written by the monk Eucholius. 

39. (= Evst. 133). 

40. Barberini 18 [x] 4°, a palimpsest (probably uncial, though 
not so stated by Scholz), correctly written, but mostly illegible. The 
later writing [xiv] contains lessons in the Old Testament, with a few 
from the Catholic Epistles at the end. 

“41, Barb. ? [x1] 4°, mué. 

42, Vallicell. C. 46 [xvi] 4°, chart., with other matter. 

43, Richard. 2742 at Florence: seems to be the same as Cod. 
48 below, and is not (as Scholz states) Evst. 139. 

44,45. Hunterian Mus. Glasgow, having been bought by Hunter 
at Caesar de Missy’s sale (Nos. 1633—4): 45 ig dated a.p, 1199. 

46. Ambros. 63 [x1v] 4°, bought (like Evst. 103) in 1606, “ Cor- 
neliani in Iapygia.” . 
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47. (=Evst. 104)" 48, (= Evst. 112). 

49. S. Saba 16 [xrv] 4°, charé. 

50. S. Saba 18 [xv] 8. 51. 8. Saba 26 [xxv] fol. 

52. (=Evst. 171). | 53, (= Evst. 160). 

54, 8, Saba (unnumbered) [xu] 4°. _ 

+*55. (= Evst. 179). . 

56. (=Act. 42, Paul. 48, Apoc. 13 and Evst.—) contains only 

1 Cor. ix. 2—12. 57: (=Apoc. 26, Wake 12, p. 182). 

58... Wake 33, at Christ Church, Oxford [dated 1172] fol., 265 
leaves, the ink quite gone in parts. 

z* (see p. 221) contains four lessons from the Epistles ; and de 

Muralt’s Evst. 3°° (p. 178) is also a Praxapostolos. 

Additional copies are: 

+*tisch® * Bibl. Univers. Lipsiens, 6. F. (Tischend. v) [1x or x], 
containing Heb. i, 3—12, published Anecd. sacr. e¢ prof. p. 73, de. 

+*Petrop., one leaf of a double palimpsest, now at St Peters- 
burg, the oldest writing [1x] containing Act. xiii. 10; 2 Cor. xi. 21 
23, cited by Tischendorf (IV. 7. Prol. p. ecxxvi, 7th edition). 

+His new uncial Lectionary at St Petersburg (see p. 220) also 
contains lessons from all parts of the New Testament; Scholz seems 
to state the same of Evst. 161, “continet lect. et pericop.,” and 
Coxe of Evst. Cairo 18. 

At Lambeth, manuscripts 1190 [xi], 1191 [xi] 4°, must. initio 
et fine, 1194, 1195, 1196, all [xi] 4°, mué. are Lectionaries of the 
Praxapostolos, which Dr 8. T. Bloomfield has collated. 

We find Latin versions in 8 uncial and 10 cursive codices; an 
Arabic version in Evan. 211; 450; Evst. 6; Coxe’s Evst. at St Saba, 
No. 40; Latin and Arabic in Act. 96. 

The total number of manuscripts we have recorded in the pre- 
ceding catalogues are 34 uncial and 601 cursive of the Gospels; 10 
uncial and 228' cursive of the Acts and Catholic Epistles; 14 uncial 
and 282 cursive of St Paul; 4 uncial and 102 cursive of the Apoca- 
lypse; 58 uncial and 183 cursive Evangelistaria; and 7 uncial, 65 
cursive Lectionaries of the Praxapostolos. In calculating this total 
of 127 uncials and 1461 cursives we have deducted 66 duplicates, 
and must bear in mind that a few of the codices, whose present 
locality is unknown, may have reappeared under other heads. 
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CHAPTER III. 

ON THE ANCIENT VERSIONS OF THE NEW 

TESTAMENT IN VARIOUS LANGUAGES, 

1. Tee facts stated in the preceding chapter have led us 
to believe that no extant manuscript of the Greek Tes- 

tament yet discovered is older than the fourth century, and 
that those written as early as the sixth century are both few 
in number, and (with one notable exception) contain but 
portions, for the most part very small portions, of the sacred 
volume. When to these considerations we add the well-known 
circumstance that the most ancient codices vary widely and 
perpetually from the commonly received text and from each 
other, it becomes desirable for us to obtain, if possible, some 
evidence as to the character of those copies of the New Tes- 
tament which were used by the primitive Christians in times 
anterior to the date of the most venerable now preserved. 
Such sources of information, though of a more indirect and 
precarious kind than manuscripts of the original can supply, 
are open to us in the versions of Holy Scripture, made at 
the remotest period in the history of the Church, for the use 
of believers whose native tongue was not Greek. Transla- 
tions, certainly of the New and probably of the Old Testa- 
ment, were executed not later than the second century in the 
Syriac and Latin Tongues, and, so far as their present state 
enables us to judge of the documents from which they were 
rendered, they represent to us a modification of the inspired 
text which existed within a century of the death of the Apo- 
stles. Even as the case stands, and although the testimony 
of versions is peculiarly liable to doubt and error, the Pe- 
shito Syriac and Old Latin translations of the Greek Testa- 
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ment stand with a few of the most ancient manuscripts of the 
original in the very first rank as authorities and aids for the 
critical revision of the text. 
In a class apart from and next below the Peshito Syriac 
and Old Latin we may group together the Curetonian Syriac, 
the Egyptian, the Latin Vulgate, the Gothic, the Armenian 
and Aithiopic versions, which we name in what seems to be 

_ their order in respect to value. Of these the Curetonian will be 
discussed more fitly hereafter (pp. 236—241); the Egyptian 
may have been formed, partly in the third, principally in the 
fourth century; the Latin Vulgate and the Gothic belong to 
the fourth, the Armenian and possibly the Aithiopic to the 
fifth. The Philoxenian Syriac, although not brought into its 
present condition before the beginning of the seventh century, 

would appear, for reasons that will be detailed hereafter, to 
hold a place in this class not much lower than the Latin 
Vulgate. ; ; 

The third rank must be assigned to the several minor 
Syriac (so far as their character has been ascertained), to the 
Georgian and Slavonic, some Arabic, and one of the Persic - 
versions: these are either too recent or uncertain in date, or 
their text too mixed and corrupt, to merit particular attention. 
The other Persic (and perhaps one Arabic) version being de- 
rived from the Peshito Syriac, and the Anglo-Saxon from the 
Latin Vulgate, can be applied only to the correction of their 
respective primary translations. 

2. The weight and consideration due to versions of Scrip- 
ture, considered as materials for critical use, depend but little 
on their merits as competent representations of the original. 
A very wretched translation, such ag the Philoxenian Syriac, 
may happen to have high critical value; while an excellent 
one, like our English Bible, shall possess just none at all. 
And, in general, the testimony of versions as witnesses to 
the state of the text is rendered much less considerable than 
that of manuscripts of the same date, by defects which, though 
they cleave to some of them far more than to. others, are too 
inherent in their very nature to be absolutely eliminated from 
any. ‘These defects are so obvious as to need no more than 
a bare statement, and render a various reading, supported by 
versions alone, of very slight consideration. 

. 15—2 
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(1). It may be found as difficult to arrive at the primitive 
text of a version, as of the Greek original itself: the varia- 
tions in its different copies are often quite as considerable, 
and suspicions of subsequent correction, whether from the 
Greek or from some other version, are as plausible to raise 
and as hard to refute. This is preeminently the case in re- 
gard to the Latin version, especially in its older form; but 
the Peshito Syriac, the Armenian, the Georgian and almost 

every other have been brought into discredit, on grounds 

more or less reasonable, by those whose purpose it has served 
to disparage their importance. 

_(2).- Although several of the ancient versions, and parti- 
cularly the Latin, are rendered more closely to the original 
than would be thought necessary or indeed tolerable in 
modern times, yet it is often by no means easy to ascer- 
tain the precise Greek words which the translator had in his 
copy. While versions are always of weight in determining 
the authenticity of sentences or clauses inserted or omitted 
by Greek manuscripts!, and in some instances may be em- 
ployed even for arranging the order of words, yet every lan- 
guage differs so widely in spirit from every other, and the 
genius of one version is so much at variance with that of 
others, that too great caution cannot be used in applying 
this kind of testimony to the criticism of the Greek. The 
Aramean idiom, for example, delights in a graceful redun- 
dancy of pronouns, which sometimes affects the style of the 
Greek Testament itself (e.g. Matth. viii. 1; 5): so that the 
Syriac should have no influence in deciding a point of this 
kind, as the translator would naturally follow the usage of 
his own language, rather than regard the precise wording of 
his original. | 

(3). Hence it follows that no one can form a trustworthy 
judgment respecting the evidence afforded by any version, 
who is not master of the language in which it is written. 
A past generation of critics contented themselves with using 
Latin versions of the Egyptian, /ithiopic, &c., to their own 
and their readers’ cost. The insertion or absence of whole 

1 This use of versions was seen by Jerome (Praefatio ad Damasum) ‘Cum 

multarum gentium linguis scriptura ante translata, doceat falsa esse quae addita 

sunt.” It is even now the principal service they can perform for the critic. - 
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clauses, indeed, are patent facts which cannot be mistaken, but 

beyond such matters the unskilled enquirer ought not to venture. 

The immediate result of this restriction may be to confine the 

student to the full use of the Syriac and Latin versions; a few 
Biblical scholars, as Professor Ellicott, have made some pro- 

gress in the ancient Egyptian ; the rest of us must remain satis- 
fied with a confession of ignorance, or apply our best diligence 

-to remedy it. 
From this rapid glance over the whole subject of versions, 

we pass on to consider them severally in detail; not aiming 
at a full literary history of any of them, which would be un- 
suitable to our limits and present design, but rather seeking to 
put the learner in possession of materials for forming an inde- 
pendent estimate of their relative value, and of the internal 
character of the chief among them. 

3. Syriac Versions. (1). The Peshito.  , 

The Aramzan or Syriac (preserved to this day as their sacred 
tongue by several Eastern Churches), is an important branch © 
of the great Shemitic family of languages, which as early as 
Jacob’s age existed distinct from the Hebrew (Gen. xxxi. 47). 
In its present state, it was spoken in the north of Syria and in 
Upper Mesopotamia, the native region of the patriarch Abra- 
ham, about Edessa. It is a more copious, flexible and ele- 
gant language than Hebrew (which ceased to be vernacular at 
the Babylonish captivity) had ever the means of becoming, 
and is so intimately akin to the Chaldee as spoken at Baby- 
lon, and subsequently throughout Palestine, that the latter was 
popularly known by its name (2 Kings xviii. 26; Isai. xxxvi. 11; 
Dan. ii. 4). As the Gospel took firm root at Antioch within 
a few years after the Lord’s Ascension (Act. xi. 19—27; xiii. 
1, &c.), we might deem it probable that its tidings soon spread 
from the Greek capital into the native interior, even though we 
utterly rejected the venerable tradition of Thaddaeus’ mission 
to Abgarus, toparch of Edessa, as well as the fable of that 
monarch’s intercourse with Christ while yet on earth (Euse- 
bius, Eccl. Hist. 1.13.; 11.1). At all events we are sure that 
Christianity flourished in these regions at a very early period ; 
it is even possible that the Syriac Scriptures were seen by 
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Hegisippus in the second century (Euseb. Eccl. Hist. tv. 22); 
they were familiarly used and claimed as his national version by 
Ephraem of Edessa (see p. 94)-in the fourth. Thus the uni- 
versal belief of later ages, and the very nature of the case, seem 
to render it unquestionable, that the Syrian Church was pos- 
sessed of a translation, both of the Old and New Testament, 
which it used habitually, and, for public worship exclusively, 
from the second century of our era downwards: as early as 
A.D. 170 6 Supos is cited by Melito on Genes. xxii. 13 (Mill, 
Proleg. § 1239). And the sad history of that distracted 
Church can leave no room to doubt what that version was. 
In the middle of the fifth century, the third and fourth general. 
Councils at Ephesus and Chalcedon proved the immediate occa- 
sions of dividing the Syrian Christians into three, and eventu- 
ally into yet more, hostile communions. These grievous divi- 
sions have now subsisted for fourteen hundred years, and though 
the bitterness of controversy has abated, the estrangement of 
the rival Churches is as complete and hopeless as ever?, Yet 
the same translation of Holy Scripture is read alike in the 
public assemblies of the Nestorians among the fastnesses of 
Coordistan, of the Monophysites who are scattered over the 
plains of Syria, of the Christians of St Thomas along the coast 
of Malabar, and of the Maronites on the mountain-terraces of 

Lebanon. Even though these last acknowledged the supremacy 
of Rome in the twelfth century, and certain Nestorians of 
Chaldea in the eighteenth, both societies claimed at the time, 
and enjoy to this day, the free use of their Syriac translation of 
Holy Scripture. Manuscripts, too, obtained from each of these 
rival communions, have flowed from time to time into the 

libraries of the West, yet they all exhibit a text in every im- 
portant respect the same; all are without the Apocalypse and 
four of the Catholic Epistles, which latter we know to have been 
wanting in the Syriac in the sixth century (Cosmas Indico- 

1 All modern accounts of the unorthodox sects of the East confirm Walton’s 

beautiful language two hundred years ago: ‘‘ Etsi verd, olim in hereses miserd 

prolapsi, se a reliquis Ecclesiz Catholice membris separarint, unde justo Dei 

judicio sub Infidelium jugo oppressi serviunt, qui ipsis dominantur, ex continuis 

tamen calamitatibus edocti et sapientiores redditi (est enim Schola Crucis Schola 

Lucis) tandem eorum misertus Misericordiarum Pater eos ad rectam sanamque 

mentem, rejectis antiquis erroribus, reduxit” (Walt. Prolegomena, Wrangham, Ton. 

II, p. 500), : 
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pleustes apud Montfaucon, Collectio Nova Patrum et Script. 

Graec. Tom. 11. p. 292), a defect, we may observe in passing, 

which alone is no slight proof of the high antiquity of the ver- 

sion that omits them; all correspond with whatever we know 
from other sources of that translation which, in contrast with 

one more recent, was termed “old” ({So,a) by Thomas of 

Harkel a.p. 616, and “ Peshito” (tho) the “Simple” 

by the great Monophysite doctor, Gregory Bar-Hebraeus [1226- 
86]. Literary history can hardly afford a more powerful case 
than has been established for the identity of the version of the 
Syriac now called the Peshito with that used by the Eastern 
Church, long before the great schism had its beginning in the 
native land of the blessed Gospel. 

The first printed edition of this most venerable monument 

of the Christian faith was published in quarto at Vienna in the 
year 1555 (some copies are re-dated 1562), at the expense of the 
Emperor Ferdinand I., on the recommendation and with the 
active aid of his Chancellor, Albert Widmanstadt, an accom- 

plished person, whose travelling name in Italy was John Lucre- 
tius. It was undertaken at the instance of Moses of Mardin, 
legate from the Monophysite Patriarch Ignatius to Pope 
Julius TI. (1550—55), who seems to have brought with him 
a manuscript of the Jacobite family, although written at Mosul, 

for publication in the West: Widmanstadt contributed a second 
manuscript of his own, though it does not appear whether 
either or both contained the whole New Testament. This 
beautiful book, the different portions of which have separate 
dedications, was edited by Widmanstadt, by Moses, and by 
W. Postell jointly, in an elegant type of the modern Syriac 
character, the vowel and diacritic points, especially the linea 
occultans, being frequently dropped, with subscriptions and titles 
indicating the Jacobite Church lessons in the older, or Estran- 
gelo, letter. It omits, as was natural and right, those books 
which the Peshito does not contain: viz. the second Epistle 
of Peter, the second and third of John, that of Jude and the 
Apocalypse, together with the disputed passage John vii. 53— 
vill. 11, and the doubtful, or more than doubtful clauses in Matt. 
xxvil. 85; Acts viii. 37; xv. 34; 1 John v. 7. This editdo 
princeps of the Peshito New Testament, though now become 
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very scarce (one half of its thousand copies having been sent 
into Syria), is held in high and deserved repute, as its text is 
apparently based on manuscript authority alone. 

Immanuel Tremellius, a converted Jew and Professor of 
Divinity at Heidelberg, published the second edition in folio in 
1569, containing the New Testament in Hebrew type, with a 
literal Latin version, accompanied by the Greek text and Beza’s 
translation of it, with a Chaldee and Syriac grammar annexed. 
Tremellius used several manuscripts, especially one at Heidel- 
berg, and made from them and his own conjecture many 
changes, which were not always improvements, in the text; 
besides admitting some grammatical forms which are, Chaldee 
rather than Syriac. His Latin version has been used as their 
basis by later editors, down to the time of Schaaf. Tremellius’ 
and Beza’s Latin versions were reprinted together, without 
their respective originals, in 1592. Subsequent editions of the 
Peshito New Testament were those of the folio Antwerp or 
Royal Spanish Polyglott of Plantin (1569—72), in Hebrew and 
Syriac type, revised from a copy dated a. D. 1188, which Postell 
had brought from the East: two other editions of Plantin in 
Hebrew type without points (1574, 8°, 1575, 24°), the second 
containing various readings extracted by Francis Rapheleng from 
a Cologne manuscript for his own reprints of 1575 and subse- 
quently of 1583: the smaller Paris edition, also in unpointed 
Hebrew letters, 4°, 1584, by Guy Le Fevre, who prepared the 
Syriac portion of the Antwerp Polyglott: that of Elias Hutter, 
in two folio volumes (Nuremberg 1599—1600), in Hebrew 
characters ; this editor ventured to supply in Syriac of his own 
making, the single passages wanting in the editio princeps, and 
the spurious Epistle to the Laodiceans: Martin Trost’s edition 
(Anhalt-Cothen, 1621, 4° ») in Syriac characters, with vowel- 
points and a list of various readings, is “much superior to 
Hutter’s. 

The magnificent Paris Polyglott (fol. 1645) i is the first which 
gives us the Old Testament portion of the Peshito, though in 
an incomplete state. The Maronite Gabriel Sionita, who super- 
intended this portion of the Polyglott, made several changes 
in the system of vowel punctuation, possibly from analogy 
rather than from manuscript authority, but certainly for the 
better. His judgment however was much at fault when he in- 
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serted as integral portions of the Peshito the version of the four 
missing Catholic Epistles, which had been published in 1630 
by our illustrious oriental scholar, Edward Pococke, from some: 

manuscript in the Bodleian: and another of the Apocalypse, 
edited at Leyden in 1627 by Louis de Dieu, from an unpromis- 
ing and recent manuscript, lately examined by Tregelles, in the 
University Library there: (Scaliger MS. 18). Of the two, the 
‘version of the Catholic Epistles seems decidedly the older, and. 
both bear much resemblance to the later Syriac or Philoxenian 
translation, but neither have the smallest claim to be regarded 
as portions of the Peshito, to which, however, they have unhap- 
pily been appended ever since. 

Bp. Walton’s, or the London Polyglott (fol. 1654—7), af- 
fords us little more than a reprint of Sionita’s Syriac text, with 
Trost’s various readings appended, but interpolates the text yet 
further by inserting John vii. 53—viii. 11 from a manuscript 
(now lost) of Archbishop Ussher, by whom it had been sent 
to De Dieu before 1631. As this passage is not in the true 
Philoxenian, we are left to conjecture as to its real date and 
character, only that De Dieu assures us that the Ussher ma- 
nuscript contained the whole New Testament, which no copy 
of the Peshito or other Syriac version yet known has been 
found to do. 

Giles Gutbier published at Hamburg (8°, 1664) an edition 
containing all the interpolated matter, and 4 Joh. v. 7 in addi- 
tion, from Tremellius’ own version, which he inserted in Ads 
margin. Gutbier used two manuscripts, by one of which, 
belonging to Constantine L’Empereur, he corrected Sionita’s 
system of punctuation. A glossary, notes and various readings 
are annexed. The Salzburg edition 12°, 1684, seems a mere 
reprint of Plantin’s; nor does that published at Rome in 1703 
for the use of the Maronites, though grounded upon manuseript 
authority, appear to have much critical value. 

A collation of the various readings in all the preceding 
editions, excepting those of 1684 and 1703, is affixed to the 
Syriac N. 'T. of J. Leusden and Ch. Schaaf (4°, Leyden, 1709: 
with a new title-page 1717). It extends over one hundred pages, 
and, though most of the changes are very insignificant, -is 
tolerably accurate and of considerable value. This edition con- 
tains a revised Latin version, and is usually accompanied with. 
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an admirable Syriac Lexicon (it might almost be called a Con- 
cordance) of the Peshito New Testament. Its worth, however, 

is considerably lessened by a fancy of Leusden for pointing the 
vowels according to the rules of Chaldee rather than of Syriac 
grammar: after his death, indeed, and from Luke xviii. 27 
onwards, this grave mistake was corrected by Schaaf. Of 
modern editions the most convenient, or certainly the most 
accessible to English students, are the N. T. Professor Lee 
prepared in 1816 for the British and Foreign Bible Society 
with the Eastern Church-lessons noted in Syriac, and that of 
Greenfield, both in Bagster’s Polyglott of 1828, and in a small 
form, which aims at representing Widmanstadt’s text distinct 
from the subsequent additions derived from other sources. Lee’s 
edition was grounded on a collation of three fresh manuscripts, 
besides the application of other matter previously available to 
the revision of the text; but the materials on which he founded. 

his conclusions have never been printed, although their learned. 
collector once intended to do so; and many years afterwards 
consented to lend them to Scrivener for that purpose; a promise 
which death ultimately hindered him from redeeming. An 
edition printed in 1829 by the British and Foreign Bible 
Society for the Nestorian Christians was based on a single 
manuscript brought from Mosul by Dr Wolff. 

From the foregoing statement it will plainly appear that 
the Peshito Syriac has not yet received that critical care on the 
part of editors that its antiquity and importance so urgently 
demand; such a work in fact is one of the few great tasks yet 
open to the enterprise of scholars. Nor have we any cause 
to regret the scantiness of the means at our disposal for its 
accomplishment. In the Vatican, “ ditissimo illo omnium dis- 

eiplinarum promptuario,” as Wiseman calls it in his honest 
pride (Horae Syriacae, p. 151), the master-hand of the Dane 
Adler [1755—1805] has been engaged on several codices of 
the Peshito’, one dated as early as A.D. 548; many more 
must linger unexamined in the recesses of continental libraries, 
especially at Paris and Florencé. Our own Museum, even be- 
fore it was enriched from the monasteries of Egypt, possessed 
several copies of venerable age, one of which has been collated 

1 Novi Testamenti Versiones Syriacae, Simplex, Philoxeniana, et Hierosoly- 

mitana...a Jd. G. Ch. Adler. Hafniae, 1789, 4t0. 
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by Tregelles and others (Rich. 71571); and if “the general result 
is, that though some materials are certainly thus afforded for 
the critical revision of the text, by far the greater part of the 
changes relate to grammatical forms, and particulars of that 
kind” (Tregelles’ Horne, p. 264), yet here we have access to 
the kind of text current among the Nestorians in the eighth 
century, long before their copies could have been corrupted by 
intercourse with the Latins. At Cambridge too are deposited 
two manuscripts, both used by Lee, one of them containing the 
Old Testament also (Univ. Libr. Ff. 2. 15), thought by some 
to be written about the seventh century, and brought from the 
Malabar coast in 1806 by Buchanan: in the Bodleian at least 
the two whose readings were published by Jones in 1805. 
With such full means of information within our reach it will 
not be to our credit if a good critical edition of the Peshito be 
much longer unattempted. 

It is not easy to determine why the name of Peshito “the 
simple’ should have been given to the oldest Syriac version of 
Scripture to distinguish it from others that were subsequently 
made. The term would seem to signify “faithful” rather than 
“literal ;” for in comparison with the Philoxenian it is the very 
reverse of a close rendering of the original. We shall presently 
submit to the reader a few extracts from it, contrasted with the 
same passages in other Syriac versions (below, pp. 249—251) ; for 
the present we can but assent to the ripe judgment of Michaelis, 
who after thirty years’ study of its contents, declared that he 
could consult no translation with so much confidence in cases 
of difficulty and doubt. In regard to the criticism of the text, 
its connexion with Cod. D and the Latin versions has been 
often dwelt upon. or its style, composed in the purest dialect 
of a perspicuous and elegant, if not a very copious language, 
no version can well be more exempt from the besetting faults 
of translators, constraint and stiffness of expression: yet while 

1 Of this copy the late Professor Rosen, in the Preface to the Catalogue of 
Syriac MSS, in the British Museum, 1838, thus writes: “Inter quos ante alios 
omnes memorabile est N. T. exemplar Nestorianum, liber et antiquitate sua, 
quum saeculo octavo scriptus est, et summé scripturae diligentiaé, atque elegantia, 
inter omnia quotquot nobis innotuerunt Syriaca N. T. exemplaria, eximia laude 
dignus. Etenim remotioris etiam aetatis codices Syriacos extare comperimus qui- 
dem ; sed de nullo nos vel audire vel legere meminimus, qui omnes quos Nesioriani 
agnoscunt N, T. libros amplecteretur,” : ; 
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remarkable for its ease and freedom, it very seldom becomes 
loose or paraphrastic. Though a word or two may occasion- 
ally be inserted to unravel some involved construction (Act. x. 
88; Eph. iti. 1; Col. ii. 14; 1 Johni. 1), or to elucidate what 
else might be obscure (Luke ix. 34; xvi.8; Actsi. 19; i114; 
24; v.4; xii. 15; Rom. xii. 16; xiv. 1, &.); yet seldom 
would its liberty in this particular offend any but the most 
servile adherent to the letter of the Greek. The Peshito has 
well been called ‘the Queen of versions” of Holy Writ, for it 
is at once the oldest and one of the best of all those, whereby 
God’s Providence has blessed and edified the Church. - 

(2). Zhe Curetonian Syriac. 

Dean Alford is bold enough to call this fragment “ perhaps 
the earliest and most important of all the versions” (N. T. 
Proleg. p. 114); and though this estimate may be deemed a 
little unreasonable, we cannot doubt that its discovery is the 
most valuable of the many services rendered to sacred and pro- 
fane literature by Canon Cureton, whose energy and practised 
sagacity, displayed in his researches among Syriac manuscripts, 
have been aided by that good fortune which does not always 
fail those who deserve her smile. The volume which contained 
these portions of the Gospels (and no other copy of the trans- 
lation has yet been found) had been brought by Archdeacon 
Tattam in 1842 from the same monastery as the palimpsest 
Cod. R described in the last chapter (p. 115). The eighty- 

two leaves and a half on which what remains of the version 
is written (although two of them did not reach England till 
1847) were picked out by Dr Cureton, then one of the officers 
in the Manuscript department of the British Museum, from a 
mass of other matter which had been bound up with them by 

unlearned possessors, and comprise the Additional MS. 14, 451* 
of the library they adorn. They are in quarto, with two 
columns on a page, in a bold hand and Estrangelo or old 

Syriac character, on vellum originally. very white, the single 
points for stops, some titles, &c. being in red ink; and there 

are no marks of Church-lessons by the first hand, which Cure- 
ton (a most competent judge) assigns to the middle of the fifth 
century. The fragments contain Matth. i, 1—viii. 22; x. 32— 
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xxiii, 25; Mark xvi. 17—20; John i 1—42; iii. 6—vi. 37; 

xiv, 10—12; 16—18; 19—23; 26—29; Luke ii. 48—i. 16; 

vii. 88—xv. 21; xvii. 24—xxiv. 44, or 1786 verses, so ar- 

yanged. that St Mark’s Gospel is immediately followed by St 

John’s (see p. 62). The Syriac text was printed in fine Estran- 

gelo type in 1848, and freely imparted to such scholars as 

might need its help; it was not till 1858 that the work was 

published’, with a very literal translation into rather bald 

English (see above, p. 8), a beautiful and exact fac-simile by 
Mrs Cureton, and a Preface (pp. xev), full of interesting or 
startling matter, which has been criticised in no friendly tone. 
Indeed, the difficult but unavoidable investigation into the rela- 
tion his new version bears to the Peshito has been further 
complicated by Dr Cureton’s persuasion that he had discovered 
in these Syriac fragments a text of St Matthew's Gospel that 
“to a great extent, has retained the identical terms and ex- 
pressions which the Apostle himself employed; and that we 
have here, in our Lord’s discourses, to a great extent the very 
same words as the Divine Author of our holy religion himself 
uttered in proclaiming the glad tidings of salvation in the 
Hebrew dialect...” (p. xciii): that here in fact we have to a 
great extent the original of that Hebrew Gospel of St Matthew 
of which the canonical Greek Gospel is but a translation. It 
is beside our present purpose to examine in detail the arguments 
of Dr Cureton on this head’, and it would be the less neces- 

sary in any case, since they seem to have convinced no one save 

1 Remains of a very antient recension of the four Gospels in Syriac, hitherto 

unknown in Europe, discovered, edited, and translated by William Cureton, D.D. 
...Canon of Westminster, 4t0, London, 1858. 

* Less able writers than Dr Cureton have made out a strong, though not 
I think a convincing case, for the Hebrew origin of St Matthew’s Gospel, and thu 

far his argument is plausible enough. To demonstrate that the version he has 

discovered is based upon that Hebrew original, at least so far as to be a modifica- 

tion of it and not a translation from the Greek, he has but a single plea that will 

bear examination, viz. that out of the many readings of the Hebrew or Nazarene 

Gospel with which we are acquainted (the reader will see three, two of them pre- 
viously unknown, above p. 125), his manuscript agrees with it in the one parti- 
cular of inserting the three kings, ch. i, 8, though even here the number of JSourteen 
generations retained in v. 17 shews them to be an interpolation. Such cases as 
Juda, ch. ii. 1; Ramtha, v. 18; ? for Src or the relative, ch. xiii. 16, can prove 
nothing, as they are common to the Curetonian with the Peshito, from which 
version they may very well be derived. 
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himself: but the place his version occupies with reference to the 
Peshito is a question that cannot be quite passed over, even in 
an elementary treatise like the present. 

. Any one who shall compare the verses we have cited from 
them in parallel columns (pp. 249, 251) will readily admit that 
the two translations have a- common origin, whatever that may 
be; many other passages, though not perhaps of equal length, 
might be named where the resemblance is closer still; where 
for twenty words together the Peshito and the Curetonian shall 
be positively identical, although the Syriac idiom would admit 
other words and another order just as naturally as that actually 
employed. Nor will this conclusion be shaken by the not less 
manifest fact that, throughout many passages the diversity is so 
great that no oné, with those places alone before him, would 
be led to suspect any connection between the two versions; for 
resemblances in such a case furnish a positive proof, not to be 
weakened by the mere negative presumption supplied by diver- 
gencies. Add to this the consideration that the Greek manu- 
scripts from which either version was made or corrected (as the 
case may prove) were materially different in their character ; 
the Peshito for the most part favouring Cod. A, the Curetonian 
taking part with Cod. D, or the Old Latin, or often standing 
quite alone, unsupported by any critical authority whatever; and 
the reader is then in possession of the whole case, from whose 
perplexities we have to unravel the decision, which of these two 
recensions best exhibits the text of the Holy Gospels, as received 
from the second century downwards by the Syrian Church. 

(1). Now it is obvious to remark, in the first place, that 
the Peshito has the advantage of possession, and that too of 
fourteen centuries standing. ‘The mere fact that the Syriac 
manuscripts of the rival sects, whether modern or as old as 
the seventh century, agree with each other and with the cita- 
tions from Ephraem in all important points, seems to bring the 
Peshito text, in the same state as we have it at present, up to 
the fourth century of our era. Of this version, again, there are 
many codices, of different ages and widely diffused ; of the Cure- 
tonian but one, of the fifth century, indeed, so far as the verdict 
of a most accomplished judge can determine so delicate a ques- 
tion; yet surely not to be much preferred, in respect to anti- 
quity, to Adlex’s copy of the Peshito in the Vatican, dated 
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A.D. 548. From the Peshito, as the authorised version of the 

Oriental Church, there are many quotations in Syriac books 
from Ephraem downwards; can Dr Cureton, the profoundest 

Syriac scholar in England, allege any second citation from the 
Gospels by a native writer which corresponds with the newly 
discovered version better than with the old, and which may 

serve to keep in countenance the statement of Dionysius Bar- 
salibi, late in the twelfth century, “ there is found occasion-° 
ally a Syriac copy made out of the Hebrew, which inserts the 
three kings in the genealogy” (Matth. i. 8)*? With every 
wish to give to this respectable old writer, and to others who 
bear testimony to the same reading, the consideration that is 
fairly their due, we can hardly fail to see that the weight of 
evidence enormously preponderates in the opposite scale. 

(2). Dr Cureton will probably admit that in external proof 
his theory is not strong, but will deem the internal character of 
the version powerfully in favour of his view. And herein, 
perhaps, he has been a little helped (if he needed or cared 
for such aid) by those hostile critics who have thought to anni- 
hilate the critical influence of his version, when they had 
shewn it to be, as a translation, loose, careless, paraphrastic, full 
of interpolations, for which no authority, or only very bad 
authority, can be found elsewhere. Not that we quite assent 
to Tregelles’ quaint remark, “unfortunately it has been criti- 
cised by those who do not understand the subject, and who have 
actually regarded its merits as defects’ (Introd. Notice to 
Part IT. of N. T. p. iii); negligent or licentious renderings 
(and the Curetonian Syriac is pretty full of them) cannot but 
lessen a version’s usefulness as an instrument of criticism, by 
increasing our difficulty of reproducing the precise words of the 
original which the translator had before him; but in another 
point of view these very faults may still form the main strength 
of Dr Cureton’s case. It is, no doubt, a grave suggestion, that 
the more polished, accurate, faithful and grammatical of the two 
versions—and the Peshito richly deserves all this praise—is 
more likely to have been produced by a careful and gradual — 
revision of one much its inferior in these respects, than. the 
worse to have originated in the mere corruption of the better 

1 Cureton, Preface, pp. xi. xciii. 
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(Cureton, Pref. p. \xxxi). A priori, we readily confess that 
‘probability inclines this way; but itis a probability which 
needs the confirmation of facts, and by adverse facts may be 
‘utterly set aside. If, for instance, he had demonstrated at 
length, instead of hinting incidentally and almost by chance, 
‘that “‘upon the comparison of several of the oldest copies now 
‘in the British Museum of that very text of the Gospels which 
-has been generally received as the Peshito, the more antient the 
manuscripts be, the more nearly do they correspond with the 
text of these Syriac fragments”’ (Pref. lxxiii) in respect to dialec- 
tical peculiarity ; more especially if he could have extended his 
statement to matters more important than bare language or 
grammar, as he very possibly might have done?; it could not be 
said of Dr Cureton, as now it must be said, that on the most 

serious plea in his whole argument, he has allowed judgment to 
pass against him by default. 

Meanwhile we ought not to dissemble our conviction that 
many passages in which the Peshito differs from the Cureto- 
nian version bear strong traces of being corruptions on the part 
of the latter of readings already correctly given by the former ; 
and thus form a class of facts very adverse to the higher 
authority claimed for the newly discovered translation. Such, 
for example, is Luke xxiv. 32, where all existing manuscripts 
{except Cod. D, which has a different reading altogether, xexa- 
Auppévn) have 7 Kapdia ypav Katopéevn jv, “our heart was 
burning within us,” which the Peshito rightly translates by 

joo. 204 cS , while the Curetonian, by the slight 
change of the Estrangelo dolath “J into rish 4, for »O. 
“burning,” presents us with pm, “heavy;” a variation 
supported only by those precarious allies the Thebaic and 
(apparently) the Armenian versions. Had the passage occurred. 
in St Matthew's Gospel, Dr Cureton would of course have 

1 Dr P. N. Land, of the National Reformed Communion in Holland, who 

reviewed Cureton’s work in the Journal of Sacred Literature, October, 1858, very 

pertinently states that in the Edessene codex of A.D. 548 in the Vatican, as col- 

lated by Adler in his Versiones Syriacae, “thirty-nine variations from Schaaf’s 
Péshitts occur within the first seven chapters; and among these thirty-nine, 

twenty-one are literally, and of some others traces are found in Dr C.’s text” 

(p. 153). This information is given ex abundanti benevolentid, for Land calls the 

way Cureton’s book is got up “unprincipled” (p. 160), which I trust is Anglo- 

Dutch for nothing worse than logical, 
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thrown the error upon the Greek translator, as having misread 

his Aramaic original; as the matter stands, it is difficult to 

avoid the conclusion that in this and not a few other passages 

the careless transcriber of the Curetonian mistook or corrupted 

the Peshito, rather than that the Peshito amended the defects, 

real or supposed, of the other. But on this head we can dwell 

no longer. _ 

On the whole, then, fully admitting the critical value of this 

newly-discovered document, and feeling much perplexed when 

we try to account for its origin, we yet see no reason whatever 

to doubt its decided inferiority ex every respect to the primitive 

version still read throughout the Churches of the East. 

(3). Zhe Philoxenian Syriac. 

Of the history of the Philoxenian Syriac version, which 
embraces the whole New Testament except the Apocalypse, 
we possess rather exact information, though some points 
of difficulty may still remain unsolved. Moses of Aghel in 
Mesopotamia, who translated into Syriac certain works of the 
Alexandrian Cyril about 4.p. 550, describes a version of the 
“New Testament and Psalter made in Syriac by Polycarp, 
Rural-Bishop* (rest his soul!) for Xenaias of Mabug,” &e. 
This Xenaias or Philoxenus, from whom the translation takes 
its name, was Monophysite Bishop of Mabug (Hierapolis) in Kast- 
ern Syria (488—518), and doubtless wished to provide for his 

countrymen a more literal translation from the Greek than the 
Peshito aims at being. His scheme may perhaps have been 
injudicious, but it is a poor token of the presence of that quality 
which “thinketh no evil,” to assert, without the slightest 
grounds for the suspicion, “‘ More probable it is that his object 
was of a less commendable character; and that he meant the 

version in some way to subserve the advancement of his party.” 
Dr Davidson will have learnt by this time, that one may lie 

under the imputation of heresy, without being of necessity a 
bigot or a dunce. 

* On the order, functions and decay of the Xwperlexoro, see Bingham’s Anti: 
quities, Book 11., Chapter x1v. 

2 Davidson, Bibl. Crit. Vol. m. p. 186. . 

16 
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Our next account of the work is even more definite. At 
the end of the manuscripts of the Gospels from which the 
printed text is derived, we read a subscription by the first 
hand, importing that “this book of the four holy Gospels was 
translated out of the Greek into Syriac with great diligence and 
labour...first in the city of Mabug, in the year of Alexander 
of Macedon 819 (A. D. 508), in the days of the pious Mar Phi- 
loxenus, confessor, Bishop of that city. Afterwards it was col- 
lated with much diligence by me, the poor Thomas, by the help 
of two [or three] approved and accurate Greek Manuscripts in 
Antonia, of the great city of Alexandria, in the holy monastery 
of the Antonians. It was again written out and collated in 
the aforesaid place in the year of the same Alexander 927 (A. D. 
616), Indiction Iv. How much toil I spent upon it and its 
companions, the Lord alone knows”’...&c. It is plain that by 
“its companions” the other parts of the N.T. are meant, for 
though but one manuscript of the Acts and Epistles in this 
version survive, a similar subscription (specifying but one manu- 
script) is annexed to the Catholic Epistles; those of St Paul 
are defective from Hebr. xi. 27, but two manuscripts are cited 
in the margin. 

That the labour of Thomas (surnamed from Harkel, his 
native place, and like Philoxenus, subsequently Monophysite 
bishop of Mabug) was confined to the collation of the manu- 
scripts he names, and whose various readings, usually in 
Greek characters, with occasional exegetical notes, stand in the 
margin of all copies but one at Florence, is not a probable 
opinion. It is likely that he added the asterisks and obeli which 
abound in the version, and G. H. Bernstein (De Charklenst 
N. T. transl. Syriac. Commentatio, Breslau, 1837) believes that 
he so modified the text itself, that it only remains in the state 
in which Polycarp left it in one codex now at Rome, which he 
collated for a few chapters of St John, From this and other 
copies yet uncollated, as well as from quotations met with in 
Syriac writers, it may possibly appear that the difference be- 
tween the state of the version before and after the recension of 
Thomas of Harkel is more considerable than from his own ex- 
pressions we might have anticipated. 

We are reminded by Tregelles, who is always ready to 
give every one his due, that our own Pococke in 1630, in the 
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Preface to his edition of the Catholic Epistles wanting in the 
Peshito (see p. 233), both quotes an extract from Dionysius 

Barsalibi, Bishop of Amida (Diarbekr), in the twelfth century 
(see p. 239), which mentions this version, and even shews some 

acquaintance with its peculiar character. Although again brought 

to notice in the comprehensive Bibliotheca Orientalis (1719—28), 
of the elder J. S. Assemani [1687—1768], the Philoxenian at- 
tracted no attention until 1730, in which year Samuel Palmer 

sent from Diarbekr to Dr Gloucester Ridley four Syriac manu- 
scripts, two of which proved to belong to this translation, both 
containing the Gospels, one of them being the only extant copy 
of the Acts and all the Epistles. Fortunately Ridley [1702— 
1774] was a man of some learning and acuteness, or these pre- 
cious codices might have lain disregarded as other copies of the 
same version had long done in Italy ; so that though he did not 
choose, in spite of his fair preferment in the Church, to incur 
the risk of publishing them in full, he communicated his dis- 
covery to Wetstein, who came to England once more, in 1746, 
for the purpose of collating them for his edition of the N. T., 
then soon to appear: he could spare, however, but fourteen days 
for the task, which was far too short a time, and the more 
so as the Estrangelo character was new to him. In 1761 
Ridley produced his tract, De Syriacarum N. F. Versionum 
Indole atque Usu Dissertatio, and on his death his manuscripts 
went to New College, of which society he had been a Fellow. 
The care of publishing them was then undertaken by the 
Delegates of the Oxford Press, who selected for their editor 
Joseph White [1746—-1814], then Fellow of Wadham College, 
and Professor of Arabic, afterwards Canon of Christ Church, 
who, though now, I fear, chiefly remembered for the most foolish 
action of his life, was an industrious, able and genuine scholar. 
Under his care the Gospels appeared in 2 vol. 4°, 17881, with a 
Latin version and satisfactory Prolegomena; the Acts and 
Catholic Epp. in 1799, the Pauline in 1803. Meanwhile Storr 

* Sacrorum Evangeliorum Versio Syriaca Philoxeniana, ex Codd. MSS, Rid- 
leianis in Bibliotheca Novi Collegii Oxon. repositis ; nunc primum edita, cum 
Interpretatione Latina et Annotationibus J osephi White. Oxonii e Typographeo 
Clarendoniano, 1778. 2tom. 4°. And so for the two later volumes. Ridley named 
that one of his manuscripts which contains only the Gospels Codex Barsalibaci, 
as notes of revision by that writer are found in it (e.g. John vii, 53—viii. 11). 

16—2 
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(Observat. super N. T. vers. Syr. 1772) and Adler (N. T. Version. 
Syr. 1789) had examined and described seven or eight conti- 
nental codices of the Gospels in this version, some of which 
are thought superior to White's. 

The characteristic feature of the Philoxenian is its excessive 
closeness to the original: it is probably the most servile version 
of Scripture ever made. Specimens of it will appear on pp. 249 
—251, by the side of those from other translations, which will 
abundantly justify this statement. The Peshito is beyond doubt 
taken as its basis, and is violently changed in order to force 
it into rigorous conformity with the very letter of the Greek. 
In the twenty verses of Matth. xxviii we note 76 such altera- 
tions: three of them seem to concern various readings (vv. 2; 
18; and 5 marg.); six are inversions in the order; about five 
are substitutions of words for others that may have grown 
obsolete: the rest are of the most frivolous description, the 
definite state of nouns being placed for the absolute, or vice 

vers@; the Greek article represented by the Syriac pronoun; 

the inseparable pronominal affixes (that delicate peculiarity of 
the Aramean dialects) retrenched or discarded; the most un- 
meaning changes made in the tenses of verbs, and the lesser 
particles, Its very defects, however, as a version give it weight 
as a textual authority: there can be no hesitation about the 
readings of the copies from which such a book was made. While 
those employed for the version itself in the sixth century re- 
sembled more nearly our modern printed editions, the three 
or more codices used by Thomas at Alexandria must have 
been nearly akin to Cod. D (especially in the Acts), and next 
to D, support BL 1. 33. 69. 

The asterisks (+) and obeli (\) ~) of this version will be 
observed in our specimens (pp. 250—1), and seem to be due to 
Thomas of Harkel. Like the similar marks in Origen’s Hexa- 
pla (from which they were doubtless borrowed), they have 
been miserably displaced by copyists; so that their real pur- 
pose is a little uncertain. Wetstein, and after him even Storr 
and Adler, refer them to changes made in the Philoxenian from 
the Peshito: White more plausibly considers the asterisk to 
intimate an addition to the text, the obelus to recommend a 

removal from it. 
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(4). The Jerusalem Syriac. 

Of this version but one manuscript has been discovered, and. 
that virtually by Adler, who collated, described and copied a 

portion of it (Matth. xxvii. 83—382). for that great work in a 
small compass, his N. Z. Versiones Syriacae: 8. EH. Assemani 
the nephew had merely inserted it in his Vatican Catalogue 
(1756). It is a partial Lectionary of the Gospels in the Vatican 
(MS. Syr. 19), on 196 quarto thick vellum leaves, written in 
two columns in a rude hand (I being expressed by 2, P by B), 
with rubric notes of Church-lessons in the Carshunic, i.e. 
bad Arabic in Syriac letters. From a subscription we learn 
that the scribe was Elias, a presbyter of Abydos, who wrote 
it in the Monastery of the Abbot Moses at Antioch, in the 
year of Alexander 1341, or A.p. 1030. Adler gives a poor fac- 
simile (Matth. xxvii. 12—22): the character is peculiar, and all 
diacritic points (even that distinguishing dolath from rish), as 
as well as many other changes, are thought to be by a later 
hand. Tregelles confirms Assemani’s statement, which Adler 
had disputed, that the first six leaves, shewing traces of Greek 

writings buried beneath the Syriac, proceeded from another 
scribe. The remarkable point, however, about this version 
(which seems to be made from the Greek, and is quite indepen- 
dent of the Peshito) is the peculiar dialect it exhibits, and 
which has suggested its name. Its grammatical forms are far 
less Syriac than Chaldee, which latter it resembles even in 

that characteristic particular, the prefixing of yud, not nun, 
to the third person masculine of the future of verbs'; the 
most ordinary words it employs can be illustrated only from 
the Chaldee portions of the Old Testament, from the Jerusalem 
Targum, or the Talmud®. Adler’s account of the translation 

1 Thus also the termination of the definite state plural of nouns is made in tl 
for | : the third person affix to plural nouns in «20 for 2010, 

* Thus in the compass of the six verses we have cited from Adler (below, p. 250) 

occur not only the Greek words Leno; 0 (katpds) ¥. 3, and leoas (vads) v. 5, 
which are common enough in all Syriac books, but such Chaldaisms as «4? for 

S72» 8 (vv. 4, 6, 7); eRQD, v, 3, “ when;” Jor, v 3, ‘repented ;” {So9| 
for (S09, wv. 4, 6, 8, “blood ;” Ola AS v. 4, “to us;” hong, v. 5, “himself ;” 
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and its copyist is not very flattering “satis constat dialectum 
esse incultam et inconcinnam...... orthographiam autem vagam, 
inconstantem, arbitrariam, et ab imperito librario, rescribendo 
et corrigendo denuo impeditam” (Vers. Syr. p. 149). As it 
is mentioned by no Syriac writer, it was probably used but 
in a few remote churches of Lebanon or Galilee: but though 
(to employ the words of Porter) “in elegance far surpassed by 
the Peshito; in closeness of adherence to the original by the 
Philoxenian” (Principles of Textual Criticism, Belfast, 1848, 
p- 356); it has its value, and that not inconsiderable, as a 
witness to the state of the text at the time it was turned into 
Syriac; whether, with Adler, we regard it as derived from a 
complete version of the Gospels made not later than the sixth 
century, or with Tischendorf refer it to the fifth, or with 
Tregelles (who examined the codex at Rome) it be thought 
a mere translation of some Greek Hvangelistarium of a more 
recent date.- Of all the Syriac books, this copy and Barsalibi’s 
recension of the Philoxenian (see p. 243 note) alone contain John 
vii. 53—viil. 11; the Lectionary giving it as the Proper Lesson 
for Oct. 8, St Pelagia’s day (see above, p. 74). In general its 
readings much resemble those of Codd. BD, siding with B 85 
times, with D 79; but with D alone 11 times, with B alone 
but 3. 

(5). Akin to this Jerusalem version, as Tischendorf suspects, 
and certainly resembling it in the shape of its letters, is a pa- 
limpsest fragment brought by him “ from the Hast” (see p. 121), 
and now at St Petersburg, briefly described in his Anecdota 
sacra et profana, p. 18, and there illustrated by a facsimile. 
He assigns its date to the fifth century, but it yet remains to 
be collated. 

(6). Zhe Karkaphensian Syriac. 

Assemani (Biblioth. Orient. Tom. 1. p. 283), on the au- 
thority of Gregory Barhebraeus (above p. 231), mentions a Syriac 
version of the N. T., other than the Peshito and Philoxenian, 

<>}, v. 6, “price” (Pesh. has waS0rl Philox, KOs, Tih) 3 ces, v8, 

‘* therefore ;” olor v.8, “this,” made up of Syr. oon and Chald, {01, 
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which was named “Karkaphensian” ({A.2.0;.0), whether be- 
cause it was used by Syrians of the mountains, or from Carcuf, 
a city of Mesopotamia. Adler (Vers. Syr. p. 83) was inclined 
to believe that Barhebraeus meant rather a revised manuscript 

than a separate translation, but Cardinal Wiseman, in the course 
of those youthful studies which gave such seemly, precocious, 

deceitful promise (Horae Syriacae, Rom. 1828), discovered in the 

Vatican (MS. Syr. 153) a Syriac translation of both Testa- 

ments, with the several portions of the New standing in the fol- 
lowing order; Acts, James, 1 Peter, 1 John, the fourteen Epistles 

of St Paul, and then the Gospels (see p. 62), these being the 
only books contained in the Peshito (see p. 231). On being 
compared with that venerable translation, the Vat. 153 was 
found to resemble it much, (though the Peshito is -somewhat 
less literal), only that in Proper Names and Greek words it 
follows the more exact Philoxenian. In the margin also are 
placed by the first hand many readings indicated by the notation 
af, which turns out to mean the Peshito. The codex is on 
thick yellow vellum, in large folio, with the two columns so 
usual in Syriac writing; the ink, especially the points in ver- 
milion, has often grown pale, and it has been carefully re- 
touched by a later hand; the original document being all the 
work of one scribe: some of the marginal notes refer to various 
readings. There are several long and tedious subscriptions 
in the volume, whereof one states that the copy was written 
“in the year of the Greeks 1291 (A.D. 980) in the [Monophy- — 
site] monastery of Aaron on [mount] Sigara, in the jurisdiction 
of Calisura, in the days of the Patriarchs John and Menna, 
by David a deacon of Urin in the jurisdiction of Gera” [Téppa, 
near Beroea or Aleppo]. It may be remarked that Assemani 
has inserted a letter in the Bibliotheca Orientalis from John the 
Monophysite Patriarch [of Antioch] to his brother Patriarch, 
Menna of Alexandria. This manuscript, of which Wiseman 
gives a rather rude facsimile, is deemed by him of great im- 
portance in tracing the history of the Syriac vowel-points. He 
names other manuscripts (e.g. Barberini 101) which seem to 
belong to this version, and reserves a full collation for that more 
convenient season which in his tumultuous life is yet to come. 
We subjoin Matth. i, 19 in four versions, wherein the close con- 
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' nexion of the Karkaphensian with the Peshito is very manifest. 
The vowel points of the Karkaphensian are irregularly put, and 
deserve notice. 

PESHITO. 

blo oSs5 23 ame! 

(C100 ;219 155 to Joon 

Clipa3 Aula bso» ww 3Zlo 

~ 

LX bso <2? sacnas 

jot log D bila too 
ww3Z]o Sau; Lac) 

ob SS AafXacta) Joo 

KARKAPHENSIAN, 

bls oso Up casas 
oon yY sy eo o 

OLa00;-21.19 rary lo .jom 

Mlead%o> jon wudssl}o 

Olaped 

PHILOXENIAN, 

: Joot wotoAa) Lalor odo 
on 

2 O1m;239 lon ion Lo 

Tet Lalo, oe} 
Marg. wapoderyparicoat. 

We have now traced the history of the several Syriac 
versions, so far at least as to afford the reader some general 
idea of their relative importance as materials for the correction 
of the sacred text. On pp. 249—251 are given parallel versions 
of Matth. xu. 1—4; Mark xvi. 17—20 from the Peshito, the 

Curetonian, and the Philoxenian, the only versions yet published 
in full; for Matth. xxvii. 3—8, in the room of the Curetonian, 

which is here lost, we have substituted the Jerusalem Syriac; 
and have retained throughout Thomas’ marginal notes to the 
Philoxenian, its asterisks and obeli. We have been compelled 
to employ the common Syriac type, though every manuscript 
of respectable antiquity is written in the Estrangelo character. 
Even from these slight specimens the servile strictness of the. 
Philoxenian, and some leading characteristics of the other ver- 
sions, will readily be apprehended by an attentive student (e. g. 
Cureton. Matth. xii. 1; 4; Mark xvi. 18; 20). 
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4, Tue Lavin Versions. (1). The Old Latin, previous to 
Jerome's revision. . 

Since we know that a branch of the Christian Church 
existed at Rome “many years” before St Paul’s first visit to 
that city (Rom. xv. 23), and already flourished there towards 
the end of the first century, it seems reasonable to conjecture 
that the earliest Latin version of Holy Scripture was made for 
the use of believers in the capital, or at all events in other parts 

‘of Italy (Heb. xiii. 24). There are, moreover, passages in the 
works of the two great Western Fathers of the fourth century, 
Jerome [345?—420] and Augustine [354—430], whose obvi- 
ous and literal meaning might lead us to conclude that there 
existed in their time many Latin translations, quite independent 
in their origin, and used almost indifferently by the faithful. 
Their statements are very well known, but must needs be cited 

‘anew, as bearing directly on the point now at issue. When 
Jerome, in that Preface to the Gospels which he addressed to 
Pope Damasus (8366—84), anticipates but too surely the unpo- 
pularity of his revision of them among the people of his own 
generation, he consoles himself by the reflection that the varia~ 
tions of previous versions prove the unfaithfulness of them 
all: “‘ verum non esse quod variat, etiam maledicorum testimonio 
comprobatur.” Then follows his celebrated assertion: ‘“ Si 
enim Latinis exemplaribus fides est adhibenda, respondeant 
quibus: tot enim sunt exemplaria pen® quot codices.” The 
testimony of Augustine seems even more explicit, and at first 
sight conclusive. In his treatise De Doctrind Christiané (Lib. 11. 
capp. 11—15), when speaking of “ Latinorum interpretum in- 
finita varietas,” and “interpretum numerositas,” as not with- 

out their benefit to an attentive reader, he uses these strong 

expressions: “Qui enim Scripturas ex Hebraea lingua in 
Graecam verterunt, numerari possunt, Latini-antem interpretes 
nullo modo. Ut enim cuique primis fidei temporibus in 
manus venit codex Graecus, et aliquantulum facultatis sibi utri- 
usque linguae habere videbatur, ausus est interpretari’” (c. 11); 
and he soon after specifies a particular version as preferable 
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to the rest: “In ipsis autem interpretationibus Itala’ caeteris 

praeferatur, Nam est verborum tenacior cum perspicuitate sen- 

tentiae” (c. 14-5). And, indeed, the variations subsisting 

between the several extant manuscripts of the Old Latin are 
so wide and so perpetual, as in the judgment of no less eminent 
a critic than Ernesti (Jnstit. Interpretis, Pt. 111. Chap. tv. § 11, 
Terrot’s translation) “to prove an original diversity of ver- 
sions.” Such is, no doubt, the primé facie view of the whole 
case. 

When, however, the several codices of the version or ver- 
sions antecedent to Jerome’s revision came to be studied by 
Sabatier and Blanchini, and through their labours to be placed 
within the reach of all scholars’, it was soon perceived, that 
with many points of difference between them, there were evident 
traces of a common source from which all originally sprung: 
and on a question of this kind occasional divergency, how- 
ever extensive, cannot weaken the impression produced by re- 
semblance, if it be too close or too constant to be attributed 
to chance (see above, p. 238). A single example out of thou- 
sands, taken almost at random, will best illustrate our meaning 

(Matth. xx. 1, 2). “Simile est enim...[regn]um caelorum 
homini patri familias, qui exiit primo mane conducere opera- 
rios in vineam suam, Conventione autem facta cum operariis 
ex denario diurno, misit eos in vineam suam.”’ Thus stand the 

verses in the Vercelli manuscript, the oldest and probably the 
best monument of the Latin before Jerome. In the other copies 

_ there is pretty much variation; five or six omit enim, one reads 

autem in its room: one spells coelorum; in one pater is inserted 
before eawt; two have exivit; one reads primd@ mane; one 
(Tischendorf's ’s Codex Palatinus) begins v. 2 more idiomatically, 
“et convenit illi cum operariis denario diurno et misit...”; one 
adds operard after mistt eos. The general form of the construc- 

1 For Jtala Bentley boldly conjectured e illa, changing the following nam 

into quae; Potter more plausibly suggests usitata for Itala: but alteration is quite 

needless. ; 

2 «*Bibliorum Sacrorum Latinae Versiones Antiquae, seu Vetus Italica, et 

ceterae quaecunque in Codicibus MSS. et Antiquorum Libris reperiri potuerunt... 

Opera et studio D. Petri Sabatier. Romae 1743—9, fol. 3 tom.,” and the far 

superior work, “ Evangeliarium Quadruplex Latinae Versionis Antiquae, seu 

Veteris Italicae, editum ex Codicibus Manuscriptis...a Josepho Blanchino, Romae 
1749. fol., 2 tom.” 
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tion, however, is the same in all; all (except the Latin of Cod. 
D, which hardly belongs to this class of documents: see p. 103) 
retain the characteristic “denario diurno”’: so that the result 
of the whole, and of innumerable like instances, is a conviction 
that they are all but offshoots from one parent stock, modifi- 
cations more or less accidental of one single primitive version. 
Now when, this fact fairly established, we look back again to 
the language employed by Jerome and Augustine, we can easily 
see that, with some allowance for his habit of rhetorical exag- 
geration, the former may mean no more than that the scattered 
copies (exemplaria) of the one Old Latin translation vary widely 
from each other; and though the assertions of Augustine are 
too positive to be thus disposed of, yet he is here speaking, not 
from his personal knowledge so much as from vague conjecture ; 
of what had been done not in his own time, but “in the first 
ages of our faith;” and the illustrious Bishop of Hippo; with 
all his earnest godliness, his spiritual discernment and mighty 
strength of reasoning, must yield place as a Biblical critic and 
an investigator of Christian history to many (Eusebius or 
Jerome for example) who were-far his inferiors in intellectual 
power. 

On one point, however, Augustine must be received as a 
competent and most sufficient witness. We cannot hesitate to 
believe that one of the several translations or recensions current 
towards the end of the fourth century was distinguished from 
the rest by the name of Jtala, and in his judgment deserved 
praise for its clearness and fidelity. It was long regarded as 
certain that in Augustine’s Ltalic we might find the Old Latin 
version in its purest form, and that it had obtained that appel- 
lation from Italy, the native country of the Latin language and 
literature, where Walton thinks it likely that it had been used 
from the very beginning of the Church, “cum Ecclesia Latina 
sine versione Latina esse non potuerit’’ (Proleg. x. 1), Mill, 
indeed, who bestowed great pains on the subject, reminds us 
that the first Christians at Rome were composed to so great an 
extent of Jewish and other foreigners whose vernacular tongue 
was Greek, that the need of a Latin translation of Scripture — 
would not at first be felt; yet even he could not place its date 
later than the Pontificate of Pius I. (142—57), the first Bishop 
of Rome after Clement that bears a Latin name (Mill. Proleg. 
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§ 377). It was not till attention had been specially directed 

to the style of the Old Latin version that scholars began to 

suspect its AFRICAN origin, of which no hint had been given 

by early ecclesiastical writers, and which possesses in itself no 

great inherent probability. This opinion, which had obtained 

favour with Eichhorn and some others before him, may be con- 

sidered as demonstrated by Cardinal Wiseman, in a brief and 

fugitive pamphlet entitled “ Z'wo letters on some parts of the con- 

troversy concerning 1 John v. 7," Rome, 1835, since republished 
in his Essays on various subjects, Vol. 1. 1853. So far as his 
argument rests on the exclusively Greek character of the pri- 
mitive Roman Church, a fact which Mill seems to have insisted 
on quite enough, it may not bring conviction to the reflecting 
reader. Even. though the early Bishops of Rome were of 
foreign origin, though Clement towards the end of the first, 
Caius the presbyter late in the second century, who are proved 
by their names to be Latins, yet chose to write in Greek; it , 
does not at all follow that the Church, contained not many o/s Aw 

humbler members, both Romans and Italians, ignorant of any 

language except Latin, for whose instruction a Latin version 
would still be urgently required. On the ground of internal 
evidence, however, Wiseman has made out a case which all who 
have followed him, Lachmann, Tischendorf, Davidson, Tre- 

gelles, accept as irresistible: indeed it is not easy to draw any 
other conclusion from his elaborate comparison of the words, 
the phrases, and grammatical constructions of the Latin version of 
Holy Scripture, with the parallel instances by which they can 
be illustrated from African writers, and from them only (Essays, 
Vol. 1. pp. 46—66). It is impossible to exhibit any adequate 
abridgement of an investigation which owes all its cogency to 
the number and variety of minute particulars, each one weak 

- enough by itself, the whole comprising a mass of evidence which 
cannot be gainsayed. As the earliest citations from the Old 
Latin are found in the ancient translation of Irenaeus, and the 

African fathers Tertullian [150 ?—220?] and Cyprian [d. 258] ; 
so from the study of Tertullian and other Latin authors natives 
of North Africa, especially of the Roman proconsular province 
of that name, we may understand the genius and. character of 
the peculiar dialect in which it is composed; such writers are 
Appuleius in the second century, Arnobius, Lactantius and 
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Augustine of the fourth. In their works, as in the Old Latin 
version, are preserved a multitude of words which occur in 
no Italian author so late as Cicero: constructions (e.g. domt- 
nantur eorum Luke xxii. 25; factam vos fier? Matth. iv. 19) or 
forms of verbs (sive consolamur...sive exhortamur 2 Cor. i. 6) 
abound, which at Rome had long been obsolete; while the 
palpable lack of classic polish is not ill atoned for by a certain 
terseness and vigour which characterises this whole class of 
writers, but never degenerates into vulgarity or absolute bar- 
barism. 

Besides the vestiges of the Old Latin translation detected 
by Sabatier and others in the Latin Fathers and Apologists 
from Tertullian down to Augustine, the following manuscripts 
of the version are extant, and have been cited by critics since. 
the appearance of Lachmann’s edition (1842—50) by the small 
italic letters of the alphabet. 

Manuscripts of the Gospels. 

a. COoDEX VERCELLENSIS [Iv] at Vercelli, said to have been writ- 
ten by Eusebius Bishop of Vercellae and Martyr. J/uét. in many letters 
and words throughout, and entirely wanting in Matth. xxv. 1—16; 
Mark i, 22—34; iv. 17—24; xv. 15—xvi. 7 (xvi. 7—20 in a later 
hand from Jerome’s Vulgate); Luke i, 1—12; xi. 12—-25; xii. 38— 
59. Published by J. A. Irici (Sacrosanctus Hvangeliorum Codex 
S. Eusebiti Magni), Milan 1748, and by Blanchini on the left-hand 
page of his Hvangeliarium Quadruplex; the latter gives a facsimile, 
but Tregelles states that Irici represents the mutilated fragments the 
more accurately. ~ 

b. Cop. Verowensis [Iv or v] at Verona, also in Blanchini’s 
Evang. Quadruplex, on the right-hand page. Jfut. Matth. i. 1—11; 
xv. 12—23; xxiii. 18—27; Mark xiii. 9—19; 24—xvi. 20; Luke 
xix. 26—xxi. 29; John vii. 44—viii. 12 erased. 

c. Cop. Corpmrr. [x1] at Paris, very important though so late; 
edited in full by Sabatier (see p. 253 note 2), but beyond the Gospels 
the version is Jerome’s, and in a later hand. 

d. Coprx Brzaz, its Latin version: see pp. 96—103, and for its 
mut. p. 97, note 1. 

e. Cop. Paxatinus [iv or v] at Vienna, on purple vellum, with 
gold and silver letters, as are Codd. 0/1, edited by Tischendorf (Zvan- 
gelium Palatinum ineditum), Leipsic, 1847. The order of the books 
plainly stands Matthew, John, Luke, Mark (the usual order in these 
Latin codices, see p. 62), but only the following portions are extant: 
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Matth. xii. 49—xiii, 13; 24—xiv. 11 (with breaks); 22—xxiv. 49; 

xxviii. 2—John xviii. 12; 25—Luke viii. 30; 48—xi. 4; 24—53; 

Mark i. 20—iv. 8; 19—vi. 9; xii. 37—40; xiii. 2, 3; 24—27; 33— 

36: i.e. 2627 verses, including all John but 13 verses, all Luke but 

38. 
f. Cop. Brrxranus [v1] at Brescia, edited by Blanchini beneath 

Cod. 6. Mut. Mark xii. 5—xiii. 32; xiv. 70—xvi. 20. 

t',.§. Copp. Corserenses, very ancient, once at.the Abbey of 

Corbey in Picardy. Of f' T. Martianay edited St Matthew and 
St James (Vulgata Antiqua Latina et Itala versio ev. Matth. et ep. 

Jacobi...Paris 1695), the first of any portion of the Old Latin, and 
Blanchini repeated it underneath Cod. a, giving in its place the text 
of 7? in the other Gospels: but Sabatier cites 1 in Mark i, J—v. 
18 and ff” in all parts except Matth. i—xi, and a few other places, 
wherein it is mut. ; 

g, 9°. Copp. Sancermanensss, like Paul. E (p. 132) and others, 
once at the Abbey of St Germain des Prez, near Paris; very ancient. 
Blanchini repeated the readings of these from Martianay in the mar- 
gin of Cod. ff of St Matthew, but Sabatier gave the variations of 
both throughout the Gospels: g? is not often cited by him, and seems 
mut, 

h. Cop. Craromontanus [Iv or v] bought for the Vatican by 
Pius VI. (1774—99), contains only St Matthew in the Old Latin, 
the other Gospels in Jerome’s revision. Mut. Matth. i. 1—iii. 15; 
xiv. 33—xviii. 12. Sabatier gave extracts and Mai published St 
Matthew in full in his Script. Vet. nova collectio Vaticana, Tom. I11. 
p. 257, Rom. 1828. 

t. Cop. VinDOBONENSIS [Vv or vi] brought from Naples to Vienna, 
contains Luke x. 6—xxiii. 10 (“‘evangel. secundum Lucanum” it is 
termed); Mark ii. 17—iii. 29; iv. 4—x. 1; 33—xiv. 36; xv. 33—40. 
This valuable codex has been published by Alter and Paulus in 
Germany in such a form that Tregelles has been obliged to resort to 
Blanchini’s and Griesbach’s extracts, though Tischendorf has used 
Alter’s publication’. 

k. Cop. Boxsrensis [Iv or v] brought from Bobbio to Turin. 
It is valuable, and contains Mark viii. 19—xvi. 8, followed by Matth. 
1. 1—iii. 10; iv. 2—xiv. 17; xv. 20—xvi. 1; 5—7. It was most 
wretchedly edited by F. F. Fleck in 1837, and not very well by 
Tischendorf in the Wiener Jahrbiicher 1847, but he promises a 
separate aud more correct publication. 

“, Cop. RuepicErianvs [vit] at St Elizabeth’s church, Breslau; 
mut. especially in St John. J. E. Scheibel in 1763 published Mat- 
thew and Mark, far from correctly: D. Schulz wrote a Dissertation 
on it in 1814, and inserted his collation of it in his edition of Gries- 
bach’s N. T. Vol. 1. 1827. 

? His citation is from Alter, ‘‘N, Repert. d, bibl. u. morgenl. Literatur,” 111. 
115-170, and to Paulus’ Memorabilia, vit. p. 58—96 (Tischend. N. T. Prol, 
Pp. 244, 7th edn.). 

17 
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m. This letter indicates the readings extracted by Mai (Spicile- 
gium Romanum, 1843, Tom. rx. pp. 61—86) from a “Speculum” [vr or 
vit] which has been ascribed to Augustine, and is unique for contain- 
ing extracts from the whole N.T. except 8t Mark, 3 John, Hebrews, 
and Philemon. It is in the Monastery of Santa Croce, or Bibliotheca 
Sessoriana (No. 58) at Rome. Wiseman drew attention to it in his 
celebrated “‘ Two Letters,” 1835 (see p. 255), because it contains 1 John 
v. 7 in two different places. Both he and Mai furnish facsimiles. 
This “Speculum” (published in full by Mai, Patrum Nova Collectio, 
Vol. 1. pt. 2, 1852) consists of extracts from both Testaments, ar- 
ranged in chapters under various heads or topics. 

For the next four we are indebted to Tischendorf, who inserts 
them in his 7th edition (N. T. Proleg. p. 245), and purposes to. edit 
them in full. 

nm. Cop. Sancautensis [Vv or 1v] at St Gall (see p. 112). It con- 
tains Matth. xvii. 1—5; 14—18; xvii. 19—xviii. 20; xix. 21—xx. 
7; 7—23 (defective); 23—xxi. 3; xxvi. 56—60; 69—74; xxvii. 3; 
62—64; 66—xxvili. 2; 8—20; Mark vii. 13—31; viii. 32—ix. 9; 
xiii, 2—20; xv. 22—xvi. 13; 199 verses. 

o, p are other fragments at St Gall: o [vi1?] contains Mark xvi. 
14—20 in a hand of the Merovingian period: » [vir or vim1| contains 
John xi. 14—44; it seems part of a lectionary in a Scottish (i.e. Irish) 
hand, and from a specimen Tischendorf gives would appear to be very 
loose and paraphrastic. 

g. Cop. Mowacensis [v1] at Munich. Mut. Matth. iii, 15—iv. 
25; v. 25—vi. 4; 28—vii. 8; John x. 11—xii. 39; Luke xxiii, 22 
—36; xxiv. 11—39; Mark i, 7—22; xv. 5—36: an important copy. 

Add to this list Cod. 6, the interlinear Latin of Cod. A (see 
p. 123), whatever be its value. Also Luke xvii. 3—29; xviii. 39— 
xix. 47; xx. 46—xxi. 22, &e. [v] just published at Milan in Monu- 
menta Sacra et Profana, ex Codd. praesertim Bibl. Ambrosian. 

In the Acts we have Codd. dm as in the Gospels: e the Latin ver- 
sion of Cod. E of the Acts (see above, p. 128), and s Cop. Bossrensis, 
now at Vienna [v?], containing palimpsest fragments of Acts xxiii, 
xxvii, xxviii: edited by Tischendorf and Hichenfeld (Wiener Jahr- 
biicher, 1847). 

In the Catholic Epistles are ff (Martianay) of St James and m as 
in the Gospels; s as in the Acts, containing James i. 1—5; iii. 13— 
18; iv. 1; 2; v.19; 20; 1 Pet. i, 1—12. 

In the Pauline Epistles we have m as in the Gospels. Codd. d, 
e, f,g are the Latin versions of Codd. DEFG of St Paul, described 
above, Cod. D, p. 130; God. E, p. 132; Cod. F, p. 133; Cod. G, p. 135. 
Sabatier had given extracts from de, though not very carefully: / (if 
we except the interlinear Latin, see p. 135) rather belongs to Je- 
rome’s recension. 

gue. Oop. GUELFERBYTANUS [v1], fragments of Rom. xi. 33—xii. 5; 
17—xiii. 1; xiv. 9—20; xv. 3—13 (83 verses), found in the great 
Gothic palimpsest at Wolfenbiittel (see p. 113), and published with 
the other matter by Knittel in 1762, and more fully by Tischendorf, 
Anecdota sacra et profana, p. 153, &e. 
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y. Cop. Fristncensts [vi or v] on the covers of some books at 
Munich. These precious fragments (1 Cor. i. 1—27; 28—iii. 5; xv. 
14-48; xvi. 12—24; 2 Cor.i, 1—10; iii. 17—v. 1; ix. 10—xi. 21; 
Phil. iv. 11—23; 1 Thess. i. 1—10; 179 verses), were discovered by 
J. A. Schmeller, were read and will be published by Tischendorf. 

In the Apocalypse we have only m of the Gospels, and large ex- 
tracts in the Commentary of Primasius, an African writer of the 
sixth century, first cited by Sabatier. . 

These twenty-nine (or, counting the same copy more than 
once, thirty-six) codices, compared with what extracts we 

obtain from the Latin Fathers, comprise all we know of the 

version before Jerome. Codd. abc and the fragments of ¢ have ". 
been deemed to represent the Old Latin in its primitive form, | 
as it originated in Africa, and agree remarkably with Cod. D - 
and the Curetonian Syriac, in regard to interpolations, and im- — 

probable or ill-supported readings: so far as they represent a ° 
text as old as the second century, they prove that some manu- ° 
scripts of that early date had already been largely corrupted. . 
Cod. e¢, also, though the specimens we shall give below (pp. 267, 
268) shew extensive divergency from the rest, often bears a 
striking resemblance to Cod. d and its parallel Greek. There 
are, however, copies (Cod. f for instance) of which Lachmann 
speaks, which “ab Afra sud origine mirum quantum discrepent, 
et cum inimicissimis quasi colludant’’ (N. Z. Proleg. Vol. 1. 
p- xii1); and since these best agree with the quotations of 
Augustine, who commended the Jtalic version (see p. 254), and 

counselled that ‘“emendatis non emendati cedant” (De Doct. 

Chr. Lib. 11. c. 14), and that “ Latinis quibuslibet emendandis, 
Graeci adhibeantur” (ib. c. 15); it has been inferred, not im- 
probably, though on somewhat precarious grounds, that such 
codices are of the Jialic recension, formed perhaps in the North 
of Italy, by correcting the elder African from ‘Greek manu- 
scripts of a more approved class. It is obvious, however, that 
little dependence can be placed on a theory thus slenderly sup- 
ported?, nor would the critical value of the Jtalic be diminished 

* I do not perceive the cogency of what Lachmann says that “ Wisemanus 
egregie demonstravit” (NV. 7. Proleg. Vol, 1. p. xiii) on this head from Augustine’s 
argument against Faustus, the African Manichaean (Advers. Faust. Lib, xt. 
c.2). That heretic adopted the principle we are so familiar with now, of accept- 
ing just so much of Scripture as suited his purpose, and no more: “ Inde probo 
hoe illius esse, illud non esse, quia hoe pro me sonat, ilud contra me.” Augustine, 

17—2 

\ 
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were we certain that it had sprung from a revision made by the 
aid of such Greek codices as were the most highly esteemed 
in the third or fourth century. Of the remaining copies, Codd. 
hmen, each with many peculiarities of its own, are assigned to 
the African family, # and g (which Tischendorf praises highly) 
to the Italic, though & has been amended from “a Greek text 
more Alexandrian than that which had been the original basis 
of the Latin version” (Tregelles’ Horne, p. 239), and is other- 
wise remarkable, especially for a habit of abridging whole 
passages. Cod. / is said to possess a mixed text, and ff”, g’, g” 
to be of but little use, so far as they have been cited. It is 
evident that much of this division is arbitrary, and that the 
whole subject needs renewed and close investigation. 

(2). Jerome's revised Latin Version, commonly called 
the Vulgate., 

The extensive variations then existing between different 

copies of the Old Latin version, and the obvious corruptions 

which had crept into some of them, prompted Damasus, Bishop 
of Rome, in A.D. 382, to commit the important task of a formal 
revision of the New, and probably of the Old Testament, to 
Jerome, a presbyter born at Stridon on the confines of Dalmatia 
and Pannonia, probably a little earlier than a.p. 345. This 
learned, fervent and holy man had just returned to Rome, where 
he had been educated, from his hermitage in Bethlehem, and 
in the early ripeness of his high reputation undertook a work 
for which he was specially qualified, and whose delicate nature 
he well understood!. Whatever prudence and moderation could 
do (although these were not the peculiar excellences of his 

ef course, insists in reply on the evidence of ‘‘exemplaria veriora, vel plurium 

codicum vel antiquorum vel linguae praecedentis” [i.e. the Greek],...“‘ vel ex alia- 

rum regionum codicibus, unde ipsa doctrina commeavit.” How all this tends to 
prove that Faustus used African, Augustine Italic manuscripts, is not easily 

understood. 
1 «Novum opus me facere cogis ex veteri: ut post exemplaria Scripturarum 

toto orbe dispersa, quasi quidam arbiter sedeam: et quia inter se variant, quae 

aint illa quae cum Graeca consentiant veritate, decernam. Pius labor, sed pericu_ 

losa praesumptio, judicare de caeteris, ipsum ab omnibus judicandum: senis mu- 
tare linguam, et canescentem jam mundum ad initia retrahere parvulorum.” 

Praef, ad Damasum, 
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character) to remove objections or relieve the scruples of the 
simple, were not neglected by Jerome, who not only made as 
few changes as possible in the Old Latin when correcting 
its text by the help of “ancient” Greek manuscripts, but 
left untouched many words and forms of expression, and not 
a few grammatical irregularities, which in a new translation 
(as his own subsequent version of the Hebrew Scriptures 
makes clear) he would most certainly have avoided. The four 
Gospels, as they stand in the Greek rather than the Latin 
order (see p. 256), revised but not re-translated on this wise prin- 
ciple, appeared in A.D. 384, accompanied with his celebrated 
Preface to Damasus (“summus sacerdos’’), who died that 

same year. Notwithstanding his other literary engagements, 
it is probable enough that his recension of the whole New 
Testament for public use was completed A.D. 385, though 
the proof alleged by Mill (NV. 7. Proleg. § 862), and others 
after his example, hardly meets the case. In the next year 
(A.D. 386), in his Commentary on Galat., Ephes., Titus and 
Philem., he indulges in more freedom of alteration as a 
translator than he had previously deemed advisable; while 
his new version of the Old Testament from the Hebrew 
(completed about A.D. 405) is not founded at all on the Old 
Latin, which was made from the Greek Septuagint; the 
Psalter excepted, which he executed at Rome at the same 
date, and in the same spirit, as the Gospels. The boldness 
of his attempt in regard to the Old Testament is that por- 
tion of his labours which alone Augustine disapproved? (Au- 
gust. ad Hieron. Ep. x. Tom. ti. p. 18, Lugd. 1586, «.p. 
403), and indeed it was never received entire by the Western 
Church, which long preferred his slight revision of the Old 
Latin, made at some earlier period of his life. Gradually, 

however, Jerome’s recension of the whole Bible gained ground, 
as well through the growing influence of the Church of Rome, 

1 «(Evangelia] Codicum Graecorum emendata collatione, sed veterum, quae ne 
multum a lectionis Latinae consuetudine discreparent, ita calamo temperavimus, ut 
bis tantum quae sensum videbantur mutare correctis, reliqua manere pateremur ut 
fuerant.” bid. For a signal instance see below, Chap. Ix., note on Matth. xxi. 3r, 

* To his well-known censure of Jerome’s rendering of the Old Testament from 
the Hebrew, Augustine adds, ‘‘Proinde non parvas Deo gratias agimus de opere 
tuo, quod Evangelium ex Graeco interpretatus es: quia pene in omnibus nulla 
offensio est, cum Scripturam Graecam contulerimus.” 
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as from its own intrinsic merits: so that when in course of 
time it came to take the place of the older version, it also took 
its name of the Vulgate, or common translation. Cassiodorus 
indeed, in the middle of the sixth century, is said to have 
compared the new and old Latin (of the New, perhaps of 
both Testaments) in parallel columns, which thus became 
partially mixed in not a few codices: but Gregory the Great 
(590—604), while confessing that his Church used both 
(‘quia sedes Apostolica, cui auctore Deo praesideo, utraque 
utitur,’ Hist. Dedic. ad Leandrum, c. &) awarded so decided 
a preference to Jerome’s translation from the Hebrew, that this 
form of his Old Testament version, not without some mix- 
ture with his translation from the Septuagint (Walton, Prol. 
x. pp. 242—244, Wrangham), and his Psalter and New Tes- 
tament as revised from the Old Latin, came at length to 
comprise the Vulgate Bible, the only shape in which Holy 
Scripture was accessible in Western Europe (except to a 
few scattered scholars) during the long night of the Middle 
Ages. To guard it from accidental or wilful corruption, Char- 
lemagne (A.D. 797) caused our countryman Alcuin to review 
and correct certain copies, more than one of which are sup- 
posed even yet to survive (e.g. one in the British Museum, 
another described by Blanchini, in the ‘Bibliotheca Valli- 
cellensis’”’ at Rome, which belongs to the Fathers of the 
Oratory of S. Philip Neri). Our Primate and benefactor, the 
Lombard Lanfranc (1069—89) attempted a similar task (Mill, 

NN. T. Proleg. § 1058); the aim too of the several subsequent 
“ Correctoria Bibliorum”’ (see above, p. 153, note) was di- 
rected to the same good end. These remedies, as applied to 
written copies, were of course but partial and temporary; yet 
they were all that seemed possible before the invention of 
printing. The firstfruits of the press, as it was very right- 
they should be, were Latin Bibles; the earliest (of which 
some eighteen copies remain) a splendid and beautiful volume, 
published in Germany about 1452. Of the many editions 
which followed, that in the Complutensian Polyglott (1514 
&c.: see Chapter v.) may be named as very elegant; but in 
none of these does much attention seem to have been paid 
to the purity of the text. Hence when the Council of Trent 
in 1546 had declared that “‘haec ipsa vetus et vulgata editio, 

7 pe 
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quae longo tot saeculorum usu in ipsa ecclesia probata est,” 
should be chosen “ex omnibus Latinis editionibus quae circum- 
feruntur sacrorum librorum,’’ and “in publicis lectionibus, dis- 
putationibus, praedicationibus, et expositionibus pro authentica 
habeatur”’ (Sess. Iv. Can. 2); after assigning the lowest sense 
possible to that ambiguous term “ authentic!,” it became the 
manifest duty of the Church of Rome to provide for its members 
the most correct recension of the Vulgate that skill and dili- 
gence could produce: in fact the Council went on to direct that 
“nosthic Scriptura sacra, potissimtiim verd haec ipsa vetus et 
vulgata editio, quam emendatissimé imprimatur.” Yet it was 
not until the Latin Bible had heen left upwards of fifty 

years longer to the enterprise of private persons (e.g. R. Ste- 
phens in 1540, who gave various readings from 13 manuscripts; 
Jo. Hentenius in the Louvain Bible of 1547; F. Lucas Brugen- 
sis in 1573, 1584, &c.), that Sixtus V. (1585—90), apparently 
after personally bestowing much laudable pains on the work, 
which had been in preparation during the time of his three imme- 
diate predecessors, sent forth what we might term his Autho- 
rised Edition in 1590; not only commanding in the Bull pre- 
fixed to the volume that it should be taken as the standard of 
all future reprints, but even that all copies should be corrected 
by it; and that all things contrary thereto in any manuscript 
or printed book, which for its elegance might still be pre- 
served, be of no weight or authority. Yet this edition (which 
in places had itself received manual corrections by pen or by 
paper pasted over it) was soon found so faulty that it was 
called in to make room for another but two years afterwards 
(1592) published by Clement VIII. (1592—1605), from which 
it differs in many places. The high tone adopted by both 
these Popes, and especially by Sixtus, who had yet to learn 

- that “there is no papal road to criticism” (‘Tregelles’ Horne, Vol. 
Iv. p. 251), afforded a rare opportunity to their enemies for up- 
braiding them on the palpable failure of at least one of them. 
Thomas James, in his Bellum Papale sive Concordia Discors 
(London 1600), gives a long and curious list of the differences 
of the Sixtine and Clementine Bibles, very humorous _per- 
haps as a kind of argumentum ad homines, but not a little 

1 TI must confess I see nothing unreasonable in the statements of the Roman 
doctors cited by Walton, Proleg. x. Wrangham, Tom, 11. pp. 249—~262. 
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unbecoming when the subject is remembered to be an earnest 
attempt to improve the accuracy of a great and widely-spread 
version of Holy Scripture. One thing, however, is certain, that 
neither the Sixtine nor Clementine editions (the latter of 
which retains its place of paramount authority in the Roman 
Church) was prepared on any intelligent principles of criti- 
cism, or furnishes us with such a text as the best manuscripts 
of Jerome’s Vulgate supply to our hands. 

It was easy to enumerate all known codices of the Latin be- 
fore Jerome (pp. 256—9): those of his own version in the libra- 
ries of Western Kurope are absolutely countless: they probably 
much exceed in number those of the Greek Festament, certainly 

those of any other work whatever. By the aid of the oldest and 
best of them Bentley proposed, Lachmann and Tregelles to some 
extent have accomplished, the arduous task of reducing the 
Vulgate from its Clementine form to the condition m which 
Jerome left it. A very few of the best documents they have 
employed are all that need to be described here. 

am, Copex AmiatInus, brought into the Laurentian Library at 
Florence from the Cistercian Monastery of Monte Amiatino, in Tus- 
cany. It contains both Testaments, nearly perfect, in a fine hand, 
stichometrically written by the Abbot Servandus, about a.p. 541. 
A.M. Bandini first particularly noticed it (though from a memoran- 
dum appended to it we find it had been looked at—hardly much 
used—in 1587—90, for the Sixtine edition); the Néw Testament was 
wretchedly edited by the unfortunate F. F. Fleck in 1840; collated 
by Tischendorf 1843, and by Tregelles 1846 (del Furia re-collating 
the codex in the places at which the two differed); published by Tis- 
chendorf 1850, and again 1854. The Old Testament is yet in a great 
measure unexamined. The Latin text of Tregelles’ N. T. (see Chap- 
ter v.) is based on this, doubtless the best manuscript of the Vulgate. 

Juld, Coprx Fuxpensis, of about the same age, is in the Abbey of 
Fulda in Hesse Cassel. It contains the New Testament, all in the 
same hand, written by order of Victor Bishop of Capua, who himself , 
corrected it, and subscribed to the Acts the date, a.p. 546. The 
Gospels are arranged in a kind of Harmony which diminishes their 
critical value. It was described by Schanna 1723 (Vindemiae Lite- 
rariae Collectio, p. 218), collated by Lachmann and his coadjutor Ph. 
Buttmann in 1839 for the Latin portion of his N. T. (see Chapter v.), 
and will be edited by Ern. Ranke. 

tol. Coprx Totrranus, at Toledo [?] of both Testaments, in Gothic 
letters. Collated in 1588 for Sixtus’ Bible by Christ. Palomares, 
whose papers were published by Blanchini, Vindiciae Canonicarum 
Scripturarum, 1740. 
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for. Coprx Forosuxiensis [vi] at Friuli. Blanchini (Hvangeliariwm 

Quadruplex, Appendix) published three of the Gospels (mut. John xix. 

99—40; xx. 19—xxi. 25). St Mark’s Gospel is partly at Venice in 

a wretched plight, partly (xii. 21—xvi. 20) at Prague. This last 

portion was edited by Dobrowsky, 1778. 

per. Fragments of St Luke (i. 96—ii. 46; iii. 4—16; iv. 9-—22 ; 

98—v. 36; viii. 11—xii. 7) at Perugia, somewhat carelessly edited by 

Blanchini, Zvan. Quadr. Appendix. 

harl. Cop. Harieran. 1775 [vu] Gospels partially collated by 

Griesbach, Symbol. Crit. 1. 305—26. 

Tregelles cites for the Gospels (N. T. 1857, 1860) no more than 

the above-named: the following, taken from Tischendorf’s list (W. 7. 

Prol. pp. 248—51), are less known, or else of slighter value. 

and. Gospels at St Andrew’s, Avignon: in Martianay 1695, Cal- 
met 1726. bodl. Bodleian 857 [v1] fragments of N. T. inspected by 
Mill and Tisch. cav. From the Trinity Monastery di Cava, near 
Naples [vuz] N. T.: used by Tisch. for I John v. 7, and by the Abb. ~ a 

de Rozan, 1822. demid. Of the whole Bible [x11], from old sources, <) @} 1°" a 
edited by Matthaei (N. T.) in the Act. Epp. Apoc.: it belonged to 
Paul Demidov. em. from St Emmeram’s, Ratisbon; now at Munich 
[dated 870}. Collated by P. C. Sanftl, 1786. Contains the Gospels, 
as does also eri. At Erlangen, used by Sanftl. flor. Floriacensis, a 
Lectionary in Sabatier. fos. Fossatensis of the Gospels [vur?], used at 
St Germain’s by Sabatier. gat. Gospels at 8. Gatien’s, Tours [vir] in 
Calmet, Sabatier, Blanchini. gwe lect. A. Wolfenbiittel palimpsest [vl], 
seen by Tisch. Aarl. Harleian. 1772 [xm], a text much mixed 
with the Old Latin, contains all the Epistles except 3 John and 
Jude (but Jude [xt] of a different text) and Apoc. (mué. xiv. 16—fin.). 
Collated by Griesbach, Sym. Crit. 1. pp. 326—82. jac. St James, 
Gospels [1x] used by Sanftl. ing. Gospels brought from Ingoldstadt 
to Munich [vit], begins Matth. xxii. 39; mut. elsewhere. Seemiller 
1784, Tisch. 1844. Lc. brug. Readings extracted by Lucas Brugen- 
sis (see p. 153, note) from Correctoria Bibliorum Latinorwm, and used 
by Sabatier. These readings are reprinted at length from the 
Antwerp Polyglott 1569—72 in Walton’s Polyglott, Tom. vi. xvii. 
p- 30. lips. 4, 5, 6." Three Leipsic copies of Apoc., collated in 
Matthaei’s N. T. 1785. lua. Luxoviensis, a lectionary; Mabillon 
1729, Sabatier. mar. Caesar Vindob. 287 [dated 1079] written by 
Mariana the Scot (i.e. Irishman). St Paul’s Epistles, collated in 
Alter’s N. T. Vol. um. pp. 1040—80. mm. “Majoris Monasterii 
(Marmoutier 87)” [x] Gospels collated by Calmet, Sabatier, Blanchini. 
mt. Gospels at St Martin’s, Tours [vir], Sabatier used it for all 
but St Matthew. reg. Several copies of the Gospels examined by 
Sabatier at Paris, one fragment in purple and gold from St-Germains 
[vii] by Tischendorf. san. Fragments at St Gall of the Gospels and 
St Paul, the latter palimpsests [v1], a very pure text, brought to 
light by Tisch. 1857, who states that some leaves of the Gospels are 
at Zurich. taur. Gospels at Turin [vu], Tischendorf, Anecd. sacr. 
et prof. p. 160; used by him in St Mark. trevir. Gospels at Tréves, 
mentioned by Sanftl. tin. Trinity Coll. Cambridge, B, 10. 5. [1x] 
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begins 1 Cor. vii. 32, ends about 1 Thess, Readings sent by Rev. 
FE. J. A. Hort to Tregelles. vat. “S. Mich. Breviar. Moz., Vat. olim 
reginae Suec. 11” cited in Magnificat and Benedictus, Luke i, by Tis- 
chendorf after Sabatier. The papers collected by Bentley for his 
edition of the N. T. (see Chapter v.), now at Trinity College, Cam- 
bridge, may also be expected to prove serviceable in restoring the 
Latin Vulgate’. 

On the whole it will probably be found that both as a 
translation and as an aid to the criticism of the Greek text 
of the New Testament, the Vulgate is far superior to the Old 

Latin, which was either formed from manuscripts early inter- 
polated, or (what is far more likely) was corrupted at a later 
period. Jerome would probably allow great influence to the 
revised Greek codices of Origen, of Pierius and Pamphilus, 
to which he occasionally refers with approbation?; and since his 
copies were of a character that Augustine also viewed with 
favour’, we have no right to doubt that, so far as Jerome deemed 

it prudent or necessary to correct the current Latin text, he 
followed the Greek manuscripts most highly esteemed, at least 
in the West, at the end of the fourth century. The connection 

between the several forms of the Latin, before and after Jerome’s 

recension, may be better seen by the following specimens. 

In the diction of these several codices, notwithstanding 
many individual peculiarities, there is enough to convince us 
(as we saw above, p. 253) that they all had the same remote 
origin. On the whole f comes nearest to Jerome’s version, 
and @ nearer than éce, which have much in common, though 
e is farthest removed from the Vulgate, being the loosest and 
least grammatical of them all; d seldom agrees with any. 

1 For the honour of Irish scholars the Book of Armagh, at Trinity College, 

Dublin, ought to be added to our catalogue. It is the only complete Irish copy 

of the Latin New Testament, the Pauline Epistles following the Gospels, then the 

Catholic Epistles, the Apocalypse, and lastly the Acts: to the Colossians the 

Epistle to the Laodiceans is subjoined (see Cod. G, p. 137). It dates about 807. 

The Evangelists seem to stand in the usual Greek order. 

2 The passages are cited at length in that curious medley of exact learning and 

bad reasoning, Dr Nolan’s Inquiry into the Integrity of the Greek Vulgate, 1813, 

pp- 171, 100, 83, &e. The principal are Com. in Matth. xxiv. [v. 36], Hier. Tom. 

VI. p. 54, and Cat. Script. Eccl., Pamphilus, Tom. 1. p. 128. 
3 To the words quoted, p. 261, note 2, Augustine immediately adds: ‘Unde, 

si quispiam veteri falsitati contensiosius faverit, prolatis collatisque codicibus, vel 

docetur facillime, vel refellitur.” 
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a, CODEX VERCELLENSIS 
(Mare, ii. 1—5). 

(z) Et cum introisset ite- 
rum in Capharnaum post 

dies, cognitum est quod in 

domo esset; (2) et protinus 

convenerunt multi, in tan- 

tum ut jam non posset capere 

usque ad januam, et loque- 

(3) Ht 
veniunt ad eum, adferentes 

paralyticum, qui tollebatur 

(4) Et cum non 
possent accedere propter tur- 

bam, ascendentes, denudave- 

runt tectum, ubi erat Jesus; 

et dimiserunt grabattum ubi 

paralyticus decumbebat. (5) 
Cum vidisset autem Jesus 

fidem illorum, ait paralytico, 

' Fili, remittuntur tibi peccata 

tua, 

e. Coprx PaLaTINUs. 

(1) Et venit iterum in 

capharnaum post dies’ et au- 

ditum est quoniam domi est 

(2) et continuo collecti sunt 

multi ita ut nd caperet do- 
mus et loquebatur illis ver- 

bum. (3) Et venerunt ad 
illum portantes in grabatto 
paralyticum (4) ef cum non 

possent accedere prae Turbam 

denudaverunt tectum ubi erat 

ihs et summiserunt grabat- 
tum in quo paralyticus jace- 

bat: (5) et cum vidisset ihs 

fidem illorum dixit paralytico 
fili remittatur tibi peccata, 

6. CoDExX VERONENSIS. 

(1) Et iterum benit Ca- 
pharnaum post dies: et au- 

ditum est quod in domo esset ; 

(2) et convenerunt multi, ita 

ut jam nec ad januam cape- 

ret, et loquebatur ad eos ver- 

bum. (3) Et veniunt ad il- 

lum, ferentes paralyticum in 

grabatto. (4) Et, cum acce- 
dere non possent prae multi- 

tudine, detexerunt tectum, 

ubi erat; et summiserunt 

grabbatum, in quo paralyti- 

cus jacebat. (5) Cum vidis- 

set autem Jesus fidem illo- 

rum, ait paralytico: Fili, re- 

missa sunt tibi peccata. 

f. Coprx Brixtensis. 

(1) Et iterum intravit Ca- 

pharnaum post dies’ et audi- 

tum est quod in domo esset. 

(2) et confestim convenerunt 

multi. ita ut non caperet us- 

que ad januam. et loquebatur 

eis verbum. (3) Et venerunt 

ad eum portantes in grabato 

paralyticum inter quatuor. 

(4) Et cum offerre eum non 

possent prae turba, nudave- 
runt tectum ubi erat jesus. 

et patefacientes. submiserunt 

grabatum. in quo paralyticus 

jacebat. (5) Cum vidisset au- 
tem Jesus fidem illorum, ait 

paralytico Fili dimissa sunt 
tibi peccata tua. 
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¢c. CobEX COLBERTINUS, 

(x) Et cum venisset Ca- 
pharnaum post dies, auditum 
est quod in domo esset, (2) 
et confestim convenerunt ad 

eum multi, ita ut non caperet 
eos introitus januae, et loque- 

batur ad eos verbum. (3) 

Venerunt autem ad eum por- 

tantes in lecto paralyticum; 

(4) Et cum non possent ac- 

cedere prae turba, denuda- 

verunt tecta ubi erat Jesus: 

et summiserunt grabatum in 

quo paralyticus jacebat. - (5) 

Cum vidisset autem Jesus 

fidem illorum, ait paralytico, 

Fili remittuntur tibi peccata 

tua. 

an. CODEX AMIATINUS” 
(Vulg.) 

(1) Et iterum intravit Ca- 
pharnaum post dies; et audi- 

tum est quod in domo esset, 

(2) et convenerunt multi, ita 

uf non caperet neque ad ja- 

nuam, et loquebatur eis ver- 

bum. (3) Et venerunt feren- 

tes ad eum paralyticum qui 

a quattuor portabatur. (4) 

Et cum non possent offerre 

eum illi prae turba, nudave- 

runt tectum ubi erat, et pate- 

facientes summiserunt gra- 

batum in quo paralyticus 

jacebat. (5) Cum vidisset 

autem Jesus fidem illorum, 

ait paralytico Filii [lege Pili 

cum editis|] dimittuntur tibi 
peccata, 

N.B. The Clementine Vulgate reads v, 3, ad eum ferentes, 4, 5, autem 
vidisset, v. §, tibi peccata tua, 
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The criticism of the text would lead us to much the same 
conclusion. In v. 1 f am. read wadw eiopdOev, b (apparently) 
maaw nrGev, c édOey (omitting mdAw), e Oe mddw, a eiced- 
Odv wadw: in v. 3 aipopevov Ud Tecodpwy is read only in 
af am, and that with some variation: cef insert év xpaBdar@ 
(-rr@ 6) before mapadutexoy, 6 after it; in a am. it is quite 
absent: in v. 5 cow ai dpaptiat cov is given fully in aef, 
and the Clementine Vulgate, cov is omitted in the other 
three. 

careful reader. 

Other instances will readily present themselves to a 

We will now transcribe John vii. 53—viii. 11 from ce am, 
with the variations of for. in the last. The passage is wholly 
omitted in af, and has been erased from 8. 

ec. Coprx CoLBERTINUS. 

(53) Et reversi sunt unus- 

quisque in domum suam. 

(viii. 1) Jesus autem ascendit 
in montem oliveti. (2) Et 

mane cum factum esset, ite- 

rum venit in templo, et uni- 

versus populus conveniebat 

ad eum, et cum consedisset, 

docebat eos. (3) Scribae au- 

tem et Pharisaei adduxerunt 

ad eum mulierem in adulterio 

deprehensam, quam cum sta- 

tuissent in medio (4) dix- 

erunt ad Jesum Magister 

haec mulier deprehensa est 

in adulterio. (5) In lege au- 

tem praecepit nobis Moyses, 

ut qui in adulterio deprehen- 

ditur, lapidetur. Tu autem 

quid dicis de e&? (6) Haec 
ideo dicebant tentantes eum, 

ut haberent causam accu- 

sandieum. Jesus autem, in- 

clinato capite, digito scribe- 

bat in terra (7) Cum autem 
perseverarent interrogantes 

eum, erexit se, et dicit eis: 

Qui sine peccato est vestrum, 

primus in illam lapidem ja- 

ciat, (8) Et iterum se incli- 

nans, scribebat in terra. (9) 

e. CoDEX PALATINUS. 

(53) Et abierunt singuli 
ad domos suas. (viii.1) Ihs 

autem abiit in montem oli-- 

veti. (2) deluculo autem re- 

versus est in templo et omnis 

plebs veniebat ad eum et 

sedens docebat eos. (3) ef ad- 

duxerunt autem scribae et 
farisaei mulierem in adulterio 

depraehensam* et cum sta- 

tuissent eam in medio (4) 

dixerunt Illi magister haec 

mulier depraehensa est sponte 
maecata. (5) in lege auté 

nobis moyses mandavit hu- 

jusmodi lapidare tu ergo quid 

dicis. (6) hoc enim dicebant 

temptantes eum ut haberent 

quo modo eum accusarent, 

Ths autem inclinato capite 

digito supra terram scribebat 

(7) cum ergo perseverarent 

interrogantes eum adiebavit 

capud et dixit illis: si quis 

vestrum sine peccato est ipse 
prior super ill2 iniciat lapi- 

dem. (8) Et iterum inclinato 

capite supra terram scribebat. 

(9) Tlli autem cum audissent 

unus post unum exiebant, 

incipientes a senioribus et 

am, for, Copp, Amat. 
FoROJULIENSIS. 

(53) Et reversi sunt wnus- 

quisque in domum suam‘ 

(viii. 1) Jesus autem perrexit 
in montem oliveti: (2) et di- 

luculo iterum venit in tem- 

plum, et omnis populus venit 
ad eum, et sedens docebat 

eos. (3) Adducunt autem 

scribae et Pharisaei mulierem 

in adulterio deprehensam et 

statuerunt eam in medio (4) 
et dixerunt ei Magister, haec 

mulier modo deprehensa est 
in adulterio. (5) In lege au- 

tem Moses (Moyses or.) 

mandavit nobis hujusmodi 

lapidare: tu ergo quid dicis! 
(6) Haec autem dicebant tem- 
tantes (temptantes for.) eum, 

ut possent accusare eum. 

Jesus autem inclinans se de- 

orsum digito scribebat in 

terra. (7) Cum autem per- 

severarent interrogantes eum, 

erexit se et dixit eis, Qui 
sine peccato est vestrum, 

primus in illam lapidem mit- 
tat. (8) Et iterum se incli- 

nans scribebat in terra. (9) 
Audientes autem unus post 

unum exiebant, incipientes 
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Iii igitur cum audissent, 

paulatim secedebant singuli, 

incipientes a senioribus om- 

nes recesserunt: et relictus 

est solus; et ecce mulier illa 

in medio erat stans. (r0) 

Cumque se erexisset Jesus, 

dixitad mulierem: Ubisunt? 

nemo te condemnavit? (11) 

Quae dixit, Nemo Domine. 

Dixit autem illi Jesus: Nec 

ego te condemnabo: Vade, 

et ex hoc jam noli peccare. 

relictus est ihs solus et mutier 

in medio. (10) Cum adlevas- 

set autem capud ihs dixit ei. 
mulier ubi sunt nemo te ju- 

dicavit. (11) Dixit et illa 

nemo dne. dixit autem ihs 

ad illam nec ego te judico. 

i et amplius noli peccare. 
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(incipiens A m. ».m.)a seniori- 

bus, et remansit solus et mulier 

in medio stans. (10) Erigens 
autem se Jesus dixit ei Mu- 

lier, ubi sunt? (+ qui te ac- 
cusant? for.) nemo te con- 

demnavit? (11) Quae dixit 

Nemo domine. Dixit autem 

Jesus (— Dixit autem Jesus 

for.) Nec ego te condemnabo : 

vade et amplius jam noli 
peccare. 

N.B. The Clementine 

Vulgate reads v. 7, ergo (pro 

autem) ; v. 9, exibant; +Jesus 

(post solus); v. 10, ubi sunt 

qui te accusabant; v. 11 jam 
amplius!, 

1 It will easily appear from the foregoing statements that much requires to be 

done before the subject of the Latin versions, their origin, genius and mutual 

relations, can be said to be exhausted. The Rev. Henry Craik of Bristol, in his , 

scholarlike and useful little treatise on The Hebrew Language, 1860, classifies the 

several heads of such an investigation in the following 
Prospectus of a Monograph on the Vulgate. 

CHAP. . 
I. Origin and History of the Vulgate. 

IL. ‘General Characteristics of that Ancient Version. 

“IIL 
Codex Amiatinus. 

IV. 

Past and Present condition of its Text, with particular reference to the 

Leading instances in which the Vulgate has preserved readings which the 

labours of recent critics have proved to be genuine, as being possessed of 

higher critical authority than the corresponding readings of the received 

Greek Text, from which, for the most part, our own Translation was 

derived. 

V. Leading Instances of erroneous renderings referrible to the fact of the 

Translator having mistaken the meaning of the Original. 

Leading instances in which the Vulgate misrepresents the meaning of the 

inspired writer, through having followed an erroneous Hebrew or Greek 
Text. 

VIL. 

APPENDIX. 

Influence of the LXX. upon the Vulgate Version of the Old Testament, 
* *. * * * 

A. On the Latinity of the Vulgate, and its more remarkable deviations from 
the phraseology of the Classic Writers. 

B. Review of the effects on the Medieval Theology resulting out of the use 

of the Vulgate Version, during the dark ages, and reflex effects of the 
Medieval Theology on the mode of interpreting the Vulgate, 

C. Terms and phraseology, derived from the Vulgate, still retained in modern 

English, and influence of that Version on certain modes of expression 
current among Protestant Theologians. 

Craik, Hebrew Language, pp. 121—2. 
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Of the remaining versions the Persic, Arabic, and one or 
two others, are of almost no service to the critic; and those 
who do not understand the languages in which the remainder 
are written, cannot be too careful in applying their alleged 
evidence to the revision of the text, except in the case of 
their testifying to the addition or omission of whole sentences, 
or smaller clauses, and sometimes of single words. A brief 
description will suffice even for the most important among 
them, the rather as all our information has been obtained at 

second hand. 

5. Tue EGyprran VERSIONS. 

The term Coptic (derived from Coptos a town in Upper 
Egypt) is popularly applied to that modification of the ancient 
Egyptian language which sprung from its mixture with the 
Greek, under the influence of its sovereigns of the Macedo- 
nian dynasty, and of the foreign colony at Alexandria. The 
only surviving memorials of the Coptic (now displaced by 
Arabic as the vernacular tongue) are the sacred books yet 
used in their public worship by- the handful of Hgyptian 
Christians, a poor, despised, and oppressed people, that yet 
survive the tyranny of the infidels. In the early centuries 
of our aera two (some have thought three) dialects seem to 
have been in general use, that of lower Egypt, styled from 
the great native capital, the Memphitic; and that of Upper 
Egypt, now called the Thebatc, from the chief city in that 
region, but formerly (with less strict propriety) the Sahddic, 
from the Arabic name for that part of the country. So far 
as we understand the main point of difference between the 
two dialects, it consists in the Thebaic, as that of the more re- 

mote province, being less corrupted from the Greek than the 
Memphitic. At what period the Holy Scriptures were first 
translated into either of them, or how far they have come 
down to us without material alteration, are points on which 
no definite information has yet been obtained. We have 
fragments of the Thebaic version in Cod. T of the Greek 
Gospels (see p. 116) that have been assigned to the fourth 
and are not later than the fifth century. Eusebius (Zis¢. 
Eccles. Lib. vist, Cap. 9) was an eyewitness to the ‘terrible 
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sufferings of the Christians in the Thebaid throughout Dio- 
cletian’s persecution (A.D. 303—313); when “not for a few 
days, but during a space of years” (él paxpov ddrov éra&v 
SidoTnua) ten, twenty, even a hundred of all ages were mar- 
tyred at once. Ifa few of them (as Phileas, Bishop of Thmui, 
and Philoromus) were wise and noble, the mass were evi- 
dently of lowly rank; and it seems unreasonable to doubt 
that for these faithful souls a native version of Holy Serip- 
ture would have been made before the end of the third cen- 
tury’. In the lower province, where Greek was more gene- 
rally known, the Memphitic might date perhaps somewhat 
later ; though even more than a century after Constantine (A. D. 
451), Calosirius, the native Bishop of a city then bearing a 
Greek name (Arsinoe), subscribed the Acts of the Council of 
Chalcedon through an interpreter; and Pachomius (about a.p. 
850) drew up in Coptic the rules for the Egyptian monks. 
Beyond this point history or plausible conjecture will not carry 
us. | 

(1). Tue Mempuitic Version (Cop. or Memph.). 

Although this version (noé the Thebaic) seems to be that 
exclusively used in the Public Services of the Copts, it was not 
known in Europe till Dr Th. Marshall, Rector of Lincoln Col- 

lege (1672—85), contributed to Bp. Fell’s Oxford N. T. of 1675 
many readings collected from eight Coptic manuscripts in his 
possession, but now in the Bodleian. Marshall was hindered 
by death from completing his projected edition of the Gospels. 
Mill (N. 2. Proleg. § 1406, 1462), however, not only used 
his papers, but a collation he procured from Louis Piques of 
three other copies at Paris (¢béd. § 1508).. In 1716 David 
Wilkins, a Prussian, published at Oxford his “N. 7. Aigyp- 

_ + That some of the native Christians could speak no language but their own, 
besides the high probability of the fact itself, appears from a passage in one of 
Zoega’s Coptic manuscripts to which attention was called by Hug (lntroduction, 
Vol. 11. p. 408, Wait’s translation). The Roman Prefect is travelling through 
Upper Egypt in search of Christians, when one presents himself of his own accord: 
“deinceps praeses ex tribunali per interpretem cum eo collocutus cum ei ut sacri- 
ficaret persuadere non potuisset, sententiam his verbis pertulit; Isaac Tiphrenus 
nomi Panan, quoniam mori vult pro nomine Jesu, jubeo ut caput ejus gladio reci- 
datur” (Zoega, Cat. Codd. Memph. n. xIx. pp. 20, 21). 

at. che 
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tiacum vulgo Copticum” from the Bodleian manuscripts com~- 
pared with others at Paris and the Vatican; but Coptic 
scholars are agreed in pronouncing him most imperfectly ac- 
quainted with the language, and his accompanying Latin 
translation quite untrustworthy. Although portions of the 
Memphitic Old Testament (especially the Psalter) have been 
several times printed, we were long dependent on Wilkins 
for what was known of the New: but in 1846—7, M. G. 

Schwartze, a very competent critic, put forth the Gospels 
(Quatuor Evangelia in Dialecto linguae Copticae Memphitica) _ 
with a text revised by the aid of six modern codices (tran- 

» seribed by Petraeus in 1622 from copies of the tenth century 
and later) at Berlin, and placed at the foot of each page a 
collation of his Memphitic readings with the Greek Testaments 
of Tischendorf (1841) and Lachmann (1842). On Schwartze’s 
death the work was continued by P. Boetticher (Acta Aposto- 
lorum, Epp. 1851—2), in such a shape as to be useless to those 
who do not study Coptic, and utterly unsatisfactory to those 
who do.. So much remains to be done for the Memphitic that 
Mill’s readings cannot yet be regarded as obsolete. 

(2). Toe Tuepaic Version (Sah. or Theb.), 

though but a collection of fragments, is considered more an- 
cient and has fallen into far more skilful hands: the codices 
too are much more venerable in respect of age [v, vi]. C. G. 
Woide, the editor of Cod. A (see p. 83), projected an edition 
of this version, which he did not live to execute, but his 
papers, published by Ford in the Appendix to the Codex 
Alexandrinus 1799, exhibit the fullest collection of materials 

from all parts of the N. T. Mingarelli, Agyptiorum COodicum 
religuiae, Venetiis in Bibliothecéd Naniandé asservatae (Bono- 
niae, Fase. 1. 11. 1785; Fase. 111. 1790); Georgi in his edition of 

Cod. T, 1789 (see p. 116); F. Miinter, -Commentatio de Indole 
Versionis N. T. Sahidicae (Hafniae 1789), each contributed 
further portions, sometimes citing readings from passages as yet 
unprinted, while G. Zoega, in his work cited above (pp. 116, 271, 
note), has indicated sources from which more might be drawn: 
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Schwartze made use of all within his reach for the illustra- 

tion of the Memphitic Gospels}. 

(3). Tur Basmuric FRAGMENTS 

Were published by W. F. Engelbreth, Fragmenta Basmuro- 
Coptica V. et N. Test. (Havniae, 1811), with facsimiles, from 
a very old manuscript in the Borgian Museum at Velitrae. 
Minter and Giorgi had previously edited portions, as also had 
Zoega in his Catalogue a year before (see p. 116). Besides small 
fragments of the Old Testament, there are the following parts 
of the New: John iv. 28—34; 36—40; 43—53; 1 Cor. vi. 

19—ix. 16; xiv. 833—xv. 35; Eph. vi. 18—Phil. ii. 2; 1 Thess. 
i. 1—iiil. 6; Hebr. v. 5—x. 22. This version is manifestly 
based on the Thebaic, from whieh it differs in but a few 
dialectic peculiarities, and has therefore no great weight ex- 
cept in places where the Thebaic is lost. It has its name 
of Basmuric from the circumstance that the third dialect of 
the Egyptian was so termed by the Arabs, the other two 
being the Sahidic or Thebaic and the Bahiric or Memphitic. 

1 Exclusively of a few portions of the Old Testament, the following fragments 
of the Thebaic have been published by one or other of the above-named critics:. ' 

' Matth i, 1i—iv. 11; v. 14--20; 28; 26; vi.5—15; 19—26; vii. 7—29; viii. 1— 

10; 143; 36; 413 xi. 14; 28; 30; xiii. g; xvi. 21—28; xvii. I—xxi. 15; xxii. 6 

—xxili, 10; xxiv. 43 53 153 22; 36; 433 xxv. 34—xxvii. 43; Mark ix. 2-8; 
xl, I—10; 29—xv. 32; xvi. 20; Luke iv. 1—13; viii, 36—56; ix. 1—41; xi. 5 

—133 xii. 5—59; xili. 1—35; xiv. I—II; XV. I—10}; 1I—32; xvi. 16—25 ; xviii. 

Q—14; xxii. g—xxiv. 40; John iv. 5—30; v. I—3; 5—14; vi. 15—58; 68—viii. 

313 40—593; ix. 1—xili. 1; xvii. 6—26; xviii. 1; 2; 6—g; 15—40; xix. r—xx, 

30; Acts i, 1—xxiv. 19; 24; 28; xxvii. 27—38; James i. 2; 123 26; 273; ii, r— 

4; 8—23; iii, 3—6; iv. 11—17; v. 7—20; 1 Pet. i. 35 13-213 ii. 73 93 133 19 

~—253 li. 83 183 22; iv. 13 7—143 2 Pet. i. r—21; ii, 1—3; 12—22; iii, 1—18; 

1 John 1—10; ii, r—v. 21; 2 John—Jude 20; Rom. i, 25; vi. 12—~19; vii. 21— 

255 vili, I—1355 x. (4-215 xi, I—I13 xiii, 7—14; xiv. I-43; 17—233 1 Cor, 

i. 303 ti, tr—4r3 iti, ro—ar; ix. 1—xii. 9; 123 xiii. 13; xiv. r~4; 8—17; 27; 

28; 2 Cor. vi, 1—10; x. 5; xii. g—21; xiii. 1; Gal. iv. 19; 21-31; v. 13; 22—~ 

26; vi. r—16; Eph, i. 18; iv.g; 10; 17—323; v. 1—8; Col. iii. s—17; 1 Thess. 
iv. 16; 1 Tim. i, 14—20; ii, r—3g; ili, r—16; v. 2t—25; vi. 1—21; 2 Tim. i, 

I—16; ii, 19—26; ili. 5; Hebr. ii. rr; 16—18; iii, 1—e1; xi. r1—22; xii, 1— 
9; 18—27; Apoc. i. 8; iii, 7; xx. 4. These very slight reliques of the Apoca- 
lypse in the Thebaic are the more interesting, since doubts have been cast on the 
antiquity of the Memphitic version of it as edited by Wilkins. Mill (N. 7’. Proleg. 
§ 1406) states that none of the Bodleian manuscripts contain that book, though 
one in the Vatican is said to do so, 

18 
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Some have referred the use of this version to the Hast of the 
Delta (Bashmur), but its affinity with the Thebaic is far closer 
than with the Memphitic, so that Giorgi, Munter, &c. have 
fixed on the Oasis of Ammon as its most probable country 
(vid. Engelbreth, Proleg. § 3). 

There seems no cause for doubting that the Thebaic and 
Memphitic are independent versions, both made from the Greek, 
the latter being composed in the more polished and correct 
style. Yet the superior antiquity of the manuscripts of the 
Thebaic, and its consequent exemption from the chance of 
later alterations, bestow on it, so far as it is extant, the higher 

critical value. 

6. Tue Gorsic Version (Goth.). 

The history of the Goths, who from the wilds of Scandinavia 
overran the fairest regions of Europe, has been traced by the 
master-hand of Gibbon (Decline and Fall, Chapters x. XXVI. 

XXxXI., &c.), and need not here be repeated. While the nation 
was yet seated in Moesia, Ulphilas or Wulfilas [318—388], 
a, Cappadocian, who succeeded their first Bishop Theophilus in 

' a.D. 348, though himself an Arian and a teacher of that subtle 
heresy to his adopted countrymen, became their benefactor, by 
translating both the Old! and New Testament into the Gothic, 
a dialect of the great Teutonic stock of languages, having 
previously invented or adapted an alphabet expressly for their 
use. There can be no question, from internal evidence, that the 
Old Testament was rendered from the Septuagint, the New 
from the Greek original: but the existing manuscripts testify 
to some corruption from Latin sources, very naturally arising 
during the occupation of Italy by the Goths in the fifth century. 
These venerable documents are principally three. 

(1) Copex ARGENTEUS, the most precious treasure of the 
University of Upsal, in the mother-country of the Gothic 
tribes. It appears to be the same copy as Ant. Morillon saw 
at Werden in Westphalia towards the end of the sixteenth 
century, and was taken by the Swedes at the siege of Prague 

1 “But he prudently suppressed the four books of Kings, as they might tend 

to irritate the fierce and sanguinary spirit of the barbarians.” Gibbon, chap. xxxvii. 
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in 1648. Queen Christina gave it to her librarian, Isaac Vossius, 
and from him it was very rightly purchased about 1662 by 
the Swedish nation and deposited at Upsal. ‘This superb codex 
contains fragments of the Gospels (in the Latin order, Matthew, 
John, Luke, Mark, see p. 62) on 188 leaves 4to (out of about 
320) of purple vellum, the bold, uncial, Gothic letters being 
in silver, sometimes in gold, of course much faded, and so 
regular that some have imagined, though erroneously, that they 
were impressed with a stamp (see p. 111). The date assigned 
to it is the fifth or early in the sixth century, although the seve- 
yal words are divided, and some various readings stand in the 
margin primd manu. (2) Coprx CARoLinus, described above 
for Codd. PQ (p. 113) and for the Old Latin gue (p. 258), con- 
tains in Gothic about forty verses of the Epistle to the Romans, 
first published by Knittel, 1762. (3) Palimpsest fragments of 
five codices, apparently like Cod. Carolinus, from Bobbio, and of 
about the same date, discovered by Mai in 1817 in the Am- 
brosian Library at Milan, and published by him and Count 
C. O. Castiglione (“ Ulphilae Partium Ineditarum... Specimen,” 
Milan, 1819). The manuscripts are minutely described and 
illustrated by a rude facsimile in Horne’s Introduction, and after 
him in Tregelles’ Horne, Vol. Iv. pp. 8304—7. Unlike the Codex . 
Argenteus (at least if we trust Dr E. D. Clarke’s facsimile of 
the latter) the words in Mai’s palimpsests are continuous: they 
contain parts of Esther, Nehemiah (apparently no portion of 
the books of Kings), a few passages of the Gospels, and much 
of St Paul. H. F. Massmann (‘‘Udjfilas,”’ Stuttgart, 1855) also 
added from an exposition a few verses of St John. 

These fragments (for such they still must be called)’, in 
spite of the influence of the Latin, approach nearer the received 
text, in respect of their readings, than the Egyptian or one or 

1 Matth. iii, rr; v. 8; 13—vi. 32; vii, 12—x. 13 23—xi. 253; xxv. 38—xxvi. 

3; 65—xxvii. 19; 42—65; Mark. i, 1—xii. 38; xiii, 16—29; xiv. 4-16; 41— 
xvi. 12; Luke i, r—x, 30; xiv. o—xvi. 243 xvii. 3—xx. 46; John i, 29; iii, 3—~ 

323 Ve 21—233 35—38; 45—xii. 49; xii, r1—xix. 13; Rom. vi. 23; vii. r— 

viii. 10; 34—xiv. 20; xv. 3—13; xvi. 21-24; 1 Cor. i. 1225; iv. 2-123 v. 3 

—vi. 13 vil, 5—28; viii. o—ix. 9; 19—x. 43 15—xi. 6; 21—31; xii. 1o—22; 
xiii, I—12; xiv, 20—Gal. i. 7; 20—iii. 6; 27—-Eph. v. 11; 1y7—293 vi. 8—24; 
Phil. i, 14—4i. 8; 22—~iv. 17; Col. i. 6—29; ii, 11—iv. 19; 1 Thess. ii. 10o—2 

- ‘Thess, ii, 4; 15—1 Tim. vi. 16; 2 Tim, i. r—iv. 16; Tit. i. 1—ii. 1; Philem. 11 
—23, but no portion of the Acts, Hebrews, Catholic Epistles, or Apocalypse. 

18—2 
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two other versions of about the same age; and from their simi- 
liarity in language to the German, have been much studied 
in that country. The fullest and best edition of the whole 
collected is by H. C. de Gabelentz and T’. Loebe (“Ulfilas. Vet. 
et N. Testamenti versionis Gothicae fragmenta quae supersunt,” 
Leipsic, 1843), and of the Codex Argenteus singly that of And. 
Uppstrém (with a good facsimile), Upsal, 1854. This scholar 
published separately in 1857 ten leaves of the manuscript 
which had been stolen between 1821 and 1834, and were 

restored through him by the penitent thief on his death-bed. 
The Gothic Gospels, however, had been cited as early as 1675 

in Fell’s NW. Z., and more fully in Mill’s, through Francis Junius’ 
edition (with Marshall’s critical notes), printed at Dort in 1665, 
from Derrer’s accurate transcript of the Upsal manuscript, 
made in or about 1655, when it was in Isaac Vossius’ posses- 
sion. Other editions of the Codex Argenteus were published 
by G. Stiernhielm in 1671: by E. Lye at the Clarendon Press 
in 1750 from the revision of Eric Benzel, Archbishop of Upsal: 

and (with the addition of the fragments in the Codex Carolinus) 
by Jo. Ihre in 1763, and by J. C. Zahn in 1805. 

7. Tue Armentan Version (Arm.). 

If the Gothic dates from the fourth century, the Armenian 
seems to belong to the fifth. Earlier it could not be, as Miesrob, 
who actually invented an alphabet for his nation, which had 
previously used the Syriac characters and the Peshito version, 
was enabled to undertake a vernacular translation direct from 
the Greek, only by the aid of manuscripts brought from the 
Council of Ephesus (a. p. 431) by Joseph and Eznak (‘Johannes 
Ekelensis et Josephus Palnensis,” as Tischendorf calls them), 
who, together with the historian of Armenia, Moses Chorenen- 
sis, were associated with Miesrob in this godly labour (Moses 
Chor. Lib. 111. cap. 61). By the diligence of these men the 
whole Bible was translated into their native tongue, the Old 
Testament from the Septuagint, the New (as Louis Piques saw 
long ago, Mill, N. T. Proleg. § 1404) direct from the Greek; 
although many traces of the influence of the old Syriac yet 
survive, as might be expected from the early habits of the 
translators. ‘Two circumstances detract considerably from the 
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eritical value of this version, even to the few who can use it 
with confidence; viz. that like the Memphitic its existing 
codices are comparatively modern, and differ widely in the text 
they represent; and that their very close resemblance’ to 

the Vulgate Latin has lent countenance to a tradition, in itself 
sufficiently probable, that on the submission of the Armenian 
Church to that of Rome, King Haitho (1224—70): revised the 
-Armenian version by the Latin: it seems to be ascertained 
that he did translate into Armenian and insert into his national 
Bible the Prefaces in the Vulgate which are ascribed to Jerome. 

The first printed edition of the Armenian Bible is that of 
‘Bishop Uscan or Oscan of Erivan, who had been sent into the 
West for that purpose by a synod of Armenian prelates in 
1662, under the sanction of their Patriarch (arm. use.). After 
vain attempts to obtain aid at Rome, Uscan (whether that be 
a proper name or a local appellative) published his volume at 
Amsterdam in 1666, from which were derived several reprints, 
and the various readings furnished to Mill by Piques, and to 
Wetstein by La Croze. The best edition is that of Zohrab, 
N. T. 1789, Biblia, 1805 (arm. zoh.), on the basis of a Cilician 
codex [xiv], compared with twenty others of the N.'T., and 
eight of the whole Bible, printed at Venice at the expense of the 
Armenian College of the monks of the island of St Lazarus. 
This last edition Griesbach was enabled to use for critical pur- 
poses by the help of Bredenkamp of Hamburg; Scholz, by 
means of Cirbied, Armenian Professor at Paris, and the Mechi- 
tarist monks at Vienna; Tregelles, through the aid of a close 
comparison with the Greek text, instituted for him by Dr Charles 
Rieu of the British Museum. It should be added that Zohrab 
does not acknowledge any systematic corruption of the Arme- 
nian from the Latin Bible, and that only one of his eighteen 
copies of the Epistle contains 1 John v. 7, which had appeared 
in Uscan’s book. Aucher of St Lazarus informed Tischendorf 
in 1843 that his Society was preparing another edition of the 
Bible, from fresh and (we may trust) more ancient authorities. 

8. Tue Airnioric Version (Auth.), 

The Aithiopic language is akin to the Arabic and others of 
the Shemitic family; it was formerly spoken in Abyssinia, 
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especially in the province of Axoum (where it was called Gheez, 
or “the free,” Walton, Proleg. xv. c. 10), though it has now 
given place to a later dialect, the Amharic. Without resting on 
the rhetorical statement of Chrysostom, that in his time the 
Scriptures had been translated into the tongues of the Syrian 
and Egyptian, the Indian, the Persian and Authiopian, and “ ten 
thousand other nations’, such a version must have been much 

needed. shortly after the conversion of the Abyssinians by Fru- 
mentius in the fourth century. Dillmann attributes it to that 
age: Guildemeister, however, and other Orientalists, assign it 
to the sixth or seventh century, and its surviving codices are 
-even more modern [xv] than those of the Memphitie or Arme- 
nian. The Old Testament (which has not yet been published 
in full) was made from the Septuagint (Walt. Proleg. xv. c. 10, 
111.), the New Testament obviously from the Greek and by 
a person imperfectly acquainted with that language, though 
Gildemeister, a Professor at Marburg (who collated portions 
of the Aithiopic for Tischendorf’s N. 7. of 1859), remarks 
that it must in that case have been largely interpolated from 
Syrxiac or Arabic sources. In fact the version is so tautological, 
confused, and unequal in style (that of St Paul in particular 
often degenerating into a.paraphrase), that some have thought 
our present text to be a compound of two several translations, 
and even Tregelles supposes that “there was originally one 
version of the Gospels, afterwards compared with Greek MSS. 
of a different class; and the MSS. in general bearing proofs of 
containing a text modified by such comparison; while others 
contain throughout conflate readings” (‘Tregelles’ Horne, Vol. 
Iv. p. 820). It is obvious how great caution is needed in 
applying this version to the criticism of the N.T. Yet this 
was the earliest printed of all the Hastern versions. The 
Psalms’ were published at Rome, 1513; the New Testament 

(except the first thirteen Bpistles of St Paul, which followed 
the year after) at Rome, 1548, by native editors (“ Memores 
estote nostrum...Tesfa-Sionis Malhesini, Tensea Waldi, et 
Zaslaski,” as runs the subscription to St Matthew), who for 

L?ANAA Kal Sdpoer cal Alytrrioe kal *Ivdol cat Tépoat wat Aldlores cal pupea 
Erepa 2Ovy, els tiv adtay peraBaddvTes yAdrray 7d Tapa Tovrou dbypara eloax- 

Gévra, euaboy BdpBapac pirocopely. 11 Hom. in Johan., Opera (Montfaucon) 

Tom. VII. p. 10, 
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want of manuscripts themselves translated Act. ix. 29—x. 32; 

xxvi. 8—xxviii. 31. In Walton’s Polyglott the New Testa- 

ment was reprinted with many faults, and an unusually bad 

Latin translation by Dudley Loftus, from which Mill and his 

successors derived their various readings. C. A. Bode pub- 

lished a new or revised version of the Aithiopic N.T. given 

in the Polyglott (Brunswick, 1753), and in what he good- 

naturedly calls his “ Pseudo-critica Millio-Bengeliana” (Halle, 

1767—9), corrects some of the errors of those great scholars. 
Lastly, in 1826—30 in London, Th. Pell Platt, A.M., edited 
for the British and Foreign Bible Society, “ Nov. Testament... 
Aithiopice, ad codicum manuscriptorum jfidem.” Respecting 
these codices and their readings, at least in the Gospels, 
Mr Platt gave Tregelles some loose notes, and the latter engaged 

L. A. Prevost, of the British Museum, to collate Walton’s and 
Platt’s texts with the Greek for the use of his N. T., as Tischen- 

dorf is similarly indebted to Gildemeister. Mr Platt’s edition, ~» 

being purely of a practical character, is so unsystematic in its © 
employment of manuscripts as to be nearly useless to Biblical 
critics. 

The remaining versions may sometimes be consulted with. 
advantage for a special object, but for the general purposes of 
critical science they are of little weight. A very short notice 
will suffice for all of them. 

9. Tur Grorgian (Georg.) or Iberian (Iber.) version of 
the. whole Bible, assigned to the sixth century, is written in a 
language very little known, and was published at Moscow in 
1743 from manuscripts said to be extensively corrupted from 
the Slavonic. It is doubtful whether it was made from the 
Greek or Armenian. Both Scholz and Tischendorf saw ancient 
and perhaps purer codices at the monastery of the Holy Cross 
at Jerusalem, which may afford us a hope of restoring this 
version to something like its primitive state. J.H. Petermann 
edited Philemon as a specimen (Berlin, 1844), and from F.C. 
Alter’s description of its readings (Ueber Georgianische Literat., 
1798) it appears that the present text contains even such plain 
interpolations as 1 John v. 7. 
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10. THe Siavonic Version (SL), though made as late as 
the ninth century, was rendered from the best Greek codices of 
that age, although it would seem to have been subsequently 
altered from the Latin; or (as Tischendorf thinks) from other 
sources. Two Greek brothers, Cyril and Methodius, converted 
about A.D. 870, those tribes of the great Slavonic race that 
were settled about the Danube in Moravia and its neighbour- 
hood. They then proceeded to translate the Bible (or certainly 
the New Testament) into Slavonic, for which barbarous tongue 
Cyril (like Ulfilas and Miesrob before him) had previously 
constructed an alphabet. This version was brought into Russia 
on the conversion of Wladimir, its Grand Duke, in 988, in 
which country it received many changes (perhaps with a view 
to modernise the style) from the fourteenth century downwards. 
The oldest manuscript of the whole Bible is dated 1499, and 
the first printed Bible, 1581. Of the New Testament there are 
many codices, of widely differing recensions, some few as old 
as the tenth or eleventh century; e.g. an Evangelistarium, 

dated 1056, and the Gospels at Rheims [x], on which the 
Kings of France used to take the coronation oath. These were 
fully described and in part collated by J. Dobrowsky for Gries- 
bach’s N. 7.1, 2nd ed. See also Tischendorf, N. 7., 7th ed. 

Proleg. pp. 253—5. | 

11. An@io-Saxon verstons (Sax.) of the New Testament 
and parts of the Old (e.g. the Psalms) were numerous and 
apparently independent, dating from the eighth to the eleventh 
century, but can only be applied to the criticism of the Latin 
Vulgate, from which they are all rendered. Manuscripts in 
this language abound in English libraries (Tischendorf names 
one in the British Museum with the interlinear Latin, which 
he attributes to the eighth century), but even of the N.T. the 
Gospels alone are printed. For them Mill uses Marshall’s edition 
of 1665 in parallel columns with the Gothic (see p. 276), and 
Tischendorf that published by Benj. Thorpe, London, 1842. 

12. A FRANKISH VERSION (Fr.) of St Matthew, from a 
manuscript of the ninth century at St Gall, in the Frankish 

- dialect of the Teutonic, was published by J. A. Schmeller in 
1827. ‘Tischendorf (Proleg. N. T. p. 225) thinks it worthy of 
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examination, but does not state whether it was translated from 
the Greek or Latin: the latter is the more probable. 

13. Prrstc Versions (Pers.) of the Gospels only, in 
print, are two: (1) one in Walton’s Polygloté (pers’) with a 
Latin version by Samuel Clarke (which C. A. Bode thought it 
worth his while to reconstruct, Helmstadt, 1750—51, with a 
learnéd Preface), obviously made from the Peshito Syriac (which 
the Persians had long used) “interprete Symone F. Joseph 
Taurinensi,”’ and taken from a single manuscript belonging to 
Hi. Pococke, probably dated A.D. 1841. This version may prove 
of some use in restoring the text of the Peshito. (2) The 
second, though apparently modern [KIv?], was made from the 
Greek (pers”). It was commenced in 1652 by Abraham Whee- 
locke, Professor of Arabic and Anglo-Saxon and University Li- 
brarian at Cambridge, at the expense of Sir Th. Adams, the 
generous and loyal alderman of London. The basis (as appears 
from the volume itself) was an Oxford codex (probably Laud. 
A. 96 of the old notation), which Wheelocke, in his elaborate 
notes at the end of each chapter, compared with Pococke’s and a 
third manuscript at Cambridge (Gg. v. 26), dated 1014 of the 
Hegira (A.D. 1607). On Wheelocke’s death in 1653 only 108 
pages (to Matth. xviii. 6) were printed, but his whole text and 
Latin version being found ready for the press, the book was 
published with a second title page, dated London, 1657, and 
a short Preface by an anonymous editor (said to be one Pierson), 
who in lieu of Wheelocke’s notes, which break off after Matth. 

xvil, appended a simple collation of the Pococke manuscript 
from that place. The Persians have older versions, parts of both 
‘Testaments, still unpublished. 

14, ArRanic Verstons (Arab.) are many, though of the 
slightest possible critical importance: their literary history, 
therefore, need not be traced with much minuteness of detail. 
Tt is known that John, Bishop of Seville, translated the Bible 
(from the Latin Vulgate, it is thought) into Arabic, a.p. 719 
(Walton, Proleg. xiv. c. 18), and Tischendorf enumerates several 
manuscripts brought by himself and others from the East, 
assigned by competent judges to the eighth and following 
centuries (NV. 7. Proleg. 1859, pp. 236—9). The printed edi- 

% 
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tions of the New Testament portion are, (1) The Roman edition 
of the Gospels, from the Medicean press, 1590-—1 (ar"), edited 
by J. Baptista Raymundi, some copies having a Latin version 
by Gabriel Sionita, who was engaged on the work described 
below as (8) fifty years later (Mill, Proleg. § 1295). T. W. J. 
Juynboll (Leyden, 1838) holds that this edition, and the text 
of a Franeker codex of the Gospels, belong to the version of 
John of Seville. (2) The whole N. T., from a Scaliger manu- 
script, and (in the Gospels) from a second dated 988 of the 
aera of the Martyrs, or A.D. 1272}, edited at Leyden by Th. 
Erpenius [1584—1624] in 1616 (ar*). (3) The N.T. of the 
Paris Polyglott (ar®), 1645. (4) The N. T. in the London 
Polyglott, 1657. (5) The N,T., Peshito and Arabic, in the 

Carshunic character (i.e. the Arabic in Syriac letters, see p. 245), 
Rome, 1703, based on a manuscript brought from Cyprus. 
Editions published by the Propaganda, Biblia, Rome, 1672, 
and altered from the Latin, and by our venerable Society for 
Promoting Christian Knowledge, N. Z., London, 1727, and 

altered from the original Greek, both designed for circulation in 
the East, need not be considered: 

Since the Dissertatio tnaug. critica de Huan. Arad. of G. C. 
Storr appeared (Tiibingen, 1775) it seems to have been acknow- 
ledged that the several published editions of the Gospels have 
sprung from one version, and that taken from the Greek, though 

now sadly mixed and confused: Juynboll, however, has ren- 

dered it probable that its original was the Latin, which was 
subsequently corrected by the Greek. The Acts and Epistles 
in Erpenius’ N. T. were certainly made from the Peshito; his 
Apocalypse seems to have been derived from the Memphitic: 
but in both Polyglotts all except.the Gospels are undoubtedly 
from the Greek. A list of Greek manuscripts attended with 
Arabic versions is given above, p. 225. 

1 This manuscript of the Gospels only, together with seventy others which 

once belonged to Erpenius, was bought for the University of Cambridge by its 

Chancellor, George Villiers, Duke of Buckingham, just before his murder in 1628. 

It is now in the University Library, Gg. v. 33, and in the margin of its subscription 

we find ‘it anno Christi 1272” in Erpenius’ handwriting. Pr. Lee (who did not 

know its history) inferred its identity with Erpenius’ codex from the subscription, 

and other internal marks (Prolegyomena to Bagster’s Polyglott, p. 31, note). There 

is a second copy of the Gospels in the same Library, Gg. v. 275 with an inscription 
by the Patriarch Cyril Lucar (see p. 79) dated 1618. 



CHAPTER IV. 

ON THE CITATIONS FROM THE GREEK NEW TESTA- 

MENT, OR ITS VERSIONS, MADE BY EARLY EC- 

CLESIASTICAL WRITERS, ESPECIALLY BY THE 

CHRISTIAN FATHERS. 

1. E might at first sight be inclined to suppose that 
the numerous quotations from the New Testament 

contained. in the remains of the Fathers of the Church and other 
Christian writers from the first century of our era downwards, 
would be more useful even than the early versions, for enabling 
us to determine the character of the text of Scripture current 
in those primitive times, from which no manuscripts of the 
original have come down to us. Unquestionably the testimony’ 
afforded by these venerable writings will be free from some 
of the objections which so much diminish the value of trans- 
lations for critical purposes (see above, p. 228); but not to in- 
sist on the fact that many important passages of the New Testa- 
ment have not been cited at all in any very ancient work now 
extant, this species of evidence will be received with increas- 
ing distrust, the more familiar we become with its uncertain 
and precarious nature. Not only is this kind of testimony frag- 
mentary and not (like that of versions) continuous, so that it 
often fails us where we should most wish for information: but 
the Fathers were better theologians than critics; they frequently 
quoted loosely or from memory, often no more of a passage 
than their immediate purpose required; what they actually 
wrote has been found peculiarly liable to change on the part of 
copyists and unskilful editors; they can therefore be implicitly 
trusted, even as to the manuscripts which lay before them, only 
in the comparatively few places wherein theix own direct appeal to 
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their codices, or the course of their argument, or the current of 
their exposition, renders it manifest what readings they approved. 
In other cases, the same author perpetually cites the self-same 
text under two or more various forms; in the Gospels it is 
often impossible to determine to which of the three earlier ones 
reference is made; and, on the whole, Scriptural quotations 

from ecclesiastical writers are of so much less consideration than 
ancient translations, that where they are single and unsupported, 
they may safely be disregarded altogether. An express cita- 
tion, however, by a really careful Father of the first four or 
five centuries (as Origen, for example), if supported by manu- 
script authority, and countenanced by the best versions, claims 
our respectful attention, and powerfully vindicates the reading 
which it favours. 

2. The practice of illustrating the various readings of Scrip- 
ture from the reliques of Christian antiquity is so obvious and 
reasonable, that all who have written critical annotations on the 

sacred text have resorted to it, from Erasmus downwards: the 

Greek or Latin commentators are appealed to in four out of the 
five marginal notes found in the Complutensian N.T. (see below, 
p- 290). When Bishop Fell, however, came to prepare the first 
edition of the Greek Testament attended with any considerable 
apparatus for improving the text (see Chapter v.), he expressly 
rejected “S. Textus loca ab antiquis Patribus aliter quam pro 
recepto more laudata,” from which the toil of such a task did 
not so much deter him, “quam cogitatio quod minus utile esset 
futurum iisdem insistere.” (N. Z. 1675, Praef:). “ Venerandi 
enim illi scriptores,” he adds, “de verborum apicibus non mul- 
tum soliciti, ex memoria quae ad institutum suum factura vide- 
bantur passim allegabant; unde factum ut de priscd lectione ex 
illorum scriptis nil feré certi potuerit hauriri.” It is certainly 
to the credit of Mill’s sagacity that he did not follow his patron’s 

example by setting aside Patristic testimony in so curt and 
compendious a manner, yet I would not speak with him 
(N. T. Proleg. § 1478) of Bp. Fell’s “ praepropera opinio” : 
he merely stated as universally true what for the most part 
certainly is so. No one can study Mill’s Prolegomena with- 
out being conscious of the fact, that the portion of them re- 
lating to the history of the text, as gathered from ecclesiastical 
writers, and the accumulation of that mass of quotations from 
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the Fathers which stands below his Scripture text, must have 

been, what he asserts, the result of some years’ labour (N. 7. 

Proleg. § 1513): yet these are just the parts of his celebrated 
work that have given the least satisfaction. The field indeed is 
too vast to be occupied by one man, or by many men, within the 
space of a few years. A whole library of authors has to be 
thoroughly searched; each cited passage must be patiently ex- 
amined; the fallacious help of txdces should be renounced ; 
the text of the very writers is to be corrected, so far as may be, 
by the collation of better manuscripts than the printed editions 
are usually based upon; and all this with the knowledge that 
codices of the Fathers are for the most part of much lower 
date than those of Scripture which we desire to amend by their 
aid; not many are older than the tenth century, the far greater 
part are considerably more modern. 

3. To Griesbach must be assigned the merit of being the 
earliest editor of the Greek Testament who saw, or at least who 
acted upon the principle, that it is far more profitable as well 
as more scholarlike to do one thing well, than to attempt more 
than: can be performed completely and with accuracy. He was 
led by certain textual theories he had adopted (which we shall 
best describe hereafter: see Chapter v.) to a close examination 
of the works of Origen, the most celebrated Biblical critic of 
antiquity. The result, published in the second volume of his 
Symbolae Criticae, is a lasting monument both of his industry 
and acuteness; and, if not quite faultless in point of correct- 
ness, deserves to be taken as a model by his successors. 
What Griesbach has done for Origen, has hitherto not been 
imitated by others for writers of little less importance, such as 
Clement of Alexandria, or Eusebius, Athanasius or the Cyrils; 
and until that be accomplished, we cannot’ use the citations 
derived from their works with any high degree of confidence. 
Tregelles, of whose Greek Testament we shall presently speak 
(Chapter v.), has evidently bestowed much pains on his Patristic 
citations ; they are at once more definite, more numerous, and 

yet more select than those of his predecessors; to Eusebius of 

Caesarea, especially to those portions of his works which have 
been recently edited or brought to light, he has paid great 
attention: Chrysostom, however, has been grievously neglected, 
although the subjects of a large portion of his writings, the 
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early date of some of his codices}, the extensive collations 
of Matthaei, and the excellent modern editions of most of his 
Homilies, might have sufficed to commend him to our particular 
regard. The custom, commenced by Lachmann, and adopted 
by Tregelles (though not as yet uniformly by Tischendorf), of 
recording the exact edition, volume, and page of the writer 
quoted, and in important cases of copying his very words, cannot 
be too much praised: we would suggest, however, the expediency 
of further indicating by an asterisk or some such mark, those 
passages about which there can be no ambiguity as to the read- 
ing adopted by the author, in order to distinguish them from 
others which are of infinitely less weight and importance. 

4, It may be convenient to subjoin an alphabetical list 
of the ecclesiastical writers, both Greek and Latin (with the 
usual abridgements for their names), which are the most often 
cited in critical editions of the New Testament. The Latin 
authors are printed in italics, and unless they happen to appeal 
unequivocally to the evidence of Greek codices, are available 
only for the correction of their vernacular translation. The 
dates annexed chiefly indicate the death of persons they refer 
to. Fuller details are given by Tischendorf, Proleg. N. TZ. 
pp: 257—69, 7th edition. 

Barnabas, 1st or 2nd century? (Barn.) Ambrose Bp. of Milan, 4.D. 397 (Ambr.) 
Basil Bp. of Caesarea, 379 (Bas.) Ambrosiaster (the false Ambrose, per- 

haps Hilary the Deacon)—fl. 384? 

(Ambrst.) 

Ammonius of Alexandria, 220 (Am- 

mon.) 

Andreas of Crete, 7th century (probably 
not the same person as) 

Andreas Bishop of Caesarea, 6th cen- 

tury? (And.) 
Arethas Bp of Caesarea Capp., roth cen- 

tury ? (Areth.) 
Arnobius of Africa, 306 (Arnob.) 

Athanasius Bp. of Alexandria, 373 

(Ath.) 
Athenagoras of Athens, 177 (Athen.) 

Augustine Bp. of Hippo, 430 (Aug.) 

Basil of Seleucia, fl. 440 (Bas. Sel.) 

Bede the Venerable, d. 735 (Bede). 

Caesarius of Constantinople, 368 (Caes.) 

Canons Apostolic, 3rd century (Canon.) 

Cassiodorus, 575 (Cassiod.) 

Chromatius Bp. of Aquileia, 402 

(Chrom.) , 
Chrysostom Bp. of Constantinople, 407 

(Chrys.) 

Clement Bp. of Alexandria, fi. 
(Clem.) 

Clement Bp. of Rome, fl. 90 (Clem. 

Rom.) 

Constitutiones Apostolicae, 3rd century 

(Constit.) 

194 

1 Tischendorf (NV. 7. Proleg. p. 256, 7th edition) speaks of one Wolfenbiittel 

manuscript containing the homilies on St Matthew of the sixth century, which he 

is to publish in his Monwin. sacra, Tom. v. 
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Cosmas Indicopleustes, 535 (Cosm.) 
Cyprian Bp. of Carthage, 258 (Cypr.) 

Cyril Bp. of Alexandria, 444 (Cyr.) 

Cyril Bp. of Jerusalem, 386 (Cyr. Jer.) 

Damascenus John, 730 (Damasc.) 

Didymus of Alexandria, 370 (Did.) 
Dionysius Bp. of Alexandria, 265 

(Dion.) 
Dionysius (Pseudo-) Areopagita, 5th 

century (Dion, Areop.) 
Ephraem the Syrian, 378 (Ephr.) 
Epiphanius Bp. of Cyprus, 403 (Epiph.) 
Eusebius Bp. of Caesarea, 340 (Kus.) 

Euthalius Bp. of Sulci? 458 (Euthal.) 
Euthymius Zigabenus, 1116 (Euthym.) 

Evagrius of Pontus, 380 (Evagr.) 
Gregory the Great Bp. of Rome, 605 

(Greg.) 
Gregory Bp. of Nazianzus, 389 (Naz.) 

Gregory Bp. of Nyssa, 371 (Nyss.) 

Gregory Thaumaturgus Bp. of Neocae- 

sarea, 243 (Thauma.) 
Hieronymus (Jerome), 430 (Hier. ) or 

(Jer.) 

Hilary Bp. of Poictiers, fl. 354 (Hil.) 

Hippolytus Bp. of Portus, fi. 220 (Hip.) 

Ignatius Bp. of Antioch, ro7 (Ign.) 

Irenaeus Bp. of Lyons, 178; chiefly 

extant in an old Latin version (Iren.) 

Isidore of Pelusium, 412 (Isid.) 

Justin Martyr, 164 (Just.) 

Juvencus, 330 (Juv.) 

Lactantius, 306 (Lact.) 

Lucifer Bp. of Cagliari, 367 (Luc.) 

Marcion the heretic, 130? (Mcion), cited 

by Epiphanius (Mcion-e) and Zertul- 

Lian (Mcion-¢). 
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Maximus Taurinensis, 466 (Max. Taur.) 
Maximus the Confessor, 662 (Max. 

Conf.) 

Methodius, fl. 300 (Meth.) 

Oecumenius Bishop of Tricca, roth cen- 
tury ? (Oecu.) 

Origen, b. 185, d. 254 (Or.) 

Pamphilus the Martyr, 308 (Pamph.) 

Peter Bp. of Alexandria, 311 (Petr.) 

Photius Bp. of Constantinople, 891 

(Phot.) 
Polycarp Bp. of Smyrna, 166 (Polyc.) 

Primasius Bp. of Adrumetum, fl. 550 

(Prim. ) 
Prudentius 406 (Prud.) 
Rujinis of Aquileia, 397 (Ruf.) 

Severianus, a Syrian Bp., 409 (Sevrn.) 

Socrates ) Church (fi. 440 (Soc.) 
Sozomen } Historians, {450 (Soz.) 

Suidas the lexicographer, 980? (Suid.) 

Tatian of Antioch, 172 (Tat.) 

Tertullian of Africa, fl. 200 (Tert.) 
Theodore Bp. of Mopsuestia, 428 (Thdor. 

Mops.) 

Theodoret Bp. of Cyrus or Cyrrhus in 

Comagene, 458 (Thdrt.) 

Theophilus Bp. of Antioch, 182 (Thphe 
Ant.) 

Theophylact Arch. of Bulgaria, 1071 

(Theophyl.) 

Tichonius? the Donatist, fl. 390 (Tich.) 
Titus Bp. of Bostra, fl. 370 (Tit. Bost.) 

Victor of Antioch, 401 (Vict. Ant.) 
Victor Bp. of Tunis, 565 (Vict. Tun.) 

Victorinus Bp. of Pettau, 303 (Victorin.) 

Vigilius of Thapsus, 484 (Vigil.) 
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CHAPTER V. 

ON THE EARLY PRINTED, AND LATER CRITICAL 

EDITIONS OF THE GREEK NEW TESTAMENT. 

ib would be quite foreign to our present design, to attempt 
to notice all the editions of the New Testament in Greek 

which have appeared in the course of the last three centuries 
and a half, nor would a volume suffice for such a labour. We 

will limit our attention, therefore, to those early editions which 
have contributed to form our commonly received text, and to 
such others of more recent date as not only exhibit a revised 
text, but contain an accession of fresh critical materials for its 
more complete emendation. 

Since the Latin Bible of 1452 was the first production of 
the new-born printing-press (see p. 262), and the Jews had 
published the Hebrew Bible in 1488, we must impute it to the 
general ignorance of Greek among divines in Western Europe, 
that although the two songs Magnificat and Benedictus (Luke i.) 
were annexed toa Greek Psalter which appeared at Venice in 
1486, and the first six chapters of St John’s Gospel were pub- 
lished at Venice by Aldus Manutius in 1504, and John vi. 1— 

14 at Tiibingen in 1514, the first printed edition of the whole 
N. T. in the original is that contained in 

1. Tar Compturensian Potyexotr* (6 Vol. folio), the 
munificent design of Francis Ximenes de Cisneros [1437— 
1517] Cardinal Archbishop of Toledo, and Regent of Castile | 
(1506—17). This truly eminent person, six years of whose 
humble youth were spent in a dungeon through the caprice of 

1 Novum Testamentum Grece et Latine in academia complutensi noviter im- 

pressum, Tom. V. 
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one of his predecessors in the Primacy of Spain, experienced: 
what we have seen so conspicuously illustrated in our own 
times, that long imprisonment ripens the intellect which it fails 
to extinguish. Entering the Franciscan order in 1482, he carried 
the ascetic habit of his profession to the throne-of Toledo and 
the palace of his sovereign. Becoming in 1492 Confessor to 
Queen Isabella the Catholic, and Primate three years later, he 
devoted to pure charity or to public purposes the enormous 
revenues of his see; founding the University at Alcala de Hena- 
res in New Castile, where he had gone to sehool, and defraying 
the cost of an expedition which as Regent he led to Oran against 
the Moors. In 1502 he conceived the plan of the first Polyglott 
Bible, to celebrate the birth of him who afterwards became the 

Emperor Charles V., and gathered in his University of Alcala 
(Complutum) a8 many manuscripts as he could procure, with 
men he deemed equal to the task, of whom James Lopez de 

Stunica (subsequently known for his controversy with Erasmus) 
was the principal; others being AQ. Antonio of Lebrixa, De- 
metrius Ducas of Crete, and Ferdinand of Valladolid (‘ Pin- 
tianus”’). ‘The whole outlay of Cardinal Ximenes on the Poly- 
glott is stated to have exceeded 50,000 dueats or about £23,000, 

a vast sum in those days:—but his yearly income as Primate 
was four times as great. The first volume printed, Tom. v., 
contained the New Testament in two parallel columns, Greek 

and Latin, the latter that modification of the Vulgate then cur- 
rent: the colophon on the last page of the Apocalypse. states 
that it was completed January 10, 1514, the printer being 
Arnald William de Brocario, Tom. v1., comprising a Lexicon, 
indices, &c. bears date March 17, 1515; Tom. 1—1v. of the Old 
Testament and Apocrypha, 1517, (Tom. rv., J uly 10), on No- 
vember 8 of which year the Cardinal died, full of honours and 
good deeds. This event must have retarded the publication of 
the whole, since Pope Leo’s licence was not granted until March 
22, 1520, and Erasmus did not see the book before 1522. As 
but six hundred copies were printed, this Polyglott must from 
the first have been scarce and dear, and is not always met with 
in Public Libraries. . 

The Apocryphal books, like the N.'T., are of course given 
only in two languages; in the Old Testament the Latin Vul- 
gate holds the chief place in the middle, between the Hebrew 

19 
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and the Septuagint Greek!. The Greek type in the other 
volumes is of the common character, with the usual breathings 
and accents; in the fifth, or New Testament volume, it is 
quite different, being modelled after the fashion of manuscripts 
of about the thirteenth century, very bold and elegant (see 
Plate 1x. No. 37), without breathings, and accentuated accord- 
ing to a system defended and explained in a bilingual ‘preface 
apes tods évrevEouévovs, but never heard of before or since: 
monosyllables have no accent, in other words the tone sylla- 
ble receives the acute, the grave and circumflex being discarded. 
The Latin is in a noble church-character, references are made 

from the one text to the other by means of small letters, and 
where in either column there is a void space, in consequence of 
words omitted or otherwise, it is filled up by such curves as are 
seen in the bottom line of our specimen. The foreign matter 
in this volume consists of the short Preface in Latin and Greek, 
Eusebius Carpiano (but without the Canons), Jerome’s letter to 
Damasus (see.pp. 252, 261), with the ordinary Latin Prologues 
and Arguments before each book. St Paul’s Epistles precede 
the Acts, as in Codd. &. 61. 69. 90, &c. (see p. 61), and before 

them stand the dzrodnyla travdov, Kuthalii wept ypdver (see p. 57), 
the ordinary vzoGécets to all the 21 Epistles (grouped together), 
with Theodoret’s prologues subjoined to 13 of the troécas. By 
the side of the Latin text are numerous parallel passages, and 
there are also five marginal notes (on Matth. vi. 13; 1 Cor. xiii. 
8; xv. 31; 51; 1 John v. 7). The only divisions are the com- 
mon Latin chapters, subdivided by the letters A, B, C, D, &c. 

(see p. 59). Copies of laudatory verses’, an interpretation of Pro- 
per Names, and a Greek Lexicon of the N. T. close the volume. 

1 Quite enough has been made of. that piece of grim Spanish humour, ‘‘ Me- 

diam autem inter has latinam beati Hieronymi translationem velut inter Syna- 
gogam et Orientalem Ecclesiam posuimus: tanquam duos hine et inde latrones, 
medium autem Jesum, hoc est Romanam sive latinam KEicclesiam collocantes” 

{Prol. Tom. 1.). The editors plainly meant no disparagement to the original Scrip- 

tures, as such ; but they had persuaded themselves that Hebrew codices had been 

corrupted by the Jew, the Septuagint by the schismatical Greek, ‘and 80 clung to 

the Latin as the only form (even before the Council of Trent) in which the Bible 
was known or studied in Western Europe. 

2 Of these, two copies are in Greek, three in Latin Elegiacs. I subjoin those 
of the native Greek editor, Demetrius Ducas, as a rather favourable specimen 

of verse composition in that age: the fantastic mode of accentuation described 

above was clearly not his work. 
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It has long been debated among critics, what manuscripts 
were used by the Complutensian editors, especially in the N.T. 
Ximenes is reported to have spent 4000 ducats in the purchase 
of manuscripts ; ; in the Preface to the N.'T. we are assured that 
“non quevis exemplaria impressioni huic archetypa fuisse: sed 
antiquissima emendatissimaque : : ac tante preterea vetustatis : 

ut fidem eis abrogare nefas videatur: Que sanctissimus in 
Christo pater et dominus noster Leo decimus pontifex maximus, 
huic instituto favere cupiens ex apostolica bibliotheca educta 
misit...’” Yet these last expressions can hardly refer to the N.T., 
inasmuch as Leo X. was not elected Pope till March 11, 1513, 
and the N. T. was completed Jan. 10. of the very next year’. 
Add to this that Vercellone, whose services to sacred literature 

have been spoken of above (pp. 91—2) has recently brought 
to light the fact that only two manuscripts are known to have 
been sent to the Cardinal from the Vatican in the first year of 
Leo, and neither of them (Vat. 330, 346) contained any part of 
the N. T.? The only one of the Complutensian codices specified 

by Stunica, the Cod. Rhodiensis (Act. 52, see p. 190), has 
entirely disappeared, and from a Catalogue of the thirty volumes 
of Biblical manuscripts once in the library at Alcala, but now 
at Madrid, communicated in 1846 by Don José Gutierrez, the: 
Librarian, we find that they consist exclusively of Latin and 

Eumpdters dovae dperjre Bporods és sdupmror, 
éopaxdpwy xGpov xa Blov oléev dye, 

dpxrepeds Exudvys Oetos wéde. Epya yap abrov 

H5e BIBdos. Ovynrots diva Sdpa rade. 

; 1 Tregelles (Account of the Printed Text, p. 7, note) states that he was elected 

Febr, 28, crowned March 11: Sir Harris Nicholas (Chronology of History, p. 194) 

that he was elected March 11, without naming the date of his coronation as usual, 

but mentioning that ‘“‘Leo X, in his letters, dated the commencement of his 
pontificate before his coronation.” 

2 The following is the document (a curiosity in its way) as cited by Vercellone: 
*‘ Anno primo Leonis PP. X. Reverendiss. Dom. Franciscus Card. Toletanus de 

mandato SS. D. N. Papae habuit ex bibliotheca a Dom. Phaedro Bibliothecario 
duo volumina graeca: unum in quo continentur libri infrascripti; videlicet Pro- 
verbia Salomonis, Ecclesiastes, Cant. Cant., Job, Sapientia, Ecclesiasticus, Esdras, 
Tobias, Judith. Sunt in eo folia quingenta et duodecim ex papyro in nigro. 
Fuit extractum ex blancho primo bibliothecae graecae communis. Mandatum Pon- 

tificis super concessione dictorum librorum registratum fuit in Camera Apostolica 

per D. Franciscum De Attavantes Notarium, ubi etiam annotata est obligatio. 
. Promisit restituere intra annum sub poena ducentorum ducatorum.”—* Restituit 
die 9 Juli, MDXVIII. Ita est. Fr. Zenobius Bibliothecarius.” 

19—2 
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Hebrew books, with the exception of two which contain portions 
of the Septuagint in Greek!, Thus we seem cut off from all hope 
of obtaining direct information as to the age, character and pre- 
sent locality of the materials employed for the Greek text of this 
edition. | 

It is obvious, however, that in the course of twelve years. 
(1502-14), Ximenes may have obtained transcripts of codices 
he did not himself possess, and since some of the more remark- 
able readings of the Complutensian are found in but one or two 
manuscripts (e.g. Luke i. 64 in Codd. 140, 251; ii. 22 in 
Cod. 76), such copies should of course be narrowly watched. 
We have pointed out above (p. 190) the resemblance that Seidel’s 
codex (Act. 42, Paul. 48, Apoc. 18) bears to this edition: see 
too Cod. 4 of the Gospels. Mill first noticed its affinity to 
Laud. 2 or Evan. 51, Act. 32, Paul. 38 (see p. 147), and though 
this is somewhat remote in the Gospels, throughout the Acts 
and Epistles it is close and indubitable?. We see, therefore, 
no cause for believing that either Cod. B, or any manuscript 
much resembling it in character, or any other document of high 
antiquity or first-rate importance, was employed by the editors 
of this Polyglott. The text it exhibits does not widely differ @ 
from that of most codices written from the tenth century down- / 
wards. 

That it was corrupted from the parallel Latin version was 
contended by Wetstein and others on very insufficient grounds. 

1 The Catalogue is copied at length by Tregelles (Account of the Printed Teat, 
pp. 15—18). It is scarcely worth while to repeat the silly story taken up by 

Moldenhawer, whose admiration of las cosas de Espafia was not extravagantly 

high, that the Alcala manuscripts had been sold to make sky-rockets about 1749 ; 

to which Sir John Bowring pleasantly adds in 1819, ‘‘ To celebrate the arrival of 
some worthless grandee.” Gutierrez’s recent list comprehends all the codices 
named in the University Catalogue made in 1745; and we may hope that the 

Governor of Hong Kong no longer believes that al/ grandees are worthless. 

* Thus in St Mark the Complutensian varies from Laud. 2 in §1 places, and 
nowhere agrees with it except in company with a mass of other copies, In the 

Acts on the contrary they agree 139 times, and differ but 41, some of their loct 
singulares being quite decisive: e.g. x. 173 213 xii. 12; xvii. 31; xx. 38; xxiv. 

16; 1 Pet. iil. 12; 14; 2 Pet. i. rr. In most of these places Seidel’s Codex, in 

some of them Act. 69, and in nearly ali Cod. Havn. 1 (Evan. 234, Act. 87, Paul. 

72) are with Laud. 2. On testing this last at the Bodleian in some forty places, I 

found Mill’s collation reasonably accurate. As might have been expected, his 
Oxford manuscripts were examined much the best, 
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Even the Latinism BecerteBov8 Matth. x. 25, seems a mere 
inadvertence, and is corrected immediately afterwards (xii. 24, 
27), a8 well as in the four other places wherein it is used. 
We need not deny that 1 John v. 7 was interpolated, and pro- 
bably translated from the Vulgate, and a few other cases have 
a suspicious look (Rom. xvi. 5; 2 Cor. v. 10; vi. 15; and espe- 
cially Gal. iii. 19); the articles too are employed as if they 
were unfamiliar to the editor (e.g. Acts xxi. 4; 8): yet we 
must emphatically deny that on the whole the Latin Vulgate 
had an appreciable effect upon the Greek. This point had 
been demonstrated to the satisfaction of Michaelis and of Marsh 
by Goeze’, in whose short tract many readings of Cod. Land. 2 
are also examined. In the more exact collation of the N. T. 
which we have made with the common text (Hizevir 1624), _ 
and which will be printed in the Appendix to the present ° 
Chapter, out of 2777 places in ail, wherein the Complutensian 
edition differs from that of Elzevir (viz. 1046 in the Gospels, 
576 in the Pauline Epistles, 541 in the Acts and Catholic : 
Epistles, 614 in the Apocalypse), in no less than 849 (distin- 
guished in our collation by +) the Latin is at variance with 
the Greek; in the majority of the rest the difference cannot 
be expressed in another language. Since the Complutensian 
N.T. could only have been published from manuscripts, it 
deserves more minute examination than it has received from 
Mill or Wetstein; and it were much to be desired that similar 
collations could be made of several other early editions, espe- 
cially the five of Erasmus. 

Since this Polyglott has been said to be very inaccurately printed, 
it is necessary to state that we have noted just 50 pure errors of the 
press; in one place, moreover (Hebr. vii. 3), the Euthalian cepadacoy 
has crept into the text. All the usual peculiarities observable in later 
manuscripts are here, e.g. 224 itacisms (chiefly w for o, y for et, « for 
t, v for y, ov for a, and vice versd); 32 instances of v ebeAnvorixdr, or the 
‘Superabundant v, before a consonant; 15 instances of the hiatus for 
the lack of v before a. vowel; ovrws is sometimes found before a con- 
sonant, but ovrw 68 times; ove and ovy are interchanged 12 times, 
The following forms, found in many manuscripts, and here retained, 

1 Goeze’s ‘Defence of the Complutensian Bible” 1766 was not added to 

the Library of the British Museum till 1857. He published a “ Continuation” in 
1769. 
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may shew that the grammatical forms of the Greek were not yet 
settled among scholars; wapiyyeAev Mark vi. 8; didyyeAe Luke ix. 
60; -xarayyékew Acts iv. 2; diayyéAwov Acts xxi. 26; Karayyéd\wv 
1 Cor. ii. 1; wrapayyédw 1 Cor. vii. 10; avayydAwy 2 Cor. vii. 7; rapary- 
yéAopev, 2 Thess. iii. 4; wapdyyeAc 1 Tim. iv. 11; v. 7; vi. 17. The 
augment is omitted 9 times (Matth. xi. 17; Acts vii. 42; xxvi. 32; 
Rom. i. 2; Gal. ii. 13; 1 Tim. vi. 10; 2 Tim. i. 16; Apoc. iv. 8; 
xii. 17); the reduplication twice (John xi. 52; 1 Cor. xi. 5): péddw 
and péAe. are confounded Mark iv. 38; Acts xviii. 17; Apoe. iii. 
2; xii. 4. Other forms (some of them would be called Alexandrine, 
see Chap. vil.) are wapmédAov Mark viii. 1; vypéav Rom. xvi. 15; 
eSatpetre 1 Cor. v. 13; aroxrévee 2 Cor. iii. 6; passim; ortxotpey 
Gal. v. 25; eéra Hebr. iii, 10; evpdwevos ibid. ix. 12; arecyéoOau 
1 Pet. ii. 11; xaradrerdvres 2 Pet. ii, 15; awepuBadrAcirar Apoe. iii. 5; 
devyvovros ibid. xxii. 8. We have in 31 places cited changes in the 
punctuation, but the stops are placed carelessly in the Greek, being 
(,), (,), rarely (-), never (;). In the Latin the stops are pretty regular, 
but the abbreviations very numerous, even such purely arbitrary 

forms as xps for Christus. In the Greek o often stands at the end 
of a word for s, ¢ and often v or v are set at the beginning of sylla- 
bles, and there are noe ascript or subscript, and no capital letters 
except at the beginning of a chapter, when they are often flourished. 

All the forms enumerated above we have recorded in our colla- 
tion, and numbered among the 2777 variations from the Elzevir text: 
the following are also derived from the general practice of manu- 
scripts, and occurring perpetually, are here named once for all: 
ardptt, amdpyys, Sav (for 3 av), exp, eLavrys, emtroavrd, epocov, 
ewodtov, Kairoye, KaOnpepay, Kxaridiay, Karovap, peOnuwv, LEevTOL, OVpLY, 
voureott; and for the most part diaravrds, Sdiari, diarovto, iris, 
ovkért; sometimes we meet with such forms as wapadvow, and once 
(Mark xiv. 7) evrowujoa, Vulg. benefacere. 

2. Erasmus’ New TESTAMENT was by six years the 
earlier published, though it was printed two years later than 
the Complutensian. Its editor, both in character and fortunes, 
presents a striking contrast with Ximenes; yet what he lacked 
of the Castilian’s firmness he more than atoned for by his true 
love of learning, and the cheerfulness of spirit that struggled 
patiently, if not boldly, with adversity. Desiderius Erasmus 
(€pdoptos, i.e. Gerald) was born at Rotterdam in 1465, or, per- 
haps, a year or two later, the illegitimate son of reputable and 
(but for that sin) of virtuous parents. Soon left an orphan, he 
was reluctantly forced to take the minor orders, and entered the 
priesthood in 1492. Thenceforward his was the hard life of a 
solitary and wandering man of letters, earning a precarious 
subsistence from booksellers or pupils, now learning Greek at 
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Oxford (but avrodiSaxros) ', now teaching it at Cambridge (1510); 
losing by his reckless wit the friends his vast erudition had - 
won; restless and unfrugal, perhaps, yet always labouring 
faithfully and with diligence. He was in England when John 
Froben, a celebrated publisher at Basle, moved by the report of 

the forthcoming Spanish Bible, and eager to forestall it, made 
application to Hrasmus, through a common friend, to undertake 
immediately an edition of the N.T.: “se daturum pollicetur, 
quantum alius quisquam,” is the argument employed. This 
proposal was sent on April 17, 1515, before which time Erasmus 
had no doubt prepared numerous annotations to illustrate a 
revised Latin version he had long projected. On September 11 
it was yet unsettled whether this improved version should stand 
by the Greek in a parallel column (the plan actually adopted), 
or be printed separately: yet the colophon at the end of Eras- 
mus’ first edition, a large folio of 675 pages, is dated February, 
1516; the end of the Annotations, March 1, 1516; Erasmus’ 
dedication to Leo X., Feb. 1, 1516; and Froben’s Preface, full 

of joyful hope and honest pride in the friendship of the first of 
living authors, Feb. 24,1516. Well might Erasmus, who had 

besides other literary engagements to occupy his time, declare 
subsequently that the volume “ praecipitatum fuit verius, quam 
editum;” yet both on the title-page, and in his dedication to the 
Pope, he allows himself to employ widely. different language*. 
When we read the assurance he addressed to Leo, “ Novum ut 

vocant testamentum universum ad Graecae originis fidem recog- 
novimus, idque non temere neque levi opera, sed adhibitis in 

1 Bp. Middleton may have lost sight of this pregnant fact when he wrote of 
Erasmus, ‘an acquaintance with Greek criticism was certainly not among his best 

acquirements, as his Greek Testament plainly proves: indeed he seems not to 

have had a very happy talent for languages” (Doctrine of the Greek Article, p. 395, 
3rd edition). 

? The title page is long and rather boastful. ‘‘ Novum Instrumentum omne, 
diligenter ab Erasmo Roterodamo recognitum et emendatum, non solum ad grae- 

cam veritatem, verum etiam ad multorum utriusque linguae codicum, eorumque 

veterum simul et emendatorum fidem, postremo ad probatissimorum autorum 

citationem, emendationem, et interpretationem, praecipue, Origenis, Chrysostomi, 

Cyrilli, Vulgarii [i. e. Theophylact, Archbishop of Bulgaria], Hieronymi, Cypriani, 
Ambrosii, Hilarii, Augustini, una cum Annotationibus, quae lectorem doceant, 
quid qua ratione mutatum sit. Quisquis igitur amas veram theologiam, lege, 
cognosce, ac deinde judica, Neque statim offendere, si quid mutatum offenderis, 
sed expende, num in melius mutatum sit. Apud inclytam Germaniae Basilaeam.” 
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consilium compluribus utriusque linguae codicibus, nec iis sane 
quibuslibet, sed vetustissimis simul et emendatissimis,” it is 
almost painful to be obliged to remember that a portion of ten 
months at the utmost could have been devoted by Erasmus to 
the text, the Latin version and the notes; while the only manu- 
scripts he can be imagined to have used are Codd. Evan. 2,/ Act. 
Paul. 2/with occasional reference to Evan. Act. Paul. l{and Act. 
Paul. 4 (all still at Basle, and deseribed, Chap. 1. sect. 111.) for 
the remainder of the New Testament, and to Apoc. 1/(now lost) 
alone for the Apocalypse. All these, excepting Evan. Act. Paul. 
1, were neither ancient nor particularly valuable, and of Cod. 1 
he made but small account. As Apoc. 1 was mutilated in the 
last six verses, Erasmus turned these into the Greek from the 

‘ Latin; and some portions of his version, which are found (how- ) 
ever some editors may speak vaguely, see p. 67) én no one known \ 
Greek manuscript whatever, still cleave to our received text}. | 

When Ximenes, in the last year of his life, was shewn 
Exasmus’ edition, which had thus got the start of his own, and 
his editor, Stunica, sought to depreciate it, the noble old man 

replied, “‘ would God that all the Lord’s people were prophets! 
produce better, if thou canst; condemn not the industry of 

another’.” His generous confidence in his own work was not 
misplaced. He had many advantages over the poor scholar and 
the enterprising printer of Basle, and had not let them pass 
unimproved. ‘The typographical errors of the Complutensian 
Greek have been stated (p. 293); Erasmus’ first edition is in 

_ that respect the most faulty book I know. Ciécolampadius, or 
John Hausschein [1482—1531], afterwards of some note as a 
Lutheran, had undertaken this department for him, and was 
glad enough to serve under such a chief; but Froben’s hot 
haste gave him little leisure to do his part. We must, however, 

impute it to design thats subscript, which is elsewhere placed 
quite correctly, is here set under 7 in the plural of the subjunc- 
tive mood active, not in the singular (e.g. James ii. 8, éwiBré- 
ante, elarnte bis, but v. 2, eicéXOn bis). With regard to the 
text, the difference between the two editions is very wide in 

1 Such are dp@pwés Apoc. xxii, v. 16; eddé bis, éXOérw, AauBavérw 7d v. 173 

ouppaprupodpmas yap, érercOG wpds Taira,—rq@ (ante BiBAlw) v. 18; dpatpf, BlBAov, 

apatpjoe, BIBdov secund., Kal ult.,—rG (ante BiBAlw) v. 19; Huddy, dusdv V. 216 

.* Tregelles, Account of the Printed Text, p. 19. , 
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the Apocalypse, the text of the Complutensian being decidedly 

preferable ; elsewhere they resemble each other more closely, 

and while we fully admit the error of Stunica and his colleagues 
in translating from the Latin version into Greek 1 John v. 7, 
it would appear that Erasmus has elsewhere acted in the same 
manner, not merely in cases which for the moment admitted no 
choice, but in places where no such necessity existed: thus in Acts } 
ix. 5, 6, the words from oxAnpdv to mpds avrév are interpolated “y 
from the Vulgate, partly by the help of Acts xxvi. 14 (see. 

. 12). ~ 
, Erasmus died at Basle in 1536, having lived to publish four 
editions besides that of 1516. The second has enlarged annota- 
tions, and very truly bears on its title the statement, “ multo 
quam antehac diligentius ab Er. Rot. recognitum ;” for a large 
portion of the misprints, and not a few readings of the first 
edition are herein corrected, chiefly on the authority of a fresh 
codex, Evan. Act. Paul. 3 (see p. 143). The colophon to the 
Apocalypse is dated 1518, Froben’s Epistle to the reader, Feb. 
5, 1519. In this edition ¢ subscript is set right; Carp., Hus. t., 
xed, t., Am., Hus. (see p. 142), are added in the Gospels; Doro- 
theus’ Lives of the Evangelists (see Cod. Act. 89, p. 193), and 
the Euthalian xefadaa are given in both editions in Rom. f, 
2 Corinth. only, but the Latin chapters are represented through- 
out. Of these two editions put together 3300.copies were printed. 
The third edition (1522) is chiefly remarkable for its insertion W~ 
of 1 John v. 7 in the Greek text, under the circumstances 
described p. 149, in consequence of his controversy with Stunica, 
and with a much weaker antagonist, Edward Lee, afterwards 
Archbishop of York, who objected to his omission of a passage 
which no Greek codex was then known to contain. This 
edition also was said to be “tertio jam ac diligentius...recogni- 
tum,” and contains also “Capita argumentorum contra morosos 
quosdam ac indoctos,”’ which he subsequently found reason to 
enlarge. The fourth edition (dated, March 1527) contains the 
text in three parallel columns, the Greek, the Latin Vulgate, 
and Erasmus’ recension of it. He had seen the Complutensian . 
Polyglott in 1522, shortly after the publication of his third y 

edition, and had now the good sense to avail himself of its aid 
in the improvement of the text, especially in the Apocalypse, 
wherein he amended from it at least ninety readings, His last 

aan ! 

A oA. Ze f° Soh ea + a rs ee my ee Ek S /i & fe 
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edition of 1535 once more discarded the Latin Vulgate, and 
differs very little from the fourth as regards the text!. 

A minute collation of all Erasmus’ editions is a desideratum 
we may one day hope to see supplied. All who have followed 
Mill over any portion of the vast field he endeavoured to occupy, 
will feel certain that his statements respecting their divergencies 
are much below the truth: such as they are, we repeat them for 
want of more accurate information. He estimates that Erasmus’ 
second edition contains 330 changes from the first for the better, 
70 for the worse (Proleg. N. T. § 1184); that the third differs 
from the second in 118 places (dbd. § 1188); the fourth from 
the third in 113 places, 90 being those from the Apocalypse 
just spoken of (db¢éd. § 1141); the fifth differs from the fourth 
only four times (¢béd. § 1150). 

3. In 1518 appeared the Graeca Biblia at Venice, from the 
celebrated press of Aldus, which professes to be grounded on a 
collation of most ancient copies. However this may be in the 
Old Testament, it follows Erasmus so closely in the New as to 
reproduce his very errors of the press (Mill, NV. Z. Proleg. § 
1122), though it is stated to differ from him in about 200 places, 
for the better or worse. If this edition was really revised by 
means of manuscripts (see p. 159, Cod. 131) rather than by mere 
conjecture, we know not what they were, or how far intelligently 
employed. Another edition out of the many which now began 
to swarm, wherein the testimony of manuscripts is believed to 
have been followed, is that of Simon Colinaeus, Paris 1534, in 
which the text is an eclectic mixture of the Complutensian 
and Erasmian. Mill states (Proleg. § 1144) that in about 150 
places Colinaeus deserts them both, and that his variations are 
usually supported by the evidence of known codices (Evan. 
119, 120 at Paris have been suggested), though a few still 
remain which may perhaps be deemed conjectural. 

1 I never saw the Basle manuscripts, and probably Dean Alford has been more 
fortunate, otherwise I do not think he has evidence for his statement that “ Hras- 

mus tampered with the readings of the very few MSS. which he collated” (N. T. 

Vol. 1. Proleg. p. 74, 4th edition). The truth is, that to save time and trouble, he 

used them as copy for the press, as was intimated above, p. 143. For this purpose 

corrections would of course be necessary (those made by Erasmus were all too 

few), and he might fairly say, in the words cited by Wetstein (Profeg. p. 127), 

‘se codices suos praccastigasse.” Any wanton “tampering” with the text I am 

loth to admit, unless for better reasons than I yet know of. 
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4, The editions of Robert Stephens, mainly by reason of 
their exquisite beauty, have exercised a far wider influence than 
these, and Stephens’ third or folio edition of 1550 is by many 
regarded as the received or standard text. This eminent and 
resolute man [1503—59] early commenced his useful career as 
a printer at Paris, and having incurred the enmity of the Doc- 

tors of the Sorbonne for his editions of the Latin Vulgate (see 
p. 263), was yet protected and patronised by Francis I. [d. 1547] 
and his son Henry II. It was from the Royal Press that his 
three principal editions of the Greek N.T. were issued, the 
fourth and last being published in 1551 at Geneva, to which 
town he finally withdrew the next year, and made public pro- 
fession of the Protestant opinions which had long been gather- 
ing strength in his mind. The editions of 1546, 1549 are small 
12° in size, most elegantly printed with type cast at the expense 
of Francis: the opening words of the Preface common to both, 
“O mirificam Regis nostri optimi et praestantissimi principis 
liberalitatem’’...have given them the name by which they are 
known among connoisseurs. Erasmus and ‘his services to sacred 
learning Stephens does not so much as name, nor indeed did he 
as yet adopt him for a model: he speaks of “codices ipsa vetus- 
tatis specie pene adorandos”’ which he had met with in the King’s 
Library, by which, he boldly adds “‘ita hune nostrum recensui- 
mus, ut nullam omnino literam secus esse pateremur quam plures, 
lique meliores libri, tanquam testes, comprobarent.” The Com- 
plutensian, as he admits, assisted him greatly, and he notes its 

close connection with the readings of his manuscripts. Mill as- 
sures us (Proleg. § 1220) that Stephens’ first and second editions 
differ but in 67 places. In the folio or third edition of 1550 
the various readings of the codices, obscurely referred to in the 
Preface to that of 1546; are entered im the margin. This fine 
volume derives much importance from its being the earliest ever 
published with critical apparatus. In the Preface, written after 
the example of the Complutensian editors both in Greek and 
Latin, his authorities are declared to be sixteen; viz. a the 

Spanish Polyglott; 6’, which we have already discussed (above, 
p. 97, note 2); ¥, 8, &, $’, &, 7, &, oe’ taken from King Henry 

II.’s Library ; the rest (i.e. 6’, sa’, 18", uy’, 08, 1S’) are those & 

avtol Tavtayobev cuvnbpoicapen, or, as the Latin runs, “quae 
undique corrogare licuit:”” these, of course, were not necessarily 
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his own; one at least (vy’, Act. 9, Paul. 11, see p. 187) we are 
sure was not. Although Robert Stephens professed to have col- 
lated the whole sixteen for his two previous editions, and that 
too os olov Te Hv émiedéotata, this part of his work is now 
known to be due to his son Henry [1528—98], who in 1546 was 
only eighteen years old. The degree of accuracy attained in 
this collation may be estimated from the single instance of the 
Complutensian, a book printed in very clear type, widely cir- 
culated, and highly valued by Stephens himself. Deducting 
mere errata, itacisms and such like, it differs from his third 

edition in more than 2300 places, of which (including cases 
where a or vravves stands for all his copies) it is cited correctly — 
554 times (viz. 164 in the Gospels, 94 in St Paul, 76 in the 
Acts and Catholic Epistles, 220 in the Apocalypse), and falsely 
no less than 56 times, again including errors from a too general 
use of qavres!. I would not say with some that these authori-. 
ties stand in the margin more for parade than use, yet the text< 

is perpetually at variance with the majority of them, and in}, 
119 places with them all*. If we trust ourselves once more to— 
the guidance of Mill (Proleg. § 1228), the folio of 1550 de- 
parts from its smaller predecessors of 1546, 1549, in 284 read- 
ings, chiefly to adopt the text of Erasmus’ fifth edition, but 
even now the Complutensian is preferred in the Apocalypse, 
and with good reason. Of his other fifteen authorities, sa’ 
(= Act. 8) and is’ (= Apoc. 3) have never been identified, but 
were among the six in private hands: #' certainly is Cod. D or 
Bezae; the learned have tried, and on the whole successfully, to 
recognise the remainder, especially those in the Royal (or Im- 
perial) Library at Paris. In that great collection Lelong has 
satisfied us that y' is probably Evan. 4; &’ is certainly Evan. 5; 
é Evan. 6; s' Evan. 7; 7' Evan. L; ¢' he believed to be Evan. 

8, but*see above, p. 190, note; ¢’ appears to be Act. 7. Of 

1 Mill says that Stephens’ citations of the Complutensian are 598, Marsh 578, 

of which 48, or one in twelve, are false; but we have tried to be as exact as 

possible. Certainly some of Stephens’ inaccuracies are rather slight, viz. Act. ix. 

6; XV. 29; xxv. 5; xxviii. 3; Eph. iv. 32; Col. iii. 20; Apoc. i. 12; ii, 1; 20; 

24; lil. 2; 43 7; 12; iv. 8; xv. 2. B seems to be put for a Matth. x. 25. 

2 viz. in the Gospels 81, Paul 20, Act. Cath. 17, Apoc. 1 (ch. vii. 5), but for 

the Apocalypse the margin had only three authorities, a’, te’, is’ («s’ ending xvii. 8), 

whose united readings Stephens rejects no less than 54 times: see, moreover, 
above, p. 97, note 2. 
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those in the possession of individuals in Stephens’ time, Bp. 
Marsh (who in his Letters to Mr Archdeacon Travis, 1795, was 
led to examine this subject very carefully) has proved that ty’ 
is Act. 9 (see p.. 187); Wetstein thought 6’ was Evan. 38 (but 
see p. 146, note); Scholz seems to approve of Wetstein’s con- 
jecture which Griesbach doubted (N. 7. Proleg. Sect. 1. p.xxxviii), 
that 16’ is Evan. 9: Griesbach rightly considers 18’ to be Evan. 
120; se’ was seen by Lelong to be Act. 10: these last four are 
all now in the Imperial Library. It has been the more difficult 
to settle them, as Robert Stephens did not even print all the 
materials that Henry had gathered; many of whose various 
readings were published subsequently by Beza from the colla- 
tor’s own manuscript, which itself must have been very defec- 
tive. With all its faults, however, this edition of 1550 was a 

foundation on which others might hereafter build, and was 
unquestionably of great use in directing the attention of students 
to the authorities on which alone the true text of Scripture is 
based. R. Stephens’ smaller edition, published at Geneva 1551, 
is said to contain the Greek text of 1550 almost unchanged, 
between the Vulgate and Erasmus’ Latin versions. In this 
volume we first find our present division of the N.T. into 
verses (see above, p. 60). 

We annex to our description of the earlier editions the following 
collation of St James’ Epistle, as it is represented in Erasmus’ first 
edition, with Stephens’ N. T. of 1550, in order to illustrate the gra- 
dual process by which the text was moulded into its present shape. 
It will be remembered that the Complutensian (a collation of which 
is given in the Appendix to this Chapter), was not published till 
after Erasmus’ third edition. The references within brackets [ ] are 
made to those editions in which the false reading of 1516 was con- 
tinued: when no brackets follow, the error or variation was corrected 
in Erasmus’ second edition’. 

*Emorody Tod dylov amoordAov iaxdBov.[—amrocrddov Er, 2, 3, 4, 
5|. H rov ayiov taxwBov emiotodAy Kadodiy O. “laxdBou émurroAy Kabo- 
Au 8. 1, 2, 3. Jacob. i. 2. wepuréonre. 5. eadéris. 6. duadpuvdpevos 

. secund. kdvdadve [Er. 2, 3, 4, 5]. 7. —o [Er. 2, 3, 4,5] 11. otrus 
[Er. 2, 3, 4, 5]. 12. foys. 13. —rod (Er. 2, 3, 4, 5, C, 8S. 1, 2]. 
14 ériPupias, 19. ws re [Hr. 2]. 22. — povov [habent Er. 2, &e. non 
autem Er. 5]. 24. 6 wows. 26. addd [Hr. 2, 3, 4,5,C]. i. 2. etoer On 
bis. 3. éwiBrXebyte. clayte bis. iro. 6. yripdcere [yroundoare Cl. 
ovx’ of [ovy’ of Hr. 2, 3, 4: ody of 5]. 10. ds rus [ Er, 2, 3, 4, 5]. 
11. porxedons. dovetoys. 12. ovrws dis [Er 2, 3, 4,5: ovaws secund. 

1 Er, represents Erasmus, C, the Complutensian, 8. Stephens, 
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3]. xptvacOo. [Er. 2]. 16, dérus [Br. 2]. dgre. 17, 26. otrws [Er. 2, 
3, 4, 5]. 19. morevovow. 21, 23. aBpady [Er. 2, 8]. 25. padQ. 
iii, 1. [xpiua omnes, praeter C.]. 2. odros. 3. —avray [Er, 2]. 
5. otrws [Er. 2, 3,4,5]. 6. +70 (ante wip) [Er. 2, 3, 4,5), 7. re 
prim. Sopatera. 8. Oavarodépov [Er. 2, 3, 4,5]. 10. otrws [Er. 2, 3, 
4,5, C.}. 12. ovxo [Er. 2, 3, 4, 5, 0., 8. 1]. odd pia [Er 2, 3, 4]. 
aAuKov te 2, 38, 4, 5: aduxdy C.]. 17. apwrdv pev, iv. 2. —8e 
[Er. 2, 3, 4, 5: was ovx éyere (—8e) C.]. 8. ded ve [Er. 2, 3]. Sazrary- 
onte. 4. porxo. —ovv[Er. 2, 3, 4, 5]. BovdyO7. 6. —d16 Aéyer ad 
Jin. vers. [Hr. 2, 3,4, 5]. 8 éyyiare [Er. 2, 3]. 14. ovk. éorar [Er. 
2,C.]. 15. Ocdjoyn,  v. 2. —xal[Hr. 2, 3,4, 5]. 7. i8ov. —dv [ Er. 
2, 3,4,5]. 9. xpiOyre [C., 8. 1, 2]. +6 (ante xpurjs) [Er. 2, 3, 4, 5, C., 
S. 1,2]. 12. [ets vadxpiow omnes]. awéoyre. 16. idOyre. 17. Halas 
[Er. 2,4, C.: “HAdas 3, 5: “Hadas 8. 1, 2, 3]. dvOporos. 19. mwravnb7. 
emtoTpeyy. —tis secund. [Er. 2]. Tis rod dyiov amoardAov [— amor. 
Er. 2, 3, 4] iaxwBov émaroAjjs réhos. Deest subscriptio in Er. 5, 8. 1, 2. 

It will be remarked, that while the great mass of the errata in 
Er. 1, both in spelling and accents, are corrected by Er. 2, most of 
the peculiarities of reading run through his five editions (see espe- 
cially i. 7; iii. 8; 12; iv. 6; v. 2), and are amended from the Com- 
plutensian by Stephens. Twice Stephens’ third edition is at variance 
with all the preceding (i. 13; v. 9), in each case with relation to the 
article, his margin being silent. In St James alone too Er. 5 appears 
to differ from Er. 4 in at least four places; no hopeful sign of Mill’s 
accuracy (above, p. 298). 

5. Theodore de Baze [1519—1605], a native of Vezelai in 
the Nivernois, after a licentious youth, resigned his ecclesiastical 
preferments at the age of 29 to retire with the wife of his early 
choice to Geneva, the little city to which the genius of one man 
has given so prominent a place in the history of the sixteenth 
century. His noble birth and knowledge of the world, aided by 
the impression produced at the Conference at Poissy (1561) by 
his eloquence and learning, easily gained for Beza the chief 
place among the French Reforthed on the death of their teacher 
Calvin in 1564. Of his services in connexion with the two 
Codd. D, we have elsewhere spoken (pp. 96—8; 131): he put 
forth himself, at long intervals, five editions of the N.T. (1565, 
1576, 1582, 1589, 1598), with his own elegant Latin version 

(first published 1556), the Latin Vulgate, and Annotations. | 
A better commentator perhaps than a critic, but most conspi- 
cuous as the earnest leader of a religious party, Beza neither 
sought-very anxiously after fresh materials for correcting the text, 
nor made any great use of what were ready at hand, his own 
two great codices, the papers of Henry Stephens’ (see p. 301), 
and Tremellius’ Latin version of the Peshito (see p. 282). All his 

\ 
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editions (of which we shall give some specimens) vary some- 
what from Stephens’ folio and from each other, yet there is no 
material difference between any of them. He exhibits a tend- 
ency, not the less blameworthy because his extreme theological 
views would tempt him to it, towards choosing that reading out 
of several which might best suit his own preconceived opinions. 
Thus in Luke ii. 22 he adopts (and our Authorised English “) 
version condescends to follow his judgment) rod xalapiopod ‘S 
avtfs from the Complutensian, for which he could have known 
of no manuscript authority whatever: ¢jus of the Vulgate would 
most naturally be rendered by avrod (see Campbell in loc.). 
Wetstein calculates that Beza’s text differs from Stephens’ in 
some fifty places (an estimate we shall find below the mark), 
and that either in his translation or his Annotations ,|he departs 
from Stephens’ Greek text in 150 passages (Wetst. WN. 7. 
Proleg. Tom. 11. p. 7). 

6. The brothers Bonaventure and Abraham Elzevir set up 
a printing press at Leyden which maintained its reputation for 
elegance and correctness throughout the greater part of the seven- 
teenth century. One of their minute editions, so much prized by 
bibliomanists, was a Greek Testament, 24°, 1624, alleging on the 
title-page (there is no Preface whatever) to be exw Regiis aliisque 
optimis editionibus cum curd expressum: by Regiis, we presume, 
Stephens’ editions are meant, and especially that of 1550. The 
supposed accuracy (for which its good name is not quite de- 
served) and great neatness of the little book procured for it 
much popularity. When this edition was exhausted, a second 
appeared in 1633, having the verses broken up into separate 
sentences, instead of their numbers being indicated in the mar- 

- gin, as in 1624: in the Preface it seems to allude to Beza’s 
N. T., without directly naming him: “Ex regiis ac caeteris 
editiontbus, quae maxime ac prae caeteris nunc omnibus proban- 
tur.” ‘To this edition is prefixed, as in 1624, a table of quota- 
tions (7ivaE paptupidv) from the Old Testament, to which is 

now added tables of the xebaraia of the Gospels, eOeous xeda- 
Aatiwy of the Acts and all the Epistles. Of the person entrusted 
with its superintendence we know nothing; nearly all his 
readings are found either in Stephens’. or Beza’s N. T. (he 
seems to lean to the latter in preference); but he speaks of the 
edition of 1624 as that “omnibus acceptam ;” and boldly states, 
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with a confidence which no doubt helped on its own accomplish- 
ment, “textum ergo habes ntinc ab omnibus receptum, in quo 
nihil immutatum aut corruptum damus.” His other profession, 
that of superior correctness, is also a little premature: “ut si 
quae, vel minutissimae in nostro, aut in ils, quos secuti sumus 

libris, superessent mendae, cum judicio ac cura tollerentur.” 
Although some of the worst misprints of the edition of 1624 are 
amended (Matth. vi. 34; Col. ii.18; 1 Thess. ii.17; 2 Pet. i. 7), 
others just as gross are retained (Act.ix.3; Rom. vii.2; xiii. 5; 
1 Cor. xiii.3; 2 Cor.iv.4; v.19; Hebr.xii.9; Apoc. xviii. 16) : 
é6v0m in 1 Cor. v. 7 should not be reckoned as an erratum, 

since it was adopted from design by Beza, and after him by 
both Elzevir editions. Of real various readings between the 
two Elzevirs, we mark but six instances (in the first five that 
of 1633 follows the Complutensian); viz. Mark iv. 18; viii. 24; 
Luke xii. 20; John iii. 6 d¢s; 2 Tim. i. 12; Apoc. xvi. 5, to 
be noticed below 3 in their proper places. 

Since Stephens’ edition of 1550, and that of the Elzevirs, 
have been taken as the standard or Received text, the former 

chiefly in England, the latter on the continent, and inasmuch as 

nearly all collated manuscripts have been compared with one or 
the other of these, it becomes absolutely necessary to know the 
precise points in which they differ from each other, even to the 
minutest errors of the press. Mull (NV. 7. Proleg. 1307) observed. 
but twelve such variations; Tischendorf gives a catalogue’ of 
150 (N. ZT. Proleg. p. lxxxv, 7th ed.): it is hoped that the fol- 
lowing list of 286 places will be found tolerably exact; mere 
errata as regards the breathings or accents it seemed needless to 
include. 

Collation of Stephens’ N.'T. 1550, with the Complutensian (C), 

Beza’s of 1565 (B), and Elzevir’s (E! of 1624, E® of 1633). 

Stephens, 1550. Elzevir, 1624. 

Matth. i. 1. ‘ABpadu passim. *ABpadu passim. 

vi. 34. peptuvionre C BE? Meptuvyoere errore. 

vill. 4. GAN B. anna C, 

x. 4. “Ioxapudrys C. 6 “Ioxapudrys B. 

xii. 18. gpérioa B. qpérioa. 

Xvili, 30. ddd C. arn B, 

xix. 1, 7s Tadc\alas C B. Taduaalas. 
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Matth. xx. 15. 
22. 

xxi. 7. 

xxiii, 13, 14. 

xxiv. 9. 

15. 

34- 
XXV, 2. 

Mare. i. 21. 

27. 
li. 7. 

iv. 18, 

vi. 9. 
29. 

viii. 3. 

Q4. 

27. 
ix, 16. 

38. 

40, 

45- 
Xx. 25. 

xi, 14, 

xii. 20. 

xiii, 14. 

28, 

xiv. 54s 

XV. 32. 

Xvi, 20, 

Stephens, 1550. 

el 6 668. C. 

6 6é errore. 

érexdéioer C, 

oval 6é buty Tpap. 

kal dap. broxp. bri 

kareoOlere...... 

oval duly T. cat 

pap. broxp. 8re 

KNELETE...00. C. 

Toy ébviv C B. 

éoros C. 

Aéyw C B E?, 

kal al révre C. 

Tip cuvaywyny CB. 

avrovs. 

otrw CB. 

Elzevir, 1624. 

7 6 6pd. B. 

38 6C B. 

érexdOioay B. 

oval dé bury Tipap. 

kal papi. broxp. 

Ort KNElET Ee. 000 

ovat buiv T. cad 

gap. biroxp. 8re kar— 

-eoOlere...... B. 

cOvay, 

éoTus B. 

Adywr errore. 

kal wrévre B. 

ouvaywyihy. 

adrovs B. 

ovrws. 

—obrol elow secund. C B?, non S BEL 

évdtcnade C, 

TE pnpeley. 
qKact C. 

_—bre et op C HE, non § BE}. 

of wabnrai C B E?, 

adrods B 1589 (eavrods C). 
TQ dvdnart C, 

tudr bis C, 

vyéevay errore, 

elaeNOety C, 

pniels C. 

érra C, 

éords C. 

exugj. 

To gas C BY 

‘Iopann hic tantum. 

dun C. 

avray 

"HN 

*Hopop C, 

airy Wy xhpa 
ixavds C. 

mapiyyyerre C B. 

vids C B. 

Xwpafly C. 

abtkion C. 

evdvoacba B. 

penpeig C Bz 

qkovat B. 

6 padyral errore. 

avrovs B. 

év 7G dvéuare B, 

huey bis B. 

— yéevvav CB, 

dceAGety B. 

ovdets B. 

éxra ody B, 

éoras B. 

expin CB. 

Pos, 

*Iopaiy. 

deest B. 

atrfs CB. 

‘HN, 

*Eopov B. 

805 

abrn xijpa (abri xipe C B). 
ixavds qv B. 

TWAapHyyyere 

6 vids. 

Xopatiy B. 

aducjoe B. 

kal orpagels mods 7 rods uadnras elie C: deest BL 

alrjon C B. 

Kpurrov B. 

arn’ CB, 

yevipara C, 

alricet. 

Kpurriy C. 

aA. 

yervjpara B, 

20 

Né 
a 
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Stephens, 1550. 

Lue. xii. 20. dgpov C E*, now 8 B El. 

xiii. 8. xomplay B. 

19. dvCB. 
xv. 26, waldwy abrod 

xvii. 1, Tod wy C B 1589. 

26. rod viod C B. 

35. pla C, 

36. versus deest. 

xviii, 3. xHpa 66 C. 

xix. 4. ouxopwpatay B. cuxouwpéay C, . 

XX. 31. ov KaréAuror C, 

47. BaKxpg 
xxii, 45. padyras C. 

xxiii, 11.) écOjra B. 

xxiv, 4.) écOjoeow B. 

xxiv. 27. aept éavrot C, 

Johan. i. 28. BynOaBap& B (By@avria C). 

li, 1, 11. Kavg, 

iii, 6 bis. yeyerynudvoy C B ES, 

iv. 5. Duyxadp C. 

23. avrdv. 

51. of do0An CB EB, 

Vv. 7. mpos 

vi, 28. rotdDuev B. 

vii, 27. eoxnrac CB, 

38. pevoovow CB, 

vill, 25. dre C, 

59. obrw 
ix, 10. gov ol C. 

xii 17. dre CB, 

32. édKtow B. 

xili, 30, 31. dE dre c&pdOe C, 

xiv. 11, é&v euol 

xvi. 33. &ere errore (exere in corrig.). 

xvili. 1. xédpwr. 

20, «wdvrore C, 

24. daréorethapy C, 

xix. 7. O«od C. 
* 31. éxelvov B. 

xxi, 2, Nadarhd errore. 

Act, ii, 36. Kal Kudpeov C, 
iv, 32, ovdéC H?, 

v.12, éyévero. 

vi. 3. Karagricopey C B. 

vii. 26. ra Te C. 
44. ev secund. errore transfertur 

vill, 19. 
ix, 3. 

in.locum post SiadeEdmevot, V. 45. 

dy 

wepinotpawev C B. 

ON THE EARLY PRINTED, AND LATER CRITICAL 

Elzevir, 1624. 

xompla C, 

é. 

waldwy CB, 

uy B 565... 

ulot. 

7 pla Bo 

habent CB. 

| _xypa 6é ris B. 

cuKkopopéav. 

kal ob xaréduroy B. 

_paxpa B, 

padnras abrod B. 

éoOjra. 

égOjacow. 

wept abdrod B. 

BydaBape. 
‘Kava B. 
yeyernudvoy Ei, 

Zixdp B. 

avréy B. 

ol dobXos errore. 

apd © B, 

mover CO, 

‘epxerau, etiam EK. 

pevoovat, 

é,re B. 

otrws CB, 

cot ol B, 

ore. 

éAKUco. 

vib. "Ore of é&@nOe B. 

év éuol éarly C B. 

tgere B. éxere C. 

Kddpwr B. 

advrobey B. 

améorehav ody B. 

700 Ocod B, 

éxelyn C, 

Nadavanr CB. 

Kupwov B. 

ovd’ B. 

éylvero C B. 

KATACTHO WEY. 

7TH Oe BL 

non tta C BE. 

éwv CB, 

meprégTpawey errore. 
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Act. ix, 24. 

35- 
xiv. 8. 

XV. 32. 

XVI. 4. 

If, 

14, 
xvii, 25. 

xix. 27. 

33- 
xxi. 3. 

8. 

xxili..15. 

16, 
xxiv. 13. 

14, 

18, 

19. 

xxvi, 8, 

20, 

xxvii, 13. 

XXViii, 13. 

Rom. i. 27, 

li, 17 et xi, 22. 

vi. 10 bis, 

vii. 2. 

6. 

viil. II. 

al. 

ix. 19. 

x. 6. 

xi, 2. 

31. 

33. 
xii. 5. 

If, 

xiii, 5. 

XVI. 5. 

20. 

1 Cor. i. 29. 
iii. 15. 

Ve 7 
II. 

Stephens, 1550. 

Ta WUdas Errore. 

Zapwvav C. 
‘ mepirerarhxe. C B, 
*Iovdas re C, 

apecBurépwv C B E?, 
Dapobpdenv 

juty dor C. 

kara mdvra C. 

pLdéAdew 66 C. 

mpoBaddvruv B. 
dvapdvapres 

qAGov 

dayrwookew errore. 

7d evedpov C. 
wapacrhoal we 

Tols rpopyras CO, 

Twes Oe 

bef C. 

vl dariorop C. 

airaryyéday 

"Agooy 

ely prim, errore. 

dppeves prim. C B. 

Ye 

5B. 
Tov vouov Tod dvdpds C B. 

amobavévres C. 

Td €votxoby avrod avetna 

éx’ édrrlde: (C ,). 

TO yap Bovdjpare CB, 

é&y rq kapilg CB. 

"HNg 
buerépy CB. 
*O 

xadets (xadels C). 
Katp@ 

brordccerOat B (vroracecde C). 
*Erauverdpy C, 

deest dud C. 

Kauxfonras C B, 

otra 

ern Cy 

} wopvos 

heads CB. 

éx errore pro obK primo. 
owvépynobe C B 1565, 

6 katpods C, 

Elzevir, 1624. ~ 

ras mvdas © B, 

Zdpwra B. 

TEPLETETATHKEL. 

*Iovdas 5é B. 

pec Bumépwy errore. 

Zapolpdarny B, 

duty dddv B. 

kal 7a wdvra B. 

pé\ew re B. 

mpoBadrrdrrav C. 

dvagpavévres CB. 

qrGouev CB. 

diarywioKxev CO B, 

Tip évéspay B. 

mapacrica OC B. 

& rots rpopjras B. 

twées CB, 

ae. B. 

vl; dmorov B. 

aniyyeddov OC B. 

docov (accor B), 
els C B, 

dpoeves prim, 

be (erde C). 
0. 

To avdpés. 

amobavéyros B. 
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Tol évotxotvros avrod wrvetuaros 

CB. 

‘ém’ édarlde BL 

T@ Bovdkpwart. 

év xapola, 

‘AXg. 

quer épe. 

72, 

kad cis B, 

Kuply CB. 

apordocerOat errore, 

*Hralveroy By 

habet B. 

Kauxjoerae. 

ovrws C B. 

20007 B. 
q wépvos B, 

pas. 

otk CB. 

ouvépxeobe B 1598, 

rt 6 Katpos B. 

20—2 
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1 Cor, vii. 29. °7d Nourdy éorw Wa C. Td Nowrdy éorw’ va B. 

abid. of éyovres C B. éxovres. 

ix. I. duels errore. tpets C B, 

27. dovrayaysa errore. dovAaywya C B. 

xi, 22, duds ev rodrw; odx C, buds; ev rotrw obx B. 
xii, 23. driudrepa C B, Tier Epa. 

xiii. 2. o@év C. ovdey B. 

3. Pwpulow C, . voplto B, 

xiv, 15. jin. TG vot C B, vot. 

27. dvamépos ava pépos C B. 

xv. 2. eix9 B, elxfj. 

31. tuerdpay B 1565, tperépay © B 1582. 

xvi. 10, éydferac errore. éoydtera: C B. 

2 Cor, iii. 3. dAN CB. arnre. 

SS ° iv. 4. THs doéqs C B.) Toy 6. 

v. 4. éredy , ép’ 6 CB. 

19. Oéuevos C B, Oijpeevos enrer'e, 

vi. 1g. Bedlap Bedlar B (BeddA C). 

oo vii. 12, dudv riv brép judy huadv rhy brép buoy C B. 

we 16. xalpw C. xalpw ofy B, 
viii, 8. duerépas C B. querépas, etiam E2, 

20. ddpdryre | ddpérytt B. 
xi, 1. dvelyeobe (B 1889) wou pixpdy — elxeoOé wou pxpdv 

Th apposivy C. Te Ths &dpootvns B. 

10. odpayloerat dpayjoera CB, 

xiii, 4. Kal yap qmets C. kal yap kal ques B. 

Galat. ili, 8. dvevAoynPjoovra C, evroynOjoovra: B. 

iv. 7. tpas Odrovorw C, huts Oddovew B. 

v. 2, “Ide C, *Téé B. 

Ephes. i. 3. . XpiorG év Xpior@ C B. 

iv. 25. dddjdow errore, wAHAw CB. 

Phil. i. 23. wodAG C. TONG yap B. 

iv, 2. Hvwilay Evodlay C B. 

Col. i, 2. Kodaccais Kondoocats CB, 

ii. 13. ouvetworoince E® (-cev duds C), at cuvegwrolnce S BE. 
* ibid. xapirdpevos iypiv C, Xaptodpuevos vyiy B. 

t Thess. ii, rg. beads jas O B. 

17. droppavicdevres C B BY. drropancbdvres Ei}, 

1 Tim. i, 4. olxovoulay C. '  olkodopulav B. 

ii. 13. Hoda Eva B, 

iii, 2.) vypddeor yndddov C B. 

11.) vapaddous (non Tit. ii. 2) vndartous C B, 

2Tim. i. §. Hdvelxy. Evvlxy C B. 
12, wapaxaradjcny O EY, at rapabjxyy S BE. 

iv. 13. gacrévyy. perdvyy CB. 
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Tit. ii. 7. 
£0. 

Philem. 7. 

Hebr. i. 12. 

iv. 18. 

vii. I. 

viii. 9. 

ix, 2. 

12. 

xX 2. 

10, 

xii. Q. 

22, 23. 

Jacob, iv. 13. 

18. 

Vv. 12, 

1 Pet. i. 3. 

li, 21. 

iii, 11, 

ai. 

iv, 8. 

13. 

2 Pet. i. 1. 

qe 

ii, 12. 

18, 

iii. 7. 

1 Johan. i. 4. 

ii. 29. 

iv. 14. 

Vv. 14, 

2 Johan. 3. 

5. 

3 Johan. 7. 

Jud. 9. 
19. 
24. 

Apoe, i. 20. 
ii. 5. 

14. 
iii. 1. 

12, 
ibid. 

Stephens, 1550. 

jin. dbOapolav C. 

bpdy 

xépw B 1589. 

éNlEecs 

wemretpanévoy O, 

rod bylorov B. 

pov Tis xecpds O B, 

ayla 

evpdpevos C B. 

érel odk ay ; 

ol dud Tis mpoopopas C. 

éverpeméueda C B. 

updo ayyAur ravyytpa, C, 

ZDyepov Kai C. 

WoOpevo MEH... TOLNT WLEVs 

europeva dpe0a...Kepdjowpev C, 

rotjowper C. 

els viréxpiow C, 

Huds C B. 

Huadr, huty B 1582 (nudy, vuiv C). 

omittit dyabdv' Snrycdrw errore. 

8 

aydan 

Kado C. 

cwrijpos C, 

giraderdplay C B EB, 
yeyernudéva C. 

docdyelous C. 

abrod Ndyy C. 

xapa tydy C. 

yeyevnras 

paprotue S, now C BE. 

vpdr 8. . 

pe? Hudv C. 

ypadw 

évéuaros 

"Emeriujoat B. 

arodtopliovres C. 

durdéat abrovs C, 

érra B. 

TAXEL 

év TS Badax 

TVEULATO, 

vag C B, 

h karaBalvovea. 
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deest B. 

hudv CB. 

xapav C B 1565. 

édlées B, 

mwemeipacuévoy B. 

tylorou C. 

Tis xetpes. 

dyu C BL 

evpdpevos. 

evel dv * CB. 

dia THs mporpopas B. 

evrperducda errore. 

Bupidow dyyédwv, Tavyytpe B. ~ 

Zipepov HB. 

TOPEVT OPED... 6 TOL OT OMLEV sen 

europevobyeda.. Kepdjcopey.. B. 

Toijconer B, 

tad Kplow B. 

tds. 

buay, july B 1565. 

habent CB. 

*Q (@ C,; QB). 
} dydan CB. 

kadws B. 

cwrfpos judy B. 

graderplay El, 
yeyeornueva B, 

év dceryelais B, 

TG air@e ASyy B. i 

xapa tuay B, 

_ vyeyéevoynrat C &B. 

quay CB, 

pel” budv B, 

ypdguv CB. 

évéparos abrod C B. 

"Emiripfioal, 
dmodtopliovres éavrovs B. 

puadkac duds B, 

érrd prim., errore. 

raxv0 Bo | 

Tov Badax CB, 

énra rretuara CB, 

Aa@ errore, etiam E23, 

q KaraBalve. C B. 
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Stephens, 1550. 

Apoc. iv. 3. Soros dpdoet (2° loco). 

10. mpocxuvotct...Bddrovet C, 

Vv. 1%. omittit cal qv 6 dprOuds 

'  adr&y pupiddes pupiddwv 

vii. 3. odpayl{wuev. 

4. "Ioaxap C B. 

10. 7@ xadnudry érl rob 

Opévou Tob Ocot judy 

Elzevir, 1624. 
opota dpdce C Bi 

mpockuricovet C B...Badoict B. 

habent C B. 

oppayicwpev CO B. 

"Ioacxap, etiam BE. 

7@ Oeg judy rE 

Kabnuévy ért rod Opdvou C B. 

ry. 
viii. 5. 

dvapécov 

7d \cBavwrdv...abTdo 

ava pécov CB, . 

Tov AiBavwrdv...auTrov CB. 

11. 76 Tplrov 70 Tplrov Tév bidrov C B. 

Xi. omittit cal 6 dyyedos elorijxer habet B. al eorijxer o dyyedosC. 

2. érwlev dEw0ev C BL 

- xiii. 3, eOavudedn &v Ory ri yi edatpacev &y 7 yi C Bz. 

5. mofoa B 589. médrcnoy rorfoa: CB 1565. 

xiv. 8. BaBvdwy C B E?. BaBovdaw. 
18. ris yis ris dumévou THs ys CB. 

xvi. 8. éodpuevos (pro dotos) E?, non CS B EL. 

14. éxmopeterOat & éxmwopeverat C B. 

xviii, 16. Kexpuowndry C B. Kexpucwpévot, etiam E2, 

xix. I. wvhy ws duvyy C BL 

-4. erecap drecov C B. 

6, déyovras Aeydrvrav CB. 

14. ev T@ ovparg Ta év T@ ovparg C B, 

Xx. 4. Thy elxdva 77H elxdve C BL 

ibid. Xpicrod rod Xpicrod C B, 
xxi. 16, oradlwy aradtous C B. 

20, evaros C. évvaros B. 

xxii, 8, dreca &recov C B. 

Nagapér habent C St., Nagaped B omnibus locis: Elz. autem Nafapér Matth. ii. 

23; iv. 13; Nagapé@? Matth. xxi. 11; 

Johan. i. 46; 47; Act. x. 38. 

‘Hoai legit St. Rom. ix. 13; Hebr. xii. 16: 

trarwum omnino, 

‘Iepixm semper St.: 

Mare. i. 9; Lue. i. 26; ii. 43 39; 51; iv. 16; 

*"Hoad Hebr. xi. 20: Elz. con- 

etiam Elz. Marc. x. 46 bis; Hebr. xi. 30: at "Iepiym Elz, 

Matth. xx. 29; Luc. x. 30; xviii. 35; xix. 1. 

Variant St. Elz, inter xpiwa et xplua: hoc tuentur Codd. EKMUTD alii, Mare. 
xii, 40; ilud vero Aischyl, Suppl. 391: ovk edxpirov 7d Kpiua” pn’ w’ alpod Kpirjy. 

Quod ad v epedxvorixdy, ut vocant, pertinet, in sequentibus variant St. Bez. Elz, 

éort BE. Matth. xii. go. 

xv. 27. 
XIV. 5, 6. 

[xxvi. 18. 
Mare, xi. 18. 

{Lue. x. 32, 33. 

jin. éorly CS. 

elre, val CS B. 

Travhoovet, meddjoere CS, 

éort, mpds B. 

amoddcovcw’ epoBotyro CS. 

dyrimaphrbe. Sapapelrns C B, 

elrrev, val EK. 

Trarjoovow. Meddjoere BE. 

éorw, mpos S EB, ] 

atorécouct’ epoSoivro BE. 

dvriraphdiev. Zayapelrys 8 E.] 
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Johan. iii. 31,32. és7l, cab OS. éorly, Kal BE, - 
Act. ii. 7, elsw of CSB. . elot of E. 

xxi. 14. erev'OCS. | . ere ‘O BE. 

fr Cor.xv.28,29. dow, ’Erel C B. mao, Ere S E.] 
1 Thess. v. 7,8. peddovor. ‘Hyels 8. pedtovcw, 'Hueis BE. 

2 Thess. iii. 3. dered S. éorwi BE, 
1 Johan. v. 8, elo. THiS, elow, Hi BE, 
Apoe. ii. 14, édldackey rov Badax B El E?, 

xiv. 20, é£7AGev alua CS B. éfprée alua E. 

xxi. 16. éorw dcov S B, éore door E, 

In the following places Beza’s editions differ both from the Stephanic text of 

1550 and from that of the Elzevirs. This list is somewhat incomplete. 

Matth. i. rr. + éyévyoe rov "Taxelu' Laxelu 58 (post "Iwotas 5¢) 1565, non 1582. 

Mare. xv. 43. — 7 1589. Luc. i. 35. +éx cod (post yervapevov) 1589. Vv. 7. 

+ rapa tt (post dare) 1582. vi. 37. —ph secund. 1589. Johan. xix. 12 at’rév 

1589 (sic passim), non 1598. Act. iv. 27. +év rR wéde Tadry (post drAnGelas) 1589, 
mon 1565, xvi. 7 fin. +’Inoo6 1889. xxii. 28. mpoéreway 1589. xxv. 6. +00 

(ante whelous) 1589. xxvii. 3 +7ods (ante pldovs) 1565. Rom. v. 17. él (pro 

Tob évds prim.) 1589. xv. 7. + Tol (ante Geo’) 1589. ili. 3. tty (pro duiv) 1589, 

1598 x. 28. —Kal (post wnvicavra) 1889, 1598. xv. 23. +708 (ante Xpiorov) 
1565. 2Cor.i.6 post owrnplas prim. habet etre wapaxadotpeda usque ad mrapa- 

KN\joews, Omisso Tis gwryplas secund. ante Tis evep. 1589. iii. 1. F (pro el) 1589. 

14. 8rt pro 6 rt 1568, 1889. viii. 24. —Kal secund. 1589. Col. i. 2. + ’Iycod (post 

Xpiorg) 1589. 7. Hudv (pro dudv) 1563. 24. 8s (pro 8) 1589. 1 Thess. ii. 12. 

Haprupbyevo. 1565, 2 Thess, iii, 5. rhv (ante vrouoviv) 1565. 1 Tim. iv. 12. 

Kgbels 1389, non 1598. Hebr. ix. 1. —oxnvh 1389. Jac. ii. 18. xwpls (pro éx 

prim.) 1589. v. 9. +6 (ante xperhs) 1365: sic Er. C, 1 Pet. i. 4. duds (pro tds) 

1589. li. 21. +Kal (post yap) 1589. 1 Johan. ii. 23. jin. +6 dporoydy rév vidy 

kal rov warépa exer 1589. iii. 16. +700 Oeov (post dydarnv) 1589, sic C. Jud. +. 
12. +Upiv (post cuvevwxodmevor) 1565. 

The following is the result of a collation in the Apocalypse of Beza 1565 with 

St. and Elz. i. rr. + dara (ante éxxdryolas). ii, 14. ebldake, 20. whavdy rods (pro 

mwraviicbat). iii, 17. +6 (ante édeevds). iv. 3. capdly. 8. & Kal’ &v adray exor, 

Vv. 7. -Td. 14. recov, vii. 11. TANpwWOGor. 13. recov. 14. +6 (ante odpaves). 

vii. 2. dvaBalvovra. 14. adras (pro crodas abr&v secund.). viii. 6. + of (ante 
éyovres). 10. +rdv (ante bidrwr). 11. éyévero, +7&v (ante dvOpureuv). ix. 5. 

Bacavlcwor. I1. +6 (ante Arodrdbwr). 19. } yap eovola roy trrov & TE orduare 

airay éort, Kat év rats odpats adrav’ ai yap... x. 7. GAN. xi. 2. TecoapaKov- 

radvo (sie xiii. 5). 16. recov. xii. 14. 8rws rpépyra. 24. adrhy (pro ravryy). 

8. + Tot (ante éopaypévov), 13. Kal wip Wa xaraBalyy. (— org). xiv. 1, 3. 

recoapaxovrarécoupes. 7. +s (ante xiOapwddr). 7. + 7hv (ante Oddaccavr), 10, 

aterac olvov éx roi Ovmov. 12. +7od (ante ‘Iyncot). xvii. 4. qv (pro 4 secund), 

10, érerov. xvili. 6. —Kal secund. 10, 15, 17. dwopaxpdfer. xxi, 7. —6 (ante 

vids) 1389. xxii, 12, wer’ eué. 20, Kal (pio Na). 
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7. R. Stephens was the first to bring together any consi- 
derable body of. manuscript evidence, however negligently or 
capriciously he may have applied it to the emendation of the 
sacred text. A succession of English scholars was now ready 
to follow him in the same path, the only direct and sure one in 
criticism; and for about eighty years our countrymen main- 
tained the foremost place in this important branch of Biblical 
learning. Their van was led by Brian Walton [1600—61], 
afterwards Bishop of Chester, who published in 1657 the Lon- 
don Polyglott, which he had planned twelve years before, as at 
once the solace and meet employment of himself and a worthy 
band of colleagues during that sad season when Christ’s Church 
in England was for a while trodden in the dust, and its minis- 
ters languished in silence and deep poverty. The fifth of his 
huge folios was devoted to the N.T. in six languages, viz. 
Stephens’ Greek text of 1550, the Peshito-Syriac, the Latin 
Vulgate, the Authiopic, Arabic, and (in the Gospels only) the 
Persic. The exclusively critical apparatus, with which alone 
we are concerned, consists of the readings of Cod. A set at the 
foot of the Greek text (see pp. 66, 83); and in the sixth or sup- 
plementary volume of Lucas Brugensis’ notes on various read- 
ings of the Gospels in Greek and Latin; of those given by the 
Louvain divines in their edition of the Vulgate (see p. 263, and 
Walton, Polygl. Tom. v1. No. xvit.); and especially of a col- 
lation of sixteen authorities, whereof all but three had never 

been used before (Walton, Tom. vi. No. xv). These various 
readings had been gathered by the care and diligence of Arch- 
bishop Ussher [1580—1656], then living in studious and devout 
retirement near London. They are (1) Steph. the sixteen copies 
extracted from Stephens’ margin (see p. 300): (2) Cant. or 
Evan. D (p. 98): (3) Clar. or Paul. D (p. 131): (4) Gon. or 
Evan. 59 (p. 148): (5) Hm. or Evan. 64 (p. 150), and also 
Act. 53 (p. 191): (6) Goog. or Evan. 62 (p. 150): (7) Mont. or 
Evan. 61 (p. 149): (8) Lin. or Evan. 56 (p. 148), and also Act. 
33 (p. 189): (9) Magd.1 or Evan. 57 (p. 148): (10) Magd. 2 
or Paul. 42 (p. 201): (11) Nov. 1 or Evan. 58 (p. 148): (12) 

Nov. 2 or Act. 36 (p. 189): (18) Bodl. 1 or Evan. 47 (p. 147) : 

(14) Zrit. or Bodl. 2, Evan. 96 (p. 154): (15) March. Veles., 

the Velesian readings, described above, pp. 156—7: (16) Bed. 

Wech., the Wechelian readings, which deserve no more regard 
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than the Velesian: they were derived from the margin of a 
Bible printed at Frankfort, 1597, by the heirs of And. Wechel. 
It is indifferent whether they be referred to Francis Junius 
(p. 276), or F. Sylburg (p. 209) as editors, since all the readings 

in the N.T. are - found in Stephens’ margin, or in the early 
editions. : 

Walton was thus enabled to publish very extensive addi- 
tions to the existing stock of materials. That he did not try 
by their means to form thus early a corrected text, is not at all 
to be regretted; the time for that attempt was not yet arrived. 
He cannot, however, be absolved from the charge to which 
R. Stephens had been before amenable (p. 300), of suppressing a 
large portion of the collations which had been sent him. The 
Rev. C. B. Scott recently found in the Library of Emmanuel 
College, Cambridge, the readings of Codd. D. 59, 61, 62, pre- 
pared. for Walton (Dobbin, Cod. Montfort. Introd. p. 21), which 
Mill had access to, and in his N.T. made good use of, as well as 
of Ussher’s other papers (Mill, Proleg. § 1505). 

8. Steph. Curcellaeus or Courcelles published his N. T. at 
Amsterdam in 1658, before he had seen Walton’s Polyglott. 

The peculiar merit of his book arises from his marginal collec- 
tion of parallel texts, which are more copious than those of his 
predecessors, yet not too many for convenient use: later editors 
have been thankful to take them as a basis for their own. There 
are many various readings (some from two or three fresh manu- 
scripts) at the foot of each page, or thrown into an appendix ; 
mingled with certain rash conjectures which betray a Socinian 
bias: but since the authorities are not cited for each separate 
reading, his critical labours were as good as wasted." 

A more important step in advance was taken in the Greek 
Testament in 8vo, issued from the Oxford University Press in 
1675. This elegant volume (whose Greek text is Stephens’) 
was superintended by John Fell [1625—86], Dean of Christ- 
Church, soon afterwards Bishop of Oxford, the biographer of 

1 “Stephani Curcellaei annotationes variantium lectionum, pro variantibus- 

lectionibus non habendae, quia ille non notat codices, unde eas habeat, an ex 

manuscriptis, an vero ex impressis exemplaribus. Possunt etiam pro uno codice 
haberi.” Canon XIII. pp. 11, 69—7o of the WV. 7. by G. D. T. M.D. (see below, 

P. 319). 
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saint-like Hammond, himself one of the most learned and muni-. 
ficent, if not quite the most popular Prelate, of that golden age 
of the English Church, in whose behalf Anthony & Wood de- 
signates him “the most zealous man of his time.” His brief 
yet interesting Preface not only discusses the causes of various 
readings’, and describes the materials used for his edition, but 

touches on that weak and ignorant prejudice which had been 
already raised against the collection of such variations in the 
text of Scripture; and that too sometimes by persons like John 
Owen’ the Puritan, intrusive Dean of Christ-Church ‘under 
Cromwell, who, but that we are loth to doubt his integrity, 

would hardly be deemed a victim of the panic he sought to 
spread. In reply to all objectors the Bishop pleads the com- 
parative insignificance of the change produced by various read- 
ings on the general sense of Holy Writ, and especially that God 
hath dealt so bountifully with his people “ut necessaria quaeque 
et ad salutis summam facientia in 8. literis saepius repeterentur ; 

ita ut si forte quidpiam minus commode alicubi expressum, id 
damnum aliunde reparari possit”’ (Praef. p. 1). On this assur- 
ance we may well rest in peace. This edition is more valuable 
for the impulse it gave to subsequent investigators than for the 
richness of its own stores of fresh materials; although it is 
stated on the title-page to be derived “ex plus 100 MSS. Codi- 
cibus.” Patristic testimony, as we have seen, Bishop Fell rather 
undervalued (p. 284): the use of versions he clearly perceived, 
yet of those at that time available, he only attends to the Gothic 
and Coptic as revised by Marshall (pp. 271, 276): his list of 
manuscripts, hitherto untouched, is very scanty. To those used 
by Walton we can add only #, the Barberini readings, then just 
published (p..157) ; B, twelve Bodleian codices “‘ quorum plerique 

1 Fell imputes the origin of various readings to the causes brought under 
heads (9), (4), (6), (8), (17), (7) in the first Chapter of the present volume, adding 

one which does not seem very probable, that accidental slips once made were 

retained and propagated through a superstitious feeling of misplaced reverence, 

citing in illustration Apoc. xxii. 18, 19. He alleges also the well-known sub- 

scription of Irenaeus, preserved by Eusebius, which will best be considered hereafter 

(Chap. vit.); and remarks, with whatever truth, that contrary to the practice of 

the Jews and Muhammedans in regard to their sacred books, it was allowed ‘‘e 

vulgo quibusvis, calamo pariter et manu profanis, sacra ista [N. T.] tractare” 

(Praef. p. 4). 

2 Considerations on the Biblia Polyglotta, 1659: to which Walton rejoined, 

sharply enough, in The Considerator considered, also in 1659. 
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intacti prius,” in no-wise described, and cited only by the num- 

ber of them which may countenance each variation; U, the two 

Ussher manuscripts Evan. 63, 64 (p. 150) as collated by H. 
Dodwell; three copies from the Library of Petavius (P, Act. 38, 

39, 40, pp. 189, 190), a fourth from St Germains (Ge, Paul. H, 
p. 183), the readings of these four were furnished by Joh. 
Gachon. ‘Yet this slight volume (for so we must needs regard 
it) was the legitimate parent of one of the noblest works in 
the whole range of Biblical literature, 

9. Novum Testamentum Gragrcum of Dr John Mill, Ox- 

ford, 1707, in folio. This able and laborious critic, born in 
1645, quitted his native village in Westmoreland at sixteen for 
Queen’s College, Oxford, of which society he became a Fellow, 

and was conspicuous there both as a scholar and a ready extem- 
porary preacher. In 1685 his College appointed him Principal 
of its affiliated Hall, St Edmund’s, so honourably distinguished 
for the Biblical studies of its members, but Mill had by that 
time made good progress in his Greek Testament, on which he 
gladly spent the last thirty years of his life, dying suddenly in 
1707, a fortnight after its publication. His attention was first 
called to the subject by his friend, Dr Edward Bernard, the 
Savilian Professor at Oxford, whom he vividly represents, as 
setting before him an outline of the work, and encouraging him 
to attempt its accomplishment. “ Vides, Amice mi, opus...om- 
nium, mihi crede, longé dignissimum, cui in hoc aetatis tuae 
flore, robur animi tui, vigilias ac studia liberaliter impendas”’ 
(Proleg. § 1417). Ignorant as yet both of the magnitude and 
difficulty of his task, Mill boldly undertook it about 1677, and 
his efforts soon obtained the countenance of Bp Fell, who pro- 
mised to defray the expense of printing, and, mindful of the 
frailty of life, urged him to go to press before his papers were 
quite ready to meet the public eye. When about 24 chapters of 
St Matthew had been completed, Bp Fell died prematurely in 
1686, and the Book seems to have languished for many following 
years from lack of means, though the editor was busy all the 
while in gathering and arranging his materials, especially for the 
Prolegomena, which well deserve to be called ‘ marmore peren- 
niora.”’ As late as 1704 John Sharp [1644—1714], Archbishop 
of York, whose remonstrances to Queen Anne some years subse- 
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quently hindered the ribald wit that wrote -A Tale of a Tub from’ 
polluting the episcopal throne of an English see, obtained from 
her for Mill a stall at Canterbury, and the royal command to 
prosecute his N. T. forthwith. The preferment came just in time. 
Three years afterwards the volume was given to the Christian 
world, and its author’s course was already finished: his life's 
work well ended, he had entered upon his rest. He was spared 
the pain of reading the unfair attack alike on his book and its 
subject by our eminent Commentator, Daniel Whitby (Examen 
Variantium Lectionum, 1710), and of witnessing the unscrupu- 
lous use of Whitby’s arguments made by the sceptic Anthony 
Collins in his Discourse of Free Thinking, 1718. 

Dr Mill’s services to Biblical criticism surpass in extent and 
value those rendered by any other, except perhaps one man yet 
living. A large proportion of his care and pains, as we have 
seen (p. 284), was bestowed on the Fathers and ancient writers 
of every description who have used and cited Scripture. The 
versions are usually considered his weakest point: although he 
first accorded to the Vulgate and its prototype the Old Latin the 
importance they deserve, his knowledge of Syriac was rather 
slight, and for the other Eastern tongues, if he was not more 
ignorant than his successors, he had not discovered how little 
Latin translations of the Aithiopic, &c. can be trusted. As a 
collator of manuscripts the list subjoined will bear full testi- 
mony to his industry: without seeking to repeat details we have 
entered into elsewhere (Chap. 11. Sect. 111.), it is right to state 
that he has either himself re-examined, or otherwise represented 
more fully and exactly, the codices that had been previously 
used for the London Polyglott and the Oxford N.T. of 1675. 
Still it would be wrong to dissemble that Mill’s style of colla- 
tion is not such as the strictness of modern scholarship demands. 
He-seldom notices at all such various readings as arise from the 
transposition of words, insertion or omission of the Greek article, 
homoeoteleuta (see p. 9), itacisms (p. 10), or manifest errors of 
the pen; while in respect to general accuracy he is as much 
inferior to those who have trod in his steps, as he rises above 
Stephens and Ussher, or the persons employed by Walton and 
Fell. It has been my fortune to collate not a few manuscripts 
after this great critic, and I have elsewhere been obliged to 
notice these plain facts, I would fain trust in no disparaging 
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temper. During the many years that Mill’s N. T. has been my 
daily companion, my reverence for that diligent and earnest 
man has been constantly growing: the principles of internal 
evidence which guided his choice between conflicting authorities 
(see below, Chap. v1.) were simple (as indeed they ought to be), 
but applied with rare judgment, sagacity, and moderation: his 
zeal was unflagging, his treatment of his sacred subject deeply 
reverential. Of the criticism of the N.T. in the hands of Dr 
John Mill it may be said, that he found the edifice of wood, and 
left it marble. 

The following Catalogue of the manuscripts known to Mill exhibits the 
abridged form in which he cites them (see p..66), together with the more usual 

notation, whereby they are described in Chapter 11. Sect. 11.—1v. of this volume; 
and will tend, it is believed, to facilitate the use of Mill’s N. T. 

Ale... Cod. A. Cold, 11 =Colb. 1 Mont. ...... Evan. 65 
Barb. ......Evan. 112, Cov. I vse Evan. 65 Ne livceceees Evan. 58 

Wetstein COW. 2 wiser Act. 25 INL cscsseees Act. 37 

Baroe, ...... Act, 23 Cov. 3... Act. 26 NN. 2 vicseceee Act. 36 
Bol sieceease Evan. E COV. 4. sevens Act. 27 PE. coeseces Evan. gt 

Be. cee Act. 2 Cov. 5 Sin...Act. 28 Pet. 0 ...... Act. 38 

BiB crvcceces Act. 4 Cypr. vise Evan. K Pet. 2 ws. Act. 39 
Bodl. 1...... Evan. 45 7 i videas p. 150 | Pet. 3 ...... Act. 40 
Bodl, 2......Evan. 46 Eph. wisccceee Evan. 71 Roe. I wees Evan. 49 
Bodl. 3...... Evst. 5 Gal. ceceseeee Evan. 66 Roe. 2 ...... Paul. 47 
Bodl. 4...... Evst. 18 GO. wosceceee Paul. £ Seld. 1 ...... Evan. §3 

Bodl. 5......Evst. 19 Genev. ...... Act. 29 Seld. 2.0... Evan. 54 
Bodl. 6...... Evan. 47 Go. .........Hivan. 62 Seld. 3 ...... Evan. 55 

Bodl. 7.0... Evan, 48 Gon. .. 2.2000. Evan. 59 Seld. 4 ...... Evst. 21 

Bly cee eeeces Evan. 70 Hunt. 1 ...Act. 30 Seld. 5 ...... Evst, 22 

Cant. ...... Evan. Act.D | Hunt, 2 ...Evan. 67 Steph. codices Xvi. videas 

Cant. 2...... Act, 24 re Evan. 69 PP. 299—300. 
Cant, 3...... Act. 53 Laud, 1 ...Evan. 50 Trin, we Apost. 3 
Clar. oo... Paul. D. Laud, 2 ...Hvan. 51 Ti it. occecces Evan. 96 
Cold. 1 ...... Evan. 27 Laud. 3 ...Act. B Vat, .seeeeee Cod. B 
Cold. 2...... Evan. 28 Laud. 4 ...ivst. 20 Vel. wecsecese Evan, 1rt, 
Colb. 3...... Evan. 29 Laud. 5 ...Eivan. §2 Wetstein 

Cold. 4....... Evan. 30, 31 | Lin. .......+ Evan. 56 Vien. eee Evan: 76 
Cold. 5 ...... Evan. 32 LIN, 2 veces Act. 33 Usser. 1... Evan. 63 

Colb. 6... ) Act. 13 ML eeseeeees Evan. 60 Usser. 2... ivan. 64 
Colb. 7... ¢ Paul. 17 Ma. @cseveees Evst. 4. Wheel. t ...Hivan. 68 

Colb. 8... / Evan, 33 Magd.1 ...Vivan. 57 Wheel. 2 ...Eivan,. 9s | 
Colb. 9=Colb. x Magd. 2 ...Paul. 42 Wheel. 3 ...Evat. 3 

Colb. 10 =Colb. 2 Med... ..000 Evan, 42 Wech. videas pp. 312—3. 

Mill merely drew from other sources Barb., Steph., Vel., Wech.; the copies 

deposited abroad (B 1—3; Clam, Colb. 1—11; Cypr., Genev., Med., Per., Pet. 1 
-—3, Vat., Vien.) and Trin, or Apost. 3 he only knew from readings sent to him; 

all the rest, not being included in Walton's list (p. 312), and several of them 

also, he collated for himself. 
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~The Prolegomena of Mill, divided into three parts:—(1) on 
the Canon of the New Testament; (2) on the History of the 
Text, including the quotations of the Fathers (see p. 285) and the 
early editions; and (3) on the plan and contents of his own work 
—though by this time too far behind the present state of know- 
ledge to bear reprinting—comprise a monument of learning such 
as the world has seldom seen, and contain much information 
the student will not even now easily find elsewhere. Although 
Mill perpetually pronounces his judgment on the character of 
disputed readings, especially in his Prolegomena, which were 
printed long after some portions of the body of the work, yet he 
only aims at reproducing Stephens’ text of 1550, though in a 
few places he departs from it, whether by accident. or design}. 

In 1710 Ludolph Kiister, a Westphalian, republished Mill’s 
Greek Testament in folio, at Rotterdam (with a new title-page, 
Leipsic 1723, Amsterdam 1746), arranging in its proper place 
the matter cast by Mill into his Appendix, as having reached him 
too late to stand in his critical notes, and adding to those notes 
the readings of twelve fresh manuscripts, ten collated by himself, 
which he describes in a Preface well worth reading. Nine of 
these codices are in the Imperial Library at Paris (viz. Paris. 1, 
which seems to be Evan. 10; Paris. 2=Evan. M; Paris. 3= 
Evan. 9; Paris. 4= Evan. 11; Paris, 5= Evan. 119; Paris. 6 
= Evan. 13; Paris. 7= Evan. 14; Paris. 8=Evan. 15; Paris. 

9 =the great Cod.C) ; Lips. =Evan. 78 was collated by Boerner; 
Seidel. = Act. 42 by Westermann ; Boerner. = Paul. G (see p. 135) 
by Kiister himself. He keeps his own notes separate from Mill’s 
by prefixing and affixing the marks +, +, and his collations 
both of his own codices and early editions will be found more 
complete than Mill’s. . 

. 10. In the next year after Kiister’s Mill (1711) appeared 
at Amsterdam, from the press of the Wetsteins, a small N. 'T., 

8°, containing all the critical matter of the Oxford edition of 

1 As Mill’s text is sometimes reprinted in England as if it were quite identical 

with the commonly received text, it is right to note the following passages wherein 

it does not coincide with Stephens’ of 1550, besides that it corrects his typogra-_ 
phical errors: Matth. xx. 15; 22; xxiv. 15; Mark ix. 16; xi. 22; xv. 29; Luke 

vii. 12 bis; x. 6; xvii. 1; John viii. 4; 25; xiii. 30, 31; xix. 7; Act. ii. 36; xiv. 

8; Rom. xvi. 11; 1 Cor. iii. 15; x..10; xv. 28; 2 Cor. vi. 16; Eph, iv. 25; Tit.. 

ii, 10; 1 Pet, iii. 11; 21; iv. 8; 2 Pet. ii, 12; Apoc. xx. 4. 
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1675, a collation of one Vienna manuscript: (Caes. = Evan. 76), 
43 canons “secundum quos variantes lectiones N.T. exami- 
nandae,”’ and discussions upon them, with other matter, forming 
a convenient manual, the whole by G. D. T. M.D., which 
being interpreted means Gerard de Trajecto Mosae Doctor, this 
Gerard & Mastrich being a Syndic of Bremen. A second and 
somewhat improved edition was published in 1735, but ere that 
date the book must have become quite superseded. 

_ - We have to return to England once more, where the criticism 

of the New Testament had engrossed the attention of RicHarp 
Bentley [1662—1742], whose elevation to the enviable post of 
Master of Trinity College, Cambridge, in 1699, was a just recog- 
nition of his supremacy in the English world of letters. As early 
as 1691 he had felt a keen interest in sacred criticism, and in his 

“ Fpistola ad Johannem Millium” had urged that editor, in lan- 
guage fraught with eloquence and native vigour, to hasten on the 
work (whose accomplishment was eventually left to others) of 
publishing side by side on the opened leaf Codd. A. D (Bezae) 
D (Clarom.) E (Laud.). For many years Bentley’s laurels were 
won. on other fields, and it was not till his friend was dead, and 

his admirable labours were exposed to the obloquy of opponents 
(some honest though unwise, others hating Mill because they 

hated the Scriptures which he sought to illustrate), that our 
Aristarchus exerted his giant strength to crush the infidel and 
to put the ignorant to silence. In his “ Remarks upon a late Dis- 
course of Free Thinking in a letter to F[rancis] H{are] D.D. by 
Phileleutherus Lipsiensis,” 1713, Bentley: displayed that intimate 
familiarity with the whole subject of various readings, their 
causes, extent, and consequences (see above, p. 7), which has 
rendered his occasional treatise more truly valued (as it was far 
more important) than the world-renowned “‘ Dissertation upon the 
Epistles of Phalaris” itself. As his years were now hastening 
on, and the evening of life was beginning to draw nigh, it was 
seemly that the first scholar of his age should seek for his rare 
abilities an employment more entirely suited to his sacred office 
than even the most successful cultivation of classical learning ; 
and so, about this time, he came to project what he henceforth 
regarded as his greatest effort, an edition of the Greek New 
Testament. In 1716 we find him in conference with J. J. Wet- 
stein (then very young) and seeking his aid in procuring colla- 
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tions. In the same year he addressed his memorable Letter to 
Wn. Wake [1657—1737], Archbishop of Canterbury (whose own 
mind was full of the subject), wherein he explains, with charac- 
teristic energy and precision, the principles on which he proposed 
to execute his great scheme. As these principles must be reviewed 
in Chap. vi1, we will but touch upon them now. His theory, 
then, was built upon the notion that the oldest manuscripts of the 
Greek original and of Jerome’s Latin version resemble each other 
so marvellously, even in the very order of the words, that by 
this agreement he could restore the text as it stood in the fourth 
century, “so that there shall not be twenty words, or even par- 
ticles, difference.” ‘“ By taking two thousand errors out of the 
Pope’s [i.e. the Clementine] Vulgate, and as many out of the 
Protestant Pope Stephens’s [1550], I can set out an edition of 
each in columns, without using any book under nine hundred 

years old, that shall so exactly agree word for word, and, what 
at first amazed me, order for order, that no two tallies, nor.two 

indentures, can agree better.” In 1720, some progress having 

been made in the task of collation, chiefly at Paris, -by John 
Walker, Vice-Master of Trinity (see pp. 1883—4), Bentley pub- 

lished his Proposals for Printing! a work which “he consecrates, 

as a KelinALov, a KTHua eoael, a charter, a magna charta, to the 
whole Christian Church ; to last when all the ancient MSS. here 

quoted may be lost and extinguished. ” Alas for the emptiness 

of human anticipations! Of this noble design, projected by one 

of the most diligent, by one of the most highly gifted men our 
dear mother Cambridge ever nourished, nothing now remains but 

‘a few scattered notices in treatises on Textual Criticism, and 

large undigested stores of various readings and random obser- 
vations, accumulated in his College Library ; papers which no 

real student ever glanced through, but with a heart saddened— 

almost sickened—at the sight of so much labour lost?, The 

1 These Proposals are very properly reprinted by Tischendorf (N. 7. Proleg. 
LXXXVU—xXcvI, 7th edition) together with the specimen chapter. The full title 

was to have been; ‘‘H KAINH AIAOHKH Graece. Novum Testamentum Ver- 

sionis Vulgatae, per s‘*™ Hieronymum ad vetusta exemplaria Graeca castigatae et 

-exactae. Utrumque ex antiquissimis Codd. MSS.,-cum Graecis tum Latinis,. 
edidit Richardus Bentleius.” 

2 The following work is just announced : Banrren Critica Sacra. N otes on 
the Greek and Latin Text of the New Testament, extracted from the Bentley 

MSS. in Trinity College Library. With the Abbé Rulotta’s Collation of the 
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specimen chapter (Apocalypse xxii.) which accompanied his 
Proposals shews' clearly how little had yet been done towards 
arranging the materials that had been collected; codices are 
cited there, and in many of his loose notes, not separately and 

by name, as in Mill’s volume, but mostly as “ Anglicus unus, 
tres codd. veterrimt, Gall. quatuor, Germ. unus,’ &c., in the 
rough fashion of the Oxford N. T. of 1675. Though Bentley 
lived on till 1742, little appears to have been done for the Greek 
Testament after 1721 (Walker's Oxford collations of 1732 seem 
to have been on his own account: see p. 183); and we cannot 
but believe that nothing less than the manifest impossibility 
of maintaining the principles which his Leééer of 1716 enun- 
ciated, and his Proposals of 1720 scarcely modified, in the face 
of the evidence which his growing mass of collations bore 
against them, could have had power enough to break off in the 
midst that labour of love from which he had looked for un- 
dying fame}. 

11. The text and version of W. or Daniel Mace (The New 
Testament in Greek and English, 2 vol. 8°, 1729) are alike un- 

worthy of serious notice, and have long since been forgotten. 
And now original research in the science of Biblical criticism, so 
far as the New Testament is concerned, seems to have left the 
shores of England, to return no more for upwards of a century? ; 
and we must look to Germany if we wish to trace the further 

Vatican MSS (? MS: see p. 89], a specimen of Bentley’s intended edition, and an 

account of all his Collations. Edited, with the permission of the Master and 

Seniors, by the Rev. A. A. Ellis, M.A. late Fellow and Junior Dean of Trinity 

College, Cambridge. Nearly ready. 

1 “ This thought has now so engaged me, and in a manner inslaved me, that 

vae mihi unless I do it. Nothing but sickness (by the blessing of God) shall 
hinder me from prosecuting it to the end” (Bentley to Wake, 1716: Correspondence, 

p. 508). 

* I cannot help borrowing the language of the lamented Dr Donaldson, used 

with reference to an entirely different department of study, in the opening of one 

of hig earliest and by far his most enduring work: ‘It may be stated as a fact 

worthy of observation in the literary history of modern Europe, that generally, 

when one of our countrymen has made the first advance in any branch of know- 

ledge, we have acquiesced in what he has done, and have left the further im- 

provement of the subject to our neighbours on the continent. The man of genius 
always finds an utterance, for he is urged on by an irresistible impulse—a convic- 

tion that it is his duty and vocation to speak: but we too often want those who 

- shall follow in his steps, clear up what he has left obscure, and complete his 
unfinished labours” (Vew Cratylus, p. 1). 

21 
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progress of investigations which our countrymen had so au- 
spiciously begun. ‘The first considerable effort. made on the 
continent was 

The New Testament of John Albert Bengel, 4°, Tubingen, 
17341; his Prodromus N. T. Gr. recté cautéque adornandi” had 
appeared as early as 1725. This devout and truly able man 
[1687—1752], who held the office (whatever might be its func- 
tions) of Abbot of Alpirspach in the Lutheran communion of 
Wiirtemberg, though more generally known as an interpreter of 
Scripture from his valuable Gnomon Novi Testamentt, yet left 
the stamp of his mind deeply imprinted on the criticism of the 
sacred volume. As a collator his merits were not high; nearly 
all his sixteen codices have required and obtained fresh exami- 
nation from those who came after him?. His text (which he 
arranged in convenient paragraphs, see p. 60) is the earliest 
important specimen of intentional departure from the received 
type; hence he imposes on himself the strange restriction of 
admitting into it no reading (excepting in the Apocalypse) 
which had not appeared in one or more of the editions that 
preceded his own. He pronounces his opinion on other select 
variations by placing them in his lower margin with Greek 
numerals attached to them, according as he judged them deci- 
dedly better (a), or somewhat more likely (@), than those which 
stand in his text: or equal to them (vy); or a little (6), or con- 
siderably (ec) inferior. This notation has advantages which 
might well have commended it to the attention of succeeding 
editors. In his Apparatus Criticus, also, at the end of his 

volume, he first set the example, now generally followed, of 
recording the testimony in favour of a received reading, as 
well as that against it. 

1 The full title is “‘H xawh dcaéjxn. Novum Testamentum Graecum ita ador- 

natum ut Textus probatarum editionum medullam, Margo variantium lectionum 

in suas classes distributarum locorumque parallelorum delectum, Apparatus sub- 

junctus criseos sacrae Millianae praesertim compendium limam supplementum ac 

fructum exhibeat, inserviente J. A. B.” 

2 They consist of seven Augsburg codices (Aug. 1= Evan. 83; dug. 2=Evan, 

84; Aug. 3=Evan, 85; Aug. 4=TEvst. 24; Aug. 5= Paul. 54; Aug. 6=Act. 46; 

Aug. 7=Apoe. 80); Poson.=Evan. 86; extracts sent by Isel from three Basle 

copies (Bas. a= Evan. E; Bas, B= Evan. 2; Bas. y= Evan. 1); Hirsaug.=Evan. 

97; Mose.=Evan. V, see p. 117, note: extracts sent by F. OC. Gross. ‘To these 

add Uffenbach’s three, Uffen. 2 or t= Paul. M; Uffen. x or 2=Act. 45; Uffen. 3 

= Evan. tor, 
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But the peculiar importance of Bengel’s N. T. is due to the 
critical principles developed therein. Not only was his native 
acuteness of great service to him, when weighing the conflicting 
probabilities of internal evidence (see Chap. v1.), but in his” 
fertile mind sprang up the germ of that theory of families or - 
recensions, Which was afterwards expanded by J. S. Semler | 
[1725—91], and grew to such formidable dimensions in the ‘ 
skilful hands of Griesbach. An attentive student of the dis-. 
crepant readings of the N.T., even in the limited extent they © 
had hitherto been collected, could hardly fail to discern that - 
certain manuscripts, versions, and ecclesiastical writers, bear a 
certain affinity with each other; so that one of them shall sel- 
dom be cited in support of a variation (not being a manifest and 
gross error of the copyist), unless accompanied by several of its 
kindred. The inference is direct and clear, that documents 
which thus withdraw themselves from the general mass of au- 
thorities, must have sprung from some common source, distinct 
from those, which in characteristic readings they but seldom 
resemble. It occurred, therefore, to Bengel as a hopeful mode 
of making good progress in the criticism of the N.T., to reduce 
all extant testimony into “companies, families, tribes, and na- 

tions,” and thus to simplify the process of settling the sacred. 
text by setting class over against class, and trying to estimate 
the genius of each, and the relative importance they may seve- 
rally lay claim to. He wishes to divide all extant documents 
into two nations: the Aszatic, chiefly written in Constantinople 
and its neighbourhood, which he was inclined to disparage; and 
the African, comprising the few of a better type (Apparatus 
Criticus, p. 669, 2nd edition, 1763). Various circumstances 
hindered Bengel from working out his principle, among which 
he condescends to set his dread of exposing his task to senseless 
ridicule!; yet no one can doubt that it comprehends the elements 

1 It is worth while to quote at length Bengel’s terse and vigorous statement of 
his principle: “Posset variarum lectionum ortus, per singulos codices, per paria 

codicum, per syzygias minores majoresque, per familias, tribus, nationesque illo- 

run, investigari et repraesentari: et inde propinquitates discessionesque codicum 
ad schematismos quosdam reduci, et schematismorum aliquae concordantiae fiert ; 

atque ita res tota per tabulam quandam quasi genealogicam oculis subjici, ad 

quam tabulam quaelibet varietas insignior cum agmine suorum codicum, ad 

. convincendos etiam tardissimos dubitatores exigeretur. Magnam conjectanea 
nostra sylvam habent; sed manum de tabula, ne risuum periculo exponatur veritas. 

21—.2 
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of what is both reasonable and true; however difficult it has 
subsequently proved to adjust the details of any consistent 
scheme. For the rest, Bengel’s critical verdicts, always consi- 
dered in relation to his age and opportunities, deserve strong 
commendation. He saw the paramount worth of Cod. A, the 
only great uncial then much known (N. 7, Apparat. Crit. pp. 
390—401); the high character of the Latin version, and the 
necessity for revising its text by means of manuscripts (did. 
p- 391), he readily conceded, after Bentley’s example. His 
mean estimate of the Greek-Latin codices (Evan. Act. D; Act. 
E; Paul. DG) may not find equal favour in the eyes of all 
his admirers: he pronounces them “re vera bilingues ;”? which 
for their perpetual and wilful interpolations ‘non pro codicibus, 
sed pro rhapsodiis, haberi debeant” (bid. p. 386). 

12. The next step in advance was made by John James 
Wetstein [1693—1754], a native of Basle, whose edition of the 
Greek New Testament (‘‘cum lectionibus Variantibus Codicum 
MSS., Editionum aliarum, Versionum et Patrum, necnon Com- 

mentario pleniore ex Scriptoribus veteribus, Hebraeis, Graecis 
et Latinis, historiam et vim verborum illustrante”) appeared in 
two volumes folio, Amsterdam, 1751—2. The genius, the cha- 

racter, and (it must in justice be added) the worldly fortunes 
of Wetstein were widely different from those of the good Abbot 
of Alpirspach. His taste for Biblical studies shewed itself early. 
When ordained pastor at the age of twenty he delivered a 
disputation, “De variis N. T. Lectionibus,” and zeal for this 
fascinating pursuit became at length with him a passion: the 
master-passion which consoled and dignified a roving, troubled, 
unprosperous life. In 1714 his eager search for manuscripts led 
him to Paris, in 1715—6 and again in 1720 he visited England, 
and was employed by Bentley in collecting materials for his 
projected edition (see DP. 95), but he seems to have imbibed 
few of that great man’s principles: the interval between them, 
both in age and station, almost forbad much sympathy. On 

Bene est, quod praetergredi montem hune, et planiore via pervenire datur ad 

codices discriminandos. Datur autem per hanc regulam aequissimam: Quo saepius 

non modo singuli codices, sed etiam syzygiae minores eorum vel majores, in 

aberrationes manifestas tendunt; eo levius ferunt testimonium in discrepantiis 

difficilioribus, eoque magis lectio ab eis deserta, tanquam genuina retineri debet” 

(N. T., Apparat. Crit. p. 387). 
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his return home he gradually became suspected of Socinian 
tendencies, and it must be feared with too much justice; so that 

in the end he was deposed from the pastorate (1730), driven 
into exile, and after having been compelled to serve in a position 
the least favourable to the cultivation of learning, that of a 
military chaplain, he obtained at length (1733) a Professorship 
among the Remonstrants at Amsterdam (in succession to the 
celebrated Leclerc), and there continued till his death in 1754, 
having made his third visit to England in 1746 (see p. 243). 
His Prolegomena, first published in 1780, and afterwards, in an 
altered form, prefixed to his N. T., present a painful image both 
of the man and his circumstances. His restless energy, his 
undaunted industry, his violent temper, his love of paradox, his 
assertion for himself of perfect freedom of thought, his silly 
prejudice against Jesuits and bigots, his enmities, his wrongs, 
his ill-requited labours, at once excite our respect and our pity: 
while they all help to make his writings a sort of unconscious 
autobiography, rather interesting than agreeable. Non sic dur 
ad astra, whether morally or intellectually; yet Wetstein’s ser- 
vices. to sacred literature were of no common order. His philo- 
logical annotations, wherein the matter and phraseology of the 
inspired writers are illustrated by copious—too copious—quota- 
tions from all kinds of authors, classical, Patristic or Rabbinical, 
have proved an inexhaustible storehouse from which later writers 
have drawn liberally and sometimes without due acknowledge- 
ment; but many of the passages are of such a tenor as (to use 
Tregelles’ very gentle language respecting them) ‘“ only excite 
surprise at their being found on the same page as the text of the 
New Testament” (Account of Printed Text, p. 76). The critical 
portion of his work, however, is far more valuable, and in this 

department Wetstein must be placed in the very first rank, in- 
ferior (if to any) but to one or two of the highest names. He 
first cited the manuscripts under the notation by which they are 
commonly known (see p. 66), his list already embracing A—O, 
1—112 of the Gospels; A—G, 1—58 of the Acts; A—H, 

1—60 of St Paul; A—C, 1—28 of the Apocalypse; 1—24 

Evangelistaria; 1—4 of the Apostolos. Of these Wetstein him- 
self collated about one hundred and two}, if not as fully or 

1 We here reckon separately, as we believe is both usual and convenient, 

‘every distinct portion of the N.T. contained in a manuscript, Thus Codd, C 
or 69 Evan, will cach count for four, 
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accurately as is now expected, yet with far greater care than 
had hitherto been usual: about eleven were examined for him 
by other hands. On the versions and early editions he has like- 
wise bestowed great pains; with the Fathers he has been less 
successful. His text was that of Hlzevir, not very exactly 
printed (e.g. & Oeddire is entirely omitted, Act. i. 1, where 
there is no various reading), and immediately below it he placed 
such readings of his manuscripts as he judged preferable to 
those received: the readings approved by Wetstein (which do 
not amount to five hundred, and those chiefly in the Apoca- 
lypse) were inserted in the text of a Greek Testament published 
in London 1763, 2 vol., by W. Bowyer, the learned printer. 

Wetstein’s Prolegomena have also been reproduced by J. 8. 
Semler (Halle, 1764), with good notes and facsimiles of certain 
manuscripts, and more recently, in a compressed. and modernized 
form, by J. A. Lotze (Rotterdam 1831), a book which neither 
for design nor execution can be much praised. The truth is that 
both the style and the subject-matter of much that Wetstein 
wrote are things of the past. In his earlier edition of his Pro- 
legomena (1730) he had spoken of the oldest Greek uncial 
copies as they deserve; he was even disposed to take Cod. A 
as the basis of his text. By the time his N.T. was ready, 
twenty years later, he had come to include it, with all the older 
codices of the original, under a general charge of being con- 
-formed to the Latin version. That such a tendency may be de- 
tected in some of the codices accompanied by a Latin translation, 

_is both possible in itself, and not inconsistent with their general 
‘ spirit; but he has scattered abroad his imputations capriciously 
and almost at random, so as greatly to diminish the weight of 
his own decisions. Cod. A, in particular, has been fully cleared 

-of the charge of Latinisng by Woide, in his excellent Pro- 
_legomena (§6: see p. 83). His thorough contempt for that critic 
prevented Wetstein from giving adequate attention to Bengel’s 
theory of families; indeed he can hardly be said to have re- 
jected a scheme which he scorned to investigate with patience. 
On the other hand no portion of his labours is more valuable 
than the “ Animadversiones et Cautiones ad examen variarum 
lectionum N. 'T. necessariae,” (N.T. Tom. 11. p. 851—74), which 
might be discussed more suitably in the next chapter. In this 
tract his natural good sense and extensive knowledge of au- 
thorities of every class have gone far to correct that impetuous 
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temperament which was ever too ready to substitute plausible 
conjecture in the room of ascertained facts. 

13. During the twenty years immediately ensuing on the 
publication of Wetstein’s volumes, little was attempted in the 

way of enlarging or improving the domain he had secured for 
Biblical science. In England the attention of critics was directed, 
and on the whole successfully, to the criticism of the Hebrew 
Scriptures; in Germany, the younger (J. D.) Michaelis [1717— 
91] reigned supreme, and he seems to have deemed it the 
highest effort of scholarship to sit in judgment on the labours of 
others. In process of time, however, the researches of John James 

Griesbach [1745—1812], a native of Hesse Darmstadt, and a 
pupil of Semler and J. A. Exnesti [1707—81] (whose manual 
Institutio Interpretis N. T. 1761 has not long been superseded), 
began to attract general notice. Like Wetstein, he made a 
literary tour in Hingland early in life (1769) and with far more 
profit; returning to Halle as a Professor, he published before 
he was thirty (1774—5) his first edition of the N.T., which con- 
tained the well-defined embryo of his future and more elaborate 
speculations. It will be convenient to reserve the examination 
of his views until we have described the investigations of several 
collators who unknowingly (and in one instance, no doubt, very 
unwillingly) were busy in gathering stores which he was to twn 
to. his own use. 

(1) Christian Frederick Matthaei, a Thuringian [1744— 
1811], was appointed, on the recommendation of his tutor Hy- 
nesti, to the Professorship of Classical Literature at Moscow: 
so far as philology is concerned, he probably merited Bp. Mid- 
dleton’s praise, as “the most accurate scholar who ever edited 
the N. T.” (Doctrine of the Greck Article, p. 244, 3rd edi- 

tion). At Moscow he found a large number of Greek manu- 

scripts, both Biblical and Patristic, originally brought from 
Athos (see p. 166), quite uncollated, and almost entirely un- 
known in the west of Europe. With laudable resolution he set 
himself to examine them, and gradually formed the scheme of 
publishing an edition of the New Testament by the aid of 
materials so precious and abundant. All authors that de- 
serve that honourable name may be presumed to learn not a 
little, even on the subject they know best, while preparing an 
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important work for the public eye; but Matthaei was as yet 
ignorant of the first principles of the critical art; and beginning 
thus late, there was much, of a very elementary character, which 
he never understood at all, When he commenced writing he 
had not seen the volumes of Mill or Wetstein; and to this signi- 
ficant fact we must impute that inability which ‘clave to him to 
the last, of discriminating the relative age and value of his own 
or others’ codices. ‘The palaeographical portion of the science, 
indeed, he gradually acquired from the study of his documents, 
and the many facsimiles of them he represents in his edition ; 
but what can be thought of his judgment, when he persisted 
in asserting the intrinsic superiority of Cod. 69 of the Acts 
[x11I, see p. 192] to the great uncials AC? (N. 7. Tom. x1t. 
p. 222)*,. Hence it results that Matthaei’s text, which of 
course he moulded on his own views, must be held in slight 
esteem: his services as a collator comprehend his whole claim 
(and that no trifling one) to our thankful regard. To him 
solely we are indebted for Evan. V; 237—259; Act. 98— 
107; Paul. 118—124; Apoc. 47—50?; Evst. 47—57; Apost. 
13—20; nearly all at Moscow: the whole seventy, together 
with the citations of Scripture in about thirty manuscripts of 
Chrysostom, being so fully and accurately collated, that the 
reader need not be at a loss whether any particular copy 
supports or opposes the reading in the common text. Matthaei’s 
further services in connection with Cod. G Paul. (p. 136) and a 
few others (Act. 69, Paul. 76, Apoc. 32, &c.) have been noticed 
in their proper places. To his Greek text was annexed the Latin 
Vulgate (the only version, in its present state, he professes to 
regard, Tom. XI. p. xii.) from the Cod. Demidovianus (see p. 
265). The first volume of this edition appeared in 1782, after 
it had been already eight years in preparation: this comprised 
the Catholic Epistles. The rest of the work was published 
at intervals during the next six years, in eleven more thin 
parts 8°, the whole series being closed by St Matthew and Mark 

1 One other specimen of Matthaei’s critical skill will suffice: he is speaking of 

his Cod. H, which is our Evst. 50 (see p. 214). “Hic Codex scriptus est literis 
quadratis, estque eorum omnium, qui adhuc in Europa innotuerunt et vetustis- ~ 

simus et praestantissimus, Insanus quidem fuerit, qui cum hoe aut Cod. V 

[p. 117] comparare, aut aequiparare voluerit Codd. Alexandr, Clar. Germ, Boern. 
Cant. [Evan. AD, Paul. ADEG], qui sine ullo dubio pessimé ex scholiis et Ver- 

sione Latind Vulgata interpolati sunt” (V. 7., Tom. 1X. p. 254). 
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in 1788. Each. volume has a Preface, much descriptive matter, 
and twenty-nine facsimiles of Manuscripts, the whole in com- 
plete and almost hopeless disorder, and the general title-page 
absurdly long. Hence his critical principles (if such they may 
be termed) must be picked up piecemeal; and it is not very 
pleasant to observe the sort of influence which hostile contro- 
versy exercised over his mind and temper. While yet fresh 
at his task (1782), anticipating the fair fame his most profitable 
researches had so well earned, Matthaei is frank, calm and ra~ 
tional: even at a later period J. D. Michaelis is, in his estima- 
tion, the keenest of living judges of codices, and he says so 
the rather ‘“ quod ille vir doctissimus multis modis me, gud de 
causd ipse ignoro, partim jocosé, partim serid, vexavit.” (Tom. 
1. 1788, p. xxxi): Bengel, whose sentiments were very dis- 
similar from those of the Moscow Professor, “ pro acumine, 
diligentiaé et religione sud,’ would have arrived at other con- 
clusions, had his Augsburg codices been better (cbid. p. xxx). 
But for Griesbach and his recension-theory no terms of insult 
are strong enough; ‘‘risum vel adeo pueris debet ille Halensis 
eriticus,” who never saw, “ ut credibile est,” a manuscript even 
of the tenth century (¢did. p. xxiii), yet presumes to dictate to 
those who have collated seventy. The unhappy consequence 
was, that one who had taken up this employment in an earnest 
and candid spirit, possessed with the simple desire to promote 
the study of sacred literature, could devise no fitter commence- 
ment for his latest Preface than this: “Laborem igitur molestum 
invidiosum et infamem, inter convicia ranarum et latratus 

canum, aut ferred patientia aut invicta pertinacid his quindecim 
annis vel sustinui, vel utcunque potui, perfeci, vel denique 
fastidio et taedio, ut fortasse non nulli opinantur, deposui et 

abjeci” (Tom. 1. Praef. p. 1): he could find no purer cause for 
thankfulness, than (what we might have imagined but a very 
slight mercy) that he had never been commended by those “ of 
whom to be dispraised is no small praise;” or (to use his own 
more vigorous language) “quod nemo scurra...nemo denique de 
grege novorum theologorum, hance qualemcunque operam meam 
ausus est ore impuro suo, laudeque contumelios& comprobare.”’ 
Matthaei’s second edition in three volumes (without the Latin 
and most of the critical notes) bears date 1803—7. 

(2) The next, and a far less considerable contribution to 
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our knowledge of manuscripts of the N. T., was made by Francis 
Karl Alter [1749—1804] a Jesuit, born in Silesia, and Professor 
of Greek at Vienna. His plan was novel, and, to those who 
are compelled to use his edition (NM. 7. Graecum, ad Codicem 
Vindobonensem Graecé expressum, 8°, Vienna, 2 tom., 1786—7), 

inconvenient to the last degree. Adopting for his standard a 
valuable, but not very ancient or remarkable, manuscript in the 
Imperial Library (Evan. 218, Act. 65, Paul. 57, Apoc. 33), he 
prints this copy at full length, retaining even the v éberxvorixdv 
when it is found in his model, but not (as it would seem) all the 
itacisms or errors of the scribe. With this text he collates in 
separate Appendices twenty-one other manuscripts in the same 
great Library, comprising twelve copies of the Gospels (Codd. N. 
(part), 38. 76. 77. 108. 123. 124. 125. 219. 220. 224. 225); six 
of the Acts &e: (3. 43. 63—4; 6—7); seven of St Paul (3. 49. 67 
—71) ; three of the Apocalypse (34.35.36), and two Evangelistaria 
(45. 46). He also gives readings from Wilkin’s Coptic version, 
four Slavonic codices and one Old Latin (7: see p. 257). In em- 
ploying this ill-digested mass, it is necessary to turn to a different 
place for every manuscript to be consulted, and Alter’s silence 
in any passage must be understood to indicate resemblance to 
his standard, Evan. 218, and not to the common text. As this 
silence is very often clearly due to the collator’s mere oversight, 
Griesbach set the example of citing these manuscripts in such 
cases within marks of parenthesis: thus “218 (108. 220)” indi- 
cates that the reading in question is certainly found in Cod. 218, 
and (so far as we may infer ex Altert sdlentio) not improbably 
in the other two. Most of these Vienna codices were about the 
same time examined rather slightly by Andrew Birch. 

(3) This eminent person, who afterwards bore successively 
the titles of Bishop of Lolland, Falster, and Aarhuus, in the 

Lutheran communion established in Denmark, was one of a 

company of learned men sent by the liberal care of Christian 
VII. to examine Biblical manuscripts in various countries. 
Adler (Chap. III. see pp. 234, 245) pursued his Oriental studies 
at Rome and elsewhere; D. G. Moldenhawer and O. G. Tychsen 
were sent into Spain in 1783—4; Birch travelled on the same 
good errand 1781—-3 through Italy and Germany. The 
combined results of their investigations were arranged and 
published by Birch, whose folio edition of the Four Gospels, 
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with Stephens’ text of 1550, and the various readings of himself 
and his associates, full descriptive Prolegomena and facsimiles of 
seven manuscripts (Codd. 8. 157 Evan; and five in Syriac), ap- 
peared at Copenhagen in 1788. Seven years afterwards (1795) 
a fire destroyed the Royal Printing-house, the type, paper and 
unsold stock of the first volume, the collations of the rest of the 
N.T. having very nearly shared the same fate. ‘These poor 
fragments were collected by Birch into two small 8" volumes, 
those relating to the Acts and Epistles in 1798, to the Apoca- 
lypse (with facsimiles of Codd. 37, 42) in 1800. In 1801 he 
revised and re-edited the various readings of the Gospels, in a 
form to correspond with those of the rest of the N. T. Nothing 
can be better calculated to win respect and confidence than the 
whole tone of Birch’s several Prolegomena: he displays at once 
a proper sense of the difficulties of his task, and a consciousness 
that he had done his utmost to conquer them’. It is indeed 
much to be regretted that, for some cause he does not wish to 
explain, he accomplished but little for Cod. B (see p. 89); many 
of the manuscripts on his long list were beyond question ex- 
amined but very superficially; yet he was the first to open to us 
the literary treasures of the Vatican, of Florence, and of Venice. 
He more or less inspected the uncials Cod. B, Codd. ST of the 
Gospels, Cod. G of the Acts, which is Paul. L. His catalogue 
of cursives comprises Codd. 127—225 of the Gospels; Codd. 
63—7, 70—96 of the Acts; Codd. 67—71, 77—-112 of St Paul; 
Codd. 88—4, 37—46 of the Apocalypse; Evangelistaria 35-39; 
Apostolos 7, 8: in all 191 copies, a few of which were thoroughly 
collated (e.g. Evan. S. 127. 131. 157. Evst. 36). Of Adler’s 
labours we have spoken elsewhere (pp. 234, 245); they are incor- 
porated in Birch’s work, and prefaced with a short notice (Birch, 
Proleg. p. \xxxv.) by their author, a real and modest scholar. 
Moldenhawer’s portion of the common task was discharged in 
another spirit. Received at the Escurial with courtesy and 
good-will, his colleague Tychsen and he spent four whole 

1 “ Conscius sum mihi, me omnem et diligentiam et intentionem adhibuisse, ut 

haec editio quam emendatissima in manus eruditorum perveniret, utque in hoc 
opere, in quo ingenio non fuit locus, curae testimonium promererem; nulla tamen 

mihi est fiducia, me omnia, quae exigi possint, peregisse. Vix enim potest esse 

ulla tam perpetua legentis intentio, quae non obtutu continuo fatigetur, praesertim 

in tali genere, quod. tam multis, saepe parvis, observationibus constat.” (Lec- 

turis Editor, p. V. 1788.) Well could I testify to the truth of these last words! 
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months in turning over a collection of 760 Greek manuscripts, 
of which only 20 related to the Greek Testament. They lacked 
‘neither leisure, nor opportunity, nor competent knowledge; but 
they were full of dislike for Spain and its religion, of overween- 
ing conceit, and of implicit trust in Griesbach and his recensions. 
The whole paper contributed by Moldenhawer to Birch’s Prole- 
gomena (pp. lxi—lxxxiv) is very disappointing, while its arro- 
gance is almost intolerable. What he effected for other portions 
of the N. T. [have not been able to trace (226, 228 Evan., which 
contain the Acts and Epistles are but nominally on Scholz’s 
list for those books); the fire at Copenhagen may probably have 
destroyed-his notes. Of the Gospels he collated eight codices 
(226—233), and four Evangelistaria (40—43), most of them being 
dismissed, after a cursory review, with some expression of hearty 
contempt. To Codd. 226, 229, 230 alone was he disposed to 
pay any attention; of the rest, whether “he soon restored them 
to their primitive obscurity” (p. Ixxi), or “bade them sweet and 
holy rest among the reliques of Saints and Martyrs” (p. lxvii), 
‘he may be understood to say, once for all, ‘“Omnino nemo, 
qui horum librorum rationem ac indolem...perspectam habet, 
-ex lis lectionis varietatem operosé eruere aggredietur, nec, si 
quam inde conquisiverit, operae pretium fecisse a peritis arbitris 
existimabitur”’ (p. xxiv). It was not thus that Matthaei dealt 
with the manuscripts at Moscow. 

14. Such were the materials ready for Griesbach’s use when 
he projected his second and principal edition of the Greek Tes- 
tament (Vol. 1.1796, Vol. 11.1806). Not that he was backward 
in adding to the store of various readings by means of his own 
diligence. His Symbolae Criticae’ (Vol. 1. 1785, Vol. 11. 1793) 
contained, together with the readings extracted from Origen (see 

above, Chap. Iv. p. 285), collations, in whole or part, of many 
copies of various portions of the N. T. Besides inspecting Codd. 
AD (Evan.), and carefully examining Cod. C,’ he consulted no 
less than 26 codices (including GL) of the Gospels, 10 (includ- 
ing E) of the Acts, &c., 15 (including DEH) of St Paul, one of 

1 Symbolae Criticae ad supplendas et corrigendas variarum N. T. lectionum 

Collectiones. Accedit multorum N. TL. Codicum Graecorum descriptio et examen, 

2 Yet Tischendorf (NV. 7. Proleg. p. xcvii, 7th ed.) states that he only added 
two readings (Mark vi. 2; 4) to those given by Wetstein, 
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the Apocalypse (Cod. 29), twelve Lectionaries of the Gospels, 
and two of the Apostolos, far the greater part of them being de- 
posited in England. It was not, however, his purpose to exhibit 
in his N. T. (designed, as it was, for general use) all the read- 
ings he had himself recorded elsewhere, much less the whole 
mass accumulated by the pains of Mill or Wetstein, Matthaei or 
Birch. The distinctive end at which he aims is to form such a 
selection from the matter their works contain, as to enable the 
theological student to decide for himself on the genuineness or 
corruption of any given reading, by the aid of principles which 
he devotes his best efforts to establish. Between the text (in 
which every departure from the Hlzevir edition of 1624 is plainly 
indicated by its being printed in smaller type) and the critical 
notes at the foot of each page, intervenes a narrow space or inner 
margin, to receive those portions of the common text which 
Griesbach has rejected, and such variations of his authorities as 
he judges of equal weight with the received readings which he 
retains, or but little inferior to them. These decisions he inti- 
mates by several symbols, not quite so simple as those employed 
by Bengel (see yp. 322), but conceived in a similar spirit; and 
he has carried his system somewhat further in his small or 
manual edition, published at Leipsic 1805, which may be con- 
ceived to represent his last thoughts in regard to the recension 
of the Greek text of the N.T. But though we may trace some 
slight discrepancies of opinion between his earliest’ and his 
latest works’, as might well be looked for in a literary career 
of forty years, yet the theory of his youth was maintained, 
and defended, and temperately applied by Griesbach even to 
the last. From Bengel and Semler (see p. 323) he had taken 
up the belief that manuscripts, versions, and ecclesiastical writers 
divided themselves, with respect to the character of their testi- 
mony, into races or families. This principle he strove to reduce 
to practice by marshalling all his authorities under their respec- 
tive heads, and then regarding the evidence, not of individuals, 
but of the classes to which they belong. The advantage of 
some such arrangement is sufficiently manifest, if only it could 
be made to rest on grounds in themselves certain, or, at all 

1 Dissertatio critica de Codicibus quatuor Evangeliorum Ovigenianis, Halae, 
1771: Curae in historiam textus Graect epistolarum Paulinarum, Jenae, 1477. 

2 Commentarius Criticus in textum. Gr. N. T., Pt. 1. 1798; Pt, m. 811. 
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events, probable. We should then possess some better guide 
in our choice between conflicting readings, than the very rough 
and unsatisfactory process of counting the number of witnesses 
produced on either side. It is not that such a mode of conduct- 
ing critical enquiries would not be very convenient, that Gries- 
bach’s theory is universally abandoned by modern scholars, but 
that there is no valid reason for believing it to be true, 

At the onset of his labours, indeed, this acute and candid 

enquirer was disposed to divide all extant materials into five 
or six different families; he afterwards limited them to three, the 

Alexandrine, the Western, and the Byzantine recensions. The 

standard of the Alexandrine text he conceived to be Origen ; 
who, although his works were written in Palestine, was as- 
sumed to have brought with him into exile copies of Scripture, 
similar to those used in his native city. To this family would 
belong a few manuscripts of the earliest date, and confessedly of 
the highest character, Codd. ABC; Cod. L of the Gospels, the 
Egyptian and some lesser versions. The Western recension 
would survive in Cod. D of the Gospels and Acts, in the other 
ancient copies which contained a Latin translation, in the Old 
Latin and Vulgate versions, and in the Latin Fathers. The 
vast majority of manuscripts (comprising perhaps nineteen~ 
twentieths of the whole), together with the larger proportion of 
versions and Patristic writings, were grouped into the Byzantine 
class, as having prevailed generally in the Patriarchate of Constan- 
tinople. To this last class Griesbach hardly professed to accord 
as much weight as to either of the others, nor if he had done so, 
would the result have been materially different. The joint testi- 
mony of two classes was, caeterts paribus, always to prevail; 
and since the very few documents which comprise the Alex- 
andrine and Western recensions seldom agree with the Byzan-~ 
tine even when at variance with each other, the numerous 

codices which make up the third family would thus have about 
as much share in fixing the text of Scripture, as the poor citizens, 
whose host was included in one of Servius Tullius’ lower classes 
towards counterbalancing the votes of the wealthy few that 
composed his first or second!. 

1 The following specimen of a reading, possessing no internal excellence, pre- 

ferred or favoured by Griesbach on the slightest evidence, will serve to illustrate 
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Inasmuch as the manuscripts on which our received text was 
based must, beyond question, be referred to his Byzantine family, 
wide as were the variations of Griesbach’s revised text from 

that of Elzevir, had his theory been pushed to its legiti- 
mate consequences, the changes it required would have been 
greater still, ‘The very plan of his work, however, seemed to 
reserve a slight preference for the received text as such, in cases 
of doubt and difficulty; and this editor, with a calmness and 
sagacity which may well be called judicial, was usually disposed 
to relax his stern mechanical law when persuaded by reasons 
founded on internal probabilities, which (as we cheerfully admit) 
few men have been found able to estimate with so much patience 
and discrimination. The plain fact is, that while disciples like 
Moldenhawer and persons who knew less than he, were regard- 
ing Griesbach’s system as self-evidently true, their wiser master 
must have had many a misgiving as to the safety of that im- 
posing structure his rare ingenuity had built upon the sand. 
The very essence of his theory consisted in there being not two 
distinct families, but three; the majority deciding in all cases 
of dispute. Yet he hardly attempted, certainly neither he nor 
any one after him succeeded in the attempt, to separate the 
Alexandrine from the Western family, without resorting to 
arguments which would prove that there are as many classes as 
there are manuscripts of early date. The supposed accordance 
of the readings of Origen, so elaborately scrutinised for this 
purpose by Griesbach (see p. 285), with Cod. A, on which our 
editor lays the greatest stress, has been shewn by Archbishop 
Laurence (Remarks on Gtriesbach’s Systematic Classification, 
1814), to be in a high degree imaginary*. It must have been 

the dangerous tendency of his system, had it been consistently acted upon through- 

out. In Matth. xxvii. 4 for d@Goy he indicates the mere gloss S{xatoy as equal or 
preferable, on the authority of the later margin of Cod. B, of Cod. L, the Thebaic, 

Armenian, and Latin versions and Fathers, and Origen in four places (40dov 

once), He adds the Syriac, but this is an error, as regards the Peshito or 

Philoxenian ; the Jerusalem may countenance him (see p. 250); though in such 

a case the testimony of versions is precarious on either side. Here, however, 

Griesbach defends Sékacoy against all likelihood, because BL Origen are Alexan- 

drine, the Latin versions Western. ; 

1 Laurence, in the Appendix to his Remarks, shews that while Cod. A agrees 
with Origen against the received text in 154 places, and disagrees with the two 
united in 140, it sides with the received text against Origen in no less than 444 
passages. 
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in anticipation of some such researches, and in a partial know- 
ledge of their sure results, that Griesbach was driven to that 
violent and most unlikely hypothesis, that Cod. A follows the 
Byzantine class of authorities in the Gospels, the Western in 
the Acts and Catholic Epistles, and the Alexandrine in St Paul. 

It seems needless to dwell longer on speculations which, 
however attractive and once widely received, will scarcely again 
find an advocate. Griesbach’s text can no more be regarded 
as satisfactory, though it is far less objectionable than such a 
system as his would have made it in unskilful hands. His in- 
dustry, his moderation, his fairness to opponents, who (like 
Matthaei) had shewn him little forbearance, we may all imitate 
to our profit. His logical acuteness and keen intellectual per- 
ception fall to the lot of few; and though they may have helped 
to lead him into error, and have even kept him from retracing 
his steps, yet on the whole they were worthily exercised in the 
good cause of promoting a knowledge of God’s truth, and of 
keeping alive, in an evil and unbelieving age, an enlightened 
interest in Holy Scripture, and the studies which it serves to 
consecrate]. 

15. Of a widely different order of mind was John Martin 
Augustine Scholz [d. 1852], Roman Catholic Dean of Theology 
in the mixed University of Bonn. It would have been well 
for the progress of sacred learning and for his own reputation 
had the accuracy and ability of this editor borne some propor- 
tion to his zeal and obvious anxiety to be useful. His first essay 
was his “ Curae Criticae in historiam texits Evangeliorum,” in 
two dissertations, Heidelberg, 4°, 1820, containing notices of 48 

Paris manuscripts (nine of them hitherto unknown) of which he 
had fully collated seventeen: the second Dissertation is devoted 
to Cod. K of the Gospels (see p. 108). In 1823 appeared his 

A Biblisch-Kritische Reise,” Leipsic, 8°, Biblico-Critical Travels 
in France, Switzerland, Italy, Palestine and the Archipelago, 
which Schulz laid under contribution for his improved edition of 
Griesbach’s first volume*. Scholz’s “N.T. Graece,” 4°, was 
published at Leipsic, Vol. 1. 1830 (Gospels), Vol. 11. 1836. 

1 David Schulz published at Berlin 1827, 870, a third and much improved . 

edition of his N.T., Vol. 1. (Gospels), containing also collations of certain addi- 
tional manuscripts, unknown to Griesbach. 
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The accession of fresh materials made known in these works 
is almost marvellous: Scholz was the first to indicate Codd. 260 
—469 of the Gospels; 110—192 of the Acts, &c.; 125—246 of 
St Paul; 51—89 of the Apocalypse; 58—181 Evangelistaria ; 
21—58 Lectionaries of the Apostolos; in all 616 cursive codices. 

His additions to the list of the uncials comprise only the three 
fragments of the Gospels W* Y and the Vatican leaves of N (see 
p- 110). Of those examined previously by others he paid most 
attention to Evan. KX (M also for its synaxaria), and G Act. 

_(which is L Paul.); he moreover inspected slightly 82 cursive 
codices of the Gospels after Wetstein, Birch and the rest; col- 
lated entire five (Codd. 4, 19. 25. 28. 33), and twelve in the 
greater part. In the Acts, &c. he inspected 27 of those known 
before, partially collated two; in St Paul he collated partially 
two, slightly 29; in the Apocalypse 16, cursorily enough it 
would seem (see p. 207, Codd. 21—3): of the Lectionaries he 
touched more or less 13 of the Gospels, 4 of the Apostolos. On 
turning to the 616 codices Scholz placed on the list for the first 
time, we find that he collated entire but 13 (viz. five of the 
Gospels, three of the Acts, &c., three of St Paul, one each of the 
Apocalypse and Evangelistaria): a few of the rest he examined 
throughout the greater part; many in only a few chapters; while 
some were set down from printed Catalogues, whose plenteous 
errors we have used our best endeavours to correct, so far as 

the means were within our reach. 
Yet after making a large deduction from our first impressions 

of the amount of labour performed by Scholz, enough and more 

than enough would remain to entitle him to our lasting grati- 
tude, if it were possible to place any tolerable reliance on the 
correctness of his results. Those who are, however superficially, 
acquainted with the nature of such pursuits, will readily believe 
that faultless accuracy in representing myriads of minute details is 
not to be looked for by the most diligent and careful critic. Over- 
sights will mar the perfection of the most highly finished of human 
efforts; but if adequate care and pains shall have been bestowed 
on detecting them, such blemishes as still linger unremoved are 
no real subject of reproach, and do not greatly mar the value of 
the work which contains them. But in the case of Scholz’s Greek 

_ Testament the fair indulgence we must all hope for is abused 
beyond the bounds of reason or moderation. The student who 

22 
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has had much experience of his volumes, especially if he has ever 
compared the collations there given with the original manu- 
scripts, will never dream of resorting to them for information he 
can expect to gain elsewhere, or rest with confidence on a state- 
ment of fact merely because Scholz asserts it. J. Scott Porter 
(Principles of Textual Criticism, Belfast, 1848, pp. 263—6) and 
‘Tischendorf (NV. 7. Proleg. c—11. 7th edition) have dwelt upon 
his strange blunders, his blind inconsistencies, and his habitual 
practice of copying from his predecessors without investigation 
and without acknowledgment; so that it is needless for us to 
repeat or enlarge on that ungracious task!: but it is our duty to 
put the student once for all on his guard against what could not 
fail to mislead him, and to express our sorrow that twelve years 
and more of hard and persevering toil should, through mere 
heedlessness, have been nearly thrown away. 

As was natural in a pupil of J. L. Hug of Freyburg (see 
p. 89), who had himself tried to build a theory of recensions on 
very slender grounds, Dr Scholz attempted to settle the text of 
the N. T., upon principles which must be regarded as a modifi- 
cation of those of Griesbach. In his earliest work, like that 
great critic, he had been disposed to divide all extant authorities 
into five separate classes; but he soon reduced them to two, the 
Alexandrine and the Constantinopolitan. In the Alexandrine 
family he included the whole of Griesbach’s Western recension, 
from which indeed it is vain to distinguish it by any broad line 
of demarcation: to the other family he referred the great mass of 
more recent documents which compose Griesbach’s third or By- 
zantine class; and to this family he was inclined to give the pre- 
ference over the other, as well from the internal excellency of its 
readings, as because it represents the uniform text which had 

“Vv become traditional throughout the Greek Church. That such a 
standard, public, and authorised text existed he seems to have 
taken for granted without much enquiry. ‘“‘Codices qui hoc 
nomen [Constantinopolitanum] habent,” he writes, “parum inter 

1 One of Porter’s examples is almost amusing. It was Scholz’s constant habit 
to copy Griesbach’s lists of critical authorities (errors, misprints and all) without 

giving the reader any warning that they are not the fruit of his own labours. The 
note he borrowed from, Griesbach on 1 Tim. iii, 16, contains the words “uti 

docuimus in Symbolis criticis:” this too Scholz appropriates (Tom. II. p. 334, 
col, 2) so as to claim the Symbolae Criticae of the Halle Professor as his own! 
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ge dissentiunt. Conferas, quaeso, long’ plerosque quos huic 
classi adhaerere dixi, atque lectiones diversas viginti trigintave 
in totidem capitibus vix reperies, unde conjicias eos esse accura- 
tissimé descriptos, eorumque antigrapha parum inter se discre- 
passe” (N. 'T. Proleg. Vol. 1. § 55). It might have occurred to ~~; 
one who had spent so many years in studying Greek manu- - 

scripts, that this marvellous concord between the different By- 
zantine witnesses (which is striking enough, no doubt, as we ; 

turn over the pages of his Greek Testament) is after all due to 
nothing so much as to thé haste and carelessness of collators. 
The more closely the cursive copies of Scripture are examined, 
the more does the individual character of each of them become 
developed. With certain points of general resemblance, whereby | 
they are distinguished from the older documents of the Alexan- ! 
drine class, they abound with mutual variations so numerous | 
and perpetual as to vouch for the independent origin of nearly © 
all of them, and to have “swept away at once and for ever” | 
(Tregelles’ Account of Printed Text, p. 180) the fancy of a stand- . 

ard Constantinopolitan text, and every inference that had been :; 
grounded upon its presumed existence. If (as we firmly believe) © 
the less ancient codices ought to have their proper weight and 
appreciable influence in fixing the true text of Scripture, our 
favourable estimate of them must rest on other arguments than 
Scholz has urged in their behalf. 

Since this editor’s system of recensions differed thus widely 
from Griesbach’s, in suppressing altogether one of his three 
classes, and in yielding to the third, which the other slighted, 
a decided preference over its surviving rival, it might have been 
imagined that the consequences of such discrepancy in theory 
would have been strongly marked in their effects on his text. 
That such is not the case, at least to any considerable extent 
(especially in his second volume), must be imputed in part to 
Griesbach’s prudent reserve in carrying out his principles to 
extremity (see p. 335), but yet more to Scholz’s vacillation and 
evident weakness of judgment. In fact, on his last visit to 
England in 1845, he distributed among Biblical students here a 
“ Commentatio de virtutibus et vitiis utriusque codicwum N. T. 
familiae,” that he had just delivered on the occasion of some 
Encaenia at Bonn, in which (after various statements that dis- 
play either ignorance or inattention respecting the ordinary phae~ 

22—2 
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nomena of manuscripts which in a veteran collator is really un- 
accountable’), he declares his purpose, chiefly it would seem from’ 
‘considerations of internal evidence, that if ever it should be his 
lot to prepare another edition of the New Testament, “‘se ple- 
rasque codicum Alexandrinorum lectiones illas quas in margine 
interiore textui editionis suae Alexandrinas dixit, in textum re- 
cepturum” (p. 14). The text which its constructor distrusted, 
has but small claim on the faith of others. 

16. “Novum Testamentum Graece et Latine, Carolus Lach- 
mannus recensutt, Philippus Buttmannus Ph. F. Grraecae lectionis 
auctoritates apposuit’” is the simple title-page of a work, by one 
of the first philologists of his time, the first volume of which 
(containing the Gospels) appeared at Berlin (8°) 1842, the second 
and concluding one in 1850, whose boldness and originality 
have procured it, for good or ill, a prominent place in the history 
of the sacred text. Lachmann had published as early as 1831 a 
small edition containing only the text of the N. T., with a list 
of the readings, wherein he differs from that of Elzevir, preceded 

by a notice of his plan not exceeding a few lines in length, itself 
so obscurely worded that even to those who happened to under- 
stand his meaning it must have read like a riddle whose solution 
they had been told beforehand; and referring us for fuller infor- 
mation to what he strangely considers “a more convenient 
place,” a German periodical of the preceding year's date, Au- 

1 Some of these statements are discussed in Scrivener’s Collation of the Greek 
Manuscripts of the Holy Gospels, Introd. pp. lxix.—Ixxi. 

2 The following is the whole of this notice, which we reprint after Tregelles’ 

example: ‘‘De ratione et consilio hujus editionis loco commodiore expositum est 
(Theol, Studien und Kritiken, 1830, pp. 817845), Hic satis erit dixisse, editorem 

nusquam judicium suum, sed consuetudinem antiquissimarum orientis ecclesiarum 

secutum esse. Hanc quoties minus constantem fuisse animadvertit, quantum fieri 

potuit quae Italorum et Afrorum consensu comprobarentur praetulit: ubi perva- 

gatam omnium auctorum discrepantiam deprehendit, partim uncis partim in 

marginibus indicavit. Quo factum est ut vulgatae et his proximis duobus saeculis 

receptae lectionis ratio haberi non posset, Hujus diversitatis hic in fine libri 

adjecta est, quoniam ea res doctis judicibus necessaria esse videbatur.” Here 

we have one of Lachmann’s leading peculiarities—his absolute disregard of the 

received readings—hinted at in an incidental manner:—the influence he was 

disposed to accord to the Latin versions when his chief authorities were at variance 

is pretty clearly indicated ; but no one would guess that by “ custom of the oldest 
Churches of the East” he intends the few very ancient codices comprising Gries- 
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thors who take so little pains to explain their fundamental prin- 
ciples of criticism, especially if (as in this case) these are novel 
and unexpected, can hardly wonder when their drift and purpose 
are imperfectly apprehended; so that a little volume, which we 
now learn had cost Lachmann five years of thought and labour, 
was confounded, even by the learned, with the common, hasty 
and superficial reprints. Nor was the difficulty much removed 
on the publication of the first volume of his larger book. It was 
then seen, indeed, how clean a sweep he had made of the great 
mass of Greek manuscripts usually cited in critical editions:—in 
fact he rejects all in a heap excepting Codd. ABC, the fragments 
PQTZ (and for some purposes D) of the Gospels; DE of the 
Acts only; DGH of St Paul:—but even now he treats the 
scheme of his work as if it were already familiarly known, and 
spends his time in discursive controversy with his opponents and. 
reviewers, whom he chastises with a heartiness which in this 
country we imputed to downright malice, till Dr Tregelles was 
so good as to instruct us that in Lachmann it was but “a tone 
of pleasantry,” the horseplay of coarse German wit (Account of 
Printed Text, p.112). The supplementary Prolegomena which 
preface his second volume of 1850 are certainly more explicit: 
both from what they teach and from the practical examples they 
contain, they have probably helped others, as well as myself, in 
gaining a nearer insight into his whole design. 

It seems, then, to have been Lachmann’s purpose, discarding 

the slightest regard for the textus receptus as such, to endeavour 
to bring the sacred text back to the condition in which it existed 

during the fourth century, and this in the first instance by docu- 
mentary aid alone, careless for the moment whether the sense 
produced be probable or improbable, good or bad; but solely 
looking to his authorities, and following them implicitly where- 
soever the numerical majority might carry him. For accomplish- 
ing this purpose he possessed but one Greek copy written as 
early as the fourth century, Cod. B; and of that he not only 
knew less than has since come to light (and even this is insuf- 
ficient), but he did not avail himself of Bartolocci’s papers (see 
p. 88), to which Scholz had already drawn attention. His other 

bach’s Alexandrine class, and not the great mass of authorities, gathered from the 
Churches of Syria, Asia Minor, and Constantinople, of which that eritic’s Byzan- 
tine family was inade up. 
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codices were not of the fourth century at all, but varying in date 
from the fifth (ACT) to the ninth (G); and even of these few (of 
C more especially) his assistant or colleague Buttmann’s represen- 
tation was loose, careless, and unsatisfactory. Of the Greek 
Fathers, the scanty Greek remains of Irenaeus and the works of 
Origen are all that are employed; but considerable weight is given 
to the readings of the Latin version. The Vulgate is printed at 
length as revised, after a fashion, by Lachmann himself, from 
the Codices Fuldensis and Amiatinus (see p. 264): the Old Latin 
manuscripts abc, together with the Latin versions accompany- 
ing the Greek copies which he receives’, are regarded as pri- 
mary authorities; of the Western Fathers he quotes Cyprian, 
Hilary of Poictiers, Lucifer of Cagliari, and in the Apocalypse 
Primasius also (h). The Syriac and Egyptian translations he 
considers himself excused from attending to, by reason of his 
ignorance of their respective languages. 

The consequence of this voluntary poverty where our manu- 
script treasures are so abundant, of this deliberate rejection of 
the testimony of many hundreds of documents, of various 
countries, dates and characters, may be told in a few words, 
Lachmann’s text seldom rests on more than four Greek codices, 

very often on three, not unfrequently on two; in Matth. vi. 20 
—vii. 5, and in 165 out of the 405 verses of the Apocalypse on 
but one. It would have been a grievous thing indeed if we 
really had no better means of ascertaining the true readings of 
the N. 'T. than are contained in this editor’s scanty roll; and he 
who for the sake of some private theory, shall presume to shut 
out from his mind the great mass of information God’s Provi- 
dence has preserved for our use, will hardly be thought to have 
chosen the most hopeful method for bringing himself or others 
to the knowledge of the truth. 

_ But supposing, for the sake of argument, that Lachmann 
had availed himself to the utmost of the materials he has 
selected, and that they were adequate for the purpose of leading 
him up to the state of the text as it existed in the fourth 
century, would he have made any real advance in the criticism. 
of the sacred volume? Is it not quite evident, even from the 

1 These aro d for Cod. Bezae, ¢ for Cod. Laud. 35, f for Paul. Cod. D, ff for 

Paul, Cod. E (whose Latin translation is cited independently, see p. 133), g for 

Paul. Cod. G. 
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authorities contained in his notes, that copies in that age varied 
as widely—nay even more widely—than they did in later times? 
that the main corruptions and interpolations which perplex the 
student in Cod. D and its Latin allies, crept in at a period 
anterior to the age of Constantine? from the Preface to his 
second volume (1850) it plainly appears (what might, perhaps, 
have been gathered by an esoteric pupil from the Preface to his 
first, pp. v, xxxill), that he regarded this fourth-century text, 
founded as it was on documentary evidence alone, as purely 
provisional; as mere subject-matter on which individual conjec- 
ture might advantageously operate (Praef. 1850, p. v). Of the 
many examples wherewith he illustrates his principle we must 
be content with producing one, as an ample specimen both of 
Lachmann’s plan and of his judgment in reducing it to practice. 
In Matth. xxvii. 28 for éxdvcavres, which gives a perfectly 
good sense, and seems absolutely required by td (uaria, avrod 
in v. 81, BDabe read évddcavres, a variation either borrowed 
from Mark xv. 17, or more probably a mere error of the pen. 
Had the whole range of manuscripts, versions, and Fathers 
been searched, no other testimony in favour of évdtcavtes could 
have been found save Cod. 157, ff? of the old Latin, the Latin 
version of Origen, and one codex of Chrysostom. Against 
these we might set the vast mass of witnesses, exceeding those 
on the opposite side by full a hundred to one; yet because Cod. 
A and the Latin Vulgate alone are on Lachmann’s list, he is 
compelled by his System to place évéuvcaytes in the text as the 
reading of his authorities, reserving to himself the privilege of 
removing it on the ground of its palpable impropriety: and all 
this because he wishes to keep the “‘recensio” of the text 
distinct from the “ emendatio” of the sense (Praef. 1850, p. vi). 
Surely it were a far more reasonable, as well as a more conve- 
nient process, to have reviewed from the first the entire case on 
both sides, and if the documentary evidence were not unevenly 
balanced, or internal evidence strongly preponderated in one 
scale, to place in the text once for all the reading which upon 
the whole should appear best suited to the passage, and most 
sufficiently established by authority. 

But while we cannot accord to Lachmann the praise of wis- 
dom in his design, or of over-much industry and care in the 
execution of it (see Tischend. N. 7. Proleg. pp. cvii—cxii), yet 
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we would not dissemble or extenuate the power his edition has 
exerted over candid and enquiring minds. Larnest, single- 
hearted, a true seholar both in spirit and accomplishments, he 
has had the merit of restoring the Latin versions to their proper 
rank in the criticism of the N.T., which since the failure of 
Bentley’s schemes they seem to have partially lost. No one will 
hereafter claim for the received text any further weight than it 
is entitled to as the representative of the manuseripts on which 
it was constructed: and the principle of reeurring exclusively 
to a few ancient documents in preference to the many (so en- 
gaging from its very simplicity), which may be said to have 
virtually originated with him, has not been without influence 
with some who condemn the most strongly his hasty and one- 
sided, though consistent application of it. | 

17. We have now but to enumerate the labours of two 
living critics (for Lachmann was lost to us in 1851), whose 
signal services to theological learning have been often men- 
tioned in these pages. Of those labours it will suffice to give 
a brief summary in this place, reserving the respective systems 
on which they revised the text for fuller discussion in. 
Chapter Vil. 

“ Novum Testamentum Graece. Ad antiquos testes denuo 
recensuit, apparatum eriticum omnt studio perfectum apposutt, 
commentationem isagogicam practecutt Ainoth. Frid. Const. Tis- 
chendorf, editio septima:’ Lipsiae, 1859, 2 Vols. 8vo. This is 
beyond question the most full and complete edition of the 
Greek Testament, containing the results of the latest collations 
and discoveries, and as copious a body of various readings as is 
compatible with the design of adapting it for general use: 
though Tischendorf’s notes are not sufficiently minute (as regards 
the cursive manuscripts) to supersede the need of perpetually 

* consulting the labours of preceding eritics. His earliest work in 
connexion with Biblical studies was a small edition of the N. T. 
(12mo, 1841) completed at Leipsic in 1840, which, although 
greatly inferior to his subsequent works, merited the encourage- 
ment which it procured for him, and the praises of D. Schulz, 
which he so gratefully remembers. Soon afterwards he set out 
on his first literary jowmney: “quod quidem tam pauper suscepi,” 
he ingenuously declares, “ut pro paenula quam portabam solvere: 
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non possem;” and, while busily engaged on Cod. C, prepared 
three other editions of the N.T., which appeared in 1843 at 
Paris, ‘all of them being booksellers’ speculations on which, 
perhaps, he now sets no high value; one dedicated to Guizot, 
the Protestant statesman, a second (having the Greek text placed 
in a parallel column with the Latin Vulgate, and somewhat 
altered to suit it) dedicated to Denys Affre, the Archbishop of 
Paris, who fell so nobly at the barricades in June 1848. His 
third edition of that year contained the Greek text of the second 
edition, without the Latin Vulgate. It is needless to enlarge 
upon the history of his travels, so well.described by Tischendorf 
in the Preface to his seventh edition; it will be enough to state 
that he thrice visited England (1842, 1849, 1855), and thrice 
went into the East (see pp. 76—7), where his chief discovery— 
that of the Cod. Sinaiticus—was ultimately made. In 1849 
came forth his second Leipsic or fifth edition of the N.T., being 
a very considerable advance upon that of 1841, though, in its 
earlier pages more especially, still very defective, and even as 
a manual scarce worthy of his rapidly growing fame. The 
sixth edition was one stereotyped for Tauchnitz in 1850, repre- 
senting the text of 1849 slightly revised: the seventh, and by 
far the most important, was issued in parts at Leipsic during 
the four years 1856—9. It is indeed a monument of persever- 
ing industry which the world has not often seen surpassed. | 

Yet it may truly be asserted that the reputation of Tischen- 
dorf as a Biblical scholar rests less on his critical editions of 
the N. T. than on the texts of the chief uncial authorities 
which in rapid succession he has given to the world. In 
1843 was published the New Testament, in 1845 the Old Tes- 
tament portion of Codex Ephraemi Syri rescriptus (Cod. C, see 
p- 95), 2 vol. 4to, in uncial type, with elaborate Prolegomena, 
notes and facsimiles. In 1846 appeared Monumenta sacra 
inedita, 4to, containing transcripts of Codd. F°LNW°Y® of the 
Gospels, and B of the Apocalypse; the plan and apparatus of 
this volume and of nearly all that follow are the same as in the 
Codex Ephraemi. In 1846 he published the Codex Firiderico- 
Augustanus (see p. 27) in lithographed facsimile throughout : 
in 1847 the “ Lvangelium Palatinum ineditum” of the old Latin 
(e, see p. 256): in 1850 and again in 1854 less splendid but good 
and useful editions of the Codex Améatinus of the Latin Vulgate 

/ 
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(am. see p. 264). Codex Claromontanus (D of St Paul), 1852 
(see p. 131), was of precisely the same character as Cod. E:phrae- 
mi, &c., but Anecdota sacra et profana, 1855, exhibit a more 
miscellaneous character, comprising (together with other matter) 
transcripts of O* of the Gospels, M of St Paul; a collation of 
lo" of the Acts (see p. 198), the only cursive copy he seems to 
have examined; notices and facsimiles of Codd. ITA tisch} 

(p. 181) of the Gospels, and the lectionaries tisch.” (p. 220), 
tisch.** (p. 225). Next was commenced a new series of Monu- 
menta sacra tnedita (to consist of five volumes), on the same 
plan as the book of 1846. Much of this is devoted to codices 
of the Septuagint version, to which Tischendorf has paid great 
attention; but Vol. 1. (1855) contains transcripts of Codd. I, 

ven.” (p. 220); Vol. 11. (1857) of Codd. N®R; Vol. 111. (1860) 
of Codd. PQW*, all of the Gospels. He is now engaged on 
what he doubtless regards as his master-work, the edition of 
Cod. & (see pp. 28, 77), of which, and of other treasures (see pp. 
127, 181, 220, 225) which he brought to St Petersburg from his 
last Kastern journey, we have had a foretaste in the Notitia Codicts 
Sinaitict, 1860. ‘To this long and varied catalogue must yet be 
added exact collations of Codd. EGHKMUX Gospels, EGH 
Acts, FHL of St Paul, all made for his editions of the N. T. 

_ The consideration of the text of Tischendorf’s editions of 
1849 and 1859 will be resumed in Chapter viz. To the general 
accuracy of his collations every one who has followed him over 
a portion of his vast field can bear and is bound to bear cheerful 
testimony. or practical purposes his correctness is quite 
sufficient, even though one or two who have accomplished very: 
much less may have excelled in this respect some at least. of 
his later works. By the unflinching exertions and persevering 

labour of full twenty years Constantine Tischendorf has well 
earned—and long may he live to enjoy—the name of THE FIRST 

* BIBLICAL critic In EvRops. 

18. “ The Greek New Testament, edited from anctent autho- 
gities; with the various readings of all the ancient MSS., the 
ancient versions, and earlier ecclesiastical writers (to Eusebius 
incluswwe); together with the Latin version of Jerome, from the 
Codex Amiatinus of the sixth century. By Samuel Prideaux 
Tregelles, LL.D. to. 
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The esteemed author of the unfinished work of which the 

above is the full title, first became generally known as the 
editor of The Look of Revelation in Greek, edited from ancient 
authorities; with a new English Version, 1844: and, in spite of 
some obvious blemishes and defects, his attempt was received in 
the English Church with the gratitude and respect to which his 
thorough earnestness and independent views justly entitled him. 
He had arranged in his own mind the plan of a Greek Testa- 
ment as early as 1838, which he announced on the publication 
of the Apocalypse, and now set himself vigorously to accomplish. 
His fruitless endeavour to collate Cod. B has already been men- 
tioned (p. 90), but when on the continent in 1845—6 and again 
in 1849—50 he thoroughly examined all the manuscripts he 
could meet with, that fell within the compass of his design. 
In 1854 he published a volume full of valuable information, and 
intended as a formal exposition of his critical principles, intituled 
An Account of the Printed Text of the Greek New Testament: 
in 1856 he re-wrote, rather than re-edited, that portion of the 

Rey. T. Hartwell Horne’s well-known Jntroduction to the Cri- 
tical Study and Knowledge of the Holy Scriptures which relates 
to the New Testament, under the title of An Introduction to 

the Textual Criticism of the New Testament, &c.’ In 1857 
appeared the Gospels of SS. Matthew and Mark, as the First 
Part of his Greek New Testament (pp. 1—216); early in 1861 
the Second Part, containing SS. Luke and John (pp. 217—488), 
with but a few pages of “ Introductory Notice” in each. Every 
one who venerates the spectacle of time and substance freely 

bestowed in the best of causes, without the prospect or indeed 
the possibility of earthly reward, will grieve to know that the 
further prosecution of his opus magnum is for a while suspended 
by Dr Tregelles’ serious illness. . 

Except Cod. & (which is yet in the press: see pp. 112, 126) 
this critic has not edited in full the text of any document, but 
his renewed collations of manuscripts are very extensive: viz. 
Codd. EGHKEMN’RUXZTIA 1. 33. 69 of the Gospels; GH 1. 
13. 31. lo! of the Acts; DFLM 1. 17. 37 of St Paul, 14 of 
the Apocalypse, Am. of the Vulgate. Having followed Tre- 
gelles through the whole of Cod. 69 (Act. 31, Paul. 37, Apoc. 

1 A pamphlet of 36 pages appeared late in 1860, called Additions to the Fourth 
Volume of the Introduction to the Holy Scriptures, &c., by 8. P. T. 
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14) I am able to speak positively of his scrupulous accuracy, 
and in regard to other manuscripts now in England it will be 
found that where Tischendorf and Tregelles differ, the latter is 
seldom in the wrong. To the versions and Fathers (especially 
to Origen and Eusebius) he has devoted great attention. His 
volume is a beautiful specimen of typography, and its arrange- 
ment is very convenient, particularly his happy expedient for 
shewing at every open leaf the precise authorities that are 
extant at that place. 7 

The peculiarity of his system is intimated, rather than stated, 
in the title-page of his Greek N. T. It consists in resorting to 
“ancient authorities” alone in the construction of his revised 
text; and in refusing not only to the received text, but to the 
great mass of manuscripts also, all voice in determining the true 
readings. This scheme, although from the history he gives of 
his work (Account of Printed Text, pp. 153 &c.), it was appa- 
rently devised independently of Lachmann, is in fact essentially 
his plan, after those parts of it are withdrawn which are mani- 
festly indefensible. Tregelles’ “ancient authorities” are thus 
reduced to those manuscripts which, not being Lectionaries, 
happen to be written in uncial characters, with the remarkable 

exception of Codd. 1. 33. 69 of the Gospels, lo“ of the Acts, 
which he admits because they “ preserve an ancient text.” We 

shall hereafter enquire (Chap. vit.) whether the text of the 
N.'T. can safely be grounded on a basis so narrow as that of 

Tregelles. 

In the course of the last ten or fifteen years the criticism of 

the N. T. has been rapidly regaining its old place among the 
favourite pursuits of the English clergy. Its progress is the 

more hopeful because it has engaged the minds chiefly of men 
yet in the prime of life, from whose zeal and matured energy 

we may confidently look, in God’s good season, for further 
instruction in this grave and divine study. — 



APPENDIX TO CHAPTER V. 

COLLATION OF THE COMPLUTENSIAN POLYGLOTT N. T. 1514, 

WITH THAT OF ELZEVIR, 1624. 

N.B. t prefixed to a Greek reading shews that it is at variance with the parallel 

Latin Vulgate (see p. 293). 

Marrtu.  tit.t + dyvov (ante evay.). I. 1. david (sic vv. 6 bis, 17 
bis, 20). 6. codropwva. 15. tyarbdy bis. II. 2. rov acrépa av- 
tov. 5. ovrws. Il. teidor. III. 5. —y prim. 8. xapmov détov. 
Il. t—Kai wvpi. 13. as (pro eri), IV. 7. wadu. yéyparrat. 
10. +oricw pov (post vraye). 12. rapedufy. 18. t—o ingots. 
V. 6. mivdvres. 12. ovtws (sic vv. 16,19). 17. vouyonre. 19. d:- 
dager prim. 22. yéevay (non vv. 29, 30). 23. Kae exei. 27. — rots 
apxaios. 28. avryv (pro atrps). 44. ros prcotow. 45. +7o1s (ante 
ovpavois). 47. tdidrovs (pro adeAgous). ovtws. VI. 13. fi. wovypov 
+oapyv'. 15. t+o ovpdmos (ante apyoe). 18. fin.—év 7G davepa. 
24, tpapwva. 29. +0 (ante codopuv). 34. pepysvyonre VII. 6. 
Sdre. 10. init. +9 (aut si). 12. odtrws (non v.17). odrws (pro ovtos: 
hec). 14. Ti (pro éru: Quam). VIII. 5. avrd (pro 7B inaoid). 
8. Adyw. 11. avaxdyOycovra, 12. —6 prim. 14. eoedOav. 15. 
jim. ovrd. 17. avédaBe (accepit).  [28. yepyeonvaiv gerasenorum]. 
IX. .5. toov. 13. adda. 17. apddrepor. 18. + ets (ante edOuyv). 
27. Savid. 33. —dr. 35. —év rGAag. 36. eoxvdApévor (vexati: pro 
éxheA), XX. 2. exot (pro éors), 4. —0 secund. 8. —vexpovs éyetpere 

1 In exemplaribus grecorum post hee verba orationis dominice vz. Et libera 
nos a malo: statim sequitur éd7s cov ecrw y Baotrea kat y Sivams Katy Sbéa evs 

Tous awvas. Id est. Quoniam tuum est regnum et potentia et gloria in secula, Sed 

advertendum quod in missa grecorum postquam chorus dicit illa verba orationis 

dominice, s (scilicet), Et libera nos a malo: sacerdos respondet ista verba supra dicta, 

8. quoniam tuum est regnum, &c. et dicunt greci quod solus sacerdos potest pro- 

nunciare illa verba et non alius. et sic magis credibile videtur quod ista verba non 
sint de integritate orationis dominice: sed quod vicio aliquorum scriptorum fuerunt 

hic inserta nam videntes quod publice dicerentur in missa crediderunt esse de 

textu, et Iz (licet) beatus chrisostomus in suis commentariis super Mattheum 

home. 20. exponat ista verba tam quam si essent de textu: verisimiliter tamen 

presumitur jam suis temporibus originalia in isto passu fuisse corrupta ex quo 

nullus latinorum ét [etiam ?] ex antiquissimis interpretibus sive tractatoribus lega- 
tur de his verbis aliquam fecisse mentionem, 
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(habet Lat. ante Jeprosos). 10. tpaBd8ous. 12. fin. +Aéyovres. etpyvyn 
Tw oikw TovTw. 13. .eucehOerw (veniet) 19. Aadyoere (pro -oyTE). 
25. BeehLeBovB (-bub). [Steph. B, errore proa], amexddecay (voca- 
verunt). ouxecaxots. 28, doBeiobe (pro -Ofre). amoxrevovtwv. 31. 
taroddw, 36. oeraxot, XI. 8. Bactrciwy (regum). 10. eoriv. 16. 
matdios, ayopd. 17. opxjoacbe. 21. xwpakiv (sic). ByOoaida. XII. 3. 
david. 6. tpeifov. 8. t—Kal. 18. t+rw efnpappévyv exovte Tyv 
xeipa. (ante éxrewov). amexareotay. 14. azwréowow. 21. tev. 
23. 0 xptards o vids david, 24, 27 [BecrdLeBovrA, at -bub]. 32. edv (pro 
av prim). tw vv (pro tovra 7G: hoc). 35. —ris xapdias.—rad prim.+ra 
(ante wovnpd). 36. aroddcovot virép (pro wept: de). [37. errat Mill.]. 
38. tédrAwpev. 42. coAopavos bis. 43. ovx. 44. vrocrpapw (rever- 
tar). 50. woujoe. eoriv, XIII. 3. omefpas. [4. errat Mill.|. 13. ow- 
ovo. 14, —én’ (in). 15. wicouot 24. omelparre (qui seminavit). 27. 
—rd. 28, cvAd oper (colligimus). 30.—7G. 32. +dvrwv (post peiLov). 
tkaredOeiv. [33. evéxpupev]. 40. xaterar (comburuntur).—rovrov. 54. 
exrAjooecOat, XIV. 11. ty xehadry avrovd nvéxOn. | 12. e&edAOdvres 
(venientes). 13. xaridiay (sie v. 23). 14. ex avrois (es). 19. ava- 
KAnOyvat. — Kat secund. 31. Kai evOéws (— 82). 36. +t Kav (ante pd- 
vov: vel). XV. 4.—cov. 12. +00 (ante axodoarres: errat Mill.). 14. 
ewrrecouvrat (cadent). 22. t+ris (post yuvy). david. 23. + aura (post 
mpooedOorres: [ed (sic)). 27. efre, 31. edd€aLov (magnificabant). + 
tov (ante uspand). 32. [yuépas]. 34. t+avred (post eirov). 39. avéBy 
(ascendit). XVI. 1. vmodefar (ostenderet). 24. axoAovdyrw. 25. 
tamodéce (pro -y). 28. yevoovra. XVIT. 1. xaridiav (sie v. 19). 
14. avrév (pro av7d secund.). 27. avaBatvovra (qui ascenderit). 
XVIII. 4. rarevdoe 6. [ert], 10. dcaravrds. 12. evevyxovra 
evvéa, (sic). 13. everyjxovra evvés, 15. apdpry 19. t+apyv (post 
wadw) 25. tavrd (pro avrod prim.). 28. a te (pro d,re: quod). 
29. t—aavra. 30. addd. 385. ovrws. XIX. 1. +7s (ante yore 
Aaias) 5. t+avrov (post warépa). 8. ovrws, 9. — eb (nisi). yapjoes 
12. eyevyPyoav. ovtws. 13. apooyvéxOnoav. 19. + cov (post pyrépa). 
26. jin. t—éor. 28. [desunt puncta]. dudexa Opdvev. 29. ouxiar. 
30. +0e (ante éoxarou secund.). XX. 2. tka cuudwrjoas (— de). 
3.—ryv. 5. evarnv. 15. ev (pro i secund.: An). 17. xaridiav. 21. 
tevovinwv (non v. 23) t+ocov. 22. ty (pro kal: deest clausula in 
Lat.). 26. téorae (pro éorw: sit). 27. éorat (pro éorw: erit). 30, 31. 
david. 34. omraxvicbeis, XXII. tRnbodayy. 2. xarévavre. tde- 
Sepevov. 3. tamroordAAc, 7. terexdficer. 9. david (sic v. 15). 11. 
tvalapér, 14. tywdot cae rupdrot, 22. edv (pro av). 25. dia Tu 
28. +s (ante eiye). efrev. 29. aompdrGev. 39. te€éBadov avrdv. 
41, exSdcerat. XXIT. 1, capiti xx1 adjungit. awahw, 7. TKat axov- 
cas 0 BaciAevs + exeivos. 9. dv (pro dv) 13, xeipas kat mddas. 
19. mpovyveyxav. 34, emtroavrd. 37. épy (pro elev: ait). 39. 
tovrn, 42,48, 45. david. 46. ndvvaro. exepwrdv. XXIII. 3. 
edv (pro dv). 18, 14, dre KareoOlere Kr.X. ante ore Kdelere K.T.A. 
21. tkarouyoavr. 25. fin. adixias (immundicia) 30. tére a 
ncn (sic: at yuev sequens). 36. t+odre (ante nfa). taavra 
ravra. 37. amoxrgvovca. 39, amdptru. XXIV. 2. tavra mévra. 
—py secund. 3. Karidiav. vpiv. 5. wdavycovct. 9. + 7wv 
(ante cOvdv). 5. eords. 17. tra (prom). 18. ro wudruov. 
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90. —év. 21. amapyys. 31. + Kat (ante gwvyjs). 33. otrus. Taira 

wavra, 34. Aéyw. 36. —rHs secund. XXV. 1. [tfin.+et sponse Lat.], 

2, +ax (ante révre secund.). 3. avrdv (pro éavrav prim.). 9. apKécer. 

[13. tev y wr.A} 19. Adyov per avrov, 24, edwev, 29. Soxet exe 
(pro éxer). 30. exBdrere. 32. cuvaxOycovrat, 37. mwavra. 40. ampo- 
kpibeis,  epooov (sic v. 45). 44, — aura. XXVI. 4. ddA0 
kparyowot. 9, +,rows (ante mrwyxois) 15. cow eyd. 18. cori, 29. 
ardprt. 35. amapvijcwpat t+5e (post opoiws). 39, ove. 40. ovrws,. 
48, trapadovs, eortv. 52. fin. tamrofavolvra. 54. odtws. 55. Kad: 
nuépav. 59. tOavardcwow avrdv, 63. —Tod secund. 64, amapre. 
70. amdvrwv (omnibus). 71. tavrois (pro rots). 74. Kxaradenarilew 
(detestari). 75, —rot secund. adéxrwpo, XXVIT. 1. drws avrdy 
Gavaracwow, 13. karapaprupoiow. 15. rw dydw éva. 17. (non vv. 
16, 20, 21, 26). BapaBdv. 22. t+ovv (post dAEya). 33. 0 (pro 8s). 
35. Badovres.t— iva mAnpwO7 «7t.rA. 41. t+xar papicalwy (post mpeo- 
Burépwv). .42. murretoopev. trem. 44. fin. avrov. 45. evarys. 46. 
evarnv. tAyd. routéot. va ti. 64. [tvuerds]. XXVIII. 9. —o. 
19. t—otv. Subscr. réA0s tov card parGaiov ayiov evayyediov. 

Marc. t+dyiov (ante evayy.). I. [2. trou mpodijrats esata pro- 
pheta]. 6. +0 (ante wovvys). 9. +0 (ante unoods). tvalapér, 16. 
t+7ov cipwvros (ante Baddovtas). 21. +ryv (ante cvvaywy7yv). «dida- 
oxev. 27, eavrods (se). 30. +rov (ante cipwros) 33. ouvnypévyn 
(congregata). 35. t+o moors (post amjdOev). mvoceyxero. 37. toe 
fnrovot. 38. exed (pro kaxet). 43. evOéws, 44. —pndev. adda. 45. 
égwbev (foris). II. 1. teoydde wadw. 4. [xpaBBarov]. 7. ovrw. 
8. t+avroi (post otrws). 9. cov (pro cot: tibi peccata tua). tov xpaB- 
Barov cov. 12, evOéws yyépOy. 15. OcrAdvar, 18. dud tu. vyorevovow 
bis. 25. david. éoxev. 26. [habet rov]. IIT. 3. ro (pro r@ secund.). 
7. yxodovOynoev. —Tis secund. 9. mpockaprepe. 12. pavepdy avrov. 
18. tBaprodropaiov, 27. ovdeis divaro. (— ov). fin. Staprdcy. 32. 
t+xar at adeAdat cov (ante é&w). 35. tov adeAdos. IV. 4. t—rod 
ovpavod. 9. —avrots. 17. evfis, 18. t—otrof ciow secund. (sic 
Elzev. 1633). 30. wapaBadrovper. 31. xdxxov. 33. edivavro, 34. Ka- 
ridiav. 37. eda. eréBarev (mittebat). 38. pera. 40. ovrws. 
V. [1. tya8. geras.]. 3. pyypact 5. ev ros pyvypact Kat ev Tos 
dpeot, 6. popev. 11. wpos rw dpe (circa montem). 16. tdinyy- 
gavro Se (— kat), 19, wemoinxe (fecerit). 29. fin. t+avrys. 40. mdy- 
tas (omnibus). VI. 2. t—dr. 8. wapyyyehevr. 9. evdvonobe (in= 
duerentur). 11. edy (pro dv). 13. .te€€Badrov.' 15. —7}. 16. —0. 
17. —77. 23. —pe 25. eaurys. 31. xaridiay (sie v. 32). evxatpouv. 
33. —ol dxAou AAPov (pro auvyOov: pervenerunt). 37. t8yvapiwv 
Siaxociwy, 44. —woel. 53. yevvynoaper (genesareth). VII. 6. watas. 
13. mapaddce. 18. ovrws. 22. avédryei. 25. —avris. 26. ovpa 
powixicoa (syrophenissa). exBady. 32. woyy:AdAov, 33. ertAaBopevos 
(apprehendens). xaridiav. WITT. 1. wapmrddov. 2. [nuépas]. 3. vyoris. 
qxaot. 13. —rd prim. Jungit.vv. 18, 19. 19. kAaopdrwy mwArjpes. 
22, PyOoaidd. 24. —dri et dpa (sic Hlz. 1633). 25. avéPrcWe (videret). 
34. akodovdetv (pro édOety). 35. ryv cavrov Yoynv. 38.—dyv. IX. 2. 
—rov tert. xaridiav. 6. hadijoe. eudoBor (exterriti). 8, eu (pro 
adhd). 16. eavrovs. 19. efrev (pro Adyar: disit), ewordre bis, 22. 
+ro (ante mvp). To vOuwp. 27, tTyS xELpdos avTod (—odrdv prim.). 28. 
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katidiov. 37. tratdiwy rovovrwy. ovx. 38. t—év. 40. vpuy bis. 
41. —7G. 42. edy (pro av). +rovrwv (post pixpadv) sic. X. 1. Kat 
exeiOey. 2. —ot. erypdtov. 6. fin. t+Kar efrev. 17. tus (pro cis). 
21. —rots. 24. —rots secund. 25. t++yap (ante éori), teocdety 
(pro diuedOciv). 27. —7d prim. 28. typaro de (—kat). 29. tKae 
asoxpifeis (— 88). + dvexev (ante rou evay.). 31. —oi. 32, avrdv (pro 
avrovs). 43. otrws. vadv didxovos. 44. eay (pro ay). 47. david (sic 
v. 48). 51. paBouvi (sic). 52. tyxodovOyce. XI. 1. tPybodayy. 
3. tarocré\de. 5. eorwrwv. 10. david. 11. —Kal secund. 14. py- 
Seis. poyy. 17. Overt. 18. arortdowow. 22. +0 (ante moors). 23. 
morevoe, 24. awrycbe. 29. Kae ey 32, adAA (—édy: st) sic. 
KIT. 5. Saipovres. aroxrévovres. 7. mpos avrovs (adinvicem). 13. 
—Tav secund. 20. t—ov. 23. t—otv. 25. exyapioxovra, 27. 0 
Geos Beds vexpav adda Edvrwy (deus semel tantum Lat.), 28. t—adrois. 
[28, 29. racdv], 32. t—@eds. 33. —rav secund. 35, 36, 37. david. 
36. —7@ prim. et secund. héye. (pro cirev secund.: diwit), 37. —6 
(multa). 39. mpwroxdAyoias. 41. téBadov. 43. edrev (pro A€ye: ait). 
+ Badddvrwv (qui miserunt). XIII. 1. +x (post es). 2. aroxpieis o 
inoovs. 3. xariWiav. 4. ravra wavra. 9. Jungit ovv. e dap. 14. exrds. 
15. —ryv. 28. drav 89 0 Kdados avrys (— joy: cum jam ramus ejus). 
32. —ris secund. +7Tw (ante ovpayd) XIV. 6. fin. ev enor (in me), 
7. evroujoa. 8. éryev. 9. edy (pro dv), 12. Teroudooue. 15, 
avdyatov. 22. +xKat (ante evdoyjoas). 28. vay (sic X. 32: non 
XVI. 7). 29. +ev oor (ante add). 30. +o0u (ante ojpepov). mpiy. 
31. arapvjcwpa. 32. mporedSounar. 33. —rov secund. 34. fin. 
t+ per ewov. 45. xaipe (pro paBBi prim.). 49. KaOyyepav. 51. tyKo- 
Aovdnoev. 54. +70 (ante dis). 60. —70. 62. Tex deEdiv xabypevov. 
64. tévoxov civar. 66. tradioxwv (non -dv). 68. odre (pro ovdé). 
72. ro pypa o. adcxrwpa. XV. 3. tfin.t+avrds Se ovdev amexpivaro. 
18. t+xat Adyew (ante xalpe). o Baoidets. 22. tyodyobdy. 24, t8.a- 
pepilovra, 31. —8& 33. evarys. 34. evdry. trAysd. 40. —Kat 
secund. 43. +.xae (ante roAujoas: ef audacter). 44. réOvyxev. tfin. 
waAa. amrdbave: jam mortuus esset (vid. Mill.). 46. aywpacas. eveiduce. 
XVI. 1. —% 70d. yydpacay. adeiipwor tov wnoovv. 8. —Taxvd. 9. +0 
woos (ante mpwt). T+ Kat (post ys) 18. Brovy. 20. fin. t+ apy. 
TéXos Tov Kara papKov o-yiov evayyeAiov. 

Luc. Ipoolpsoy tov a-yiov Aouad es To avrov evayyéduov. I. 2. ra- 
peucay, Post v. 4 legitur To xara Aovkdy dytov evayyé\uov CaP. 1. 
[5. tpassim. —er.]. 25. ovrws. 26. tvalapér. 27. david (sic vv. 
32, 69). 35. +ex cov (ante ayov). 36. ype. 44. teoxiptyce to 
Bpépos ev ayadddoe, 64. t+ 8inpOpud6y (ante kar eAader). IIL. 4. 
tvalapér (sic vv. 39, 51). david bis (sic v. 11). 5. eyytw (pregnante). 
8. +ras (ante prdaxds). 12. —rF. 15. dvOwprot, t+ es (post dus), 
20. urécrpeoy. 21. tavrév (pro 76 radiov). [22. avrys: jc 
25. tyv dywov. 36. podyris. 37. tavry. oySoyxovrareacdpuv. 39, 
eautuv. 40, fin. avrov. IIT. 1. wévre xat Sexarw. tryoaviov. aBirr- 
vis. 2. teat apxiepéws. 19. rov adeAdod avrov didimmov. 22. evdd- 
knoa. 23. t—o inoods. [desunt puncta]. 27. twavav, sic (jo- 
hanna). 33. [opivadaB]. ecpip. 34, tOdppo. 35. toepovx. IV. 1. 
wAypys tvedpatos ayiov. 4.—06. 7. euov. traca, 8,—yap, 9. —o. 
1]. t-dr. 14. kar (pro xa6’). 16. tvafapér, 18, elvexev. evay- 
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yehicacba, 25. —8% 27. t+eE (ante avrwr). 29. —Ths secund. 

35. —7d secund, 38. wevOepd Se (—7). [40. Tdivovros: cum occi- 
disset]. V. [l. tyevvyoapér]. 6. taA7Gos ixDbwv. 7. avraBécbat. 

8. yovarw ujoov, 19. —dia (qua parte). 29. —o. 30. + Tey (ante 

reduovev). 36, t—ériBdAnua secund.). VI. 3. david. 6, — Kot prim. 

7. —avroy. t+avrdv (post Oepareice). 9. vpds: Te (vos st licet). fin. 

tamoxretvat. 10. efrev avte (—7 avOpamw). ovrus. 22. evexev. 23. 
xdpyre. 26. —dpiv. elrwow vads. t-advres. 27. adda. 28. F— Kal. 
34, —of. 35. ot wot vipiorov. WIL. 2. ducdre [4. wapéger: prestes|. 
6. tyov umd tyv oréyqv. 7. add. 9. ovre, 12. teas avry. — WV 
(post txavds). 16. tadvras (omnes). 19. éreppev. 24. trows oxdors 
(—apos). 31. t—efie 8@ 6 Kuptos. 34. didos treAwvdy. 44. ry (pro 
rots). [48. toov: tidi]. VIII. 5. eavrov. 15. fin. t+ TAVTO. 
Adyuv eduiver, o exon dra axovew axovéra. 18. cay (pro dv) bis. 19. 
eduvavto. [20. frcyovrwy]. 24. exirrara semel tantum. 29. mapiyy- 
yedre. 384. yevomevor. [tamed Gores]. "38. ra daporia efehpvbet. 

43. tuarpols (—eis), 49. t+5e (post ért). 51. tar wdvyyy Kor vaKw- 
Bov. IX. 5. ey (pro dv). 7. ard tev (pro «x: a). 9. — 0. 10. 
xaridiav. 13. teydves dv0. tayopdcopey. 15. ottws. 20. —0. 23. 
t—Kod yuepay. 24. av (pro dv prim.). 27. errdrwv. 28. —Tov. 
[tew: Kae tax]. 33. piav puce’ 36. ewpaxact, 38. er(Breyau. 
40. exBddoow. 41. trov vdv cov ade 47. wadlov. 49. —7a. 

54. emoincev. 60. Suoryyede. 62. to moods zpos avtdv. dpwrpor. 
X. 2 exBddy 4. BaddAdvrov. 6. —pev. —6. 11. ~rov secund. 
13. ywpadiv, 19. taduyon. 20. —paddrov. 22. init. T+ Ka oTpa- 
gets mpos Tous pabytds eimre. proc wapeddOn. 23. xaridiavy, 32. avri- 
mapyrbe, 34, —avrov secund. 35. dru 386. tardAnoioy Soxeé col. 
39. t+rov Adywv. 41. to eqoods clrev avry (dixit ili dominus). 
XI. [2. tron cum Lat.]. 6. t-pov. 8. técov, 11. dderet (pro ert- 
dice prim). 4 (pro ci: aut) 12, aurjon, 13. tddpara ayaba. 
[15. ste vv. 18, 19. t-otdA]. 17. ra Stavonpora avruv. pepo eioe. 
(divisum). 18. cpepicOn (divisus est) 24. evpioxwv. 25. Ody. 
27. tka eyévero. 29. coriv, 81. codropevos bis. 33. [Kpurryv]. 
adr. 34. —Kxat prim. 44. —of secund. 53. tovvéxay (insistere). 
54. t-xal. XID. 1. tapdrov. rpocey. (deest roa. Lat.). 3. raprecors 
(non v. 24). 4. amoxrerdvrwv. 7. trode (cf Mtt. x. 31). fin. 
+upeis. 8. tev eavtd. 11. tarodroyjoecbe. 18. yevijpara. 20. 
adpov. 33. Baddavria. 38. ovrws. 39. —ay secund. 47. tavrov 
(pro éavrod: swt). 53. eri (pro éd’). 54. ovtws. 56. rov ovpavov kat Ts 
yns. 58. Jungit v rn 080 cum pracced. Bddn oe. 59. Tov (pro 70). 
XIII. 6. Cyrov xaprév. 7. ove. [8. xdmpia], 11. acGevias (non 
v. 12). 15. vroxperad. 19. ov (prod). 20. init. t—xal. 21. éxpv- 
ev. 28. towerGe, 29. —daod secund. 34. aroxrévvovoa. t+ em- 
ouvaye: (post dpvis). 35. déyw Se (—dupv). XIV. 4. arédvoev. 10. 
avirese, 15. tapiorov. 18. amopids. 21. ruddAots Kat xwrods. 
26. tavrov (pro éavrod prim.). eivar pabyrys. 27. telvar pov. 28. +0 
(ante Oéduv). 32. tadppw avrov. XV. 4. everijxovra evvéa (sic v. 7). 
7. ovrus (sic v. 10). 20. tavrov (pro éavrod). [26. —atrod}, XVI. 4. 
tperaors. 9. texdeiaryre (defeceritis). 15. tfin. nv: errat Millius. 
19. xaOyuépay. 26. &Oev (pro evredbev: hine). XVII. 1. +70v (ante 
py). 4, t-érioe 7. avarece, 9. t—aird. 10, odrws. tTocedoper. 

23 
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17. ewe 21. t—7. 22. t+xat (ante wpcs). 23. t—7) (et). 24, varov- 
pavev bis, —xat. 26. —rod prim. +7ov (ante vod). 34. —o prim. 
35. —7 prim. [36. habet}. 37. +Kxar (ante ovaerot), XVIII. 3. t—ris. 
5. vromualy. 7. taroujoy, 8. init. +var (autem). 9. —Kal prim. 
14. » yap exeivos (ab illo). 28. —0. 33. try tpiry nudpa. 38. Sarid 
(sie v. 39). XTX. 4. tapocdpapav. cvxouwpéav. —S0 (inde). guerre. 
7. wavres, 10. Syretoot. 15. t4—Kal secund. 28, trow tparredirats 
(pro ért 7. tp). tedOdv eyd. 29. tBnOoday7. 47. Kalnuépar. 
A8. taromocovow. XX. 5. t—odv. 9. t—rus. 19. t—rov Aady. 
28. pwvorjs. 31. terrd ov xawé\umov (—Kat). 35. exyapilovrar (non 
v. 34: errat Millius), 37. pwvoys. .Kipsoy (sic Lat.). 41, 42, 44. 
david. XXI. 2. trod cat. 3. atrn y wroxy. 6. exidov. 16. txar 
ovyyevay Kat pirwv kat adeAddv. 26. t+ev (ante rn orxovpévy). 34. 
BapnOdow. 36. t—ratra, XXIT. 3.—-0. 9. terousdooper, 12. ave- 
youov, 18. yevjuaros. 26. ove. 30. txabiocobe. 34. tohurvijon. 
35, Baddavriov. 36. Baddavriov. trwdrjce. tayopdoe. 44, vdpds. 
45. t—oavrod. 47. avrovs (pro airay). fin. t+rovTo yap onpetov Se- 
Suet avrois. ov av dtAyow, avtds ectiv. 52. apos (pro ér). 53. xab- 
npépay. 54. —avrov secund. (—xal eioyyayov avrov Lat.). 60. —o 
(ante adéxrwp). 66. tamjyayov (dumerunt). fin. avrdv. XXIII. 8, 
tere (pro ri). 12. —o secund. 18. waprdAnfy. 25. t—avrots. 26. 
—Tod prim. 38. +7 (ante extypadpy). 44. evarys. 51. —Kal (post os). 
54. t—xat secund. 55. —xai prim. XXIV. 1. Babdws. 4. tavdpes 
dvo. [12. desunt puncta|. 18, t—év prim. 24. ovrws. 27. fin. 
eavtov. 36, +xat (ante avtds:—xai avros Lat.). 42. pedtocetor. 
[43. tnon cwm Lat.). 46. ovrws bis. Tédos tov xara ovkay ayiov 
evayyediov. . 

To xara wavvyv cayiov evoryyéduov. JOHANN. J. 18. povoyevvys. 
28. ByOavia (pro BybaBapa) 40. t—d& 42. tyeoiav—o. 44. 
o unoous transfert in locum ante axodovba. 46. —rod. tvalapér: sic 
v. 47. 49. -o. 52. awdpr. ID. 5. or dey. 15. toyxowviov. 
17. txarapayerot. 19. —0. 22. +rwv (ante vexpsdv). [tavrois]. 
23. +rows (ante tepocoddpos). IIT. 5. —o. 6. yeyevvnpevoy bis. 
10. ~o. 23. toadjp. [25. tovdaiw]. 31. fin. cord 36. +yv 
(post dwerat). [tpever]. IV. 1. goods (pro Kiptos). 3. tamyddev 
(~aadwv). 5, —rijs. ovxap. ov (pro 6) 13. -0 prim. 14. dubjoes 
15. épxopas (venian). 20. ev tw dpe rovru, 25. tpeoias. 31, 
t+avrov (post pafytat): sie v. 334. 35. ove. t—eru. rerpdpynvos. 
41, +s avrov (post exiorevoay). 46. trddw o woods (iterum 
tantum). 47. tavrév (pro avrod). 50. +0 (ante inoovs secund.), 
V. 1. +m (ante copry). 2. téorn. 4. erapdocero to (movebatur), 
5. tpraxovraoxrs. 7. Bary. 21, ovtws. 35. mpos wpav ayadAabyvan, 
46. poo. VIL 6. fuetdte 8 -o. 15. taddw aveydpyoer. 
24. —xal prim. [28. trowpev]. 29. —o. 37. texBadrdo. 39. add. 
45. ~cod. taxovuv. 52. ot covdator mpos addAyjAous. 58, t+p0v 
(post tpwywv). 65. édreyer. 70. t—o inoots. 71. gucddev. VIL. 
12. +~88 16 t+ovr (post amexpiby). 21. —-0. 26. —ddrAnOds secund. 
27. dpynrar. 29. —d (tdeest glossa Latina). 31. —rovtwr. 32. 
tumnpéras ot hapioalos kot ot apytepe’s. 33. t—adrots. 38. pedoouvow. 
39. -o 41. t-08 42. david bis. VITI. 3. (Wullum suspicionis 
vestigium). emt porxeia KareAnuperyny. 4, tradryy edpopey exavtoddpy 
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porxevomevyy. 8. tt+yudv (ante poors). t—pyiv. 6. txarynyopiav 
kat, fin. t+pn mpoorosovpevos. 9. [thabet xar vid K.7.X.], Kabels. 
fin. totoa, 10. t—yyur7. 11. +a rov vey (ante pyxér). 12. 
avrois 0 tnoovs. trepiraryoy.. 14. y rov (pro Kat mov secund.). 
25. br. 39, temoretre (—dv: facite). 44. +rov (ante warpds). 52. 
tyevontat. [59. ovrws: non cum Lat.]. TX. 3, ~o. 10. toov (pro 
ot). 15. erOnxe jot emi rovs opParpors. 17. A€yovor ovy. 20. t+8e 
(post amexpiOncav) 21. wepi cavrov. 26, avéwge, 28. t-ovv. 29. 
poce, ect, 36. t+xat (ante rs). 40. vets errore, X. 8. ~apo 
euod. 12. ovx prim. 22. —rois. 23. codopdvos (—Tod). XI. 7. +avrod 
(post pabyrais). 9, —o. tdpor oi. 15. adda. 19. +7yv (ante pép- 
Gav). 20. -o 21. —y. 24. +9 (ante pdpba). 32. taro es rovs 
wooas. 45. toca (proa). 48. ovrws. 52. diackopricpéva, cvvarydye. 
54. edpaip. 56. perd, XIT. 2. avaxepevwy ovr. 5. dia tu. 6. 
euehrev. 13. ~o secund. 14. exa?yoev. er avtd. 16. ro mpurov. 
17. ore ( pro 671). 30. —o. 31. —rovrov prim. 34. ~ért secund. 

50. ovrws.  XITIL 8. ovy. 15. débwxe. 19. amrdpre. 30, 31. tyv 
de vué bre cépdOe (—odv). 36. +eyd (ante virayw). pe (pro jou prim). 
B7. —0. 38. thuvion XIV. 7. arapre. [11]. cum Hlz.], 13. ore 

. 22. t+oe (ante m1). 28. —0. 30. t—rovrov. 31. ovrws, XV. 4. 
ovros (pro ovrws). 6. +70 (ante rup). 16. dr. XVI. 3. t—dpiv. 
7. +eyo (ante py). 15, tropBave (non v. 14). 16. —éyo. 33. 
téyere (pro eéere), XVIT. 2. d0c0e. [7. éyvwxay], 11. tw (pro ois). 
20. trorevdvrwv. 24. dédwxas (pro eéwxas) XVIII. 8. —o. 
ll. t—cov. 20. tadvrore (pro mavrofev: omnes). 24. +—obv (ee). 
25. t+ovv (post npvjoaro). 28. mwpwt. 32. dueddrer. 36. —o. 38. 
e&nOev, 40. t—wadrtw. XIX. 6. +avrdv (post oravpwcov secund.). 
7. —rob. ll. -o. 12. eaurdv. 13. [trovrov tov Adyov]. yaBaba. 
16. tfin. wyayov. 20. to téros tys wodews. 26. ie (non v. 27). 
27. T+exeivos (post pabyrys). 30. édaBev. [31. exetvyn]. 34. evOdws. 
35. estiv 4 paptupia avrov. 36. +am (ante avrov) 38. t~da—o0 
prim. 39. to mpurov. ws. 40. t+ev (ante ofovios) XX. 14. -o, 
15. yas avrov. 16. TpaBovvi. 28. —o prim. 29. t— dupa. 
31. —6 prim, XXII. 3. tevéByoav, 5, pare. 11. wevryjxovra zpwiv. 
21.—0. Tédos rou Kata wevvyv ayiov evayyeAlov. Sequuntur awodnpla 
708 ayiov mavov Tob aroctdAov: Evéadlou Siaxdvou wept trav xpdvev: 
vrobéces Hpistolarum omnium: Prefatio sancti hieronymi presbytert 
in omnes Epistolas beati Pauli Apostoli: Prologus specialis in ep. ad 
kom. . ; 

H rov ayiov wavAov mpos pwualovs erioroAy. Roman. I. 2. 
mpoerayyeiAaro. 3. david. 10. exws. 13. td xaprov. — Kal secund. 
15. ovrws. 26, rapadiow. 27. t—re. dppeves (prim.). 32. ovver- 
Soxovow. IL. 5. t+Kau (ante dtxasoxpicias). 7. emynrotor (quae- 
rentibus). 17. ttt. « de xavxdon (non v. 23) 29. —rod. III. 

_—_ eal 

10. t—éri. 26. tinooty (iesw api) IV. 4, -7d. 6. Savié. 
7. adeincav. 8. t—ov (non). 12. ris wiorews rns ev TH axpo- 
Bvoria. V. [1. téyouer]. 3. ~7. 13. +70 (ante Koopw). 14, 
puuogos, 15. odrws (non vv. 18, 19, 21, VI. 4,11). VI. 6. topor. 
17. turaxovcere (errat Millius) 19. otrws. VII. 1. edooor. 2. 
+tov vouov (ante rov avdpes). 4. F+av8pt (ante erépw), 6. tamoba- 
vovres (mortis). 7. t+0re (post epovpev). 9. télnoe. 23. +ev (ante 
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Tw vopw secund.). WITT. [11. tdi rov: propter|. 21. Jungit ex 
eArridt cum praecedent. 23. t ovorevaloper. 26. mpocevédpeba. 
turdp vpov. (errat Mill.), 28. +o (ante ayaGdv). IX. LI. mpobeois 
tov Geov. 12. eppéby. 15. pwrcel. 19. +yap (ante BovAjpari). 
eppeOy. 29. tintt. — Kat, 33. t+ eyd (ante tiOnu). XX. 1. cov Goro 
Tod). 5. povoys. 6. +79 (ante xapdia). 6, 7, 8. ToOUTET TL. 11, 
t+ ore (ante was) 19, pwvors. trapalnro. xt. 7. rovro. 9. Savi. 
10. ovyxarfor. 11. cornpia. 13. eddcov, 14. erm. 19. 
21. pufros. delcera. 30. org xow vets. arebla hic. 31. ype. 
TEpw. XII. 5. kafeis. [LL].  xvpiv]. XIII. 1. vuro (pro 
azo: a). 5. avdykyn vrordceobe. (errat Mill.). 9. t—od pevdopap- 
tupyoes., 10. rov (pro 79). ov karepyagerat, 11. “F—ydp. 14, wot 
noble. XIV. 3, Tavruv. 6. +a (ante o ecbiwr), 9. telyoer. 
11. t+ erovpaviy Kat ervyeiwy Kar KaTaxOoviwy (post yovv). ~ 14, + xpi 
Tw (pro Kupiy). avtou (pro éavrod). 15. omGaver. 22. ceavrov. 
23. Jin. cori. XV. 2 yep. Ups, 4, t+d.a (ante rys Tapoxd.). 
9. ups. 8. xpirrév unooty. 9. +xdpte (post éOveor). 12. eAmovor 
14, tddAous. 17... +rov (ante Geov), 18. t+Kae (ante Aoyw: tm). 
23, exurofelav. 24. towoviav. 26. paxeduvia, 28. womravin, XVI. 
[3. tapionddar]. 5. emawerov. pot (mihi). 9, oTdxny. 11. npwoi- 
wa, 15. pidodoyor. tyypéav. 20. — apy. 27. —6. —4. [ayyv]. Sub- 
script: rédos rs mpos pwpatouvs extoroAys: Sequuntur Prologus et 
Argument. in 1 Cor. 

H tov arytou matdou ™pos kopwGious Tpory emtoToNy}. 1 Cor. I. 
9. trou Kuptou qudv eyoou xpiarov. 18. —o pr im. 29, Kavyponras 
t rou Geou (pro our o8). IT. 1. xarayyédwr. 5. typov. 12. ofdwer. 
TTT. 1. upiv Aadryoou. 2. edivacbe. 4. Levee 11. —o. [15. odtws). 
IV. 11. yupviredoner. Vi 5. fin. t+ xpiorov. 7. ervOy. 11. [y: way 
tn Aoidopos 4 wAcovextys edwdodarpys. | 13. «&atpeire (wuferte). 
VI. 5. & (pro éorw). 7. t-é&v. 10. —ov secund., 14. nyds. 16. 
init tT~7. VIL. 4. opotos (non v. 3). 5. eyLTpTL cuvéepynobe, 10. 
mapayyého, 19. eori bis. 24. —7G. 29. —Or. .ante To. +04 
(ante éxovres). 33. t-b8 34. HE pEpLoT aL (et divisus est). +kat (ante 
n yuvy). 385. evrdpedpov. 38. om prim. 39. t+t—avris secund. 
VILL 8. Tarepircedwpev (abundabimus), IX. 8. déyo ( pro dads). 
9. vopw pares, 10. —6 prim. 11. Oepicwper. 14. ovrws, 23. 
avxowwves. 26. daipar. 27. vmomudcen, X. 2. povoyy. 7. domep. 
+rov (ante dayeiv), 8. edxooe Tpels. 14, 806. tadeAdot pov axyomrnrot. 
etOwrorarpias. 19. Jungit, py dr. 30. —8& XT. 2. wapads- 
oes. 4, teavrod kepaiy. 5. Evupnysevy. 9. exxtioOy. 10, duarodro. 
14, eoriv, 18. —77. 19. tev vpiv atpeceds etvar, 22. TOUTOs 27. + rov 
(ante aiparos)). 32. +7ov (ante Kupiou). XIT. 2. +6re (post dri). 
21. +0 (ante opOarpds). 28. aripdrepa. 26. Toupadoxn. t+ ovyxaipn. 
XVIT 2. ov 3. Wopicw. 9. tde (pro yep). XIV. 5. 
Stepunveder, 15. +70 (ante vot secund.). 26. ywéodw. 29. t—8e 
31. +ékxaorot (post vo) 33. addd. 34. avrois, 35. ebédXovow. 
teoriy ev exkAnoia yagi. 37, —rov. 39. t+ pov (post adeAdoi). 

1 Ad xavOjowpat margo habet: In aliis exemplaribus grecis habetur kavy7}- 

opie, Id est glorier, ut ait beatus Hieronymus super epistola ad galatas capit. 

5. vide ibi. 
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XV. 2. ,e Kardyere,. 7. éreta (pro tra). 15. t+ ypeis 
(ante pevdoudprupes). 23. +7ov (ante xpiorot). 27. Sydovert, 28. 
awiow. 380. tt+xard (ante mdcov). 31. [vperépay]’. 33. xprord. 
34, tuudv. 39. —capg tertiwm. 49. hopécwpev*®, XVI. 2. drt. edy 
(pro dy). yivovra. 5. paxedwviay bis, 11. e€ovdevjoe. 16. 
riovrous. Tédos THs mpos KopwOlous mparys exirroAys. 

Prol, Argum. ad 2 Cor. H tov aytov ravAov mpos xopwOious deurépa 
eroroAy. 2 Cortnru. I. 5. +rov (ante xpirrov secund.). trepiocedy. 6. 
tot edmis nudv BeBala vrép vuuv transfertur in locum post rdéoxopev, 
etre rapaxadovpela K.7.r. post posito: aliter Lat. 8. vas (pro nuas). 
9. add. LL. tin. ypu. 13, adrAy. 14. fin. nudy inood xpiorov. 15. 
ehOety mpos vpads. +70 (ante mpdrepov). 16. tedrbeiy (pro SueAbetv). 20. 
+rov (ante Geov). 21. tupds cuv nuiv. 23. ov« éru. IT. 1. tev Avay 
apos vpas ebeiv (in tristitia venire ad vos). 3. Avanv eri AUN Txo. 
5, addd. 17. trourot (pro woddoi) IJTI. 3. add. capeiais, 6. 
amoxtéve, 7. pwioéos. 9. trepocedo'et. 10. tov (pro ovde: mec). 
13. potiojs. 14. dru 15. potions. IV. 4. tin. +70v aopdrov. 
14, efeyepe’. 16. exalt dow (pro towfer). V. 3. eye [4. ef wh. 
‘10. xopion te. ia (pro dia: propria). 12. addr. Kavyjoews. 16. 
tadAd kas voy oveert. 17. ra rdvra xawd (male Mill). 19. Odnevos. 
21. yevwopeOa. VI. [15. Bedicrd: —al: male Mill.). VII. 6. t-o 
Oeds, 7. avayyé\wv. 8. exai ter. 10. t—7 88 rod Kécpov ad fin. vers. 
11. +ev (ante vpiv). 12. eat. &vexer ter. [caetera cum Elz.|. 16. —ovv. 
‘VIII. 8. vperépas. 15. ta (pro o) bis. 18. —06. 24. —xal secund. 
IX. 4. Abwow. 5. ws (pro domep). 10. [ puncta cum Elz]. yearj- 
pata. 12. Neroupyetas, X. 9. +8 (post iva). 10. trappyoia 
(pro wapovoia). 12. ovvovor. 16. umeperéxewa, XI. 1. avelyerbe. 
t—t.. ty adpootvy. 2. thjrw Oeov. 4. avelyerbe. 9. mpwoaverAr- 
pwcav. 16. kayo pixpov tt. 20. daipe. 28. kaPyudpav. 31. t—7pudr. 
RIT. [1. teem Hlz.|. 12. waretpyaora. 13. eori 14. +7ov70 
(post tpirov). + xarevdpxyoo. addd. 20. tépis. 21. rarevdce, 
XIII. 1. init. +80. 3. divara. 4. ~—xal tert. 5. eyytiu+dpa 
(ante addxiuor). 9. xaraprnow. L1. +s (ante epyvys). 12. pid 
pare ayiw. Tédos trys mpos xopwOious Sevrépas emtarodys. 

Sequitur Argun. (non Prol.) ad Galatas. (Sie etiam ad Eph, 
Phil. Coloss. 1, 2 Thess. 1, 2 Tim. Lit. Philem. Hebr.). EH rov ayiov 
maviov mpos yaddras eriotoAy. GALAT. I. 4. epi (pro wep). 9. 
vulv (pro vuas). 12. rap. 14. + pov (post cuvydixdras). 16. veo. 
Il. 2. xaridiov. 6. tre (pro wore). +0 (ante Geds). ovdrdap Paver 
(accipit). 10. +8¢ (post pdvov). 12. cvvicbcev. 13. curumoxpibyoar. 
t—xat tert. 14. ov (pro ov« secund.). ITT. 1. eBdoxyvev (—7H). 4. —Kat. 
8. evevrdoynPyoovrat, 10. aoiv bis. 11. +7w (ante vopw). 13. yudpevos. 
15, t-aderpol. 16. eppePycav. t~Katsecund. t—cov. 19. Punet. 

1 Margo habet: Per vestram gloriam: est modus jurandi in greco. 

2,81. Margo habet: Alia litta greca habet rdvres jrevouv kouunOyodueba addou- 

wavres addaynooneia, Id est omnes quidem igitur dormiemus: sed non omnes 

immutabimur. Vide de hoc beatum Hieronymum in epistola ad Minerium et alex- 
andrum de resurrectione carnis. [Compl. cum Zilz.: Omnes quidem resurgemus:. 
sed non omnes immutabimur. Zaé.] 
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post ov. axpirov. Siarayeioa (ordinata). 21. —av. 22. ~7d. miorev- 
ovow, 23. £88 tune vopwov (sub lege). 26. t—ydp. 28. ovd 
secund, 29, t—vpetls. +rov (ante xpicrov).—Kxal. IV. 3. OvTWs. 
4. yrbev. ¥ yevupevor ‘ pro yevon. prin). fin. vopov. 6. dre ( pro 
dre: quum). 7. ar 17. vpas ‘(pro nas). fin. Lproviode. 
tT Kau ( pro arr’). 26. eoriv bis. 29. ovrws. 30. éxPBaddre. Nppovetfrce 
V. 1. +6 (ante Xptords). nAevOdpwcer. Srykere (ste) 2. Ge. -opedyoe, 
3. tf. roujoas (legis faciende). 7. evéxowpe. .- Cypot (at Cup). 
12. amoxdipuvrat. 15. tyro vr. 17. avricewTat, 18. + azo vopov. 
19. wopvia. . 20. _ewhoharpia. gappakia, 21. azrep eyo (pro & mpo- 
Aéyw). 23. eotiv. 24, robypacw. (Cap. VI. incipit cum V. 25). 
25. ortyovpev (err at Mill.) 26. yevipeOa. tapooxarovpevo.. WI. 
1. Tt rpoodn poy. 2, —rov. . 18. Teptrerpnpevor Té\os tys mpos ya- 
Adras emior ons. 

Ft. (ant dra), IT. 2 L TI. 1. + Tov eOvay.: 2, Ao 
( post elye: si tamen). 5. —év. “an trayio, 6. ovyidypovopa. 8 
+- ray ayiwy. 9. ouxovojita, ( pro Kowovia,). IV. 4. nyedv (pro vpdv). 
6.. npiv ( pro iptv). 13. t+ xaravrycopev. 16. taowra 27. pyde.- 
28. + Wiars (ante. yepoiv: suis). 32, tT xpiords (pro Geos év  Xpto7@). 

/// fin. npiv (pro vpiv). V. 21. xpuorov (pro Oeot). 23, —0 prim. 29. 

2 
avd. VI. 2. teorl apwry evroAn, 5. —rHs. 7. +08 ( post 
SovAevertes). 9. +Kat (post vudv). 19..8007. [21. habet wavra: 
errat Mullins, TéXos THs mpos edheoious erioroANs. 

H Tov ayiou mavrov mpos idimanoiovs exustoA7. Puree. I. 6. 
Xpiorou inoov. 7. +e (ante ry amo\oyia), 14, +tov Qeod (ante 
Adyov). 23, tde (pro ydp prim). —ydp secund. 30, eidere. IL 1. 
te Tis omddyxva. 4. tro erépwv. 12. t+ pov (post viryKovcate). 
—ws. t+Kar (ante vv) 14. T opyys ( mn yoyyvopar). 18. de. 
21. — rod. 23. & ours. 27, aad, I. 3. t@eov. 12. tin. 
Kuptov iyoov. xptorov. 19. —o. an r ovtws. [2. evodéiar]. 
3. init. vas (etiam). 10. tdpoveire (pro ep.) 12. Kat ( pro 8e). 
15. t—8e. 23. t—npav. TédAos rns rpos hidirmynolous exicroAys. 

H rov ayiov ravAov mpos KoAacoaes eriotoAy. (Lat. + Colossenses). 
Cotoss. I. [2. xoAoocais}. 6. + Kae avgavdpevov (ante kadus). 7. —Kal. 
12. + Oecd KOL (ante marpi). 14. — dua rod a.iparos avrov. 18. cari 
prim. —9. 20. —ra prim. 27. —rTot. 28. —wavra dyOpwrov secund. — 
t—réAeov. II. 4. rePavodoyia. 12. —rav. 13. tovvelworooer 
vas. Tyuiv (pro vyiv), 14. apev. 17. —rot. 21. tun (pro pyse) 
bis. III. 12. oucrippov. 13. xe. typiv (pro vpiv). 16. xapits,. 
17. dre (sie v. 23). 18. ~idéos. 20. ev (pro To: errant Steph. Miil.). 
24. t—oru amoAdpjer Gar. IV. 1. wapéxere, 38. T+ Kou (ante piv). 
TéXos Tys Tpos KoAacoaels ertaToAys. 

H ov ayiov ravhov ™pos feooadovixeis wputn emirtoAy. 1 Tuuss. 
I. 3. aSiadelrrus,. 5. t— ev tert. 8. +ey TN (ante axaia.). + exe mpas. 
9. éoxoper. II, 2. — Kal, 4, ovrws. 6. ard (proam). 8. typdv 
(pro npiv). 12. paprupopevo. 14. ra aura. [15. nyas]. ra amoph. 
20, ~y secund. III. 3. 70 (pro 7). 6. ayaiqy,. tf th ypav (pro 
vav), 10. ek mepiooot. | IV. 6. mpoeiropev. nyiv. 8. neds % 
errant Steph. Mill.]. 12. wepurareite. 13, Oéd\omer. V. . t+uiol 
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_ (post ovres). 13. ex wepiccod. 21. tdoxipaovres. 24. tfin. + ony 
eAmida Up BeBoiay. Tédos tus mpos Geocadovixeis. Tparys ETLOTOANS. 

H rov ayiov.zatAov pos Pecoadorieis._Sevrépa, emoTony}. 2 THEss. 
I. 7. t+ xpeorod (ante ar). 9,—rod. 10. muretoacw. II: 4. amo- 
Sexvvovra. 16. vpds (pro ypds). téidovs. ILL. 4. rapayyérouer. 
5. +rnv (ante vropovypv). 6. mapddaBov. 16. diaravrds. 17. ovrws. 
Tédos THs -mpos Oeooadovixels deurépas EMLTTOANS. 

Argument: 1 Tim.:....scribens ei a laodicia per tychicum diaco- 
nem} H Tou aytov masdou mpos TyL00Eov Tparn emuctoAy. 1 Tim. I 1. 
+ eou TaTpos Kat TWTHPOS yusv ood xpiorov (—Kupiov).. 4. tT orxovo- 
tov, 9. odds. mrarpodusaus. pytpodrwaus. - 1. tevduvapodyre, +—«noor. 

13. adda. 16. mpdirov (primo). 17. povw, codd. t—xal. IT. 5. 
tinoovs yptoros. 9. T+ apyupio (post wAdypacw). - ITT. 2. [ynpaAror}. 
11. [-Acous]. IV. 1. mhavys. Jungit ev vmoxpice, cum Sarpoviov. 
6. xpiorod inoov. extpepdpevos (enutr ttus). 11. wapdyyede.. 12. yevov. 
V. 7. mapdyyede. 10. ty (pro ei secund.). 14. t+ xypas (ante 
yopetv). WI 5. dtorraparpiBal. 7. S8ydrover. .8. apxerPyoupeda, 
9. avovijrous. 10. anothaviOnoar. 12. —xal prim. 15. t detéy. 

16. +- xals 17. mapdyyene, wévta thovaiws.  TéAos tys mpos Tipo- 
Oecov mparys emuoroXys. 

H tov aylov mavAou mpos Tysdbeov Seurépa ericro\#, 2 Tim. I. 1. 
+—inootd xpiorod. tJungit vv. 3,4. 4. mdyobod. 5. Awitdy. [evvi«y]., 
12. mopaxaraGe. 14, rapabpeny (depositum vv. 12, 14). 16. erat 
oyuvOn, IT. 8. david. .19. xupiov (pro Xptoro8). 24, 25. Jungié 
aveEiKaKov cum ev mpaorytt. TID. 2. —oi. puddpyvpou, 6. atyparw- 
ritovres. —td. 8. otrw. 9. taAeiorov. 11. ey&vovro, 17. eSpTv- 
pévos. IV. 1. t+ Tewv (post xuptov). 10. txpioxys. 11. dyaye. 
13. [ded], 18. exoupavior. 19, mpicxcAdav. Tédos Tys wpos Tipd- - 
Geov Sevrépas emuoToArs. 

H ov ayiov mavov wpos tirov emoroAy. Trrus I. 6. aowreias. 
11. totxovs odovs, 15. pemopevors (errat Mil.) IT. 5. Braody- 
peirar 7. fin. t+apOapoiav. 8. ypur. 110. peciy ITT. 8 —7a. 
TéXos Tys mpos Titov exieroAys. 

H tov tyiov mavhou ™pos piAyove. emtoront}. PHILEM. 6, + épyou 
(ante ayaov). tev nui. 7. [xapav]. 23. t—inood. Tédos rns zpos 
pirypove. emaToys. 

H tov aytou qavAou wrpos eBpatovs emusroNh. Hesr. [. 1. exxdrov. 
3. t+ Tov Opdvov (post deéua), TI. 1. payrore (ste IV.1; * 17). 
III. 1. tuncotv ypiorov. 2. puiioys. — 3. pao. kadéoor, . poau- 
ons. 10. efra, 18. teE vpov tis. 16. powvodos. 17. érecor. 19, + Baré- 
TUpLEV. IV. 2. Texetvou ovyKexpapevous. 4. ovrws, 7. Savid, - 
8. taurds. 15. TET ELPOPLEVOY, V. 4. t-o prim. —o secund. VI. 9. 
Kpeiooova. 14, pay. VII. 1. [-rod secund.|. w(pro 6 secund.). 
3. fin. t+ev w dre Kor Tov aBpadp mpoerinyOy (e capite Luthaliano). 
5. e€eAyrvbores (quamguam et ipsi exterint). 14. puritans. 20. xao- 
gov. 20. vmepevruyxavewy autor, VIIL. 5. pwiorys. tromoes. 
6. rerixnke. t—Kat. 9. + pov (post emthaBopevou). il. barodiryy 
(pro wdnotov). IX. 2. [aya]. 8. mepavioc bat, 9. rovrov (pro rov 
secund.), 12. eupdyptevos. 14. ypev (pro dpav). 16. Star Pepevov. 
19, pwvogos.—7G. [22. errat Mill.], 23. erovpavia. fim. rairas. 27. 
kabdcov. 28. obrw xan, X, 2. [ered av]. 9. tro O&dypa cov, o Oeds 
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pov. 10. t+ 01 (ante uct). —rod secund. 11. bapxrepeds. 18. avrev 
(pro rovrwv). 28. pwicdos. 33. avactpepwopevwr. 34. —év prim. 
(vos habere). 39. t—yoyjs. XI. 3. texpawoudvur. 4. [Aadrcérar, 
loquitur]. 5. peraréOynxev. 8. teedrOuv. euedne, 9. t+aBpadu 
(post mapoKyoey). 11. +oreipa ovoa (post odppa: sterilis). 12. ws 4 
(pro woet) duos. 13. —Kai reobévres. 23. pwiiors (sic v, 24). 26. 
avyvmrou (—év: egyptiorum). 32. david. XII. 1. tarepiorarov (at 
in glossario evrepioraroy tantum). 2. KexdBuxey (sedet). 3. tovy 
(pro ydp). 8. ovm 9. everperopieba., 13. tpayeas. [19. habet pa: 
errant Steph. Mill.) 20. —7 Bodib. kararogenGijoerat, 21. putioys. 
22, 23. Jungit ayyehov mwovnyvpe. 24... Kpeirrov. 25. —rTiHs. Tov- 
pavov. 28, + Aarpevoper. XT. 14. tpévovcay (pro péhAovcay). 
20. fin. + xpiordv. 21. t—rdv aidvwv. TédAos trys mpos «Bpatous emt- 
oTOAySs. 

Sequitur “prefatio beati Hieronymi presbyteri in librum actuum 
apostolorum:” zéem “alius prologus.” Ac mpages twv amocroAwy Tov 
ayiov Aovkd Tov evayyehtorov. Act. I. 15. emroavré (sie II. 1; 44; 
Tid. 1; IV. 26). 15. efkootw. 16. david. 18. —rod. 24. ov ebercéw 
ek ToUTwy Twv duo éva, 26. cvyxatreupicby. II. 7. t—aavres prim. 
acivy. 8. eyevpOypevr. 10. ABias. 17. Tevemvios. 25. david. dta- 
mavros. 29. david (sie v. 34). 31. ovn eyxaredcibOy. 35. exdeErssy. 
36. + Kat (ante kiprov). 37, Tromowuer, 44, moredcavres. 47. Ka- 
Onpepay (non v.46; III. 2). OL 3. t—AaBetv. 11. coropeivos. 
18. ovrws. 20. tmpoxexerpio pevor. 21. +Twy (ante aylwv). 23. edy 
(pro av), 24. Karipyyethay. 25. +ev (ante tw) IV. 2. Kxarayye- 
Nev. Trov (pro TV eK). 7. —7o. 12. t+ ev “(ante ovdert), t ovdéy 
(pro oure). érepov eoriv, = 17. + avOpesrreo, 19, wavvys (sic). 21, 
txoddoovra. 25. david. 25. wari 29. taviv. 30. —ce. 32. ovdé. 
33. +xpirrod (post wncov). 37. tavrov (pro aura). V. 3. did vm. 
5. +0 (ante avavias). 12. [eyivero]. coAopavos. [15. ton cum Lat.]. 
17. caddovxatov, 21. Ac (pro dé prom). 23. ert (pro ev: cum). — eu, 
24. tapyrepeds (pro ‘Lepeds). ot apxiepeds (pro -eis) 29. —0. 30. 
Suexeypjoacbe, 32. Tpetpa. 36. t+ péyay (post eaurdr). mpooexAnOy 
(consenstt). 38. raviv. 40. Oypavres. 41. xarngwOnoay virép tov 
ovepaTos tov (sic) eqoou (—avrot). 42. teratoavro. VI. 3. trara- 
oryiropey. 11. putonv. 13. — TovTou. Cap. VII. inctpit y. 2, avdpes. 
VII. 2. wpuy. 4. Kae exeiOev. peraxnocy. 5. Sovvas avr. 11. ove. 
13. —7@ secund. i. t eBdcpnkovrameévre poxais, 16. w (pro 6). 
18. 78. 22. pwiiorts (non vv. 20, 29). | auymrion, t— ev secund. Jin. 
+avrov, 26. re (pro 82). 31. putioys. FeOovpate, 32. pwiors. 
36. tavyirro. 37. tnpedy (pro vpov prim.). t—avrotd dxovoedbe, 
40. puotoys. 42. mpocevéyxate. 43. pedav. 44, pwiioyn. 45. david, 
46. evar. [48. oux]. 58. +rov (ante Kaoup.evov). VIIL 1. de 
(pro Te). 7. pova peydhyn, 12, —rod tert, 13, téuvdpes Kat 
onjcta preydda yuvdueva, [19. eav], 25. tdiapaprupoperon, 28, t— Kat 
secund. 30. trpospapav. 31. py tys. 32. avotyy. 37. tT deest ver- 
sus. IX. 3. weprjyorpapevr. 5, 6. t—oKxdnpdv usque ad autor. + adda. 
(ante avaornGt). 13, —o, 19. evicyvoe, 22. Fravdos. CUVEXEE, 25. 
daBovres, 26. ev (pro eis) 28. t—Kat Exropevdp.evos, cio (pro ev 
prim.). 32. d9W8av. 35, Avdav. THY capwrdv. 38, AVdys. KX. 3. ws 
(pro doc). 5, + rw (post cipwra). 6, t—obros ad fin vers, 8. 
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— rv. 15. exdevrépov (sic XI. 9). 17. t+ Kae pobovres (post depwry- 
gayres), 18, ~6. 19. tdrevOvpovpévov. 21. t-apos aurov, at habet 
in sequentibus etme wpos avrovs. 22, fdxAou (pro ddov). 23. —TiHs. 25. 
tedOelv. 26. yyepev avrdv. 33, €€ avrys (sie XI. 11). 38. tvagapér. 
39. t+ae (post ov). 48. +tyocov (post xupiov) XI. 21. t+7ov 
wi Oat avrovs (ante wodvs). 22. es avridxerov (—éws) sic. 26. apd- 
rwy, 29. evropeiro. tovda a (sic), XIT 5. trept (pro vrép: pro). 
6. guedre mpoayayeiv avtdv. 8. otros. 9. fyevduevov. 11. —ris. 
12. t+adeAdot (post ovvnfpoicpévor). 15. on de éXeyov. 19. tre 
(pro 82). 22. tdurvq Geov. 23. —rHv. oxwdnkdBpwros. 25. ++ a 
avridxeav (post tepovoadnp). XIII. 2, t—re. 8. ovrws. 11. — rob. 
13. vepovoodnp. 17. t—ev tH waporkig. [18, -wrod-]. [19. -dd7-]. 
22. Savid bis. 24. +7ov (ante topayr). 27. —& 29. wdvra. 
34. ++avrdv (post vrootpepe). david (sic v. 36). 40. emdddos 
Al, t+xar erBrépare (post Oovpdcare). t—Epyov secund. o (pro o). 
42. + aurayv (post 88). tra avra pyyara.' 44. tre (pro dé). 48. dxatpe. 
XIV. 3. ~xat (ante dddvrr). [7. tron cum Lat.]. 8. wepuremaryxet. 
10. t+oot Aéyw ev Tw ovopar. tov Kuplov mood xpiorov (post duwry). 
17. watrovye. 19. tinié. diarpiBdvroy de avrov kat diackdvrwv ex7dOov 
(— 82). éovpay. 20. tavrav (pro avrev), XV. 1. pwvodgos. 2. thyry- 
oews (pro cutyt.). 5. pwoéws. 11. +rov (ante xvpiov), 12. tro 
wAROos dav. 16. david. 17. taavra tovta,. 18. ta earl yrword 
am atdvos auTd. 66 K.7.X. 21. pwiorjs. 22. —7d. tBapoaBBav (non 
I. 23). 24. +—éé ydv. 25. exrefapévors. ravrAov. 29. t+ Kat doa 
pen Oédere cavrois yiver Oar, erépots yun wovetre ( post wropveias). tarpagare. 
32. tre (pro 8). 34. avd. 40. e&pr\Oe. XVI. 1. t- excl. 
4, teropevovto. [rpeoBurépwv|. 5. xabyuepav. 9. paxeduviay (sic v. 
10). 12. paxedwrias (non XVIII. 5). coddvea. tavry (pro rary). 
15. tefvat tw xvpiw. 17. téxpage. tyiv (pro vuiv). 19. —rov secund. 
22. 7a twaria autiv. 24. ecorépav. 29. euveridyoe. 33. t—aavres. 
36. amjyyedev. 387. Sipavres. 40. mpoo (pro eis: ad) XVIT. 5. 
init. trpoohaBopevor de ov tovdatot ot arefodvytes Twy ayopaiwy twas 
dvipas x.t.d. (—Eyrdcavres 88). 7. t—etvaz. 10, —7e. tamjecar 
toy tovdaioy. 11. ++rwy ddAdwv (post evyevéorepor). Kabynucpay. 13. 
—7H 18. t+ Kou (post rivés Se). t-avrots. 25. tkard (pro kal rd), 
26. ampooreraypévovs. 28. tyuas (pro vuads) 31. trapacyetv. 
XVIII. 14. tadéenua re nv. 17. gnedrdevr. 18. Kexpéots. 21. adda. 
23. trous padytds mwavras. 24, tdévoua. 26. tv odov tov Geod. 
XIX. 13. erexefpicuy. 16. traraxupiedcav. . 27. trepov apréusdos. 
ovdév. de (pro te: et) 29. —rod. [33. -AA-]. 34, emvyvovres. 36. 
mpacoeyv, 37. Oeov. 38. exovor mpos tiva Adyov. 40. tdovvat. 
XX. 4. +vppov (post cumarpos). ydios, 5. tapore\ovres (non 
v.13). 6. dypu 7. —rod. 8 ov gpev. 10. OopuByobe. 13. ovrws. 
14, porvdivyv. 15. tpoyyvdiw, 21. —rTHv secund. 23. + por (ante 
Aéyov). 26. t+Kae (post 5:0). 28, +xvpiov kat (ante Oeov). 32. ra 
vu. 34, tT—6& 33. rov Adyov. poddov Siddva. 38. t—apoéreuror 
ad fin. vers. XXII. xo. 2, Stamepdv. [8. -&vres]. 4. —rods. 
8, —ol wepi tov Tlatdov. [7rAOopev], —tod secwnd. 11. rovs mddas Kar 
tas xeipas. ovtws. 13. te (pro 82). Teroiuws exw es tepovoaAju. 15. 
erioxevardpevor (preparati), 16. tayaydvres. 20. Oedv (pro Kvprov). 
21. jn de. 26, dtayyeAwr, 29. ewpaxdres, 32. e€ avrys. 33. teyyé- 
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oas Oe (—rore). 37. t—7u. 40. ovaBdOpovr. XXIT 1. veri. 3. rpa- 
_ tpaov. 5. t—xat prim. por paptupe. 6. eyyifovt. 9. ryv hovyy 

Se. 12. evraBrs (éémoratus). + ev Sapacke (ante vovdaiwy). 14. edzrer, 
19. Safpwr. 20. tapwropdptupos. t—Kal quart. 22. tKabijcev. 23. 
xpalovrov. 25. mpoérewoy, 27, t—e. 29. —8% XXII 1. -o. 
7. trwv caddovxaiwy car papicaiov. 9. t+ Kou (ante mvedpa). 10. 
carayva. xa. Il. tdece 14. —rots secund. 15. xataydyy avrov. 
16. to éveBpov. 17. veoviokov. 19. karidiav. 22. erédvoe (dimisit). 
24. pirnka [tcaetera non cum Lat.|. 26. didn. . 30. € avrjs. 35. 
—7od. XXIV. 3. Pidnf 6. xpiva. 7. Bia wordy (—pera). tadei- 
Aero Kat Tpos Ee aréorerre (pro anyyaye). 8. t+Kar (post xeevoas). 
t—érice 9. cvverevto, 10. tre (pro de). 11. t—7 [138, £18. 
cum Hlz.|. 14.—é. 16. téxywv. t—dicaravres. 19. tdci. 20. ti. 
22. pidry€. taveBadrActo. 24. hidyé. ry Wie yuvaiki (— avrod). + uy- 
covv (post xptorov). 25. pidné AaBdv. 26.—88 27. Pidrn€ bis. be 
(pro te), XXV. 2. avehavicay (adierunt: eved. v. 15). to re (pro 0). 
5. +dromov (post rovtw). 6. toxra (pro Ska), 7. atTidpara. 
tor. 14, tdrérprBev. Pidrnnos. 16. mpwy. 17. —atrdy. 19. duc- 
edatpovias (non XVIT. 22). 20. —eis, 21. ewoov. XXXVI. 2. 
evi cov péAwy arodoyeioba, 38. tyddv. 7. Bacirevs, —Tadv. 8. Te ° 
am. jungit. 16. oides. 17. teya (pro viv), 19. Bactreds (non v. 27). 
20. [amnpyyeddov]. tperavoray (pro pertavoety). 22. paptupopevos. 
25. addAd. 26. .ovdé (p10 ovddy" ov). ev ywria rempaypevov TovTO eoTi. 
32, ndvvaro. emuéxAnto. XXVIT. 2. adpapuryva. 3. t—re. pirav- 
Opdws. + Tous (ante pirovs). 5. tkariyOnpev (pro xatyAOopev). 10. 
dopriov. 11. exarovrdpyns. 15. emdidovres. 17. ciptyv. 28. Tav- 
™ Ty vuKti. 28. opyvas bis. 29. exréoupev. 386. t—aavres, 37. 
eBSopnyxovra c& 39, tduvarov. 40. apréuwva, 42. diadvyy. 43. Bov- 
Aedparos (prohibuit fieri). XXVIII. 3. [ex] . dteeAPovca (pro- 
cessisset). 11. tt7xXOnuev. arcLavdpnvd. 20. tideiv vuds. 26. 
eirov. 27. exdpvoay, 29. Syryow. Tédos tov rpdgewy tov ayiwv azro- 
oTdAwy. ‘ 

Sequuntur Prol. argum. “in septem epistolas canonicas:” “ Argu- 
ment. in epistolam canonican beatt Jacobi apostoli.’ H tov ayiouv 
taxdBouv emioroAyn Kafodixy (Lat. “canonica”). Jacos. I. 5. ov (pro 
py). 12. turopevet. 13, —rot. 21. wpadryre (non ITI. 13). 26. tev 
upiv ceive, aAAG. 27. —7Ta. warép. IT. 5. t—rovrov. 6. tyrouuacare. 
8. Bacidrexov. cavrdy. [11]. errat Mill). 13. —Kal. Acov secund. 
20. ecri. III. 3. Se (non v. 4). 10. t+ayarnrol (post pov). ovrws. 
12, adexov. 13. inté. tee. 17. t—Kat prim. IV. 2. wodepetre car 
ouk éxere (— 88). 6. “Pxupios sic (pro o Oeds). 12. [tewm Llz.] at + be 
(post ov). 13. tropevodpcha, roujouper, europevoedpeba, Kepdyowper. 
14, dora. + kar (post 8c). 15, troujouper. V. 3. tJungit ws rup 
eOnoavpicare, 4. up (proap). 7. avrdv (pro avtd). 9. kptOyre. +0 
(ante xpurys). 10. adeApot pov THs KaKkoraeias. 11. rodAvevaorAay- 
xvos. teart (—6 xupios) 12. tec vrdxpiow. 14. rpooxadeodru. 
18. werdy. Tédos trys rou aylov taxwBov kafoduKys exioroAns. 

_Argum. 1 Per.: sie deinceps 2 Pet. 1. 2, 3. Jo. Jud. H ov ayiou 
wétpov xabohuky mpory emiotoAy. 1 Par. I. 3. nds (pro vas). 4. 
upas (pro nuds). 9. méioreos. 11. rpopaprupovpevov. 12. umiv (pro 
ypiv). 23, Oeod Lavros. IL. 2. apts yevvyta. 5. tOvoias wvevpare- 
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cas. 6, Sidre (~xal) Ll. améoxerOar. 12. exovres Kady ev 
ros bveow, 16. +70v (ante Gor). 21. T+ Kat (post yp). nav 
(pro tpav), at vutv seq. 25. fin. nud. IIL. 1. trepdyPycovra. 
6. teyer@nre. 7. tladoys. eyxomrer Gat, 12. —ol. fim. t+rov e&o- 
NoPpevoat atrovs ex yys. 14. eucad, macxete. 16. Karadadovow. 
17. "pedow 18. —7@ secund. 20. dre ame§edéxero, 21. tw'avrirvroy 
vov kar nuds. 22. tamorayévroy, IV. 3. tupiv (pro air). eLOwAo- 
Aarpios. 4. aowreias. 11. tos (pro ys). 12. TELAT POV. 13. cade. 
14. tavaréravra. 19. auraiy, 9 1. tws (pro o prim.). 3. ppde. 
[5. errat Mill]. 8. t—or. t—émiredcioOa, 10. tupds (pro 
mds). [verba seg. tT). 13. aondeeres Tédos tys Tov ayiou mérpov 
TpwTys euotonyjs. 

H Tov aytou métpov Kado\Ky Seurépa eriotoAy, 2 Pet. I. 1. cipwr. 
COTIpOS. — npdiv secund, 2, + xpiorod (ante tyoov) sic. 4. tra Thao. 
npiv Kat péytora 5. & (pro de prim). 7. prrad. 11. awviav, t— Kal 
cwripos. 12. tact vas, 13. epooov. 16. tyevvnberres. 19. Stavyacer, 
21, odd. ~—oi IT. 2. avedyeius (pro darwheiaus). 3. tyvordge. 4, 
typoupevous. 5, add 9. tareipacpwv. kpiceos. 10. Kupidryras. 

12. yeyevnpeva. 14. wheovegias. 15. xaraderovres (derelinguentes) 
sie. —ryv. 18. —éy secund. (Jungit cap. aed. ). odiyov {pro ovrTws). 
20. tou (pro ci) ste. III. 1. tdiayeipen 2. vuov (pre npav). 3, em 
vulas avtdv. 4, ovtwo. 7. favtov (pro arg). 8. tfin. pia nuépa. 
12. TOKO ET OL 13. tavrot erdyyeApa. 18. —Kal quart. TéXos THs 
Tov ayiov métpov KaJodKys deurépas emtaToAgs. 

1. 2. JOHAN. H tov aylov wévvov (sie in 1 Jon.) xafodxy 
| TpoTy 

Seorepa erioroAy. 1 Jowan. I. 1. tupay (pro yuav secund.). 2. 
( cpéry if 
pcmayyehoney (non v. 3). 4. typrdy (pro vpav). 5. Téorw one. 6. 
tT Wevdapueda. IT. 11. terddAwoev avrov tovs offahports. 14. — eypaipa 
usque ad aw apxyys (sic Lat.). [23. toum Elz), 27. $8Sdouy, (pro 
-et). 29, tiSyre. [-vw-]. IIT. 2. duo. 6. ove prim. 10. cori ex. 
16. +7ov Geod (post ayaryy). 17. dav. t-—ar avrod. tyevel. 18. +77 
(ante yAdoon). 23. + Jin. —ypiv. 24, t+ pévec (post aur secund.). 
duxev nutv. IV. 2. ywodoxerar (sic Lat.). 3. —Tov. f—T0. 9. ame. 
oredey (non v. 14). ‘AG. tyin. + peve, 21. t-o OV. AL topdy 

(pro jpdv). 6. [er 0 xo}. —76 tert.’ 7. t+xou (post warip). fin. 

1 Adv. 7 notatur: Sanctus thomas in expositione secunde decretalis de suma 

trinitate et fide catholica tractang istum passum contra abbatem Joachim ut Tres 

sunt qui testimonium dant in celo. pater: verbum: et spiritus sanctus: dicit ad 

litteram verba sequentia, Et ad insinuandam unitatem trium personarum sub- 

ditur et hii tres unum sunt. Quod quidem dicitur propter essentie unitatem. 

Sed hoc Joachim perverse trahere volens ad unitatem charitatis et consensus 

inducebat consequentem auctoritatem, Nam subditur ibidem: et tres sunt qui 

testimonium dant in terra. s. spiritus: aqua: et sanguis. Et in quibusdam libris 

additur: et hii tres unum sunt. Sed hoc in veris exemplaribus non habetur: sed 

dicitur esse appositum ab hereticis arrianis ad pervertendum intellectum sanum 
auctoritatis premisse de unitate essentie trium personarum. ec beatus thomas 
ubi supra. 
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Kat ob Tpels Els TO EV ELL (et hi tres unum sunt). 8. eri rys y"s (in 
terra). — kal ot Tpels ad fin. vers. Sic etiam | Lat. 10. ev avr (in 
se). 13. tarsov éxere. [14. nov]. 15. eav (pro av). 20. + Gedv 
(post adyOwev: sic Lat. . —y 1. 2.3, Jowan, Tédos tys Tou ayiov 

mTparns \ 
wavvov kaodikys < Seurépas } emirToAns. 

Tpirys j 

2. JOHAN. 2. ted mpc. 3. [vuwv], dao (pro mapa prim.: a). 
[5. yada]. . t+ xara (post apyacdpeda). [tron cun Lat.]. 12. 
eBovdyOnv. 

3. Jonan. [7. cum Hla]. 8. yevopeba (simus). 10. turopvycov. 
11. —8& 15. tire. + aprjv. | 

H tov ayiov wovda xabodixy ETLTOAI}. Jup. 1. txptorov grou. 
3.—TH. 4. Teov kas Searoryy tov Kip. 7. t, dixyy. 9. pwicogos. oe 
(p10 Tol) 12. tupiv (ante ads). Tapacepopevon (conferuntur). 
pOworwpwa. 13. ~—rov. 14, avyiats pupiaoy, 15. edAéyfar. 18. em- 
Ovupias eavtdv. 19. t-é éavrous. 20. nuwv (pro ipdv). 24. tavrodvs 
(pro vpds). Kat EVETLOY. [+23, 24 caetera cum Hilz.|. 25. t- ded. 
Tédos tTys Tov ayiov tovda KaboAuKys erioroAys. 

Prologi duo, et Ar: g. in Apocal. AzoxdAvis tov aylov amoorédou 
Kat evayyeAtorou Lwavvov Tov Beoddyou. Aros. I. 2. —re. t fin. + kau 
arwo eat Kar a xpy yeverOar perd tavra. 3. mpopyrias, 4, —rod, 
6. Bacireiay (pro BacrAcis kal). 8. ddepa. t-a apx7) Kat TéAos. Aeyet 
KUptos o Oeds, 9. —xal prim. Kowuv0s. —éy TH secund. ev xptoTes 
wood ( pro. xb). 10. tdwrfy omiow pov. 11. - eye cit usque ad 
éoxaros Kai. + emta (ante exxAnoiais). t— Tats év Acig. 12. t+ exe/ 
(ante eréarpea). eAdAet. 13. palois. 16. xpi avrov. 17. tor (pro 
oe , / / 

dre). —pot. 18. tov Pavdrov Kar rov ddov. 19. + ovv (post ypdiov). 
yeveo bau, IT. 1. + 7s exkAnaotas epéow, 2. —oov secund. emetparas. 
tous Aéyovras equTous amootdAous eva. 3. —xal tert. — Kexomiaxas. 

‘, Sim KOL OK exomiacas (pro Kat ov KéKpnkas), 4, adda. [5. traxd], 
7. —avra. fin. + pov. 8 rs ev opipryy exkAnotas. 9. adAd. rAovctos 
(— 6e). 10. t+ 8 (post wWov). o diaBodros €& vpdv. 11. tw (pro 70). 

13. t—Kat quart. o caravas karouxel. 14, + Bibage. [rov B.]. 18. 
a opoiws (pro 0 pica) cunr sequent. 17. Kevov. oldev ( pro eyve). 

19. tat ryv riorw Kat tTyy Staxoviay. — Kal seat. 20. t— Oriya, acbets 
(pro eas: per mittis). t+ooutyy (post yuvaixa). velaBer. 7 Aéyet, + kau 
SSdoKer Kae have tous, payely edwdobura. 21. Post peravoron : Kae 
ov JéXe peravonoat ex TS Topvelas auTns. 22. t—éyad. fin. avrTys. 24. 
trots (pro kai i prim) t—kai secund. Bada. 27. cvvtpiByocros, TIL. 
1, [era mv.|—To. 2. t éuedes amoBaheiv. Jin. + pov. 3. [errat Steph. |, 
4, init. + add. + odtya é Exels. —Kal prim. 5. mepiBadretrar. opodroyioe. 
7. «rev. david. to avotywy Kat ovdeis kAeioet auTiV o py O avolywy, Kat 
ovdeis avoir, 8. yy (pro cai prim.). 9. tH€ovor t— eyo. 11. 
+—Idov. 12. vaw. er avrov. 14. THS EV AaodtKeta. excAnoias. 15. ys 
(pro eins). 16. tov Leords ovre yuxpds. IT. t— drt secund. +0 (ante 
eXcetvds), 18. typuaotov map epnov. —Kal secund. tKodovptov. + emt 
(ante tovs of6.). 20. T+ Kou (ante etcehedoouat). IV. 1. aveury- 
pen 3. t—Kalo Kabrievos HV. oapdion [omoia]. 4. etxoouréo- 
capes (~ Kai). exootréroapas (— Kal) —éryov. 5. dwval kat Bpovrai. 
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++ avrov (ante at). eoly exta (— 7a). 6. ws Gddacoa vertvyn. 8. ev 
xabév avrov (singula eorum). éxov. yémovow. Tdyios novies, 9. ducer. 
10. exoowréooapes (— Kat), + Badrdovor 11. to Kiptos Kat o Geos ypuv 
o dytos (pro ktpte). Vi 1. ébwfev (pro omicber: Joris). 2. T-—éorw. 
3, eivaro. 4. wortv 5. —dv. david. t—dAdoau. 6. eodhaytopevor, 
ta (pro oi). rvedpara tov Gcov arocrehrdpeva (—7a). 7. —7d BuBdréov, 
at + BiBdrlov in fin. vers. 8.—o8 10. tavrods (pro npas). t Bactred- 
ovow. 11, t+us (ante durqv). cixdro. [teaetera cum Hlz.|. 12. eoda- 
yerpévoy. 13. et (pro év secund.) trys ys. maytas (pro mavra) cum se- 
quent, t fir. +apqv. 14. tréyovra ro (pro édeyov). t— eixooiréooapes. 
érecov. t—Cdvrin.t.rX. VIL 1. tére (pro dre). +errd (ante odpayi- 
dw). do}. t—Kat Brére, 2. ew avrdv. 38, tore (pro dre: non vv. 7, 
9). t—Kat Brére 4. ex avrov. ex (pro amo: de). t—Kat tert. 5. rnv 
odpayisa thy tpiryy. t— Kal Bréwe. ex avrdv exov, 7. tryv rerdpryv 
oppayisa. Aéyovros. t—Kal Brére. 8, —0 secund. avrd (pro avrois). 
eri TO TérapTov THS ‘yys amoKreivat, 9. truv avOpdruv Tov erpuyw- 
pevov. t+ Tov apviov (post paptupiav). 10. téxpagav. —o tert. ex (pro 
amo: de). 11. t—Kat edd0yoav usque ad devkai. tdoOn (pro éppeby). 
t— pucpdv. wAnpwbdor. 12. t+ Kat (ante dre). t—idov. twérAas eyev- 
ero. [Tin sequent. errat Steph.|. 13, érevov. 14. +0 (ante ovpavés). 
ehicodpevov. 15. ot ytAlapyot kar ot wAovorot. toxupot (pro duvarol). 
VII. 1. trovro (pro ratra). 2. avaBaivovra. 3. tadiuyoare. pero- 
mov, 4, trov apie. exardv kat Texoapaxovra tTéccapes. 5. Sudexa 
passin. povBelv. tdeest éoppayrpévor decies in vv. 5—8: legitur 
primo et ultimo loco. 6. tpavacy. 7. waydp. 9. —avrov. eddvaro. 
10. txpafoven, LI. eorixeoav. ta wpdowra, 12. —q7 septim. IA. et- 
wov (pro eipyKa). + pov (post Kipte). avtas (pro orodds avraéy secund.). 
15. eri tw Opovw. 16. mwdcovew. ovd ovpy wéoy, 17. Coys. ex (pro 
aro: ab). VIII. 3. rov Gvovacrypiov prim. [5. cum Hz]. 6. +08 
(ante éxovres). 7. t—dyyedos.+ev (ante aipart), + Kat to tpirov rys 
yns Katexdn (post yav). T—Kat ro tpirov tadv dév8pwv Karexon. 8. 
t—aupl. 9. —rav secund. dvepbdpyoay. 10. +rwv (ante vddrur). 
11. +0 (ante axpiwOos). eyévero. +Twv (ante avOpdrev). 13. aerov 
(pro ayyédov). meromevov. T+ rpis (post peyahy: ve bis Lat.). IX. 2. 
Txatomevys (pro peyddns). 4. avrois (pro -ats). 5. Bacaviouor wdnEn 
(pro waicy). 6. t&yrovow. ovpy (pro ovx). [evpyoovew]. tam avray o 
Gavaros. 7. tyrousacpéva, Txpvocoi (p70 pot xpvo@). 10. teas 
(pro nv). te€ovoiay éxover tov (pro Kat y é€ovaia avrav). 11. téxov- 
oat Baotdéo ex avtuv (— Kat). —Tov. taBBaddv. ev de (—xat). +0 (ante 
aroddvwv). fin.t 12. éepxeran 14. to éywv (pro os cfye). . 15. 
t—Kal qucpav. 16. rev orparevpdtwy tov trrov. t—dvo. t— Kat 
secund. 17. wpace. caxwOivors. 18. amd (pro vo: et ab). + Ayyav 
fonts tovrwv). —é« tsecund. et tert. 19. y yap eLovoia rw immu 
—avTav prim.) cori. + kat ev Tots ovpais avrav (post eori). dpotot. 
20. tov (pro ovre).+7a (ante <dwra), 21. dappandyr. X 
t—addov. + 9 (ante ipis). + avrov (post Kepadys). 2. BiBruSdprov. rs 
Gaddooys. Tyas yys. 4. t—rds gavds éavrdv. t—pow. tka werd ravra 
ypadas. 5. t+ryv dSegiav (post avrov). 6. tour ére gorau 7. add. 
—kat. to (pro ws). evyyyeAloaro rous SovAous avtod Tous mpodiras (per). 
8, PiBdwWaprov. aveorypévov. + Tov (ante ayyédov). 9, BiBdWdprov (sic 

wo 
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vw 10), 11. +emd (ante Overt). XI. 1. teorjxe o ayyedos. 2. éu- 
bev (forts), at ewer (pro sequens €&w: Soras). + perpyoets. TegoapoxKov- 
Taito. 4, +aL (ante dvo seownd.). Kuplou (pro Ged). 5. eines bis. 
Perea. Oéret aurous secund. ovTus. 6. verds Pex. tT ras mpepas. TNS 
mpopyretas avtav. tt+ev (ante macy whay?) pet avTwv odepor. 
8. +798 (ante moAews). ovdopa. avtov (pro ua 9. + BArérovew. 
t— kal (ante nyicv). (now v. 11). OuX. tyvypa. 10. txaipovow. 11. 
—Tds. ewérecev. 12. byKovea. poviys peyadns. Aeyobors. 13. typépa 
(pro apa). 14, ty ovai 4 tpity Wor. 15. eyévero 7 Baorreta, 16. 
— kai secund. éregov. [17. errat Steph.|. 19. trov kupiov (pro avrod 
prim). t- kal cecpos. XII. 2. éxpatev. 3. exrad Siadjpara, 4. 
perovons tiktey. 95. wotpavely. yprayn. + mpoo (ante tov Opévov). 
6. T+ exel (post éxel). extpépuow. 7. trov modcunoat (pro eToNn- 
cay). peta (pro xara: cum). 8. tioxucer. ovdé (pro oure). tavrd 
(pro airdv). 9. — o (ante catavds). 10. ev Tw ovpaves A€yourayr. 
12. —rots karoixotot. ty yy Kat ty Oaraooy. 13. —THV prim. 14. 
Torres Tpepyrat (pro dmrov tpéperat). 15. ex tov ordpatos avrov 
omlow rs yuvatkos. avtyv (pro TavTAY). 17. opyiaOy. +—xpwrrod. 
XUID. 1. trépata déxa Kar keahds extd. ovopata, [2. dpxrov]. 3. 
t— cidov. + ex (post par). woet (pro ws). 4. Tw Spdxovre Tw Sedwxoru 
Tyv. Two Onpiw (pro ro Onpiov). Kat Tis Suvaros. 5. + Br\aocdnpiay. terod- 
paxovra dvo. 7. taoumoat TOAKLOV. 8. tro dvopa. TH BuBrivo, + Tov 
(ante er paypévov). 10. tinié. eitis ever arxpakwotay umayel (-aix- 
padogtay ouvaryet €is). 12, eroie. ( pro movet secund.). t ev avty Karol 
KOvVTAS. 13. + kaw aup, iva ex Tov oupavou KataBaivy (- moun). eri ( pro 
cis: im ferram). 14. ++ 7rovs EHous ( post avd). ouxdva, (non v. 15). 
+t efxe. 15. tarvevpo. Sova. Kat iva (pro iva kat). —y. + ovet Tous Py 
mpooKwvouyras 7 exove (—door dv), 16. ddow. + yapaypara. perder, 
18. — rov prim. t eoriv efaxdovon e€nxovra «€& XIV. 1. TecoapdKovTo, 
Técoapes. + avToU Kat TO Ovopa. ( post dvopa). 2. 9 pwvy qv (pro povay 
quart.). +ws (ante kBapwduv), 3. — ds. eduvaro. TETTAPaKoVTA 
Técoapes. 4. T+ yap (post dzov).’ T+ ume enood (ante myopdcOnoar). 
5. t Wetdos (pro ddAos). Teoi (—eveiriov Tod Opdvov Tot Oeob). 
TETOMEVOV. evayyedioa au. KaOnevous ( pro KatouKkovvras). + ert (ante 
may). 7. éyor. + Tyv (ante Odiaccayv). t+ Sedrepos ( post dyyedos). 
BaBvdav. —q 7OXs. t-6 ott. +7a (ante “oon 9. tT dddos deyyehos 
tpitos. eitis mpookuvel to Oypiov. 11. tes aueivas aidvev avafaive. 
eizis. =: 12. + rou (ante wyoov). 18. Jungit amdpte eye tb Agyet vow. 
15. gov peyady. rDev (—oo). 19. fin. tov péyav. 20. egudev 
( pro é : extra), ef AOev. XV. 2. _vedivay bes. Tarupt pepeypevyy. 
— &k TOU 5 xepeeyparos avrov. 3, pwicéos Tov 0. Ovuv (pro dyiwv), 4. 
aytos et A pro cows: plus es). 5. t—idov. 6. +04 (ante éxovres). 
+ ovpavov (pro vaod). t+ ot joav (ante evded.). ++ Kau (ante xaapév). 
meprealwopéevon 8. t—érra seen XVI. 1. —xal secund. 2. trovs 
TpooKuvovyTas TN elKove avrov. 4. eféxee. t—eis secund, 5. +~xidpue. 
—xal tert. 6. t—-ydp. 7. —Gddov. 9. t+ ot dvOpwrot (post «Brac- 
pypycay). +7yv (ante e€ovoiav), 12. — TOV tert. 13. ws Bdrpaxor 
(pro spore Barpéxors). 14. —rijs vis Kal. + tov (ante wodepov). mav- 
toxpdtwpos. 16, —rov prim. appayedov. 18. taotpamal kar Bpovrat 
kat govat, apovd. XVI. 1. —por. 2. ot karouxovvres tov yyy ex Tov 
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olvov TS wopveias avTys. 4. nv (pro 4 secund.). troppuipav. + Kéx- 
xwvov. t—xal tert. tka. ta axdOapta tTys. 5. taropvwv. 8. init. +70. 

Ort. t. Kae woperrat, (sic). 9. errd dpy eciv. 10. érecov. ~ Kat secund. 
13. avray. tdddacw. 16. tae (pro emi). $+ roujoovow avryv ( post 
yopvyqv). 17. tyvopny piav. tedeoOyoovrat ot Adye. XVITI. 1. 
+ ddAov (ante dyyedov). 2. tev toxupd duvy (—ioxvi ef pmeydhy). 3. 
+ rou Oupod tov olvov. tmemérixe, 4, Kar ex Tov TANyV auTys iva yun Aa- 
Byte. 5. exoddrAnOnoav (pervenerunt). t+avrys (post euvypdvevoev). 
7. t—xat r&Oos prim. + ore (ante cabypa). 8. xpivas. 9. init. Kae 
KNavorovet Ka KoWovrat ex avrnv. 10. —év. 12. woppupov. 13. paidwy. 
14, amwdovro (pro amjpdOev secund.). + oviy evpjces. 16. Kexpvow- 
pen. 17. +0 (ante et), wréwv (pro o dutdos). 18. Brérovres (pro 
opavres). 19. t+Kae (ante A€yovres). +72 (ante wAoia). 20. ex avty. 
t+xoe ot (ante amdcrodot). 24. aiparo, XIX. 1. AcyovTwrv. Kas 
7 dvvapis Kat 9 Sdga (~Kal y TYLy). Tov Geod (— Kupiw). 2. dépOeipe. 
—Tis. 3, teipyxer. 4. exxooirécoapes (kal). 5, ~Kat tert, 6. +npwv 
(post Geds). 8. Aapmpov kat xabapov. trov ayiwy ecti. 10. —rod 
prim. 12. t—as. t+ ovdpara yeypappeve. kat (post éxwv). 14, ewi ix. 
“t—Kat secund. 15. +8icropos (ante ofeta). maragy. —xat ult. 
16. —re secund. 17. weropévois. cvvaxOyre (t— Kal). fin. tro peya 
tou Jeov. 18. + 7e (post cdevbépwv). pixpdy te (— Kat septim.). 20. per 
avrov (pro perd tovrov). —7d (ante eiw). 21. e&edoton (pro éxro- 
pevonevy). XX. 1. kreiv, 2. to catavds o wAavdy THY oLtKouperyny OAnV 
kar 60, 3. éxAewwe (—avrov secund.). mrava ére ta éOvy. 4. —Te 
(ante xidta). 5. texas ot Aourol (— 82). eCyoay. dxpr (pro ews). 6. o Sev- 
tepos Odvaros. 8. + rov (ante rodepov). 9. exdxrevoav. tex Tov ovpa- 
vod amd tov Geov. 10. +Kat (post dmov). 11. péyay AevKov. ex avrov. 
To ovpavds kat 9 yy. 12. rovs peyddAous Kat Tous pKpous. Opdvov ( pro 
God). avedyOynoav. adro BiBdov. avedyOy. 13. ft cavrdy (pro & av- 
tots). 14. 0 Odvaros o Sevrepos. fin. t+ Aiuvy Tov tupds. XXI. 2. 
t— eyo “Twdvvys. + <iSov ponitur ante karaBaivoveay. 3. Aads. t— Oeds 
avirav. 4. t—6 Oeds. 5. wow movra. 6. tyéyova To @ Kat TO ow. 
~—. —Totert. 7. tatta (pro wavra). —o secund. 8. init. rows de 
SeArols. ++ apaprwrois Kar (ante ¢Bder.). Pappaxois, exriv o Odvaros 
o devrepos. 9. 7AGev (— mpds pe). + €x ( post es). — ras (ante yepnovoas). 
tryv yuvaika tay voeyy tov apviov. 10, ~riv (ante ayiav). 11. t—xal. 
tT kpvoradifovr. 12. ~re. 13. init. amd. avaroddv. + Kat (ante amd 
secund., tert. quart.). 14, kat em avrov dddexa ovdpara twv dud. 15, 
+ pérpov (ante xadapov). t— Kal ro Tetyos avis. 16. t—rocodrov éorw. 
—Kat (post dvov). t+ dudexa (etiam post yiAadwv). 18. dpotov védrw. 
20. capduvvé. &varos. tvakivOivos. 21. vedos diavyjs. 24. Kae wepi- 
raryoover To evn Sid. Tov putds avTys (—tTdv cwlopdvwv). 27. Kotvdv. 
XXII. 1. taorapdv xafapov. 2. —eva, arodidovts. 3. xaTddena. 
Texel (pro éri). 5. puree’ 6. A€yer (pro eiré). wvevpdrwv tov (pro 
dyiwv). 8. Kaya. o axovuv Kat Brerwv ravra, Sevyvivros. 9. t—-ydp. 
+ —Kal (ante trwv typ.). 10. cori. 11. pumapds purapevOyru. +t 8uxato- 
owyy rowyodrw (pro dikawOyrw). 12. init. — Kat. éotat avrov. 13. 
t—<ips adda. 15. ~88% —0. 16. avid. fin. o mpwivds (pro Kat 
opOpwos). 17. épxov (pro édGe) bis. epxéobw ( pro Mero), t— Kai ult. 
AoPérw (~ 7d sequens). 18, tmaprups. teyd (pro yap). emir. ex avtd, 

bee 
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(pro mpos Tatra). t emOyoa t ex avrov o eds, t+ exra (ante tAxyds). 
+7w (ante BiBriw). 19. aber. tov BiBriov. apédAo. T rov EAov (pro 
BiBdov secund.). t— Kat ult. +7w (ante BiBr(io). 21. t~ypdv. Troy 
ayiwy (pro var). Tédos trys aroxadvipews’. 

1 The fullest collation of any portion of the Complutensian N.T. which has 
hitherto appeared is that of the Apocalypse contained in Tregelles’ Book of Reve- 

lation mentioned above, p. 347. On comparing pp. 364—8 of the present volume 

with Tregelles’ notes, I find that we differ in 66 places. Out of these Tregelles is 

quite wrong in xi. 17; 19; xviii. 3: he cites inaccurately in xii. 17; xv. 3; xviii. 

5; 17; xxi. 8: in 19 instances he overlooks various readings of the Compluten- 

sian: the remaining cases refer to itacisms and peculiarities of spelling, which it was 

not his purpose to record. 

Deo Gratias, 



CHAPTER VI. 

ON THE LAWS OF INTERNAL EVIDENCE, AND THE 

“LIMITS OF THEIR LEGITIMATE USE. 

Ww have now described, in some detail, the several species 
of external testimony available for the textual criticism 

of the New Testament, whether comprising manuscripts of 
the original Greek (Chap. 11.), or ancient translations from 
it (Chap. 111.), or citations from Scripture made by ecclesi- 
astical writers (Chap. Iv.). We have, moreover, indicated the 
chief editions wherein all these materials are recorded for our 
use, and the principles that have guided their several editors in 
applying them to the revision of the text (Chap. v.). One 
source of information, formerly deemed quite legitimate, has 
been designedly passed by. It is now agreed among competent 
judges that Conjectural Hmendation must never be resorted to, 
even in passages of acknowledged difficulty, in the absence of 
proof that the reading thus substituted for the common one is 
actually supported by some trustworthy document. Those that 
have been hazarded aforetime by eminent scholars, when but 
few codices were known or actually collated, have seldom, very 
seldom, been confirmed by subsequent researches: and the time 
has now fully come that, in the possession of. abundant stores of 
variations collected from memorials of almost every age and 
country, we are fully authorised in believing that the reading 
which no manuscript, or old version, or primitive Father has 
borne witness to, however plausible and (for some purposes) 
convenient, cannot safely be accepted as genuine or even as pro- 
bable?. 

7 Bentley, the last great critie who paid much regard to conjectural emenda- 
tions, promised in his Prospectus of 1720 (see p. 320) that “If the author has 
anything to suggest towards a change of the text, not supported by any copies 

24 
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In no wise less dangerous than bare conjecture, destitute of 
external evidence, is the device of Lachmann (see p. 343) for 
unsettling by means of emendation (emendando), without refer- 
ence to the balance of conflicting testimony, the very text he 
had previously fixed by revision (recensendo) through the means 
of critical authorities: in fact the earlier process is but so much 
tyouble misemployed, if its results are liable. to be put aside by 
abstract judgment or individual prejudices. Not that the most 
sober and cautious critic would disparage the fair use of internal 
evidence, or withhold their proper influence from those reason- 
able considerations which in practice cannot, and in speculation 
ought not to be shut out from every, subject on which the mind 
seeks to form an intelligent opinion. Whether we will or not, 
we unconsciously and almost instinctively adopt that one of two 
opposite statements, 7m themselves preity equally attested to, which 
we judge the better suited to recognised phenomena, and to the 
common course of things. I know of no person who has affected 
to construct a text of the N.'T. on diplomatic grounds exclu- 
sively, without paying some regard to the character of the sense 
produced; nor, were the experiment tried, would any one find 

it easy to dispense with discretion and the dictates of good 
sense: nature would prove too strong for the dogmas of a way- 
ward theory. “It is difficult not to indulge in subjectiveness’, 
at least in some measure,” writes Dr Tregelles (Account of 
Printed Text, p.109)Fand (thus qualified) we may add that it is 

one of those difficulties a sane man would not wish to overcome. 
The foregoing remarks may tend to explain the broad dis- 

tinction between mere conjectural emendation, which must be 
utterly discarded, and that just use of internal testimony which 
he is the best critic who most judiciously employs. They so 
far resemble each other, as they are both the product of the 

now extant, he will offer it separate in his Prolegomena.” It.is really worth 

while to turn over Wm Bowyer’s Critical Conjectures and Observations on the N.T., 

or the Summary of them contained in Knappe’s N. T. of 1797, if only to see the 

utter fruitlessness of the attempt to illustrate Scripture by ingenious guess-work. 

The best (e.g. wopxelas for ropvelas Act. xv. 20, 29), no less than the most tasteless 

and stupid (¢.g. vyvewlay for vyorelay Act. xxvii. 9) in the whole collection, are 

hopelessly condemned by the deep silence of a host of authorities which have since 
come to light. 

1 I am afraid I also must crave leave to use this rather affected but convenient 
term. 
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reasoning faculty exercising itself on the sacred words of Scrip- 

ture: they differ in this essential feature, that the one proceeds: 

in ignorance or disregard of evidence from without, while the 
office of the other has no place unless where external evidence be 
evenly, or any rate not very unevenly, balanced. What degree 
of preponderance in favour of one out of several readings (all of 
them affording some tolerable sense) shall entitle it to reception 
as a matter of right; to what extent canons of subjective criti~ 
cism may be allowed to eke out the scantiness of documentary 
authority; are points that cannot well be defined with strict 
accuracy. Men’s decisions respecting them will always vary 
according to their temperament and intellectual habits; the 
judgment of the same person (the rather if he be by constitution 
a little unstable) will fluctuate from time to time as to the same 
evidence brought to bear on the self-same passage. Though 
the canons or rules of internal testimony be themselves grounded 
either on principles of common sense, or on certain peculiarities 
which all may mark in the documents from which our direct 
proofs are derived (see below, p. 376); yet has it been found by 
experience (what indeed we might have looked for beforehand), 
that in spite, perhaps in consequence, of their extreme sim- 
plicity, the application of these canons has proved a searching 
test of the tact, the sagacity, and judicial acumen of all that 
handle them. For the other functions of an editor accuracy 
and learning, diligence and zeal are sufficient: but the delicate 
adjustment of conflicting probabilities calls for no mean exercise 
of a critical genius. This innate faculty we lack in Wetstein, 
and notably in Scholz; it was highly developed in Mill and 
Bengel, and still more in Griesbach. His well-known power in 
this respect is the main cause of our deep regret for the failure 
of Bentley’s projected work, with all its faults whether of plan 
or execution. 

Nearly all the following rules of internal evidence, being 
founded in the nature of things, are alike applicable to all sub- 
jects of literary investigation, though their general principles may 
need some modification in the particular instance of the Greek 
Testament. 

I. Procrivi ScRIPTIONI PRAESTAT ARDUA: the more diffi- 
cult the reading the more likely it is to be genuine. It would 

24—2 
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seem more probable that the copyist tried to explain an obscure 
passage, or relieve a hard construction, than to make that per- 
plexed which before was easy: thus in John vii. 39, Lachmann’s 
addition of Sedouévov to ottrw yap Hv mvedma ytov is very impro- 
bable, though countenanced by Cod. B and (of course) by the 
versions. This is Bengel’s prime canon, and although Wetstein 
is pleased to deride it (N. 7. Vol. 1. Proleg. p. 157), he was him- 
self ultimately obliged to lay down something nearly to the same 
effect!, Yet this excellent rule may easily be applied on a wrong 
occasion, and is only true caeteris paribus, where manuscripts. 
or versions lend strong support to the harder form. “To force 
readings into the text merely because they are difficult, is to 
adulterate the divine text with human alloy; it is to obtrude 
upon the reader of Scripture the solecisms of faltering copyists, 
in the place of the word of God (Wordsworth, N. 7. Vol. 1. 
Preface, p. xii.). See Chap. 1x. note on Matth. xxi. 28—31. 

II. That reading out of several is preferable, from which 
all the rest may have been derived, although it could not be 
derived from any of them. Tuischendorf (N. 7. Proleg. p. xlii. 
7th edition) might well say that this would be “ omnium regu- 
larum principium,”’ if its application were less precarious. Of 
his own two examples the former is too weakly vouched for to 
be listened to, save by way of illustration. In Matthew xxiv. 
38 he and Alford would simply read év rais yuépats Tod Kata- 
KAvopod on the very feeble evidence of Cod. L, one uncial Evst. 
(13), a@.e.f, the Thebaic version and Origen (in two places) ; 
because the copyists, knowing that the eating and drinking and 
marrying took place not in the days of the flood, but before 
them (kat ov« éyvacav ws HAOEY 6 KaTaKdAvapes v. 39), would 
strive to evade the difficulty, such as it was, by adopting one of 
the several forms found in our copies: yépats 1po Tov KaTaKn., 
Or Apépais Tails mpd TOD KaTaKN., OY juépais éxelvais po TOU 

1 ‘yr, Inter duas variantes lectiones, si quae est edpwvbrepos aut planior aut 

Graecantior, alteri non. protinus praeferenda est, sed contra saepius, vu1I. Lectio 

exhibens locutionem minus usitatam, sed alioqui subjectae materiae convenientem, 

praeferenda est alteri, quae, cum aeque conveniens sit, tamen phrasim habet minus 

insolentem, usuque magis tritam.” Wetstein’s whole tract, Animadversiones et 

Cautiones ad examen variarum lectionum N. T. necessariae (N. T. Vol. 11. pp. 851 

—874) deserves attentive study. See also the 43 Canones Critict and their Con- 

firmatio in the N.T. of G. D, T. M. D. (above, p. 310). 
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KaTaKnr., or Huépats exelvais tais mpd Tod KaTaKr., Or even 
nwepals TOD VaE. In his second example Tischendorf is more 

fortunate, unless indeed we choose to refer it rather to Bengel’s 
canon. James iii. 12 certainly ought to run pa) dvvarat, ader- 
dot pov, cvei éhalas wojoas, 7) dumedos dna; odre (vel ovde) 
dduKev yAuKd Tovjoas dup, as in Codd. ABC, noé less than six 
good cursives, the Vulgate and other versions. ‘lo soften the 
ruggedness of this construction, a few copies prefixed obrws to 
oltre or ovdés, while others inserted the whole clause otTws 
ovdewia Hy) aduKdv Kal before yAuKd mroujoas vowp. Another 
fair instance may be:seen in Chap. Ix., note on Col. 1. 2. 

III. “ Brevior lectio, nisi testium vetustorum et gravium auc- 
toritate penitus destituatur, praeferenda est verbosiori. Librarii 
enim multd proniores ad addendum fuerunt, quam ad omitten- 
dum” (Griesbach, N. T. Proleg. p. lxiv. Vol. 1.). This canon 
bears an influential part in the system of Griesbach and his 
successors, and by the aid of Cod. B (see p. 93) and a few others, 
has brought great changes into the text. My Green too (Course 
of Developed Criticism on Teaut of N. T.) sometimes carries it 
to excess in his desire to remove what he considers accretions. 
It is so far true that scribes were prone to receive marginal 
notes into the text which they were originally designed only 
to explain or enforce (e.g. 1 John v. 7)!; or sought to am- 
plify a brief account from a fuller narrative of the same _ event 

found elsewhere, whether in the same book (e.g. Act. ix. 5 
compared with xxvi. 14), or in the parallel passage of one 
of the other synoptical Gospels. In quotations, also, from 
the Old Testament the shorter form is always the more pro- 
bably correct. Circumstances too will be supplied which were 
deemed essential for the preservation of historical truth (e.g. 
Act. viii. 37), or names of persons and places may be inserted 
from the Lectionaries (see pp. 11, 211): to this head also we 
must refer the graver and more deliberate interpolations so 
frequently met with in Cod. D and a few other documents. Yet 
it is just as true that words and clauses are sometimes wilfully 

1 “Though the theory of explanatory interpolations of marginal glosses into 
the text of the N. T. has been sometimes carried too far (e.g. by Wassenberg in 
Valcken. Schol. in N.T. Tom. 1.), yet probably this has been the most fertile source 
of error in some MSS. of the Sacred Volume, ” (Wordsworth, N. T., on 2 Cor. iii. 3.) 
Yes, in some MSS. 
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omitted for the sake of removing apparent difficulties (e.g. viod 
Bapaylov, Matth. xxiii. 85 in Cod. & and a few others), and 
that the negligent loss of whole passages through émotoréAev- 
Tov (see p. 9) is common to manuscripts of every age and cha- 
racter. On the whole, therefore, the indiscriminate rejection of 
portions of the text regarded as supplementary, on the evidence 
of but a few authorities, must be viewed with considerable dis- 
trust and suspicion. 

IV. That reading of a passage is preferable which best 
suits the peculiar style, manner, and habits of thought of the 
author; it being the tendency of copyists to overlook the idio- 
syncrasies of the writer. Thus in editing Herodotus an Ionic 
form is more eligible than an Attic one equally well attested, 
while in the Greek Testament an Alexandrine termination should 
be chosen under similar circumstances. Yet even this canon 
has a double edge: habit or the love of critical correction will 
sometimes lead the scribe to change the text to his author’s 
more usual style, as well as to depart from it through inad- 
vertence. 

V. Attention must be paid to the genius and usage of each 
several authority, in assigning the weight due to it in a parti- 
cular instance. Thus the testimony of Cod. B is of the less 
influence in omissions, that of Cod. D (Bezae) in additions, in- 
asmuch as the tendency of the former is to abridge, that of the 
latter to amplify the sacred text. The value of versions and 
ecclesiastical writers also much depends on the degree of care 
and critical skill which they display. 

Every one of the foregoing rules might be applied mutatis 
mutandis to the emendation of the text of any author whose 
works have suffered alteration since they left his hands: the 
next (so far as it ig true) is peculiar to the case of Holy 
Scripture. 

VI. “Inter plures unius loci lectiones ea pro suspectd 
merito habetur, quae orthodoxorum dogmatibus manifesté prae 

caeteris favet” (Griesbach, N. 7. Proleg. p. Ixvi. Vol. 1.). I cite 
this canon from Griesbach for the sake of annexing Archbishop 
Magee’s very pertinent corollary: “from which, at least, it is 
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reasonable to infer, that whatever readings, in favour of the 

Orthodox opinion, may have had Ads sanction, have not been 

preferred by him from any bias in behalf of Orthodoxy” (Dis- 
courses on Atonement and Sacrifice, Vol. 111. p. 212). Alford 
says that the rule, “sound in the main,’ does not hold good, 
when, ‘whichever reading ts adopted, the orthodox meaning ts 
legitimate, but the adoption of the stronger orthodox reading ts 
absolutely incompatible with the heretical meaning,—then it is 
probable that such stronger orthodox reading was the original” 
(N. T. Proleg. Vol. 1. p. 83, note 6): instancing Act. xx. 28, 
where the weaker reading ryv éxxrAnciay Tov Kxuptov would quite 
satisfy the orthodox, while the alternative reading tod Qeod 
“would have been certain to be altered by the heretics.” But 
in truth there seems no good ground for believing that the rule 

-is “sound in the main,”’ though two or three such instances ? 

as 1 Tim. iii, 16 and the insertion of @edv in Jude ». 4 may 
seem to countenance it (see above, p. 16). We dissent altoge- 
ther from Griesbach’s statement “‘ Scimus enim, lectiones quas- 
cungue, etiam manifestd falsas, dummodo orthodoxorum pla- 
citis patrocinarentur, inde a tertii seculi initiis mordicus defensas 
seduloque propagatas, caeteras autem ejusdem loci lectiones, 
quae dogmati ecclesiastico nil praesidii afferrent, hacreticorum 
perfidiae attributas temere fuisse” (Griesb. ub¢ supra), if he means 
that the orthodox forged those great texts, which, believing them 
to be authentic, it was surely innocent and even incumbent on 
them to employ’. The Church of Christ “inde a tertii seculi 
initiis” has had her faults, many and grievous, but she never 

did nor shall fail in her duty as a faithful “witness and keeper of 
Holy Writ.” But while vindicating the copyists of Scripture 
from all wilful tampering with the text, we need not deny that 
they, like others of their craft, preferred that one out of several 
extant readings that seemed to give the fullest and most em- 
phatic sense: hence Davidson would fain account for the addi- 
tion é« THs capKos avTov Kal éx Tdv dotéwy avtov (which, how- 
ever, is apparently genuine) in Eph. v. 30. Since the medizval 
scribes belonged almost universally to the monastic orders, we 

* Griesbach’s ‘etiam manifestd falsas” can allude only to 1 John v. +: yet it 
is a strong point against the authenticity of that passage that it is not cited by 
Greek writers, who did not find it in their copies, but only by the Lating who did. 
Tam sorry that Dean Alford thought this sentence worth reprinting. 

* 
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will not dispute the truth of Griesbach’s rule, “Lectio prae 
aliis sensum pietati (praesertim monasticae) alendae aptum fun- 
dens, suspecta est,” though its scope is doubtless very limited’. 
Their habit of composing and transcribing Homilies has also 
been supposed to have led them to give a hortatory form to 
positive commands or dogmatic statements (see p. 15), but there 
is much weight in Wordsworth’s remark, that ‘“‘such suppo- 
sitions as these have a tendency to destroy the credit of the 
ancient MSS8.; and if such surmises were true, those MSS. 
would hardly be worth the pains of collating them” (note on 
1 Cor. xv. 49). 

VII. “Apparent probabilities of erroneous transcription, 
permutation of letters, itacism and so forth,” have been desig- 
nated by Professor Ellicott “ paradiplomatic evidence’’ (Preface 
to the Galatians, p. xvii. Ist ed.), as distinguished from the 
“‘ diplomatic” testimony of codices, versions, &c. This species of 

evidence, which can hardly be deemed internal, must have con- 
siderable influence in numerous cases, and will be used the most 

skilfully by such as have considerable practical acquaintance 
with the rough materials of criticism. We have anticipated 
what can be laid before inexperienced readers on this topic in 
our first Chapter, when discussing the sources of various read- 
ings”: in fact, so far as canons of internal or of paradiplomatic 
evidence are at all trustworthy, they instruct us in the reverse 

1 Alford’s only definite example is found but in a single cursive (4) in Rom. 
xiv. 17, ob ydp éorw i Bacthela Tod Qeod Bpdors Kal awéots, GAG Stxacocdvy Kal 

doxynaots kal elp, Tregelles (Account of Printed Text, p. 222) adds 1 Cor. vii. 5 ; 

Act. x. 30; Rom, xii. 13(!). 

2 See (6) p. 9; (7) p. 10; (17) p. 43 (18) p. 15. The uncial characters most 

liable to ke confounded by scribes (see p. 9) are AAA, EC, 00, NIJ, and less pro- 

bably TIT. I was lately shewn an article in a foreign Classical periodical, written 

by Professor Kuenen, the co-editor of the Leyden reprint of the N.T. portion of 

Cod. B; which (unless regarded as a mere jeu esprit) would serve to prove that 

the race of conjectural emendators is not so completely extinct as I had supposed 

(see p. 369). By a dexterous interchange of letters of nearly the same form (A for 

A, € for C, I for T, C for €, K for IC, T for I) this Dutch Bentley—and he well 

deserves the name—suggests for ACTEIOC 7@ Geg Act. vii. 20 [compare Hebr. xi. 

23] the common-place AEKTOC ri ed, from Act. x.-35. Each one of the six 

necessary changes Kuenen profusely illustrates by examples, and even the reverse 

substitution of Sexrés for doretos from Alciphron: but in the absence of all manu- 

script authority for the very smallest of these several permutations in Act. vii. 20, 

he excites in us no other feeling than a sort of grudging admiration of his misplaced 

ingenuity. 
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process to that aimed at in Chap. 1.; the latter shewing by what 
means the pure text of the inspired writings was brought into 

its present state of partial corruption, the former promising us 
some guidance while we seek to retrace its once downward 

course back to the fountain-head of primeval truth’. To what 
has been previously stated in regard to paradiplomatic testimony 
it may possibly be worth while to add Griesbach’s caution 
‘lectiones RHYTHMI fallacié facillimé explicandae, nullius sunt 
pretii” (NV. 7. Proleg. p. \xvi.), a fact whereof 2 Cor. iii. 3 affords a 
memorable example. Here the perfectly absurd reading év wAaé? 
Kkapoiats capxivats, by dint of the rhyming termination, is re- 
ceived by Lachmann in the place of xapdias, on the authority of 
Codd. SABCDEGL, perhaps a majority of cursive copies (seven 
out of Scrivener’s twelve), and that abject slave of manuscripts, 

‘the Philoxenian Syriac. Codd. FK have xapédias?. 
It has been said that “when the cause of a various reading is 

known, the variation usually disappears’. This language may 
seem extravagant, yet it hardly exaggerates what may be effected 
by internal evidence, when it is clear, simple, and unambiguous, 
It is, therefore, much to be lamented that this is seldom the case 
in practice. Readings that we should uphold in virtue of one 
canon, are very frequently (perhaps in a majority of really doubt- 
ful passages) brought into suspicion by means of another; yet 
they shall each of them be perfectly sound and reasonable in their 
proper sphere. An instance in point is Matth. v. 22, where the 
external evidence is divided. Codd. XB (in A secundé manu) 48. 
198, Origen twice, the Aethiopic and Vulgate omit eden after was 
6 dpyiSopevos TH ddeAPO avrod, Jerome fairly stating that it is 
“in quibusdam codicibus,” not ‘in veris,” which may be supposed 

to be Origen’s (above, p. 266), and therefore removing it from his 
revised Latin version. It is found however in all other extant 
copies (including DEKLMSUVA. 1. 33, all the Syriac and Old 
Latin copies, the Memphitic, Armenian and Gothic versions), in 

1 Thus Canon 1. of this Chapter includes (12) p. 12; (19) p. 18: Canon mz, 

includes (2), (3) p. 8; (4) p- 95 (8), (9), (10) pp. 11, 12: while (13) p. 13 comes 
under Canon IV; (20) p. 15 under Canon vi. 

3 Mai’s smaller edition of Cod. B also has xapdlas, but this I presume is 
only one of those injudicious corrections of the original which go so far towards 
making his labours useless. In his first or larger edition he gives xapStas. 

3 Canon Criticus xxiv, N. T, by G.D.T, M.D. p. 12, 1738: see above, p. 319. 
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Eusebius, the Latin Fathers from Irenaeus, and even in the old 
Latin version of Origen himself; the later authorities for once 
uniting with Cod. D and its associates against the two oldest 
manuscripts extant. Under such circumstances the suggestions 
of internal evidence would be precious indeed, were not that just 
as equivocal as diplomatic proof. “ Griesbach and Meyer,” says 
Dean Alford, “hold it to have been expunged from motives of 
moral rigorism:—De Wette to have been inserted to soften the 
apparent rigour of the precept.” Our sixth Canon is here op- 
posed to our first. The important yet precarious and strictly 
auxiliary nature of rules of internal evidence will not now 
escape the attentive student; he may find them exemplified 
very slightly and imperfectly in the ninth Chapter of this 
volume, but more fully by all recent critical editors of the Greek 
Testament; except Tregelles, who usually passes them by in 
silence, though to some extent they influence his decisions; and 

Lachmann, in the formation of-whose provisional text (see pp. 
843, 370) they have had no share. We will close this investiga- 
tion by citing a few of those crisp little periods (conceived in the 
same spirit as our own remarks) wherewith Davidson is wont to 
inform and sometimes perhaps to amuse his admirers: 

“ Readings must be judged on internal grounds, One can hardly 
avoid doing so. Itis natural and almost unavoidable. It must be 
admitted indeed that the choice of readings on internal evidence is 
liable to abuse. Arbitrary caprice may characterise it. It may de- 
generate into simple subjectivity. But though the temptation to mis- 
apply it be great, it must not be laid aside....While allowing superior 
weight to the external sources of evidence, we feel the pressing ne- 
cessity of the subjective. Here, as in other instances, the objective 
and subjective should accompany and modify one another. They 
cannot be rightly separated.” (Biblical Criticism, Vol. u. p. 374, 
1852.) — 



CHAPTER VII. 

ON THE HISTORY OF THE TEXT AND OF THE PRIN- 

CIPAL SCHEMES THAT HAVE BEEN PROPOSED 

FOR RESTORING IT TO ITS PRIMITIVE STATE, 

INCLUDING RECENT VIEWS OF COMPARATIVE 

CRITICISM. 

N adequate discussion of the subject of the present Chapter 
would need a treatise by itself, and has been the single 

theme of several elaborate works. We shall here limit our- 
selves to the examination of those more prominent topics, a clear 
understanding of which is essential for the establishment of 
trustworthy principles in the application of external evidence to 
the correction of the text of the New Testament. The use of 
internal evidence has been sufficiently considered in the pre- 
ceding Chapter. 

1. It was stated at the commencement of this volume that 
the autographs of the sacred writers “ perished utterly in the 
very infancy of Christian history” (p. 2): nor can any other 
conclusion be safely drawn from the general silence of the 
earliest Fathers, and from their constant habit of appealing to 
“ ancient and approved copies!,”’ when a reference to the originals, 
if extant, would have put an end to all controversy on the sub- 
ject of various readings. Dismissing one passage in the genuine 
Epistles of Ignatius (d. 107), which has no real connexion with 
the matter?, the only allusion to the autographs of Scripture 

1 eg. Irenaeus, Contra Haereses, V. 30. 1, for which see below, p. 383: the 

early date renders this testimony most weighty. 

2 Tn deference to Lardner and others, who have supposed that Ignatius refers 

to the sacred autographs, we subjoin the sentence in dispute. ’Ezel qxoved riwy 

Aeydvruw, Bre éav wh ev rots dpxators evpw, ev 7G eburyyerly ad micredw: Kal Aéyovrds 
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met with in the primitive ages is the well-known declaration 
of Tertullian (fl. 200). ‘ Percurre Ecclesias Apostolicas, apud 
quas ipsae adhuc Cathedrae Apostolorum suis locis praesident, 
apud quas ipsae Authenticae Literae eorum recitantur, sonantes 
vocem, et repraesentantes faciem uniuscujusque. Proximé est 
tibi Achaia, habes Corinthum. Si non longé es a Macedonia, 
habes Philippos, habes Thessalonicenses. Si potes in Asiam 
tendere, habes Ephesum. Si autem Italiae adjaces, habes Ro- 
mam...” (De Praescriptione Haereticorum, c. 36). Attempts 
have been made, indeed, and that by very eminent writers, to 

reduce the term “ Awthenticae Literae” to mean nothing more 
than “ genuine, unadulterated Epistles,” or even the authentic 

Greek as opposed to the Latin translation. It seems enough 
to reply with Ernesti, that any such non-natural sense is abso- 
lutely excluded by the word ‘ dpsae,” which would be utterly 
absurd, if “ genuine’ only were intended (Jnstitutes, Pt. 111. 
Ch. 11. 3)*: yet the African Tertullian was too little likely to 
be well informed on this subject, to entitle his rhetorical state- 
ment to any real attention. We need not try to explain away 

prov adbrois, 8ru yéypamrat, drexplOyody jot, Ste mpdxerrat. “Euol S& adpxetd eorw 

Inoots Xpirrés x.7.d. (Ad Philadelph. ec. 8). On account of dpyefa in the 

succeeding clause, épxelors has been suggested as a substitute for the manuscript 

reading dpxatos, and so the interpolators of the genuine Epistle have written: but 

without denying that a play on the words was designed between dpyalows and 

dpxeta, both copies of the old Latin version maintain the distinction made in the 

Medicaean Greek (‘‘si non in veteribus invenio” and ‘‘ Mihi autem principium est 

Jesus Christus”), and any difficulty as to the sense lies not in dpxyalocs but in 

mpoxecrat. Chevallier’s translation of the passage is perfectly intelligible, ‘‘ Because 

I have heard some say, Unless I find it in the ancient writings, I will not believe 

in the Gospel. And when I said to them, It is written [in the Gospel], they 

answered me ‘It is found written before [in the Law].’” Gainsayers set the first 
covenant in opposition to the second and better one, 

1 Compare too Jerome’s expression “ipsa authentica” (Comment. in Epist. ad 

Titum), when speaking of the autographs of Origen’s Hexapla: below p. 388. 

2 The view I take is Coleridge’s too (Zable Talk, p. 89, anded.). ‘I beg 

Tertullian’s pardon; but among his many bravuras, he says something about 

St Paul’s autograph. Origen expressly declares the reverse ;” referring, I suppose, 

to the passage cited below, p. 384. -Bp. Kaye, the very excellencies of whose 

character almost unfitted him for entering into the spirit of Tertullian, observes: 

_ Since the whole passage is evidently nothing more than a declamatory mode of 
stating the weight which he attached to the authority of the Apostolic Churches; 

to infer from it that the very chairs in which the Apostles sat, or that the very 

Epistles which they wrote, then actually existed at Corinth, Ephesus, Rome, &c., 
would be only to betray a total ignorance of Tertullian’s style” (Kaye’s Lcclestas- 
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his obvious meaning, but may fairly demur to the evidence of 
this honest, but impetuous and wrong-headed man. We have 

no faith in the continued existence of autographs, which are 
vouched for on no better authority than the real or apparent 
exigency of his argument}. 

2. Besides the undesigned and, to a great extent, unavoid- 

able differences subsisting between manuscripts of the New 
Testament within a century of its being written, the wilful cor- 
ruptions introduced by heretics soon became a cause of loud 
complaint in the primitive ages of the Church. Dionysius, 
Bishop of Corinth, addressing the Church of Rome and Soter 
its Bishop (168—176), complains that even his own letters had 
been tampered with: «al ta’rtas of rod SiaBodouv amécToXot 
Eilaviov yeyéuscav, d pev eEatpotvtes, & 6€ mpooriOevtes’ obs Td 

oval xe?ras: adding, however, the far graver offence, ov Oavya- 
oTov dpa ¢i Kal TOV KUplaKay padwoupyjoal Twes émiBéBnvras 

ypapav (Euseb. Ecc. Hist. 1v. 23), where at cupiaxal ypadai can 
be no other than the Holy Scriptures. Nor was the evil new 
in the age of Dionysius. Not to mention the Gnostics Basilides 
(A.D. 180?) and Valentinus (150?) who published additions 
to the sacred text which were avowedly of their own composi- 
tion, Marcion of Pontus, the arch-heretic of that period, coming 

tical History...illustrated from the writings of Tertullian, p. 313, 2nd ed.). Just 

so: the autographs were no more in those cities than the chairs were: but it suited 

the purpose of the moment to suppose that they were extant; and, knowing 
nothing to the contrary, he boldly sends the reader in search of them. 

1 I do not observe, as some have thought, that Eusebius (Hist, Eccl. v. 10) 

intimates that the copy of St Matthew’s Gospel in Hebrew letters, left by St 
Bartholomew in India, was the Evangelist’s autograph; and the notion that St 

Mark wrote with his own hand the Latin fragments now at Venice (for., see 

p. 265) is unworthy of serious notice. The statement twice made in the Chronicon 

Paschale of Alexandria, compiled in the sixth century, but full of ancient frag- 

ments, that woel rpir) was the true reading of John xix. 14 “ xaOws ra dKpiBF 

BiBrla wepréxe, adits re 7d libxepov rod edayyedorod Swep pwéxpt Tod vip 

mepvrakTat xapire Qeod ev TH épeciwy ayiwrdry éexkrAnala kal rd roy 

moray éxetoe rpooxuveirac” (Dindorf, Chron. Pasch. pp. 11 and 411) is simply in- 

credible. Isaac Casaubon, however, a most unimpeachable witness, says that this 

passage, and another which he cites, were found by himself in a fine fragment 

of the Paschal treatise of Peter Bp. of Alexandria and martyr [d. 311], which he 
got from Andrew Darmarius, a Greek merchant. Casaubon adds to the assertion 

of Peter ‘‘Hec ille. Ego non ignoro quid adversus hane sententiam possit dis- 

putari: de quo judicium esto ernditorum” (Exercit. in Annal. Eccles. pp. 464, 670, 
London 1614). , 
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to Rome on the death of its Bishop Hyginus (142)', brought 
with him that mutilated and falsified copy of the New Testa- 
ment, against which the Fathers of the second century exerted 
all their powers, and whose general contents are known to us 
chiefly through the writings of Tertullian and subsequently of 
Epiphanius. It can hardly be said that Marcion deserves very 
particular mention in relating the history of the sacred text. 
Some of the variations from the common readings which his oppo- 
nents detected were doubtless taken from manuscripts in circula- 
tion at the time, and, being adopted through no private prefer- 
ences of his own, are justly available for critical purposes. Thus 
in 1 Thess. ii. 15 Tertullian, who saw only rods wpodyras in his 
own copies, objects to Marcion’s reading tods idiovs mpodyras 
(‘ licet suos adjectio sit haeretici’’), although éééous stands in the 
received text, in Codd. KL (DE in later hands) and all cursives 
except seven, the Gothic, both Syriac versions, Chrysostom and. 
Theodoret. Here the heretic’s testimony is useful in shewing 
the high antiquity of (d’ovs, even though ABDEFG, seven 
cursives, the Vulgate, Armenian, Aithiopic, and all three Egyp- 
tian versions, join with Origen, Lachmann and Tischendorf in 
rejecting it, some of them perhaps in compliance with Tertullian’s 
decision. In similar instances the evidence of Marcion, as to a 
matter of fact to which he could attach no kind of importance, is 
well worth recording: but where on the contrary the dogmas of 
his own miserable system are touched, or no codices or other wit- 
nesses countenance his changes (as is perpetually the case in his 
edition of St Luke, the only Gospel—and that maimed and in- 
terpolated from the others—he seems to have acknowledged at all) 
his blasphemous extravagance may very well be forgotten. In 
such cases he does not so much as profess to follow anything more 
respectable than the capricious devices of his misguided fancy. 

3. Nothing throws so strong a light on the real state of the 
_ text in the latter half of the second century as the single notice of 
Trenaeus (d. 178) on Apoc. xiii. 18 (see above, p. 379, notel). This 
eminent person, the glory of the Western Church in his own 
age, whose five books against Heresies (though chiefly extant 
but in a bald old Latin version) are among the most precious 

1 “Necdum quoque Marcion Ponticus de Ponto emersisset, cujus magister 
Cerdon sub Hygino tunc episcopo, qui in Urbe nonus fuit, Romam venit: quem 

Marcion secutus...” Cyprian. Hpist. 74. Cf. Euseb. Eccl, Hist, 1v. 10, 11. 
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reliques of Christian antiquity, had been privileged in his youth 
to enjoy the friendly intercourse of his master Polycarp, who 
himself had conversed familiarly with St John and others that 
had seen the Lord (Euseb. Ecc. Hist. v. 20). Yet even Ivenaeus, 

though removed but by one stage from the very Apostles, pos- 

sessed (if we except a bare tradition) no other means of settling 
discordant readings than are now open to ourselves; to search out 
the best.copies and exercise the judgment on their contents. 
His locus classicus must needs be cited in full, the Latin 
throughout, the Greek in such portions as survive. The question 
is whether St John wrote y&>" (666), or vie’ (616). 

“ His autem sic se habentibus, et in omnibus antiquis et probatis- 
simis et veteribus scripturis numero hoc posito, et testimonium per- 
hibentibus his qui facie ad faciem Johannem viderunt (rovrwy 6 ov- 
Twos éxovTwv, Kat ev aot S€ Tots arovdaiors Kal Gpxators avTvypadots TOU 
apiOuod TovTov Keiévov, Kal papTupovvTwy avray éxeivov Tay Kar’ dy 
tov lwavyvyv éwpaxdtwv, Kal Tod Adyou SibdoKovros yuds ore o apiOpos 
TOU ovdparos TOU Oypiov Kara THY TaV “EAARVOY Widor did Trav ev aire 
ypoppatwv éudaiveras), et ratione docente nos quoniam numerus no- 
minis bestiae, secundum Graecorum computationem, per literas quae 
in eo sunt sexcentos habebit et sexaginta et sex (éopddAyoav tives 
éraxodovPyoavtes iiwricpd Kal tov pécov nOérnoay, apiOpov tov ove- 

, ‘ 3 , N39. UN a a , ‘4 s , patos ¥ Wydiopa adeAdvres Kal avti trav && Sexddwv piav Sexada Bovdrd- 
pevot eivat): ignoro quomodo erraverunt quidam sequentes idiotismum 
et medium frustrantes numerum nominis, quinquaginta numeros de- 
ducentes, pro sex decadis unam decadem volentes esse. Hoc autem 
arbitror scriptorum peccatum fuisse, ut solet fieri, quoniam et per. 
literas numeri ponuntur, facilé literam Graecam quae sexaginta enun- 
tiat numerum, in iota Graecorum literam expansam. Sed his quidem 
qui simpliciter et sine malitia hoc fecerunt, arbitramur veniam dari 
a Deo.” (Contr. Haeres. v. 30. 1: Harvey, Vol. 1. pp. 406—7.) 

Here we obtain at once the authority of Irenaeus for receiving 

the Apocalypse as the work of St John; we discern the living 

interest its contents had for the Christians of.the second century, 
up to the traditional preservation of its minutest readings; we 
recognise the fact that numbers even then were represented by 
letters; and the far more important one that the original auto- 
graph of the Apocalypse was already so completely lost, that a 
thought of it never entered the mind of the wvriter, though 
the book had not been composed one hundred years, perhaps not 
more than seventy’. 

1 Trenaeus’ anxiety that his own works should be kept free from corruption, 
and the value then attached to the labours of the corrector, are plainly seen in a 
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4, Clement of Alexandria is the next writer who claims our 
attention (fl. 194). Though his works abound with citations 
from Scripture, on the whole not too carefully made (“in addu- 
cendis N. T’. locis creber est et castus,” is rather too high praise, 
Mill, Proleg. § 627), the most has not yet been made of the infor- 
mation he supplies (see p. 285). He also complains of those 
who tamper with (or metaphrase) the Gospels for their own 
sinister ends, and affords us one specimen of their evil diligence’. 
His pupil Origen’s [185—254] is the highest name among the 
critics and expositors of the early Church; he is perpetually en- 
gaged in the discussion of various readings of the New Testa- 
ment, and employs language in describing the then existing state 
of the text, which would be deemed strong if applied even to its 
present éondition, after the changes which sixteen more centuries 
must needs have produced. His statements are familiar enough 
to Biblical enquirers, but, though often repeated, cannot be 
rightly omitted here. Seldom have such warmth of fancy and so 
bold a grasp of mind been united with the life-long patient in- 
dustry which procured for this famous man the honourable appel- 
lation of Adamantius. Respecting the sacred autographs, their 
fate or their continued existence, he seems to have had no in- 

formation, and to have entertained no curiosity: they had sim- 
ply passed by and were out of reach. Had it not been for 
the diversities of copies in all the Gospels on other points 
(he writes)—xal ef pév pr) xal rept ddrov Tworrdy Siadwvia 
nv mpos GANA TOY avtvypapwrv—he should not have ventured 

remarkable subscription preserved by Eusebius (Zccl. Hist, v. 20), which illustrates 
what was said above, pp. 46—7. ‘Opxi{w ce rov weraypaydbuevoy 7d BIBLOY TooTO, 

xara rod xuplov tydv lyood xpirod, xal xara ris évidtou wapovalas adbrod, js 

doxerat xpivar SOvras kal vexpous, va dvTiBddrys 8 pereypdwu, kal KaropOdoys abrd 

apos Td dyrlypadov robro, bOev pereypdww eriysedOs, kal Tov 8pxov robrov dyuolws 

peraypdwys, Kal Ohoes ev rG dvteypdgy. Here the copyist (6 peraypddwr) is 

assumed to be the same person as the reviser or corrector. 

1 Maxdptot, pyolv, of dediwypdvor evexev ixaroovvys, bre adrot viol Qeod Kdy6%}- 

covrat’ 7, Ws Twes Tay peraTiérvruy Ta Edayyédia, Maxdpror, pyolv, ol Sedtwypdvor 

brd ris Suxacoovyys, dre adrol Ecovra: TéXeror’ Kal, paxdproe of Sediwypdvar evera euod, 

Bre EEouct Témrov Grou ov SiwxIjrovrat (Stromata, 1v. 6). Tregelles (Horne, p. 39, 

note 2) pertinently remarks that Clement, in the very act of censuring others, 
subjoins the close of Matth. v. 9 to v, 10, and elsewhere himself ventures on 

liberties no less extravagant, as when he thus quotes Matth. xix. 24 (or Luke 

xvill. 25): meoréov ody roAAG “addov TH ypadH Aeyovon, Oarrov Kdpndov dia 

Tpurjparos Beddvas Sterevoer Fat, H wrovaroy pirocopety (Stromata, U1. §). 
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to object to the authenticity of a certain passage (Matth. xix. 19) 

on internal grounds: vuvi 5¢ Sydovore Todd} yéeyovey 9 TOY 

avriuypadov Siapopa, ere amo pabupias Twwv ypadhéwv, elite amd 

ToApns twav poxOnpas Ths SipIacews Tadv ypahopévav, cire 

Kad amd tay Ta éautois Soxobvra év rH SiopOdce. mpootiPévTav 
4) ddapoivrav (Comment. on Matth. Tom. 111. p. 671, De la 
Rue). “But now,” saith he, “great in truth has become the 

diversity of copies, be it from the negligence of certain scribes, 
or from the evil daring of some who correct what is written, 
or from those who in correcting add or take away what they 
think fit}:” just like Irenaeus had previously described revisers 
of the text as “qui peritiores apostolis volunt esse” (Contra 
Haeres. tv. 6. 1). 

5. Nor can it easily be denied that the various readings of 
the New Testament current from the middle of the second to the 
middle of the third century, were neither fewer nor less consider- 
able than such language would lead us to anticipate. Though 
no surviving manuscript of the Old Latin version dates before the 
fourth century, and most of them belong to a still later age, yet the 
general correspondence of their text with that used by the first 
Latin Fathers is a sufficient voucher for its high antiquity (see 
pp. 252—5). The connexion subsisting between this Latin ver- 
sion and the Curetonian Syriac and Codex Bezae proves that the 
text of these documents is considerably older than the vellum on 
which they are written; the Peshito Syriac also, most probably 

the very earliest of all translations (see pp. 229—231), though. 
approaching far nearer to the Received text than they, sufficiently 
resembles these authorities in many peculiar readings to exhibit 
the general tone and character of one class of manuscripts extant 

1 In this place (contrary to what might have been inferred from the language 

of Irenaeus, cited above, p. 383 note) the copyist (ypageds) is clearly distinct from 

the corrector (dtop@wris), who either alters the words that stand in the text, or 

adds to and subtracts from them. In the masterly Preface to Kuenen and Cobet’s 
N.T. ad jidem Cod. Vaticunt, Leyden, 1860, pp. xxvii—xxxiv, will be found most 

of the passages we have used that bear on the subject, with the following from 

Classical writers, ‘‘ Nota est Strabonis querela x11. p. 609 de bibliopolis, qui libros 

edebant ypadefor datdous xpwuevor, kal obk dvTiBdddovres....Sic in NDemosthenis 

Codice Monacensi ad finem Orationis xr annotatwm est Aiwph0n mpds dv0 ’Arre- 

keavd, id est, correctus est (hic liber) ex duodbus codicibus ab Attico (nobili calligrapho) 

descriptis.” Just as at the end of each of Terence’s plays the manuscripts read 
“‘Calliopius recensui.” 

25 
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in the second century, two hundred years anterior to Codd. XB. 
Now it may be said without extravagance that no set of Scriptural 
records affords a text less probable in itself, less sustained by any 
rational principles of external evidence, than that of Cod. D, of 
the Latin codices and (so far as it accords with them) of Cure- 
ton’s Syriac. Interpolations, as insipid in themselves as unsup- 
ported by other evidence, abound in them all: additions so little 
in accordance with the genuine spirit of Holy Writ that some 
critics (though I, for one, profess no skill in such alchemy) have 
declared them to be as easily separable from the text which they 
encumber, as the foot-notes appended to a modern book are from 
the main body of the work (Account of the Printed Text, p. 138 
note). It is no less true to fact than paradoxical in sound, that 
the worst corruptions to which the New Testament has ever 
been subjected, originated within a hundred years after it was 
composed; that Irenaeus and the African Fathers and the whole 
Western, with a portion of the Syrian Church, used far inferior 
manuscripts to those employed by Stunica, or Erasmus, or 
Stephens thirteen centuries later, when moulding the Textus 
Receptus. What passage in the Holy Gospels would be more 
jealously guarded than the record of the heavenly voice at the 
Lord’s Baptism? Yet Augustine (De Consensu Evangelist. 11. 
14) marked a variation which he thought might be found “in 
aliquibus fide dignis exemplaribus,” though not “in antiquioribus 
codicibus Graecis,” where in the place of év cot nvdéxnoa (Luke 
iii. 22) the words éyo onpwepov yeyévynna oe are substituted from 
Psalm ii. 7 (so also Faustus apud Augustin.; Enchiridion ad Lau- 
rentium c. 49). The only Greek copy which maintains this im- 
portant reading is D: it is met with moreover in abc (in d of 
course) ff? primd manu, and 1, whose united evidence leaves not 
a doubt of its existence in the primitive Old Latin; whence it is 
cited by Hilary three times, by Lactantius and Juvencus. Among 
the Greeks it is known but to Methodius, and to those very early 
writers, Justin Martyr and Clement of Alexandria, who seem to 
have derived: the corruption (for such it must doubtless be re- 
garded) from the Ebionite Gospel (Epiphan. Haer., xx1. 13)’. 

1 Considering that Cod. D and the Latin manuscripts contain the variation in 

Luke iii. 22, but not in Matth., iii. 17, we ought not to doubt that Justin Martyr 

(p. 331. B, Ed. Paris, 1636) and Clement (p. 113, Ed. Potter) refer to the former. 

Hence Bp. Kaye (Account of the Writings of Clement, p. 410) should not have 
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So again of the doubtful passages we shall examine in Chapter 
1x, Irenaeus cites Act. viii. 87 without the least misgiving, 

though the spuriousness of the verse can hardly be doubted; and 
expressly testifies to a reading in Matth. 1.18 which will now 
perhaps be upheld by no one. It is hard to believe that 1 John 
v. 7 was not cited by Cyprian, and even the interpolation in | 
Matth. xx. 28 was widely known and received. Many other ex- 
amples might be produced from the most venerable Christian 
writers, in which they countenance variations (and those not ar- 
bitrary, but resting on some sort of authority) which no modern 
critic has ever attempted to vindicate. 

6. When we come down to the fourth century, our informa- 
tion grows at once more definite and trustworthy. Copies of 

. Scripture had been extensively destroyed during the long and 
terrible period of affliction that preceded the conversion of Con- 
stantine. In the very edict which marked the beginning of Dio- 
cletian’s persecution, it is ordered that the holy writings should 
be burnt (ras ypadas ddavels srupt yevéo Oar, Kusebius, Hecl. Hist. 
vill. 2); and the cruel decree was so rigidly enforced that a special 
name of reproach (tradttores), together with the heaviest censures 
of the Church, was laid upon those Christians who betrayed the 
sacred trust (Bingham, Antiquities, Book xvi, Ch. vi. 25). At 
such a period critical revision or even the ordinary care of devout 
transcribers must have disappeared before the pressure of the 
times; fresh copies of the New Testament would have to be 
made in haste to supply the room of those seized by the enemies 
of our Faith; and when made they were to circulate by stealth 
among persons whose lives were in jeopardy every hour. Hence 
arose the need, when the tempest was overpast, of transcribing 
many new manuscripts of the New Testament, the rather as the 
Church was now receiving vast accessions of converts within her 
pale. Eusebius of Caesarea, the Ecclesiastical Historian, seems 

to have taken the lead in this happy labour; his extensive learn- 
ing, which by the aid of certain other less commendable qualities 
had placed him high in Constantine’s favour, rendered it natural 
that the Emperor should employ his services for furnishing with 
fifty copies of Scripture the Churches of his new capital, Constan- 

produced this passage among others to shew (what in itself is quite true) that 
‘Clement frequently quotes-from memory.” 

25—-2 
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tinople (see above, p. 25, note 1). Eusebius’ deep interest in 
Biblical studies is exhibited in several of his surviving works, as 
well as in-his Canons for harmonising the Gospels (see p.50): and 
he would naturally betake himself for the text of his fifty codices 
to the Library founded at his Episcopal city of Caesarea by the 
martyr Pamphilus, the dear friend from whom he derived his 
own familiar appellation Husebtus Pamphili. Into this Library 
Pamphilus had gathered manuscripts of Origen as well as of 
other theologians, of which Eusebius made an index (rods qiva- 
Kas tapeOéunv: Eccles. Hist, vi. 82); from this collection Cod. 
Hi of St Paul and others are stated to have been derived, nay 
even Cod. & in its Old Testament portion (see p. 47 and note), 

which is expressly declared to have been corrected to the Hexa- 
pla of Origen. Indeed we know from Jerome (Comment. in 
Epist. ad Tit.) that the very autograph (“ipsa authentica’’) of 
‘Origen’s Hexapla was used by himself at Caesarea, and Mont- 
faucon (Praeliminaria in Hexapl. Chap. 1. 5) cites from oné 
manuscript the following subscription to Ezekiel, ‘O EvoéSos 
éyo oxddsa mrapéOnna. Tlaudiros cal EvoéBuos éSiwpPdcavro. 

7. We are thus warranted, as well from direct evidence as 

from the analogy of the Old Testament, to believe that Eusebius 
mainly resorted for his Constantinopolitan Church-books to the 
codices of Pamphilus, which might once have belonged to Ori- 
gen. What critical corrections (if any) he ventured to make in 
the text on his own judgment is not so clear. Not that there is 
the least cause to believe, with Dr Nolan (Inquiry into the Inte- 
grity of the Greek Vulgate, p. 27) that Eusebius had either the 
power or the will to suppress or tamper with the great doctrinal 
texts 1 John v. 7; 1 Tim. iii. 16; Acts xx. 28; yet we cannot 

deny that his prepossessions may have tempted him to arbitrary 
alterations in other passages, which had no direct bearing on the 
controversies of his age. Codd. 8B are quite old enough to 
have been copied under his inspection, and it is certainly very 
remarkable that these two early manuscripts omit one whole 
paragraph (Mark xvi. 9—16) with his sanction, if not after his 
example (see below, Chap. 1x). Thus also in Matth. xxiii. 35 
Cod. &, with no other countenance than we have before men- 

tioned (p. 221, note), discards viod Papayiov, for which change 
Eusebius (sélentio) is literally the only authority among the Fa- 
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thers, Irenaeus and even Origen retaining the words, in spite of 

their obvious difficulty. When we shall come to know more of 

this venerable codex, its agreement with the readings of Eusebius 

may become more decided than we are yet aware of. All we can 

see of it at present shows considerable resemblance to its con- 

temporary B, with as considerable departures from it, while 
“the state of the text, as proceeding from the first scribe, may 

be regarded as very rough” (Tregelles, N. Z. Part 1. p. 2). 
The relation in which Cod. & stands to the other four chief 
manuscripts of the Gospels, may be partially estimated from the 
transcript of four pages already published by Tischendorf (see 
p. 78). Of the 312 variations from the common text therein 
noted, & stands alone in 45, in 8 agrees with ABCD united 

(much of C, however, is lost in these passages), with ABC to- 
- gether 31 times, with ABD 14, with AB 13, with D alone 10, 

with B alone but once (Mark i. 27), with C alone once: with 
several authorities against AB 39 times, with A against B 52, 
with B against A 98. Hence the discovery of this precious 
document has so far done little to uphold Cod. B (which seems 
the more correctly written, and probably the more valuable of 
the two) in its more characteristic and singular readings, but has 
made the mutual divergencies of the very oldest critical authori- 
ties more patent and perplexing than ever. 

8. Codd. 8B were apparently anterior to the age of Jerome, 
the latest ecclesiastical writer whose testimony need be dwelt 
upon, since from his time downwards the stream of extant and 
direct manuscript evidence, beginning with Codd. AC, flows on 
without interruption. Jerome’s attention was directed to the cri- 
ticism of the Greek Testament by his early Biblical studies, and 
the knowledge he thus obtained had full scope for its exercise 
when he was engaged on revising the Old Latin version. (see 
p. 261). In his so often cited Praefatio ad Damasum, prefixed to 
his recension of the Gospels, he complains of certain “codices, 
quos a Luciano et Hesychio nuncupatos, paucorum hominum 
asserit perversa contentio,” and those not of the Old Testament 
alone, but also of the New. This obscure and passing notice of 
corrupt and (apparently) interpolated copies has been made the 
foundation of more than one theory as fanciful as ingenious. 
Jerome further informs us that he had adopted in his translation 
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the Canons which Eusebius “ Alexandrinum secutus Ammonium” 
(see pp. 50—8) had invented, or first brought into vogue; stating, 
and in hig usual fashion somewhat exaggerating’, an evil these 
Canons helped to remedy, the mixing up of the matter peculiar 
to one Evangelist in the narrative of another (see p. 11). Hence 
we might naturally expect that the Greek manuscripts he would 
view with special favour, were the same as Eusebius had ap- 
proved before him. In the scattered notices throughout his 
works, Jerome sometimes speaks but vaguely of ‘‘ quaedam ex- 
emplaria tam Graeca quam Latina” (Luke xxii. 43—4, almost 
in the words of Hilary, his senior); or appeals to readings “in 
quibusdam exemplaribus et maximé in Graecis codicibus” (Mark 
xvi. 14): occasionally we hear of “ multi et Graeci et Latini codi- 
ces”’ (John vii. 53), or “ vera exemplaria” (Matth. v. 22; xxi. 31), 
or “antiqua exemplaria’” (Luke ix. 23), without specifying in 
which language: Mark xvi. 9—20 “in raris fertur Evangeliis,” 
since “omnes Graeciae libri paene” do not contain it”. In two 
places, however, he gives a more definite account of the copies he 
most regarded. In Galat. iii. 1 rj} adnOeia pn) wreiPeoPar is omit- 
ted by Jerome, because it is not contained “in exemplaribus 
Adamantii,” although (as he elsewhere informs us) “et Graeca 
exemplaria hoc errore confusa sint.”” The other passage has been 
alluded to already (p. 266): in some Latin copies of Matth. xxiv. 
36 neque jilius is added, ‘‘ quum in Graecis, et maxime Adamantil 
et Pierii exemplaribus, hoc non habeatur adscriptum.” Pierius 
the presbyter of Alexandria, elsewhere called by Jerome “the 
younger Origen” (Cat. Scriptt. Eccl. 1. p. 128), has been deprived 
by fortune of the honour due to his merit and learning. A 
contemporary, perhaps the teacher of Pamphilus (Euseb. Eccl. 

Hist, vit. 32) at Caesarea, his copies of Scripture would naturally 
be preserved with those of Origen in the great Library of that 
city. Here they were doubtless seen by Jerome when, to his 
deep joy, he found Origen’s writings copied in Pamphilus’ hand 

1 Magnus siquidem hic in nostris codicibus error inolevit, dum quod in eadem 

re alius Evangelista plus dixit, in alio, quia minus putaverint, addiderunt, Vel 

dum eundem sensum alius aliter expressit, ille qui unum e quatuor primum legerat, 

ad ejus exemplum ceteros quoque existimaverit emendandos. Unde accidit ut 

apud nos mixta sint omnia (Praef. ad Damasum), 

2 The precise references may be seen in Tischendorf’s, and for the most part 

more exactly in Tregelles’ V. 7. That on Matth. xxiv. 36 is Tom VI, p. 199, or 

VI. p. 584; on Galat. iii, 1 is Tom, vir. pp. 418, 487. 
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(Cat. Scriptt. Eccl., ub? supra), which volumes Acacius and 

Euzoius, elder contemporaries of Jerome himself, had taken pious 

care to repair and renew (ibid. 1. p. 181; ad Marcel. Hp. CXu). 
Tt is not therefore wonderful if, employing as they did and set- 
ting a high value on precisely the same manuscripts of the 
N. T., the readings approved by Origen, Eusebius and Jerome 
should closely agree. | 

9. Epiphanius [d. 403], who wrote at about the same period 
as Jerome, distinguishes in his note on Luke xxii. 44 (Tom. 11. 
p- 86) between the uncorrected copies (ddcopAarors), and those used 
by the Orthodox! Of the function of the “corrector” (SvopAw- 

‘7ys) of an ancient manuscript we have spoken several times 
before (pp. 46, 383 note, 385 note): but a system was devised by 
Professor J. L. Hug of Freyburg in 1808 (Hinleitung), and main- 
tained, though with some modifications, by J. F'. Hichhorn, which 

assigned to these occasional, and (as they would seem to be) 
unsystematic labours of the reviser, a foremost place in the cyriti- 
cism of the N. T. Hug conceived that the process of corruption 
had been going on so rapidly and uniformly from the Apostolic 
age downwards, that by the middle of the third century the state 
of the text in the general mass of codices had degenerated into 
the form exhibited in Codd. D. 1. 13. 69. 124 of the Gospels, 
the Old Latin and Thebaic (he would now have added the 
Curetonian Syriac) versions, and to some extent in the Peshito 
and in the citations of Clement of Alexandria and of Origen in 
his early works. To this uncorrected text he gave the name of 
xown &xdoous, and that it existed, substantially in the inter- 
polated shape now seen in Cod. D, the Old Latin and Cureton’s 
Syriac, as early as the second century, need not be doubted. 

What we may fairly dispute is that it ever had extensive 
circulation or fair repute in the Churches whose vernacular 

' This same writer testifies to a practice already partially employed, of using 

breathings, accents, and stops in copies of Holy Scripture. ’€med} 6€ reves Kara 
wpoowilay eorifay ras ypapas Kal rept rdv mpocwidy rdde’ d&ela’, Baceia* , Bapeta*, 
Yr’, wepiomwperyn” , drbatpopos’, waxpa—, Upevy U, Bpaxeta v, brodtacToAy , . 
‘Qoatrws Kal wept roy dowry onuelwv x7... (Epiphan. De Mensur, c. 2, Tom. 11. 
p- 237 Migne). This passage may tend to confirm the statements made above, 
pp. 39~—41, respecting the presence of such marks in very ancient codices, though 
on the whole I would not quite vouch for Sir F, Madden's opinion as regards 
Cod. A. 
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language was Greek. This “common edition” Hug supposes 
to have received three separate emendations in the middle of 
the third century; one by Origen in Palestine, which he thinks 
Jerome adopted and approved; two others by Hesychius and 
Lucian (a presbyter of Antioch and Martyr), in Egypt and Syria 
respectively, both which Jerome condemned (see p. 389), and 
Pope Gelasius (492—6) declared to be apocryphal’. To Origen’s 
recension he referred such copies as A. K. M. 42. 106. 114. 116. 
253 of the Gospels, the Philoxenian Syriac, the quotations of 
Chrysostom and Theodoret: to Hesychius the Alexandrine co- 
dices BCL; to Lucian the Byzantine documents EFGHSV and 
the mass of later books. The practical effect of this elaborate 
theory would be to accord to Cod. A a higher place among our 
authorities than some recent editors have granted it; its corre- 
spondence with Origen in many characteristic readings would 
thus be admitted and accounted for. But in truth Hug’s whole 
scheme is utterly baseless, as regards historical fact, and most 
insufficiently sustained by internal proof. Jerome’s slight and 
solitary mention of the copies of Lucian and Hesychius abun- 
dantly evinces their narrow circulation and the low esteem in 

which they were held; and even Hichhorn perceived that there 
was no evidence whatever to shew that Origen had attempted 
a formal revision of the text. The passages cited above, both 
from Eusebius and Jerome (see pp. 388, 390)—and no others 
are known to bear on the subject—will carry us no farther than 
this :—that these Fathers had access to codices of the N. T. once 
possessed by Adamantius, and here and there, perhaps, retouched 
by his hand. The manuscripts copied by Pamphilus (p. 390) 
were those of Origen’s own works; and while we have full and 
detailed accounts of what he accomplished for the Greek versions 
of the Old Testament, no hint has been thrown out by any 
ancient writer that he carried his pious labour into the criticism 
of the New. On the contrary, he seems to disclaim the task in a 

1 “Hivangelia, quae falsavit Lucianus apocrypha.” ‘‘ Evangelia quae falsavit 

Esitius [alii Hesychius ved Isicius] apocrypha,” occur separately in the course of a 

long list of spurious books (such as the Gospels of Thaddaeus, Matthias, Peter, 

James, that ‘“nomine Thomae quo utuntur Manichaei,” &c.) in Appendix 111, to 

Gelasius’ works in Migne’s Patrologia, Tom. LIx. p. 162 [4.D. 494]. But the 

authenticity of these decrees is far from certain, and as we hear of these falsified 

Gospels nowhere else, Gelasius’ knowledge of them might have been derived from 

what he had read in Jerome’s Prac. ad Damasuin 
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sentence now extant only in the old Latin version of his works, 

where to a notice of his attempt to remove diversity of reading 

from codices of the Septuagint by the help of “the other edi- 

tions” (xpurnple xpnodpevoe tals rourais éxddceow, i.e. the 

versions of Aquila and the rest), he is represented to add “In 

exemplaribus autem Novi Testamenti, hoc ipsum me posse facere 

sine periculo non putavi” (Origen, Tom. 111. p. 671). 

10. Hug’s system of recensions was devised as a corrective 

to those of Bengel (see p. 323) and Griesbach (p. 334), which 

have been adequately discussed in Chapter v. The veteran 
Griesbach spent his last effort as a writer in bringing to notice 
‘the weak points of Hug’s case, and in claiming him, where he 

rightly could, asa welcome ally’. But neither did Hug’s scheme, 

nor that propounded by Scholz some years later (see p. 338), 
obtain the general credit and acceptance which had once been 
conceded to Griesbach’s. It was by this time plainly seen that 
not only were such theories unsupported by historical testimony 
(to which indeed the Professor of Halle had been too wise to 
lay claim), but that they failed to account for more than a part, 
and that usually a small part, of the phenomena disclosed by 
minute study of our critical materials. All that can be in- 
ferred from searching into the history of the sacred text amounts 
to no more than this: that extensive variations, arising no doubt 
from the wide circulation of the New Testament in different 
regions and among nations of diverse languages, subsisted from 
the earliest period to which our records extend. Beyond this 
point our investigations cannot be carried, without indulging in 

* Griesbach rejoices to have THug’s assent “in eo, in quo disputationis de 
veteribus N. T. recensionibus cardo vertitur; nempe extitisse, inde a secundo et 
tertio seculo, plures sacri texttis recensiones, quarum una, si Evangelia spectes, 

supersit in Codice D, altera in Codd. BCL, alia in Codd. EFGHS et quae sunt 
reliqua” (Afeletematu, p. Ixviii, prefixed to Commentarius Criticus, Pars 11. 1811). 
I suppose that Tregelles must have overlooked this decisive passage (probably the 
last its author wrote for the public eye) when he states that Griesbach now 
‘‘ virtually gave up his system” as regards the possibility of ‘‘ drawing an actual 
line of distinction between his Alexandrian and Western recensions” (Account of 

Printed Text, p. gt). He certainly shows, throughout his Commentarius Criticus, 

that Origen does not lend him the support he had once anticipated; but he still 
held that the theory of a triple recension was the very hinge on which the whole 
question turned, and clung to that theory as tenaciously as ever. 
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pleasant speculations which may amuse the fancy, but cannot 
inform the sober judgment. — 

Yet is it true that we are thus cast upon the wide ocean 
without a compass or a guide? Can no clue be found that 
may conduct us through the tangled maze? Is there no other 
method of settling the text of the New Testament than by 
collecting and marshalling and scrutinizing the testimony of 
thousands of separate documents, now agreeing, now at issue 
with each other :—manuscripts, versions, ecclesiastical writers, 
whose mutual connexion and interdependence, so far as they 
exist (and to some extent they do and must exist), defy all our 
skill and industry to detect and estimate them aright? This 
would surely be a discouraging view of critical science as ap- 
plied to the sacred volume, and it is by no means warranted by 
proved and admitted facts. Elaborate systems have failed, as 
might have been looked for from the first: it was premature 
to frame them in the present stage of enquiry, while the know- 
ledge we possess of the actual contents of our extant autho- 
rities is imperfect, vague and fragmentary; while our conclu- 
sions are liable to be disturbed from time to time by the rapid 
accession of fresh materials, of whose character we are still 

quite ignorant. But if we be incompetent to devise theories 
on a grand or imposing scale, a more modest and a safer course 
is open. Men of the present generation may be disqualified for 
taking a general survey of the whole domain of this branch of 
divine learning, who may yet be employed, serviceably and with 
honour, in cultivating each one for himself some limited and 
humble field of special research, to which his taste, his abilities 

or opportunities have attached him: those persons may usefully 
improve a farm, that cannot hope to conquer a kingdom. Of 
the long array of uncollated manuscripts which swell our cata- 
logues (sce p. 225), let the student choose from the mass a few 
within his reach which he may deem worthy of complete exami- 
nation; or exhaust the information some ecclesiastical writer of 

the first six centuries can afford ; or contribute what he can to an 

exact acquaintance with some good ancient version, ascertaining 
the genius of its language and (where this is attainable) the 
literary history of its text’. If, in the course of such quiet 

1 Professor Ellicott has done good service to the Church in directing fresh 

attention to the ancient translations, and animating the languid and superficial 
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labours, he shall mark (as a patient observer will find cause to 

mark) resemblances and. affinities more than accidental, between 

documents of widely different ages and countries; he will not 

only be contributing to the common stock what cannot fail to 
be available hereafter as raw material, but will be helping to 

solve that great problem which has hitherto in part eluded the 
most earnest enquiries, the investigation of the true laws and 
principles of COMPARATIVE CRITICISM. 

The last-mentioned term has been happily applied by Tre~ 
gelles to that delicate and important process, whereby we seek 
to determine the comparative value, and trace the mutual rela- 

tion, of authorities of every kind upon which the original text of 
‘the N. T. is based. Thus explained (and in this enlarged sense 
scholars have willingly accepted it*), its researches may be pur- 
sued with diligence and interest, without reference to the main- 
tenance or refutation of any particular system or scheme of 
vecensions. ‘The mode of procedure is experimental and tenta-~ 
tive, rather than dogmatical; the facts it gradually develops 
will eventually (as we trust) put us on the right road, although for 
the present we meet with much that is uncertain, perplexing, 
ambiguous. It has already enabled critics in some degree to 

theologians of the day by his own researches (see p. 229) as well in our kindred 

tongue the Gothic, as in those ‘‘somewhat intractable languages” the Coptic and 

Lithiopic. The versions are full as valuable in aid of the criticism of the N. T. as 
of its interpretation, to which he chiefly applies them. 

1 «JT do not accept Mr Scrivener ag an accurate expositor of my views, and ag 

having introduced the term ‘Comparative Criticism,’ I may reasonably ask that 

it may, if used at all, be employed according to my own definition” (Tregelles, 

Additions to the Fourth volume of Horne’s Introduction, p. 756). I should be 

really grieved to misrepresent my respected fellow-labourer, and subjoin his defi- 

nition, as set down in the two several passages to which he refers. I had thought 

it somewhat less simple, though much to the same purport, as that given above in 

the text. ‘By Comparative Criticism I mean such an investigation as shows 
what the character of a document is,—not simply from its age, whether known or 

supposed,—but from its actual reales being shown to be in accordance or not 

with certain other documents” (Account of Printed Text, p. 132). ‘‘ We thus reach 

the mode of demonstrating the value of documents by Comparative Criticism; that 

is, by showing, in cases of explicit ancient testimony, what MSS. and versions do, 

as a fact, accord with readings so established; and thus we are able, as to the text 
in general, to rely with especia] confidence on the witnesses whose character has 
thus been proved” (Horne, p. 148). As to his reiterated assertion that by ‘coms 
parative criticism” he intends ‘not the single evidence of one MS., one version, 
or one Father” (Additions, p. 756), I ask with unaffected innocence, who ever 
supposed or assumed that he did mean any thing of the sort ? 
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classify the documents with which they have to deal; it may 
possibly lead them, at some future period, to the establishment 
of principles more general, and therefore more simple, than we 
can now conceive likely or even possible to be attained to. 

11. In the course of investigations thus difficult and preca- 
rious, designed to throw light on a matter of such vast conse- 
quence as the genuine condition of the text of Scripture, one 
thing would appear almost too clear for argument, too self- 
evident to be disputed,—that it is both our “wisdom and our 
duty to weigh the momentous subject at issue in all tts parts, 
shutting out from the mind no source of information which can 
reasonably be supposed capable of influencing our decision. 
Nor can such a course become less right or expedient because it 
must perforce involve us. in laborious, extensive and prolonged 
examination of a vast store of varied and voluminous testimony : 
it is essential that divines strive to come to definite conclusions 
respecting disputed points of sacred criticism; it is not neces- 
sary that these conclusions be drawn within a certain limited 
period, either this year, or even in the lifetime of our generation. 
Hence such a plan as that advocated by Lachmann (see pp. 341 
—2), for abridging the trouble of investigation by the arbitrary 
rejection of the great mass of existing evidence, must needs be 
condemned for its rashness-by those who think their utmost pains 
well bestowed in such a cause; nor can we consistently praise 
the determination of others, who, shunning the more obvious 
errors into which Lachmann fell, yet follow his example in con- 
structing the text of the N.T. on a foundation somewhat less 
natrow, but scarcely more firm than his. As the true science of 
Biblical criticism is in real danger of suffering harm from the 
efforts of men of this school, it cannot be out of place if we 
examine the pleas which have been urged in vindication of their 
scheme, and assign (as briefly a##e may) our reasons for be- 
lieving that its apologists are but labouring in vain. 

12. The most conspicuous and uncompromising advocate 
of the system referred to, is Dr S. P. Tregelles, whose edition of 
the Greek Testament, now brought down to the end of the 

Gospels, has been described in Chap. v. (pp: 346—8). This 
industrious and. earnest man has effectually persuaded himself 
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that more than nine-tenths of our extant manuscripts and other 
authorities should be utterly rejected and lost sight of, when we 

come to amend the text, and try to restore it to its primitive 

purity. The true readings of the Greek N.T., according to 
his notion, must be sought exclusively in the most ancient docu- 
ments, especially in the earliest uncial codices. From this propo- 
sition it follows,.as a corollary at once direct and unavoid- 
able, that “the mass of recent documents [i.e. those written 
in cursive characters from the tenth century downwards] possess 
no determining voice, in a question as to what we should receive 
as genuine readings” (Account of Printed Text, p. 138). ‘We 
are able,” he boldly adds, “to take the few documents whose 

evidence is proved to be trustworthy, and safely discard from 
present consideration the eighty-nine ninetieths, or whatever 

else their numerical proportion may be” (zbid.). Nor has he 
shrunk from acting on this principle firmly and consistently, 
in the prosecution of that work on which his reputation must 
mainly rest, his edition of the Greek Testament. In construct- 
ing his text, and in arranging the authorities for it in his notes, 
he treats the Lectionaries and the great mass of cursive manu- 
scripts as if they had no existence. The readings of three select 
copies in the Gospels, to which will be added a fourth in the 
Acts (see p. 348), are carefully recorded, and are allowed at least 
their due weight in the decision of critical questions; but these 
copies have attained such distinction on internal grounds alone; 
because the text they preserve approaches that which in the 
editor’s judgment an ancient text ought to be. Of the uncial 
documents which he retains, several are as recent as the tenth or 

eleventh century (Evan. FGSUX), and it is very hard to, per- 
ceive why they deserve more attention, on the score of age, than 
the numerous cursives extant, which bear the same date’, Tre- 
gelles’ preference of these uncials cannot be owing to the cha-~ 
racter in which they are written; for this plea (in itself too 
puerile for grave discussion) would have compelled him to em- 
ploy about 65 of the Lectionaries he discards (see p. 211); yet I 
have tried in vain to frame reasons for his procedure in this 

respect less open to the charge of arbitrary caprice. 

1 Dated cursive codices of the eleventh century (as may be seen from Chap. 11, 
Sect, 111.) are quite common, A list of those dated in the tenth is given p. 36, 
note 2. 
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13. Brevis vita, ars longa. For this lawful cause, if for no 
other, the most ardent student of Biblical criticism would fain 
embrace some such system as Dr Tregelles advocates, if only he 
could do so in tolerable safety. ‘The process of investigation 
might thus be diminished twenty-fold, and the whole subject 
brought within a compass not too vast for one man’s diligence 
or the space of an ordinary life-time. The simplicity and com- 
parative facility of this process of resorting to the few for in- 
struction hitherto supposed to be diffused among the many, has 
created in its favour a strong and not unnatural prejudice, which 
has yielded, so far as it has yet yielded at all, to nothing but the 
stubborn opposition of indisputable facts. It will also readily 
be admitted, that certain principles, not indeed peculiar to this 
theory, but brought by it into greater prominence, are themselves 
most reasonable and true. No one need question, for example, 
that “if the reading of the ancient authorities in general is 
unanimous, there can be but little doubt that it should be 
followed, whatever may be the later testimonies; for it is most 
improbable that the independent testimony of early MSS., ver- 
sions and Fathers should accord with regard to something en- 
tirely groundless” (Tregelles, N. T., Introductory Notice, p. 2), 
No living man, possessed of a tincture of scholarship, would 
dream of setting up testimony exclusively modern against the 
“unanimous” voice of antiquity. The point on which we 
insist, and find it so difficult to impress on Dr Tregelles and 
his allies, is briefly this:—that the evidence of his “ ancient 
authorities’? is anything but unanimous; that they are per-— 
petually at variance with each other, even if you limit the term 
“ancient” within the narrowest bounds. Shall it include, among 
the manuscripts of the Gospels, none but the five oldest copies 
Codd. § ABCD? The reader has but to open the first recent 
critical work he shall meet with, to see them scarcely ever in 
unison; perpetually divided two against three, or perhaps four 
against one. All the readings these venerable monuments con- 
tained must of course be ancient, or they would not be found 
there; but they cannot all be true. So again, if our search be 
extended to the versions and primitive Fathers, the same phe- 
nomenon unfolds itself, to our grievous perplexity and disap- 
pointment. How much is contained in Cureton’s Syriac or the 
Old Latin for which no Greek original can now be alleged? Do 
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not the earliest ecclesiastical writers describe readings as existing 
and current in their copies, of which few traces can be met with 

at present’? Dean Alford, who throws himself heartily into 
the debate in defence of Tregelles’ views, proposes to us the 

question, “What right have we to set virtually aside...the agree- 
ment in the main of our oldest unctals, at the distance of one 
or two centuries,—of which, owing probably to the results of 
persecution, we have no MS. remains,—with the citations of the. 

primitive fathers, and with the earliest versions?” (N. T. Proleg. 
Vol, 1. p. 91, 4th edn.). We answer without hesitation, no right 
whatever: where the oldest of these authorities really agree, we 
accept their united testimony as practically conclusive; it is not 
at all our design, as the Dean seems to apprehend, to “seek our 
readings from the later uncials, supported as they usually are by 

the mass of cursive MSS.;” but to employ their confessedly 
secondary evidence in those numberless instances, when their 
elder brethren are hopelessly at variance. This course, indeed, 
has just been adopted by Alford himself not only in the case 
of the Apocalypse, where the great scarcity of uncials might 
almost force the cursives upon his attention, but of the Catholic 
Epistles, and (if I mistake not his purpose in a forthcoming 
edition) of the Pauline Epistles also. In this part of his work, 
the cursive collations, first of Scrivener, then of his predecessors, 
are cited in Alford’s margin wherever the uncials differ from 
each other; yet it is not easy to reconcile this practice (which 
surely deserves to be imitated) with his summary rejection, even 
in his last edition of the Gospels, of al/ cursive testimony except 
Codd. 1. 33. 69. Evst. y*. We do not claim for the recent 
documents the high consideration and deference fitly reserved 
for a few of the oldest; just as little do we think it right to 
pass them by in silence, and allow to them no more weight or 
importance than if they had never been written. If Dean 
Alford’s latest practice is more to be regarded than his theory 
of two years old, confitentem habes rewm that the course he 
pursued in the Gospels is less likely to lead to trustworthy re- 
sults than the other. 

1 eg. Matth. i. 18; Act. viii. 37 for Irenaeus: Act. xiii. 33 for Origen. It is 

rare indeed that the express testimony of a Father is so fully confirmed by the 
oldest copies as in John i, 28, where ByGavla, said by Origen to be oxeddy ey mace 
rots dvrvypdgors, actually appears in %* ABC*, 
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14. On one point, I think, we are still at issue, the degree 
in which the most ancient documents are at variance with each 
other. Resuming from Alford the context which we cited above 
(p. 399), we next read “I say, the agreement im the main -—for 
Mr Scrivener’s instances of discrepancy are in vain used by him 
to produce an impression, which we know would be contrary to 
the fact in the majority of instances” (Alford, ub¢ supra). But 
is it really so? Iam fully aware that in a field so wide as the 
criticism of the N.T., those who dexterously select their ex- 
amples may prove just what they will. More anxious, therefore, 
to convince opponents than to fight with shadows or beat the air, 
I determined that the instances I discussed should be chosen by 
Dr Tregelles, rather than by me. He had alleged seventy-two 
passages from various parts of the N.T., as a kind of sample 
of some two or three thousand he reckons to exist there, wherein 

“the more valuable ancient versions (or some of them) agree in 
a particular reading or in which such a reading has distinct 
patristic testimony, and the mass of MSS. stand in opposition to 
such a lection, [while] there are certain copies which habitually 
uphold the older reading” (Account of Printed. Text, p. 148). 
Taking as an adequate specimen of the whole (and that, with no 
consciousness of unhandsome dealing) those seven of Tregelles’ 
texts which are contained in the Gospel of St Mark (Codex Augi- 
ensis, Introd. pp. ix. seq.), I endeavoured to prove that in each one 
of these cases the anctent evidence was not unevenly balanced, 
whatever might be pronounced the true reading in each separate 
passage; that the mass of the later evidence was almost always 
as well supported by old manuscripts, versions and Fathers, as 
was the reading it opposed. If, as Dean Alford states, these 
“instances of discrepancy produce an impression contrary to the 

fact in the majority of instances,” the fault of unskilful selection 
rests not with me: if on the other hand they shall prove fair 
specimens of the whole list, we submit that their impartial con- 
sideration will uphold a principle which it was certainly not 
Tregelles’ purpose to help to maintain. When, however, an 
objection has been taken to the sufficiency of one set of illustra- 
tions of a principle, the shortest and only satisfactory method is 
at once to lay them aside, and substitute for them others which 
may be less exposed to doubt. Dean Alford holds it just and 
necessary that the Curetonian Syriac ‘‘on the testimony of which 
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Tregelles very much relies,” should form an element in this 

inquiry, our new series of examples shall consist of the jirst 
twelve passages in the Gospels, extant as well in that version as 

in Codd. ABCD, the readings of which in Cod. & have hitherto 
been made known by Tischendorf in his Notitia Cod. Sinaitict 
(see above, pp. 28, 77). Undue selection, it is presumed, will thus 

be deemed impossible; and in setting forth the exact state of the 
evidence on both sides in the most concise form that may be 
attainable, we trust to enable the reader to judge for himself 
whether in these instances, taken up at random, the mass of 

ancient documents as a rule conspire to lead us one way, the 
more recent another’, 

(1) Luke viii. 30. Aeywwy N*B°D*L, Pesh. Cure. Philox. Syriac 
(C ) Memph., and of course the Latin versions: Aeyewy B* 

teste Mai: Aeyawy N*D?: Acyeow ACEFGHKMRSUVXTAAG, all 
known cursives, the margin of the Philoxenian and the Received 
text. 

(2) Ibid. v. 37. Tepyeonvwy R*N°C°LPX. 1. 13. 22. 33. 118. 
131. 157. 209. 251 (Scholia in 237. 239, 259), Memph. Arm. Aeth. 
Arab.: Depaoyvwv BO*D, Theb., all Latin versions (even those in 
A. 130): Teowdv 69: Tadapyvwv with the common text X°AEGHK 
MRSUVTAA and all other cursives (yadapwwv b*"), Pesh. Cure. 
Philox. Syriac, Goth. 

(3) Ibid. v. 38, edeero of the Received text 8*C*EGHKMRSU 
VIAA, all cursives except one: edero N’BC*LX, 33. Cyr.: edeero 
AP: ypwra D. Versions here and in (5) are useless to us, 

(4) Luke ix. 13. aprovo wevre N: aproe wevre B: ewra aprou C: 
mevre aptot Received text, ADE. &ec., in fact all manuscripts and 
versions, including Cureton’s. 

(5) Ibid. v.19. eway NBD, Lachmann, Tischendorf, Tregelles, 
Alford: «ov Received text with ACEGHKLMRSUVXIAAG®, all 
cursives. 

(6) Ibid. v. 23. xaOnpepay of the Received text is found in 
N*NABKLMRE 1. 13. 33. 69.124. 131. 251. 253, Serivener’s avw, 
Evst, 48. 2‘, and no doubt in many others, where, because there is 
no variation from the common text, its presence was not expressly 
noted. It is rendered in all three Syriac versions (though the mar- 
gin of Philox. marks its absence from some copies), Theb. Memph. 
Goth. Arm. (Aeth. after the next xo) fg’. Vulg. Jerome has 
it once expressly, as the reading of old copies (see p. 390), and on 
Matth. x. 38 names it as the reading of another Gospel, which is 

1 A*, B*, &c. mean readings of A, B, &e, by the first hand; A®, B2, &e, by a 
second; A’, BS, &c. by a yet later hand. 

26 
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not likely to be Mark viii. 34. Ka6’ nyépay is omitted in CDEF"’GH 
SUVXTAA, 17 out of 22 cursives collated by Scrivener, and some 
120 others: ina. bce f%. tq. of the Old Latin, Sax. (after some 
codices of Vulg.), Origen, Chr.(?), and others. 

(7) Ibid. v. 26: Aoyous of the Received text appears in NA BCH, 
all known codices and versions except D, Old Latin a. e. 1., Cureton’s 

Syriac (o3] od? —120), and Origen 1. 298. Origen silently 

reads Adyous’ 1. 296, though the context does not require it. 

(8) Lbid. v. 34. ereoxialeyv NBL Evst. 47. x**, perhaps 1°. 10?* 
uncial Lectionaries) and a: erecxtacey of the Received text ACDE 
FGHKMPRSUVXTAA, all cursives, all versions (except a), even 
Cureton’s Syriac. In Matth. xvii. 5, D* alone reads the imperfect. 

(9) Luke x. 1. The first cas of the common text (after xupios) 
is rejected by BLE. 3. Pesh. Syriac (which has “from his disciples” 
in its room), Memph. Aeth.: it is found in NACD, the whole mass 
of codices, Cureton’s, the Philox., and the Latin versions, Eusebius 
and Tertullian. 

(10) did. The next variation is more interesting. To érepovs 
EBdounxovra of the Received text, dvo is added by BDMR”. 1 (Tre- 
gelles). 42. (yp kat, EBdoujxovra dvo of Stephens’ margin of 1550 must 
refer to his 8 or Cod. D), Cureton’s Syriac, Arm., Old Latin, a. c.e. 4, 
the Latin of Cod. 130 (see above, Luke viii. 37),and Vulg. But dvo 
is omitted in NACEGHKLSUVXTAA® (“et ACLAE in indice 
capitum” Tregelles), all cursives, Pesh. and Philox. Syriac, Memph., 
Goth., Aeth., Old Latin 6. 7, Irenaeus and Tertullian very expressly, 
Eusebius ter. The ‘ Recognitions” falsely ascribed to Clement of 
Rome, Epiphanius, Hilary, Augustine and some others receive dvo. 

(11) Ibid. ava dvo dvo ig read by BK. 13. 50. 51. 53. 54. 57. 
63. 64. 69. 91. 114. 116. 122%. 145. 239. 248. 253. 254. 256, 300. 
346, Serivener’s adpvw, the Philoxenian margin (but obelized, see 
p. 244), Pesh. and Cure. have “two two” without a preposition: 
but this is the proper mode of rendering avd dvo in their language 
(cf. Mark vi. 39; 40, Greek and Pesh.). Yet ava dvo of the Received 
text.is found in NACDEGHLMSUVXTAAG, the majority of cur- 
sives, in Eusebius twice. “ Binos” of a. b.c ef Vulg. may seem 
ambiguous, but leans to the common reading. 

(12) Ibid. v. 25, «at of the Received text is omitted before 
Aéywy in NBLEe, Cureton’s Syriac, Memph. All other authorities 
have it (including ACD and every known cursive manuscript), the 
two other Syriac versions &c. 

1 “Tn Orig. quidem 1. 298 dubitari potest an recte rods duods legatur, quum 
praecedat odre éraicxuvréov adrdv 4 rods Aéyous adrod. Sed continuo pergitur: 
kal 6 is...Kal of puyunral 6é adrod. Atque quo ante loco (I. 296) rods euods dAdbyous 

invenitur, contextu cert? non requiritur, Adyous.’’ Tischend, in loc, ed. 1859. | 
' 2 The text of RB is lost from ix. 43 to x. 3, but in the prefixed table of rirdot 

we read, kep. 0’, wept Tay dvadeacxPevrwv of’, SO 
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15. These specimens will surely suffice for the purpose in 

hand, and they are the first twelve we meet with wherein the 

readings of N ABCD and the Curetonian Syriac are as yet 

available. I believe that Dean Alford will see that we have 

changed the venue without much disturbing the verdict. In- 

deed, since our previous instances were selected by T'regelles, while 
the present are taken just as they stand in the open volume, it 

is not surprising if these examples from St Luke prove more 
favourable to the views we are urging than the others we exa- 
mined in St Mark.’ The extent, of this ‘“ wonderful” harmony 
of the most venerable uncial documents with the earliest versions, 
ecclesiastical writers and each other, may now be estimated by 
‘the facts before us. The two oldest manuscripts are N B: in 
these 12 places they differ seven times and agree 5 times. Next 

' in age and value to these two are AC; it may be questioned 
indeed whether they be much inferior, as critical authorities, and 
they are certainly not a century younger than the best manu- 
script extant. Now A supports the Received text in 11 of these 
readings, © in 9, even N 6 times, B but twice. The Cure- 

tonian Syriac, too, on which so much (and I will not say an un- 
due) stress is lain, divides its countenance pretty impartially: 
it is found in company with D (whose affinity to it is well known, 
see p. 103) six times, with A 5, with & 4, with B 3, and C 2, 
The peculiarities which distinguish D from other documents of 
its date and importance do not much appear in these examples: 
it coincides with & 4 times, with A 5, with B3, with C6: twice 

it affords a lectio singularts among Greek manuscripts, once with 

the aid of the Curetonian. Nor are the few later uncials, which 
usually do service to Cod. B, so constant in their allegiance 
as some might have anticipated. Cod. L, which in the seven 
passages chosen by Tregelles from St Mark (Cod. Augiens. 
Introd. pp. 1X, X, X111), never failed its ally save when there ig 

an hiatus, now deserts it six times out of the twelve: Cod. A, 

which in St Mark sided with B five times out of seven, now 
never favours it, except when all others do. The readings of 
Codd. R &, &c., if scrutinized with the same minuteness, will 
exhibit much the same result. Cod. &, especially, which has 
been justly commended by Tregelles for “the goodness of its 
text,” though defective in three of these twelve places, accords 
with the Received text against Cod. B in 5 out of the remaining 

26—2 
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nine, with B against it twice, and twice with the two united. 
In certain cases a good number of cursive manuscripts support 
the form upheld by B, and (as in Luke x. 1, ava dvo dvo) much 
help to recommend it, by shewing that the variation it presents 
was widely diffused; sometimes the reading of Cod. B, being 
further sustained by others of the first rank and by some valua- 
ble cursives (Luke ix. 23), has been received into the textus 
receptus, and no doubt rightly received, in spite of the oppo- 
sition of the mass of later codices both uncial and cursive. 

As regards the testimony of the Fathers the passages we have 
lighted upon are not peculiarly instructive, and yet we have 
enough to enable us to see how precarious and unsteady is the 
help they can afford in the settlement of the sacred text. They 
supply information valuable indeed for the purpose of illustrat- 
ing each separate variation, but far too slight and uncertain 
to be the groundwork of a theory or system of recensions. Oc- 
casionally (as in the case of Origen in Luke ix. 26) it is hard to 
say on which side their testimony should be ranged ; at other 
times (as with Jerome in Luke ix. 23) they simply attest the an- 
tiquity of both forms in a doubtful passage; while the most pro- 
minent instance in which they can be applied in the examples 
we are considering is Luke x. 1 (10), wherein the two chief 
witnesses of the second century! adhere not to the reading of 
the minority of copies whereof Cod. B is the Coryphaeus, 
but to that of the numerical majority, headed as it is by 
Codd. 8 ACD. 

16. We are now in a condition to re-assert not less confi- 

dently than ever, that the few most ancient records, whether 

manuscripts, versions or Fathers, do not so closely agree among 
themselves, as to supersede all further investigation, and to 
render it needless so much as to examine the contents of later 

1 Post enim duodecim apostolos septuaginta alios Dominus noster ante ge 

misisse invenitur ; septuaginta autem nec octonario numero, neque denario (Irenaeus 

146, Massuet). Tertullian, just a little later, compares the Apostles with the 
twelve wells at Elim (Exod. xv. 27), the seventy with the threescore and ten 

palm trees there (adv. Marc. Iv. 24), Yet in the Recognitions of Clement, usually 
assigned to the second or third century, the number adopted is seventy-two, “vel 

hoc modo recognité imagine Moysis” and of his elders, traditionally set down as 
"2. 
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and more numerous authorities. As in the affairs of common 

life, a previous resolution to exclude from the mind all but one 

portion (and that in the matter before us a small portion) of the 

facts of the case, can never lead to historical or scientific truth, 

so he who ventures to discard nine-tenths or more of the extant 

testimony which bears upon the text of Scripture, must end in 

producing a work that will not satisfy the reasonable expecta- 
tions of the thorough student, and may not long satisfy himself?. 
Not that we maintain, or that any sober critic ever did maintain, 
that numerical majority should decide a question of criticism, 
or that the ancient few should be overborne by the mere mass of 
the more recent many: still less would we assign to a codex of 

‘the fourteenth century the same weight as rightfully pertains to 
one of the fourth; such a course would be as unreasonable as 
anything we have found cause to complain of in the argument of 
our opponents. But not less startling is the proposition that 
numbers shall possess no determining voice whatever in deciding 
a question of various readings, and that a handful of documents 
such as Codd. BL, the Old Latin version, the Curetonian Syriac 
and the writings of Origen, if they would but present us with a 
testimony tolerably consistent and uniform (which in point of 
fact they refuse to do) should have power to silence all the 
evidence which can be mustered against them, however vener- 
able in age, or recommended by a long train of authorities of 
various countries, extended over the course of full a thousand 

years. If to deny these principles, and to withhold our con- 
fidence from the conclusions they would lead to, be indeed “ to 
take as truth the plaint of the old tragedian, dvw rrorapav iepdv 
xwpovot trayat” (Alford, N. T. Proleg. p. 92), and to force the’ 

stream back again to its source; we must bear contentedly for the 
time the imputation of folly, and as the science of Biblical criti- 

1 Very pertinent to this matter is a striking extract from Reiche, given in 

Bloomfield’s Critical Annotations on the Sacred Text, p. 5, note: “In multis sand 

N. T. locis lectionis variae, iisque gravissimi argumenti, de vera scriptura judicium 

firmum et absolutum, quo acquiescere possis, ferri nequit, nisi omnium subsidiorum 

nostrorum alicujus auctoritatis suffragia, et interna veri falsique indicia, diligenter 
explorata, just& lance expendantur...Quod in caus4 est, ut re non satis omni ex 
parte circumspecté, non solum critici tantopere inter se dissentiant, sed etiam 

. Singuli sententiam suam toties retractant atque commutent.” Partial views are in 
candid minds the fruitful parents of a vacillating judgment. 
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cism becomes more widely and accurately known, we promise 
ourselves many companions in our reproach. 

17. It only remains to speak of the second of the “ two 
wonderful facts” which have persuaded Dean Alford to construct 
anew his text of the N.T., without regard to the readings of 
cursive or later uncial codices; namely, “ The very general con- 
currence of the character of text of our earliest MSS., versions, and 
Fathers, with that text which the soundest critical principles lead 
us to adopt’ (ibid. p. 91). What those critical principles are 
may partly appear from the terms in which he speaks of the 
Received text, as having attained its present form by the pro- 
cess “of crumbling down salient points, softening irregularities, 
conforming differences, and [I am sorry he should think it right 
to add, see p. 375] favouring prevalent doctrines” (ib¢d. p. 92). In 

other words, Alford regards the text of Cod. B and its compeers 
as more probable on internal grounds than that of the later 
copies, and on that account receives its testimony whensoever he 

can make out a plausible case. A single example will illus- 
trate his meaning, unless J have quite failed to apprehend it. 
In one of the twelve texts we have discussed above (p. 402)— 
Luke ix. 84—he has adopted in his revised text the imperfect 
form évrecxiafev on the slight evidence of BLa (for he was not 
then aware that % has the same reading), chiefly because ére- 
oxiacev, which is found in ACD and the mass of copies, is in 
his judgment derived from Matth. xvii. 5; and that on the ground 
that “in even the earliest MSS. there has been constant tamper- 
ing with the text of one Gospel to conform it to that of another” 
(<bid. p. 91). Ido not wish to controvert, I have tried to give 
fair scope to such canons of internal evidence as are here laid 
down (see Chap. vi. throughout): the only dispute that can well 
arise is on the limits of their application, and the extent of the 
influence which is due to them. One thing, however, is plain, 
that this second reason assigned for maintaining the earlier 
against the later documents is not “a fact’? in the same sense 
as the first was, capable of being established or refuted by the 
induction of an adequate number of fairly selected proofs, but 

must always remain to a great extent a matter for the exercise 
of individual taste and feeling, whose elementary principles are 
incapable of strict demonstration, and whose conclusions must in 
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consequence be very doubtful and precarious. But the true 

answer to all objections founded on the character of the later 

manuscripts goes more directly to the point at issue. We do 
not place the more modern witnesses in one scale, the older in 

the other, and then decide numero non pondere which shall pre- 

vail: we advocate the use of the cursive copies principally, 
and indeed almost exclusively, where the ancient codices are 
at variance; and if, in practice, this shall be found to amount to 

a perpetual appeal to the younger witnesses, it is because in nine- 
teen cases out of twenty, the elder will not agree. Nor even then 
should we deem it safe, except perhaps in very exceptional in- 
stances, to adopt as true a reading of the cursives, for which but 
‘slender ancient authority or none can be produced. ‘There is a 
risk (we freely grant it) that in the long course of ages, and 
through the influence of frequent transcription, differences should 
be reconciled, rugged constructions made smooth, superficial 
(if not real) contradictions explained away: there are beyond 
question not a few readings pervading the more recent manu- 
scripts which owe their origin to this source, and which the 
consentient testimony of antiquity condemns beyond appeal. 
But limiting the employment of later evidence, or at any rate its 
determining influence, to the decision between several readings, 
each of them extant in ancient records, we cannot devise any 
just cause for the neglect it has received at the hands of modern 
editors. Does any one suppose that the mass of our cursive 

documents are only corrupt copies, or copies of copies, drawn 
from existing uncials? Let the assertion be made and main- 
tained, if it can with any show of reason; but if not, let us 
frankly accept the sole alternative, that they are representa- 
tives of other old copies which have long since perished, “ re- 
spectable ancestors” (as one has quaintly put the matter) “who 
live only in their descendants” (Long, Ciceronts Verrin. Orat. 
Praef. p. vi). And to. this conclusion we are irresistibly led 
by a close study of the cursive manuscripts themselves. No 
one who has paid adequate attention to them can fail to be 
struck with the individual character impressed upon nearly all: 
it is rare indeed that we find cause to suppose that one even 
of the latest codices is a mere transcript of any now surviving; 
we repeatedly find, in those which on the whole recede but 
little from the teatus receptus, isolated readings for which no 
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other authority can now be alleged than Cod. B or some such 
monument of remote antiquity. That the testimony of the 
cursives ought to be scrutinized, and suspected, and (when uncon- 
Jirmed by other witnesses) as a rule set wholly aside, may be con- 
ceded even by those who have laboured the most diligently to 
collate and vindicate them; but we do trust that Lachmann and 
Tregelles will be the last, among the editors of the N. T., who 
will think they can be disposed of by the simple and compendi- 
ous process of excluding them (the former entirely, the other 
hardly less so) from the roll of critical authorities. If his most 
recent labours are to be regarded as the model of his future 
efforts (see p. 399), Dean Alford seems bound, in mere con- 
sistency, to illustrate his next edition of the Gospels with a 

further accession of various readings from the best cursive 
codices; and the influence which such a practice must needs 
have on the character of the text will plainly appear from com- 
paring Tischendorf’s N.T. of 1859, in. whose critical commen- 
tary the more recent codices have their due place, with that of 
1849, where they appear but rarely, and never seem to influence 
his decisions. The total sum of variations in the text of these 
two books being 1292, in no less than 5957 of these places he 
has returned in 1859 to the Elzevir readings which he had be- 
fore deserted, but to which fresh materials and greater expe- 
rience had brought him back. 

18. Itis hoped that the general issue of the foregoing dis- 
cussion may now be embodied in these three practical rules: 

(1) That the true readings of the Greek New Testament 
cannot safely be derived from any one set of authorities, whether 
manuscripts, versions, or Fathers, but ought to be the result of 

a patient comparison and careful estimate of the evidence sup- 
plied by them all. 

(2) That where there is a real agreement between all the 
documents prior to the tenth century, the testimony of later 
manuscripts, though not to be rejected unheard, must be re- 

1 Of the rest, no less than 430 places relate to modes of spelling (see Chap. 
viil.), for which Tischendorf is now more willing than before to accept the oldest 

manuscripts as his guides. 
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garded with great suspicion, and, unless upheld by strong in- 

ternal evidence, can hardly be adopted. 

(3) ‘That in the far more numerous cases where the most 

ancient documents are at variance with each other, the later or 

cursive copies are of much importance, as the surviving repre- 

sentatives of other codices, very probably as early, perhaps even 

earlier, than any now extant. ° 
It is suggested that on such terms the respective claims of 

the uncial and cursive, the earlier and more recent codices (and 
those claims are not in reality conflicting) may be fitly and with 

good reason adjusted. 

19. -Since we have not been sparing in our animadversions 
on that species of Comparative Criticism, which, setting out from 
a foregone determination to find an ancient, if not a genuine, 
text only in a certain limited number of documents of every 
class, shuts out from view the greater portion of the facts that 
oppose the theory it maintains; it is all the more incumbent 
on us to say that from another kind of Comparative Criticism, 
patiently cultivated, without prejudice or exclusive notions, 
we look for whatever light is yet to be shed on the history 
and condition of the sacred records. No employment will 
prove more profitable to the student than his private and in- 
dependent research into the relation our documents stand in 
with regard to each other, their affinities, their mutual agree- 

ment or diversity. The publication of Cod. & in full (see 
p- 28) will soon open a wide field to our investigations, which 
many aspirants will doubtless hasten to occupy and culti- 
vate to the general profit: a single illustration of the nature 
and results of the process shall now suffice. Those who would 
seek the primitive text of Scripture rather in the readings of 
Cod. B, the most widely removed from that commonly received, 
than in Cod. A}, which (at least in the Gospels) most nearly 

1 Since the description of Cod. A (pp. 79—84) was printed off, an 8° edition 

of the Codex: Alexandrinus in common type has appeared in a form to match the 

Leipsic reprint of Cod. B (see p. 92), but in this instance under the care of a 

responsible editor, ‘‘B. H. Cowper.” Like its predecessor, the reprint of Cod. A 
is burdened with modern breathings and accents: the paragraphs of his codex are 
departed from, when Mr Cowper judges them inconvenient, and its hiatus are 
absurdly supplied from Kuster’s Mill (1710). These defects, however, may easily 
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approaches it, are perpetually urging the approximation to the 
character of the former of those considerable fragments which yet 
survive, and date from the fifth or sixth century. Tregelles, for 
instance, describing Cod. R (see p. 114), on which he bestowed 
such honest, and (for his own fame) such unavailing toil, speaks 
thus on a matter he might be presumed to have thoroughly 
examined. “The text of these fragments is ancient; agreeing 
generally with some of the other copies of the oldest class. . The 
discovery of all such fragments is of importance as affording a 
confirmation .of those results which criticism of the text would 
previously have indicated” (Tregelles’ Horne, p. 184): a confir- 
mation of his system certainly not to be disparaged or explained 
away, but entitled, so far as it goes, to much attention. Yet 

after all how stand the facts of the case, when Cod. R is sub- 
mitted to the test of Comparative Criticism? I have analysed 
the readings of all the 25 fragments (505 verses), as they stand 
in the notes to Tregelles’ own Greek Testament, and I respect- 
fully commend to that editor’s consideration the summary of a 
result for which his language had in no wise prepared me. Out 
of the 1008 various readings cited from R, expressly or by impli- 
cation, that venerable palimpsest stands alone among the manu- 
scripts on Tregelles’ list 46 times; with ABCD (but C is sadly 
mutilated) 23 times; with ABC 51 times; with ABD 57 times; 
with AB 97 times; with others against AB 131 times (52 of 
them with the Received text); with B against A 204 times (55 
of them with the Received text) ; but with Cod. A against Cod. 
B no less than 399 times, in 366 of which it agrees with the 
textus receptus'. ‘Thus the true character of this “ ancient text” 

be endured if, as he assures us, the editor has revised Woide’s great work, by a 
careful re-examination of the original, and this statement I found no cause to 

doubt on the slight comparison between them I have yet been able to make. 

The Prolegomena too are useful and painstaking, but since Mr Cowper is evidently 

a novice in these studies, they are calculated to afford the learned on the continent 

a low opinion of English scholarship. I cordially assent to the editor's approval 
of the reverential care with which this precious book is treated by the officers of 

the British Museum: so frail have some of its leaves become, and so liable is the 

ink to peel or fly off in a kind of impalpable dust, that “however gently the 
manuscript is handled, it must be deteriorated; and should therefore only be 
consulted for some really practical purpose” (p. xix). or his opinion respecting 
its reading in 1 Tim. iii, 16, see Chap. IX. 

1 On applying this mode of calculation to the first hundred verses of St Luke 

contained in Codd. PQ (p. 113), of the sixth and fifth centuries respectively, we 
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is no longer doubtful; the process by which it is arrived at, if 

somewhat tedious, is rather more trustworthy than the shrewdest 

conjecture ; and we have one warning the more, furnished too 

by no mean critic, that aradaimwpos tots mwoNAots (and not 
roils moAnols only) 4 Saryais THs aAnGelas, Kal éml Ta érotpa 
pGAXov TperovTat. 

find that out of 216 readings recorded for P, 182 for Q, P stands alone 14 times, 
Q not once: P agrees with others against AB 21 times, Q 19: P agrees with AB 

united go times, Q also 50: P is with B against A 29 times, Q 38: but (in this 

respect resembling Cod. R) P accords with A against B in 102 places, Q in 75. 
Codd. AZ have but 23 verses in common; but judged from them Z resembles B 
much more than A. 



CHAPTER VIII. 

CONSIDERATIONS DERIVED FROM THE PECULIAR 

CHARACTER AND GRAMMATICAL FORM OF THE 

DIALECT OF THE GREEK TESTAMENT. 

1. it will not be expected of us to enter in this place upon 
the wide subject of the origin, genius, and peculiarities, 

whether in respect to grammar or orthography, of that dialect 
of the Greek in which the N. T. was written, except so far as 
it bears directly upon the criticism of the sacred volume. Ques- 
tions, however, are perpetually arising, when we come to exa- 
mine the oldest manuscripts of Scripture, which cannot be 
resolved unless we bear in mind the leading particulars wherein 
the diction of the Evangelists and Apostles differs not only from 
that of pure classical models, but also of their own contempo- 
raries who composed in the Greek language, or used it as their 
ordinary tongue. 

2. The Greek style of the N.'T., then, is the result of 
blending two independent elements, the debased vernacular 
speech of the age, and that strange modification of the Alex- 
andrian dialect which first appeared in the Septuagint version 
of the Old Testament, and which, from their habitual use of that 
version, had become familiar to the Jews in all nations under 
heaven; and was the more readily adopted by those whose 
native language was Aramaean, from its profuse employment of 
Hebrew idioms and forms of expression. It is to this latter, 
the Greek of the Septuagint, of the Apocalypse, and of the 
foreign Jews, that the name of Hellenistic (Acts vi. 1) strictly 
applies. St Paul, who was born in a pure Greek city (Juvenal, 
1, 114—118) ; perhaps even St Luke, whose original writings* 

1 viz. Luke i. 1—4, some portion of the Gospel and most of the Acts: ex- 

cluding such cases as St Stephen’s speech, Act. vii, and the parts of his Gospel 
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savour strongly of Demosthenes and Polybius, cannot be said to 

have affected the Hellenic, which they must have heard and 

spoken from their cradles. Without denying that the Septua- 

gint translation and (by reason of their long sojourning in Pales- 

tine) even Syriac phraseology would powerfully influence the 

style of these inspired penmen, it is not chiefly from these 

sources that their writings must be illustrated, but rather from 

the kind of Greek current during their lifetime in Hellenic 

cities and colonies. 

3. Hence may be seen the exceeding practical difficulty of 
fixing the orthography, or even the grammatical forms pre- 
vailing in the Greek Testament, a difficulty arising not only 
from the fluctuation of manuscript authorities, but even more 

from the varying circumstances of the respective authors. To 
St John, for example, Greek must have been an alien tongue; 
the very construction of his sentences and the subtle current of 
his thoughts amidst all his simplicity of mere diction, render 
it evident (even could we forget the style of his Apocalypse) 
that he thought in Aramaean: divergencies from the common 
Greek type might be looked for im him and those Apostles 
whose situation resembled his, which it is very unlikely would 
be adopted by Paul of Tarsus. Bearing these facts always in 
mind (for the style of the New Testament is too apt to be treated 
as an uniform whole), we will proceed to discuss briefly, yet as 
distinctly as may be, a few out of the many perplexities of this 
description to which the study of the original codices at once in- 

troduces us. 

4, One of the most striking of them regards what is called 

v épedxvorixop, the “v attached”, which has been held to be an 
arbitrary and secondary adjunct. This letter, however, which is 
“of most frequent occurrence at the end of words, is itself of 

such a weak and fleeting consistency, that it often becomes in- 
audible, and is omitted in writing’ (Donaldson, Greek Gram- 
mar, p. 58, 2nd edit.). Hence, though, through the difficulty 
of pronunciation, it became usual to neglect it before a conso- 
nant, it always comprised a real portion of the word to which, tt 
was annexed, and the great Attic poets are full of verses which: 

which resemble in style, and were derived from the same sources as, those of SS, 
Matthew and Mark, 
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cannot be scanned in its absence’: on the other hand, the cases 

are just as frequent where its insertion before a consonant would 
be fatal to the metre. In these instances the laws of prosody 
infallibly point out the true reading, and lead us up to a general 
rule, that the weak or moveable v is more often dropped before a 
consonant than otherwise. This conclusion is confirmed by the 
evidence of surviving classical manuscripts, although but few of 
these are older than the tenth century, and would naturally be 
conformed, in such minute points, to the fashion of that period. 
Codices of the Greek Testament and of the Septuagint, however, 
which date from the fourth century downwards, present to us 
this remarkable phenomenon, that they exhibit the final v before 
a consonant full as often as they reject it, and speaking gene- 
rally, the most ancient (e.g. Evan. §* ABCD) are the most 
constant in retaining it, though it is met with frequently in 
many cursive copies, and occasionally in almost all. Hence arises 
a difficulty, on the part of modern editors, in dealing with this 
troublesome letter. Lachmann professes to follow the balance 
of evidence (such evidence as he received) in each separate case, 
and while he usually inserted, sometimes omitted it where he 
had no cause for such inconsistency except the purely accidental 
variation of his manuscripts ; Tischendorf admits it almost always 
(Proleg. N. T. p. liii. 7th edition), Tregelles (I think) invariably. 
Whether it be employed or not, the practice should at any rate 
be uniform, and it is hard to assign any reason for using it 
which would not apply to classical writers, whose manuscripts 
would no doubt contain it as often as those of the N.T., were 
they as remote in date’. The same facts are true, and the same 

remarks equally apply to the representing or withdrawing of the 
weak ¢ in ol'tws before a consonant. 

5. In the mode of spelling proper names of places and per- 
sons peculiar to Judaea, the general practice of some older codices 
is to represent harsher forms than those met with in later docu- 

1 e.g. Aischylus, Perse, 411: xépuyp’, éx’ &Adyv & addos tOuvev Sdpu, or Sopho- 

cles, Antigone, 219: TO wh “mixwpely rots dmicrotciv rdbe. 

2 So far as we can see at present, Cod. & seldom has the » with nouns, not 
always with verbs. 

3 The terminations which admit this moveable y (including -e: of the pluper- 
fect) are enumerated by Donaldson (Gr. Gram. p. 83). Tischendorf however 
(Proleg. N. 7. p. liv) demurs to elxoow, even before a vowel. 

f 
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‘ments. Thus in Mark i. 21 cagdapvaovp is found in NBDA. 33. 
69, Origen (¢wice), the Latin, Memphitic and Gothic (but not the © 

Syriac : S0G204;29) versions, and, from the facility of its 

becoming softened by copyists, this may be preferred to xazrep- 

vaodp of AC and the great numerical majority: yet we see PL 

with OC in Matth. iv. 18, where Z sides with BD. In other in- 

stances the practice varies, even in the same manuscript, or in 

different parts of the N.T. Tischendorf, for example, decides 
that we ought always to read vatapéd in St Matthew, valapér 
in St John (Proleg. N. T. p. lv, note): yet the Peshito in all 

_ twelve places that the name occurs, and the Curetonian in the 
four wherein it is extant (Matth. ii: 23; iv. 13; xxi. 11; Luke 
ji. 51) have the aspirate (23 s), and being written ina kindred 
dialect, claim all the more consideration, Liverywhere the ma- 

- nuscripts vary considerably: thus in Mark i. 9 vatapér is found 
in NBLIA. 33, 69, and most cursives (17 of Scrivener’s), Origen, 

‘the Philoxenian Syriac and Old Latin a.b,f: Nafapar in AP: 
but vafape0 in D (not its Latin version, d) EFHKMUV. 1, and 
at least 16 other cursives (but not Cod. 69 by the first hand, 
as Tregelles states), the Vulgate, c, the Memphitic and Gothic 
as well as the elder Syriac. In Matth. iv. 13 Cod. B has Na- 
Sapa by the first hand with Z. 33 (so & in Luke iv. 16); CPA 
Nafapa@, which is found in A nine times, in A twice: so that 

regarding the orthography of this word (which is inconstant also 
in the Received text, see p. 310) no reasonable certainty is to be 
attained. For Ma@@atos, again (the variation from the common 
form MarOaios adopted by Lachmann, Tischendorf, and Tregelles), 
the authority is but slender, nor is the internal probability great : 
Codd. SBA read the former in the title and headings to the first 
Gospel, while in the five places where it occurs in the text B 
(prim@ manu) D have it always, & three times (but paOGeos 
Matth. x. 8, pwarbatov Mark iii. 18), the Thebaic and Gothic 
each twice: the Peshito and title of the Curetonian too (all that 
is extant) have AS. For "Iwdvns the proof is yet weaker, for 
here Cod. B alone, and not quite consistently (e.g. Acts iii. 4, 
&c.) reads Iwavns, Cod. & loavuns, while Cod. D fluctuates be- 
tween the two. Pa 

6. Far more important than these are such variations in 
orthography as bear upon the dialect of the N.T. Its affinity to 
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the Septuagint is admitted on all hands, the degree of that 
affinity must depend on the influence we grant to certain very 
old manuscripts of the former, which abound in Alexandrian 
forms, for the most part absent in the great mass of codices, 
Such are the verbal terminations -asev, -are, -av in the plural of 
the second aorist indicative, -ocay for -ov in the plural imperfect 
or second aorist, -ovcay for -ouv, -av for -aot of the perfect, 
-arw for -étw, -ato for -ero, -aduevos for ~duevos: in nouns the 
principal changes are -ay for -a in the accusative of the third 
declension, and (more rarely) the converse -a for -ay in the 
first!, We have conceded to these forms the name of Alex- 
andrian, because it is probable that they actually derived their 
origin from that city, whose dialectic peculiarities the Sep- 
tuagint had propagated among all Jews that spoke Greek; 
although some of them, if not the greater part, have been clearly 
traced to other regions; as for example -av for -aoz to Western 
Asia Minor also and to Cilicia (Scholz, Commentatio, .p. 9, notes 
w, X), occurring too in the Pseudo-Homeric Batrachomyomachia 
(eet Kaxad roddka pw opyav, v. 179). Now when we come 
to examine our manuscripts closely, we find the forms we have 
enumerated not quite banished from the most recent, but appear- 
ing far more frequent in such copies as ABC (especially D) LZ 
than in those of lower date: so far as it is yet known, Cod. N 
seems to contain fewer than some others. It has been usual 
to ascribe such anomalous (or, at all events, unclassical). in- 
flexions to the circumstance that the first-rate codices were 
written in Egypt; but an assumption which might be plausible 
in the case of two or three is improbable as regards them all 
(see pp. 84, 93, 96); it will not apply at all to those Greek- 
Latin manuscripts which must have been made in the West, or 
to the cursives in which such forms are sparsely met with, but 
which were certainly not copied from surviving uncials?, Thus 

1 These last might be supposed to have originated from the omission or inser- 

tion of the faint line for v over the preceding letter, which (especially at the end 

of a line) we stated in p. 43 to be found, even in the oldest manuscripts. Some- 

times the anomalous form is much supported by junior as well as by ancient 

codices: e.g. @vyarépay, Luke xiii. 16 KXT*A 209, 69, and ten others of Scriv- 
ener’s, ; ; 

2 Tregelles presses yet another argument: ‘‘If Alexandrian forms had been 
introduced into the N.T. by Egyptian copyists, how comes it that the classical 
MSS. written in that country are free from them?” (Account of Printed Text, 
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we seem led to the conclusion that the older documents retained 
these irregularities, because they were found in thedr prototypes, 

the copies first taken from the sacred originals: that some of 

them were in all likelihood the production of the skilful scribes 
of Alexandria, though their exhibiting these forms does not 
prove the fact, or even render it very probable: and that the 
sacred penmen, some more than others, but all to some extent, 
were influenced by their recollections and habitual use of the 
Septuagint version. Our practical inference from the whole dis- 
cussion will be, not that Alexandrian inflexions should be in- 

variably or even usually received into the text, as some recent 
editors have been inclined to do, but.that they should be judged 
separately in every case on their merits and the support adduced 
in their behalf; and be held entitled to no other indulgence than 
that a lower degree of evidence will suffice for them than when 
the sense is affected, inasmuch as idiosyncrasies in spelling are 
of all others the most liable to be gradually and progressively 
modernised even by faithful and pains-taking transcribers. 

7. The same remarks will obviously apply to those other 
dialectic forms, which, having been once peculiar to some one 
race of the great Greek family, had in the Apostles’ time spread 
themselves throughout the Greek colonies of Asia and Africa, 
and become incorporated into the common speech, if they did not 
enter into the cultivated literary style, of the whole nation. 
Such are the reputed Dorisms cdvvacat Luke xvi. 25, cavydoat 
Rom. ii. 17, 1 Cor. iv. 7, of the Received text, with no real 

variation in any known manuscript: all such examples must 
stand or fall on their own proper grounds of external evidence, 
the internal, so far as it ought to go, being clearly in their favour. 
Like to them are the Ionisms payaipy Luke xxii. 49 (B* DLT. 
only); ovveduins Act. v. 2 (AB*E only: cuviduns &); omeipns 
ibid. xxvii. 1,.of the common text, where the only authorities 
for the more familiar ozeipas seem to be Chrysostom, the 
cursives 36, 39, and Scrivener’s begho. To this class belong 
such changes of conjugation as xareyékou Mark v. 40 in 

p. 178). But what classical MSS. does he know of, written while Egypt was yet 
Greek or Christian, and now extant for our inspection? I can only think of Cure- 
ton’s Homer and Babington’s papyri. 

27 
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Ke. 238. 447; or vice versdé, as ayavaxraytes Cod, 69, in 

Mark xiv. 4. 

8. One caution seems called for in this matter, at least if 

we may judge from the practice of certain critics of high and 
merited fame. The sacred penmen may have adopted ortho- 
graphical forms from the dialect of the Septuagint, or the de- 
based diction of common life, but they did not, and could not, 
write what was merely inaccurate or barbarous. Hence repu- 
diate, in St Paul especially, expressions like Tischendorf’s é¢’ 
érmide Rom. viii. 20, as simply incredible on any evidence. He 
may allege for it Codd. NB*D*FG, of which the last three 
are bilingual codices, the scribes of FG showing marvellous 
ignorance of Greek (see pp. 184, 187). That Codd. % B should 
countenance such a monstrum only enables us to accumulate one 

example the more of the fallibility of the very best documents 
(see p. 877, and Chap. rx, notes on 1 Cor. xui. 8; Philipp. ii. 1; 
1 Pet. i. 23); and to put in all seriousness the enquiry of Kuenen 
in some like instance: “‘Quot annorum Codex te impellet ut 
hoe credas ?...... ecquis est, cui fides veterum membranarum in 
tali re non admodum ridicula et inepta videatur?” (N. 7. Vatic. 
Praef, p. xx). In the same way we utterly disregard the manu- 
scripts which confound ovy with ov«, wédree with pwére, sense 
with nonsense. . 

The reader has, we trust, been furnished with the leading 
principles on which it is conceived that dialectic peculiarities 
should be treated in revising the text of the N.T. It would 
have been out of place to have entered into a more detailed 
account of variations which will readily be met with (and must 
be carefully studied) in any good Grammar of the Greek New 
Testament. 



CHAPTER IX. 

APPLICATION OF THE FOREGOING MATERIALS AND 

PRINCIPLES TO THE CRITICISM OF SELECT PAS- 

SAGES OF THE NEW TESTAMENT. 

im applying to the revision of the sacred text the diplomatic 
materials and critical principles it has been the purpose of 

the preceding pages to describe; we have selected the few pas- 
sages we have room to examine, chiefly in consideration of their 
actual importance, occasionally also with the design of illus- 

‘trating by. pertinent examples the canons of internal evidence 
and the laws of Comparative Criticism. It will be convenient to 
discuss these passages in the order they occupy in the volume 
of the New Testament: that which stands first affords a con- 
Spicuous instance of undue and misplaced subjectivity on the part 
of Tischendorf and Tregelles. 

(1). Marry. i. 18. Tod dé “Incot Xpicrod... is altered by 
these editors into Tod 6¢ Xpscrad, Incod being omitted. Michaelis 

had objected to the term rév “Incoty Xpicrdyv, Act. viii. 37 (see 

the verse examined below), on the ground that “In the time of 
the Apostles the word Christ was never used as the Proper 
Name of a Person, but as an epithet expressive of the ministry 
of Jesus;” and although Bp. Middleton has abundantly proved 
his statement incorrect (Doctrine of the Greek Article, note on 
Mark ix. 41), and “Incods Xpsords, especially in some one of 
the oblique cases after prepositions, is very common, yet the 
precise form 6 "Incots Xpiords occurs only in these places and in 
1 John iv, 8; Apoc. xii. 17, where again the reading igs un- 
settled. Hence, apparently, the determination to change the 
common text in St Matthew, on evidence however slight. Now 

27—2 
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"Incod is omitted in no Greek manuscript whatever’, The Latin 
version of Cod. D (d) indeed rejects it, the parallel Greek being 
lost; but since d@ sometimes agrees with other Latin copies 
against its own Greek, it cannot be deemed quite certain that 
the Greek rejected it also. Ood. B reads rod 8é Xpiorod "Inood, 
in support of which Lachmann cites Origen, 111. 965d in the 
Latin, but on very precarious grounds, as Tregelles (Account of 
Printed Text, p. 189, note Tt) candidly admits. Tischendorf quotes 
Cod. 74 (after Wetstein), the Persic (of the Polyglott and in 
manuscript), and Maximus Deal. de Trinitate for tod 5é incod. 
The real testimony in favour of rod 5é Xptorod consists of 
the Old Latin copies a.d.¢.d.f. ff, the Curetonian Syriac (I 
know not why Cureton should add “the Peshito”’), the Latin 
Vulgate, the Frankish and Anglo-Saxon, Wheelocke’s Persic, 
and Irenaeus in three places, “who (after having previously 
cited the words ‘ Christ? autem generatio sic erat’) continues 
‘Ceterum potuerat dicere Matthaeus, Jesu vero generatio sic 
erat; sed praevidens Spiritus Sanctus depravatores, et prae- 

muniens contra fraudulentiam eorum, per Matthaeum ait: Christe 
autem generatio sic erat’ (C. H. Lib. ur. 16. 2). This is given 
in proof that Jesus and Christ are one and the same person, and 
that Jesus cannot be said to be the receptacle that afterwards 
received Christ; for the Christ was born” (Account of Printed 
Text, p. 188). To this most meagre list of authorities Scholz 
adds, ‘‘ Pseudo-Theophil. in Evang.,” manuscripts of Theophy- 
lact, Augustine, and one or two of little account: but even in 
Trenaeus (Harvey, Vol. 11. p. 48) rod 8é w yu (tactté) stands over 
against the Latin “ Christi.” 

We do not deny the importance of Irenaeus’ express testi- 
mony, had it been supported by something more trustworthy 
than the Old Latin versions and their constant associate, the 

Curetonian Syriac. On the other hand, all uncial and cursive 
codices (NCEKLMPSUVZA: ADFG &c. being defective here), 
the Peshito and Philoxenian Syriac, the Thebaic, Memphitic, 
Aymenian, and Afthiopic versions, Origen (in the Greek) and 
Eusebius, comprise a body of proof, not to be shaken by sub- 
jective notions or even by Western evidence from the second 
century downwards. 

? T know not why Tischendorf cites Cod, 71 (g*") for the omission of Ingo? 
Neither Traheron nor I note that variation. 
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(2). Marrn. vi. 13: 670 cov dori 7 Bactrela kat 4 Sdvapis 

kal i Sd€a eis rods aidvas. aunv (see p.8). It is right to say that 

I can no longer regard this doxology as certainly an integral part 

of St Matthew's Gospel: but I am just as little convinced of its 

spuriousness. It is wanting in the oldest uncials extant, NBDZ, 

and since ACP (whose general character would lead us to look 

for support to the Received text in such a case) are unfortunately 

deficient here, the burden of the defence is thrown on the later 

uncials EGKLMSUVA, whereof L is conspicuous for usually 
siding with B. Of the cursives only five are known to omit the 
clause, 1.17 (habet dynv). 118. 180. 209, but h*™ (and as it 
it would seem some others) has it obelized in the margin, while 

‘the scholia in certain other copies indicate that it is doubtful : 
even 33 contains it, 69 being defective: 157. 225 add to do£a, 
Tov TaTpos Kal TOD viov.kal Tod dyiov mvevpmatos. Versions have 
much influence on such a question, it is therefore important to 
notice that it is found in all the four Syriac (Cureton’s omitting 
kal 7 Svvayss, and some editions of the Peshito duyv, which is in 
at least one manuscript), the Thebaic (omitting cat 4 56fa), the 
AXthiopic, Armenian, Gothic, Slavonic, Georgian, Hrpenius’ 
Arabic, the Persic of the Polyglott from Pococke’s manuscript, 
the margin of some Memphitic codices, the Old Latin & (quo- 
niam est tibi virtus in saecula saeculorum) f. g (?). The doxo- 
logy is not found in most Memphitic and Arabic manuscripts 
or editions, in Wheelocke’s Persic, in the Old Latin a. J. «. 

ff. 4. 1, in the Vulgate or its satellites the Anglo-Saxon and 
Frankish (the Clementine Vulg. and Sax. add amen). Its ab- 
sence from the Latin avowedly caused the editors of the Com- 
plutensian N. T. to pass it over (see p. 349 note), though it was 
found in their Greek copies: the earliest Latin Fathers natu- 
rally did not cite what the Latin codices for the most part do 
not contain. Among the Greeks it is met with in Isidore of 
Pelusium (412), and in the Pseudo-Apostolic Constitutions, 
probably of the fourth century: soon afterwards Chrysostom 
(Hom. in Matth. xix. Vol. 1. p. 288, Field) comments upon it 
without showing the least consciousness that its authenticity 
was disputed. ‘The silence of earlier writers, as Origen and 
Cyzil of Jerusalem, especially when expounding the Lord’s 
Prayer, may be partly accounted for on the supposition that 
the doxology was regarded not so much a portion of the prayer 
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itself, as a hymn of praise annexed to it; yet this fact is so 
far unfavourable to its genuineness, and would be fatal unless 
we knew the precariousness of any argument derived from such 
silence. The Fathers are constantly overlooking the most obvi- 
ous citations from Scripture, even.where we should expect them 
most, although, as we learn from other passages in their writings, 
they were perfectly familiar with them. Internal evidence ig... 
not unevenly balanced. It is probable that the doxology was. 
interpolated from the Liturgies, and the variation of reading~. 
renders this all the more likely ; it is just as probable that it was ©) 
cast out of St Matthew’s Gospel to bring it into harmony with 
St Luke’s (xi. 4): I cannot concede to Scholz and Alford that it 
is “in interruption of the context,” for then the whole of v. 13 
would have to be cancelled (a remedy which no one proposes), 
and not merely this concluding part of it. 

It is vain to dissemble the pressure of the adverse case, 
though it ought not to be looked upon as conclusive. The 
Syriac and Thebaic versions bring up the existence of the doxo- 
logy to the second century; Isidore, Chrysostom and perhaps 
others! attest for it in the fourth; then come the Latin codices 

jf. k, the Gothic, the Armenian, the AXthiopic, and lastly the 
whole flood-tide of Greek manuscripts from the eighth century 
downwards, including even L. 83. Perhaps it is not very wise 
“quaerere quae habere non possumus,’ yet those who are per- 
suaded, from the well-ascertained affinities subsisting between 
them, that ACP, or at least two out of the three, would have 

preserved a reading sanctioned by the Peshito, by Cod. £ by 
Chrysostom, and nearly all the later documents, may be ex- 
cused for regarding the indictment against the last clause of the 
Lord’s Prayer as hitherto unproven. 

(3). Marrs. xix. 17 (see p. 16). For Te we Xéyess ayabov; 
ovdels dyads, et pr) els, 6 eds, Griesbach, Lachmann, Tis- 

1 Why should Gregory Nyssen (371) be classed among the opponents of the 

clause, whereas Griesbach honestly states, “‘suam expositionem his quidem verbis 

concludit: xdpire xptorod, drt adrod 4 Svvapus Kal 7 S6Ea dua Te warpl cal rg dyly 

avevpart, viv xal del xal els rods aldvas tdy aldver, dujv”? He adds indeed, “sed 
pro parte sacri textis neutiquam haec habuisse videtur;” and justly: they were 

rather a loose paraphrase of the sentence before him. Euthymius Zigabenus, who 

calls the doxology 7d rapa rdv Oeluv gucriipwy kal THs éxxdnolas kabyynrov mpos- 

reOev axporehedrioy éripwvnua, lived in the twelfth century, and must be estimated 
accordingly. 
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chendorf, Tregelles and: Alford read Té we épwrds epi tot dya- 
O00; els éoriv 6 adyalds. The self-same words as in the Re- 

ceived text occur in the parallel places Mark x. 18, Luke xviii. 

19 with no variation worth speaking of; a fact which (so far 

as it goes) certainly lends support to the supposition that St 
Matthew’s autograph contained the other reading: see p. 11 (9). 
Add to this that any change made from St Matthew, supposing 
the common reading to be true, must have been wilfully intro- 
duced by one who was offended at the doctrine of the Divine 
Son’s inferiority to the Father which it seemed to assert or 
imply. Internal evidence, therefore, would be in favour of the 
alteration approved by Lachmann, Tischendorf, and the rest; 

‘and in discussing external authority, their opponents are much 
hampered by the accident that not more than three first-class 

~ uncials can be cited in this place, A being defective and & as 
yet unknown, though one is disposed to think, partly from its 
general character, partly from Tischendorf’s silence in the No- 
titia Cod. Stnattict, that it does not uphold his view of the 
question. Under these circumstances we might have been ex- 
cused from noticing this passage until the evidence of & shall be 
ascertained, but that it seemed dishonest to suppress a case on 
which Tregelles (Account of Printed Text, pp. 183—8) has laid 
great stress, and which, when the drift of the internal evidence 

is duly allowed for, tells more in his favour than any other 
he has yet alleged, or is likely to meet with elsewhere. 

The alternative reading Té we épwrds repli Tod dyafod K.7.X. 
occurs in BD (omitting rod and 6) L. 1 (omitting 6). 22. In 251 
both readings are given, the received one first, in v. 17, the other 
interpolated after zroias v. 18, prefaced by 6 6& inaots efzev 
avt@. Excepting these six all other extant codices reject it, 
CEFGHKMSUVA (omitting Aéyes), even 83. 69. The ver- 
sions are more seriously divided. ‘The Peshito Syriac, the Phi- 
loxenian text, the Thebaic (Oxford fragments), the Old. Latin f, 
the Arabic, &c. make for the common reading; Cureton’s and 
the Jerusalem Syriac, the Old Latin a d. ¢. e. ff''% J, the 
Vulgate (the Anglo-Saxon and Frankish, of course), Memphitic 
and Armenian for that of Lachmann, &c. Several present a 
mixed form: ti pe épwrds wep) rod dyabod; oddels aryabos ef 
py eis: viz. the margin of the Philoxenian, the Adthiopic, and 
gh. m of the Old Latin. A few (Cureton’s Syriac, b. c. ff. g. 
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‘A, 1. m, and the Vulgate) add o Geos, as in the common text; 
but this is unimportant. 

Tregelles presses us hard with the testimony of Origen i in 
favour of the reading he adopts: 6 mév oby Mar@aios, ds sep} 
dya0od Epyou épwrnPévros Tod owrhpos év +B, Té ayabov crouy- 
ow; aveyparev. “‘O 58 Mdpxos cai Aovwds pact Tov cwtipa 

elpnxévat, Ti we réyers ayaSov; ovdels ayaGos, ef pn els, 6 Oeds 
(Tom. 11. p.664d). “The reading which is opposed to the com- 
mon text,” he writes, “‘has the express testimony of Origen in 
its favour” (p. 134); “might I not well ask for some proof that 
the other reading existed, in the time of Origen, in copies of St 
Matthew’s Gospel?” (p. 187). I may say in answer, that the 
testimony of Origen applies indeed to the former part of the 
variation which Tregelles maintains (Ti we épwTds mepi Tov aya- 
God), but not at all to the latter (eis éoriv 6 dyads), and that the 
Peshito Syriac version of the second, as also the Thebaic of the 
third century, uphold the common text, without any variation in 
the manuscripts of the former, that we know of!. Or if he asks 
for the evidence of Fathers to counterbalance that of a Father, 

we have Justin Martyr: mpocedOovros adr@® Twos Kat eimovTos 
(words which shew, as Tischendorf observes, that St Matthew’s 
is the only Gospel that can be referred to) Awdoxare dyabé, 
arrexpivato Aéywv, Ovéels ayabos ef pr povos 6 Oeds 6 troiy- 
cas Ta Tavra, citing loosely, as usual, but not ambiguously. 
Or if half the variation will satisfy, as it did for Origen, Tregelles’ 
own note refers us to Irenaeus 92 for ri we Adyeus ayabov ; eis eativ 
aya0os, and to Kusebius for the other half in the form quoted 
above from the Aithiopic, &c. Moreover, since he cites the last 

five words of the subjoined extract as belonging to St Matthew, 
Tregelles entitles us to employ for our purpose the whole pas- 
sage Marcosiorum ap. Iren. 92, which we might not otherwise 
have ventured to do: «al T@ eizrovrt adt@ AvdacKkanre ayabé, Tov 
GdnOGs dayabdv Oedv Gporoynkévat, eirrovra Té pe Aéyets dryadon ; 
eis €otw aryabds, 6 Tatyp év Tots ovpavois. Jerome and Augus- 
tine (for the first clause only: de Consensu Evan. I. 68) are with 

1 “Yes,” says Tregelles, ‘the Peshito Syriac, as it has come down to us” (p. 136). 

We might as well disparage the opposing testimony of Origen by rejoining, ‘‘ Origen, 

in all extant manuscripts and editions.” I know no other cause for suspecting the 

Peshito than that its readings do not suit Dr Tregelles, and if this fact be enough 
to convict it of corruption, I am quite unable to vindicate it. 
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the Latin Vulgate, Hilary with the common Greek text, as are 

also Optatus (fl. 370), Ambrose, Chrysostom, and the main body 

of later Fathers. Thus the great mass of manuscripts, headed 

by ©, is well supported by versions, and even better by eccle- 

siastical writers; yet, in virtue of the weight of internal evi- 

dence, we would not hold out against the reading of BDL, &c., 

if Cod. N shall be found to agree with them. | 

(4). Marro. xx. 28. The extensive interpolation which 
follows this verse in some very ancient documents has been given 
above, p. 8, in the form represented in the Curetonian Syriac 
version. It bears the internal marks of evident spuriousness, the 

‘first sentence consisting of a rhetorical antithesis as unsuitable 
as can be imagined to the majestic simplicity of our Lord’s usual 
tone, while the sentiment of the rest is manifestly borrowed 
from Luke xiv. 8—10, although there is little or no resemblance 
in the words. The only extant Greek for the passage is in 
Cod. D: vupeis Se Syrevre ex perxpov avénoat kat ex petlovos 
eXaTrov ela.’ evcepyopevot Oe Kal TrapaxdnOevtes Serrrvnods pn 
avaxndewver Oat es Tous eLeyovtas ToTrous wn TroTe evdooTEpos cou 
eT eAOn Kat TpocedOuv o SeiTVvoKAnTwp ElTN TOL ETL KATM yopeL 

Kat KaTtatcxvvOnon eav Oe avatrerns ets TOY YTTOVa TOTTOV Kat 

eTEAOn cov NTTWV Eepel got o SevrvoKANTWP TUVaTYE ETL aVW Kat 

eoTat cot TovTo ypyotpov. ‘The codices of the Old Latin version 
(a. b.c.e fF”. hin. and em. of the Vulgate) mostly support 
the same addition, though with many variations: d, as usual, 
agrees with none (see p. 266); g” has not the first sentence, 
while g!.m have nothing else. Besides the Curetonian Syriac 
the margin of the Philoxenian contains it, in a shape much 

like d, noting that the paragraph is “found in Greek copies 
in this place, but in ancient copies only in St Luke, Kep. 53” 

[ch. xiv. 8, &c.]: Cureton has also seen it in one manuscript 
of the Peshito (Brit. Mus. 14,456), but there too in the margin. 
Marshall states that it is contained in four codices of the Anglo- 

Saxon version (see p. 280), which proves its wide reception in 
the West. Of the Fathers, Hilary recognises it, as apparently 
do Juvencus and Pope Leo the Great (440—461). Tt was re- 
jected by Jerome, being entirely absent from all Vulgate codices 

but and. em., nor is it in the Old Latin fi. No other 
Greek codex, or version, or ecclesiastical writer hag any know- 
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ledge of the passage: while the whole wording of the Greek 
‘of Cod. D, especially such words as devrvoxdytwp, é&éyov- 

Tas, nTTOV, Ypnolwos is so foreign to the style of St Mat- 
thew’s Gospel, that it seems rather to have been rendered 
from the Latin}, although in the midst of so much variation it 
is hard to say from what copy. Cureton too testifies. that the 
Syriac of the version named from him must have been made 
quite independently of that in the margins of the Philoxenian 
and Peshito. | 

No one that I know of has ventured to regard this para- 
graph as genuine, however perplexing it may be to decide 
at what period or even in what language it originated. The 
wide divergencies between the witnesses must always dismiss 
it from serious consideration. Its chief critical use must be 
to shew that the united testimony of the Old Latin, of the 
Curetonian Syriac, and Cod. D are quite insufficient in them- 
selves to prove any more than that the reading they exhibit is 
ancient: as ancient probably as the second century. 

(5). Marrs. xxi. 28—31. This passage, so transparently 
clear in the common text, stands thus in the edition of Tregelles: 
(38) Ti 5é tyuiv Soxet; avOpwros eiyey téxva dv0, Kal mpooedOov 
TO TpOTw clTrev, Téxvov, Uraye onpepov épyalou év TO awwrenart. 
(2°) 6 88 daroxpiOels eirrev, OU Oédw UYorepov Sé perapernOels 
amnnrbev. (°°) rpocehOov 5é TH Sevtépw civrey Gcattas. 6 88 
aroxpiels eimrev, "Eyo, Kip Kat ove amnrdev. (81) rls ée rév 
dvo éroinoey TO OéAnpa Tod TaTpos; Aéyovow, 6 Verepos. This 
is indeed a brilliant exemplification of Bengel’s Canon (above, 
p- 871) “ Proclivi seriptioni praestat ardua.’’ Lachmann in 1842 
had given the same reading, with a few slight and unimportant 
exceptions. ‘The question is proposed which of the two sons did 
their father’s will; the reply is 6 varepos, the one that promised 
and then failed! Lachmann in 1850 (N. 7. Vol. 11. Praef. p. 5) 

1 No passage more favours Bp. Middleton’s deliberate conclusion respecting 

the history of the Codex Bezae: ‘‘I believe that no fraud was intended: but only 

that the critical possessor of the basis filled its margin with glosses and readings 

chiefly from the Latin, being a Christian of the Western Church; and that the 
whole collection of Latin passages was translated into Greek, and substituted in 

the text by some one who had a high opinion of their value, and who was, as 

Wetstein describes him, ‘“xahdcypaglas quam vel Graecae vel Latinae linguae 

peritior.” (Doctrine of the Greek Article, Appendia I. p. 485, 3rd edition.) 
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remarks that had he been sure that spétos (v. 31) was the reading 

of Cod. C, he should have honoured it, the only word that makes 

sense, with a place in his margin: “ Nibilo minus,” he naively 

adds, “‘id quod nunc solum edidi...6 Jerepos veri similius est 

altero, quod facile aliquis correctori adscribat, illud non item;” 

and we must fairly confess that no copyist would have sought to 

introduce a plain absurdity into so beautiful and simple a para- 

ble. “Quid vero,” he goes on to plead, “si id quod veri simi- 

lius esse dixi ne intellegi quidem potest?” (a pertinent question 

certainly) “ CORRIGETUR, SI MODO NECESSE ERIT:”’ critical con- 
jecture, as usual, is his panacea (see p. 343). Conjecture, how- 
ever, is justly held inadmissible by Tregelles, whose mode of 
‘interpretation is a curiosity in its way. “I believe,” he says, 
“that 6 Uorepos refers not to the order in which the two sons 

have been mentioned, but to the previous expression about the 
elder son, borepov S& petauernbels amprOev, “afterwards he 
repented and went.” ‘ Which of the two did his father’s will?” 
6 varepos. He who afterwards [repented and went]. This an- 
swers the charge that the reading of Lachmann is void of sense”’ 
(Account of Printed Text, p. 107). I entertain deep respect for 
the character and services of Dr Tregelles, but it is only right to 
assert at once that what stands in his text is impossible Greek. 
Even granting that instead of the plain answer “ the first,” our 
Lord’s adversaries resorted to the harsh and equivocal reply “he 
who afterwards,” they would not have said 6 Uarepos, but 6 
vorepov, or (the better to point out their reference to torepov 
in v. 29) 6 76 Yorepov. 

Why then prefer nonsense, for the mere purpose of carrying 
out Bengel’s canon to the extremity? The passage, precisely as 
it stands in Tregelles’ N. T., ¢s sanctioned by no critical autho- 
rity whatsoever. Cod. B indeed has totepos, Cod. 4 Sedrepos, 
Codd. 13. 69. 124. 238. 262. 346 and perhaps others éoyaros, 
one or other of which is in the Jerusalem Syriac and Mem- 
phitic, Authiopic (two manuscripts) and Armenian versions; but 
all these authorities transpose the order of the two sons in 
vv. 29, 80, so that the result is just the same as in the Received 
text. The suggestion that the clauses were transferred in order 
to reconcile Yorepos or éoyaros with the context may be met by 
the counter-statement that torepos was just as likely to be 
substituted for mpaéros to suit the inversion of the clauses. 
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Against such inversion (which we do not pretend to recom- 
mend) Origen is an early witness, so that Cod. B and its. 
‘allies are no doubt wrong: yet as that Father does not notice 
any difficulty in v. 31, the necessary inference must be that he 
read mp@ros. Hippolytus testifies to éryaros in v. 31, but 
his evidence cannot be used as he gives no indication in what 
order he took the clauses in vv. 29, 30. The indefensible 
part of Tregelles’ arrangement is that, allowing the answers of 
the two sons to stand as in our common Bibles, he receives 

Yorepos for mpéros on evidence that really tells against him. 
The only true supporters of his general view are Cod. D atoyaros © 
(i.e. €oyaros), the Old Latin copies a. b.¢. 7". g°. h. 0, and the 
best codices of the Vulgate (am. fuld. for. tol. harl.*) though not 
the Clementine edition. Hilary perplexes himself by trying to 
explain the same reading; and J erome, although he says “ Sci- 

endum est in veris exemplaribus non haberi novissimum sed 
primum,’ has an expedient to account for the former’, which (if 
am. fuld. &c. may be trusted) he did not venture to reject when 
revising the Old Latin (see p. 261). On no true principles can 
Cod. D and its Latin allies avail against such a mass of op- 
posing proof, to which Cod. &% (apéros) may now be added: 
even the Curetonian Syriac, which so often favours Cod. D and 
the Old Latin, is with the textus receptus here. 

(6). Marra. xxvii. 35. After Badrovres KAjpov the Re- 
ceived text, but not the Complutensian edition, has wa wAnpoby 
TO pnOev vio Tot mpodyrov, Aceuepioavto ra iwared pov éavTois 
Kat én Tov iwatiopov pou. €Barov KrAfpov. Internal evidence 

may be about equal for the omission of the clause by éuovoré- 
Aeurov of xAApov, and for its interpolation from John xix. 24, 
“with just the phrase 76 pyOév vio (or dro) rod mpodyrou as- 
similated to Matthew’s usual form of citation” (Alford, ad loc.). 
External evidence, however, places the spuriousness of the addi- 
tion beyond doubt. It is first heard of in citations of Eusebius 
and Athanasius, and is read in the Old Latin codices a. b.c. 9%. h., 

1 Jerome conceives that the Jews ‘‘intelligere quidem veritatem, sed tergiver- 

sari, et nolle dicere quod sentiunt;” but of this wilful stubbornness we find no 
traces in cur Lord’s rejoinder ’Apiy Neyo vuty bri of reMOvat x.7.A. Hilary’s idea 
is even more far-fetched: viz. that though the second son disobeyed, it was 
because he could not execute the command. ‘Non ait noluisse sed non abisse. 

Res extra culpam infidelitatis est, quia in facti erat difficultate ne fieret.” 
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the Clementine (not the Sixtine) Vulgate and even am. lua. (but 

not fuld. for. tol®. ing. em., nor in f. #"** g’.l), the Armenian 

(whose resemblance to the Vulgate is so suspicious), the Frank- 

ish and Anglo-Saxon, and as a matter of course in the Roman 

edition of the Arabic (see p. 282), and the Persic of the Polyglott 
(see p. 281). The clause seems to be found in no manuscript of 

the Peshito Syriac, and: is consequently absent from Widman- 
stadt’s edition and the Antwerp, Paris and London Polyglotts 
(see pp. 232—4). Tremellius first turned the Greek words: into 
Syriac and placed them in the margin of his book, whence they 
were most unwisely admitted into the text of several later edi- 
tions (but not Lee’s), without the slightest authority. They 
also appear in the text of the Philoxenian, but the marginal note 

(see p. 242) states that “this passage from the prophet is not in 
two [“ three” Codd. Assemant] Greek copies, nor in the ancient 
Syriac.” All other versions and Fathers, and all Greek manu- 
scripts (including &, if we may judge by Tischendorf’s silence) 
reject the clause, except A. 1. 17 (see p. 144). 61. 69. 118. 124. 
262. 800. Evst. 55: Scholz adds “‘aliis multis” which (judging 
from my own experience) I must take leave to doubt(see p. 67). 
Besides other slight changes (avrous A, KAjpous 69 secunddé manu) 
Codd. A. 61. 69. and Eusebius read Sa for tad. The present 
case 18 one out of many that show an intimate connexion (see 
p. 149) subsisting between 61 and 69. 

(7). Marx xvi. 9—20. In Chapter 1. we engaged .to de- 
fend the authenticity of this long and important paragraph, and 
that “without the slightest misgiving” (p. 7). The authority 
of Cod. & has since been thrown into the opposite scale, yet we 
see no cause for altering our judgment, though it may be proper 
to speak with less confidence. The twelve concluding verses 
of this Gospel are still found in every Greek manuscript except 
the two oldest. Cod. B, however, betrays consciousness on the 
scribe’s part that something is left out, inasmuch as after édo- 
Bobvro yap v. 8, a whole column is left perfectly blank (the only 
blank one in the whole volume), as well as the rest of the 
column containing v. 8, which is usual at the end of every book 
of Scripture (see p. 87). It will be interesting to see whether the 
same peculiarity attaches to Cod. %. The testimony of L, that 
close companion of B, is very suggestive. Immediately after v. 8 
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the copyist breaks off, then in the same hand (for all corrections 
in this manuscript seem prim@ manu: see p. 109), at the top of 
the next column we read...pepere trou Kat Tavra...7avra be Ta 
TApHyyerApeva TOLS Tepl TOV TeTpoV GuVTOLwG eEnyythav peta Se 

TAVTA KAt AUTOS O Lo, ATO avaToAnT Kal aypl dvocwo eEaTrerTI- 

Dev St avTav To sepoy Kat apGaprov Knpvyy“a—Tyo atwviov cwTH- 
PUA .esoee corny Se Kat TavTa hepopeva peta To epoPouprTo yap... 

Avactac S¢ mpwt K.T.d., V. 9, ad fin. capit. (Tischendorf, fac- 
simile in Monum. sacr. ined.) : as if vv. 9—12 were just as little 
to be regarded as the trifling apocryphal supplement which pre- 
cedes them. Beside these the twelve verses are omitted in none 
but some old Armenian codices, & of the Latin, and an Arabic 
Lectionary [1x] No. 18, examined by Scholz in the Vatican. 
The Old Latin codex & puts in their room a corrupt and care- 
less version of the subscription in L ending with cwrnpias (ke 
adding amen): the same subscription being appended to the end 
of the Gospel in two AXthiopic manuscripts, and (with dpny) 
in the margin of 274 and the Philoxenian. Of cursive Greek 
manuscripts 137. 138 and possibly more have the passage noted 
by an asterisk; others contain marginal scholia respecting it, of 
which the following is the substance. Codd. 20. 300 mark the 
omission in some copies, adding ép S¢ roils dpyatou TwavTa drapd- 
AemTa Ketrat: 22 concludes at éfoBobivro yap, then adds in red 
ink that in some copies the Evangelist ends here, év zroAXoils dé 
Kat Tatra béperas, affixing vv. 9—12: in Codd. 1. 206. 209 is the 
same notice, dAAoes standing for moAXols in 206, with the addi- 
tional assertion that Kusebius “ canonised” no further than vy. 8, 
a statement which is confirmed by the absence of the Ammonian 
and Eusebian numerals beyond that verse in ALUIA and at 
least eleven cursives, with am. fuld. ing. of the Vulgate. Codd. 
23. 84, 39. 41 cite a note of Severus of Antioch [v1] importing 
that the most accurate copies end with v. 8, while some go on 

avaotas 66 «.T.r., “but this seems to contain some contradiction 

(evavtiocw tia) with what precedes.” Cod. 24 (and 874 to 
much the same effect) gives weighty testimony in favour of the 
passage: apa TAélotos avtuypddors ov Keivras ev TO Tapdvte 
evayyedto, ws vola vopicavres avta iva GAN wets éF dxpiBav 
avriypapey év TrEiaTos evpoyTes alta Kab KaTa TO TadaLoTI- 
vatoy evayryédtov ws eye 4 addyOeva Mapxou (sic) cuvredeleapev 
kat thy év adbr@ éeripepopévnv Searrotinny avactacw. There can 
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be little question that the writer of 24 [x1] copied his scholion 

from the older manuscript which lay before him, and that the 

elder scribe had ascertained the authenticity of the disputed 

verses by consulting the famous Palestine codices which had 
belonged to Origen and Pamphilus (see pp. 47, 888), or possibly 
the Jerusalem copies mentioned in Codd. Evan. A. 164. 262, 
&e. (see pp. 125 note, 168). Scholia similar to one or other of 
the preceding occur in 36—38. 40. 108. 129. 143. 181. 186. 195. 
199. 210. 221. 222. All other codices, e.g. ACD (which is 
defective from v. 15, primé manu) EF’GH (begins v. 14) 
KMSUVATA. 33. 69, the Peshito, Jerusalem and Curetonian 
Syriac (which by a singular happiness contains vv. 17—20, 
though no other part of St Mark), the Philoxenian text, the 
Sahidic (only v. 20 is preserved), Memphitic, Authiopic, Gothic 

' (to v. 12), Vulgate, all extant Old Latin except & (though a 
primé manu and 6 are defective), the printed Armenian, its later 
manuscripts, and all the lesser versions (Arabic, &c.) agree in 
maintaining the paragraph. It is cited by Irenaeus (both in 
Greek and.Latin) and perhaps by Justin Martyr as early as the 
second century, by Hippolytus (see T'regelles, Account of Printed 
Text, p. 252), and apparently by Celsus in the third, by Cyril 
of Jerusalem, Ambrose, Augustine, &c. in the fourth. 

The earliest objector to vv. 9—12 we know of was Eusebius 
(Quaest. ad Marin.), who tells us that they were not év dirace 
rots dvriypadots, but after éboBodvro yap that ta é&As are found 
otravias & ticw, but not in ra axpy87: language which Jerome 
(see p. 390) twice echoes and almost exaggerates by saying “in 
raris fertur Evangeliis, omnibus Graeciae libris paene hoe capi- 
tulum fine non habentibus.”” A second cause with Eusebius for 
rejecting them (the same as Severus pleaded above) is paduora 
elrep Exotev avtidoylay Th TOv NoiTay evayyeboTey wapTupia. 
Gregory Nyssen (?) and Victor of Antioch deem the verses spu- 
rious; Euthymius mentions an opinion that they were an addi- 
tion, mpocOnKnv. 

With regard to the argument against these twelve verses 
arising from their alleged difference in style from the rest of 
the Gospel, I must say that the same process might be ap- 
plied—and has been applied—to prove that St Paul was not the 
writer of the Pastoral Epistles (to say nothing of that to the 
Hebrews), St John of the Apocalypse, Isaiah and Zechariah of 
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portions of those prophecies that bear their names. Every one 
used to literary composition may detect, if he will, such minute 
variations as have been dwelt upon!, either in his own writings 
or in those of the authors he is most familiar with. 

Persons who, like Eusebius, devoted themselves to the pious 
task of constructing harmonies of the Gospels, would soon per- 
ceive the difficulty of accommodating the events recorded in vv. 9 
—20 with the narratives of the other Evangelists. Alford regards 
this inconsistency (more apparent than real, we believe) as “a 
valuable testimony to the antiquity of the fragment” (NV. TZ. ad 
loc.): we would go further, and claim for the harder reading the 
benefit of any critical doubt as to its genuineness (Canon I. 
p. 371). The difficulty was both felt and avowed by Eusebius 
and after him by Severus of Antioch: whatever Jerome and the 
rest may have done, these two assigned the dvriAoyia, the 

évaytiwats they thought they perceived, as a reason (not the 
fiyst, nor perhaps the chief, but as a reason) for supposing that 
the Gospel ended with éfoBodvro yap. Yet in the balance of 
probabilities, can anything be more unlikely than that St Mark 
broke off so abruptly as this notion would imply, while no an- 
cient writer has noticed or seemed conscious of any such abrupt- 
ness? This fact has driven those who reject the concluding 
verses to the strangest fancies ;—that like Thucydides the Evan- 
gelist was cut off before his work was completed, or even (I 
tremble while copying the words, and I would not draw them 
forth from the obscurity of an unknown book) “ that the last leaf 
of the original Gospel was torn away.” 

We emphatically deny that such wild surmises are called 
for by the state of the evidence in this case. All opposition to 
the authenticity of the paragraph resolves itself into the allega- 
tions of Eusebius and: the testimony of NB. Let us accord to 

these the weight which is their due: but against their verdict 
we can appeal to the reading of Irenaeus and of both the elder 
Syriac translations in the second century; of nearly all other 
versions; and of all extant manuscripts excepting two. 

1 The following peculiarities have been noticed in these verses: éxelvos used 
absolutely, vv, 10, 11, 133 mwopeVouar VV. 10, 12, 153 Tots per’ adrod yevoudvors 

V. 10; Pedouas wv. II, 14; dticréw vv. 11, 16; pera Talra v.12: erepos v, 12; 
mapaxodovbew v. 17; ev TO dvduart v.17; KUptos for the Saviour, vv. 19, 20; ap- 

Taxod, cuvepyodvros, " BeBaubee, éraxodovbéw v, 20, all of them as not found elsewhere 
in St Mark, 
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(8). ‘Luge vi. 1. "Eyévero 8¢ év caBBdro SevTepoT pate. 

Here again Codd. XB coincide in a reading which cannot be ap- 

proved, omitting Sevrepomparm by way of getting rid of a diffi- 
culty, as do both in Mark xvi. 9—20 and & in Matth. xxiii. 35. 

The very obscurity of the expression, which does not occur in the 
parallel Gospels or elsewhere, attests strongly to its authenticity, 
if there be any truth at all in canons of internal evidence (see 
above, p.871)1. Besides NB, Sevreporpare is absent from L. 1. 
22. 83. 69 (where it is inserted in the margin by W. Chark, and 
should not be noticed, see p. 151). 118. 157. 209. A few (RT 
18. 117. 124 primé manu. 235) prefer Sevrépw mpaitw, which 
differs from the common reading only by a familiar itacism 
(p. 10). As this verse commences a Church lesson (that for the 
7th day or Sabbath of the 3rd week of the new year, see p. 71), 

 Evangelistaria leave out, as usual, the notes of time; in Scrivener’s 

HPxyz (and no doubt in other such books) the section thus 
begins, "Ezropevero 6 "Incods tots caBBacw: this however is not 

properly speaking a various reading at all (see p. 211). Nor 
ought we to wonder if versions pass over altogether what their 
translators could not understand?; so that we may easily account 
for the silence of the Peshito Syriac, Memphitic and. Aithiopic, 
of the Old Latin d.¢. 7. gq and f secundé manu, and (if they were 
worth notice) of both Persic and the Polyglott Arabic, though 
both the Roman and Erpenius’ Arabic have deuvrép@, and so too 
the Aithiopic according to Scholz; e “sabbato mane,” / “sab- 
bato a primo:” the Philoxenian Syriac, which renders the 
word, notes in the margin its absence from some copies (see 
p. 244). Against this list of authorities, few in number, and 
doubtful as many of them are, we have to place the. Old Latin 
a. f. ff. 9, all copies of the Vulgate, its ally the Armenian, the 
Gothic and Philoxenian Syriac translations, the uncial codices 
ACDEHKMRSUVXATAA, all cursives except the seven cited 
above, and the Fathers or Scholiasts who have tried, with what- 

1 “Tf the word be a reality and originally in the text, its meaning, since in that 
case it must have been borrowed from something in the Jewish calendar, would: 

have been traditionally known from the first.” (Green, Course of Developed C Criti-. 
cism, p. §6.) But why would it? , 

2 Just as Bentley (in Mr Ellis’ Bentleti Ovitica Sacra, p. 35) speaking of the 
latter part of 1 Cor. vii. 35, says, “In Lat. Codd. 0B TRANSLATIONIS DIFFI- 
CULTATEM hoc penitus non invenitur,” 

28 © 
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ever success, to explain the term: viz. Caesarius, Epiphanius, 
Chrysostom, Isidore, Ambrose (all very expressly, as may be 
seen in Tischendorf’s note), Clement of Alexandria probably, and 
later writers. Lachmann and Alford place Sevrepompoeire within 
brackets, Tregelles rejects it, as does Tischendorf in his earlier 
editions, but restores it in his last.’ On reviewing the whole 
evidence, internal and external, we submit the present as a clear 

instance in which the two oldest copies conspire in a false and 
highly improbable reading. 

(9). Luxe xxii, 48,44. dO 88 adté ayyedos dm’ ovpa- 
vod énaydwv adrov. Kal yevopevos év ayavia, éxrevéotepov Tpog- 
nixeto: éyévero 58 6 idpes avrovd doel ApouBot aiparos Kata- 

Balvovres ém tiv ynv. It is a positive relief to know that any 
lingering ‘doubt which may have hung over the authenticity of 
these verses, whose sacred words the devout reader of Scripture 
could so ill spare, is completely dissipated by their being con- 
tained in Cod. %: it is more to be desired than hoped, that the 
admitted error of Cod. B in this place would make some of its 
advocates more chary of their confidence in cases where it 1s less 
countenanced by other witnesses than in the instance before us’. 
The two verses are omitted in ABRT, 124 (in 13 only db 
dé is primé manu), f of the Old Latin, Wilkins’ Memphitic and 
some Thebaic and Armenian manuscripts: A, however, affixes 
to the latter part of v. 42 (Av), “to which they cannot belong,” 
(Tregelles), the proper Ammonian and EKusebian numerals for 

ory . . 

vv. 43—4 (« : see p. 58), and thus shows that its scribe was 
acquainted with the passage®: some Armenian codices only leave 

1 Implicit faith in Cod. B seems almost an article of their creed with some 

Biblical critics. Witness worthy Mr Herman Heinfetter, whose obliging circular 

letters are very well known—at least by sight—to most English students of Scripture. 
“J... submit,” he writes, “that...seeing that the Vatican Manuscript does not con- 

tain, One Single Passage, that can be Demonstrated to be Spurious; or that by the 

Evidence of other Manuscripts, and of the Context, admits of, Just Doubt, as to its 

authenticity [what of e.g. Matth. xxvii. 492]; A Position that no other Manuscript 

enjoys; That Man is bound to accept the Testimony of that Manuscript, alone, as 

his present Text of the Sacred Record, wherever he possesses its Teaching” (Circu- 

lar, March 1, 1861). One might call this plan Comparative Criticism made easy. 
2 These sections and canons illustrate the criticism of the text in some other 

places: e.g. Matth, xvi. 2, 3 (Tregelles, Account of Printed Text, p. 205); xvii. 21, 

which latter Eusebius virtually rejects, when he refers the parallel passage Mark 
ix, 28—29 to his tenth canon (see p. 52), 
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out v. 44. In Codd. I’. 123. 344 Scrivener’s do (v secundd 

manu in v. 43) the verses are obelized, and marked by asterisks 

in ESVA, 24. 36. 161. 166. 274. <A scholion in Cod. 34 

[x1] speaks of its absence from some copies’. In all known 
Evangelistaria and their cognate Cod. 69* (see p. 151) the two 
verses, omitted in this place, follow Matth. xxvi. 39, as a regu- 

lar part of the lesson for the Thursday in Holy Week (see 
p- 72): in the same place the margin of C (terti@ manu) con- 
tains the passage, C being defective in Luke xxii. from v. 19. 
Codd. LQ place the Ammonian sections and number the Euse- 

bian canons differently from the rest (but this kind of irregularity 
often occurs in manuscripts), and the Philoxenian margin in one 
of Adler’s manuscripts (Assem. 2) states that it is not found “dn 
Evangelits apud Alexandrinos, et propterea [non?] posuit eam 

~§. Cyvrillus in homilia...:” the fact being that the verses are 
not found in Cyril’s Homilies on Luke lately published in 
Syriac, nor does Athanasius ever allude to them. They are 
read, however, in Codd. DFGHKLMQUXA.1. and all other 

known cursives, without any marks of suspicion, in the Peshito, 

Curetonian (omitting dx’ otpavod), Philoxenian and Jerusa- 
lem Syriac, the Aithiopic, Thebaic, Memphitic and Armenian 
manuscripts and editions, the Old Latin a. b.ae fig'¢, and 
the Vulgate. The effect of this great preponderance is enhanced 
by the early and express testimony of Fathers. Justin Martyr 
(Trypho, 103) cites (pads doei ApduBoe as contained ev rots 
drropvnpoverpact & dnt 01d TOY arocToA@Y avTod Kab rdv 
éxelvows TapaxodovOncavray (see Luke i. 8, Alford) cuvrerdyOae. 
Trenaeus (111. 222) declares that tSpwoe OpdouPous atwaros. Hip- 
polytus twice, Dionysius of Alexandria, &c. are cited to the 
same purport by Tregelles, NW. Z. ad loc. Hilary, on the other 
hand, declares that the passage is not found “in Graecis et 
in Latinis codicibus compluribus”’ (p.1062 a, Benedictine edition, 
1693), a statement which Jerome, who leans much on others in 
such matters, repeats to the echo (see pp. 390, 431). Epiphanius, 
however, in a passage we have before alluded to (p. 391), 

charges “the orthodox” with removing éAavee in ch. xix. 41, 
though Ivenaeus had used it against the Docetae, doBnOévres nat 

1 loréov &re rd wept rdv OpbuBwv Twa Tov dvrvypddwy obk exovow: adding that 
the clause is cited by Dionysius the Areopagite [v], Gennadius [v], Epiphanius and 
other holy Fathers, 

28—2 
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_ fy) vonoavres avrod 16 Tédos Kal TO icyupdtarov, Kab ryevopevos 
év ayovia Bowe, nal eyévero 6 iSpads adrod ds OpduBot aipartos, 
Kat &hOn adyyeros émoxyvov avréy: Epiphan. Ancor. xxx." 
Thus too Arius apud Hpiphanium, Didymus, Gregory Nazi- 
anzen, Chrysostom, Theodoret, and a host of later writers ac- 

knowledge these two important verses. Davidson adds that 
“the Syrians are censured by Photius, the Armenians by 
Nicon [x], Isaac the Catholic, and others, for expunging the 

passage” (Bibl. Critic. 11. p. 488). 
Of all recent editors, Lachmann alone has doubted the au- 

thenticity of the verses, and enclosed them within brackets: but 
for the accidental presence of the fragment Cod. Q his hard rule 
—“‘ mathematica recensendt ratio,’ as Tischendorf terms it— 
would have forced him to expunge them (see p. 341), unless 
indeed he’ judged (which is probably true) that Cod. A makes 
as much in their favour as against them. So far as the lan- 
guage of Epiphanius is concerned, it does not appear that this 
passage was rejected by the orthodox as repugnant to their 
notions of the Lord’s Divine character, and such may not have 
been at all the origin of the variation. We may just as reason- 
ably trace the removal of the paragraph from its proper place in 
St Luke to the practice of the Lectionaries, whose principal 
lessons (such as those of the Holy Week would be) were cer- 
tainly settled in the Greek Church as early as the fourth cen- 
tury (see above, p. 64, and notes). 

(10). JOHN i. 18. 6 povoryerns vids, 6 Oy eis TOV KOATTOY TOD 
warpos... This passage exhibits in a few ancient documents of 
high consideration the remarkable variation Oeds for vids, which 
however, according to the form of writing universal in the 
oldest codices (see pp. 14, 43), would require but the change of a 

single letter, TC or @C. In behalf of OC stand Codd. NBC 

primé manu, and L (all wanting the article before povoyer)s, 
and % omitting the 6 dv that follows), 33 alone among cursive 

? The reader will see that I have understood this passage, with Grotius, as 

applying to an orthodox tampering with Luke xix. 41, not with xxii. 43—44. As 

the text of Epiphanius stands I cantiot well do otherwise, since Mill’s mode of 

punctuation (IV. 7. Proleg. § 797) cannot be endured, and leaves xat 7d loxupéra- 

Toy unaccounted for, Yet I confess that there is no trace of any meddling with 

ékAavoe by any one, and I know not where Irenaeus cites it. 
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manuscripts, of the versions the Peshito (not often found in such 

company), and the margin of the Philoxenian (whose affinity 

with Cod. L is very decided, see p. 109), the Memphitic, AXthio- 
pic (Roman edition, see p. 278), and a host of Fathers, some 

expressly (¢. g. Clement of Alexandria, Didymus de Trinitate, 

Epiphanius, &c.), others by apparent reference. Their testi- 
monies are elaborately set forth by Tregelles, who strenuously 
maintains Oeds as the true reading, and thinks it much that 

Arius, though “opposed to the dogma taught,” upholds povo- 
yevys Oeds. It may be that the term suits that heretic’s system 
better than it does the Catholic doctrine: it certainly does not 
confute it. For the received reading vios we can allege AC 

(tertia@ manu) EFGHKMSUVXAA (D and the other uncials 
being defective), every cursive manuscript except 33 (including 

- Tregelles’ allies 1. 69), all the Latin versions, the Curetonian, 
Philoxenian and Jerusalem Syriac, the last on Tregelles’ own 
evidence, the Armenian and Platt’s Aithiopic. The array of 
Fathers is less imposing, but includes Athanasius (often), Chry- 
sostom, and the Latin writers, down from Tertullian. Origen, 
Eusebius and some others have both readings. 

Tregelles, who seldom notices internal probabilities in his 
critical notes, here pleads that an dara& Neyouevor like povoyeri}s 
Geds might easily be changed by copyists into the more familiar 
povoryevns vids from John iii. 16; 18; 1 John iv. 9, and he would 
therefore apply Bengel’s Canon (1. see p. 871). Alford’s remark, 
however, is very sound, ‘‘ We should be introducing great harsh- 
ness into the sentence, and a new and [to us moderns] strange 
term into Scripture, by adopting eds: a consequence which 
ought to have no weight whatever where authority is over- 
powering, but may fairly be weighed where this is not so. The 
‘praestat procliviori ardua’ finds in this case a legitimate limit” 
(N. ZT. note on John i. 18). 

Those who will resort to “ ancient evidence exclusively” for 

the recension of the text may well be perplexed in dealing with 
this passage. ‘The oldest manuscripts, versions and writers are 
hopelessly divided, so that we can well understand how some 
critics (without a shadow of authority worth notice) have come 
to suspect both @eds and vids to be accretions or spurious ad- 
ditions to povoyevns. If the principles advocated in Chap. vit. 
be true, the present is just such a case as calls for the interposi- 
tion of the more recent uncial and cursive codices; and when we 
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find that they all, with the single exception of Cod. 33, defend 
the reading povoyerrjs vids, we feel safe in concluding that for 
once Codd. NBC and the Peshito do not approach the autograph 
of St John. so nearly as Cod. A, the Curetonian Syriac and Old 
Latin versions. 

(11). Joun vy. 8,4. éxdeyopuévav tiv tot Ubaros Kivnow. 
dyyedos yap Kata Katpoyv KaTéBawev év th KodupBnOpa, Kal 
érdpacce To Vdwp' 6 ov TpHros éuBas peta THY Tapayny ToD 
Udaros, vyis éeyivero, & SyroTe KateiyeTo voonuatt. ‘This 
passage is expunged by Tischendorf, Tregelles and Alford, 
obelized (=) by Griesbach, but retained by Scholz and Lach- 
mann. The evidence against it is certainly very considerable: 
Codd. SBC*D. 33. 157. 314., but D. 83 contain éxdeyopéver... 
klyyow, which alone A*L. 18. omit. The words from ayyedos 
yap to voonpars are noted with asterisks or obeli (employed with- 
out much discrimination) in SA. 8. 11?. 14 (a@yyedos...ddwp being 
left out). 21. 24. 32. 36. 145. 161. 166. 230. 262. 269. 299. 348. 
408, Scrivener’s dkw and Armenian manuscripts. The Philoxe- 
nian margin marks from dryyedos to Yowp with an asterisk, the 
remainder of the verse with obeli. The whole passage is given, 
although with that unusual variation im the reading which often 
indicates grounds for suspicion*, in EFGHIKMUVA and all 
known cursives not enumerated above: of these Cod. I [vz] is 
of the greatest weight. Cod. A contains the whole passage, 
but down to «ivnow secund@ manu; Cod. C also the whole, 
tertid manu. Of the versions, Cureton’s Syriac, the Thebaic, 

Schwartze’s Memphitic, some Armenian manuscripts, f 1. ¢ of 
the Old Latin, san., harl.* and two others of the Vulgate (vd. 
Griesbach.) ave for omission; the Roman edition of the Aithiopic 
leaves out what the Philoxenian margin odelizes, but the Peshito 
and Jerusalem Syriac, all Latin copies not aforenamed, Wil- 
kins’ Memphitic, and Armenian editions are for retaining the 
disputed words. ‘Tertullian clearly recognises them. (“ Piscinam 
Bethsaidam angelus interveniens commovebat,” de Baptismo, 5), 

1 To give but a very small part of the variations in v. 4: 5¢ (pro ydp) L. a.b.c. 

ff. Vulg. — yap Evst. 51. Memph. + xuplou (post ydp) AKLA. 12. 13. 69. 
Scrivener’s acdpw, fifteen others: at rot Oeod 152. Evst. 53. 54. —KarTd Karpov 

a. b. Ff. edovero (pro xaréBawer) A (K) ws, 42, Althiop. — & rq KoAupByOpg a. b. ff. 

érapdocero 7d 08. CGHIMUVA". Scrivener’s abdefkpqvHx, many others.+In 

piscinam (post éuBas) c. Clementine Vulg. éyévero FL. 69, at least 15 others. 
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as do Cyril, Chrysostom, Ambrose (twice), Theophylact and Eu- 

thymius. No other ecclesiastical writers allude to the narrative, 

unique and perplexing as it is. 

The first clause (éxdey......«(vnow) is probably absent from 

Cod. &, though Tischendorf only speaks of the verse beginning 
with dyyeAos: in that case it can hardly stand, in spite of the 
versions which support it, as DI are the oldest manuscript wit- 
nesses in its favour, and it bears much of the appearance of a 
gloss brought in from the margin (see p. 873, note). The suc- 
ceeding verse is harder to deal with; but for the countenance of 
the versions and the testimony of Tertullian, Cod. A could 
never resist the joint authority of NBCD, illustrated as they aré 
‘by the marks of suspicion set in so many later copies. Yet 
if v. 4 be indeed but an “insertion to complete that implied in the 
narrative with reference to the popular belief” (Alford, ad loc.), 
it is much more in the manner of Cod. D and the Curetonian 
Syriac, than of Cod. A and the Latin versions; and since these 

last two are not often found in unison, and together with 
the Peshito, opposed to the other primary documents, it is not 
very rash to say that when such a conjunction does occur, it 
proves that the reading was early, widely diffused, and exten- 
sively received. Yet, after all, if the passage as it stands in our 
common text can be maintained as genuine at all, it must be, 
we apprehend, on the principle suggested above, Chap. 1. § 11. 
p- 16. ; 

(12). Joun vii. 53—viii. 11. On no other grounds than 
those just intimated can this celebrated and important para- 
graph, the pericope adulterae as it is called, be regarded as a 
portion of St John’s Gospel. It is absent from too many excel- 
lent copies not to have been wanting in some of the very 
earliest; while the arguments in its favour, internal even more 
than external, are so powerful, that we can scarcely be brought 
to think it an unauthorised appendage to the writings of one, 
who in another of his inspired books deprecated so solemnly 
the adding to or taking away from the blessed testimony he 
was commissioned to bear (Apoc. xxii. 18, 19). If ch. xx. 
30, 31 show signs of having been the original end of this Gospel, 
and ch. xxi. be a later supplement by the Apostle’s own hand, 
which I think with Dean Alford is evidently the case, why. 
should not St John have inserted in this second edition both 
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the amplification in‘ch. v. 4 and this most edifying and emi- 

nently Christian narrative? The appended chapter (xxi.) would 
thus be added at once to all copies of the Gospels then in circu- 
lation, though a portion of them might well overlook the minuter 
change in ch. v. 4, or from obvious though mistaken motives, 
might hesitate to receive for general use or public reading the 
history of the woman taken in adultery. 

It must be in this way, if at all, that we can assign to the 
Evangelist ch, vii. 53—viii. 11: on all intelligent principles of 
mere criticism the passage must needs be abandoned. It is 
entirely omitted (viii. 12 following continuously to vii. 52) im 
the uncial Codd. NA'BC'T (all first class authorities) LXA, 
though LA leave a void space (like B in Mark xvi. 9—20) 
too small to contain the verses, before which A* began to write 
viii. 12 after vii. 52. 

Add to these the cursives 2°, b°.3. 12. 21. 22. 33. 36. 
44, 49, 72. 87. 95. 96. 97. 106. 108. 123. 131. 134. 189. 143. 
149. 157. 168. 169. 181. 186. 194. 195. 210. 213. 228. 249. 
250. 253. 255. 261. 269. 314. 331. 388. 392: 401: it is absent 
in the first, added by a second hand in a®*. 9. 15. 179. 232. 284. 
353: while ch. viii. 3—11 are wanting in 77. 242. 824 (54 cur- 
sive copies). The passage is noted by an asterisk or obelus in 
EMSA,’ Serivener’s klmn, 4. 8. 14. 18. 24. 34. 35. 109. 125. 
141. 148 (secundé manu). 156. 161. 166. 167. 178. 179. 189. 
196. 198. 202. 212. 226. 280. 231 (sec. man.). 241. 246. 271. 
274. 277. 284? 285. 338. 355. 360. 361. 363. 376. 391 (secund. 
manu). 394, 408. 436: vv. 3—11 in 128. 137.147: with expla- 
natory scholia appended in 164. 215. 262? (52 cursives). Scholz, 
who has taken unusual pains in the examination of this question, 
enumerates 292 cursives, Scrivener 15 more, which contain the 
paragraph with no trace of suspicion, as do the uncials DF 
(partly defective) GHKUT (with an hiatus after orjoavres avrny 
y. 8). Cod. 145 has it only secundé manu, with a note that from 
ch. vill. 3 rotro TO Kepddraoy ev ToAdNois avTuypddots ov KeiTaL. 
Codd. 1. 19. 20. 129. 185. 207. 301. 347. tisch! (see p.181). Evst. 

1 Codd. AC are defective in this place, but by measuring the space we have 

shown (p. 80, note) that A does not contain the twelve verses, and the same 

method applies to C, 

. ® The kindred copies A. 262, &c. have the following scholium: 7é dPediopéva 

& row dvrvypdpos ob Ketrat, obde’Amod[A]ivaply ev 5& rots dpxalows 8a Kelrat’ 

pynopetovos Tijs meptkom fs radrys Kal ol dmdcroAo, ey als e&€Oevro dardéeaw els 
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86 (see p. 216) banish the whole pericope to the end of the Gospel. 

Of these, Cod. 1 in a scholium pleads its absence év roils wrAetorous 

dvruypadous, and from the Commentaries of Chrysostom, Cyril of 

Alexandria, and Theodore of Mopsuestia; while 135. 301 con- 

fess they found it €v dpyaious dvtuypadois: Cod. 20 is obelized, 

and has ascholium. In 37. 102. 105. ch. viii. 3—11 alone are 

put at the end of the Gospel, which is all that 259 supplies, 

though its omission in the text begins at ch. vil. 53. Cod. 287, 
on the contrary, omits only from ch. viii. 3, but at the end inserts 

the whole passage from ch. vii. 53: in tisch’, vil. 53—viii. 2 is 
primé manu with an asterisk, the rest later. Cod. 225 sets ch. 

vii. 583—viii. 11 after ch. vii. 36; in 115, ch. viii. 12 is inserted 
‘between ch. vii. 52 and 53, and repeated again in its proper place. 
Finally, 13. 69. 124. 346 give the whole passage at the end of 

- Luke xxi, that order being apparently suggested from comparing 
Luke xxi. 37 with John viii. 1; and dpOpuge Luke xxi. 88 with 
dpPpov John viii. 2. In the Lectionaries, as we have had occa- 
sion to state before (p. 69, note), this section was never read as a 
part of the lesson for Pentecost (John vii. 37—viii. 12), but 
was reserved for the festivals of such saints as Theodora Sept. 18, 
or Pelagia Oct. 8 (see p. 74), and in many Service-books, whose 
Menology was not very full, it would thus be omitted altogether. 
Accordingly in that remarkable Lectionary, the Jerusalem Syriac, 
the lesson for Pentecost ends at ch. viii. 2, the other verses (3— 

11) being assigned to St Pelagia’s day. 
Of the other versions the paragraph is entirely omitted in the 

true Peshito (being inserted in printed books under the circum- 
stances before stated, p. 233), and in the Philoxenian, though it 
appears in the Codex Barsalibi (see p. 243 and note), from which 
White appended it to the end of St John: a Syriac note in this 
copy states that it does not belong to the Philoxenian, but was 
translated in A.D. 622 by Maras, Bishop of Amida. Maras, how- 
ever, lived about A.p. 520, and a fragment of a very different ° 
version of the section, bearing his name, is cited by Assemani 
(Biblioth. Orient. 11. 53) from the writings of Barsalibi himself 
(Cod. Clem.-Vat. Syr.16). Ridley’s text bears much resemblance 
to that of De Dieu (p. 233), as does a fourth version of ch. vii. 

olxodonhy rijs éxxdyolas. The Apostolos (or rpagaméorodos, see pp. 63, 211) would 
often contain the Menology, in the course of which alone this passage was wont to 

be read, 
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53—viil. 11 found by Adler (NW. Z. Version. Syr. p. 57) in a 
Paris codex, with the marginal annotation that this “ odvta&ts” 

is not in all the copies, but was interpreted into Syriac by the 
-Abbot Mar Paulus. Of the other versions it 1s not found in the 
Thebaic, some of Wilkins’ and all Schwartze’s Memphitic copies, 
the Gothic, Zohrab’s Armenian from six ancient codices (but 
five very recent ones and Uscan’s edition contain it), or na. fil 
(text). g of the Old Latin. In d the whole text from ch. vii. 44 
to viii. 12 has been wilfully erased, but the passage is found in 
c. e (we have given them at large, p. 268). 7 g. 7 (margin), 
the Vulgate, (see am., for., p. 268), Authiopic, Slavonic, Anglo- 
Saxon, Persic (but in a Vatican codex placed in ch. x), and Arabic. 

Of the Fathers, Kuthymius [x11], the first among the Greeks 
to mention the paragraph in its proper place, declares that mapa 
Tois axpiBéow avtuypamos 4 ovy edpntas 7) BRédLoTaL S40 
gaivovtat twapéyyparta Kat mpocOixn. The Apostolic Consti- 
tutions had plainly alluded to it, and Eusebius (ist. Eccl. 111. 
39, jin.) had described from Papias, and as contained in the 
Gospel of the Hebrews, the story of a woman ézl moAXals dpuap- 
riats SuaBrAnOeions eri tov xvpiov, but did not at all regard it 
as Scripture. Codd. KM too are the earliest which raise the 
number of rirAot or larger xedaraca in St John from 18 to 19, 
by interpolating xed. f. mwepi tHs pworyanisos. 

Among the Latins, as being in their old version, the narra- 
tive was more generally received for St John’s. Jerome testifies 
that it was found in his time ‘in multis et Graecis et Latinis 
codicibus ;’’ Ambrose cites it, and Augustine (de adult. conjugiis, 
Lib. 11. c. 7) complains that “ nonnulli modicae fidei, vel potius 
inimici verae fidei,” removed it from their codices, “ credo 

metuentes peccandt impunttatem dart muliertbus suis” (see p. 376 
and note 1)*. 

When to all these sources of doubt, and to so many hostile 
authorities, is added the fact that in no portion of the N.T. do the 
variations of manuscripts (of D beyond all the rest) and other 
documents bear any sort of proportion, whether in number or 
extent, to those in these twelve verses (of which full evidence 
may be seen in-any collection of various readings), we cannot 
help admitting that if this section be indeed the composition of 

1 ¢Similiter Nicon ejectam esse vult narrationem ab Armenis, B\aBepay elvat 
Tols roNAols Thy TowadT yy axpbacw dicentibus.” Tischendorf. ad loc, See too p. 436. 
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St John, it has been transmitted to us under circumstances 

widely different from those connected with any other genuine 

passage of Scripture whatever. 

(18). Ars viii, 37. Hine 6€ 6 Bidurzos, et muorevers €E Gdns 
ris kapdlas, éecrw. "Arroxpiels Sé ele, Iiotet@ rov vidv rod 
@eod elvast Tov Incody Xpicrdv’. We cannot question the spuri- 

ousness of this verse, which seems to have been received from 

the margin, where the formula Iluorevw «. 7.2. had been placed, 

extracted from some Church Ordinal. This is just the portion 
cited by Irenaeus, both in Greek? and Latin: so early had the 
words found a place in: the sacred text. Yet it is contained in 
no manuscripts except HE (D, which might perhaps be expected 
to favour it, being here defective) 4 (secundd manu). 13. 15. 18? 

. 27. 29. 36. 60. 69. 100. 105. 106. Apost. 5. 13 once and in the 
margin, 14. 25 &c., in e alone out of Scrivener’s thirteen: manu- 

scripts of good-character, but quite inadequate to prove the au- 
thenticity of the verse, even though they did not differ considerably 
in the actual readings they exhibit, which is always in itself a 
ground of reasonable suspicion (see above, pp.426, 438,442). Here 
again, as in Matth. xxvii. 35, Gutbier and Schaaf (see p- 283) in- 
terpolated in their Peshito texts the passage as translated into 
Syriac and placed within brackets by Elias Hutter (p. 232): the 
Philoxenian also exhibits it, but marked with an asterisk (p. 244). 
It is found in the Old Latin m although in an abridged form, in 
the Vulgate (both printed and demid., but not in am. prima 
manu, fuld. &e.), and in the satellites of the Vulgate, the 

Armenian, Polyglott Arabic and Slavonic. Bede, however, who 
used Cod. E, knew Latin copies in which the verse was wanting ; 
yet it was known to Cyprian, Jerome, Augustine, Pacian [tv], 
&c. among the Latins, to Oecumenius and: Theophylact (twice 
quoted) among the Greeks. Erasmus seems to have inserted 
the verse by a comparison of the later hand of Cod. 4. with the 
Vulgate®; it is not in the Complutensian edition. This passage 

1 The form rév Incoty Xpicrdv, objected to by Michaelis, is vindicated by 

Matth. i. 18, the reading of which cannot rightly be impugned. See above, Pp: 419. 

2 as abrds 6 ebvotyos reicbels kal mapadrixa dfiav BamriOfva, edeye, mioreves 
Tov vldv ro Oeot elvas’Inootv Xpiordv. Harvey, Vol. 1. p. 62. 

° “Non reperi in graeco codice, quanquam arbitror omissum librariorum in- 
curia, Nam et haec in quodam codice graeco asscripta reperi, sed in margine.” 
Erasmus, WV, 7, 1516. 
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affords us a curious instance of an addition well received in the 
Western Church from the second century downwards (see p. 387) 
and afterwards making some way among the later Greek codices 
and writers. 

(14). Acts xv. 34. €ofe 6¢ 76 Dida erripetvat avrov. This 
verse is omitted in ABEGH (NS unknown), and of the cursives 
by lo“ and six more collated by Scrivener (including 31), and by 
full fifty others. Erasmus inserted it in his editions from the 
margin of 4. It is wanting in the Peshito (only that Tremel- 
lius and Gutbier between them thrust their own version into the 
text), the Memphitic, Polyglott Arabic, Slavonic, the best manu- 
scripts of the Latin Vulgate (am., fuld., demid., &c), Chrysostom 
and Theophylact. In C it runs edofev S¢ tw otha emipewat 
avtous; which is followed by many cursives: some of which, 

however, have avrod, two avrots, Scrivener’s aef and four others 
avro@t, with the Complutensian Polyglott. The common text is 
found in the Thebaic, Tremellius’ Syriac, the Philoxenian with 
an asterisk (see p. 244), Erpenius’ Arabic, Theophylact and 
Cicumenius. In D we read edoke S€ tw cethea emipervas [arpos 
secundé many] avtous (sustinere eos d) povos de covdas erropevOn, 
which Lachmann cites in Latin as extant in this form only in 
one Vienna Codex (for which see his N. 7. Proleg. Vol.1. p. xxix.): 
thus too the Armenian (not that of Venice) and printed Slavonic. 

_ The common Vulgate, Cassiodorus (see p. 262), and Hutter’s 
Ee Svviac, add “Jerusalem,” so that the Clementine Latin stands 

thus: “ Visum est autem Silae ibi remanere; Judas autem solus 

abiit Jerusalem.” The Adthiopic is rendered “ Et perseveravit 
Paulus manens,”’ to which Platt’s copies add “ ibi.”’ 

No doubt this verse is an unauthorised addition, self-con- 
demned indeed by its numerous variations. One can almost 
trace its growth, and in the shape presented by the Received 
text it must have been (as Mill conjectures) a marginal gloss, 
designed to explain how (notwithstanding the terms of v. 33) 

Silas was at hand in v. 40, conveniently for St Paul to choose 

him as a companion in travel. 

(15). Acts xx. 28. rv éxxAnoiay Tod Oeod, hv Tepterroujcato — 
Sua Tod iSlov aivaros. This reading of the Received text, though 
different from that of the majority of copies, is pretty sure to be 
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correct. It is upheld by NB (the latter now for certain) 4. 22. 

4G. 65. 66*(?) 68. 84. 89. 154. 162, to which we can now add 

23. 25. 37; so also Apost. 12, and e silentio, on which one can 

lay but little stress, 7. 12. 16. 39. 56. 64. and Scrivener’s ce, 
codices not now in England. “Dei’’ is read by all known 

manuscripts and editions of the Vulgate except the Compluten- 
sian, which was probably altered to suit the parallel Greek. 
Lee’s edition of the Peshito (see p. 234) has @eod, from three 
codices (the Travancore, a Vatican Lectionary of Adler [xz], and 
one at the Bodleian), and so has the Philoxenian text. Tod 
xupiov (differing but by one letter, see our Plates v. 13; 1x. 25) 
is in AC*DE (and therefore in de), a". 13. 15. 18. 36 (¢ext). 
40. 69. 78. 81. 95*. 130. 156. 163. 180, Apost. 58, the Philoxe- 
nian margin, the Thebaic, Memphitic, Armenian, and possibly 

the Roman Aithiopic (see p. 278), though there the same word 
is said to represent both Ov and xv. Platt’s Aithiopic, all edi- 
tions of the Peshito except Lee’s, and its secondary version, Er- 

penius’ Arabic, have tod ypiorod, with Origen once, Theodoret 
twice, and four copies of Athanasius: the Old Latin m “Jesu 

Christi.” Other variations too weakly supported to be worth 
notice are’ Tod xupiov Oeod 3. 95**, the Polyglott Arabic: rod 
Geod Kat xupiov 47, and the Georgian Tod xupiov Tod Oeod. The 
great mass of later manuscripts give Tod xupiov Kal Oeov, viz. C 
(tertz@ manu), GH, Scrivener’s bdfghklmo, and more than one 
hundred other cursives, including probably every one not parti- 
cularized above. This is the reading of the Complutensian, both 
in the Greek and Latin, and of some modern critics who would 

fain take a safe and middle course; but is countenanced by no 
version except the Slavonic (see p. 280), and by no ecclesiastical. 
writer before Theophylact [x1]. It is plainly but a device for 
reconciling the two principal readings; yet from the non-repetition 
of the article and from the general turn of the sentence it asserts 
the divinity of the Saviour as unequivocally as Geof could do 
alone. Our choice evidently lies between xvpiou and Oeod, which 
are pretty equally supported by manuscripts and versions: 
Patristic testimony, however, may slightly incline to the latter. 
Foremost.comes that bold expression of Ignatius [a.D. 107] dva- 
Cwrrupnoavres év aipare Geod (ad Ephes. i.), which the old Latin 
Version renders “Christi Dei,” and the later interpolator softens’ 
Into yptorod. It may be true that “he does not adopt it asa 
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quotation”’ (Davidson ad loc.), yet nothing short of Scriptural 
authority could have given such early vogue to a term so start- 
ling as aiwa Oeod, which is also employed by Tertullian. The 
elder Basil, Epiphanius, Cyril of Alexandria (twice), Ibas (in 
the Greek), Ambrose, Caelestine, Fulgentius, Primasius, Cassio- 

dorus, &c., not to mention writers so recent as Gicumenius and 
Theophylact, expressly support the same word. Manuscripts 
of Athanasius vary between Qeod, xvplov, and yptotod, but his 
evidence would be regarded as hostile to the Received text, 
inasmuch as he states (as alleged by Wetstein) that ovdayod 5é 
aipa Ocod Ka? nuds wapadeddxacw ai ypadai’ “Apeavav ra 
Toadta ToApnpata (contra Apollinar.): only that for ca? nuds 
(which even Tischendorf cttes in his last edition), the correct read- 
ing is Oéya capKds or Oud capKds, a citation fatal to any such 
inference. In Chrysostom too the readings fluctuate, and some 
(e.g. Tregelles) have questioned whether the Homilies on the 
Acts, wherein he has @eod, are of his composition. In behalf 

of xupiov are cited the Latin version of Irenaeus, Lucifer of 
Cagliari, Augustine, Jerome, Ammonius, Eusebius, Didymus, 
Athanasius (?), Chrysostom, and the Apostolic Constitutions, 
while the exact expression sanguis Dei was censured by Origen 
and others. It has been urged, however, and not without some 
show of reason (Nolan, Integrity of Greek Vulgate, p. 517, note 
135), that the course of Irenaeus’ argument proves that Oeod was 
used in his lost Greek text. After all, internal evidence—subjec- 
tive feeling if it must be so called—will decide the critic’s choice 
where authorities are so divided as here. It seems reasonable to 

say that the whole mass of witnesses for rod xupiov Kal Oeod 
vouches for the existence of Jeod in the earliest codices, the com- 

mon-place xupiov being the rather received from other quarters, as 
it tends to point more distinctly to the Divine Person indicated 
in the passage. If this view be accepted, the preponderance in 
favour of Ocod, undoubtedly the harder form (see p. 871), is very 
marked, and when the consideration suggested above (p. 375) 
from Dean Alford is added, there will remain little room for 

hesitation. It has been pleaded on both sides of the question, 
and appears little relevant to the case of either, that St Paul 
employs in ten places the expression éxxAnoia rod Oeod, but 
never once éxxdyaia tod xuplou or Tod ypiorod. 

. dt is hardly worth while to mention that, in the place of rod 
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iSiov aiwaros, the more emphatic form tod afuatos tod idiov ought 
to be adopted from A (see Plate v.No.13) BCDE, (Nis unknown) 
Scrivener’s acm (c being cited here by Sanderson), with some 
twenty other cursives; Didymus, &c.; while tod idiov aiwaros 
is in GH, the majority of cursives, Athanasius, Chrysostom, &e. 

(16). Rom.v. 1. AccawwOévres otv ex riatews eipnvny Exo- 
pev mpcs Tov Oedv. Here, as in 2 Cor. iii. 3 (see p. 377) we find 
the chief uncials support a reading which is manifestly unsuit- 
able to the context, although, since it does not absolutely 
destroy the sense, it does not (like the other passage) lack de- 
fenders. Codd. N (teste Tischendorf!) B for éyopev have prima. 
manu &yopev, and though some doubt has been thrown on the 
primitive reading of B, yet Mai and Tregelles (Account of Printed 
Text, p. 156) are eyewitnesses to the fact. Codd. ACDKL, not 
less than 26 cursives (three out of Scrivener’s eleven), including 
the remarkable copies 17. 37, also read éywpev, as do d.e. f. g, 
the Vulgate (“habeamus”’), the Peshito Syriac probably 

(oN S |éo1:), Memphitic, Ethiopic and Arabic. Chry- 

sostom too supports this view. The case for éyouev is weaker 
in itself: Codd. NB secundé manu, FG (in spite of the con- 
trary testimony of f g, their respective Latin versions), the 
majority of the cursive manuscripts, Epiphanius, Cyril, and the 
Slavonic. The later Syriac seems to combine both readings 

(Io leS = As\ joou 1.9) : White translates “ habe- 

mus,” but has no noté on the passage. Had the scales been 
oqually poised, no one would hesitate to prefer &youev, for the 
closer the context is examined the clearer it will appear that 
inference not exhortation is the Apostle’s purpose: hence those 
who most regard “ancient evidence” have struggled long before 
they would admit éyepev into the text. The “Five Clergymen” 
who recently benefited the English Church by revising its 
Authorised version of this Epistle, even though they render “ Jed 
us have peace with God,” are constrained to say, “ An over- 
whelming weight of authority has necessitated a change, which 
at the first sight seems to impair the logical force of the Apostle’s 
argument. No consideration, however, of this kind can be al- 
lowed to interfere with the faithful exhibition of the true text, as 
far as it can be ascertained ; and no doubt the real Word of God, 
thus faithfully exhibited, will vindicate its own meaning, and 
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need no help from man’s shortsighted preference” (Preface, 
p. vil). Every one must honour the reverential temper in which 
these eminent men approached their delicate task; yet, if their 
sentiments be true, where is the place for internal evidence at 
all? A more “overwhelming weight” of manuscript authority 
upholds xapdiacs in 2 Cor. ili. 3: shall we place it in the text 
“leaving the real Word of God to vindicate its own meaning”? 
Ought we to assume that the reading found:in the few most 
ancient codices—not, in the case of Rom. v. 1, in the majority 
of the whole collection—must of necessity be the “real Word of 
God, faithfully exhibited”? I see no cause to reply in the 
affirmative. 

We conclude, therefore, that this is a case for the application 
of the paradiplomatical canon (p. 376): that the itacism for o 
(see pp. 10, 15), so familiar to all collators of Greek manuscripts, 
crept into some very early copy, from which it was propagated 
among our most venerable codices, even those from which the 
earliest versions were made:—that this is one out of a small 

number of well ascertained cases in which the united testi- 
monies of the best authorities conspire in giving a worse read- 
ing than that preserved by later and (for the most part) inferior 
copies. 

(17). 1 Cor. xiii. 3. édy mapade 16 cdud pov wa Kavby- 
cwpat, ‘though I give my body to be burned.” Here we find 
the undoubtedly false reading KAU Opa in the two. chief 
codices AB (sic) and in 17: that of N is not yet known. Je- 
rome (see p. 856, note) testifies that in his time “ apud Graecos 
ipsos ipsa exemplaria esse diversa,” and preferred cavyjowpas 
(though all copies of the Latin have ut ardeam or ut ardeat), 
which is said to be countenanced by the Aithiopic and by a 
manuscript of the Memphitic. This variation, which involves the 
change of but one letter, “is worth notice, as showing that the 
best uncial MSS. are not always to be depended upon, and 
sometimes are blemished with errors’? (Wordsworth, N. Z. ad 
loc.: see above, pp. 377, 418. It may have obtained the more 
credit as each of the other principal readings (cavOjoouar, 
DEFGL. 44. 71. 80. 1132, Scrivener’s b’cdfhk and at least 12 
others), and xavOjowuar (CK. 29. 37, and many others, Chry- 
sostom, Theodoret, &c.) are anomalous, the former in respect to 

mood, the latter to tense. The important cursive 73 has cavOy-. 

2 te ge Sa ot 
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cerat with some Latin copies: Codd. 1. 108*. Basil (Cyprian ?) 

adopt xav0j: the Syriac (212), and I suppose the Arabic, 

will suit either of these last. Hvidence seems to preponderate 
on the side of cavOjcopat, but in the case of these itacisms 
manuscripts are very fallacious (see p. 448). Such a subjunc- 
tive future as KavOjcwpat, however, I should have been disposed 

to question, had it not passed muster with much better scholars 
than I am: but to illustrate it, as Tregelles does (Account of 
Printed Text, p. 117, note), from tva Sdon Apoc. viii. 3, is to 
accomplish little, since déces is found in AC, Scrivener’s beghmn 
(Swot d), 13. 87. 40. 48. 68, together with many others, in- 

cluding Andreas (Séon B alone of the uncials, & being unknown), 
and is justly approved by Lachmann and Tischendorf. It seems 
most likely that in both places iva, the particle of design, is fol- 
lowed by the indicative future, as is clearly the case in Eph. vi.3. 
In John xvii. 3 even Tregelles adopts iva ywodoxovow!. 

(18). Paruirp. ii.1. ef rus xowwvia mvetparos, et twa omday- 
xva. For twa, to the critic’s great perplexity, tus is found in 
NABCDEFGKL, that is, in al/ the uncials extant at this place. 
As regards the cursives nearly the same must be said. Of the 
13 collated by Scrivener 7 read ves (acdfgkln), and 5 re (behmo): 
Mill enumerates 16 others that give vis, one (40) that has 7: 

1 TI beg Dr Tregelles’ pardon for having nearly forgotten his third and last ex- 
ample of the subjunctive future (Account of Printed Text, p. 212, note), for the 
sake of whose visionary charms he is willing for once to be false even to Cod. B. 

In John xvii. 2 Wa...do07 is read by ACGKMSX. 33, c8", and (so far as I can 

find) by no other manuscript whatever, On the other hand dwoe. is supported by 

BEHUYTAA (8 is unknown, D has exy, Ldws), and (as it would seem) by every 
other codex extant. Out of the 23 collated by myself for this chapter, it is found 

in 22, and the following others have been expressly cited for doe: 1. 10. 11. 15. 

22. 42. 45. 48. 53. 54. 55. 60. 61 (Dobbin). 63. 65. 66. 166. 118. 124. 127. 131. 142. 
145. 187, 280. 262, Hvst. 3. 22. 24. 36, and at least 50 others, one might say 
all that have been collated with any degree of minuteness: so too the Compluten- 
sian and first edition of Erasmus. ‘The constant confusion of e and y at the 

period when the uncials were written abundantly accounts for the reading of the 

few, though AC are among them. In later times such itacisms were far more 
rare in careful transcription, and the mediaeval copyists knew their native language 

too well to fall into the habit in this passage. In 1 Pet. iii. 1, va KepdnOycovras 

is read by the uncials (ACGK), nearly all cursives, and the Complutensian 
edition, in the place of -cwvrat of B (Maz) and the Received text. Dr Tregelles 

has accomplished much, but he is not likely, even with Lachmann’s aid, to reform 

ow Greek grammars, 

| 29 
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Griesbach reckons 45 in favour of ris, 8 (including Cod. 4) for 
Tt; to which Scholz adds a few more. One cursive (109) and a 
manuscript of Théodoret have ve. Basil, Chrysostom (in manu- 
script) and others read vis, as do the Complutensian, and R, 
Stephens’ first two editions (see p. 299). In fact it may 
be stated that no manuscript whatever has been cited for twa, 
which is not therefore likely to be found in many. In spite of 
what was said above (pp. 377, 418) with regard to far weaker 
cases, it is impossible to blame editors for putting ves into the 
text here before omddyyva: to have acted otherwise (as Tis- 
chendorf fairly observes) would have been “ grammatict quam 
editoris partes agere.’ Yet we may believe the reading to be as 
false as it is intolerable, and to afford us another proof of the 
early and (as the cursives shew) the well nigh universal corrup- 
tion of our copies in some minute particulars. Of course Cle- 
ment and later Fathers give tia, indeed it is surprising that 
any cite. otherwise; but in the absence of definite documentary 
proof, this can hardly be regarded as genuine. Probably St 
Paul wrote re (the reading of about 15 cursives), which would 
readily be corrupted into rss, by reason of the o following 
(TICTIAATXNA, see p. 10), and the vis which had just pre- 
ceded. 

(19). CoLoss. it.2. tod puornpiov rod Ocod Kal watpds Kal 

Tod yptotod, “ of the mystery of God the Father, and of Christ.” 
Here again we are under the disadvantage of discussing a pas- 
sage of great moment, on which the best authorities are divided, 
in ignorance of the testimony borne by Cod. &. If this docu- 
ment should support the reading of B (approved by Lachmann, 
Tregelles and Wordsworth), which it often so closely resembles, 
we should be inclined with Ellicott to adopt its words, rod 
puotypiov tov Oeod xpicrod (“ita cod. nihil interponens inter 
Geod et yptorod,” Mat. 8° ed.), as “having every appearance of 
being the original reading, and that from which the many per- 
plexing variations have arisen” (see p. 372, Canon. 11), At 
present it stands in great need of confirmation, as Hilary alone 
supports it (but «al xpiorod Cyril), though the Scriptural cha- 
racter of the expression is upheld by the language of ch. i. 27 — 
just preceding, and by the received text in 1 Tim. iii. 16. 
Some, who feel a difficulty in understanding how ypicrod was 
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removed from the text, if it ever had a place there, conceive 

that the verse should end with @eod, all additions, including 

yptorov the simplest, being accretions to the genuine passage. 
These alleged accretions are tod Oeod 6 éort ypiores, manifestly 
an expansion of ypsorod and derived from i. 27: tod Qeod aa- 
Tpos Tod yptorod: tod Geod Kal matpds Kab Tod yptorod, the 

final form of the received text. Now of these four readings 

rod Oeod the shortest, and according to Griesbach, Scholz, 'Tis- 
chendorf, Alford, and Mr Green, the true one, is found only 
in a few, though confessedly good, cursives: 87. 71. 80*. 116. 
(xat Geod 23), the important second hand of 67, and the Venice 
edition of the Armenian; witnesses too few and feeble, unless 
we put our third Canon of internal evidence (p. 373) to a rather 
violent use. Of the longer readings 6 éorw ypsoros is favoured 
‘by D (though obelized by the second hand, which thus would 
read only rod Geod), de (whose parallel Greek speaks differently), 
Augustine, but apparently by no cursives. The form best vouched. 
for appears to be that of AC. 4, of the Sahidic and an Arabic 
codex of Tischendorf, rod Ocod matpds tod ypiorod. To these 
words “thw” is simply added by f (FGg are unfortunately lost 
here) and other manuscripts of the Vulgate (am. fuld. &c.), 
though the Clementine Vulgate has “Dei patris et Christi 
Jesu,” the Complutensian (see p. 289) “dei et patris et C. 
J.” With the Clementine Vulgate agree the Memphitic, and 
(omitting tncod) the Syriac, Arabic, 47. 73. Chrysostom; while 
41. 61 (0%). 115. 213. b*** (rod O. cal w. rod x.) strengthen the 
case of AC. ‘The received text is found in (apparently) the 
great mass of cursives, in D (tertié manu), EKL, the Philox- 
enian Syriac (but the «al after marpés marked with the as- 
terisk, p. 244), Theodoret, John Damascene and others. The 
minor variations tod Oeod év ypior@ of Clement and Ambrosi- 
aster, Tod Oeod tod ev yptot@ of 17 uphold D*, as may the 
AKthiopic: we also find “dei Christi Jesu patris et domini” 
in tol., “dei patris et domini nostri Christi” in deméd., but 
these deserve not attention. 

On reviewing the whole mass of conflicting evidence, we 
may unhesitatingly reject the shortest form tod Geo, some of 
whose maintainers do not usually found their text on cursive 
manuscripts exclusively. We would gladly adopt tod Oeod 
Xpiarod, so powerfully do internal considerations plead in its 

29-—2 
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favour, were it but a little better supported: the important doc- 
trine which it declares, Scriptural and Catholic as it is, will 
naturally make us only the more cautious in receiving it unre- 
servedly. At present, perhaps, tod Geod watpds tod yptoTod 
may be looked upon as the most strongly attested, but in the 
presence of so many opposing probabilities, a very small weight 
might suffice to turn the critical scale. 

(20). 1 Trim. ili. 16, Oceds ébavepebn év capxi. This text 
has been the crux criticorum. All extant Greek manuscripts 
(D tertéé manu, KL, some 200 cursives) read @eds with the com- 
mon text, except N* A*? C*? FG 17. 73. 181, which have Os, 
D* which (after the Latin versions) has 6: Cod. B is here defec- 
tive; the Leicester codex, 37, gives 6 6¢ (see Plate x11. No. 35, 
1,1), as if to combine two of the variations. In the abridged 
form of writing usual in all manuscripts, even the oldest (see pp. 

14, 43), the difference between OC and OC consists only in the 
presence or absence of two horizontal strokes; hence it is more 
to be regretted than wondered at that the true reading of each of 
the uncial authorities for the former is more or less open to question. 
Respecting Cod. &, indeed, we have as yet no other means of 
information than the statement of Tischendorf, a most consum- 

mate judge in such matters: “corrector aliquis, qui omnium ulti- 
mus tectum attigit, saecult fere duodecimi, [ pro os primae manés| 
reposutt Oeos, sed hoc tam cauté ut antiquissimam scripturam tntac- 
tam relinqueret”’ (Notitia Cod. Sinait.p. 20), which seems unequi- 
vocal enough. Nor is there any real doubt respecting the kindred 
codices FG. From the photographed title-page of the published 
Cod. Augiensis (F) 1. 9, and Matthaei’s facsimile of G (NM. 7. 
Vol. 1. p. 4) it will be seen that while there is not the least trace 
of the horizontal line within the circle of omicron, the line above 
the circle in both (OC ) is not horizontal, but rises a little towards 
the right: such a line not unfrequently in F, oftener in G, is 
used (as here) to indicate the rough breathing: it sometimes stands 

even for the lends (e. g. t8vov 1 Cor. vi. 18; vii. 4; 87; toca Phil. 
ii. 6). Those who never saw Cod, C, must depend on Tischen- 
dorf’s Excursus (Cod. Ephraemi, pp. 39—42) and his facsimile, 
imitated in Plate 1x, No. 24. His decision is that the primitive 
reading was OC, but he was the first to discern a@ cross line 
within O (facsimile 1, 3, 8th letter); which, however, from the 
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colour (“ subnigra’’) he judges to belong to the second or third 
hand, rising upwards (a tendency rather exaggerated than other- 
wise in ow plate); while the coarse line above, and the musical 
notes (denoting a word of two syllables) below, are plainly of the 
third hand. This verdict, especially delivered by such a man, 
we cannot gainsay, and merely point to the fact that the cross 
line in ©, the ninth letter further on, which is certainly prémé 
manu, also ascends towards the right. Cod. A, on the contrary, I 
have examined at least twenty times within as many years, and 
yet am not able to assent to the conclusion of Mr Cowper (see 
p- 409, note) when he says “we hope that no one will think it 
possible, either with or without a lens, to ascertain the truth of 
the matter by any inspection of the Codex” (Cod. Alex. Introd. 
p. xviil.) On the contrary, seeing (as every one must) with my 
own eyes, I have always felt convinced with Berriman and the 
earlier collators that Cod. A read OC, and so far as I am shaken 
in my conviction at all, it is less by the adverse opinion even of 
Dean Ellicott’, than by the newly-discovered fact (for there 

1 The true reading of the Codex Alexandrinus in 1 Tim. iii. 16 has long been 

an interesting puzzle with Biblical students. The manuscript, and especially the 

leaf containing this verse (fol. 145), now very thin and falling into holes, must 
have been in a widely different condition from the present when it first came to 

England. At that period Young, Huish (sce p. 83), and the rest who collated or 

referred to it, believed that OC was written by the first hand. Mill (WV. 7. ad loc.) 

declares that he had first supposed the primitive reading to be OC, seeing clearly 

that the line over the letters had not been entirely made, but only thickened, by a 

later hand, probably the same that traced the coarse, rude, recent, horizontal 

diameter now running through the cirele. On looking more closely, however, he 

detected ‘‘ductus quosdam et vestigia satis certa...praesertim ad partem sinistram, 

qua peripheriam literae pertingit,” evidently belonging to an earlier diameter, 

which the thicker and later one had almost defaced. This old line was afterwards 
seen by Dr John Berriman and four other persons with him, when he was preparing 

his Lady Moyer’s Lecture for 1737—8 (Critical Dissertation on 1'Tim. iii. 16, p. 156). 
Wetstein admitted the existence of such a transverse line, but referred it to the 

tongue or sagitta of € on the reverse of the leaf, an explanation rejected by Woide, 

but admitted by Tregelles, who states in opposition to Woide that ‘‘Part of the € 
on the other side of the leaf does intersect the 0, as we have seen again and again, 

and which others with us have seen also” (Horne, 1v. p. 156). This last assertion 

may be received as quite true, and yet not relevant to the point at issue. In an 

Excursus appended to 1 Timothy in his edition of Zhe Pastoral Epistles (p. 100, 

1856), Dean Ellicott declares, ag the result of ‘‘minute personal inspection,” that 
the original reading was “indisputably” OC. The leaf being held up to the light, 

the point of an instrument was brought by one of the Librarians of the British 

Museum ‘go near to the extremity of the sagitta of the € as to make a point of 
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seems no reason to demur to it), that OC—which is adopted by 
Griesbach, Lachmann, Tischendorf, Davidson, Tregelles, Alford, 

Ellicott, Wordsworth—was read in N as early as the fourth 
century. 

The secondary sritnesses, versions and Fathers, also power- 
fully incline this way, and they deserve peculiar attention in a 
case like the present. The Peshito() and Philoxenian (text and 
001 in margin) Syriac have a relative (whether ds or 3); so have 
the Armenian, the Roman AMthiopic and Erpenius’ Arabic. The 
Gothic, Thebaic, Memphitic, and Platt’s Authiopic favour as: 
all Latin versions (even f. g. whose Greek is OC) read. “ quod,” 
while @eds appears only in the Slavonic (which usually resembles 
KL and the later copies) and the Polyglott Arabic. Of ecclesi- 

shade visible to the observer on the other side:” so that ‘‘ when the point of the 

instrument was drawn over the sagitta of the €, the point of shade was seen 

to exactly trace out the suspected diameter of the 0.” This might seem indeed a 

very satisfactory experiment, and would no doubt have been the more so, but 

for one not trifling drawback. So very delicate is the operation, that out of 

two such experiments which have recently been tried, the result of the one 

was what the Dean describes, that of the other being to make the sagitta 

of € cut the O indeed, as Tregelles mentions, but cut it too high to have been 

reasonably mistaken by a careful observer for the diameter of 0. This last state 

of things corresponds precisely with my own experience. On holding the leaf up to 

the light one singularly bright hour, February 7, 1861, and gazing at it, with 

and without a lens, with eyes which have something of the power and too many 

of the defects of a microscope, 1 saw clearly the tongue of the € through the 

attenuated vellum, crossing the circle about two-thirds up (much above the 

thick modern line), the knob at its extremity falling without the circle. On 

laying down the leaf, I saw immediately after (but not at the same moment) the 

slight shadow. of the real ancient diameter, only just above the recent one. Even 

had this last faint line not been seen, Mr Cowper would be right in saying that 
‘The mere absénce or invisibility of the cross line of the theta would not of itself 

be demonstrative, because it has disappeared in a number of cases about which no 

question ever has been or ever will be raised” (Cod. Alexand. Introd. p. xviii), 

But one word more. A learned man once suggested to me that the upper 

horizontal line, made by a recent hand, was too thin to cover as it now seems to 

do all vestiges of such older lines of abridgement as that over OC on the same 

page (ch. iv. 3); furnished, as these lines are, with thick knobs at both ends. 

Our reply would be (1) that in Mill’s time (vid. supra) the whole or part of the 
original upper line (now quite obliterated) was visible to that critic, and (2) that 

though in the particular instance of ch. iv. 3, and many others, the horizontal line 

has a bold knob at both ends, in a yet greater number of places the knob is but at 

one end, or very small, sometimes indeed evanescent, so that to be quite undistin- 

guishable from a portion of a simple straight line, or even to degenerate into 

two or more points (e.g. 6Y, iv. 4), which might easily be covered by the recent 

line now set above OC or OC, 
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astical writers the best witness for the Received text is Ignatius, 
@cod dvOpwrivas pavepovpévou (Hphes. 19), both in the Greek 

and old Latin, although the Syriac abbreviator seems to have 

rod viob: the later interpolator expanded the clause thus: 
Gcod 5 avOpdmrou datvopévov, Kal dvOpwrov ws Ocod évepryobv~ 
ros. Hippolytus (Adv. Noet. 17) makes a “free reference” to 
it in the words Odros apoedOav eis Kdcpov Oeds ey copate 
éhavépwOn: the testimony of Dionysius of Alexandria (265) can 
no longer be upheld (Tregelles, Horne, 1v. p. 339), that of Chry- 
sostom to the same effect is very precarious, since his manuscripts 
fluctuate, and Cramer’s Catena on 1 Tim. p. 31 is adverse; but 
that of later writers, Theodoret, John Damascene, Theophylact, 
Oecumenius (as might be looked for) is clear and express. The 
chief Latins, Hilary, Jerome, Augustine, &c. exhibit either 

gut or guod: Cyril of Alexandria (for so we must conclude both 
from manuscripts and his context)', Epiphanius (éwice), Theodore’ 
of Mopsuestia (in Latin), and others of less weight, or whose lan- 
guage is less direct, are cited in critical editions of the N.T. in 

support of a relative; add to which that Oeds is not quoted by 
Fathers (e.g. “Cyprian, p. 85,” Bentleti Crit. Sacra, p. 67) in 
many places where it might fairly be looked for; though this 
argument must not be pushed too far. The idle tale, propagated 
by Liberatus the Deacon of Carthage, and from him repeated 
by Hincmar and Victor, that Macedonius Patriarch of Constan- 
tinople (A.D. 506) was expelled by the Emperor Anastasius for. 
corrupting O or OC into OC, although lightly credited by Dr 
Tregelles (Account of Printed Text, p. 229), is sufficiently refuted 
by Bp. Pearson (On the Creed, Art. 11. p. 128, 3rd edition). 

On a review of the whole mass of external proof, bearing in 
mind too that OC (from which 6 of D* is an evident corruption) is 
grammatically much the harder reading after wvornpiov (p. 371), 
and that it might easily pass into OC, we must consider it highly 
probable (indeed, if we were sure of the testimony of the first- 
rate uncials, we might regard it as certain) that the second of 
ow rules of Comparative Criticism must here be applied (see: 
p- 408), and @eds of the more recent many yield place to 6s of 

the ancient few. 

1 Bentleti, Critica Sacra, p. 67, ‘ Zx6da Photii MSS. (Bib. Pub. Cant.) ad loc. 
6 éy dylois Kpiddos ev ri oB xeparaly Tov cxonluw poly. ds epavepdOn ev capt.” 
Photius also quoted Gregory Thaumaturgus (or Apollinaris) for eds. 7 
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(21). 1 Per. i. 23. Here we have a remarkable example to 
illustrate what we saw in the cases of Rom. viii. 20 (p. 418); 

2 Cor. iii. 8 (p. 8377); Phil. ii. 1 (p. 449), that the chief uncials 
sometimes conspire in readings which are unquestionably false, 
and can hardly have arisen independently of each other. For 
omopas b0aprhis Codd. NAC have POopdas dlapris, the scribe’s 
eye wandering in writing o7ropds to the beginning of the next 
word. When Mill records the variation for Cod. A, he adds 

(as well he might), ‘“‘dormitante scribi:” that the same 
gross error should be found in three out of the four oldest 
codices, and in no other, is very suggestive and not a little per- 
plexing. : 

(22). 1 Pur. i. 15. xvptov S& rov Oedv aytdoate év tals 
kapdiais vuadv. For Gedy we find ypiordy (a change of con- 
siderable doctrinal importance) in ABC, Scrivener’s ac (two of 
the best he met with), 7. 8 (Stephens’ ca), 13. 33 (margin). 69. 
137. Apost. 1. (w yv nuev) with its Arabic translation. Thus 

too read both Syriac versions, the Thebaic, Memphitic, Arme- 

nian, Erpenius’ Arabic, Vulgate, Clement of Alexandria, Fulgen- 
tius and Bede. Jerome has “ Jesum Christum:” the Adthiopic 
and one other (Auctor de Promiss., 4th century) omit both words: 

we do not yet know the evidence of &. Against this very strong 
case we can only set up for the common text the more recent un- 

' eials GK (only six contain this Hpistle), the mass of later cursives 

(ten out of Scrivener’s twelve), the Polyglott Arabic, Slavonic, 
Theophylact and Oecumenius, authorities of the ninth century 

and downwards. It is a real pleasure to me in this instance to 
express my cordial agreement with Tregelles, when he says, 
“Thus the reading ypiorévy may be relied on confidently” (Ac- 
count of Printed Text, p. 235). I would further allege this text 
as one out of many proofs that the great uncials seldom or never 
conspire in exhibiting a really valuable departure from the later 

codices, unless supported by some of the best of the cursives 
themselves (see above, pp. 404, 407). 

(23). 1Joun ii.23. The English reader will have observed 
that the latter clause of this verse, “but he that acknowledgeth. the 
Son hath the Father also,” is printed in italics in our Authorised 
version, this being the only instance in which variety of reading 
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is thus denoted by the translators, who derived both the words 
and this method of indicating their doubtful authenticity from 

the “Great Bible” of 1539. The corresponding Greek 6 duodo- 

yav Tov viov kal Tov Tatépa éyet (which seems to have been lost 
from some copies by ouoiorévevrov, see p. 9), was first inserted. 
in Beza’s Greek Testament of 15821, and is approved by all 
modern editors (Griesbach, Scholz, Lachmann, Tischendorf, &c.), 
and though still absent from the teatus receptus, is pretty 
surely genuine. ‘This is just such a point as versions are best 
capable of attesting. The “Great Bible” had no doubt taken 
the clause from the Latin Vulgate, in whose printed editions and 
best manuscripts it is found (e. g. in am. fuld. demid. tol. but not 
in harl.), as also in both Syriac, both Egyptian, the Armenian, 
Aithiopic and (were it worth anything) Erpenius’ (not the 
-Polyglott) Arabic version. Of manuscripts the great uncials 
ABC contain the clause, the later GK omit it. Of the cursives 
only two of Scrivener’s (aj) have it, and another (b) secundé 
manu: from nine or ten of them it is absent: but of the other 
cursives it is present in at least thirty, whereof 3. 5. 13. 66#* 
(marg.). 68. 69. 98 are valuable. It is also acknowledged by 
Clement, Origen (thrice), Athanasius, both Cyrils, Theophylact 
and the Western Fathers. Euthalius and one or two others have 
ouoroye’ for the final éyes: the Old Latin m, Cyprian and 
Hilary repeat rév vidv xat before rév warépa éyet. The critical 
skill of Beza must not be estimated very highly (see p. 302), yet 
in this instance he might well have been imitated by the Elzevir 
editors, 

(24). 1 Joun v. 7,8. "Ore tpets eiow ot paptupodrres [év 
T® ovpave, 6 Ilatnp, 6 Adyés, cal TO” Aqtov TIvetpa: Kai obros 
ot Tpeis &y ecici. kab Tpeis eiow of waptupodytes ev TH yh], TO 
Tvedpa, Kal To Vdwp, Kab TO aiuas Kal oi TpeEls eis TO & eiow, 

The authenticity of the words within brackets will, perhaps, 
no longer be maintained by any one whose judgment ought to 
have weight; but this résult has been arrived at after a long and 
memorable controversy, which helped to keep alive, especially 
in England, some interest in Biblical studies, and led to investi- 

1 “Restitui in Grecis hoc membrum ex quatuor manuser. codicum, veteris 
2 

Latini et Syri interpretis auctoritate. sic etiam assueto Johanne istis oppositionibus 
contrariorum uti quam saepissim’.” Beza, V. 7. 1382. 
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gations into collateral points of the highest importance, such as 
the sources of the Received text, the manuscripts employed by 
R. Stephens (see pp. 299—801), the origin and value of the Vele~ 
sian readings (see p: 156), &c. A critical résumé of the whole 
discussion might be profitably undertaken by some competent 
scholar; we can at present touch only upon the chief heads of 
this great debate}. 

The two verses appear in the early editions (adopting again 
the notation employed above, p. 301), with the following notable 
variations from the common text: v. 7—év T@ ovpave usque ad 
TH yn v. 8, Hy. 1, 2.— 0 prim. et secund. Hr. 3 [non C. Er. 4, 5]. 
+xat (post matnp) C.—7Td Er. 3, 76 kal Gyvov mvedpa St. 1. 
mveda aytov Ex. 3, 4,5.— otros C. + evs ro (ante ev) C. v. 8. eit 
Tns yns C.—70 ter Er. 3, 4, 5 [habent C. Er 1, 2].—xat ot rpets 
ad jin. vers. C. They are found, including the clause from év 7@ 
ovpave to év 77 7, in no more than three Greek. manuscripts of \ 
very late date, one of them (Cod. Ravianus, Evan. 110), being a ° 
mere worthless copy from printed books; and in the margin of a 
fourth, in a hand as late as the sixteenth century. The real 
witnesses are the Codex Montfortianus, Evan. 61, Act. 34, whose 
history was described p. 149; Cod. Vat.-Ottob. 298 (Act. 162, see 
p- 196 and note), and for the margin a Naples manuscript (Act. 
173, p. 197). On comparing these slight and scanty authorities 
with the Received text we find that they present the following 
variations :—v. 7. do Tod ovpavod (pro év T@ ovpave) 162.—6 
prim. et secund. 34. 162.—7d 34. 162. ava trytov 34, 162.—odror 
162. + efs Td (ante év) 162. v.8. cov 173 marg. émt ris yjs 162. 
— 76 ter 34. — Kai (post va) 34. 162.— Kal ot rpels ad jin. vers. 34. 
162. jin. etot 173. No printed edition, therefore, is found to 

agree with either 34 or 162 (173, whose margin is so very recent, 
only differs from the common text by dropping v édednvorixor), 

1 Horne (Introduction, Vol. 11. Pt. 1. ch. 111. Sect. 4), and after his example 

Tregelles (Horne, Iv. pp. 384—8) give a curious list of more than fifty volumes, 

pamphlets, or critical notices on this question. The -following are the most worthy 

of perusal: Letters to Edward Gibbon, Esq. by G. Travis, Archdeacon of Chester, 

1785, 2nd edit.: Letters to Mr Archdeacon Travis, &c. by Richard Porson, 1790: 

Letters to My Archdeacon Travis, &c. by Herbert Marsh [afterwards Bp. of 

Peterborough] 1795: A Vindication of the Literary Character of Professor Porson, 

by Crito Cantabrigiensis [Thomas Turton, now Bp. of Ely] 1827: Two Letters on 

some purts of the Controversy concerning t John v. 7, by Nicholas Wiseman, 1835; 

for which see p. 255. , 
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though on the whole 162 best suits the Complutensian : but the 
omission of the article in v. 7, while it stands in v. 8 in 162, 
proves that the disputed clause was interpolated (probably from 
its parallel Latin) by one who was very ill acquainted with 
Greek. 

The controverted words are not met with in any of the extant 
uncials (NABGXK) orin any cursives beside those named above?: 
the cursives that omit them are found by the careful calculation 
of the Rev. A. W. Grafton, Dean Alford’s Secretary (WV. Z..ad loc.), 
to amount to 188 in all, besides some sixty Lectionaries. The 
aspect of things is not materially altered when we consult the ver- 
sions. The disputed clause is notin any manuscript of the Peshito, 
nor in the best editions (e.g. Lee’s: but see p. 233): the Philoxe- 
nian, Chebaic, Memphitic, Authiopic, Arabic do not contain it in 

“any shape: scarcely any Armenian codex has it (see p. 277), and 
only a few recent Slavonic copies, the margin of a Moscow edi- 
tion of 1663 being the first to represent it. The Latin versions, 
therefore, alone lend it any support, and even these are much 
divided. The chief and oldest authority in its favour is Wise~ 
man’s Speculum m (see p. 258) of the earlier translation; it is 
found in the printed Latin Vulgate, and in most of its manu- 
scripts, but not in the best, such as am., fuld. (see p. 264); nor 
in Alcuin’s reputed copies at Rome ( primé manu) and London (see 
p- 262), the book of Armagh (p. 266, note 1), and full fifty others. 
In one of the most ancient which contain it, cav. (see p. 265), v. 8 
precedes v. 7 (as appears also in m., tol., demid., and a codex 
[vit1.] cited by Lachmann), while in the margin is written 
“qudtat hoc Arius et caetert,” as if its authenticity was un- 
questioned. In general there is very considerable variety of 
reading (always a suspicious circumstance, see p. 443), and 
often the doubtful words stand only in the margin: the last 
clause of v. 8 (et ht tres unwm sunt) especially is frequently left 
out when the ‘“‘ Heavenly witnesses” are retained. It is to 

1 It is really surprising how loosely persons who cannot help being scholars, 
at least in some degree, will talk about codices containing this clause. Dr Edward 

Tatham, Rector of Lincoln College, Oxford (1792—1834), writing in 1827, speaks 

of a manuscript in his College Library which exhibited it, but is now missing, as 
having been once seen by him and Dr Parsons, Bishop of Peterborough (Crito 

Cantabrigiensis, p. 334, note). Yet there can be no question that he meant Act. 

33, which does not give the verse, but has long been known to have some con- 

noxion with the Codex Montfortianus, which does (see p. 189). 
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defend th?s omission by the opinion of Thomas Aquinas, not to 
account for the reception of the doubtful words, that the Com- 
plutensian editors wrote their long note, reprinted above, p. 368. 
We conclude, therefore, that the passage from & 7 ovpavd 
to év tH yj had no place in ancient Greek manuscripts, but 
came into some of the Latin at least as early as the sixth 
century. 

The Patristic testimony in its favour, though quite insuf- 
ficient to establish the genuineness of the clause, is entitled to 
more consideration. Of the Greek Fathers no one has cited 
it, even when it might be supposed to be most required by 

his argument, or though he quotes consecutively the verses 
going immediately before and after it. The same must be said 
of the great Latins, Hilary, Lucifer, Ambrose, Jerome* and Au- 

gustine, with others of less note. On the other hand the Afri- 

ean writers, Vigilius of Thapsus, at the end of the fifth century, 
and Fulgentius of Ruspae (? fl. 520) in two places, expressly 
appeal to the “ three Heavenly Witnesses” as a genuine portion 
of St John’s Epistle; nor is there much reason to doubt the 
testimony of Victor Vitensis, who records that the passage was 
insisted on in a confession of faith drawn up by Eugenius Bishop 
of Carthage at the end of the fifth century, and presented to 
the Arian Hunneric, king of the Vandals. From that time the 
clause became well known in other regions of the West, and was 
in time generally accepted throughout the Latin Church. 

But a stand has been made by the maintainers of this pas- 
sage on the evidence of two African Fathers of a very different 

stamp from those hitherto named, Tertullian and Cyprian. If it 
could be proved that these writers cited or alluded to the passage, 
it would result—not by any means that tt 7s authentic—but that 
like Act. viii. 37 (sce pp. 887, 444) and a few other like interpo- 
lations, it was known and received in some places, as early 
as the second or third century. Now as regards the language 
of Tertullian (which will be found in Tischendorf’s and the 

other critical editions of the N. T.: advers. Prax. 25; de 
Pudic. 21), it must be admitted that Bp. Kaye’s view is the 
most reasonable, that “far from containing an allusion to 

1 The ‘‘Prologus Galeatus in vit Ipistolas Canonicas,” in which the author 

complains of the omission of v. 7, ‘ab infidelibus translatoribus,” is certainly not 
Jerome’s, and begins to appear in codices of about the ninth century. 
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1 Jo. v. 7, it furnishes most decisive proof that he knew 
nothing of the verse” (Writings of Tertullian, p. 550, 2nd 
edition) ; but I cannot thus dispose of his junior Cyprian (d. 
258). I must say with Tischendorf (who, however, manages 
to explain away his testimony) “gravissimus est Cyprianus de 
eccles. unitate 5.” His words run, “ Dicit dominus, Lgo e¢ pater 
unum sumus (Joh. x. 80), et iterum de Patre, et Filio, et Spiritu 
Sancto scriptum est, Ht tres unum sunt.”” And yet further in his 
Epistle to Jubaianus (73) on heretical baptism: “ Si, baptizari 
quis apud haereticos potuit, utique et remissam peccatorum con- 
sequi potuit,—si peccatorum remissam consecutus est, et sancti- 
ficatus est, et templum Dei factus est, quaero cujus Dei? Si 
Creatoris, non potuit, qui in eum non credidit; si Christi, nec 
hujus fieri potuit templum, qui negat Deum Christum; si Spi- 
ritus Sancti, cum tres unum sunt, quomodo Spiritus Sanctus 
placatus esse ei potest, qui aut Patris aut Filii inimicus est?” 
if these two passages be taken together (the first is much the 
stronger’), it is surely safer and more candid to admit that Cy- 
prian read v. 7 in his copies, than to resort to the explanation 
of Facundus [vi], that the holy Bishop was merely putting on 
v.8a spiritual meaning; although we must acknowledge that 
it was in this way v. 7 obtained a place, first in the margin, 
then in the text of the Latin copies, and though we have 
clear examples of the like mystical interpretation in Euche- 
rius (fl. 440) and Augustine (contra Maximin. 22), who only 
knew of v. 8. 

Stunica, the chief Complutensian editor, by declaring, in 
controversy with Erasmus, with reference to this very passage, 
“Sciendum est, Graecorum codices esse corruptos, nostros [i.e. 
Latinos] verd ipsam veritatem continere,” virtually admits that 
v. 7 was translated in that edition from the Latin, not derived 
from Greek sources. The versions (for such we must call 
them) in Cod. 34. 162 had no doubt the same origin, but were 
somewhat worse rendered: the margin of 173 seems to be taken 
from a printed book. Erasmus, after excluding the passage 

1 The writer of a manuscript note in the British Museum copy of Travis’ Letters 

to Gibbon, 1785, p. 49, very well observes on the second citation from Cyprian: 
“That three are one might be taken from the eighth verse, as that was certainly 
understood of Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, especially when Baptism was the 
subject in hand” [Matth, xxviii, 19]. 
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from his first two editions, inserted it in his third under circum- 
stances we have before mentioned (pp. 149, 297); and notwith- 
standing the discrepancy of reading in v. 8, there can be little or 
no doubt of the identity of his “‘ Codex Britannicus” with Mont- 
fort’s. We have detailed (p. 458) the steps by which the text 
was brought into its present shape, wherein it long remained, uf- 
challenged by all save a few such bold spirits as Bentley, 
defended even by Mill, implicitly trusted in by those who had 
no knowledge of Biblical criticism. It was questioned in 
fair argument by Wetstein, assailed by Gibbon in 1781 with 
his usual weapons, sarcasm and insinuation (Decline and Fall, 
Chap. xxxvit). Archdeacon Travis, who came to the rescue, 
a person “ of some talent and attainments” (Crito Cantab. p.335, 
note), burdened as he was with a weak cause and undue con- 

fidence in its goodness, would have been at any rate—impar 
congressus Achilli—no match at all for the exact learning, the 
acumen, the wit, the overbearing scorn of Porson!. The 
Letters of that prince of scholars, and the contemporaneous 
researches of Herbert Marsh, have completely decided the con- 
test: Bp. Burgess alone, while yet among us [d. 1837], clung 
obstinately to a few scattered outposts after the main field of 
battle had been lost beyond recovery. 

On the whole, therefore, we need not hesitate to declare our 

conviction that the disputed words were not written by St John: 
that they were originally brought into Latin copies in Africa 
from the margin, where they had been placed as a pious and 
orthodox gloss on v. 8: that from the Latin they crept into two 

1 TI side with Porson against Travis on every important point at issue between 

them, and yet I must say that if the former lost a legacy (as has been reported) by, 

publishing his “Letters,” he was entitled to but slender sympathy. The prejudices ; 

“of good men (especially when a passage is concerned which they have long held to : 

fbe a genuine portion of Scripture, clearly teaching pure and right doctrine) should<, 

*be dealt with gently: not that the truth should be dissembled or withheld, but, 

‘when told it ought to be in a spirit of tenderness and love. Now take one exam-— 

ple out of fifty of the tone and temper of Porson. The question was a very sub- 

ordinate one in the controversy, the evidence borne by the Acts of the Lateran 

Council, A.D. 1215. “Though this,” rejoins Porson, “ proves nothing in favour of 

the verse, it proves two other points. That the clergy then exercised dominion 

over the rights of mankind, and that able tithe-lawyers often make sorry critics. 

Which I desire some certain gentlemen of my acquaintance to lay up in their hearts 

as @ very seasonable innuendo” (Letters, p. 361). As if it were a disgrace for an Arch- 

deacon to know a little about the laws which affect his clergy. 
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or three late Greek codices, and thence into the printed Greek 

text, a place to which they had no rightful claim. We will 

close this slight review with the terse and measured judgment of 
Griesbach on the subject: “Si tam pauci, dubii, suspecti, re- 

centes testes, et argumenta tam levia, sufficerent ad demon- 
strandam lectionis cujusdam yvynotdryta; licet obstent tam multa 

tamque gravia, et testimonia et argumenta: nullum prorsus 

superesset in re critica. veri falsique criterium, et textus Novi 

Testamenti universus plane incertus esset atque dubius” (N. T. ad 
locum, Vol. 11. p. 709). 

(25). Apoc. xiii 10. El tis aiyparwolav ovvaye, ets aty- 
parwciay raya. This reading of the received text is per- 
fectly clear; indeed, when compared with what is found in the 
best manuscripts, it is too simple to be true (Canon I. p. 371). 
-From a communication made by Tischendorf to Mr Kelly 
(Revelation of John, Introd. p. Xv.) we know that Cod. & agrees 
in substance with BC: «& (nC) tis es avyparootay virayer 
(vrdyy B Mat), the reading of those excellent cursives 28. 38. 
95, and a manuscript of Andreas: evs is further omitted in 14 (s7c). 
32. 47. the Memphitic (?), Arabic (Polyglott), and a Slavonic 
manuscript. ‘The sense of this reading, if admissible at all, 

is very harsh and elliptical: that of the only remaining uncial 
A, though apparently unsupported except by a Slavonic manu- 
script and the best copies of the Vulgate, looks more probable: 
a tis es alyparwoiay, eis aiyparwciay draye: “if any one 
is for captivity, into captivity he goeth” (Zregelles, Kelly, 
who compares Jerem. xv. 2, LXX): the second eis aiypua- 
Awolav being omitted by homoeoteleuton (see p. 9) in the above- 
mentioned codices. ‘Tregelles, Lachmann, Tischendorf and Kelly 
follow Cod. A, and it would seem rightly. 

All other variations were devised for the purpose of supply- 
ing the ellipsis left in the uncials. For cuvdyes of the common 

text (now that it is known not to be found in C) no Greek 
authority is expressly cited except the recent margin of 94 (b**). 
The favourite form of the cursives is that printed in the Complu- 
tensian Polyglott: e tes eyes aiypadrwolay, vrrayer, after 2. 
8. 13. 29, 30. 81. 37. 40. 41. 42. 48.49. 50. 90. 98. 94*, 96. 97. 
98, perhaps some six others, a Slavonic manuscript, Andreas 
in the edition of 1596. The Vulgate, the Pseudo-Peshito Syriac 
(see p. 233), and Primasius in substance, read “ Qui in captivi- 
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tatem duxerit, in captivitatem vadet,” but am. fuld. (not demid.) 
and the best codices omit “duxerit” and have “vadit” (Syr. 

y]...ASdak), which brings the clause into accordance with, 

‘Cod. A. The Greek corresponding with the printed Vulgate is 
el tis eis (83 omits els) aiypadrwoiav (és 87) amaye. (érdye 87), 
els aixparwciay traye, 33, 85, 87. Other modes of expression 
(e.g. ef Tis aiywarwrifes cis aiyuwarwoiay vraye, 7: el Tis 
aiyparwriet, aiyparoticOncerat, 18: et Tis aixpardrys i, 

els aly. bar. 86, &c.) resemble those already given in their 
attempt to enlarge and soften what was originally abrupt and 
perhaps obscure. 

God grant that if these studies shall have made any of us 
better instructed in the letter of His Holy Word; we may 
find grace to grow, in like measure, in that knowledge which 
tendeth to salvation, through faith in His mercy by Christ 
Jesus. 
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O4...00 Evan. 15 .....- 144 Yoza ...Act 19 ...... 194 

65...... Evan. 264 ...168 103..60-ACh IT sess 187 

66......Evan. 265 ...168 103 a ...Act 120 ......194 
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WOveaees Evan. 14 .....- 144 106...... Evan. 5 ...... 143 
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Yecere Evan. 22 ...... 144 TOY... Paul. D, 130-132 
WB. ccc Evan. 268 ...168 ; 108...... Paul, 148.....- 204 

44......lvan, 269 ...168 108 a ...Evan. 290 ...169 
YB ecece Eyan, 270 ...168 109...... Paul. 146...... 204 

2 Codd. 100 a, 194 a, 303, 315, 377 are in Scholz’s lists both of the Gospels and Evangelistaria, 

though he does not state, as he ought, that the same copy contains both. Codd, 100 4, 194 a, 377 
are undoubtedly the same volumes in both lists, as it is probable that Cod. 303 is also, though in 
the Gospels he calls it 4°, in the Evst. folio. In the case of Cod. 315 there is perhaps some error, 

‘since Scholz puts it in his list for the Gospels as new, though it was known long ago as Evst, 14 
Codd. 380, 381 also seem to contain both Evan, and Evst. 
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iv. 31.......--Act, 88...... 193 

IV. 32...e0eee- Act, 8g...... 193 

Vie Qisseveeee Evst. 113 ...217 
Vi, Besseeeeee Act. 143 195 

Vie Fecseecees Eivst. 114 ...217 

VILL .eee Evan. 182 ...162 

Vi, T3...csee0 Evan. 363 ...172 
Vi. T4.....04.. Evan. 183 ...162 

Vi. Th sseceeeee Evan. 184 ...163 
Vi. 16.....406. Evan. 185 ...163 

Vi. IB....0000- Evan. 186 ...163 
Vi. QE... esos Evst. 115 ...217 

Vis 23. .cseeeee Evan. 187 ...163 

Vis 2herceceees Evan. 364 ...172 

vi, 25......«;dvan, 188 ...163 
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176. ..seceee Act. 149...196 
BAA cccvvecee Evst. 117 ...217 
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CYT re Act. 148...196 
2607.0... Evan. 366...172 

2708. ...0000 Evan. 367 ...172 

oy Evst, 112 ...217 

. Cista......... Evst. 118 ...217 

Richard. 84......... Evan. 368 ...172 
 QO...seeeee Evan. 369 ...172 

Richard. K. i. n. 11 ...Evan, 370...172 

St Mark’s?! Apost. 4 ...223 

(Messina) 1 .......s000. Evan, 420 +%..175 
D vesvccseeees Act. 175 ...0 197 

(Milan) 23 MSS, 

Ambros. 6......... Paul, 171 ...205 

I3.ereveeee Evan. 343...171- 

D5. cecceeee Paul, 172 ...205 

16.....600. Evan. 344 ...171 

T7cceceees Evan. 345 ...171 

23...e000.-buvan, 346 ..,171 

BB cccccaeee Evan. 347 ...171 
BG. scee eee Evan, 348 ...171 

OF... eeeee Evan. 349 ...171 

62....6008. Evst. 102 ...216 

B. 62......08 Evan, 350...171 

O3..eceeeee Apost. 46...224 

OF. .ceeeee Evst. 103 ...216 

JO. cereee Evan, 351 ...171 

TQecveneces Eiyst. 104 ...217 

os rr Evst, 105 ...217 

Ol. .eeeee-kuvst. 106 ...217 

* PAGE 
Ambros. B, 93.........HVan. 352 ...172 

» Mi 93...eeees Evan. 353 ...172 

QT areecveee Act. 137 ...195 
— LOZ. eeeeee Act. 138 ...198 

LO4.cessaeee Act. 139 ...195 

A2Z5ivevevee Paul. 175 ...205 

Evan. 358... 

14...Paul. 177... 
24,..Hivat, III... 

196...Act. H....... 
242.,.Hvan. 359 ... 

243...Act. 142... 

(N: aples) 9 MSS. . 

“LDsevee Act. 83 vs... 

142 
205 
217 
129 
172 

195 

1B. 192 

TB, r4..cseee Evst. 138 ...218 

IO, 24...cceeee Hivan. 401 ...174 

IC. 26......005 Act. 174 v.00 197 

1 O. 28......... ivan. 402 ...174 

IO. 209.....060 Evan, 403 ...174 

2 0. 18...Evan. We or R ...114 
’ Scotti......... Hivan, 404 ...174 

No mark......... Act. 173 v.00 197 

(Palermo) Bibl. Reg....Paul. 217 ... 206 

(Parma) De Rossi 1...Evan. 360 ...172 

2...duvan. 361 ...172 

(Rome) 159 MSS. Vatican (109) 

Cod. Vatic. 165......... Paul. 58...201 
34Q.creeeeee Evan, 127 ...159 

Bb Loeveveeee Evst. 35 ...213 

Z54ravcceeee Evan. §. 115 

BBO... eeeeee Evan, 128 ...159 

358... 000008 Evan, 129 ...159 

BBQ rorvveees Hivan. 130 ...159 

360.....006. Evan. 131 ...159 

BOT... ceceee Evan, 132°...159 

BOZ-nsceveee Evan. 133 ...159 

BOA. cccreees Evan, 134 ...189 

B05 .ccceeoee Evan. 135 ...159 
366.......4. Act. 72 ...... 192 

307 .cseeeeee Act. 73... 192 
B7Qeeccveees Apoe. 38...... 208 

665 .....0005 Evan. 136 ,..159 

1 This manuscript, as Codd. 201—3 of the Gospels (see p. 163), was cited by Lamy (but only for 

1 John y. 7) and, like them, has probably disappeared ; as also Cod, Evan. 370. 
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IIG1... 00000 Evan. 372 ...172 | Vat. Ottobon. 2......... Evst. 130 ...217 

‘T168......06. Evst. 122...217 Bl cosceeeee Paul. 195 ...205 
120Q...000000 Cod. B. and ee Paul. 196 ...205 

Apoc. 91...84-94, 210 66.0... Evan. 386 ...173 
T2IO...ceseee Evan, 142 ...160 T7Becccseees Evst. 131 ...217 

1229... seeeee Evan. 143 ...160 T76....0000 Paul. 197 ...208 
T25g.csseesee Evan. 144 ...160 204... ssa ee Evan. 387 ...173 

L423 .cceceeee Evan. 373 ...172 QL Zeeveseves Evan. 388 ...173 
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BOOZ. cceeeee Act. 160......196 Bevecevees Act. 79 ...... 192 

» 1 So Scholz’s index,.and I suppose correctly, but in his Catalogue of Evangelistaria he num- 
ers if 1256, : 
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UI 

St Mark §..............-Hvan. 208...164 
O..seceseeeeeeeeduVan, 206...164 
Se Evan. 207...164 
Qeseceerevsceece Evan. 208...164 

1O....eccseeeeeeekuVAn. 209...164 
LL. eccescscenvees Act. 96...... 193 
TQivcseveseceeees Evst. 139 ...218 
We cerencecscsace Evan. 210...164 

WBorccvenscscease Evan. 387...172 

BWQsevccessecsecee Evan, 354...172 

BB scccccessceucs Paul. 110 ...203 

Bd rcercscscereece Paul. rrzr ...203 

BBrvvcveceeectces Paul. 112 ...203 

5 3Q-sreveeeeceeee VAN, 211...164 

B4O.secceccecneeee Evan, 212...164 

BAL. eceeceeseneee Evan. 355...172 

BAQecccccesseeeseeD VAN. 213... 164 
BAZ sccecnecnscnens Evan. 214...164 

(BAA sc csevceeeveeee Evan, 218...164 

BAB scccecscneecs Evan. 356...172 

BAG. cccacsceceees Act. 140 .,.195 
BAS. cesecccnseees Evst. 107 ... 214 
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St Mark 540....cccecsevens vat. 108 ...217 | S. Syn. 139......Hivam. 285 .cccceeeeee 167 
B5O.ssceereesesees Evst. 109 ...217 © 193.1000 ACh 103 cecceeeceeee 193 

BBL icesecssescsees Evst. 110 ...217 206...... ApOc. 50 ciseeeeesees 208 
GIG acrccscececees Evst. 140 ...218 2B... Paul. 124 v.64. eteeee 203 

Namian, L.....eccssseees Evan. U. ...117 261...... Evan. 246 ....... +167 
Disvcsverneeres .Eyst. 141 ...218 26g. ..00 Evan. 248 ......0. 167 
3 (I. X.)-veeee Evan. 405...174 265.000 Eivan. 245 wsssssee 167 

. 4 (i. TI)... Evan. 406...174 266...... Est. 52 secessseeeee at4 

. § (i. 12) 0. Evan. 407...174 267...46.HVSE. 53 cseceseseeee a4 
"47 Gi. 14)......Hvan. 408...174 268...... Est. 54. csecscseeees ats 

8 (i. 15) ...00 Evan. 409...174 2Q1.....-APOSt, Lg ecscccceeees 22d 

10 Gi. 17)... Evan. 410...174 |. 292.0000. Paul. 119 ........000. 203 

TD ecceeceee vos Bvan. 410,..074 328......ACE 106 ..cecceeeeee 194 
12 (i, 19)...... Evan. 412..,174 333.0000. Act. TOL siccsceseees 193 

13 (i. 20) ...... Evan. 413...174 B33 4sceer ACh, TOO wscccceeees 193 

14 (i. 21)....., Evan. 414...174 B73 cance Evan. 247 ceceesee 167 

15 (i. 22)...... Evan. 418...174 380...... Evan, 242 ....seeee 164 

TO .ecccccececeeee Evst. 142...218 Cista...... Evan. V and 250...117, 167 
17 (i. 24) ..006. Evan. 416...174 | Typ. S. Syn. 1...Evan. 244 ......00. 167 

18 (i, 25) ...... Evan. 417...174 -  3...Hivan. 256 oo... 167 
BT vecccessceeeces Evan, 418...174 g...Evst. 51 and §6...214-5 

St Mark’s, Canonici......Evan. 216...164 TL...Hiv8t, 4Q  -ccceceeeeee 214 

L. Becceveers Evan. 217...164 12... HiVSt. SO cesecseeneee 204 
Palimpsest.............+5 Evst. ven®’...220 13... HVAN. 243 seeceeeee 167 

Tho following seem ming BW BB cate 
St Michael's, Venice University 25.......+. Apoc. 65 ...209 

AQereeveen, Evst. 143 ...218 Tabul. Imp........+ Evan. 251...167 
Wh Tervereees Evan. 419...174 Matth. a......... Act. 98...... 193 

(Verona) Psalter...Evan, 0° ...112 | Matth.r (Syn. ?)...Apoe. 50° or go...208 
Cod. Pogodini, 472...Evan, 4?°...1478 

Russra 73 MSS. (Odessa) ......sesseesvevees Evst. ro®*,,.178 
‘(Moscow). 

S. Syn. 4......Apost. 13 ..cseccevees 223 (St Petersburg) 

Baveaee ACE. OQ ..eceesessenereereees 193 | Codex Sinaiticus......... N.T.N ...76-9 

A2evevee Eivan. 237....ccscsceseeeees 166 | Cod. Sangerm. .......... Paul. E ...132-3 

AQeveeeeTUVSE: 47 cevceecesenecenens a14 | Tischendorf. IL. ......... Evan. I...... 107 

44 veveeeLVBts 48 ccceeeeesereeneeee a14 | olim Coislin, 1... Evan, 437...176 

AB creer EDvan, 25Q....sccecereeeeeee 167 | (7) Four fragments of the Gospels, 

yy Eivan. 23Q9...sscsceseeeenees 166 one of the Acts, one of St Paul, 

48.04... Fivan. 238....c.cesceeeceees 166 and one copy of the Gospels, 

AQs sees FEvan, 240.....cccessesveves 166 described ......ccccsseeecsseseeeeerees 127 

61...... Paul. N°. ....ccecsceeeseees 140 | Petropol. iv. 13........ Evst. 1° .,.178 

67.2.2, APOCy 4Q sscsseseesionrees 208 vi. 470 ..0. Evan, 2?° ...178 
Odeceeee EYvan. 2409...csceesereceeeee 164 vil. 179 ...... Evst. 3°° ...178 

098......Act, K and 102}... 130, 193 viii. 80 ...... Apost. 3°°...178 

99... Paul, 123 ...cccsssesceees 203 1X. To ceessaeee Evan. 5°° ...178 

120,.,..,ivan. O and 257.,.112, 167 ix. 3. 471 ...Evan. 72° ...178 

1 See p. 225, note. 
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‘Petropol. x. 180 ...... Evst. 6° ...178 | B. vice (now K. iif, 3)...Evan. 1......142 

xi. 1.2.330... Evan. 8?° ...178 B. vi. 290... Act. &e. ...199 

xi, 3, 181... Evst. 9° ...178 B, ix. 387 ...... Act. 2 2... 187 
Q. Ve Te 15 .ccee. Evan, 11P°,,.178 B. xX. 20....... op ACh. 4 cece 187 

Notitia Cod. Sin. Evan. tisch.? ...... 18r | (S. Gall) wr... eeesssceeees Evan. A...122-4 
, Evan. tisch.® ...... 181 1 Pee ..Hivan, O° ..,112 

Did. sssaveeee Evst. Petrop.®” ...220 -Evan. W° ,..118 
Evst. Petrop.°",..220 | (Geneva) 10....ssecceee Evan. 75 ...152 

Double palimpsest..A post. Petrop...225 QO.ercrevececerseACls 2Q vcesee 189 

(Zurich) Zwingle Paul, 56 ...207 
Scombanp 4 MSS.! - 

(Glasgow) Hunter. Mus. 
B. B. or 1633 ...Apost. 44...224 

C. CO, or 1634...... Apost, 45...224 

Ae 0) oe Evan. ...... 181 

Q. 123. ..-cceseeseees Evan. ...... 181 

 Q. 1. (or 3) 38, 36... Evst. ...... 223 

BS. 8.4L ccceeeees Evan. ...... 181 

(Edinburgh) Univ. Libr....Evan....... 181 

‘Span 19 MSS. 

(Escurial) i..........c000 Evst. 40 ...214 
i ..- 166 

168 

166 
166 

10214. 
214 
165 
214 

i re) te S B N w WN 

5 .. Avan. 230... 

6 ...Hvan. 231... 

7 
I 

BE 

"er Et Er Er Eb Et 

...- Evan, 232... 

2...Evat, 41 

..-ivst. 42... 

.. ivan, 227... 

we Hivat. 43... 

. ivan, 228... 
iv. 17 ...Evan, 226...165 

iy, 21 ...Hvan. 229...165 

Six codices of Act. &c. ...199, 206, 210 
(Toledo) ...... Evan, ceccscescscesceees 181 

MMM MM Me ee 8 

SwEDEN (Upsal) one MS. 

Sparwenfeld 42 

SWITZERLAND 14 MSS. 

(Basle) B. ii. §......... Act. &e. 
B. vi. 17 

B. vi..21 (now K, iy. 38) 
Evan. E, and-Apoc. 15...103-4, 207 

B. vi. 25 

165, 

TURKEY (Oriental Monasteries) 
104? MSS. 

(Cairo) Patriarch of Alexandria’s 

Library, 5 copies of Gospels ...... 185 

3 copies of the Acts and Epistles ...200 

One copy of a Lectionary?............ 222 

One copy of the Gospels and Psal- 

ter, at Meroxla of St Cathe- 

Vine’s, Sinai ........csssccecsesoessvane 185 

(Chalké) Seven codices in Lamy’s 

list (?) and eight in Dr Millin- 
GONE oo. cceececeeveccceesescesenees yoeeee LOL 

(Constantinople) Patriarch of Jeru- 
salem’s Library: at least six 

codices of Gospels &. ...... 180, note 
Also a palimpsest Evst. ..........0000+ 222 

(Jerusalem) Great Greek Monastery of 
the Holy Sepulchre. 

Scholz Codd. 1-7 ...Hvan. 450-6... 
Coxe’s 14. codices of Gospels 
Codd. 8, 9 (Scholz)... Act, 183, 184... 

Cod. 10 (Scholz)......Hvst. 158 
College of Holy Cross: No. 3..Eivan... 

bee eaeeeeerenes Evst.159... 8. Melanae 

(Larnaka) Bp. of Citium...Evan..... 

Evat. .... 

_ (Patmos) S. John’s Convent. 

(3) Scholz......Evan. 467, 468, 469. 

«eee 

177 
185 

198 

219 

185 

219 

186 

..186 

+0222 

IY 

1 We copy the numbers and descriptions of the Glasgow manuscripts from Haenel and Scholz, 
but there are probably less than six separate codices, 
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Two others seen by Coxe .........00 185 | Manuscripts whose present location 
Two of Act. numbered 182 by Scholz..197 is unknown (42?) 

Coxe No. 24 «......+ Paul, .....scce0e 206 | Evan. O or Evst. Bandur® .,.112, 220 
(7) Scholz Evst. 172-178 ......se000 219 | Hivan, T? oo. ececsssscesscccscseecsceenes 116 

(S. Saba) 2...cccsceseeees Evan. 457...177 | EXvatis 42 csccescsccseccccsecscssssscneneee 146 
Becccserveseeees Evan. 458...177 | Tivan. 64 ...ccecsscsscsscsecsscsseneseeees 150 
Wevesvecensssees Evan. 459...177 | Evan. 66 ...... slaceeeteeenceecsesenionses 18 

Boo. sceceeeeeeee Evan. 460...177 | Evan. 80, 81, 82 so ncecseseececserenenons 153 

Queccceseeeeeees Evan. 461...177 | Evan. 88, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94. -.cesere 154 

TO.sececeseconase Evan. 462...177 | Evan. 10t (0t102), 104...ssseceeees 155 

|. ee Evan. 463...177 | Evan. 199, 200......cccsssceesseceeessene 163 

T2isessccencreers Evan. 464...177 | Evan. 203 ....ccccccsesescecssececeeesecees 164 
TQ. .sceseessceees Fivan. 465...177 | Elvan. 253, 284...cccccssccssscecescconees 167 
ZO. sesevceresenes Evan. 466...177 | Evan. 362 (3702).....:cssssesecseteeeeeI72 

EVAN. 419% ..cccccesccsceesssessesevevees 174. 

Coxe saw ten more copies of the Evan. 436 or Evst. 183 ......ssscceees 176 
Gospels, besides three in the Fivan, 2 oo... ccsccccceeessensecaseeseaes 180 
Tower Library ......scccseesesssssvees 185 | (2) Lowes late Askew ...Evan....... 181 

Scholz  L.ccsccecsecnveeeee Act. 185 ...198 Askew 619 ........ Evan....182, note 
LB ssscssseessecesees Act, 188 ...198 ACE. 8 icccccccsseeeeseeseusenevsoees 187 

fovecseceseesseeees Est. 160...219 ACE. 39 ..cceccesccsceecceeseseenreees 189 

Beccssessesseseeses Evst. 161...219 ACE 44 cecccscersssccecsecnecssontees Igo 

6 occceccccceseceees Fivat. 162...219 AGE. FO Licesscccccccnceesescneneeeees 190 

TBeccsessesareaeeeee Evvst. 163...219 Act. §2 seeneeneaenenens we eeeceetenees Igo 

Thi seaccssscceeeaere Hivst. 164...219 Act. 58, i.e, Evan. 90 ........4.. tor 
D7 eccseeseesvenseses Evst. 165...219 Paul, 13 ...cccecsscsescevevcseseeeeees 200 

AL cocccccccececceee Evat. 166...219 Paul. 15 ..cccscesscssesevesvesssseeees 200 

Oe ecccccceceseseee _Evst. 167...219 Pal, 60 ..ccecscecsesseceesneveeveces 201 

ABececsevsecreceeers Evst. 168...219 APOC, I cecsecersceccccesvavecesebenes 207 

Ddsosseereseeveeses: Evat, 169 ...219 APOC. 3 ciccesecreececoerecseesteeees 207 

O8 ccscscssscacsseee Evat. 170...219 APOC, 5 ceccsseovsversessecvscscearees 207 

No mark..ccccccscseces Eivst. 171...219 Hivet, 23 ..cscccssecscscevessceccecees 213 

16...... “ccsecaeees Apost, 49...223 EXvst. 33 cccscscseccsccssevsssesseeens 213 

"TB icecossseceeseeens Apost. 50...225 Evat. 38 veceauecseeetecsecerseees 214 
26 .csersscsceveesees Apost, §1...225 Evat. 39 ; 

No mark....ccccccceeee Apost. 54...223 Eivst. 143% ...ccccsccsesseseevcecences 218 

Compare Coxe’s list of Lectionaries,..222 er 0 ; or Evan. 436..+..0+0+0.. 219 
VEG, I56. csscccssseesceeseersseeeees 219 

(Sinai) St Catherine’s? Apost..3 (Batteley) ........c00 223 
124 Evst. A°......... Apost, 43 csesesrscreceseeees beeesees 223 
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Abbreviations in manuscripts...14, 29, 

38, 43, 44, 135, 294, 436, 452 

Accents employed in manuscripts...39— 
_ 42, 86, 290 

Aceretions seescecceveceeenes p00000 373, 451 

Acts and Cath, Epist., divisions of ...53, 

a. 54, 58 
Acus employed by scribes......... 24, 102 

Adamantius (Origen) ...,..384, 390, 392 

Adams, Sir Thi.secccccccscccscsscsssenees 281 

Adler, JG. C. ...234, 238, 240n, 244, 

245; 247 330 331,.442 
Aischylus ......04. asetscsesescsoedy 414 0, 1 

Aithiopie version........-277, 316, 398 n- 

Affe, D. AvChp. .....ccecesscssceecevees 345 

African form of Old Latin version...... 

oo | 132, 258, 259 
Aganon, Bp... fs beeauevavensesens 122 n 

AGOM vocccccescsssctstercecssvesceeses 176, 208 

Alcala de Henares ae eeeeeveneeees 289, 291 

Alcuin’s Latin. manuscripts ...262, 459 

Aldus N.. T, &e. rarversreees lL 5Qy 288, 298 

Alexandrian forms...... 13, 79, 84, 99, 

109, III, 374, 412—418 
Alford, B. Hy w..ccccce 116, 196 n, 208 

Alford, H, Dean...116, 126, 236, 298n, 

372, 375, 378, 399, 400, 403, 495, 
406, 408, 437, 439, 446, 451 

Alter, Fo Kuciccscsseese 152, 164, 254, 279 

—— his N, TT. oo... ccceveeee 3290—330 

Ambrose, Archp. .......ece0000 +eeeBO TL. 2 

Ambrosian. Cod. Lat. .......cccsceeeeee 258 

n indicates note. 

Le. PAGE 

Amelotie  ..rcecccccsescesoeceeseeceevenees 147 

Amiatinus, Cod. Lat. (am.) ...264, 342 

Amimonian sections......50—53, §8, 142, 

297; 434 passim 
Ammonius of Alexandria ‘...........64 50 

Analogy of God’s Providence prepares us 

for various readings............... I—3 

Avagracyad evayyENie. ...... 20006 42, 213 

Andreas, Archp., his Chapters &C....54, 

56, 207—9 
Andrew, St., Avignon, Cod. Lat, (and.) 

268 

Angelus Vergecius ......38 n. 2, £98, 204 
Anglo-Saxon Versions ......cicsesseesee 280 

Antonio Ae. of Lebrixa ..........c000 289 

Apocalypse, ancient divisions of ...54, 58 

Apocryphal supplements to N. T....... 8, 

_ 425, 430 
Apostolical Constitutions...421, 442, 446 

Apostolos (and drocroNoevaryyéXta)...63, 

. , 2ET, 214, 44in. 
A postrophus used in manuscripts...43, 95 

Aquinas, TROMAS ....c.cecceeers 363 n, 459 
Arabic versions......... 225, 281—2, 460 

Arethas, Archp. on Apocalypse ...... 56, 
209, 210 

Argenteus, Cod. Gothicus ............ 274 

Aristophanes of Byzantium ............ 40 
Arius, heretic ........ccscceseeeeee 436, 437 

Armagh, book of .........06 266 n. 1, 459 

AYMENIAN VELSION 2... ..0seeees 246—277 
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Ascetic temper traced in manuscripts... | Bezae, Cod. Lat. (d).......ssssseeeeerees 256 

376 andn.1 | Bible, the Great (in English) ...... 456—7 

Askew, Anthony...176n.1,18tandn, 213 | Bible, Hebrew, first printed............ 288 
Aspen, Value Of .....seeeseseeeeenees 176n,2 | —— Latin, first printed ...... 262, 288 

Assemant, J. S.  cscccesenees 243, 247, 441 | Bingham, J....53n.1, 64 n.2, 138 n. I, 

Agsemant, S. Be ccccresscvcnsevcaseveees 245 241 n.1, 387 

Asterisks ......06. 244, 248, 435, 438, 440 | Birch, Andr...... 86, 89, 115, 117, 157, 

Athanasius, Patriarch .,....49, 83, 446 159, 164—5, 213 passim 

Athos, Mount...79, 166, 186, 327, passim | —— his N.T. andcollations...330—332 

AUgid: DUVOS ciserecesccrsscerecsccorneees 133 | Blanchini, Jos. ...133 n, 140, 162, 207, 

Augustine, Bp,......41 0, 64 nn. 2 and 3, 214, 219, 253 and n. 2, 256, 
_ 252, 259 and n, 261 and n, 

266 n. 3, 386, 424, 442 
Autographs of the N. T. ...2, 379-381 

Aymont, Ti cirscccorsevecseseceeenecceees 131 

B and Y confounded ............... 37 1. 3 
Baber, He Hy v.cccceccessceeeee 40, 81 n, 84 

Babington, Churchill, papyri...20, 417 n. 

Banduri, Anselmo... .csceceeeeee I12, 220 

Barbarous readings inadmissible ...418 

Barberini, readings &c. 88, 119, 157, 314 

Bar ndaas wiccccsscccesecsecseccecescnes 28, 77 

Barrow, Is. his posthumous works ...4 

Barreti, TO. ciccccceseeversnee TIQ, 149, 210 

Barsalabi, Dion, Bp. 243 and n, 246, 441 

Bartolocci, collation of Cod. B...88, 341 

Basil, Bp, cscscceceencsersersceseeseees 89 n. 

Basilides, heretic .......:sssccesseeeeeees 381 

Basmuric fragments of N.T. ......... 273 

Battior, Td. ccccrrseserseesceneeaees 104, 187 

Beaumont and Fletcher's works ......... 4 

Bede, the Venerable ...........- 128, 443 
Bengel, J. A.......60 n, 117 n, 329, 333 

his N. T. and collations, 322—324 

—— his Canon ............... 37{—2, 437 

Bentleti Critica Sacra (Ellis, A. A.)... 

... , 8200. 2, 433 0. 2, 455 and n, 
Bentley, Richard...7, 88, 106, 133, 158, 

179, 207, 220, 253 n. I, 264, 

. 266, 324, 344, 462 
his projected N. T.. .-BIQ—321 

Bentley, ThomAS ...cccccvecesevccevevees 189 

Bernard, Ewe ciccccccccscccsscncceecenes 315 

Bernstein, Ge ED, ceesssceneeees savoevenes 242 

Berviman,. J. cccccccsceseceeens 453 and n 

Bessarion, Jo, Oardinal............ 85, 164 
Been, Theod....17, 60, 96, 97, 98 and n, 

103, 457 and n. 

—— his N, 7. reviewed 

262, 264, 265 passim 

Bloomfield, S.7...85 n.2, 186, 187, 200, 
207, 210, 223, 225, 405 N, 
Addenda, p. viii. 

Bobbienses, Codd. Lat. (ke 8.)...257, 258 

Bode, Qi As ccccecaccsnceceseessens 279, 281 

Bodleian, Cod. Lat. Godl.) veveveeeeens 265 

Boerner, CL By ceccsccccsesees 135 0. 2, 153 

Boetticher, P. Memphitic vers. ...... 272 

Bombasius, Patil ..ccccccccssecseveverees 88 

Book of Common Prayer.........++. 11, 63 
Boreel, FORM coccccccececssvesevensseeeseneTO4 

Bowring, Sir J...ccscccsseceesseees 292 n. 1 
Bowyer, Wi ecscoccocescsecseees 326, 370 n. 

Breathings in manuscripts ...39—~42, 86 

Brisxianus, Cod, Lat, (f).........eceee 254 

Burgess, Th. Bp. v.ccsccsscerees 196 n, 462 
Blurgon], J. We: weccsceee 85 n. 1, 93 n.2 

Burney, Ch. his manuscripts ...179, 180 

Butler, 8. Bp. cececesaseeccsceucevecsecs 163 

Butimann, Phil. ......0..066 264, 340, 34% 

Calosivtus v.seccereseeesveese eeseeneenees 24T 

Cambridge Texts, Greek Testament...17 
Camps, Francis des ....cccsccecssescnees TrIo 

Canons of internal evidence ...371—376 

Canons of Comparative Criticism ...408 

- —9, 455 

Capernaum, its orthography ......... 415 
Capitals in manuscripts...44, 78, 86, 96 

Carlyle, Ti De ciccsceveees 178, 180 n, 199 

Caro, Hugo de S, Cardinal ...58, 153 n. 

Carolinus, Cod. Gothicus ............ 245 

Carpianus, Epistle to ...... 5O—52, 142, 

oo 290, 297 
Carshunic characters ............ 245, 282 
Caryophilus, J. M. Bp. 184, 192, 202n. I 

Casaubon, 18. . ccsccrcscrsecescseaas. 3800.1 

1 Cassiodorus ....... sen eneneeee cae veneeaees 262 
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Castiglione, C. O. Count, Gothic palimp- Corruptions of text in second century... 
BOSE ceceesccseccncscecceseneessesrecnes 275 385—¥ 

Catherine, St, on Sinai...... 46, 174, 218 | Cosmas Indicopleustes .......... 56; 230. 
Cava, Naples, Cod. Lat. (cav.) ...... 265 | Cotton fr. of Genesis ...29 n. 1, 30—38 

Chaldee forms in Jerus. Syriac.:.245 nn. | Cotton paper (bombycina) ......-...0000 ay 
Chapters, larger (kepddata) ...... 48—50, | Covell, Jo. ..ceccsooeee 151, 176, 189, 218 

142, 297 | Cowper, B. H......... 4090 0, 453, 454 n. 

Latin or modern wiscecees 58, 59 | Cowe, H. Ov... 155,177 and nn, 180n, 

Chark, Wm. .....000. 67 n, 149, 151, 433 185 and nn, 199, 200, : 

Christian VII. of Denmark ......... 330 206, 210, 222, 225 
Christina, Q. of Sweden. ..:...160, 217, | Craik, H....... senceecarcensueuces 1000-269 1, 

266, 275 | Cramer, J. A. cecccseccssceseceaeee 188, 455 

Chronicon Paschale .....0c.ccecees 381 un. | Critical revision a source of ‘various 

Chrysostom, Patriarch ...44, 64 nn. 1, 2, TOAGINGS ....cccccececsccsecceeoeesensence 15 

278 n, 328, 349 n, 421 
Cicero, Me Ti, cicseecceccnecevsceveees 29 n. 3 
Clarendon, Lord, his History............ 4 

Olarke, B. De ccccsseseceeans 185 n. 2, 275 

Claromontanus, Cod. Lat. (h)........- 287 

Olasses,.six, of manuscripts ............ 65 

Clement of Alexandria...49, 384 and n.1, 

386 n. 

of Rome...80, 83, 98, 402, 404n. 

Clementine Vulgate...263, 267, 268, 320, 
428, 438 n. 

Colbert, Cod. Lait. (€) ssssscccsscsseeees 256 

Ooleridge, S. To.ccsccseccsevecesenes 380 n. 2 

Colinaeus, S. his N. T. ...cseceeeeeeee 298 

Collins, A....c.scsccossesseesnecceceecsnes 316 
Columns in manuscripts ...... 25 and n, 2 

Comparative Criticism ......... 395 and n. 
—. exemplified ...401 

—404, 409—411 
Complete copies of N. T. ...61 and n, 1. 
Complutensian Polyglott...... 16, 87, 147, 

190, 262, 284, 299, 443, 445 
N. T. reviewed ...288—294 

—_—_—__--——.— collation of 349—368 

Conflict of internal evidence 

Confusion. of uncial letters ...9, 376 n. 2 

—— of vowels and diphthongs... 10 

Conjectural emendation inadmissible... 
369 and n, 376 n. 2, 427 

———. 

Continuous writing......... TO, 14, 42, 44 

Coptic language, .&e. ......... 270, 395 ND. 
Corbeienses, Codd. Lat. (1, f).....- 2547 

Correctorium, Bibl. Lat. .........183 and 
n, 201, 262, 265 

Correctors (SvopOwrat) ...... 46—7 and n, 

. 383 n, 385 n, 391 

Crito Cantabrigiensis (Turton, T. Bp.)... 

458 n, 459 n, 462 
Curcellacus, S. N..T. ......5.- 313 and n, 
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Crown Octavo. 4s. 

Theophili Episcopt Antiochensis Libri Tres ad Auto- 
lycum. Hdidit, Proleggmenis Versione WNotulis Indicibus 

instruxit GULIELMUS GiLson Humpury, 8.T.B. Collegii 

Sanctiss. Trin. _apud Cantabrigienses quondam Socius, 

Post Octavo. 6s. 

De Obligatione Conscientie Preelectiones Decem 
Oxonii in Schola Theologica habit a Roperro SanpErson, SS. 
Theologiz ibidem Professore Regio. With English Notes, 

including an abridged Translation, by W. WxHwrut, D.D. 

Master of Trinity College. Octavo. gs. 

Grotius de Jure Belli et Pacis, with the notes of 
Barbeyrac and others; accompanied by an abridged Translation 

of the Text, by W. WuEwett, D.D. Master of Trinity College. 

Three Volumes, Octavo, 428. The translation separate, 148. 

The Homilies, with Various Readings, and the 
Quotations from the Fathers given at length in the Original 

Languages. Edited by G. E. Corriz, D.D. Master of Jesus 

College, Examining Chaplain to the Lord Bishop of Ely. 

Octavo. 108. 6d. - 

Archbishop Usher's Answer to a Jesuit, with other 
Tracts on Popery. Edited by J. ScHonerimnp, M.A. late 

Regius Professor of Greek in the University. Octavo. 13s. 6d. 
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Wilson’s Illustration of the Method of explaining the 
New Testament, by the early opinions of Jews and Christians 
concerning Christ. Edited by T. Turton, D.D. Lord Bishop 
of Ely. Octavo. 8s. 

Lectures on Divinity delivered in ‘the University of 
Cambridge. By John Hey, D.D. Third Edition, by T. 

Turton, D.D. Lord Bishop of Ely. 2 vols. 8vo. 308. 

Theophylacti in Evangelium SS. Matthei Commen- 
tarius. Edited by W. G. Humpury, B.D. Prebendary of St 

Paul’s, and Vicar of St Martin’s-in-the-Fields, London, late 

Fellow of Trinity College. Octavo. 148. 

Tertullianus de Corona Militis, de Spectaculis, de 
Idololatria, with Analysis and English Notes, by GEORGE 

Currey, B.D. Preacher at the Charter House, late Fellow and 

Tutor of St John’s College. Crown Octavo. 7s. 6d. 

Astronomical Observations, for the Years 1849, 1850, 
and 1851, made at the Observatory of Cambridge, by the Rev. 

James Cuauuis, M.A. Plumian .Professor of Astronomy and 

Experimental Philosophy in the University of Cambridge, and 

late Fellow of Trinity College. Royal 4to. Ready. 25s. 

Astronomical Observations, for the Years 1846, 1847, 
and 1848, made at the Observatory of Cambridge, by the Rev. 

James Canis, M.A. Plumian Professor of Astronomy and 

Experimental Philosophy in the University of Cambridge, and 

late Fellow of Trinity College. Royal 4to, 420 pages, 253. 

*|* The Publishers are directed to offer a limited number of Copies 
of the Cambridge Observations of former years at the following 

reduced prices :— _ 

Yor the years For the years 

1828 and 29 secesseessererssoeees at 4s., each 1839. ..ccccerecsees eonenssesane we At 11s, Ed. 
1880, 31, 82, 88, 34, and 35... a, }Year 1840 and 1841 ...rcccccsccssceee 17s, 6d. 

1836 ..crereee sovensacercsaucecesesese 8s. 6d. 1842 secesseecsvesecenenes sescesecctes 1s. 
B37 sececsees aveevscesesnceacoesseoes 10s. 6d. 1843 cecccesessescvorecsccrscsesevaces lbs. 

1838 eseoorscssesesseaccrccccsecorense 14s. BEE ANG 1845 sereceserecserrece 8s. 

Cambridge: DEIGHTON, BELL AND OO. 

GZondon: GEORGE COX, CAMBRIDGE WAREHOUSE, 
32 PATERNOSTER ROW. 
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MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS, 

PUBLISHED BY MESSRS. 

DEIGHTON, BELL, AND CO. 
(AGENTS TO THE UNIVERSITY.) 

CAMBRIDGE. 

CLASSICAL. 

Cambridge Greek and Latin Texts. Carefully 
reprinted from the best Editions : 

This Series is intended to supply for the use of schools and students cheap 
and accurate editions of the Classics, which shall be superior in me- 
chanical execution to the small German editions now current in this 
country, and more convenient in form. The Texts of the Bibliotheca 
Classica and Grammar-school Classics, so far as they have been pub- 

‘lished, will be adopted. These editions have taken their place among 
scholars as valuable contributions to the classical literature of this 
country, and are admitted to be good examples of the judicious and 
practical nature of English scholarship ; and as the editors have formed 
their texts from a careful examination of the best editions extant, it is 
believed that no texts better for general use can be found. The 
volumes will be well printed at the Cambridge University Press, in 
16mo, size, and will be issued at short intervals, neatly bound in cloth. 

NOVUM TESTAMENTUM GRACUM, TEXTUS STEPHANICI, 1550. Acce- 
dunt varise lectiones editionum Bez, Elzeviri, Lachmanni, Tischen- 
dorfii, et Tregellesii. Curante F. H. SCRIVENER, A.M. 4s. Gd. 

An Edition on Writing Paper, for Notes, 4to. half-bound. 12s. 

AESCHYLUS, ex novissima recensione F. A. Paury, A.M. 3s. 

CASAR DE BELLO GALLICO, ex recensione G. Lone, A.M. 2s. 
CICERO DE SENECTUTE et DE AMICITIA, recensuit G. Lone, A.M. Is. 6d. 

EURIPIDES, ex recensione F. A. PALEY, A.M. 3 Vols. Vol. I 88. 6d. Vol. 11. 
83. 6d. Vol, III. 3s. 6d. 

HERODOTUS, recensuit J, W. Buaxrstey, 8.T.B. 2vols. 7s. 

HORATIUS, ex recensione A. J. MAcLEANE, A.M. 2s. Gd. 

LUCRETIUS, recognovit H. A. J. Munro, M.A, 2s. 6d. ° 

THUCYDIDES, recensuit J. G. Donanpson, §.T.P. 2 vols. 7s. 

VERGILIUS, ex recensione J. Contneroy, A.M. 38s. 6d. 

XENOPHONTIS EXPEDITIO CYRI, recensnit J. F. Macmicuarr, A.B. 
{in the Press. 

SALLUSTIUS CATILINA ET JUGURTHA, ex recensione G. Lone, A.M. 
‘ . (in the Press. 

Others in Preparation. 

Passages in Prose and Verse from English 
Authors for Translation into Greek and Latin; together with selected 
Passages from Greek and Latin Authors for Translation into English: 
forming a regular course of Exercises in Classical Composition. By 
H. ALFORD, M.A., late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. 8vo. 65." 
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Gems of Latin Poetry. With Translations by 
various Authors, to which are added Notes and Illustrations. By 
A. AMOS, Esgq., late Downing Professor of the Laws of England. 8vo. 12s. 

Arundines Cami. Sive Musarum Cantabrigien- 
sium Lusus Canori. Collegit atqueed. H. DRURY, A.M. 4 New and cheaper 
Edition (the Fifth), revised and corrected, Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d. 

Demosthenes de Falsa Legatione. Second Edition, 
carefully revised. By R. SHELLETO, M.A. 8vo. 8s. 6d. 

Demosthenes, Select Private Orations of. After 
the Text of Dinporr, with the various Readings of Reiske and 
Bekker. With English Notes. For the use of Schools, By C. T. 
PENROSE, A.M. Second Edition. 1l2mo. 4s. 

A Complete Latin Grammar. Second Edition. 
Very much enlarged, and adapted for the use of University Students. 
By J. W. DONALDSON, D.D. 8vyo. 14s. 

The enlarged Edition of the Latin Grammar has been prepared with the 
same object as the corresponding work on the Greek Language. It is, 
however, especially designed to serve as a convenient handbook for 
those students who wish to acquire the habit of writing Latin; and 
with this view it is furnished with an Antibarbarus, with a fall dis- 
cussion of the most important synonyms, and with a variety of infor- 
mation not generally contained in works of this description. 

A Complete Greek Grammar. Second Edition. 
Very much enlarged and adapted for the use of University Students, By 
J. W. DONALDSON, D.D. 8vo. 16s. 

This enlarged Edition has been prepared with the intention of placing 
within the reach of Students at the Universities, and in the highest 
classes at Schools, a Manual of Instruction and Reference, which, 
without exceeding the limits of the most popular Works of the kind, 
would exhibit a more exact and philosophical arrangement of the 
materials than any similar book; would: connect itself more immedi- 
ately with the researches of comparative Philologers; and would 
contain the sort of information which the Author’s long experience as 
a Teacher and Examiner has indicated to him as most likely to mect 
the actual wants of those who are engaged in the critical study of the 
best Greek authors. 

Without being formally based on any German Work, it has been written 
with constant reference to the latest and most esteemed of Greek 
Grammars used on the Continent. 

Varronianus. <A. Critical and Historical Intro- 
duction ‘to the Philological Study of the Latin Language. Third Edition, 
considerably enlarged. By J. W. DONALDSON, D.D. 8vo. 16s. 

Independently of the original matter which will be found in almost every 
page, it is believed that this book presents a collection of known facts 
respecting the old languages of Italy which will be found in no single 
work, whether British or foreign, and which must be gleaned from 
2 considerable number of rare and expensive publications; and while 
the lists of Oscan and Etruscan glosses, and the reprint of fragments 
and inscriptions, may render the treatise an indispensable addition to 
the dictionary, and a convenient manual for the professed student of 
Latin, it is hoped that the classical traveller in Italy will find the infor- 
mation amassed and arrunged in these pages, sufficient to spare him the 
trouble of carrying with him a voluminous library of reference in 
regard to the subjects of which it treats. 
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The Theatre of the Greeks. A Treatise on the 
History and Exhibition of the Greek Drama: with various Supplements. 
By J. W. DONALDSON, D.D. Seventh Edition, revised, enlarged, and in 
part remodelled; with numerous illustrations from the best ancient 

authorities. 8vo, 14s. r 

Classical Scholarship and Classical Learning con- 
sidered with especial reference to Competitive Tests and University Teach- 
ing. A. Practical Esgay on Liberal Education. By J. W. DONALDSON, D.D. 
rown 8yo. 5s. . 

A Treatise on Hannibal’s Passage of the Alps, in 
which his Route is traced over the Little Mont Cenis. By R. ELLIS, B.D., 
Fellow of St. John’s College, Cambridge. With Maps. 8vo. 7s. 6d. 

Euripides. Fabule Quatuor. Scilicet, Hippo- 
lytus Coronifer, Alcestis, Iphigenia in Aulide, Iphigenia in Tauris. Ad 
fidem Manuscriptorum. ac veterum Editionum emendavit et Annota- 
tionibus instruxit J, H. MONK, S.T.P. Zditio nova. 8vo. 12s. 

Sepurately—Hippotytus. 8vo. cloth, 5s. ALcEsTis. 8vo. sewed, 4s. 6d. 

Euripides. Tragcedice Priores Quatuor, ad fidem 
Manuscriptorum emendate et brevibus Notis instructs. Hdidit R. Porson, 
A.M., &c. recensuit suasque notulas subjecit J. SCHOLEFIELD, A.M. 
Editio tertia. 8vo. 10s. 6d. 

Foliorum Silvula. Part I. Being Select Passages . 
for Translation into Latin LElegiac and Heroic Verse. Arranged and 
Edited by H. A. HOLDEN, M.A., Head Master of Queen Elizabeth’s School, 
Ipswich, late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. Second Edition. Post 
8vo. 6s. 

Foliorum Silvula. Part II. Being Select Passages 
for Translation into Latin Lyric and Greek Verse. By H. A. HOLDEN, M.A. 
Second Edition. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d. 

Foliorum Centuric. Selections for Translation into 
Latin and Greek Prose, chiefly from the University and College Bxamina- 
tion Papers. By H. A. HOLDEN, M.A. Second Edition, Post 8vo. 85. 

Hyperides, The Funeral Oration of, over Leosthe- 
nes and his Comrades in the Lamian War. The Fragments of the Greek Text 
edited with Notes and an Introduction, and an engraved Facsimile of the 
whole Papyrus, By C. BABINGTON, B.D. Second dition, corrected. 8vo. 
83. 6d. 

Imperial 4to. Edition, with 7 tinted plates, in imitation of the Papyrus, is. 
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Hyperides, The Oration of, agamst Demosthenes 
respecting the Treasure of Harpalus. The Fragments of the Greek Text, 
now first edited from the Facsimile of the MS. discovered at Egyptian 
Thebes in 1847 ; together with other Fragments of the same Oration cited 
in Ancient Writers. With a Preliminary Dissertation and Notes, and 
a Facsimile of a portion of the MS. By C. BABINGION, B.D. 4to. 6s. 6d. 

Progressive Exercises in Greek Tragic Senarii, 
followed by a Selection from the Greek Verses of Shrewsbury School, 
and prefaced by a short Account of the Tambic Metre and Style of 
Greek Tragedy. For the use of Schools and Private Students. Edited 
by B. H. KENNEDY, D.D., Head Master of Shrewsbury School. Second 
Edition, altered and revised. 8vo. 8s. 

Dissertations on the Eumenides of Aischylus, 
from the German of C. 0. Miitter. With Critical Remarks and an Ap- 
pendix. Translated from the German. Second Edition. 8vo. Gs. 6d. 

Platonis Protagoras. The Protagoras of Plato. 
The Greek Text revised, with an Analysis and English Notes. By W. 
WAYTE, M.A., Fellow of King’s College, Cambridge, and Assistant Master 
at Eton. 8vo. 5s. 6d. 

M. A. Plautus. Aulularia. Ad fidem Codicum 
qui in Bibliotheca Musei Britannici exstant aliorumque nonnullorum re- 
censuit, Notisque et Glossario locuplete instruxit J. HILDYARD, A.M. 
Editio Alteru. 8vo. 7s. 6d. 

M. A. Plautus. Menechmei. Ad fidem Codicum 
qui in Bibliotheca Musei Britannici exstant aliorumque nonnullorume re- 
censuit, Notisque et Glossario locuplete instruxit J. HILDYARD, A.M. 
Editio Altera. 7s. 6d. 

Sex Aurelii Propertii Carmina. The Elegies of 
Propertius. With English Notes and a Preface on the State of Latin 
Scholarship. By F. A. PALEY, Editor of Aischylus, &c. With copious 
Indices. 10s. 6d. 

Sophocles, The Cidipus Coloneus of, with Notes, 
intended principally to explain and defend the Text of the Manuscripts 
as opposed to conjectural emendation. By the Rev. C, E. PALMER, M.A. 
93. 

Cornelii Taciti Opera, ad Codices antiquissimos 
exacta et emendata, Commentario critico et exegetico illustrata. 4 vols. 
Svo, Edidit F, RITTER, Prof. Bonnensis. 17. 8s. 
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THEOLOGICAL. 

GREEK TESTAMENT. 

The Greek Testament: with a Critically revised 
Text; a Digest of various Readings; Marginal References to Verbal and 
Idiomatic Usage; Prolegomena; anda Critical and Exegetical Commentary. 
For the Use of Theological Students and Ministers. By HENRY ALFORD, 
D.D., Dean of Canterbury. 8vo. 

Vol. I. rourry Epirion, containing the Four Gospels. 14. 8s. 
Vol. II. rourrH EDITION, containing the Acts of the Apostles, the Epistles 

to the Romans and Corinthians. 11. 4s. 
Vol. III. tH1rp EprTron, containing the Epistles to the Galatians, 

Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, Thessalonians,—to Timotheus, Titus 
and Philemon. 18s, 

Vol.IV. Part I. sxeconp eprrion. The Epistle to the Hebrews: The 
Catholic Epistles of St. James and St. Peter. 18s. . 

Vol. IV. Part II. Sxeconp Epition. The Epistles of St. John and 
St. Jude, and the Revelation. 14s. 

A Chronological Synopsis of the Four Gospels. 
By CARL WIESELER. Translated by the Rev. Epmunp VENABLES, M.A. 

: In the Press. 

Novum Testamentum Greecum, Textus Stephanici, 
1500. Accedunt varie lectiones editionum Beze, Elzeviri, Lachmanni, 
Tischendorfi, et Tregellesii. Curante F, H. SCRIVENER, A.M. iGmo. 

8. 6d. 

An Edition on Writing-paper, for Notes. 4to. hulf-bound. 12s. 

Bentleii Critica Sacra. Notes on the Greek and 
Latin Text of the New Testament, extracted from the Bentley MSS. in 
Trinity College Library. With the Abbé Rulotta’s Collation of the Vatican 
MS., a specimen of Bentley’s intended Edition, and an account of all his 
Collations. Edited, with the permission of the Master and Seniors, by the 
Rev. A. A. ELLIS, M.A., late Fellow and Junior Dean of Trinity College, 
Cambridge. 8vo. 8s. 6d. 

A Plain Introduction to the Criticism of the New 
Testament, With numerous facsimiles. For the use of Biblical Students. 
By F. H. SCRIVENER, A.M. 8vo. ls. 

Hints for some Improvements in the Authorized 
Version of the New Testament. By the late J. SCHOLEFIELD, M.A., 
Regius Professor of Greek inthe University. Fourth Edition. Feap. 8vo. 4s, 

Notes on the Proposed Amendment.of the Author- 
ized Version of the Holy Scriptures. By W. SELWYN, B.D. 8vo. is. 

A Companion to the New Testament. Designed 
for the use of Theological Students and the Upper Forms in Schools. By 
A.C. BARRETT, M.A. Fep. 8vo. 5s. 

A General Introduction to the Apostolic Epistles, 
with a Table of St. Paul’s Travels, and an Essay on the State after Death. 
Second Edition, enlarged. To which are added a Few Words on the 
Athanasian Creed, on Justification by Faith, and on the Ninth and 
Seventeenth Articles of the Church of England. By A BISHOP’S 
CHAPLAIN. 8vo. 8s. 6d. 

Annotations on the Acts of the Apostles. De- 
signed principally for the use of Candidates for the Ordinary B.A. Degree, 
Students for Holy Orders, &c., with College and Senate-House Examination 
Papers. By the Rev, T. R. MASKEW. Second Edition, enlarged. 12mo. 5s. 
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Messiah as Foretold and Expected. A Course of ' 
Sermons relating to the Messiah, as Interpreted before the Coming of 
Christ. Preached before the University of Cambridge, in the months of 
February and March, 1862. By the Rev. Harotp Browne, B.D., Norrisian 
Professor of Divinity, and Canon of Exeter Cathedral. 

Butler’s Three Sermons on Human Nature, and 
Dissertation on Virtue. Edited by W. WHEWELL, D.D. With a Preface 
and a Syllabus of the Work. Third Edition. Fep.8vo. 3s. 6d. 

Butler’s Six Sermons on Moral Subjects. A Sequel’ 
to the Three Sermons on Human Nature.” Edited by W. WHEWELL, 
D.D., with a Preface and Syllabus of the Work. Fep. 8vo, 3s. 6d. 

A Translation of the Epistles of Clement of Rome, 
Polycarp, and Ignatius; and of the Apologies of Justin Martyr and Tertul- 
lian; with an Introduction and Brief Notes illustrative of the Ecclesias- 
tical History of the First Two Centuries. By T. CHEVALLIER, B.D. 
Second Edition. 8vo. 12s. 

Pearsoni Preefatio Pareenetica ad Vetus Testa- 
mentum Greeum ex Versione Septuaginta Interpretum; juxta exemplar 
Vaticanum Rome Editum. Cantabrigiw, 1665. Cum Notulis EDVARDI 
CHURTON, A.M., Eccl. Ebor. Archidiac. et Canonici. 8vo. 1s. 

On Sacrifice, Atonement, Vicarious Oblation, 
and Example of Christ, and the Punishment of Sin. Five Sermons, 
preached before the University of Cambridge, March 1856. By B. M. 
COWIE, B.D., St. John’s College. 8vo. 5s. 

Three Plain Sermons, preached in the Chapel of 
Trinity College, Cambridge, in the course of the year 1859. By the Rey. 
E. W. BLORE, Fellow of Trinity College. 8vo. 1s. 6d. 

Five Sermons preached before the University of 
Cambridge. By the late J.J. BLUNT, B.D., Lady Margaret Professor of 
Divinity. 8vo. 5s. 6d. 

ContEnts :—1l. The Nature of Sin.—2. The Church of the Apostles.—3. On 
Uniformity of Ritual.—4. The Value of Time.—5. Reflections on the 
General Fast-Day (March 1847). 

Five Sermons preached. before the University of 
Cambridge. The first Four in November, 1851, the Fifth on Thursday, 
March 8th, 1849, being the Hundred and Fiftieth Anniversary of the Society 
for Promoting Christian Knowledge. By the late Rev. J. J. BLUNT, B.D. 
Contents: 1. Tests of the Truth of Revelation.—2. On Unfaithfulness to 

the Reformation.—3. On the Union of Church and State.—4. An 
Apology for the Prayer-Book.—5. Means and Method of National 
Reform. 

Two Introductory Lectures on the Study of the 
Early Fathers, delivered in the University of Cambridge. By the late J. J. 
BLUNT, B.D. Second Edition. With a brief Memoir of the Author,‘and 
a Table of Lectures delivered during his Professorship. 8vo. 4s. Gd. 

The Church of England on the Fourth Com- 
mandment. 2 The Word of God on a Seventh-Day Sabbath. By 
the Rev. I’. EXTON. 8vo. 2s. 

The Example of Christ and the Service of Christ, 
Considered in Three Sermons preached before the University of Cambridge, 
in February, 1861. To which are appended A Few Remarks upon the 
Present State of Religious Feeling. By FRANCIS FRANCE, B.D., Arch- 
deacon of Ely, and Fellow of St. John’s College. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d. 
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On The Imitation of Christ. A New Transla- 
tion. By the Very Rev. the DEAN OF ELY. 18mo. 33s. 6d. 

A Commentary on the Gospel of 8. Matthew. 
By the Very Rev. HARVEY GOODWIN, D.D., Dean of Ely. Crown 8vo. 
23. 

A Commentary on the Gospel of 8. Mark. By 
H. GOODWIN, D.D.. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d. 

Intended for the English Reader, and adapted for either domestic 
or private use, 

The Doctrines and Difficulties of the Christian 
Religion contemplated from the Standing-point afforded by the Catholic 
Doctrine of the Being of our Lord Jesus Christ. Being the Hulsean 
Lectures for the year 1855. By H. GOODWIN, D.D. 8vo. 9s. 

‘The Glory of the Only Begotten of the Father 
seen in the Manhood of Christ.’ Being the Hulsean Lectures for the 
Year 1856. By H. GOODWIN, D.D. 8vo. 7s. 6d. ; 

Four Sermons preached before the University 
of Cambridge in the Season of Advent, 1858. By H. GOODWIN, D.D. 
l2mo. 3s. 6d. 

Four Sermons preached before the University of 
Cambridge in the month of November 1853. By H. GOODWIN, D.D. 
12mo. 4s. 

Contents :—l], The Young Man cleansing his way.—2. The Young Man 
in Religious Difficulties.—3. The Young Man as a Churchman .—4, The 
Young Man called by Christ. 

Christ in the Wilderness. Four Sermons preached 
before the University of Cambridge in the month of February 1855. By 
H, GOODWIN, D.D. 12mo. 4s. 

Parish Sermons. Ist Series. By H. Goopwiy, p.p. 
Third Edition. 12mo, 6s. 

..2ndSeries. By H. Goopw1n, p.p. 
Third Edition. 12mo. 6s, 

a ~ 3rdSeries. By H. Goopwin, p.p. 
Second Edition, 12mo. 7s. 

_--______—-— 4th Series. By H. Goopwin, p.p. 
12mo. 7s. , 

oth Series. By H. Goopwiy, p.p. 
Short Sermons at the Celebration of the Lord’s 

Supper. By H. GOODWIN, D.D. New Hidition. 12mo. 4s. 

Lectures upon the Church Catechism. By H. 
GOODWIN, D.D. 12mo. 4s. 

A Guide to the Parish Church. By H. Goopwiy, 
D.D. Second Edition. 18mo. 3s, 6d. 

#,* A cheaper Edition for distribution. Price 1s. sewed, 1s. 6d. cloth. 
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Confirmation Day. Being a Book of Instruction 
for Young Persons how they ought to spend that solemn day, on which 
they renew the Vows of their Baptism, and are confirmed by the Bishop 
with prayer and the laying on of hands. By H. GOODWIN, D.D. Second 
Edition, 2d., or 25 for 3s. 6d. 

Plain Thoughts concerning the meaning of Holy 
Baptism. ByH.GOODWIN, D.D. Second Edition. 2d., or 25 for 3s. 6d. 

The Worthy Communicant; or, ‘Who may come 
to the Supper of the Lord?’ By H. GOODWIN, D.D. Second Edition. 2Qd., 
or 25 for 3s. 6d. 

A. History of the Articles of Religion. To ‘which 
is added a series of Documents from a.p. 1536 to a.n. 1615. Together with 
illustrations from contemporary sources. By CHARLES HARDWICK, 
B.D., late ArchdeaconofEly. Second Edition, corrected and enlarged. 8yvo, 
12s. 

*,* A considerable amount of fresh matter has been incorporated, 
especially in the two Chapters which relate to the construction and 
revision of our present code of Articles. 

Sermons for Young Men on the Grace of Christ. 
Preached before the University of Cambridge during the month of Feb- 
ruary 18538. By W. W. HARVEY, B.D., late Fellow of King’s College. 
vo. 4s, 

Sermons on some of the Principal Doctrines and 
Evidences of the Christian Religion. By W. W. HARVEY, B.D. Foolscap 
vo. 8s, 

The History and Theology of the “‘ Three Creeds.” 
By W. W. HARVEY, B.D. 2vols, Post 8vo. ids. 

Ecclesiz Anglicane Vindex Catholicus, sive Arti- 
culorum Ecclesie Anglicanse cum Scriptis SS. Patrum nova collatio. Cura 
G. W. HARVEY, B.D., Collegii Regalis Socii. 38 vols. 8vo. Re- 
duced to 16s. 

Prelectio in Prov. viii. 22, 23. Quam’ munus 
Lectoris Regii in Literis Hebraicis petendo habuit G. WIGAN HARVEY, 
A.M., u1Id. Octob. 1848. 4dto. sewed. 3s, 

Apostolic Missions. Five Sermons preached before 
the University of Cambridge in May 1852. By W. B. HOPKINS, M.A., 
late Fellow of St. Catharine’s College. 8vo. 8s. . 

Psalter (The), or Psalms of David in English 
Verse. With Preface and Notes. By a Member of the University of Cam- 
bridge. | Dedicated by permission to the Lord Bishop of Ely, and the 
Reverend the Professors of Divinity in that University. 4s. 

An Historical and Explanatory Treatise on the 
Book of Common Prayer. By W. G. HUMPHRY, B.D., late Fellow of 
Trinity College, Cambridge. Second Edition, enlarged and revised. 
Post 8vo. 7s. 6d. 
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Liturgie Britannice, or the several Editions of 
the Book of Common Prayer of the Church of England, from its com- 
pilation to the last revision, together with the Liturgy set forth for the 
use of the Church of Scotland, arranged to shew their respective variations. 
By W. KEELING, B.D., late Fellow of St. John’s College. Second 
Edition, 8vo. 12s. 

The Seven Words Spoken Against the Lord 
Jesus: or, an Investigation of the Motives which led His Contemporaries 
to reject Him. Being the Hulsean Lectures for the Year 1860. By 
JOHN LAMB, M.A., Senior Fellow of Gonville and Caius College, and 
Minister of S. Edward’s, Cambridge., 8vo. 5s. 6d, 

Twelve Sermons preached on Various Occasions 
at the Church of St. Mary, Greenwich. By R. MAIN, M.A. Radcliffe 
Observer at Oxford. 12mo. 5s, 

Lectures on the Catechism. Delivered in the 
Parish Church of Brasted, in the Diocese of Canterbury. By the late 
W. H. MILL, D.D., Regius Professor of Hebrew, Cambridge. Edited 
by his Son-in-Law, the Rev. B. WEBB, M.A. Fep. 8vo. 6s. 6d, 

Sermons preached in Lent 1845, and on several’ 
former occasions, before the University of Cambridge. By W. H. MILL, 
D.D. 8vo. 12s, 

Four Sermons preached before the University on | 
the Fifth of November, and the three Sundays preceding Advent, in the 
year 1848. By W. H. MILL, D.D. 8vo. 5s. 6d. 

‘An Analysis of the Exposition of the Creed, 
written by the Right Reverend Father in God, J. PEARSON, D.D., late 
Lord Bishop of Chester. Compiled, with some additional matter occasion- 
ally interspersed, for the use of Students of Bishop’s College, Calcutta. 
By W.H. MILL, D.D. Third Edition, revised and corrected. 8vo. 5s, 

Observations on the attempted application of 
Pantheistic Principles to the Theory and Historic Criticism of the Gospels. 
By W.H. MILL, D.D., late Regius Professor of Hebrew in the University 

Cambridge. Second Edition, with the Author's latest notes and 
additions. Hdited by B. WEBB, M.A. 8vo. 14s. 

Bishop Pearson’s Five Lectures on the Acts of 
the Apostles and Annals of St. Paul. Edited in English, with Notes, by 
J.R. CROWFOOT, B.D. Crown 8vo. 4s. 

Jerusalem Explored. Being a description of 
the Ancient and Modern City, with upwards of 100 Iilustrations. By Dr. 
Ermere Prerorri, Architect Engineer to the Pasha of Jerusalem. Imp. 
4to. (Preparing. 

The Essential Coherence of the Old and New 
Testaments. By T.T. PEROWNE, M.A., Fellow of Corpus Christi College, 
Cambridge. Crown 8vo. 6s. 

A Manual of Prayer for Students. Consisting 
mostly of Selections from various Authors. In3 parts. By R. G. PETER, 
M.A,, late Fellow of Jesus College. 18mo. 1s. 6d. 
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Phraseological and Explanatory Notes on the 
Hebrew Text of the Book of GENESIS. By T. PRESTON, M.A., Fellow 
of Trinity College. Crown 8vo. 9s, 6d. 

The Influence of Christianity on the Language 
of Modern Europe. The Essays which obtained the Hulsean Prize for the 
year 1855. By W. J. REES, St. John’s College, and W. AYERST, Caius 
College. 8vo. 4s, 

Sermons preached in the English Church at 
Heidelberg in the years 1858-59. By 8S. H. SAXBY, M.A. Fep. 8vo. 6s. 

An Exact Transcript of the Copzx Aver- 
ENSIS, a Greeco-Latin Manuscript in Uncial Letters of S. Panl’s Epistles, 
preserved in the Library of Trinity College, Cambridge. To which is 
added a full Collation of Fifty Manuscripts containing various portions 
of the Greek New Testament deposited in English Libraries: with a full 
Critical Introduction. By F.H.SCRIVENER, M.A, Royal 8vo. 26s. 

Horae Hebraicae. Critical and Expository Ob- 
servations on the Prophecy of Messiah in Isaiah, Chapter IX. and on 
other Passages of Holy Scripture. By W. SELWYN, B.D., Lady Margaret’s 
Reader in Theology. Revised Edition, with Continuation. 8s. 

Tne CONTINUATION, separately. 3s. 

Excerpta ex Reliquiis Versionum, Aquile, Sym- 
machi Theodotionis, a Montefalconia aliisque collectis, Grnrsis. Edidit 
G. SELWYN, S8.1.B. 8vo. 1s. 

Note Critice in Versionem Septuagintaviralem. 
Exopvus, Cap. I.—XXIV., Curante G. SELWYN, §.T.B. 8vo. 3s. 6d. 

Note Criticee in Versionem Septuagintaviralem. 
Liber NumErorum. Curante G. SELWYN, 8.T.B. 8vo. 4s, 6d. 

Note Criticee in Versionem Septuagintaviralem. 
Liber DEuTERoNomiI. Curante G. SELWYN, S8.T.B. 8vo. 4s. 6d. 

Origenis Contra Celsum. Liber I. Curante 
G. SELWYN, S.T.B. 8vo. 3s. 6d. 

Testimonia Patrum in Veteres Interpretes, Septu- 
aginta, Aquilam, Symmachum, Theodotionem, a Montefalconio aliisque 
collecta paucis Additis. Edidit G. SELWYN, 5.T.B. 8vo. 6d. 

The Will Divine and Human. By T. Sorty, B.D., 
late of Caius College, Cambridge. 8vo. 10s. 6d. 

Tertulliani Liber Apologeticus. The Apology of 
Tertullian. With English Notes and a Preface, intended as an Introduc- 
tion to the Study of Patristical and Ecclesiastical Latinity. By H. A. 
WOODHAM, LL.D. Second Edition. 8yvo. 8s. 6d. 

Three Sermons on the Lord’s Supper. With 
Questions and References. By a Country Curate. Crown 8yvo.. 1s. 6d. 
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Parish Sermons, according to the order of the 
Christian Year. By the late C. A. WEST, B.A. Edited by J. R. WEST, 
M.A. 12mo. 6s. - 

Sermons preached in the Chapel of Trinity 
College, Cambridge. By W. WHEWELL, D.D., Master of the College. 
8vo. 103. Gd. 

Rational Godliness. After the Mind of Christ 
and the Written Voices of the Church. By R. WILLIAMS, D.D., Pro- 
fessor of Hebrew at Lampeter. Crown 8vo. 10s. 6d. 

Paraméswara-jnyéna-goshthi.. A Dialogue of the 
Knowledge of the Supreme Lord, in which are compared the Claims of 
Christianity and Hinduism, and various questions of Indian Religion and 
Literature fairly discussed. By R. WILLIAMS, D.D. 8vo. 12s, 

The Historical and Descriptive Geography of the 
Holy Land, with an Alphabetical List of Places, and Maps. By G. 
WILLIAMS, B.D., Fellow of King’s College, Cambridge. [ Preparing. 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

Lectures on the History of Moral Philosophy in 
England. New and Improved Edition with additional Lectures- By the 
Rev. W. WHEWELL, D.D., Master of Trinity College. 

Verses and Translations. By C.8.C. Fep. 8vo. 
5s. 

Athenae Cantabrigienses. By C. H. Coopzr, 
F.S.A. and THOMPSON COOPER, F.S.A. 

This work, in illustration of the biography of notable and eminent men 
who have been members of the University of Cambridge, comprehends, 
notices of: 1. Authors. 2. Cardinals, archbishops, bishops, abbats, 
heads of religious houses and other Church dignitaries. 3. Statesmen. 
diplomatists, military and naval commanders. 4. Judges and eminent 
practitioners of the civilor common law. 5. Sufferers for religious and 
political opinions, 6. Persons distinguished for success in tuition. 7. 
Eminent physicians and medical practitioners. 8. Artists, musicians, 
and heralds. 9, Heads of Colleges, professors, and principal officers of 
the university. 10. Benefactors to the university and colleges or to 
the public at large. 

Volume I. 1500—1585. 8vo. cloth. 18s, Volume II. 1586—1609, 18s. 
Volume III. Preparing. 

Cambridge University Calendar. . (Continued 
annually.) 12mo. 6s. 6d. 

Cambridge Examination Papers, 1859. Being a 
Supplement to the Cambridge University Calendar. 12mo. 5s. 

Containing those set for the Tyrwhitt’s Hebrew Scholarships.—Theological 
Examinations.—Carus Prize.—Crosse Scholarships.—Law Degree Ex- 
amination.— Mathematical Tripos.—The Ordinary B.A. Degree.— 
Smith’s Prize.—University Scholarships.—Classical Tripos.—Moral 
Sciences Tripos.—Chancellor’s Legal Medals.—Chancellor’s Medals,— 
Bell’s Scholarships.—Natural Sciences Tripos.—Previous Examina- 
tion.—Theological Examination. With Lists of Ordinary Degrees, 
and of those who have passed the Previous and Theological Ex- 
atainations. 

Lhe Examination Papers of 1856, price 2s. 6d.; 1857 and 1858, 3s. 6d. may still be had 
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The Student’s Guide to the University of 
Cambridge. 

. CoNnTENTS :— 
Introduction. 
On University Expenses. 
On the Choice of a College. 
Detailed Accounts of the several Colleges. 7 
General View of the Mode of Proceeding to Degrees in Arts and Divinity. 
On the Course of Reading for the Mathematical Tripos, for the Classical 

. Tripos, the Moral Sciences Tripos, the Natural Sciences Tripos, and the 
Law Tripos. . : 

General View of the Mode of Proceeding to Degrees in Law and Medicine. 
On Medical Study as pursued in the University. : 
The Theological Examinations. 
Preparation for the Examinations for the Civil Service of India. 

Local Examinations of the University of Cambridge. 

Cairo to Sinai and Sinai to Cairo; beg an 
Account of a Journey in the Desert of Arabia, November and December, 
1860. By W. J. BEAMONT, M.A., Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. 
With Maps and Illustrations. Fep. 8vo. 5s. 

A Concise Grammar of the Arabic Language. 
By W. J. BEAMONT, M.A. Revised by SpeikH ALI Napy EL BArrany, 
one of the Sheikhs of the El Azhar Mosque in Cairo. 12mo. 7s. 

The Study of the English Language an Essential 
Part of a University Course: An Extension of a Lecture delivered at the 
Royal Institution of Great Britain, February 1, 1861. With Coloured 
Language-Maps of the British Isles and Europe. By ALEXANDER J.D. 
D’ORSEY, B.D., English Lecturer at Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, 
late Head Master of the English Department in the High School of Glasgow. 
Crown 8vo. cloth. 2s. 6d. 

Graduati Cantabrigienses: sive Catalogus exhi- 
bens nomina eorum quos ab anno academico admissionum 1760 usque ad 
decimum diem Octr. 1856, Gradu quocunque ornavit Academia Cantabrigi- 
enses, e libris subscriptionum desumptus. Cura J. ROMILLY, A.M., 
Coll. SS. Trin. Socii atque Academica Registrarii. 8vo. 10s. 

A Manual of the Roman Civil Law, arranged 
according to the Syllabus of Dr. Hannirax. Designed for the use of 
Students in the Universities and Inns of Court. By G, LEAPINGWELL, 
LL.D. 8vo. 12s. 

Livingstone’s Cambridge Lectures. With a Pre- 
fatory Letter by the Rev. Professor Sepewicr, M.A., F.R.S., &e., Vice- 
Master of Trinity College, Cambridge. Edited, with Introduction, Life of 
Dr. Livincsronr, Notes and Appendix, by the Rev. W. MONK, M.A,, 
F.R.A.S., &c., of St. John’s College, Cambridge. With a Portrait and 
Map, also a larger Map, by Arrowsmith, granted especially for this work 
by the President and Council of the Royal Geographical Society of London. 
Crown 8vo. 6s, 6d, 

This Edition contains a New Introduction, an. Account of Dr. Living- 
stone’s New Expedition, a Series of Extracts from the Traveller’s 
Letters received since he left this country, and a History of the Oxford 
and Cambridge Mission to Central Africa, 

Newton (Sir Isaac) and Professor Cotes, Corre- 
spondence of, including Letters of other Eminent Men, now first published 
from the originals in the Library of Trinity College, Cambridge; together 
with an Appendix containing other unpublished Letters and papers by 
Newton ; with Notes, Synoptical View of the Philosopher’s Life, and a variety 
of details illustrative of his history. Edited by the Rev. J. EDLESTON, 
M.A. Fellow of Trinity College. 8vo. 10s, 








